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Jx is the best
There's no power like Paradox Power

Paradox makes your
network run like
clockwork
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Paradox saves you from
future shock
Trends for the future with Paradox
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PARADOX UNIX
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Paradox 386 allows users to
take advantage of 16 Megabytes
of Memory on a386 machine.
This allows Paradox users to
work with databases that could
in the past only be handled
by minicomputers and
mainframes.

Your investment today in
Paradox applications is protected as new hardware and
operating systems are used in
your company. Paradox 2.0
applications will run unchanged on Paradox 386,
Paradox OS/2, Paradox Unix
and Paradox SQL! All versions
of Paradox will be completely
application and menu compatible. Paradox SQL will allow
access to remote databases via
SQL. Users will just type in a
query as they normally would,
and Paradox will translate that
Query to SQL.

Paradox is just as valuable
to multi and network users as
it is to single users. It runs
smoothly, intelligently and so
transparently that multiusers
can access the same data at the
same time—without either
being aware of each other or
getting in each other's way. It
works exactly the same way
whether you're flying solo or
as part of the crew.

Anyone who hasn't
seen the network version
of Paradox should take a
look. Ansa has dramatically advanced the state
of the art in multiuser
network databases
Phil Lemmons,
BYTE 8/87

Paradox was adelight
to use, both as astandalone product and from
alocal area network
server.
Don Crabb,
Info World

Paradox 2.0 will
do for the LAN what the
spreadsheet did for the PC
David Schulman,
Bendix Aerospace
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Now to make your network network
To run Paradox 20 or the Paradox Network Pack ai anetwork you need
• Novell with Novell Advanced Netware version 2OA or higher
• 3Com 3Plus vnth 3Com 3+ operating system version 10, 11or higher
• IBM Token Ring or PC Network vnth IBM PC Local Area Network Program version 112 or hkghe
• Torus Tapestry version 14or higher
• AT&T Startan Network with AT&T PC 6300 Network Program version
• Other network configurations that are 100% caret& with DOS 31
and one ol the listed networks
System Requirements tor Single User:
• DOS 2.0 or higher
• 'ere PS/2 and PC. Compaq PC families and other
100% compatibles
• 512K RAM
• Two disk drives. 3Vx-inch and 51
/4
inch supported
• Compatible monochrome, color, or EGA monitor with adapter

System Requirements for the Network Workstation:
• DOS 31or higher
• 640K RAM
• Any combination of hard. Donny, or no disk drives
• Compatible monochrome, color, or EGA monitor with adapter
Optional Equipment:
• EMS and EEMS Boards AST RAMpage Board." Intel Above Board'
or other expanded memory adapters
• Printers Compatible dot matrix, letter quality, or laser printer

Tres: was designed and executed by NSTL. A 1,000-record and a
10,000-record hie were joined Ashort text held Irom the 1,000-record
file and anumeric field from the 10,000-record tile were selected (using
the I.000-record file indexes). The short text held was grouped and
sorted in ascending order. the numeric field was subtotaled for each
group, and the results output to anull printer. Test times from the last
keystroke on the command sequence until re/oro of program control
were recorded and averaged.
Paradox ' sa metered trademark ol Ainsi Software Anna ts aBorland Internabonal

'Reprinted with permission by Software Digest from its July 1981 report
covering 12 relational database programs.

company Other brand and product names are trademarks or regtstered trademarks or
Ibex respeclwe holders Copyfighl 0 1988 BOrland Internabonal, inc
BI 1211SA
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aradox e is once again
the top-rated program,
with the latest version
scoring even higher than last
year's top score." ( Software
Digest's July 1987 Ratings
Report— an independent comparative ratings report for
selecting IBM PC Business
software).
All tests for the Ratings
Report were done by the prestigious National Software Testing Laboratory, Philadelphia,
PA, and the message is crystal
clear: there is no better relational database manager than
Paradox.
NSTL tested 12 different
programs and amongst other
results, discovered that
Paradox is 3times faster than
Lc.
dBASE; 6times faster than
R: BASE on atwofile join
with subtotals testt

can take out of the box and
begin using right away.
Because Paradox employs
state-of-the-art artificial intelligence technology, it does
almost everything for you—
except take itself out of
the box.
If you've ever used 1-2-3®
or dBASE'', you already know
how to use Paradox. It has
Lotus-like menus, and
Paradox documentation
includes "AQuick Guide to
Paradox for Lotus users," and
"A Quick Guide to Paradox
for dBASE users."
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Paradox does the
impossible: cornbines
ease- of- use with power
and sophistication
Even if you're abeginner,
Paradox is the only relational
database manager that you
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USABILITY

Paradox still offers
superior import/export
facilities using Lotus
1-2-3, dBASE, ASCII
and other file types. It
transfers between formats
with stunning speed
Rusel DeMaria, PC Week yy
Paradox responds
instantly to "Queryby-Example"
The method you use to ask
questions is called Query-byExample. Instead of spending
time figuring out how to do
the query, you simply give
Paradox an example of the
results you're looking for.
Paradox picks up the example
and automatically seeks the
fastest way of getting the
answer. Paradox, unlike other
databases, makes it just as
easy to query multiple tables
simultaneously as it is to
query one.

Source: Software Digest*

Ideal programs have high levels of both
power and usability. Programs plotted in
the upper righthand portion of the diagram
above come closest to achieving that ideal.
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Paradox: the new
corporate standard
Paradox automatically
updates your data and
lets you control access
to information
In " Co-Edit" mode, changes
made by anyone are automatically updated to everyone. You
can pre-set a "Screen-Refresh"
interval to occur anywhere
from 1-second to 1-hour intervals. ( If you don't make apreset choice, Paradox automatically updates every 3seconds
so that your screen always
shows you updated data).
While Paradox 2.0 lets
everyone share and update
information simultaneously,
you can configure it to keep
secrets secret.
You can restrict others' rights
in avariety of ways with safeguards protecting confidential
files and/or giving someone
"Read Only" rights which is
to allow "View," but prevent
"Change." The Paradox technique—automatic file and
record locking—ensures data
accuracy and integrity in any
multiuser environment.
For abrochure or
the dealer nearest you
call (800) 543-7543

ié With Version 2.0,
Paradox becomes asophisticated multiuser product
that boasts an impressive
selection of data-protection
features and passwordsecurity levels
Ruse! DeMaria,
PC Week
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Get serious support for
serious Paradox application programming
When you subscribe to the
Paradox Developer's Resource
Program ( PDRP), you get all the
resources and support you need
for sophisticated Paradox application development: unlimited
access to our toll-free PAL
programmers support line; the
Paradox Developer's Toolkit; a
subscription to Turbo Technix,
Borland's bi-monthly technical
magazine; and a20% discount
on the Paradox User's Journal
published by the Cobb Group.
Call our Customer Service
Department at ( 408) 438-8400
for your free PDRP information
kit with all the details.

PARADOX
by

Msa

ABorland Company
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Short Takes
Sharp PC-4521, alaptop with ahard disk drive
Sprint 1.0, Borland's third-generation word processor
Quad386XT, Quadram's booster board for the PC
DeskJet, aquiet ink-jet printer from HP
WordStar 2000 3.0, an upgrade with 662 features
ZCM-1490, Zenith's high-resolution color monitor
Microsoft Windows 2.0, astep toward OS/2
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Microsoft Languages Update
by the BYTE Staff
These new versions of five language products
offer abridge to OS/2.
dBASE IV: A Paradox Killer?
by Nicholas Baran
The new version of Ashton-Tate's package
is going to make life tougher for competitors
like Paradox and R:base.
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Getting the Bugs Out
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debuggers with some unique features.
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The WYSEpc 386
by Ed McNierney
Price, performance, and design highlight
this 80386-based system.
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extended versus expanded memory, and new items
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Smarter Artwork

New smARTWORK Features

Three years ago. Wintek engineers created smARTWORK to
reduce the time and tedium of
laying out their own printed-circuit
boards. Thousands of engineers
have since discovered the ease of
use and sophistication that makes
smARTWORK the most popular
PCB CAD software available. And
thanks to them, smARIVVORK keeps
getting better.

D Silkscreen layer for component
placement and identification

D Selectable trace widths and
pad shapes and sizes
D User-definable library
[II Ground planes created with a
single command
Solder- mask and padmaster
plots generated automatically
D Quick printer 2X checkplots

Camera-ready
2X artwDrk from an HI or HP pen plotter

El Additional drivers for printers
and plotters

The Smart Buy. Guaranteed.

D AutoCAD' . DXF file output
D Completely updated
manual
D 800 number for free
technical assistance

ample: IINN Terminals 1/6. inland.

Still priced at $895, smARTWORK
is proven, convenient, and fast.
Our money- back guarantee lets
you try smARTWORK for 30 days
at absolutely no risk. Call toll free
(800) 742-6809 today and put
smARTWORK to work for you
tomorrow. That's smart work.

System Requirements

smARNVORK transforms
your IBM PC into aPCB CAD system

Using an Epson or IBM dot-matrix
printer, you can create 2X artwork and
IX or 2X checkplots in afraction of the
time hand-taping requires

Still $895

El Text capabilities for all three
layers

E Optional drill-tape and
Gerber photoplotter utilities

Interactive routing, continual
design- rule checking, pad shaving, and production-quality 2X
artwork have always been a part
of smARTWORK. And now that
many customer suggestions have
become a part of the software,
smARTWORK is an even better
value. That's why we
offer it with a thirtyday money- back
no-nonsense
guarantee.
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plotter
Optonal Microsoft Mouse
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EDITORIAL

The New BYTE Lab
We've never done much horn-blowing or
flag-waving about our original microcomputer lab, which we've had for years,
because it seemed obvious that any publication purporting to offer authoritative
test results would have a well-equipped
place in which to run tests and examine
equipment without interruption or distraction. A basic computer lab should be
standard equipment for any microcomputer publication—abasic lab is really no
big deal.
Of course, BYTE isn't a " basic" computer publication, and as of late winter,
neither is our lab. In order to provide
meaningful and reliable analysis of increasingly sophisticated hardware and
software, we're in the process of assembling atruly unique and innovative testing
facility—one that will let us run tests that
no other publication is doing, and that
will let us present you with information of
unmatched depth and accuracy on stateof-the-art computer systems and subsystems.
Senior Testing Editor Curt Franklin
heads the new lab. Here's what he says
about the capabilities the new facility will
give us:
"How reliable is your equipment? It's
almost impossible to know, prior to purchase, how your new hardware will work
after extended operation—or how it will
react to temperature fluctuations. Some
hard disk drives, for example, are notorious for seek errors caused by thermal expansion and contraction. Our Despatch
environmental chamber will let us examine equipment in a controlled environment and look at how well the equipment
performs after extended operation near
the limits of its operating parameters.
"BYTE readers expect us
to open up computer
systems for them,
giving them
information
they can't find
anywhere else.
The Hewlett-Packard
16500A logic
analysis system
will let us do
just that. We'll
be able to do
25-MHz state
analysis, timing
6
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analysis to 1gigahertz, and look at waveforms at arate of up to 400 megasamples
per second. The capabilities of this
equipment mean that we'll be giving our
readers more accurate information than
ever before on computer buses, memory
and storage systems, and computer
architectures.
"Modems and other communications
equipment are increasingly important
parts of most computer systems. The
ability of a modem to deal with noise,
dropouts, and other real-world problems
may have more to do with communications throughput than the modem's maximum rated data transfer rate. We want
you to know how well a modem really
works. With a computer-controlled,
automated test set (i.e., the Autotest IA
from AEA), we'll be giving BYTE readers objective, comparative test information on the next generation (or two or
three) of modems.
"Each of us spends more time working
with the computer monitor than with any

other piece of personal computer equipment. In our February issue, George A.
Stewart analyzed and compared anumber
of monitors using the Superspot 100 CRT
analyzer from Microvision—the first
truly objective monitor tests ever to appear in amicrocomputer magazine. We
now have aSuperspot 100, so you can expect in-depth, accurate reviews of monitors like you've never seen before.
"In addition to the ' big' pieces of
equipment in the lab, we've added numerous other items, like power line monitors (for testing uninterruptible power
supplies and letting us factor power fluctuations into our other test results), hard
disk and floppy disk analyzers, and other
equipment that lets us bring readers the
technical depth and accuracy they've
come to expect from BYTE."
Curt's right. What's more, the lab
we're building now is not aone-shot deal.
We've made amajor commitment to keep
up with developing technology and to develop our own capabilities to look at the
products you're interested in. For example, we are now looking into ways to objectively test and report on local-area networks, and we'll be adding a LAN test
facility and other technology testing to
our lab in the future.
Last—but certainly not least—are the
people Curt has hired for our lab. Steve
Apiki and Stan Diehl are electrical engineers who have joined us as testing editors; they'll help BYTE keep and improve
its reputation as amagazine written by experts for experts.
Once the last pieces of equipment have
been delivered and installed (as Iwrite
this, several of the large items, like the
environmental chamber, are being built
to our specifications), you'll start seeing
the results of our new lab in the Reviews
section.
The lab will also play amajor role in
helping us to analyze and examine brandnew architectures—like machines based
on the 68030 and 80486 chips—as soon
as they emerge.
It's all part of our commitment to keep
BYTE your premier source of detailed,
objective, authoritative information on
both the state of the market and the state
of the art.
You deserve nothing less.
—Fred Longo
Editor in Chief

Never before has this level of Reliability
and Durability been available in floppy disks.
Introducing the new RD Series from Maxell.
Twice the durability of the disks you're now usin
Twice the resistance to dust and dirt.
And the RD Series is ten times more reliable
than conventional floppy disks.
The Gold Standard has always meant maximum
safety for your data. Now it means even more.
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MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights ofdevelopments
in technology and the microcomputer industry

Nanobytes

New Approach Could Bring Good Color
to Micro Printers
While color display technology has
sped forward, the printer technology
needed to get color from screen to
paper has not. But that could change in
the near future if printer makers can
successfully implement anew color
technology, called Cycolor, being developed by Mead Imaging (Miamisburg,
OH). Several well-known computer
printer companies, including Brother
and Seiko-Epson, have become "hardware partners" with Mead and are developing Cycolor-based printers.
The most immediate application for
the technology will be color copiers and
35nun slide printers, with products expected to be available within the year.
Chuck Davis, director of Mead Imaging's System Group, told Microbytes
that color computer printers using the
Cycolor process are at least 2years
away. Davis said some new printer designs will have to evolve, and he suggested that the use of fiber-optic CRTs
and liquid crystal shutters are likely candidates for bringing reasonably priced
Cycolor-based printers to the desks of
personal computer users. He declined
to speculate on end-user pricing.

Mead calls the Cycolor process a
"photographic-like" film technology.
Unlike conventional color photographic materials, which contain silver
halide light-sensitive salt crystals, the
Cycolor film is coated with millions of
light-sensitive microcapsules called cyliths. Each cylith is about 1/10 the diameter of ahuman hair and contains aliquid monomer in which acolor-forming
substance called aleuco dye is dissolved. Individual cyliths are sensitive to
either red, green, or blue light.
In aprocess close to normal photography, when the cyliths are exposed to
visible light, alatent image is formed.
But unlike conventional color film, developing the image involves no messy
chemicals or precise temperatures. The
Cycolor film and either special paper
or transparency film are compressed together through rollers. In an additive
color process, unexposed cyliths release
dyes that mix together and react with a
special coating on the paper or transparency film, producing apositive image.
One final step—heating the positive
image—" fixes" the image and brings
out the maximum color brightness.

Microsoft Plans Object-Oriented Enhancements
We may not see a " Quick Smalltalk" in
the near future. But Microsoft (Redmond, WA) does plan to add objectoriented enhancements to its language
products. This is necessary in part,
chairman Bill Gates said, because of the
difficulty programmers are having, and
will continue to have, writing sophisticated graphics-based applications.
"Because we've been using classic
programming languages, it is particularly hard to write these applications,"
Gates explained. " That's something that
Apple and the Macintosh market has
not yet overcome, and that's something
we've not overcome either. What we
are going to do is extend our classic languages like BASIC and C to be objectoriented in the same strong sense that
Smalltalk has been."
As an example, Gates described a

word processor that allowed users to insert generic " objects" into adocument. In the past, aprogrammer's task
was relatively easy, said Gates. A programmer working on aword processor
simply decided in advance exactly
what sorts of things would be allowed
inside adocument, and nothing else
mattered.
With the advent of objects like voice
data, new image formats, drawings,
charts, and so on, the programmer's
job became more complex. The document might contain, for example, a
voice object that takes advantage of the
dynamic linking capabilities inside
OS/2. When the user encounters the
voice object, he or she clicks on it, the
voice code is run through ahardware device, and the user listens to the object.

•Despite developers' pleas,
Apple Computer (
Cupertino,
CA) continues to snub Display
PostScript for its video monitors.
Developers contend that QuickDraw-based images on the Macintosh screen don't match the
printed output of PostScripted
LaserWriters. If the screen used
Display PostScript instead of
QuickDraw, they say, users
could have true WYSIWYG. But
"Apple has no intention of supporting any imaging models other
than QuickDraw at this time,"
says Apple vice president JeanLouis Gassée. " We'll keep improving QuickDraw but there's no
confusion; we won't support it
[Display PostScript]."
•Gallium arsenide (
GaAs)
chips promise smaller, faster computers. New GaAs dynamic
RAMs being licensed by Research Corporation Technologies (
Tucson, AZ) could bring
that promise closer to reality.
The DRAMs, developed by James
Cooper and colleagues at Purdue
University, are one-transistor devices that take up 1/5 the space
required by multitransistor static
RAMs and can operate at up to
125 degrees C. The nonprofit
RCT says the chips also make
high-density dynamic memory
available to GaAs designers.
•Motorola has published its
68030 user's manual, chock full
of descriptions of those data and
instruction caches, the memory
management unit, applications
information, and electrical specs.
The manual costs $6. Contact
Motorola's Literature Distribution
Center, P.O. Box 20924, Phoenix, AZ 85036.
•Anza Research (
Cupertino,
CA) has put abibliography of
neural network references on
disk. NeuralBase contains more
than 2700 annotated entries.
Fortunately, the program lets you
continued
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search for information using 177
keywords. The disks, which run
on the IBM PC and compatibles
with at least 512K bytes of memory, sell for different prices, depending on which year you want;
the entire set costs $300.
•Migent (
Incline Village, NV),
maker of that cute little Pocket
Modem, has not had an easy
first year. Lawsuits and layoffs
tend to put adamper on things.
The company had hoped to get
some positive publicity with its
advanced publishing package,
Impact, which we've heard combines editing, graphics, and page
composition. But at MacWorld
Expo, where Impact was to make
its debut, the company nixed the
intro.
•Thirteen companies so far
have signed up to participate in
studies of electronic applications
of superconductors at the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp. (Austin, TX). MCC
said the baker's dozen consists
of Bellcore, Boeing, Control
Data, Digital Equipment, E. I.
du Pont, Eastman Kodak, General
Electric, Harris, 3M, Motorola,
NCR, Rockwell, and Westinghouse.
•Logitech (
Fremont, CA) has
started shipping its package aimed
at turning regular old PCs into
spiffy graphics systems. The
Logitech Graphics Subsystem
provides amouse, EGA board
(640- by 480-pixel resolution),
AutoSync monitor (normally
$699), and Logitech Plus and
PaintShow software. All that for
$999.
•IBM (
Rye Brook, NY) is offering ahardware setup that hooks
to aPS/2 and voices what's on
the screen. The $600 Screen
Reader, designed for blind and
visually impaired people, consists
of akeypad, program, and documentation in disk or audiocassette
form. A text-to- speech synthesizer is required. For more information, telephone (800) 4262468.
•CalComp (
Anaheim, CA) and
Minolta Camera (
Osaka, Japan)
are teaming up to design and sell
color plotters that fit on desktops.
The A- and B-size plotters will
use thermal-transfer technology.
The companies say they'll start
shipping the units soon.

12
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For such applications to be developed, the operating system will have to
provide object support. OS/2 will have
added functionality that will enable the
operating system to better help applications manage data, Gates said.
"In an object-oriented development
environment," he explained, " the operating system has to get involved. You
want the operating system to help you
find things and keep track of where
things are moved or tell you that you are
deleting something that is being used in
other places." He added that " the real
hard part of this is sending around
linked data, and nobody has been able to
make that easy. You are not going to
get the full leverage of applications
working with applications until we get
this inside the operating system."
Gates said Hewlett-Packard's New-

Wave system ( see February Microbytes)
is an embedded object system but that
it falls short because the lack of acommon subroutine library level prevents
the object management capabilities from
being fundamental to the system.
Although object-oriented languages
like Smalltalk are available, Gates has
doubts about introducing any new languages. " Iquestion anyone's strategy of
introducing new computer languages
after 1988 and trying to get people to
write applications in them," he said.
"I really think that our current languages
with object management extensions can
permit us to deal with the graphical
world. Ithink over the next year, we'll
be able to make development of these
new applications virtually as easy as
normal types of development with older
applications."

PostScript Will Get Faster
For those of you who've complained
about how long it takes your PostScript
printer to produce copy, be patient.
Adobe Systems (Mountain View, CA)
has come up with ways to speed up
execution, and users should begin to
reap benefits before the end of the
year.
Adobe president John Warnock told
Microbytes that the company realized a
year ago that the version of PostScript
used with laser printers simply wasn't
fast enough for Display PostScript, the
version of the language that creates
images on avideo monitor.
Instead of patching PostScript to
work on the display, Adobe developed
new algorithms that reduce overhead
and reorganize the way Adobe PostScript
works. Because of these changes, the
program doesn't have to go into and out
of the interpreter when performing
low-level operations, said an Adobe programmer. Warnock said that later this

year, the revised technology will be
moved to the printer version of the
language.
Adobe programmers would not comment on how much performance improvement users would enjoy, stating
that there are too many variables ( such
as type of printer and complexity of
image) involved to state speed gains
definitively.
How soon will the faster version be
available to end users? That depends on
printer manufacturers, said one Adobe
spokesperson. Warnock said it's scheduled to be delivered to printer makers
in the fall but that he wants to make it
happen sooner than that if possible.
How current owners of PostScripted
printers benefit from the performance
increases will be left up to the individual
printer manufacturers. Conceivably,
manufacturers could produce new ROMs
that would then be installed in their
printers.

Chips Brings PS/2 Clones One Step Closer. . .
Chips & Technologies (San Jose, CA)
has brought clones of IBM's PS/2 computers one step closer to reality with
two new chip sets that it says are fully
compatible with IBM's Micro Channel
Architecture. Although he wouldn't
name any specific PS/2 cloners, C&T
chairman Gordon Campbell told Microbytes that users will begin seeing
Model 50 and 60 clones by the end of the
second quarter, perhaps by Spring
COMDEX in Atlanta. He said Model 80
clones will be " alittle behind" but
should be available by the third quarter.

Personal computers that are compatible with IBM's PS/2 Model 80 and built
around C&T's new Chips/280 chip set
will be able to run at up to 25 MHz, will
use memory of up to 16 megabytes,
will provide better graphics than IBM's
PS/2, and will be cheaper to build and
sell, the company says. One reason a
C&T-based Model 80 compatible will
be less expensive is that it will require
75 devices on the system motherboard,
117 less than IBM's. Less-expensive
100-nanosecond dynamic RAM chips
continued
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running at 16 MHz with 0.5 to 0.7 wait
states can be used (as compared to the
more expensive 80-ns, 16-MHz, onewait-state DRAMs used by IBM) to
further lower system costs.
C&T's new Model 80-compatible
chip set, called the Chips/280, consists
of aCPU/Micro Channel controller,
an advanced memory controller, an advanced direct-memory-access (DMA)
controller, data address buffers, asystem peripherals controller, amultifunction controller, ahard disk controller chip set (from Adaptec), and a
custom or standard micro chip.
C&T claims that its 280 chip set
provides several enhancements over the
IBM Micro Channel implementation,
including multilevel arbitration control
on the Micro Channel and high-perfor-

mance DMA. On 16-MHz systems, for
instance, Chips/280 DMA runs at 10
MHz, while IBM DMA runs at 8MHz.
C&T says that machines built
around its Model 50/60-compatible chip
set, the Chips/250, will be able to run
at up to 20 MHz and use memory of up
to 8megabytes. A C&T-based PS/2
compatible will require only 68 devices
on the system motherboard, 51 less
than IBM's. The chip set uses less
expensive 200-ns 10-MHz DRAMs as
compared to IBM's 120-ns 10-MHz
memory chips. (The 250 can also use
either 150-ns 12-MHz DRAMs or 120ns 16-MHz memory.)
The 16-bit Chips/250 set uses a
"matched memory" implementation that
C&T claims provides 50 percent faster
Micro Channel memory cycles than on

the IBM equivalents. Because the 250
is tightly coupled with VGA, afast VGA
cycle cuts I/O and memory cycles by
50 percent as well, C&T engineers say.
Memory above 1megabyte is treated
as LIM 4.0 expanded memory, and applications requiring large amounts of
memory can incorporate up to 8megabytes. This includes on-chip EMS support with four mapping registers and up
to four external EMS mapper chips for
full implementation. Memory cycles that
run at 187.5 ns are supported. A fourway page interleave memory architecture
allows for slow DRAMs that can operate at higher clock speeds with wait
states between 0.5 and 0.7. Address recovery and memory remapping logic are
included, as is automatic BIOS reallocation of bad blocks.

. . . But Who Will Be First to Take That Giant Step?
The $40 Million Question is: Who will
be the first to produce aMicro Channel
clone? C&T's chief, Gordon Campbell, would not comment on who the
company's customers might be for its
Micro Channel-compatible chip set. But
it's agood guess that C&T's current
crop of OEM customers—companies
like Tandy, for instance—would be
possible cloners.
Tandy certainly seems like agood
bet. Recently, amember of Tandy's
R&D department told us that the company has big plans concerning product
announcements in the third quarter,
the time when the Texas company tradi-

tionally introduces new products.
When asked what could be bigger than a
386 clone and alaser printer, which
the firm introduced last year, the Tandy
staffer would say only that those previous announcements would " pale in comparison" with the coming introduction.
Industry watchers have said that the first
to produce aPS/2 clone will be acompany with enough money to fund the required research and engineering, as
well as any legal fees that might arise if
IBM claimed its property was being infringed upon.
With the tools now available to
readily put together PS/2 clones, PC

manufacturers—at least those who are
C&T OEM customers—can now begin
making more concrete plans and announcements. Manufacturers have privately told Microbytes Daily that they
plan to introduce Model 60 clones first
because they believe these machines
offer the greatest sales potential. According to what potential cloners have
told us, the second most popular PS/2
compatible will be the Model 80, while
they see the Model 50 as offering the
least market potential of the three systems. So far, only one manufacturer has
indicated that it will focus first on
aModel 80-type machine.

Game That Inspired Red October Coming to Computers
Back in 1981, aMaryland insurance
agent by the name of Tom Clancy took
some time out one weekend to play a
board game called Harpoon, which involved naval warfare between NATO
and the USSR. Within the next few
weeks, Clancy became friends with
Larry Bond, the game's author and a
member of the Naval War College. Out
of their friendship came The Hunt for
Red October and Red Storm Rising,
two of the best-selling books in this
decade.
Bond's latest project is acomputerized version of his board game, which
we saw demonstrated at the winter
Consumer Electronics Show. Bond is
working with software developer
Three-Sixty Inc. (Campbell, CA) to
bring out both an MS-DOS and aMacintosh version of the game, which should
be on the market soon and will sell for
around $50.
14
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As with the original game, the basic
premise of the computer edition is NATO
versus USSR in North Atlantic warfare. You act as commander of amajor
NATO task force. Soviet and American
battle platforms (e.g., ships, planes, and
missiles) in use today are part of the
game, which is so up-to-date that simulated Soviet submarines incorporate the
screw/drive mechanisms sold to the
Soviets by Toshiba and Kongsberg
Vaapenfabrik. You must learn about the
strategy and tactical weapons at your
disposal and acquaint yourself with the
Soviet strengths and weaknesses.
To develop the software, ThreeSixty programmers transferred information relating to strategy and other necessary data from Bond's database
(created with Odesta's Double Helix
program) into Microsoft Excel for conversion to MSF format. They then
loaded the data into McMax, adBASE-

like package for the Macintosh from
Nantucket Corp., for manipulation and
development.
Much of the work now under way at
Three-Sixty involves data compression,
particularly of the images of ships, aircraft, and submarines digitized from
photos and scaled to size. To generate
graphics, programmers created alibrary
of high-resolution pictures (digitized
from photos) of military hardware.
Although none of it is classified (the
FBI regularly checks Bond's database),
the game contains information rarely,
if ever, seen by the general public, particularly the digitized photos and details of Soviet ships and submarines. For
this reason, Three-Sixty president Tom
Frisina told Microbytes, the game is in
many ways alesson in current events.
"Harpoon is not awar-gamer's product.
It is for the general public," he said.
continued
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You expect excellent letter- quality print from a24-pin printer.
And Citizen's new precision-builtTributem 124 delivers.
With razor-sharp letter definition at 66 cps. Attractive correspondence qi iality at 132 cps. As well as crisp, impressive draft
printing at 200 cps.
You might be surprised, however, to find that the versatile
Tribute 124 offers quite abit more. Like abuilt-in push or pull
tractor with top, rear or bottom feed. Automatic paper loading.
Outstanding compatibility Push-button convenience of afront
control panel. Even optional color printing.
It also provides awide selection of typestyles via available font
cards. And produces striking high resolution graphics.
With all these value-added features and an exceptional 12 month warranty theTribute 124 is very affordable. So, not only
does it look good on paper, it looks good for less paper
For the Citi7en printer dealer nearest you, call 1-800-556-1234,
Ext. 34. In California, call
1-800-441-2345, Ext.' 34.
—
Unzen America Corporation Citizen, the Citizen
logo andTribute are trademarks of Citizen Watch Co., Ltd.

CITIZEN«

Printers that run like clockwork.

Circle 53 on Reader Service Card
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Better Color Displays Through Chemistry
Research into photochemical reactions
of color dyes applied to semiconductor
materials could lead to the development of very thin flat-screen color displays. Chemists at the University of
California at Irvine have found that by
coating asubstrate with athin layer of
dye and shining light on the surface, the
dye reacts and changes color. Their
studies are also pointing toward more
efficient means of semiconductor
processing.
John C. Hemminger, professor of
chemistry at UCI and director of the
recently formed Institute for Surface
and Interface Science, said that one experiment consists of electrochemically
depositing Prussian white dye on the

surface of common semiconductor substrates, such as strontium titanate. Normally, electrons in the dye and semiconductor remain stable because they do
not have enough energy for migration.
But when light strikes the dye, the added
energy causes electrons to migrate into
the semiconductor material.
The loss of these electrons from the
dye initiates achemical reaction that
changes the white dye into blue wherever the light hits the dye film. Applying
asmall neutralizing voltage returns the
dye and substrate into their previously
stable condition and changes the Prussian blue back to Prussian white. " What
we are able to do is modify adye film
in areversible manner and use it to write

images on its surface," Hemminger
said. Experiments have indicated that
other dyes and wavelengths of light
might react to produce afull color
system.
The chemistry also shows promise
for semiconductor processing. Experiments have shown that passivating—
placing aprotective coating on— semiconductor material can be accomplished without using complex masking
and etching procedures. In the future,
laser light might activate thin chemical
films to produce protective coatings on
awide variety of materials. Hemminger
said that already chemists have experimented successfully with passivation of
the material used in infrared sensors.

Computer Companies Think There's No Place Like Home
Home offices and home-based businesses are quietly emerging as amajor
segment of the mass-market computer
and electronics business. Companies
like Blue Chip, Sharp, and NEC are all
vying for ashare of it. Sharp and NEC

have already set up divisions targeting
the home-office market.
What attracts companies is the size
of the potential market. Most manufacturers believe the basic hardware requirements of ahome office include a

personal computer, printer, fax machine, copier, voice mail, and telephone.
"People involved in home-based businesses spend an average of $5200 ayear
on business equipment and software,"
continued

With MapInfo, More Ways
Than Ever To Map Your Data

Pin Map. Automatically use your existing
database (from dBASE Ill or others)
with street maps that we can supply
Maps from over 300 U.S. cities and
towns contain all addresses, accurate to
the correct block and side of the
street. Type any address and MapInfo
will find it for you. Call to the screen
your complete record.

Thematic. Use our boundaries (state
or county) or draw your own (sales
regions, election districts, etc.). Create
adatabase for the region (population,
average income, etc.) Color code
boundaries or entire regions based on
parameters you define.

Mape

To order, call 1-800-FASTMAP. In New York State, call 1-518-274-8673 ( Telex 371-5584).
Mapinfo Corp., 200 Broadway, Troy, NY 12180
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Presentation. Use powerful graphics
commands to add your own titles,
legends and text. Create arrows,
windows or canoes. Turn on or off labels
of points, streets, bridges, regions,
etc.

Visual Database. Draw anything from
afloor pian to aircraft design. Store data
on any point or region. Create multiple
layers to add flexibility to your display

And that's just asample. If you need to map your data. Mapinfo can do it for as little as $750. IBM PC or
100% compatibles, with 640K memory, ahard disk drive, and graphics capability.

dBASE III is atrademark of Ashton-Tate. IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.
Circle 155 on Reader Service Card

FROM
CREATION

TO
COMMUNICATION

140

western union

Emma*
nab

4,11:.1.1,

411 -Ice
tree ,4111114

Cflr

You've created afile or document on your
PC. Now what?
Because most business information needs
to be communicated, most people print the
computer file and send the papers by marl,
courier or fax. Or maybe send afloppy disk.
If the recipient needs to manipulate or
revise the data, it must be rekeyed.
That's the time-honored— and the timeconsuming— way of doing business.
What's afaster, cheaper, better way?
Western Union Easyünk® service.

.
110,

Western Union EasyLink lets you send
and receive data and documents between
computers. Without adetour onto paper or
the inconvenience of acourier. And you
can be sure what you send is exactly
what's received
You can use EasyLink to move the information that moves your business in seconds. You can move orders and text files.
Receive reports and graphics. Even send
product specs and spreadsheets.
Fast revisions— without rekeying
EasyLink connects the computers you use,
regardless of type or location. Files on one
computer can be sent to other computers,
eliminating the need to rekey data.

ifir•tryt,

mainframe. And communicate between
offices or businesses.
Best of all, the cost of sending amessage
is comparable to apostage stamp. And
unlike telephone, the distance makes no
difference.
Western Union—aleader
in electronic communication
With EasyLink, we're bringing proven
reliability to today's technology And you'll
get added value with EasyLink services
like InfoMastere,
the largest electronic
library with more than 800 databases.

More than lust computer
communications

Let EasyLink take your PCs from creation
to communication. To learn how your
business can benefit, return the coupon.
Or call:
1-800-6249000, ext. 7182

EasyLink even lets you send messages to
fax machines. Reach your company's

FYES, tell me more

IF YOU CREATE ITONAPC
SEND ITONAPC
WITH EASYLINK

Show me how EasyLin kcan turn my company's
PCs into an efficient, economical new way to
corumunicate.
Name
(pledse print)

Title
Company
Bus. kldress
City/State/Zip
Bus. Phone (
Mall to:

Western Ualon EasyUnk
PC Box 37472
Omaha, Nebraska 68137

Or calk

1-800-8249000, ext. 7182

_J

LI

Manii
western union
ts, 1985 Western Union corporation
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HARMONY COMPUTERS
2357 CONEY ISLAND AVE ( BET AVES T & U) BKLYN NY 11223
ORDER DEPT ONLY 800-441-1144 OR 718-627-1000 - INFORMATION 718-627-8888
IBM PS II MODEL 30 ( 20 Meg) $ 1679.00
EPSON LX 800 $ 189.00
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MICROBYTES

Julian Cohen, chairman of the American
Home Business Association, told
Microbytes.
With over 13 million home businesses in operation today, that translates
to apossible $67 billion industry.
Cohen conceded that not all home-based
businesses currently use personal computers, but he did claim that 70 percent
of them do, up from 50 percent just 3
years ago.
Blue Chip president John Rossi said
his company, which markets low-priced
IBM-compatible computers and peripherals through mass-merchant channels such as Target and Wal-Mart, has
made amajor commitment for 1988 to
attack the home-business/home-office
market. Blue Chip will introduce alaser
printer, afax card, and avoice-mail
card over the next few months.
Cohen and Rossi agree that software
remains astumbling block for homebased businesses. " The industry is not

writing software for the comprehensive
needs of the home business," said
Cohen. " There are software programs to
help individuals keep track of their
personal investments. Why not programs
designed specifically to help homebusiness owners keep track of the generic functions of their enterprises?"
"How does someone justify paying
$500 for asoftware package when they
only paid about $500 for the computer?" Rossi asked. (Blue Chip's entrylevel personal computer sells for
$599.) He added, however, that when
the performance benefits justify it,
home-business owners do buy the highend word-processing and spreadsheet
programs, even if they will be running
them on low-price computers.
While there might be no place like
home for working, the costs of setting up
an office are not trivial. Some operators of home businesses estimate an outlay of $5000 to $7000. " You can get by

pretty cheaply if you settle for used furniture," said one man who runs abusiness out of his house. " You can spend
the money on afax machine or alaser
printer instead."
Some observers expect those costs to
drop. As more companies get into the
business of lax boards for personal
computers, for example, they could
drive the prices down.
However, some members of the
computer industry, many of whom work
at home, said they've heard it all before: another big booming business that
goes bust. One industry watcher said,
"Sure, there are lots of people who want
to set up shop at home and who'd like
to buy this equipment. But all it takes is
one recession, or acouple months of
less work than usual, to wipe out the
savings that these people would use to
buy this equipment. In their enthusiasm,
some of the prognosticators forget to
factor in things like reality."

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staff at BYTE is always interested in hearing about new technological and
scientific developments that might have an impact on microcomputers and the people who use them. We also want to keep track
of innovative uses of that technology. If you know of advances or projects that involve research relevant to microcomputing and
want to share that information, please contact us. Call the Microbytes staff at (603) 924-9281, send mail on BIX to Microbytes,
or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Upgrade Your Technology
USA

800-336-1166

We're Programmer's Connection, the leading
independent dealer of quality programmer's
development tools for IBM personal com- Canada
Ohio & Alaska (Collect)
puters and compatibles. We can help you
International
upgrade your programming technology with TELEX
some of the best software tools available.
FAX
Comprehensive Buyer's Guide. The CONNECTION,
our new Buyers Guide, contains prices and up-to-date
descriptions of over 600 programmer's development
tools by over 200 manufacturers. Each description
covers major product features as well as special requirements, version numbers, diskette sizes, and
guarantees.

800-225-1166
216-494-3781
216-494-3781
9102406879
216-494-5260

Business Hours: 630 AM to 800 PM EST Monday through Friday
Prices, Terms and Conditions are subject to change,
Copyright 1988 Programmer's Connecbon Incorporated

How to Get Your FREE Copy: 1) Use the reader service card provided by this journal; 2) Mail us acard
or letter with your name and address; or 3) Call one
of our convenient toll free telephone numbers.

If you haven't yet received your copy of the
Programmer's Connection Buyer's Guide, act
now. Upgrading your programming technology could be one of the wisest and most
profitable decisions you'll ever make.

386 products

List

Ours

386 ASM/386 LINK by Phar Lap Software
386 DEBUGGER by Pier Lap Software
NOP C-386 by MrcroWay
NOP ForTran-386 by Micro Way
PC-MOS/386 Single-User by The Software Link
PC-MOS/386 5-User by The SOftware Link
PC-MOS/386 25- User by The Software Link

495
195
595
595
195
595
995

377
129
529
529
155
539
869

FoxBASE +/386 by Fox Software
Gender by beet
QuickSilver by Wordlech Systems
R:Base 5000 by Miconm
R:Base System Vby Mcronm
Tom Rettig's Library by Tom Rettig & Assoc
Ul Programmer by Wallsoft

175
129
175
129
129
129
275

135
99
135
99
99
99
199

Smalltalla
EGA/VGA Color Option
Goodies Diskette # 1
Goodies Diskette # 2
Goodies Diskette # 3
Smalftalk/Comm
Smalltalk/V 286

Flew
New

borland products

399
249
349
359
439
79
239

100
50
50
50
50
50
200

84
45
45
45
45
45
159

50
80
120
50

47
74
111
47

99
99
99

85
85
85

CALL
249
99
169

CALL
199
75
139

Programmer's Connection
Order Processing Department
7249 Whipple Ave NW
North Canton, OH 44720

periscope products

lVew
New
New

golden bow products

EUREKA Equation Solver
Paradox 1.1 by Ansa/Bonand
Paradox 2.0 by Ansaforland
Paradox Network Pack by Anna Borland
Ouattro: The Professional Spreadsheet
Reflex: The Analyst
Sidekick
Superkey
Turbo Basic Compiler
Turbo Basic Support Products Ai Vanebes
Turbo CCompiler
Turbo Lightning
Turbo Lightning Word Wizard
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Developer's Toolkit
Turbo Pascal Editor Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Gameworks Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Graphix Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Tutor
Turbo Prolog Compiler
Turbo Prolog Toolbox

167
495
725
995
195
150
85
100
100
100
100
100
70
100
100
395
100
100
100
100
70
100
100

105
359
525
725
125
99
57
64
64
64
64
64
47
64
64
259
64
64
64
64
41
64
64

clanguage
New

Uniware Z-80 CCross Compiler by SOS

150
100
500
75
995

119
69
265
54
829

995

829

695
695
69
169
395

379
389
59
99
249

database management
Clipper by Nantucket
dBASE Ill Plus by Ashton-Tate
dBFast dBASE III Plus Cornp by dliFast
&Mt by Won/Tech Systems
FoxBASE+ by Fox Software

595
395
599
495
700
100
295

digitalk products

biaise products
ASYNCH MANAGER Specily Cor Pascal
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS/4.0
Turbo CTOOLS
Turbo POWER TOOLS PWS/4.0
VIEW MANAGER Specify Cor Pascal

C talk by CNS
Ea-C88 Modeling Compiler by Ecosoft
Lattice CCompiler vers 3.2 hom Lattice
Mark Williams Let's Cwith FREE eel
Uniware 68000 CCross Compiler by SOS

New

FREE SHIPPING. Orders within the USA (including
Alaska & Hawaii) are shipped FREE via UPS Call for
express shipping rates.
NO CREDIT CARD CHARGE. VISA, MasterCard and
Discover Card are accepted at no extra cost. Your card
is charged when your order is shipped. Mail orders
please include expiration date and authorized signature.
No COD OR PO FEE. CODs and Purchase Orders are
accepted at no extra cost. No personal checks are accepted on COD orders. POs with net 30-day terms
(with initial minimum order of $100) are available to
qualified US accounts only.
NO SALES TAX. Orders outside of Ohio are not
charged sales tax. Ohio customers please add 5% Ohio
tax or provide proof of tax-exemption.
30- DAY GUARANTEE. Most of our products come
with a30-day documentation evaluation period or a30day return guarantee. Please note that some manufacturers restrict us from offering guarantees on their
products. Call for more information.
SOUND ADVICE. Our knowledgeable technical staff
can answer technical questions, assist in comparing
products and send you detailed product information
tailored to your needs.
INTERNATTONAL ORDERS. Shipping charges for International and Canadian orders are based on the shipping carrier's standard rate. Since rates vary between
carriers, please call or write for the exact cost. International orders (except Canada), please include an additional $ 10 for export preparation. All payments must
be made with US funds drawn on aUS bank. Please
include your telephone number when ordering by mail.
Due to government regulations, we cannot ship to all
countries.
MAIL ORDERS. Please include your telephone number on all mail orders. Be sure to specify computer,
operating system, diskette size, and any applicable
compiler or hardware interlace(s). Send mail orders
to:

New

Vcache
Vfeature Hard Disk Utility
Vfeature Deluxe
Vopt Hard Disk Optimization Utility

komputerwerk products
Finally BASIC mutines
Finally Modules
Finally XGraf

microport products
DOSMerge286 Specify 2- Users or Unlimited
DOSMerge386 2-Users
DOSMerge386 Unkmited Users
System V/386 Complete Package
System V/AT Complete Package

149
395
495
799
549

129
345
429
669
465

450
700
495
450
150
CALL
300
99
99
99
195
500
450
195

285
439
319
285
99
CALL
189
66
66
66
129
299
285
129

microsoft products
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft

CCompiler 5ki,CodeVJew
COBOL Compiler with COBOL Tools
Excel
FORTRAN Optimizing Comer
Macro Assembler
Mouse All vanetes
Pascal Compiler
QuickBASIC 4
QuickC
Windows
Windows 386
Windows Development Kit
Word
Works

Iwith Board
II with NMI Breakout Switch
II-XSoftware only
III 8MHz version
Ill 10 MHz version

345
175
145
995
1095

275
139
105
795
875

150
75
75
100

119
55
59
65

100

59

795
CALL
1295
1495

595
CALL
979
1145

300
400
300

199
259
199

195
195
CALL
195
130
70
100
130
229
150
395
99
349
149
100
CALL
895
100
289
895
80

CALL
1:15
CALL
1/9
105
59
39
119
189
129
369
85
269
99
89
CALL
649
89
229
499
69

peter norton products
Advanced Norton Utilities
Norton Commander
Norton Editor
Norton Guides Specify language

New Verson

Norton Utilities

sco products
SCO FoxBASE+
XENIX System Vfor PS/2 by SCO
XENIX System V286 by SCO
XENIX System V386 by SCO

New
New

soft warehouse products

logitech products
LOGIMOUSE All Vanebes
LOGRECH Modula2Development System
Modula 2Compiler Pack
Modula 2Toolkit

Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
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muLISP-87 Interpreter
muLISP-87 Interpreter & Compiler
muMATH-83

other products
Brief by Solution Systems
Carbon Copy Plus by Mendian Technology
Cross Assemblers Vanous by 2500 AO
Dan Bricklin's Demo II by Software Ganien
Desqview from Quarterdeck
Disk Optimizer by Softlogc Systems
Disk Technician by Pnme Solutions
Disk Technician+ by Prime So»Dons
Flow Charting II+ by FUnon & Patton
Instant Replay III by IVostradamus
MiniProbe by Abon
Mace Utilities by Paul Mace SortiwIre
MathCAD by MathSall
Opt-Tech Sort by Opl-Tech Data hoc
Peabody by Copia Intl SPectlY Language
Quinn-Curtis Products All Vanetes
STATGRAPHICS by S7SC
TLIB by Burton Systems Software
Turbo Programmer by ASCII
Ventura Desktop Publisher by XEROx
XenoCopy-PC by XENOSOFT

iVew
New

New
New

.New
New

CALL for Products Not Listed Here

Finally Apr
for people who h
"authoritatively detailed" to
Nobody ever said programming
describe the information
PCs was supposed to be easy.
But does it have to be tedious
and time-consuming, too?
DATA AND FEATURES
Not any more.
C (600K each database)
OS/2 KERNEL API (IM of data)
Not since the arrival of the
•Microsoft Cand Turbo C: Describes
•Kernel API: Describes all OS/2 API
the Clanguage
remarkable new program in the
services: DOSx,KBDx,MOUx and VIOL
•Library Functions: Detailed descrip•Structure 'Bibles: Lists all of the OS/2
lower right-hand corner.
t
ions of all functions.
data structures used in theKernel API.
•Preprocessor Directives: Describes
Which is designed to save you
•Conversion Guide: DOS-to-OS/2 table
commands, usage and syntax.
shows which OS/2 calls replace DOS
most of the time you're currently
and ROM BIOS services.
PASCAL—Turbo (360K of data)
spending searching through the
•Language: Describes statements, synASSEMBLY (600K of data)
tax, operators, data types and records.
books and manuals on the shelf
•DOS Service Calls: All ¡NT 2Ih serv•Library: Describes the library proceices,
interrupts,
error
codes
and
more
above.
dures and functions.
•ROM BIOS Calls: All ROM calls.
It's one of aquintet of pop-up
FEATURES (all versions)
•Instruction Set: All 8088/86 instructions, addressing modes, flag. s,bytes per
•Memory-resident—uses just 71K.
reference packages, called the
•Full-screen or moveable half-screen
instruction, clock cycles and more.
Norton On-Line Programmer's
view, with pull-down menus.
•MASM: Pseudo-ops and assembler
•Auto lookup and searching.
directives.
Guides, that actually gather your
•Tools for creating your own databases.
data for you— on OS/2 Kernel API
BASIC (270K each database)
•More data: All five Norton Guides fea•IBM BASICA, Microsoft QuickBASIC
ture avariety of tables, including ASCII
or your favorite programming
characters, line-drawing characters,
and TurboBASIC.
language.
keyboard scan codes and much more.
•Statements and Functions: Describes
•Includes both OS/2 protected mode
all statements and built-in library funcEach package comes complete
and DOS versions.
tions.
with acomprehensive, crossreferenced database crammed
with just about everything you
contained in the Guides. If you'd rather see for
need to know to write applications.
yourself, you might take amoment or two to
Not to mention awealth of wisdom from
examine the data box you just passed.)
the Norton team of top programmers.
You can, of course, find most of this informa(PC Week used the words "massive" and
Designed for the IBM' PS/2"' and PC families, and 100% compatibles. Available at most software
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tion in the books and manuals on our shelf.
But Peter Norton— who's written afew
books himself— figured you'd rather have it
on your screen.
Instantly.
In either full-screen or moveable halfscreen mode.
Popping up right next to your work Right
,
•••
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Mow
Serel.
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Imule

r.=111
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tool
labor.
piler —the same compiler used to develop the
databases contained in the Guides.
So you can create new databases of your own,
complete with electronic indexing and crossreferencing.
No wonder PC Week refers to the Guides as a
"set of programs that will delight programmers:'
Your dealer
will be delighted to give
you more information.All you
have to do is
call. Or call
De
Proeaonf
uttimate
unerl
product*
_ Pigs (dunes
tool tr
Peter Norton
ertips .
:
a::atatinr
Computing.
most mated
And ask
b.v simple
for some
guidance.

ID

cross ieferenced
•

fing

AGuides reference summary
screen (shown in blue) pops up on
top of the program you're working
on (shown in green).

Summary data expands on
command into extensive detail.
And you can select from awide
variety of information.

where you need it.
This, you're probably thinking, is precisely
the kind of thinking that produced the classic
Norton Utilities.
And you're right.
But even Peter Norton can't think of
everything.
Which is why each version of the Norton
Guides comes equipped with abuilt-in corn-

st4raelstrotees

ccenejer
vesions
ee"ver
and Pf
dieBciuAnreedsmautcidne,egcls

ax*

2ebr MerinCOMPUTING

dealers, or direct from Peter Norton Computing, Inc.,2210 Wilshire Blvd. # 186, Santa Monica, CA 90403. 213-453-2361 Visa and MasterCard welcome.01988 Peter Norton Computing
Circle 210 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 211)
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This Time for Sure
Thank you for printing my letter (" Forth
and the NC4016," Letters, December
1987). However, in transcribing the code
from my letter to your magazine, numerous errors appeared. See listing 1for the
correct code.
When writing Forth code, it is important to keep the spacing between
"words." If this code was entered as it
appeared in the magazine, it would not
run, because the interpreter would not be
able to recognize the " words" defined.
Also, in the word FIBTEST, the letter 0
was used instead of the number zero (0),
which, of course, would play havoc with
the interpreter.
Also, the last statement in the word
FIBTEST would be better written in columnar form, as follows:

Listing 1: Reader Douglas Ross's correct Forth code.
100 CONSTANT NTIMES ( NUMBER OF TIMES TO COMPUTE FIB VALUE )
24 CONSTANT NUM ( BIGGEST ONE WE CAN COMPUTE IN 16 BITS
: FIB (
DUP

Ul -- U2 )
2 >

IF DUP

RECURSIVE
1 - FIB SWAP

ELSE DROP

2 - FIB +

1

THEN ;
: FIBTEST

(

)

CR NTIMES U. ."
0 (

ITERATIONS: "

MAKE SURE SOMETHING

NTIMES

1 - FOR DROP

IS ON STACK )

NUM FIB NEXT

CR ." Fibonacci("
NUM 2 U.R ." ) = "

U. ;

CR ." Fibonacci("
NUM 2U.R ." ) = " U.;
Douglas Ross
Greenbelt, MD

A Tale of Two Integers
As adelighted user of QuickBASIC versions 2.0 through the incredible 4.0, I
find it an increasingly valuable programming tool. However, while running some
existing GWBASIC programs through
QuicicBASIC 4.0, Ifound the following
problem:
10 B%=30
20 A=B% * B%
will work perfectly, but changing B% to
300 will not. It seems that multiplying
any two integers forces the product variable to integer type, regardless of declaring or implying it, using double-precision
floating point, or whatever else you can
think of. The same thing happens with
addition if the sum is outside acceptable
integer range. This turns out to be true in
QuicicBASIC 2.0 and 3.0 also, though
it's not a problem in various " street"
BASICs.
Iwrote the people at Microsoft about
this problem and asked if they had any
solutions. A very pleasant fellow called,
and, after going over it abit, he guessed
that it was astorage problem and said that
the company would look into it.
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Idislike modifying any debugged,
lengthy programs unnecessarily; it takes
so long to get the new bugs out. The best
kludge Ihave found so far is to convert
the integers to floating point before the
calculation, as follows:
10 B%=300
15 B=B%
20 A=B * B
When this popped up, it drove me crazy
until Iremembered that an elderly PDP11 FORTRAN compiler did something
similar and, fortunately, was documented. Ipass this along to apprise others
of the problem and to see if anyone can
suggest amore elegant solution.
Peter Crosby
Claremont, NH
Thanks for the IBM Issue
Congratulations for an uncommonly excellent IBM special issue (
Inside the IBM
PCs, Fall 1987). Ihave seldom seen a
magazine issue that contains so many
original features.
Iconcur with the tone of the lead editorial. Systems Application Architecture
will be accepted when there are applica-

tions that use it, and these applications
provide benefits that are not realized in
any other way.
Michael Geary's "Spying on Windows" gets my vote as the best article. I
know of at least six Windows developers
who got acopy of Spy and put it to work
immediately. Greg Weissman's "Comparing Disk-Allocation Methods" described differences between the DOS 2.x
and 3.x file-allocation schemes that are
little known outside of Redmond, Washington, and they're useful to me in my
work. Ray Duncan's, Jeremy Sagan's,
William J. Claff's, and Cohen and
Hanel's articles all provided useful insights in their respective areas. Richard
continued
LETTERS POLICY: When submitting aletter for publication, double-space it on one
side of the paper and include your name and
address. Express your comments and ideas as
clearly and concisely as possible. We can
print listings and tables along with aletter if
they are short and legible.
Because we receive hundreds of letters
each month, we cannot publish all of them.
We cannot return letters to authors. Generally, it takes four months from the time we receive aletter until we publish it.

Who Says FoxBASE+
is Better than dBASE ?
FoxBASE+

+/386
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The Experts!
Nicholas Petreley, IeWorld Review Board:
"FoxBASE+ has outdone itself. Once again, FoxBASE+ earns
an "excellent" in performance, with kudos for responding to
user suggestions. For sheer productivity, there is no other
choice."
P.L. Olympia, Founder & President, National Dbase Users
Group / Government Computer News:
"FoxBASE+ is asupercharged dBASE, with all the features
Ashton-Tate forgot. If you're into serious dBASE development
and have not tried FoxBASE+, you are living in the dark ages
and wasting your company's money."

George E Goley IV, Contributing Editor, Data Based
Advisor:
"The product is fast, very compatible, fast. easy to use, fast,
relatively inexpensive, and very fast. In every test, FoxBASE+
outperformed the other products. And people who answer the
phone at Fox know what they are talking about."
David Irwin, Former President/CEO, Data Based Advisor:
"From the dBASE compatibility standpoint, FoxBASE+ is flawless. From the speed standpoint, FoxBASE+ is unbelievable.
From the " lazy factor" standpoint, FoxBASE+ is perfect."

Glenn Hart, Contributing Editor, PC Magazine:
"Initial tests of FoxBASE+ were simply stunning. In many
ways, FoxBASE+ gives you the best of both worlds: all the benefits of interactive development and debugging, plus the speed
and code protection of acompiler."

The Fastest Most Powerful. SASSE Compatible
Reato,-,
al Database Management System
For The Apple MatintoSte

"11
.22.e.t,.v.enie

Pat Adams, Founder, National Dbase Users Group/NYPC
Consultants SIG:
"Imagine adBASE without bugs! Imagine adBASE that is at
least six times faster and comes with its own runtime ' compiler.' Imagine acompany whose tech support department is
reachable on the first telephone call, and whose staff knows
what it is talking about. Imagine all that— and more— and you
have FoxBASE+."

Adam Green, Contributing Editor, Data Based Advisor,
dBASE Author:
"For the PC, FoxBASE+ has consistently set the performance
standard for dBASE compatible languages. For the Macintosh,
FoxBASE+/Mac will set standards for innovation and leadership in anew dBASE implementation."
Don Crabb, Contributing Editor, InfoWorld:
"You can expect blazing speed on the Mac. FoxBASE+/Mac
breezes past tests that have proven stumbling blocks for
Macintosh databases in the past. FoxBASE+/Mac combines
complete dBASE compatibility with agenuine Macintosh
user interface."
Why not join the experts— get your copy of FoxBASE+ now!
Visit your nearest quality software dealer, or order directly
from us by calling ( 419) 874-0162.
Because when it comes to speed, compatibility and value,
nothing runs like aFOX!

Fox Software

Nothing Runs Like aFox.
FoxBASE, FoxBASE+ and FoxBASE+Mac are trademarks
of Fox Software, dBASE and dBASE Ill PLUS are trademarks
of Ashton-Tate. Macintosh is atrademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Circle 106 on Reader Service Card

Fox Software, Inc.
Perrysburg, OH 43551
118 W. South Boundary (419) 874-0162
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NEW
VERSION 4.0 ( 3)

'69!5

For IBM PC's, XT's, AT's and other DOS machines.
This is the one you've heard so much about — with fast
compile times, small object code modules, no royalties,
and clear error messages. Version 4.0 is based upon
ANSI- 74 standards with new features including:
• Indexed files ( ISAM) with up to 24 keys. This advanced feature requires the software
package Btrieve" which is optionally available @ $ 190.00.
eWindowing, pop- ups, color and overlays. This advanced feature requires the software
package Saywhat?!" which is optionally available @$45.00.
• ACCEPT ( 1,5) numerics with decimal point alignment, numeric checking, AUTO- SKIP,
SECURITY, LENGTH-CHECK, EMPTY- CHECK.
• Fast memory mapped DISPLA's ( 1,5) ERASE, BEEP, ATTRIBUTE.
•An easy-to- use, COBOL source code EDITOR with auto line numbering, A- margin, Bmargin tabbing with full screen cursor control.
Also available: Utah SuperSort« @$39.95, afast sort program callable from Utah COBOL;
Utah FORTRAN @$39.95; Utah BASIC @$39.95; Utah PASCAL @$39.95; Utah PILOT
@$39.95. Used by 50,000 professionals, students and teachers in 40 countries.

VISA

Ma,,,Card

To order call:

(702) 827-3030

o

Since 1977

Ellis Computing,Inc.

5655 Riggins Court, Suite 10
Reno, Nevada 89502

IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Btrieve is aregistered trademark of Novell, Inc.
Saywhat?! is atrademark of The Research Group. SuperSort is aregistered trademark of Micropro International Corporation.
Utah COBOL is atrademark of Ellis Computing. Inc.
1987 Ellis Computing. Inc.

What is aBest Western?
"My homel
office
wherever
Itravel:'

The right place at the right price.
Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

1-800-528-1234
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Best
western
INDEPENDENT
WORLDWIDE
LODGING
Bor/ri 'slargest chain of
independently owned
and operated
hotels, motor inns and resorts"

Wilton's article on PS/2 video displays is
commendable, too. More of the same!
Ben Myers
Harvard, MA
Byte, Dyte, Fyte
Whenever Iread " 16-bit word" or " 32bit word," Iwonder, " Why not use
something else instead of these cumbersome expressions?" My solution is to
make new words. How about " dyte" for
"16-bit word" (double byte) and " fyte"
for " 32-bit word" (four bytes)?
Wasya Maslyucoff
Irkutsk, East Siberia, USSR
Electronic Pen Pals
Congratulations to your editorial team for
the well-written Microbyte on electronic
mail at Coopers & Lybrand (January,
page 12).
Your staff was able to highlight the
content and capture the spirit of alengthy
address informatively, interestingly, and
succinctly. E-mail is growing rapidly and
will become increasingly visible over the
next 3 years. The role of the personal
computer has been and will continue to
be vital to E-mail's success.
Walter E. Ulrich
Coopers & Lybrand
Houston, 77C
Fascinating Fractals
"A Better Way to Compress Images" by
Michael F. Barnsley and Alan D. Sloan
(January) was fascinating, but the accompanying BASIC program didn't work
under Microsoft QuickBASIC. Ihave
made afew changes to automate xand y
scaling for each IFS code sequence, handle sequences of any length, and speed up
the program in general. The updated version (see listing 2) contains asection that
needs to be run only once for any IFS
code sequence. It calculates the xand y
scale and offsets. In-line documentation
explains its use.
P. Leslie Aldridge
Milltown, NJ
...Provocative, Too
Ifound " A Better Way to Compress
Images" interesting. The concept of
using fractals to reduce image storage by
finding underlying patterns is provocative. It seems to me that in alarge database there should exist compressible
patterns, and Barnsley and Sloan's technique seems to be a good way to find
those patterns.
With database compression, the object
is also not just compression but to find an
insert faster than before. Ihave begun to
use this technique in experiments on
small databases, and, even in the worst
continued

More Network Guts
Than Most Network Boards

With advanced power and live times more
speed, LANLink SXTM has emerged.
Coming from award-winning, state-of-theart technology, the new LANLink 5Xt" boldly stands
up to the challenge posed by costly, hardwaredependent networks.
That takes guts for asoftware-driven network. But we're confident.
Because we've discovered ahigh-speed
networking channel that's already built into most
PCs...the standard parallel port.
The High- Performance Alternative to
Network " Boardom." Half aMegabit per second,
with over 500 feet between connections. That's the
astonishing rate at which LANLink 5XTM transfers
data between PCs or F'S/2s using ordinary
parallel ports.
But you're not restricted to parallel ports.
The very same sockets you'd use for modems...
connect PCs at 115 Kbps. Plus, you get remote
access support and multi-tasking performance
under PC-MOS/386Tecr PC-DOS.

Superior Results at Inferior Costs.
LANLink 5XT'l lets network users share data, 1000s
of DOS programs, files, and printers. For about the
same cost as one network board, you can install a
five-user LANLink network. Without special hardware.. . arid in less than two hours.
Get Network Guts Without Network
Boards. LANLink 5XT" is immediately available
and comes with amoney-back guarantee. Its
price of $595 includes aserver and asatellite module plus the network operating system.
Call The Software Link TODAY for complete
details on the fastest software-driven network
that's ever been available.
CALL: 800/451-LINK
In Georgia:
404/441-2580

International/OEM Sales:
404/263-1306

ResellersNARs:
404/448-5465

FAX:
404/263-6474

3577 Parkway Lane, Atlanta, GA 30092 Telex 4996147 SWLINK
The Software Unk/Canada CALL: 800/387-0453

cee THE SOFTWARE LINK
Circle 258 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 259)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

LANLink, LANLink 5X, & PC-MOS/386 are trademarks of The Software Link, Ire, PS/2 & PC-DOS are trademarks of IBM Corp. Prices and technical specifications subject to change.
Copyright © 1988. All Rights Reserved,

Circle 165 on Reader Service Card

OUTSTANDING
SOFTWARE

LETTERS

For IBM PCs and Compatibles

50

00

PER
DISK

Small Quantities

PER
DISK

For Ten or More

Listing 2: Automated scaling program.
DIM

a(4),

SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS!
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back!
El BUSINESS 1—EZ-FORMS business form
generation, completion and printing program.

7 CAD 3—The PC- Flow 1.0 computer aided flow-

chart generation program. Color graphics required.

GAMES 1-3-D Pacman, Kong, Spacewar, JanitJoe, futuristic Flightmare and more. Color required.
L] GAMES 2—Oubert, Pango, Centipede, dungeons and dragons style Zoarre, etc. Color req.

a,

:1
•G AMES 4—Star Trek, the Castle adventure
game, and the original Colossal Caves Adventure. S

ORGANIZER 1—DeskTeam, aSidekick clone.
• - and the Judy personal calendar program.
•PRINTER 1—Resident print control and font
utility, intelligent spooler, banner maker, and more.
SIMULATION 1—Maze making program, MIT's
Life simulation, starfields. etc. Color graphics req.

FOR

x =

lent modem program with terminal emulation.

EDUCATION 3—PC-Fastype 1.20 typing tutor,
ideal for beginners and advanced students alike.
111 FINANCES 3a,b—(2 disks) Express Calc 3.12,
apowerful and user friendly spreadsheet program.
GAMES 8--Striker helicopter attack and Risk. the
game of world domination. Color required.
GAMES 12—Backgammon (
play the computer)
and Wheel of Fortune based on the gameshow.

GRAPHICS 1—Record and play back screen images' Excellent for demo, etc. Color required.

111 GRAPHICS 2a,b,c—(3 disks) An excellent 3-D
surface modelling and shading program. Color.
12= INFO 2a,b---(2 disks) Zip- Phone, national
areacode/prefix to zip-code cross reference.

0,

1.6,

. 87

0.26,

. 24,

.44

. 87

e,
e,

.16,

. 85

e, . 01

m%

pt +

=

=

b(j%),

C(j%),

d(j%),

e(j%),

f(j%),

pk

pk

pt

j%
2

0:

maxx =

8:

miny =

0:

minx = 0:

To

each
get

new

the

'

xoffset,

'

characters

from
at

calculations

'FOR

n% =

1 TO

'pk =

AND

'FOR

k% =

IFS

the

the

for

the

FOR

end

for

codes:

values

remove

loop

of

SHELL 4a,b--(2 disks) Automenu and HDM Il
4.04 hard disk prog for custom full- screen menus.

1 TO

the

pk <=

p(k%)

THEN

EXIT

FOR

k%
x +

b(k%) *

y +

e(k%)

c(k%) *

x +

d(k%) *

y +

f(k%)

newx
newy

IT

x >

n.axx

THEN

maxx =

'IF

x <

minx

THEN

minx =

x
x

'IF

y >

maxy

THEN

maxy =

y

'IF

y <

miny

THEN

miny =

y

n%
640 /

ABS ( maxx -

minx)

200 /

ABS ( maxy -

miny)

'xoffset =

ABS (minx *

xscale)

'yoffset =

ABS ( miny *

yscale)

To

get

the

proper

breakpoint

xscale =
x =

run

m%

'yscale =

'

and

after

2500

'xscale =

values

for

132.5282:

0:

y =

n%

=

scaling

and

offset

here
xoffset =

288.6708:
yoffset

yscale =
=

CLS
FOR

pk =
FOR

1 TO

10

RND
k% =

1 TO

m%

IF
NEXT

Lj UTILITIES 7—More advanced utilities including
Masterkey ( undeletes files from hard disks).
•W ORD 1a,b—(2 disks) PC Write 2.71, apowerful
word processing system wspell checker, laser supt.
Most software listed is shareware or user- supported.
NEXT
FOR

pk <=

p(k%)

THEN

EXIT

FOR

k%

newx =

a(k%) *

x +

b(k%) *

y +

e(k%)

newy =

c(k%) *

x +

d(k%) *

y +

f ( k%)

X =

newx

y =

newy

n%
n% =
pk =

Santa Clara, CA

CA res tax

FOR

95051

Total end.

IF

to

loop

a(k%) *

'NEXT

.1 UTILITIES 6—Advanced utilities including
Mark/Release ( remove resident progs w/o reboot!)

$3.00

below

the

'newy =
'y =

'

yscale,

'newx =
'X =

.. —•UTILITIES 5—Hard disk utilities for verifying, formatting, parking and optimizing your disk drives.

125 . a•e director . add $2.

xscale,

comment

scaling.

'IF
'NEXT

of

proper

yoffset

breaking
'

set

28.00657:

LANGUAGE 38,b—(2 disks) The A86 3.09
macro assembler and debugger for 8088/86/286s.
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. 22,

pt

For

COMM 2a,b—t2 disks) Procomm 2.42, an excel-

26

. 23,

e,

f

0

CAD 1a,b—t2 disks) Fingerpaint 1.2 advanced
painting and Altamira object oriented design. Color.
El CAD 2a,b—(2 disks) DanCad3d, an advanced
2D/30 drafting program w/animation. 640K, color.

Mon- Fm 7arn•9pm, Sat Sun Sam- Spin
fffffffffffff

1.6,

4

e

BUSINESS 2—Expressgraph business graphics.
Chart your data and find trends. Color graphics req.

(408) 737-9000

0,

a(j%),

y=
maxy -

NEW RELEASES UPDATES

I.

e

1 TO

p(j%)

-, UTILITIES 3—A comprehensive set of debugging
and diagnostic utilities for monitoring your computer.

Shipping

d

READ

NEXT

UTILITIES 2—More invaluable DOS utilities in-cluding screen burnout, ram disk, and more.

Cost of items

DATA

m%
j% =

UTILITIES 1—A collection of invaluable general
purpose DOS utilities. An absolute must for ail.

MicroCom Systems

p(4)

co

MUSIC 28,b—(2 disks) PianoMan 3.0 polyphonic
music recording and playback program.

3673 Enochs Street

e,

f(4),

=

INFO 1a,b—(2 disks) Cooking recipes database
with keyword/ingredient retrieval. Add your own.

35" format add $ 1disk.

e(4),

. 85,

- 0.84,

8.28,

SCREEN

GAMES 3—Blackjack with customizable rules,
Armchair Quarterback (you call plays), and more.

GAMES 6— Pinball, Othello, Dragons. Sopwith
(fly aSopwith Camel) and more. Color required.

. 2, - 0.26,

DATA

. 84,

- 0.15,

d(4),

c

DATA

pt

EDUCATION 1—Interactive DOS tutorial for new
— PC users. Makes learning DOS painless.
-2-•FINANCE 1a,b—(2 disks) PC Accountant 2.0
— personal bookkeeping and finance management.

GAMES 5—The Hack adventure game from the
universities. Like Rogue, only much richer.

b

. 85,

READ

DATABASE 1a,b—(2 disks) File Express 3.8
menu driven general purpose database manager.

H

a

c(4),

DATA
DATA

5 COMM 4a,b,c,d,e—(5 disks) Join the world of
sysops with RBBS Bulletin Board System 14.1D.

b(4),

1 TO

10080

RND
k% =

1 TO

pk <=

p(k%)

m%
THEN

EXIT

FOR
continued

Did You Know?
Everex supplies acomplete line
of modem products
Whether you own IBM® PCs, XTs,
ATs® or compatibles, PS/2' systems
or Apple® Macintosh computers,
our complete line of Evercom"
modems will work for you.

Quality and Features
at Affordable Prices
If you need an internal modem for
your home system, aMini Modem'
for the road, or arugged external
modem for work, an Everex modem
can satisfy all your data communications needs.
Everex modems are a cost effective
way to add data communications
capability to your personal computer. Being alarge volume supplier
of modems, Everex has extensive
experience in developing and
supplying modems.

The Latest Technology
The Everex family of data modems
now includes FAX capabilities with
our EverFax" product. The EverFax
12/48 offers the simplicity of Fax
communication through your PC
with over two million facsimile
machines. When you can't afford
any transmission errors, Everex has
MNP" error correction modems (internal or external) at 2400 bps for
PC/XT/AT and PS/2 computers.

Industry Compatible
From the early days of the IBM PC,
Everex has delivered quality add-on
products at affordable prices. Our
most recent introductions are the
pocket size, full-featured Mini
Modem and one of the first internal
modems for PS/2 systems.

Each Everex modem assures
you of compatibility with existing
standards no matter where you
are in the world. Our Everex
engineers are active on national
and international committees
developing communications
protocols and the latest standards.
This involvement strengthens our
commitment to the industry and
assures our customers 100% compatibility with other modems.

Our Commitment to
Data Communications
The name Everex has come to mean
quality, reliability and outstanding
customer support in modems. So
whatever your data communications
needs, Everex has the right
product for you.

For more information or the name
of your nearest Everex dealer please call:
in USA
in Calif

1-800-821-0806
1-800-821-0807
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NEXT

k%

newx = a(k%) *
newy = c(k%) *

x + b(k%) * y + e(k%)
x + d(k%) * y + f(k%)

X = newx
y = newy
PSET ( x *

xscale + xoffset,

y * yscale + yoffset)

NEXT n%
LOCATE

24,

35

PRINT " End.";
WHILE
WEND

INKEY$ =

1111.11

SCREEN 8
END

NOW THERE'S AN
EXPERT SYSTEM EVEN
THESE GUYS CAN USE.
Expert systems aren't
just for experts anymore.
Thousands of our customers
use 1st-CLASS® to help
troubleshoot complex equipment, assist with telephone
support, analyze financial
applications, and prepare
complex documents.
1st-CLASS Expert
Systems are the recognized
industry leaders in ease of

use. They require no training
to use, and no royalty payments when you distribute
your work.
Whether you're saving
money for your company or
making money selling knowledge systems, we'll make
your performance 1st-CLASS.
For IBM* PC and DEC
VAX® computers. Priced from
$495 to $1295.

PCLAS
S
Expert Systems, Inc.
For more information, or to order, call toll-free today: 1
800 -872 -8812
(1-617-358-7722 in MA) 286 Boston Post Road Wayland, MA 01778
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case, compression seems to be 100 to 1,
which translates into access times being
sped up at least 100 to 1. Iwonder if anyone with atruly large database would be
interested in helping out with such
experiments.
Robert McLaughlin
Leesburg, VA
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Fast Data Access
In response to the article entitled " Fast
Data Access" by Jonathan Robie (January), Iwould like to offer the following
suggestions:
Any programmer competent in BASIC,
dBASE, or other languages can build indexes to alarge database where an index
requires only 2bytes of memory and/or
disk per record, even when the index represents several fields and hundreds of
characters of data. Virtually any number
of indexes can be " open" at the same
time, since all the index stacks can be
written to asingle file.
These are known as " string-stack" indexes, and their performance is easy to
calculate. Using a20-millisecond access
hard disk drive, the time needed to add a
record to an existing 60,000-record database is less than 0.5 seconds per index.
Finding the first record in a sequence
takes about 0.3 seconds, and subsequent
records in indexed order are retrieved at
the rate of 50 records per second.
Flat-file management takes on awhole
new meaning when a user can feasibly
maintain 10, 20, or more multifield indexes on-line at all times. Even the relational systems could use this technique by
including an extra byte to point to different files.
Fully implemented examples of this
system are available in a number of
BASIC dialects and should convert easily
to other common languages.
Dale Thorn
Ventura, CA
From Humber Beginnings
Thank you for " Managing Immense Storage" by Theodor H. Nelson (January). I
found the concept of " humongous numbers," or " humbers," as the author
termed them, intriguing. After finishing
the article, Isat down and started playing
with humbers at my computer.
As of this writing, Ihave implemented
algorithms in Modula2that provide the
basic arithmetic and I/O operations for
humbers. Iam willing to make available
my source code to any BYTE reader who
cares to write to me.
Idid the programming in Workman &
Associates' FTL Modula2 (Large Memory Module), but it should be usable in
any Modula2 environment because I
continued

. . . and acomplete line
of graphics adapters
Everex is the only graphics board
vendor you need. Whether you are
selecting your first personal computer or buying hundreds for your
office, choosing the right graphics
card is easy with Everex. With
PGA, VGA, EGA, CGA, MDA, or
ultra-high monochrome resolution,
Everex has just what you need.

Everex has been there
From the Beginning

Advanced Engineering
The Everex dedication to excellence
has led us to develop our own proprietary chip sets. This allows us
greater control in the design of our
graphics cards. Our use of ASIC
(Application-Specific Integrated
Circuit) technology reduces chip
count for cooler operation and
improved reliability.
Most important, our own chip
sets enable our design teams to
incorporate the many special
features you have requested, while
maintaining the standard features
you have come to expect from
Everex products.

Everex introduced the Graphics
Edge' graphics card for the IBM®
PC in 1983, providing the then
unique capability to run CGA and
Hercu l
es ® programs on the same
monochrome monitor. Since those
early days of the PC, Everex has
continued to innovate graphics
technology, bringing new products
to the marketplace.

Fully Tested with
aHuman Touch
We hand test every Everex graphics
card for true color and tone on a
video monitor in our factory before
it's shipped. So before you ever
install your Everex graphics card,
we've made sure that it's just right
for you.

\•
,

Compatibility with
Existing Standards

11111-11.4111111 11111;11111111i1

n„g,„flggi g.

All Everex graphics adapters are
fully compatible with all the existing
graphic modes established by IBM.
And while we include unique
features on many of our graphics
products, we make sure that none
of the established standards
are compromised.

L.

For more information or the name
of your nearest Everex dealer please call:

in USA
in Calif.

Events and Graphics Edge are trademarks. and EVER for EXcellence is a registered
trademark of Everea Systems. Inc. IBM is amghtered trademark and PC is atrademark
04 International Business Machinate Corp. Hercules is aregietered trademark of Hercules
Computer Technology, Inc. C Copyright 1988 Everm Syetems. Inc. All tights reserved.
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didn't use extensions. My system runs on
IBM PC- DOS 3.3, so the disks will be
DOS-compatible. Readers should enclose acheck for $7.95 to defray the cost
of the disk, postage, and so on.
Mark S. Niemczyk
Arete Systems Inc.
2431 Aloma Ave., Suite 111
Winter Park, FL 32 792
Context Sensitivity
In " Natural- Language Processing" ( December 1987), Klaus K. Obermeier, in
discussing whether English is aproperly

context-sensitive language, gives the following example string: " The programs
compiles slowly." He then comments,
"You can add additional rules to the
grammar that would disallow such sentences, but these rules would destroy its
present simplicity." This is both incorrect and irrelevant. It is incorrect because
all the grammar types under discussion
are monotonic— addition of rules can
only increase (or leave unchanged) the set
of strings generated, not decrease it. And
it is irrelevant, since the simplicity of a
grammar for a language has no bearing

If youthink you can buy a
better Ccompiler, don't.
We'll buy it for you.

Why are we making this incredible offer? Because we're absolutely certain Let's C and csd C Source Debugger are the best C programming tools
you can own.
Rest assured that, like its competition. Let's C features incredibly fast
in- memory compilation and produces extremely tight. high quality code.
The differences lie in how much faster you can perform other programming
chores.
Our debugger. for example. can cut development time in half. But that's
not all:
"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment.., a definite aid to
learning C and an indispensable toolfor program development."
—William G. Wong, BYTE
And comparatively speaking: "
No debugger is included in the Turbo C
package... a serious shortcoming."
—Michael Abrash. Programmer's Journal
Unlike our competition. Let's C includes its own full- featured assembler,
features documentation with complete examples and technical support with
complete answers— the first time you call.
LET'S C AND csd FEATURES
•Full UNIX compatibility and complete
librares
•Many powerful utilities including make.
assembler, archiver
•MicroEMACS lull screen editor with
source code included
•Supported by dozens of third party
libraries

cad:
•Debug nC source code, not assembler
•Provides separate source, evaluation.
program and history windows
•Ability to set trace points and monitor
variables
•Can interactively evaluate any Cexpression
•Can execute any Cfunction in your program
•Trace back function

So if you're thinking about buying any other C compiler. think again. But
you only have until Feb. 29 to order and take advantage of this special offer.
So think fast. And call 1-800-MWC-1700 soon. 11-312-472-6659 in Illinois.)
'Offer available on telephone orders only from Feb. I. 1988 to Feb. 29. 1988 lb exchange Let's C and coud for
'Barbo C or QuiekC. rearrn registration card within 15 days of purchase date. notify Mark Williams Company
that you are returning products and receive areturn authorization number. Products must be returned
within ZIO days from shipping date.

W

1988 Mark Williams
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Mark
Williams
Company
1430 West VVrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614, 312-472-6659
Company
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FIXES

•In the February BYTE on page 236, we
labeled XLISP as " public domain," and
we neglected to mention its author, David
Betz. XLISP is actually a copyrighted
program that is freely distributable for
noncommercial use.

Buy Let's C® with csd"
for just $75. If you're
not satisfied, get
Turbo Cor QuiekC. Free.*

LET'S C:
•Now compiles twice as fast
•Integrated edit-comple cycle editor
automatically points to errors
•Includes both small and large memory
model
•Integrated environment or command
line interlace
•8087 sensing and support

on whether the language is, or is not,
properly context-sensitive. Nor is the size
of the set of rules required relevant. If a
grammar with afinite set of context-free
rules can be given for a language, then
that language is not properly contextsensitive.
Obermeier also refers to the grammar
in his figure 2as " asimple context- sensitive grammar," which is true, but misleading. The grammar concerned is, in
fact, a context- free grammar and thus
trivially also a context-sensitive grammar. However, referring to it as a " context-sensitive" grammar, as Obermeier
does, implies that it is not (merely) context- free.
Gerald Gazdar
Professor of Computational Linguistics
The University of Sussex
Brighton, UK
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•The phone number we published for
Toshiba America in the review of the Toshiba T3100/20 (January) is wrong. The
correct number is (714) 583-3000.
•The NEC MultiSync Plus, which we
included in the review of multiscan monitors ( February), is not intended for use
with CGA. The unit worked fine in our
CGA test, but NEC says the unit might
not work with all CGAs. The same holds
true for the MultiSync XL. NEC says its
MultiSync II ($899) is intended for use
with CGA and higher-frequency adapters, such as EGA and PGC.
We said the Mitsubishi AUM 1371A
had a 17 percent change in line displacement, and the NEC MultiSync Plus and
Conrac 7250 monitors had 0 percent
change. That should be a 0- millimeter
change for the NEC and Conrac and a
0.17-mm change for the Mitsubishi.
Finally, Taxan's Multivision 770 Plus
monitor has a maximum resolution of
800 by 600 pixels, not 640 by 480 as
stated in the review.
•SuperMac Technology's phone number that we published in " Screening Macintosh H Color Monitors" ( March) is incorrect. The correct number is (415)
964-8884, and the scanning frequency of
its monitor is 48 KHz by 60 Hz. •

. . . and acomplete line
of tape backup products
Since 1984, Everex has been an
industry leader in the PC tape
backup market. Every day, Everex
tape products are used to protect
data on IBM® PCs, XTs", ATs® or
compatibles, Ps/2- systems and
Apple® Macintosh' computers.

A Wide Selection
Because we know that everybody's
backup requirements—and
budgets—are different, Everex
provides awide selection of tape
drive models. You can choose from
cassette, mini-cartridge, or cartridge
tape drive models that have
capacities ranging from 40MB to
125MB.

And, to reduce your overall backup
equipment costs, you can share one
external tape drive among several
PC systems by installing controllers
in each system and rotating the
tape unit from PC to PC.

PC to PS12 and
Back—Effortlessly
With our Micro Channel tape
controller, Everex provides backup
capability for the PS/2 family of
personal computers. And, because
we maintain the same data
recording format between PCs and
PS/2 systems, you are assured of
error-free data migration between
PCs and PS/2s.

Backup Software that
Thinks for You
Everex supplies easy to follow,
menu-based software with all of
its tape systems. You can save or
restore an entire mirror image of
your disk, including non-DOS
information. Or you can restore
individual files from atape that
contains acomplete image
backup. Backup and
restoration of data over

Novell® networks, including the
Bindery and Trustee files that
contain Novell network security
information, is another standard
feature.
And, our software-guided
installation and configuration of
both hardware and software makes
installing our tape system abreeze.
The tape diagnostic utilities are the
most extensive available, and if you
get lost, we offer context sensitive
on-line help information.

Friendly, Knowledgeable
Support
In case you might need help, our
knowledgeable Technical Support
Staff is ready to answer your
questions. They know our products
inside and out and are ready to
provide expert assistance whenever
you need it.

For more information or the name
of your nearest Everex dealer please call:
in USA
in Calif

1-800-821-0806
1-800-821-0807
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Everes à atrademark and EVER for EXcellence à aregistered trademark of
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Apple Computer. Inc. Novell à aregistered trademark of Novell Inc
C Copyright 19141 Eveomr, Systems, Inc. AR rights reserved.
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Create Powerful
Programs with
Blaise TOOLS
•
Whether you're an expert or anovice, you can
benefit from using special tools to enhance your
programs, make them reliable, and give them a
professional look. With windows, menus, pop-up
memory resident programs, and communications
support, Blaise Computing offers you a wide
range of programming tools to let you take full
advantage of the Microsoft and Borland programming environments. All language support
packages include fully commented source code,
complete comprehensive manuals and sample
programs.

C TOOLS PLUS/5.0

$129.00

Full spectrum of general service utility functions
including: windows; menus; memory resident
applications; interrupt service routines; intervention code; and direct video access for fast screen
handling. Specifically designed for Microsoft C
5.0 and QuickC.

Turbo C TOOLS

$129.00

Windows and menus; ISRs; intervention code;
screen handling including EGA 43-line text mode
support; direct screen access; and memory resident applications. Carefully crafted specifically
to complement Turbo C.

Turbo POWER SCREEN

$129.00

NEW! General screen management; paint screens;
block mode data entry or field-by-field control
with instant screen access. Now for Turbo Pascal
4.0, soon for C and BASIC.

Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS $129.00
NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal 4.0.
Screen, window, and menu management including EGA support; DOS memory control; ISRs;
scheduled intervention code; and much more.

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS

$129.00

NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal 4.0.
Interrupt driven support for the COM ports. I/O
buffers up to 64K; XON/XOFF; up to 9600 baud;
modem and XMODEM control.

ASYNCH MANAGER

$175.00

Full featured interrupt driven support for the
COM ports. I/O buffers up to 64K; XON/XOFF;
up to 9600 baud; modem control and XMODEM.
For Microsoft C, Turbo C or MS Pascal.

.KeyPilot

$49.95

"Super-batch" program. Create batch files which
can invoke programs and provide input to them;
run any program unattended; create demonstration programs; analyze keyboard usage.

PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2

$175.00

Expanded string and screen handling; graphics
routines; memory management; general program
control; DOS file support and more. For MSPascal.

EXEC

$95.00

NEW VERSION! Program chaining executive.
Chain one program from another in different
languages; specify common data areas; less than
2K of overhead.

RUNOFF

$49.95

Text formatter for all programmers. Written in
Turbo Pascal: flexible printer control; user-defined
variables; index generation; and ageneral macro
facility.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
800-333-8087!

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560 Ninth Street, Suite 316 Berkeky, CA 94710 (415) 540-5441
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CHAOS MANOR MAIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

Wants Electronic Support
Dear Jerry,
Ihave been reading BYTE and other
computer magazines since 1984, and I
have noticed one very large problem with
computer manufacturers. They rarely
electronically support their software, and
when they do, it's usually through aservice that costs lots of money. Only one
commercial company that Iknow of supports its customers via a free service:
USRobotics, the founder of the FidoNet
National Communications Echo.
Why don't other companies get involved in such phenomena? Certainly
they're cheaper, and you probably get a
larger segment of the human communicating population. It certainly would be
nice if, once the companies have got our
money, we didn't have to pay even more
money to ask them questions.
I have also read your gripes about
Microsoft Word. Iwrote this letter using
Word, and Ilike it. Ithink Iknow why
you have aproblem with it and Idon't. I
use the original IBM PC keyboard, and I
don 'tuse amouse. Ialso type with 5.33
fingers. This means that all the keys are
easy to reach (to delete this parenthetical
remark, I'd reach over with my left
pinky, hit the F6 and F8 keys in rapid
succession, then reach over with my right
pinky and hit the Delete key). Maybe the
new keyboard is not so enhanced after
all.
Ialso don't like the cost of sending you
this letter. If you had (or, at least, published) aFidoMail or Usenet address, it
would cost me only 14 cents. If the folks
at BIX gave us FidoNet people alink into
their mail system, it would still cost only
14 cents. As it is, this letter costs 22
cents. Eight cents can add up quickly.
Garrett A. Wollman
Burlington, VT
h's a lot easier for me to deal with
paper mail when the time comes to select
mail for replies. Idoubt that I could
handle the volume I'd get on FidoNet or
Usenet. —Jerry
Merely aZ-100
Dear Jerry,
A while back, you were looking for an
IBM PC-compatible that could read your
8-inch disks. Iam writing this letter on
just such amachine. In earlier times, it

was amere Z-100. Now, with the Scottie
board and the Heath User Group ZPC
software, it runs most IBM PC programs
right out of the box, giving me adequate
compatibility with the IBM PC XT at
work.
The text processor is the IBM PC version of Galahad, originally made for the
Zenith at Clarkson College and ported to
the PC. Iregularly run VP-Planner, VPInfo, and the PC version of Turbo Pascal
using the ZPC simulator. With afew keystrokes, the machine again becomes the
old reliable 768K-byte Z-100. The 8-inch
disks can be used from either side.
Iknow you have mentioned this machine before. It will be some time before I
outgrow it. When Ibought the 8inch disk
drives, they were less expensive than a
hard disk drive. Also, Iwas sharing the
machine with other family members. As
long as each one of us kept our world on a
pair of 8inch disks, we could never harm
each other's worlds.
For disk-intensive activity, Ipay apenalty. But other than that, Ihave 2.5 megabytes available at any time, and when a
long session is over, asimple COPY C:*.*
D: does aneat job of creating asecond,
reliable copy of everything that
happened.
This machine is what we euphemistically call " mature technology"—not the
very latest, but it works and works and
works. And for a few of us mavericks,
that is what counts.
Leon R. Case II
Portland, CT
The Z-100 is still one of the best machines around, provided that you know
something of what you're doing. Of
course, Zenith brought it out just before
IBM decided to saturate the market with
its DOS machines, and it took along time
before the need for, and the ability to
have, PC compatibility was achieved. By
then, even Zenith had sort of given up on
the Z-100; but it's sure anice machine.
—Jerry
continued

Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns acomfortable living writing about computers present and future.
He can be reached do BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Everex has the Answer
Whatever you need for your PCs,
XTe, ATe or compatibles,
PS/T" systems and Apple®
Macintosh 'ecomputers, Everex has
the answer. Everex designs and
manufactures products to enhance
the power and capability of your
system.

From our beginning in 1983, the
people at Everex have provided
quality products at affordable prices,
with acommitment to personal service. Our honest, straight-forward
approach has transformed Everex
into a multi-hundred
million dollar company
employing over 1300
114
people worldwide.

unninAililnia

With more than 175 engineers
involved in research and
development, we consistently
develop the innovative PC products
that you need. And because 100%
of all Everex products undergo final
assembly and test in our 250,000
square foot headquarters in
Fremont, California, we offer
unparalleled quality, response and
service to our rapidly growing
family of dealers.

re-

From modems to graphics adapters
and tape backup, Everex makes
more than 100 products—including
our popular hard disks, tape
backup and memory/multifunction
boards. Everex can provide the
right solution—at the right price.
And Everex products support the
newest technologies, from OS/29'
to EMS 4.0. We also have advanced
20 MHz/80386 and 16 MHz/80286
personal computers.
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innovation, and service assures
you of the best value in personal
computers and enhancement
products.
So, whatever your personal
computing needs, Everex has
the answer.

A staff of over 200 serviceoriented people is available to
answer your questions and
insure that orders are processed
and ready to ship within 48
hours. Everex also has
knowledgeable people to help
with technical support, too.
From initial design through
manufacturing, testing, and
after-sale support, Everex's
complete dedication to
quality, affordability,
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For more information or the name
of your nearest Everex dealer please call:

1-800-821-0806
in caw 1-800-821-0807

in USA
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trademark and Macintosh is o trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc. C
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Another RAM-Resident Solution
Dear Jerry,
In the September 1987 column, you
wrote about having troubles with your
resident software and gave an example of
a batch file that rewrites the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. Ithink I've got a better
solution.
The Norton Utilities (at least the advance edition) includes aprogram called
Ask, which can be used to solve problems
like yours in a tidy way. Ask lets you
build menus in abatch file, input into the
batch file, and set the error level according to your input. A better solution to
your problem could look like this:
ECHO 1. Ready!, SuperKey, SideKick
ECHO 2. Lightning, SideKick
ECHO 3. DESQview
ECHO 4. Windows
ASK " What shall Iload", 1234
if errorlevel 1then goto
if errorlevel 2then goto
If you want to stick to your method,
you could write alittle program that reboots the system via interrupt 25.
Ido almost all my editing with the Norton Editor, which can do all you need and
is very small. It also supports amouse if
one is connected. Just press the left
mouse button, and you can move the cursor around; press the mouse again, and
you drop the cursor at the new location. I
find that very useful.
When it comes to output, Iuse TEX.
My second choice is MicroStar from the
Turbo Editor Toolbox; it cooperates with
Lightning nicely.
Konrad Neuwirth
Vienna, Austria

Your solution is more elegant. Among
other things, it takes up a lot less memory, since the minimum size file under
DOS 3.x is 2K bytes.
Ifear you are beyond me with TEX; I
have so far found it to be a black art.
—Jerry

hard disk. This seems ridiculous, since
the dictionaries appear to be identical. I
suppose this is another form of copy
protection.
Thomas S. Cox
Greenville, SC

Iexpect it is some kind of publication
WordStar 4.0 Wrinkles
protection scheme. The chaps at MicroDear Jerry,
lytics are generally good guys and don't
Iwrote to you previously to describe a use copy protection. I'll have to ask about
problem with WordStar 4.0 not properly
this.
supporting the extended character set
People who like WordStar seem to like
when used for program source codes.
WordStar 4.0 a lot. There's a dance in
Further investigation shows that Wordthe old girl yet. —Jerry
Star 4.0 assigns three characters for each
extended character. A hexadecimal dump
CP/M Plus Source?
of a WordStar 4.0 file that has the exDear Jerry,
tended characters shows that each exIbought aTeleVideo IPortable with
tended character is preceded by hexadeciCP/M Plus, and although Iwrote to the
mal 1B and followed by hexadecimal IC.
Professional Computer Group in Bangor,
MicroPro has notified me that it will
Maine, no one ever answered. (I have
provide a program to take a file having
written several letters—even one with rethe extended character set and print it to
ceipt requested, which was received but
disk so that the offending 1B and IC
not answered.)
codes surrounding each graphics characThe problem is that the CP/M Plus
ter are removed. This solution should be
software is for adifferent machine, so the
workable, but it seems awkward. A better
128K bytes is useless!
solution seems to be to use a program
Is there anybody in the U.S. who is
such as WordStar 2000, which does not
willing to support the old CP/M? Is there
have this feature. Other than this anomanything like the Norton Utilities for
aly, Ihave found WordStar 4.0 to be an
CP/M?
excellent program.
Alex Korth
One other point that is somewhat frusBuenos Aires, Argentina
trating is that the version of Word Finder
supplied with WordStar 4.0 supports
Workman and Associates (1925 E.
only WordStar 4.0. Microlytics's generic
Mountain St., Pasadena, CA 91106,
version of Word Finder does not support
(818) 791-7979) and Spite Software
WordStar 4.0, so if Iwant to use Word
(4004 Southwest Barbur Blvd., Portland,
Finder with other programs, such as
OR 97201, (503) 228-8223) try to supSideKick, Ihave to maintain two Word
port CP/M systems. There are probably
Finder programs and dictionaries on my
others, but Idon't know who. —Jerry •

BYTEK's NEW 135 MULTIPROGRAMIVIER - OFFERS 18/12 PROTECTION PLAN
BYTEK's 135 programs virtually any 24-, 28-, & 32-pin ( E)EPROM
from 16K to megabit devices. Sets of devices, 16- & 32- Bit Wide,
can be downloaded into RAM via the RS232 & programmed in one
easy operation. As astand alone Gang Duplicator, up to 8EPROMS
can be copied at one time, (optional 16 EPROMS).

EgnICIE2
Call us today at:

1-800-523-1565
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In Florida: ( 305) 994-3520
FAX ( 305) 994-3615
TELEX - 4998369 BYTEK

E

® CORPORATION
INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS DIVISION
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UNIVERSAL: With standard 256K x8 RAM, expandable to 2
MegaByte, the 135 supports more devices than any other production programmer on the market today. Options available to program
40 pin EPROMS, ( E)PLD/GALs, Bipolar PROMs, & 40 pin Micro
Computer Devices.
18/12 PROTECTION PLAN: BYTEK offers afull 18 Month Warranty, & 12 Month FREE Device Updates.

1021 South Rogers Circle, Boca Raton, FL 33487
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One for all.
Automatic
mode switching
Compatible with
digital and multiple
frequency monitors

Software drivers
included
Advanced chip
set/low
chip count

'

$299.
Supports:
Manufacturer/
Product
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Genoa Systems
Super EGA

Y

Y

Y

YES

21

$399

Video Seven
VEGA Deluxe

Y

Y

Y

YES

22

$379

Paradise Systems
AutoSwitch EGA 480

N

Y

Y

YES

27

$349

YES

14

$299

Boca Research
MultiEGA by BOCA

Y

Chart information accurate as of 1/14/88
'Copyright 1988 Boca Research. Inc.

Y

Y

Resolve your graphics needs. With
one graphics board. MultiEGA by BOCA
delivers 640 X 480 high resolution to
multiple frequency monitors, and provides EGA, CGA, HGC and MDA standard
resolutions for compatible monitors. With
up to 16 colors displayed simultaneously
from a palette of 64, you'll get sharp,
clear graphics that seem to jump out of
the screen.
Multi- featured. MultiEGA also brings
added versatility. Just a sample of
software provided includes automatic display mode switching
for ease of use; Microsoft
Windows and AutoCAD
drivers for high resolution, 640 X 480
pixel graphics:
plus four Lotus
1 — 2 — 3 and
Symphony text
modes
and
one for WordStar
to display text up to 132
columns by 43 lines. Special
utilities are included for designing and downloading your own
character fonts, and a screen save
feature helps protect your monitor.
Hardware features include advanced
design with fewer chips, allowing greater
speed while reducing the chance of
component failure. MultiEGA also includes 256K of onboard video memory,
a light pen port, two RCA video jacks
and a feature connector.
Built-in quality. MultiEGA is made,
serviced and supported in the USA
using high- quality, high- reliability components. It requires one expansion slot
of any IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible.
Installation is easy, and if you have a
problem or question, MultiEGA's twoyear warranty includes free technical
sLpport.
When you add up all these features,
you'll get one answer: MultiEGA. To
order your own MultiEGA, see your
dealer or contact us directly.
MultiEGA is atrademark of Boca Research, Inc. All other references
to c:omputer systems, software and peripherals use trademarks
owned by their respective manufacturers.
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INC

6401 Congress Ave., Boca Raton, FL 33487
Phone: 305-997-6227, TELEX: 990135
FAX: 305-997-0918
Circle 37 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 38)

ASK BYTE
Circuit Cellar's Steve Ciarcia answers your questions on microcomputing

Seeing-Eye Computers
Dear Steve,
Practical speech synthesis appears to
be lagging behind image processing. A
blind social worker here at Texas A&M
University would benefit greatly from a
talking computer. We can easily access
the hospital mainframe, but we've had
difficulty locating agood speech-synthesis system. Those that have been called to
our attention seem outdated.
Do you know of any hardware or software that will enable asightless person to
effectively use acomputer? Just making it
talk is not enough. The system must be
able to use word-processing and datamanagement software—preferably under
MS-DOS—and possibly interface with a
high-level language. We might start with
adesktop model, but alaptop is our ultimate goal.
David Lemper
Temple, 7X
Ithink the current state-of-the-art
speech-synthesis hardware is quite capable of generating understandable speech.
The real problem you are referring to is
the ability to use this hardware technology in an integratedfashion to remove the
barriers asightless person has in using a
computer. Perhaps the real need is for
software, such as a word processor, to
function with aspeech module as an output device to replace the visual information normally received from the screen.
There is far more involved here than
merely echoing the screen information.
In fact, the words on the screen represent
only part of the information, since positioning and other visual clues are just as
important.
While Ihave seen some limited demonstration software, Ihave not seen atruly
general-purpose solution to your problem. Ithink this type of question deserves
abroader research effort than Ican give
you. But let me make some specific suggestions about where you can look.
Two computer retrieval databases
cover your area of interest: ABLEDATA
and REHABDATA. Both are supplied by
the National Rehabilitation Information
Center, located at the Catholic University of America in Washington, DC. You
can access these databases through commercial on-line research services, such
as Dialog Information Services (3460
36
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Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304,
(800) 334-2564; in California, (415)
858-2 700) or BRS (1700 Route 7,
Latham, NY 12110, (518) 783-1161).
You may want to contact a research librarian at Texas A&M for more information. —Steve

that Ican turn my system into a286/386
machine with a simple motherboard
swap? Finally, what is the difference between regular ATs and so-called mini- or
baby-ATs?
Jim Freeman
Salt Lake City, UT

Hand-Holding for aHand-Held
Dear Steve,
Ihave a Texas Instruments CC-40
hand-held computer. Unfortunately,
there are no service manuals available for
it—at least not here in Austria. According
to the user's manual, Icould program the
computer in assembly language, but I
don't have any information about how to
do this. Do you know the address of aTI
retailer or computer club that Icould
write to? I've already written to TI's customer service department, but I've received no reply.
Walter Schrabmair Jr.
Salzburg, Austria

For the most part, XT and AT cases accept different-size motherboards. However, some firms do sell AT motherboards that fit into XT cases. Ican't make
any recommendation on particular
boards because Iam not familiar with
them. However, if you search through
Computer Shopper magazine, you will
find many clone vendors.
Regarding your second question, Iam
not aware of any XT motherboards that
fit your exact description. But consider
that an XT clone motherboard might sell
for $100 to $200 and an AT motherboard
for $300 to $500. You might be better off
to bite the bullet and get the AT right from
the start.
A regular AT has alarger motherboard
and case compared to a mini- or babyAT. The intent is to have asmaller footprint on your desk. Functionally, they are
the same, though the mini-AT may have
fewer expansion slots. —Steve

For the most part, TI has been out of
the retail computer business for some
time. However, users groups still flourish here in the U.S. to support TI
machines.
TI PPC Notes (P.O. Box 1421, Largo,
FL 34294-1421) supports programmable
calculators made by TI. The Houston TI
Users Group (do Kim Peterson, 3107
Bafing, Houston, 7X 77099-2244) primarily supports the T199-4A computer. I
think you might be able to get some useful
information for your machine from these
sources. —Steve
Bit by Bit
Dear Steve,
Ihave tried for along time to buy a
computer, but Ican't come up with the
big chunk of cash necessary. Ihave therefore decided to buy it piecemeal, component by component. Iwould like to end up
with something more than an IBM PC
XT, or at least something that Icould
simply upgrade by just amotherboard replacement. This precipitates several
questions.
First, do XT and AT cases accept different motherboards? If so, do you know
of an XT-compatible motherboard (preferably with an 8088-1) that fits in an AT
case, has keyboard-selectable 10-MHz
speed, and uses an AT power supply so

It's All in the Handshaking
Dear Steve,
Ineed to know how to test my printer's
status— whether it is on-line, off-line,
turned off, or otherwise unavailable—
continued
IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia, acomputer consultant and electronics engineer, answers
questions on any area of microcomputing and
his Circuit Cellar projects. The most representative questions will be answered and published. Send your inquiry to
Ask BYTE
do Steve Ciarcia
P.O. Box 582
Glastonbury, CT 06033
Due to the high volume of inquiries, we
cannot guarantee apersonal reply. All letters
and photographs become the property of
Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned.
The Ask BYTE staff includes manager
Hary Weiner and researchers Eric Albert,
Tom Cantrell, Bill Curlew, Ken Davidson,
Jeannette Dojan, Jon Elson, Frank Kuechmann, Tim McDonough, Edward Nisley, Dick
Sawyer, Robert Stek, and Mark Voorhees.

California Digital
17700 Figueroa Street • Carson, California 90248

9600 811 Modem

$379,
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Mitsubishi • NEC • Panasonic • Princeton • Samsung• Sanyo
Son y • Tatung • Taxan * Thompson • Zenith
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Daisy Wheel Printer
These Fujitsu Daisy Max 830 were manufactured for Motorola's .'3omputer
Drinsron The purchase order was canceled and Fuirtsu was forced tv liquidate
these 80 character per second daisy wheel pnnters at "km sale" prices
Features bullet proof construction, your choice of either Centronics parallel or
RS- 232 senal interlace, Diablo 630 wheels and commands. programmable line
spacing in increments of 1/96 - and column spacing of 1 / 120" The printer is
also capable of undersconng, bold overpnnt, shadow print, centers sed tables
along with vector plotting
Factory suggested pece of the Daisy Max 830 was $2495, Calrfornia Digna is
offenng this liqurdated special at only $629 Tractor and sheet feeders available

-

The Amdahl synchronous modem is CCITT compatible and operate 9600 bps
coat. iur wire dedicated phone line
Amdahl suggested pece is$1495. Limited quantities available at only $379
Also available 19.2 cbps units Please phone for additional informal«

Ideal for CAD/CAM and Desk Top publishing applications. The Roland
CD/240 color monitor has aresolution of 720 poets by 400 lines on ...31mm
dot pitch 12 - non-glare screen VGA specifications in text mode EGA In
graphic mode
Comparable (rondo, and card packages retad at over $ 1096 Califorma
Digital has made aspecial purchase and Is able to offer the CD/240 and 132
column VGA/EGA graphic card Or only $389
Also Available : Amdek • Con rac • Hltachi • Magnavox
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Smallpox 2400
The Xerox Sunrise 1810/181S is by far the best value we have ever seen in
laptop computer. This is the ideal computer for students. purnalets
anyone who has to capture tata away from ther desk. The Sunnse is asee
contained battery and AC portable. The Xerox Sunnse was originally price:
at $2995. Xerox has since elected to drop the computer Iron their produc
Califorma Digital has purchased all the remaining inventory and
making the wilt available at afraction of its original cost.
This laptop features abuilt in three line 80 column liquid crystal display, 64F
of memory along with both RF monitor and television outputs The interne
300 baud Bell 103 full duplex and 1200 baud Bell 202A half duplex modem r .
capable of auto dialing. The units has both centrorkcs parallel and aserial
port programmable to 19.200 baud Self contained micro cassette is capable
of capturing data from the keyboard as well as doubling as aaudio recorde
for dictating messages.
An optional dual floppy che dnve module is available for only $ 159. Al.
available, for $59 is an 80 col.mnpnnter that mounts in the drive module. Th..
Suceso features aCP/M operating system which allows the operator to use
pn
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type computers. the 1810 is NOT compatible with theIBM/PC computer
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LASER JET II
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The Snartearn 2400 offers all the features of the Hayes Smart Modem 2400
for afraction of the once Now is your opportunity to purchase a2400 baud
modem for only $.23'. Also available The MiniTearn 1200 at only $ 129
MOM»
Avatar 1200E external, Hayes compatible
CTS 1300 baud modem
Hayes Srharonodern 2400 baud modem
Smart ram 2400 Keyes Compatible
Smarteam 1200 Keyes Compatible, 300/1200
Smartearr 12006 IBM 1200 baud card
UltraLnk 1200 data and voice, Bell 202
Prometheus 1200 super features
US Pobotics 9600 rips Couner HST
Signe'man Mark VI. 300 baud internal PC

589
89
529
259
119
119
99
2139
tag
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21 Megabyte Cold Card

HPGL • 11" by 17"
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Westem Graphtec Model 2900 operates under the Hewlett Packard graphic
language and has both parellel and sweat interlace. Size " B" plotter. 11"
by 17" flat bed with eight self capang color pens Mammon plomng weed 10"
per second, resolution . 05mm with repeatability of .004".
To blow out the remaining Inventory. California Digital has slashed the price of
MP/2000 to $ 795. Hurry. only 180 plotters left.
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Standard features of the new Hewlett Packard Series II Laser printer 5121C
byte memory expandable to 4 Megabytes. both senal and parallel pons. _st
price $2495 California Mortal once $ 17 r5 Memory upgrade, type fonts ad
toner cartridges available
Other Laser Printers araleble
Texas Instruments • Okidata • Apple • Ricoh
Oume • AST Research • G1MS • Xerox • Canon
Ouadram • Centronics • CIE C.Itoh • DataProducts

Sony CD/ROM

'
139

Pt«

42.

One Two Ten
TEC501 1/
2 height sgl.side
TANDON 651/2360K, 1
2
/
ht.
TANDON 101/4 full ht. 96 TPI.
FUJITSU 51/
4 " half height
MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht.
MITSUBISHI 504A AT comp.
TEAC FDS5BV half height
TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht.
TEAC FD55GF for IBM AT
PANASONIC 455 Half Height
PANASONIC 475 1.2 Meg./96
Switching power supply
Dual enclosura for 51/
4"drives

49
79
99
95
119
149
109
119
149
109
119

39
75
89
89
109
139
99
109
139
99
115

31
/ " DISK DRIVES
2
SONY MP- 53W 720K/Byte
129
SONY MP- 731N, 2 Meg.
159
TEAC 35FN 720 KJByte
129
TEAC 35HN/30, 2 Meg.
159
51
/ "form factor kit
4

125
149
119.
149

8" DISK DRIVES
QUME 842 double sided
QUME 841 single sided
SHUGART 851R dbl. sided
REMEX RFD4000 dbl. sided
OLIVETTI 851

179
109
309
179
179

VISA

189
119
319
189
189

35
72
79
82
105
135
89
105
135
89
109
49
59
119
call
115
145
20
175
99
299
165
165

1111,

•

Compact disk Is arelatively nrw medium for storage of read-only
digital data. One removable risk is capable of stonng over 500
megabyte of data on adisk the same size as an audio CD.
The Sony Corporation, the recognized leader in compact disk
technology, has available the 510-01 CD/ROM awe. This half
height 51
/ "form factor dnve ristalls into any IBM or compatible.
4
Sony 510-01, $539. Host adapter for IBM. $99 additional.
Other CO/ROM Products Avoll.adr Arndek Laserdeve/1 system
$679; Hitachi CDR-1503SUY external with IBM host adapter and
MS ext. DOS $699. Also WORM drives and CD/ROMs of other
manufacturers. Ask for list of published software. Encyclopedias
and technical publications evadable on compact disk.

Anon *meter

Mau
Compatible with most Radio Shack Color Computer softwar.
Manufactured by the Tarer Corp. under license of the Bnash
Broadcasting Company.
The Dragon comes complete wet, 64K Byte of memory, henal
modem pon along with aCentronics printer interface. This unique
microcomputer features Motorola's advanced 6809E microprocessor and canes standard w th Microsoft Color Basic, data base
manager, and acomplete wad processing package. The computer outputs color composite vdeo along with R.F. video that allows

Shipping: First five pounds $ 3.00, each additional pound 5.50
Foreign orders: 10°., shipping, excess wi Ibe refunded.
California residents add 61'2% sales tax. • COD's discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state suppored educational institutions and companies with a strong " Dun ,& Bradstreet" rating.
Telefax • (213) 217-1951

The Gold Card from Silicon Valley Computers features shock mounted automatic head unloadeg, 15 wan drue coupled with a2K/byte sector buffer and
advar,,ect OMTI controller for maximum reliatehly . 30.000 hour WITBF and full
2yea. warranty - the best cost per megabyte hardcard available
Also available the 31-1 Meg. Gold Card at only $419.

21.
Megabyte OW Disk Kit
is ashock mounted 21
So
Megabyte hard & Ye kit. Complete w it
h
shortcsard controller, software utilities, in structions and cable, the " INSIDER 21"
The " INSIDER 21

is ready for immediate installation.
This ragged system handles 40 Gs and
includes a SASI interface that allows
tape back-ups and other peripherals to
be added to your ' system. Manufacturer's ONE YEAR earranty included, all
this for only $
269

Winchester Controllers for IBM/PC •
Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives
Price does not include controller

each

ha,

SEASATE 225 28 Meg. /
2 Ht. 269
1

259
289
399

SEAGATE 238 311 Meg. RI.I.
299
SEAGATE 251 51 M. 40mS.
419
SEAGATE 4051 fl M. 35mS_ 695
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 35mS. 795
MIN/SCRIBE 342$ 25m 85ms 279
MINC.CRIBE 365C 50m 61 ms 419
608t 90 meg.
795
FUJITSU
FUJITSU
RODIME
MAXTOR

2242 55
2243 86
RD- 204E
$111411

659
779
247
399

779
M. 35mS. 1299 1229
M. 35mS. 1695 1619
53 Meg.
895
859
140 Meg. 2195 2129

TOSelBA MK5670 M. 30mS_1789 1729

XEBEC 1220 with floppy controller
DTC 5150CX
OMTI 5520 halt card
OMTI 5527 RLL controller
ADAPTEC 2070 RLL controller
ADAPTEC 2010A
WESTERN DIGITAL WD/1002WX2

189
119
99
129
179
159
89

• SCSI/SASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 51
4 "toot print
/
219
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 51
4 " 289
/
OMTI 201
89
• Winchester Accessories •
Installation Kit with manual
Winchester enclosure and supply
Dual 20/34 cable set
Switching power supply

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800) 421-5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

(213) 217-0500

10
139
25
49

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card
ASK BYTE

Listing 1: Skeleton of Turbo Pascal code needed to query printer status.
Program...

WERE PRINTER EXPERTS'

type
Register_Type =

integer);
2: ( AL,AH,BL,BH,CL,CH,DL,DH :
var
Registers :
Status :

ALPS

ALQ

AH: =$2;

218

DX:=$lptn;

Intr($17,Registers); (
Status:=AH:
end;

NEC LC-890
Features:

Indication

7

Not busy
Ack has been received from
printer to acknowledge last
character sent
Paper out
Printer selected, on-line
I/O error
Not used
Not used
Time-out error

5
4
3
2
1

UST PRICE: $4795

O

Get

from within aprogram. It's irritating to
have the system hang up while attempting
to send acommand to the printer when it
turns out the printer was off-line.
I am using Turbo Pascal 3.01. My
printer is aStar SG- 10, set up as LPT I :,
and my computer system is an XT clone
with 640K bytes of memory and two
floppy disk drives.
Bruce Bauder
Tillamook, OR

this issue of PC MAGAZINE! If you don't see it, CALL!
PRINTERS
FWITSU
NEC
PLO.
OKIDATA

OLYMPIA
PANASONIC
PRIMAGES
TOSHIBA

WERE LASER EXPERTS
HEWLETTPACKARD
KYOCERA
NEC
OASTS
OKIDATA

PANASONIC
PRINTERS PLUS
OMS
OUME
TOSHIBA
XEROX

GREAT PRICES WITH A GU AAAAA FIE TO MATCH

gerP115 PLUS
COMPUTER PR/A/TER SPECIALISTS

FAX NUMBER:
(703) 734-3859 •
PRINTERS PLUS, INC.
8486-C TYCO RD., VIENNA, VA 22180
HOURS: MOII-THUR: 10 MA-7PIA EST
FRIDAY: 10 AM-5PAI

•

734-0236

WEILCREDITCOSTOF
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE CALL
WITH ANY PRINTER PURCHASE.
This offer good only through mail order diwSion.
Visit our 7retail showrooms for best local prices
15% restocking fee applies to all returned or
refused merchandise.
PRINTERS PLUS AND COMPUTER PAPER
DESIGN ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF
PRINTERS PLUS, INC, VIENNA, VA.
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1 for

Call

FOR PRINTERS
PLUS PRICE

We
THEguarantee
WORLD'Sto
LARGEST
match the
SELECTION
lowest in-stock
OF PRINTERS!
prices in 1

38

Bit

6

•8pages per nitre
•35 lads
•Post Script/
H-Pconpattle

(
703 )

{

Table 1: Bit settings and their
significance for the Status
variable returned in listing 1.

PRINTERS $ 395
PLUS
PRICE:

APPLE
AST
BROTHER
CANON
EPSON
GENERAL
COMPUTING

( 0 for LPT1,

LPT2,

etc.

LIST PRICE: $595

ALPS
BROTHER
CITIZEN
EPSON

Register_Type;

integer;

with Registers do begin

•Full color
dot matrix printer
•240 cps draft/
120 cps
correspondence
80 cps letter quality
•Optional snap irVout 24-pin print head
•Easy front panel control

CALL

byte);

end;

IT'S TIME YOU SAW
THE

Features:

record

case integer of
1: ( AX,BX,CX,DX,BP,DI,SI,DS,ES,Flags

Printers Plus has been satisfying
customers since 1982 by exclusively concentrating on computer
printers. Were not just order takers - were experts! Call today!

•

You need to call aBIOS routine to return the printer status. In Turbo Pascal,
the code would look like that in listing 1.
The variable Status will have certain
bits set, based on the printer's condition
(see table I). By decoding these bit combinations, you can alert the operator to
the printer's condition. Also, although
this is undocumented, bit 1 seems to
indicate anonexistent device. — Steve
Not aGood Day for Printers
Dear Steve,
Recently, Itried to use my IBM PC
compatible with my Smith Corona TP2

the BIOS )
result

byte)

daisy-wheel printer. After printing acertain number of characters (about 260 to
320), the printer loses two characters, always in the same place. If Iuse the MSDOS PRINT SCREEN command, the
printer loses one character.
If Iexecute mode 1ptl: „ p, the problem goes away. As explained in the DOS
manual, the poption causes the operating
system to continually try sending output
if the printer is not ready. Ithought the
parallel interface protocol required an acknowledge from the printer before the
computer would send another byte.
The problem occurs when I'm running
the computer at 8 MHz or 4.77 MHz.
The printer has a256-byte buffer. What
is it about the Centronics interface that I
don't understand?
Robert Ziller
New Richmond, WI
Troubleshooting aproblem from adistance is sometimes difficult. Your IBM
compatible/Smith Corona TP2 problem
could be due to several possible causes.
The lost characters (every 260 to 320),
coupled with the fact that the TP2 has
256 bytes in its buffer, indicate abuffer
overflow condition (the difference in the
error position may be due to varying line
lengths and return time). Thus, the primary failure is probably in the handshaking between the computer and the
printer.
The Centronics format actually supplies three possible controls to the
printer:
•ACK (pin 10): A low on the pin indicates that the printer has finished processing the current character.
•BUSY (pin II): A high on this pin indicates abuffer-full condition.
continued

ztec
Power to go the distance...
Whatever that distance might be
'eneeaft.

11111»..
systems purchased directly from
Manx come with a30- day, no
questions asked, satisfaction
guarantee. Call for yours today.

From real time embedded
applications to comprehensive
commercial applications on
Macintosh, IBM PC, Amiga,
Atari, and others, Aztec C has
earned awell- deserved reputation as an innovative, tough to
beat, rock- solid C development
system.
But don't just take our word for
it— try it yourself. We know that
the best way to understand what
puts you ahead with Aztec C is
to use it. That's why Aztec C

We can also send you information that details the special features and options of Aztec C.
Plus information on support software, extended technical support options, and all of the
services and specialized support that you may need when
you're pushing your software to
the limits and ... beyond.

MS-DOS Hosted ROM Development Systems
Host+Target: $750
Targets:
• 6502 family
• 8080- 8085- Z80- Z180-64180
• 8088-8086-80186-80286 8087-80287
• 68000-68010-68020 68881
Components:
• C compiler for host and target
• Assembler for host and target
• linker and librarian
• Unix utilities make, dill, grep
• Unix vi editor
• debugger
• download support

Additional Targets: $ 500
Features:
• Complete development system
• Fast development times
• Prototype anc debug non-specific
code under MS-DOS
• Compilers prcduce modifiable
assembler ou:.put, support inline
assembly, and will link with assembly
modules
• Support for INTEL hex, S record, and
other formats
• source for UNIX run time library
• processor dependent features
• source for startup

immumunimsrmaromi-m

C OD.. VISA. MasterCard. American Express. wire ( domestic and international), and
terms are available. One and two day delivery available for all domestic and most
international destinations
Circle 154 on Reader Service Card

Manx Software Systems
One Industrial Way
Eatontown, NJ 07724

Aztec C Micro Systems
Aztec C is available for most micTocomputers in three configurations:
The Professional; The Developer: and
The Commercial system. All systems
are upgradable.
Aztec C68krAm .... Amiga
sou -ce debugger optional
Aztec C681c,Mac ... Macintosh
MPW and MAC Il support
Aztec C86
MS-DOS
source debugger • CP/M libraries
The foilowng have special pricing and
conficurations Call for details
Aztec C68k.At

Atari ST

Aztec C80

CP/M-80

Aztec C65

Apple II & II GS

Standard System
• C compiler
• Macro Assembler
• over'ay lini(er with librarian
• debugger
• UNIX and other libraries
• utilifies

$ 199

Developer System
• all Standard System features
• UN.X utilities make, diff, grep
• LNIX vi editor

$ 299

Commercial System
• all Develwer features
• source for run time libraries
• one year of updates

$499

Aztec C is avaiiable on a thirty- day money back guarantee. Call
now and find out why ° vet 50,000 users give Aztec C one of the
highest user-sais faction ratings in the industry.

Ca 111-800-221-0440

In NJ or outside the USA,
call 201-542-2121
Telex: 4995812 Fax 201-542-8386

APRIL 1988 • BYIE
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Ultrasync.
‘bu're looking at the new star
in display teCnnology.
Actual unretouched screen image.

Ascreen star is born.
Introducing Ultrasync. The high-resolution, autosynchronous
color monitor that's PC and PS/2 series compatible.
Ultrasync, with its exceptionally fine (. 28mm) dot pitch,
creates apicture of incomparable clarity. Capable of displaying infinite
shades of brilliant color with striking contrast and dimension.
But the real beauty of Ultrasync is its versatility It has the greatest
autosynchronizing frequency range combination available with 45Hz
to 120Hz vertical scan range ( NEC's Multisync starts at 50Hz and
peaks out at 75Hz) and 15KHz to 35KHz horizontal scan.
Plug Ultrasync into any IBM PC/PS series, Apple Mac II, or
practically any computer system and it will adjust automatically to the
standard you are using. There's no fiddling with switches or knobs.
Our automatic picture sizing feature prevents display distortion and shrinkage.
A simple built-in text switch is provided for your convenience. What's
more, you'll enjoy the ease and comfort of Ultrasync's ergonomically
advanced design.
Nobody but Princeton Graphic Systems could bring you an
image with such star quality at asuggested retail price that's remarkably
affordable. $ 795. After all, we've been doing it all along.

MNCETON
GRAPHIC

THE

SYSTEMS

VISIBLE EDGE

601 Emng Street. Building A. Princeton. New Jersey 08540 ( 609) 683-1660
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•FAULT (pin 32): A low on this pin indicates that some problem exists (sometimes this pin goes low when the buffer is
full; it depends on printer design). Note:
This pin's data is valid only for some custom-made cables; the standard IBM Centronics-to-DB-25 cable leaves this pin
open.

Integrand's new Chassis/System is not another
IBM mechanical and *ann .
.
done. An
entirely fresh packaging desén approach has
been taken using modular construction. At
•
esent, over 40 optional stock modules allow
you to customize our standard drassis to nearly
any requirement. Integaand offers high quality,
advanced design hardware along with
applications and technical scpport off at prices
competíave with importe Why settle for less?

Rack & Desk
PC/AT Chassis
Rack áDesk Models
Accepts PC XT, AT Motherboards and
Passive Backplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
145W& 85W also available
Reasonably Priced
al a

MI MI
IM

ID

MI
MI
7111Uk La/ U1,1
Mamma,
sa.m ma.

111--- •

RESEARCH CORP
Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices:
8620 Roosevelt Ave« • Visalia, CA 93291
209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 UNIEGRAND UD)
EZL1NK 52925572
We accept BankAmericard/VISA and MasterCard
ISM. PC. XT. AT trademarks of Intemaxonal Boso, s. Machmes
Doves and "ammo« boards net =Wood
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Your printer manual will show the
DIP-switch configuration changes necessary to implement handshaking. First,
check the configuration of the printer,
then verify the cable connections (pins 10
and 11 correspond to the connections on
each end of the standard IBM cable. If
the pin 32 connection is implemented, it
should be DB-25 pin 11).
You can't rule out afailure of either the
port or the printer hardware. Ask a
friend (or your friendly local computer
store) to test the printer on another machine (try to use WordStar with adocument that you know fails). This will let
you determine which is at fault—the
printer or the computer. —Steve
Cheap 200-watt UPS Wanted
Dear Steve,
How about coming up with a200-watt
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) for
us IBM XT/AT users? It should use gelcell batteries of the type widely available
in the surplus market and should cost less
than $ 100.
William Schreiber
Kailua-Kona, HI
The world seems to be afflicted with
power problems, if my mail is an accurate reflection. There is considerable interest in such devices as constant voltage
transformers and uninterruptible power
supplies.
Small uninterruptible supplies with 60Hz sine-wave output are relatively easy to
design and build (see the January issue of
Radio- Electronics for a 40- watt UPS
construction project). As the supplies get
larger, the linear amplifiers needed to
support the output grow larger and more
complex, and they generate more heat.
These factors increase the expense to an
extent that is most efficiently countered
by the economies of high-volume production. Thus, I'm afraid your desire for a
200-watt UPS for less than $100 is abit
unrealistic.
The economies of volume production
have mode such supplies available at
prices much lower than in the past. SM
Industries (535 West Wise Rd., Schaumberg, IL 60193, (312) 894-5331) is currently advertising a 200-watt unit for
$179, for example. The advertisements
in publications such as Computer Shopper magazine show comparable prices

for similar units from various other
sources. These units make more sense
than something Icould design and feature as aCircuit Cellar project. —Steve
Dialing for Digits
Dear Steve,
Iplan to build and use your Image Wise
video digitizer (May 1987 Circuit Cellar)
to transfer pictures over the telephone
with modems, and Ihave afew questions
in this regard. What is the most economical modem Ican use? How long will it
take to transmit apicture (at various data
transfer rates)? Finally, can you give me
some idea of the transmission time you
save by compressing the image?
R. Blau
Brooklyn, NY
You'll find that 2400-bit-per-second
modems are getting cheaper all the time.
Many are now priced at under $200.
At 1200 bps, an uncompressed picture
requires about 8.6 minutes of transmission time; at 2400 bps, it's 4.3 minutes;
and at 9600 bps, it 'sabout 1minute. But
300 bps is out of the question—the transmission time is about 40 minutes. The
2400-bps modems with MNP (Microcom
Network Protocol) error correction have
an additional advantage: they prevent
nearly all errors from phone-line noise
from garbling the picture.
Data compression reduces the size of
the image 2 to 4 times, so a I200-bps
transmission would take 2 to 4minutes.
The compression factor depends on the
complexity and detail of the image, as
well as the amount of noise in the video
camera. A well-lit scene produces less
noise in the camera, so ultimately it reduces transmission time. —Steve
Meteorology on the Micro
Dear Steve,
Ihave acouple of unrelated problems
that Ihope you can help me with.
Ihave an Amiga 1000 (512K bytes of
RAM) with one external 31
/2
inch floppy
disk drive and one external 51
/4
inch floppy disk drive. Iam using one of the old
Epson MX-80 printers (circa 1982 to
1983) with Graftrax installed. Ihave
Amiga BASIC, True BASIC, Lattice C,
and Amiga Pascal as programming
languages.
lama weather forecaster with the U.S.
Air Force stationed in Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina. Myrtle Beach is atypical
tourist town with more fast food, beachwear stores, and golf courses than you
can shake astick at. Unfortunately, the
amount of research material available is
severely limited.
Iam interested in receiving the Navy
continued
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idlers lip speed and support For a
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SYSTEMS

NETWORKING

Basic System Features

HIWFD Controller • 1.2 MR floppy drive • Serial
port (Corn I) and parallel port • Optional 2nd serial
port (Corn 2) & optional game port • 200 Watt P'S
• High quality metal case • Hardware reset switch
and turbo L.E.D. • Optional digital E.E.D. •
Clock/calendar
w/battery
hack- up • Complete
documentation • Enhanced keyboard ( 101 keys)
*Heavy duty packaging.

Stanford 386-18
9/18 MHz 21 MHz Throughput
Intel 32 Bit 80386 CPU ( 18 MHz) 9/18 MHz
software ( keyboard)
switchable
clock •
Norton SI ( Ver 3.0): 23 ( processor speed)
•CMOS memory, 16 channel Interrupt, 7DMA
channels • 512K interleaved 32 bit RAM on
board • RAM can be expanded to 6 MB of
32 bit high speed interleaved memory • 2-32
bit, 4-16 bit and 2-8 bit expansion slots •
Supports 80387 Math co- processor • Award
BIOS • ( Phoenix BIOS optional) • Plus bas.c
system features.

Stanford 386-16

Stanford Intelligent Net- II Card
Ether Net/Cheaper Net specification •
80186 processor & 82586 LAN co- processor • Data transfer rate: 10 MB/S. Network software compatibility: PC- NET, MSNET, Novell.
$499

Xenix Multi-Terminal Card
Microprocessor- based inteliigent terminal
controller. Z- 80B CPU • 16 KB dual port
RAM, 8 KB lot al RAM • 6 asynch. seria:
channels.
$599

Stanford
386-18 System
9 18 MHz
21 MHz Throughput

$2149

• Thomson/Samsung Monitors
• EGA/VGA/C7GA Video Graphic Cards
• EEN1S Memory Expansion Cards
• 300 11200/2400 Baud Modems
• Optical Mouse/No Slot Clock
• Panasonic Pt-otters
• Panasonic Facsimile Cards

Internaéional
Dealer Inquiries Welame
Call us for Volume/ Dealer/
Rrseller Discoun
Ask

$989*

'System price does not include memory ( DRAMS).

for our

Optional On-Site Service

TO ORDER CALL:
14800)248-4786

Cu-cle 264 on Reader Service Card
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$1119*

6/8/10/12 N111, 1Wait State
Same configuration as in 286/16 except: Intel
80286-10 CPU, 6/8/10/12 MHz
softwai e
(keyboard) Switchable clock • Plus basic sy•;tern features.

I1S

FREE 'shipping and credit card usage

$1999

8/12 MHz - lb MHz Throughput
Intel 80286-12 cpu, 8/12 MHz software
(keyboard) switchable clock • Award BIOS,
Norton SI ( Ver 3.0): 15.8 • DRAM can be
expanded to 1 MB on M/B • Selec -able between 0wait state or one wait stcte • 8expansion slots ( 5-16 bits, 3-8 bits) • Socket for
80287 math co- processor • Plus basic system
features.

Stanford 286-12

---• Seagme/Miniscribe/Micropolis HD » rives

IN CALIFORNEA: ( 415) 651-3300
Tech Support: (--15) 651-3330
FAX (International Sales): ( 415) 651-3388
TELEX ( International Sales): 4943373 WASAE
Hours: Mon- Fri 8:00 am - 530 pot P.S.T.

Same configuration as in system 386-18 except:
socket for 80287 math co- processor • Plus bas- c
system features.

Stanford 286-16

SYSTEM OPTION

STANFORD
SYSTEMS

rratfaildiae r

'rerrerrrIC
. • • • • .

Special Offer w/Syslem Purchase!
Dr.Halo Ill . . . $419.99 (retail value $ 739.95)
or Desktop Publishers Graphics .. . $59.99
(retail value $ 195.00)

7111 MIMES

comPtur

1887 O'Trx)le Avenue. C 108, San Jose. CA 95131

Stanford Systems sir, run 0S2, MS DOS. ben s Unu MoroSoll Eros. AutoDad kier EL lotus and 0- Ease HI
C your money back it Stanford Systems
pm, , ncompatom rerun. the system imth enigma, publtshed moon of Os- 5orlware . nerenneo minim 30 days of mos., date We yen replime min acompatible
sy

at our apeoe. mtund purchase price .0C., terms on sum, and speclostons aiesubiect to charge «ghoul eouce W Y reserve 'ne ugh, to substitute

equvatent 04

bee.

predicts Errors and onkssons are excepred A, trademarks
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cepoigNed by Mew respectiveowners
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ASK BYTE

weather facsimile maps at home and displaying them on my Amiga. Iordered the
transmission schedule from Alden Electronics (it's free, and the people there
were very friendly), so Iknow the frequency and schedule, but Idon't know
the format. What Ineed is aguide to help
me decode the signals and build the required hardware. The programming end
would be no problem if Icould only find
the information. (If any of your readers
want to contact Alden, the address is
Alden Electronics, 40 Washington St.,
Westborough, MA 01581.)
The second problem concerns hardware. Ineed to know if there is any way to
construct a device (without any exotic
parts) that will "clamp" to aphone line
and let me pick up a 1200-bps signal
without any physical connection to the
wires. In other words, Idon't want to
have to cut the phone line.
Michael Street
Myrtle Beach, SC

PowerStati,on
A Complete VT220 / VT241 Work Station
Upgrade for the IBM PC/XT/AT and PS/2
"Now true 800
pixel wide VT241
display and
support for
VMS Services
for MS-DOS."

PowerStation — 240
$435
111240 style keyboard and ZSTEM 111240 Emulation Software
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30
ZSTEM pc - - VT240 Emulator Emulation Software only
$295
VT240/241 Emulation Software with all the features of ZSTEM VT220 plus
ZSTEM 4014, sied land FteGIS graphics
PowerStation — 220
VT220 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT220 Emulation Software
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30

1289

Z5TEMpc --VT220 Emulator Emulation Software only
$150
All the features of ZSTEM VT100 plus 8- bit mode. downloadable fonts.
user defined keys, full national/mutt-national modes Extended macros/script language True 132 columns on Hercules. VGAs. Super EGAs. and
standard EGAs using the EGAmate option 128 columns on CGAs 43 line
support on EGAs Enhanced keyboard suppoN Ungermann Bass Net/One
and VMS Services for MS-DOS support

#412 -

EGAmate $39
Daughterboard option for 132 columns and true 800
pixel wide ReGIS display on standard EGA adapters
PS220/2
$19
Keyboard adapter cable for PS200 on PS/2 systems
ZSTEMpc --4014 Emulator $99
Use with ZSTEM VT100. 111220. or stand-alone
Interactive zoom and pan Save/recall images from
disk Keypad, mouse, digitizer, printer, plotter. and
TIFF support 4100 color and line style color mapping
640 x4C0 and 640 x480 on some'adapter/monitors
2STEMpc -.1/T100 Emulator $99
High performance COLOR V(100 True double
high/wide, smooth scrolling ISO and attribute
mapped color XMODEM and KERMIT. softkey/MACROS. DOS access.

KEA Systems Ltd.

2150 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6K 4L9
Telephone (604) 732-7411 Telex 04-352848 VCR Fax (
604) 732-0715
Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702
30 day money back guarantee AMEX/MCNISA

Weather facsimile maps on the highfrequency band are fairly easy to receive
with any HF shortwave radio, as you may
have noticed from the information supplied to you by Alden Electronics. You
can accomplish conversion of the signal
to aprintable format in many ways.
The signal itself is an AM-modulated
carrier, centered at 2400 Hz, with the
picture information moving at about 4
lines per minute. Several articles have
appeared in amateur radio magazines on
assembly of WEFAX (weather facsimile)
converters to use with a computer; you
might check your local library for back
issues of QST and 73 magazines. Also,
check out Keith H. Sueker's article,
"Apple Fax: Weather Maps on a Video
Screen" in the June 1984 BYTE.
Ihave found that The Weather Satellite
Handbook (
third edition) by Dr. Ralph
Taggart is agood overall source of information on this subject. While the book is
aimed at satellite WEFAX reception, you
can apply many of the techniques and circuits to HF reception. Copies are available for $12 plus 50 cents for shipping
and handling from Dr. Ralph Taggart,
602 South Jefferson, Mason, MI 48854.
If you would prefer to use apreconstructed unit, Advanced Electronic Applications (P.O. Box 2160, Lynnwood,
WA 98036) sells a multimode data controller (model PK-232) that will decode
WEFAX HF transmissions and pass them
to your printer or computer. Price varies
with the dealer; you might consult a recent copy of QST or 73 or alocal amateur radio operator for the location of a
dealer in your area.
With regard to your desire to induccontinued
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Assemblers/Simulators/Compilers
Series 3
Series 3runs under CP/M 80,
CP/M 86 and MSDOS. This Series
has Full Listing Control, Conditional Assembly & Built in Cross
Reference. There is Unlimited
Program Size, Number of Symbols and Macros. The Linkers
output: Intel Hex, Extended Intel
Hex, Tektronix Hex, and Motorola
S19, S28 and S37 formats.

Series 4
Series 4 requires at least 640k of

memory. These products have all
the features of Series 3plus: 32
Character Labels, User Defined
Sections, Local Labels and a
Librarian. The Linker outputs
Intel Hex, Extended Intel Hex,
Tektronix Hex, and Motorola S19,
S28 and S37 formats as well as
Global, Abbreviated Global,
Microtek and Zax Symbol Table
Formats. Listings can be relocated to reflect run-time addresses.

Simulator-Debuggers
The Simulator has 16 Breakpoints

with optional Counter Field. The
Symbol Table is limited only by
the amount of memory. Buffers of
256 bytes may be opened for I/O
ports. The Simulator-Debuggers
run with 512k of memory.
C Compilers
The C Compilers support in-line
assembly language and ROMable
code, and includes the following:
Macro Processor, full Floating
Point support, complete Assembler, Linker, Librarian and
Libraries. Library Source Code
Purchases require a signed
license agreement.

SimulatorDebuggers

Macro Cross Assemblers
Series 3
Software
Product

CCompilers

Series 4

VMS
VMS
VMS
CP/M 80
ULTRIX
ULTRIX
ULTRIX
CP/M 86 MSDOS
SUN
MSDOS
SUN
MSDOS
SUN

Super 8
Z-8
Z-80
Z-280
Z-8000
1802
6301
64180
6501
6502
65c02
65816
6800,2,8
6801,3
6804
6805
6809
68c11
68000,8,10
68020
8400/c00
8044/51/52
80451
80515
8080
8085
8086/88
8096
80186/286
80386
83351
8748
740
Cops 400
F8/3870
NCR32
NEC7500
NSC800
32000

199.50
199.50
299.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
299.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
99.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50

CLibrary
CLibrarys Source

199.50
199.50
199.50
299.50
299.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
299.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
299.50
399.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
99.50
199.50
199.50
299.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50
199.50

995.00
995.00
995.00
1250.00
1250.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
1250.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
1250.00
1500.00
995.00
995.00
.995.00
995.00
995.00
995.00
1250.00
1250.00
1250.00
1250.00
995.00
995.00
995.00

149.50
149.50
149.50

499.50
499.50
499.50

149.50
149.50

All- Systems

500.00 2000.00
600.00 2250 00

150.00
150.00

250.00
250.00

499.50
499.50

500.00 2000.00
500.00 2000.00

150 00
150 00

250.00
250.00

149.50
149.50

499.50
499.50

500.00 2000 00

150.00

250.00

149.50

499.50

500.00 2000 00
500.00 2000.00

150.00
150.00

250.00
250.00

700.00 2500.00

150.00

250.00

500.00 2000.00
500.00 2000.00
500.00 2000.00

150.00
150.00
150.00

250.00
250.00
250.00

149.50

499.50

149.50
149.50
149.50

499.50
499.50
499.50

149.50
149.50

499.50
499.50

500.00 2000.00

150.00

250.00

995.00 149.50

499.50

500.00 2000.00

150.00

250.00

More formats available

Name

Product

Operating System

Company

Series

Amount $

Address

Shipping $

Total $

City

(Please Print)

State

Zip

Signature
COD ( U.S. Only) III

Check D

Phone

Educational discount available.
To order, call toll free in U.S. (including HI, PR and VI):

1800 843-8144
In Colorado: ( 719) 395-8683
TELEX: 752659/AD
For more details, ask for a free brochure.

MCNISA #
Expiration Date

2501C4DSCRM RE I
NC.

(Shipping is $31.00 per unit for overseas orders. Toll Free number does
not apply to overseas. 2500AD pays COD charges.)
Circle 3on Reader Service Card

109 Brookdale Avenue
PO. Box 480
Buena Vista, Colorado 81211
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Now there's asmart way to
connect more than one printer
Forget those dumb A/B boxes and
those expensive switching devices.
Now you can connect up to six
parallel printers to your computer
and let your programs do the switching intelligently for only $ 119.
SmartPrint automatically sends
your output to the correct printer.
A

You just add asimple code to
your program or printer setup string.
Or, select aprinter from apop-up
window utility that's included.
SmartPrint recognizes the code
and makes the switch.
So, call now and use your Visa,
MasterCard or AmerEx.
It's smart!

New!

l

;.

•

9

1-800-368-7737

•

p

0

ren

(Anywhere in the United States or Canada)

14

SmartPrint

The Intelligent Printer Switch ,..,
D r s el h aus

rsr.,COMPUTER PRopuc rs 8560 Vineyard Avenue, Suite 405, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
A software-controlled printer switch for IBM PCs and compatibles

printers, and instruments.
Spend less time programming.
[I Call (617) 273-1818 and put us to the test.
Complete hardware and software solutions for just $395.
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ASK BYTE

tively couple to aphone line to enable use
of a modem, various methods have attempted to accomplish this feat, with minimal success. The connection is simply
not reliable enough to warrant the specialized circuitry required.
Finally, my new publication, Circuit
Cellar Ink, is running aseries of articles
on just this subject. Volume I, issue 3has
an article that deals exclusively with
weather facsimile services and techniques for displaying these weather
photos on apersonal computer. —Steve
Hot-Rodding the Apple
Dear Steve,
In the August 1987 Ask BYTE, Bernard Paul Sypniewski asked if it was possible to switch the 65802 and 6502 processors to get more power from his
Franklin ACE computers. You answered
that he would have timing difficulties and
would not notice any difference unless he
did his own programming.
JDR Microdevices advertises a3-MHz
version of the 6502 called the 6502B.
Can Ireplace my 6502 (or 65CO2) with a
6502B and make my Apple run 3times
faster?
Michael de la Maza
Irvine, CA
While a 6502B microprocessor will
run at 3MHz, you have to feed it a3-MHz
clock signal to make it do so. The Apple
computer provides anominal 1.023-MHz
clock speed that you cannot change
without messing up the video timing.
Thus, while you could plug afaster 6502
into your motherboard's microprocessor
socket, it would execute programs no
faster than what you have now.
The most practical way to speed up
your Apple computer is to add an accelerator board containing afaster processor and separate RAM; this would avoid
the video timing problems that you would
encounter if you changed the main Apple
board. Several good speed-up cards use
processors ranging from fast 6502s to
68000s. One of the more popular cards is
the Transwarp from Applied Engineering
(P.O. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006),
which contains a 3.6-MHz 65CO2 and
fast RAM, with an optional 65816 processor upgrade.
As with any hardware changes, software compatibility problems are a distinct possibility, and you should run tests
to be absolutely certain that the software
you want to use is compatible (prior to
purchasing the upgrade, of course).
The November 1987 issue of The
APPLE Review contains a report on
Transwarp, including a discussion of
known software compatibilities and incompatibilities. —Steve•

Dot, Daisy and Laser.
1111111117111111B
The new family of Olympia printers with
aprestigious technological heritage.
Olympia is first in making lasting
impressions for agood reason.
For over 80 years we've been a
leading innovator in typing technology for the office. Now everything has changed. And nothing
has changed. Our technology
is as new as the dew. Our commitment to reliability, efficiency

and service is as solid as ever.
The Olympia dot matrix printers
produce clean, crisp printing at
speeds from 130 CPS to 240 CPS
for awide range of applications.
And our daisy wheels are unsurpassed in printing quality.
Our new Laserstar 6is compact, versatile, compatible and

offers the latest in desktop printing technology.
In short, whatever you need
we've got. So don't go shopping
without the big new name in
printers on your list.
Olympia. We'll make agood
impression on you.
Then for you.

OLYM PIA t
The Competition

-.-

Advanced Engineering from Germany

Get acquainted with our family. And agift for you:
The fabulous Fisher Space Pen!
See all the Olympia models in our brochure Printers
That Make Quality Impressions." Along with our brochure we'll tell you how to get aFisher Space Pen—
free! The pen that went to the moon— from the finest
Mr. Mrs. Ms. ( Please Print)

printers on earth. Call 1-800-999-6872 or send
this coupon to: (
USA) Olympia, P.O. Box 22, Dept. Adv.,
Somerville, N.J. 08876 ( or Canada) Olympia, 58 Prince
Andrew Place, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3C 3A2.

Name

Title

First

Last

Phone

Company

Address

City

State

Printer make(s) used now

L
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Zip
I
plan to make aprinter purchase in month/year

I
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"When you have adepartment of one-man bands
all you produce is achorus of chaos."

If you manage an organization with more PCs and

Network can link from 2to over 100 DOS PCs, so inde-

peripherals than you care to count, maybe you should

pendent-minded standalones can effectively function as

consider tying them together — with a STARLAN

one. Which means users can share printers, retrieve and

Network from AT&T.

edit common documents, update centralized databases

Supporting awide range of DOS and UNIX'
servers for workgroups of all sizes, asingle STARLAN
18
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and send or receive messages electronically.
AT&T's modular architecture and twisted-pair

wiring make it easy for you to add voice and data

To find out more, call 1800 247-1212.

stations the same way you add staff: as needed.

From equipment to networking, from computers

And by connecting your STARLAN Network to

to communications, AT&T is the right choice.

AT&T's information Systems Network, virtually all the

AT&T

information-processing equipment in your company
can become afully integrated, cost-efficient system.

---

The right choice.
APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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The Graphics Toolikit for
Contemporary Software Developers
Already the fastest and most
powerful graphics toolki: on the
market the new HALO'S delivers
subroutines and device support for
exciting, contemporary applicationS
in pubhshing, office automation,
vision, and image processing.
HALO 88:s adevice independent
library of 190 graphics subroutines.
It is compatible with 18
programming languages, and over
140 hardware devices such as image
scanners; graphics, vision, and
imaging boards; printers and
plotters; and mice. liALO ' 88 is
designed lor the complete IBM
compatible micrecomputer line
including the PSà2 and VGA.

Today's Tools for
Tomorrow's
Applications
HALO '88 has new subroutines
which control scanners and scanned
images — ever, images which are
larger than screen resolution and
available memory. Extended
character set support enables
software developers to address IBM's

full 255 characters in graphics and to
design foreign language fonts.
Among contemporary HALO '88
applications are CAD, ComputerBased Training, Presentation
Graphics, Graphic Arts, Mapping,
Machine Vision, Silicon Wafer
Manufacturing, Sound System
Design, Vehicle Scheduling and
Routing, and Real Estate.

Join the HALO Family
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HALO ' 88 provides the software
designer with the richest
environment of graphics functions;
the programmer with reliable and

c7e.
HALO.
infinite possibilities in
graphics and imaging
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well-documented tools, and DP
managers with continuity of user
interface and database format.

Reach for the Future
If you need high performance
graphics development software that
provides amigration path to OS/2
and other future technology, follow
the industry leaders — call (800) 992HALO (4256).
HALO '88 is just $325 and includes
all device drivers. 20 fonts, your
choice of one compiler binding,
completely new documentation„ an
interactive tutorial and free 800#
technical support. Update from
HALO for $150.
Ask about the new HALO
Programmers' Workbook which
provides C program examples for
HALO ' 88 applications developers.

media cybernetics
8484 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 495-3305, (800) 992-HALO

HALO is aregieered trademark uf Media Cyberrietics, Inc.
IBM P5/2, VGA and OS.'2 are registered trademarks of
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DEBUGGING C
Robert Ward
THE PROGRAMMER'S
GUIDE TO WINDOWS
David Durant, Geta
Carlson, and Paul Yao
FAST ACCESS
WORDPERFECT
Rhyder McClure

DEBUGGING C
Reviewed by Rudy Bazelmans
Que Corp., Indianapolis,
1987, ISBN 0-88022-261-1,
400 pages, $19.95
n Debugging C, author
IRobert
Ward says, " To

write programs that work, you
must know how to debug. It's
that simple. In fact, if you produce working programs, you
will spend at least half your
time debugging." He goes on
to say that " good debugging
skills are requisite to successful programming." With regard to C programming, this
statement seems especially
true.
Debugging C discusses
general techniques for debugging programming errors and,
specifically, how to debug the
most common C programming en-ors. The author accomplishes
this with an easy-to-read writing style that includes numerous
examples and just the right amount of metaphorical references.
The information is easily accessible. Ward's examples of actual executions and transcripts of debugging sessions use such
tools as static analyzers, debuggers, and interpreters. He also
uses charts, itemized lists, and clear diagrams. He clearly has a
good understanding of C and the problems of programming.
But Debugging Cis not without its faults. In abook on debugging, it's ashame to find numerous examples of poor programming style, which leads to programming errors. For example,
page 175 of the book contains four examples of poor programming style: the use of multiple statements on asingle line, especially if statements; poor indentation style used for control
constructs; poor use of white space to separate lines of related
function; and ascarcity of in-line comments. Ward should have
read Thomas Plum's book C Programming Guidelines (
PrenticeHall, 1984), which spells out a more readable and less
error-prone coding style.
Ward begins Debugging C with adiscussion of the foundaIllustration by Trisha Larkin

tions used in the debugging
process. He then describes
program testing and how to
recognize bugs. Three chapters concern languageindependent techniques for locating bugs, and they are followed by three chapters that
discuss why debugging C is
difficult and how to apply to C
the general techniques described in the previous chapters. The final two chapters
discuss several commercial
debuggers and an interpreter
and how to use them in debugging.
Although this organization
of the material makes sense,
the links between chapters are
weak. As Iread the book, I
had very little sense of its progression. This flaw is particularly obvious because the
book does not clearly follow
the taxonomy of debugging
described in the chapter on
foundations.
According to Ward, at varying levels, Debugging C is for
everyone, and Iagree. Beginners will find the book useful,
even though some of the advanced sections are confusing. Experienced programmers will also find anumber
of chapters worth reading.
Readers will need agood understanding of C to comprehend the entire book. Ithink nonC
programmers will also find parts of this book interesting—particularly the introductory chapters on foundations, testing, and
general debugging techniques.
A Four-Step Process
Ward divides the task of debugging into four phases: testing,
stabilization, localization, and correction.
Testing, the process of discovering which bugs exist, should
precede debugging (the actual process of removing the bugs).
As such, Ithink Ward made amistake in including achapter on
testing. He should have relegated the topic of testing to other
texts, as he did with other topics, such as design techniques. His
20page discussion on testing is completely inadequate, especially compared to adefinitive discussion on testing such as
Glenford Myers's The Art of Software Testing (
John Wiley &
Sons, 1979). Ward's discussion on testing would be more appropriate if he reduced the scope to testing as it specifically relates to debugging.
continued
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Stabilization, the act of producing an easily reproducible test
case to demonstrate abug, is aprerequisite to finding abug.
Unfortunately, the discussion on the stabilization of bugs is lost
in the chapter on testing techniques.
Localization involves narrowing down the test cases sufficiently to find the problem, and Ward's separation of this topic
from stabilization makes sense.
The final phase of debugging is correction, during which the
bug is fixed. Ward trivializes this phase by first saying that most
bugs are easy to fix and then by devoting only two paragraphs to
the topic. If correction is a phase of debugging, then Ward
should have devoted at least asmall chapter to it. Ialso consider
it amistake to ignore the retesting requirements during the correction phase. I'm sure I'm not the only person to add one or
more new bugs while attempting to remove an existing bug.
Ward introduces another useful concept, that of proximity:
Every effect (problem) in a program is proximate ( near) the
cause. The proximity can be based on the distance between the
source code of two routines, the distance between the execution
of two routines, or the distance between two references to adata
item. These principles are well defined, and the concepts are
used throughout the book.
How to Spot aBug
Ward divides his discussion on bug searching into finding compilation errors and finding coding errors.
For beginners, the chapter on finding compilation errors is
particularly helpful. I haven't seen this material discussed
anywhere else, and the chapter has some good advice. In addition to the compiler, Ward describes several other programs that
can help programmers find compilation errors. These include a
brace checker (used to find mismatched or incorrectly nested
braces), alint program (used to find examples of poor coding
style or obscure bugs), and the compiler's preprocessor (used to
find macro processing errors).
Ward also describes techniques that you can apply with little
or no tool support. Much of the discussion surrounds tracing
program execution through the instrumentation of control structures with print statements and the clever use of the C macro
facility to control levels of trace output. Although tracing source
code is auseful technique, Ward seems preoccupied with it.
Advanced Techniques
Debugging C does an excellent job of addressing the issues involved in C debugging. The process is difficult for anumber of
reasons: C is aweakly typed language that allows mismatched
variables on expressions and mismatched function parameters;
the use of pointer variables is error-prone; uninitialized variables are not flagged by the compiler; subscripts on arrays are
not checked at run time; and in unprotected environments, stray
pointers can accidentally modify code.
Ward discusses how to recognize and find each of these problems. In atable on page 209, he has the start of agreat debugging aid. The table lists the commonly observed program
behaviors, their probable causes, and suggested debugging techniques for each one. Ward should have expanded this gem to
include more entries.
Particularly informative is the section on organizing the stack
during the execution of C programs. The diagrams and related
text are clear and well organized.
Debugging Tools
In the tools section, Ward discusses three popular debugging
tools: sdb (the source- level debugger for System V Unix by
AT&T), CodeView (the new multiwindow source-level debugger for MS-DOS from Microsoft), and C-terp (the interpreted C
continued
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environment for MS-DOS from Gimpel Software).
Here, the book is weak. The coverage of scin should have
been an overview of the capabilities; instead, it is apoor tutorial
with adescription of each debugger command, which seems unnecessary in ageneral book on debugging C. The author would
do better to talk about features and leave the description of the
command set to amore complete tutorial.
Compared to the 40 pages that Ward devotes to sdb, the 8page discussion on the more interesting debugger, CodeView,
seems to be an afterthought. Nor are the discussions of sdb and
CodeView structured alike.
Ifound the discussion of C-terp more interesting than those of
sdb or CodeView. Ward discusses the differences between interpreters and compilers, along with the debugging functions of
C-terp and some of the commands. The relevance of the commands and functions to finding particular bugs is clear and supported by short examples.
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Source Code and Other Resources
Debugging C contains an annotated resource list of texts on C
and software development. Although the books and articles referenced are popular, the list is inappropriate for abook on debugging. The only ones that seem somewhat appropriate are the
sections related to C.
Ward also provides the source code for afull-featured debugging system. The debugger is asmall command interpreter that
is linked with your program. The commands control the watch
and stop points that you code into your program. Ward also includes the source code to apoor man's Ctrace, atext filter that
you can insert into your program calls to adebugging system
like the one supplied. It is amusing to note that the coding style
requirements on the programs input to Ctrace will not accept the
author's programs because the break and return statements
are concatenated on the ends of other statements. This is contrary to the statement in the text that says that the programs comply with Ctrace's input requirements.
The book contains 30 pages of source code listings in the appendixes and areference to apublic domain brace checker. The
publisher should have considered offering readers acopy of the
source code on disk.
Since Iam interested in doing further reading on debugging, I
checked out the bibliography. To my disappointment, there
wasn't asingle reference to an article or book on debugging.
A Good Buy
Although Debugging C has flaws, it contains many useful insights for C programmers. Many of the topics it covers—the discussion on finding C bugs, the discussion on proximity of
errors, the explanation of tracing techniques, and the explanation of the organization of the stack during run time—are difficult to find elsewhere. In sum, the book is worth its cost.
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Rudy Bazelmans, asoftware engineer for Wang Laboratories,
lives in Nashua, New Hampshire.

THE PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO WINDOWS
Reviewed by David Hart
Sybex, San Francisco, CA: 1987, ISBN 0-89588-362-7,
645 pages, $21.95

Iyou'd like to be working with it, The Programmer's Guide to
fyou are aprogrammer working with Microsoft Windows, or

Windows is for you. An introduction to and explanation of the
complex world of Windows programming, the book is meant to
continued
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If you want the best
there's only
hether you want the best portable or desktop,
the best 80286- or 80386-based personal computer, there is only one choice: Compaq. Because
COMPAQ personal computers are consistently rated the
best in each class by both industry experts and sophisticated users.
For instance, the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20 and
the COMPAQ PORTABLE 386 are the most powerful
personal computers in the world. Both are based on the
32-bit Inter 80386 microprocessor, running at ablazing
20 MHz. Both offer the most storage and memory in
their classes. And both feature performance enhancements such as concurrent bus architecture, disk
caching, and high-speed coprocessor options. All of
these features work together to deliver system performance that rivals minicomputers'.

The groundwork for these innovations was laid by
the industry's first 80386-based personal computer, the
16-MHz COMPAQ DESKPRO 386. Still outperforming
most 80386 machines, it offers high-performance capabilities to users moving up to this class.
In the arena of 80286-based personal computers,
the 12MHz COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 runs your software up to 20% faster than most of its 10-MHz
competitors.
No one even comes close to Compaq in portable
computing. Because no one but Compaq builds portables
with all the features sophisticated users need. The 20lb.
COMPAQ PORTABLE III is the smallest fullfunction
80286based computer that truly gives you the power of a
desktop. And the COMPAQ PORTABLE II still offers more
internal expansion capabilities than any other portable.

Based on an independent survey of major brands. tBased on an independent survey of 209 FORTUNE 1000 companies.
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one choice.
Computer users at every level will find that
COMPAQcomputers represent the best solutions. We've
consistently expanded the limits of personal computer
technology with advanced features that optimize overall
system performance. All while preserving your investment in industry-standard hardware and the world's
largest library of business software. Compaq also works
to engineer each computer to meet exacting quality and
reliability standards, so it's ready to withstand the rigors
of the real world.
These are all reasons why Compaq earns the highest quality ratings from computer experts. And unsurpassed satisfaction ratings from computer users It's
also why, this year, more FORTUNE 1000 corporations
plan to add Compaq to their approved vendor lists than
any other brand.t

If you want the best personal computer, you have
only one choice. Call 1-800-231-0900, Operator 50. In
Canada, 1-800-263-5868, Operator 50. We'll give you a
free brochure or the location of the Authorized
COMPAQ Computer Dealer nearest you.
COMPAQ* COMPAQ PORTABLE II COMPAQ DESKPRO 286. and COMPAQ DESKPRO
38C are registered trademarks of Compaq Computer Cr ,rporation.*Registered U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office. COMPAQ PORTABLE 1117* COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20*4 and
COMPAQ PORTABLE 386 1mare trademarks of Compaa Computer Corporation. Intel is a
registered trademark of Intel Corporahon. (ë)I988 Compaq Computer Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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complement, rather than replace, the documentation included
with the Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit.
Authors David Durant, Geta Carlson, and Paul Yao have divided the book into three major sections. The first section introduces the Windows system and emphasizes the programmer's
concern with the various features. The discussion is lucid and
complete, so readers gain abasic understanding of the Windows
system necessary to begin learning the specifics. This kind of
explanation isn't available elsewhere.
The Microsoft documentation, on the other hand, written by
those who know the system inside out, assumes that you are familiar with parts of Windows not yet introduced. As aresult,
gaining aworking understanding is adifficult and frustrating
challenge. The overview in The Programmer's Guide to WMdows alleviates most, if not all, of that frustration.
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our 1988 Image Processing Handbook Set.
The Book
Our first ever Image Processing Catalog—
featuring full product information and 28
documentary stories on image processing
and array processing applications.
The Booklet
Our 1988 Product Summary—asummary on
pricing, frame gabber and processor boards,
and application software.
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Sample Programs
The last chapter of the first section presents aprogram named
Skeleton. As its name suggests, Skeleton is aframework upon
which to build full-blown Windows programs. All the sample
programs in the book are based on Skeleton, which generates
an empty window and displays an " About..." dialog box on request. The program to accomplish that is over 500 lines long.
While it doesn't do much useful work, Skeleton takes care of
the housekeeping—opening, displaying, repainting windows,
and so on—that all Windows programs require. Skeleton also
provides asound structure with places clearly marked to add
code for initialization, repainting, and responding to messages.
The bulk of The Programmer's Guide to Windows is the second section, acollection of chapters that introduce specific features of Windows with asample program. The authors discuss
each topic briefly, then present aprogram to illustrate the feature. They explain in detail each element of the program's code
not previously introduced. This example-rich approach makes
understanding the topic much easier than the dry explanations of
the Microsoft manuals would have us believe.
This section covers all the topics of interest to Windows programmers: text display, menus, dialog boxes, mouse input,
graphics output, child windows, file and printer I/O, memory
management, dynamic libraries, and data transfer. The description of dialog boxes in particular is especially revealing because
it is so much more understandable and detailed than the coverage in the Microsoft documentation. As is too often the case, the
Microsoft manuals describe each function well but fail to provide an adequate overview. The explanation of Microsoft's
much-touted Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) also stands out
for the same reason. DDE isn't mentioned in the Microsoft
documentation, but it is fully explained with aset of sample programs in The Programmer's Guide to Windows.
All the examples from the book—along with afew extras, including aWindows version of the Game of Life—are available
separately from the authors on one 1.2-megabyte floppy disk for
$25 or on four 360K-byte disks for $30.
The disk does have some irritating minor errors. For one
thing, all the programs were developed from the Skeleton program, and many of them still have comments identifying them
as the Skeleton program. Printer, the sample printing program, contains in its resource script file a reference to
Graphics.h that should be areference to Printer .h. As aresult, the program doesn't compile. The authors should have
taken more time to double-check their disk.
Programming Tools
The last section of The Programmer's Guide to Windows explains the operation of the programming tools used to develop
Windows programs. Sample command lines are given for the
continued

MERGER!
UDS Puts Sync & Async
Protocols on aSingle Board
One expansion slot on your IBM PC or compatible can now do double duty. UDS has
packaged both synchronous and asynchronous protocols, plus a V.22 bis compliant
modem, on a single Sync- Up" card. The unit
also provides true synchronous autodialing
via bus-directed commands and responses.
In the asynchronous mode, the unit is compatible with the AT command set.
For the user, this means unparalleled flexibility in micro-to- mainframe, micro-to- mini and
micro-to- micro communications. Data rate
(2400, 1200 or 600 bps synchronous; 2400,

1200, 600 or
0-300 bps asynchronous), private line or dial- up
operation and RTS/CTS delay are
software selectable options.
The device provides full-duplex operation
over either two-wire private or dial- up circuits;
2780/3780/3270 BSC and 3270/3770/5251 SNA
software is available. The unit is compatible
with most asynchronous communication
packages, including Mirror II.
For additional specifications, quantity
prices, and information on other Sync- Up
products, conlact Universal Data Systems,
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805.

Universal

Data Systems

MOTOROL A INC.
Information Systems Group

PHONE 8001451-2369
Circle 283 on Reader Service Card
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C programmers are talking about C talkTm

BOOK REVIEWS

The easy way to add the POWER of
OBJECT- ORIENTED Programming to C
C_talk extends your C compiler to a real Object-Oriented Language ( 00L).
It is not a new language: it simply adds Smalltalk-like features to C:
CI
CI
CI

Encapsulation
Messaging (Dynamic Binding)
Inheritance

eeqs
sA-49-

C_talk offers all of the advantages of 00Ls:
LI
CI
CI

A highly modular software design methodology
Reusable software components
Extendable software components

Plus the advantages of C:
CI
Cl
1:1

Speed, size, flexibility
Ease of application delivery
Access to C libraries and C tool sets

C_talk consists of an application development environment with:
CI

A powerful Smalltalk-like Browser for browsing, defining and editing an
application's object class hierarchy

CI

A Preprocessor for converting object class descriptions into standard C
programs that are compatable with popular C compilers

CI

An integrated, semiautomatic Make utility for controlling the preprocessing,
compiling and linking of an application, object classes. C files or libraries

C_talk is designed to run on an IBM* PC (
or computable) with one of the following C
compilers: Microsoft C, Lattice C, Turbo C. or C86. A system configured with ahard
drive and mouse is highly recommended.
To order:
CNS, Inc.
Software Products Dept.
7090 Shady Oak Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 944-0170
Clads, Cards

Microsoft C Compiler, the Windows Linker (Link4), and the
Windows Symbolic Debugger (Symdeb).
The Microsoft C command lines given in the book are different from those on the optional disk, though they are functionally
equivalent. The Link4 command lines in the book are also different from those on the disk. In this case, however, the book's
version is incorrect. One of the command-line switches (parameters) is in the wrong place, so the linker gives an uninformative
error message. Most of the Link4 command lines on the disk
are correct, but afew follow the example of the book, and therefore they don't work. The Symdeb command lines are all correct. The moral here is to follow the examples from the Windows Software Development Kit disks.
The Programmer's Guide to Windows is auseful book that
can save many hours in training programmers new to Microsoft
Windows. It is also auseful reference for aquick brush-up on a
particular topic. The optional disk costs more than the book, but
its cost isn't difficult to justify if you plan on doing much Windows programming, since it could save hours of typing in examples. The erroneous Link4 command lines in the book and the
errors on the disk are irritating, but if you're doing serious Windows programming, you don't want to be without the book or
the disk.
David Hart lives in Chestertown, Maryland, and writes frequently about Windows and Windows applications.
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FAST ACCESS \ WORDPERFECT
Reviewed by John Unger
Brady Books, adivision of Simon & Schuster, New York, NY:
1987, ISBN 0-13-307489-7, 200 pages, $12.95

THE 3.5" COHNECTION
This internal 720K 35" disk drive is a "drop-in" replacement
for 5.25" drives! It's the ideal solution for exchanging data
between your PC/XT/AT and the new generation of laptops.
Disk format is compatible with IBM, Toshiba and Zenith
portables. The Model 853W drive kit contains everything you
need, including interface adapters, premium SONY drive, and
complete documentation. Uses your existing disk controller
(no additional slots required). Requires DOS 32 for maximum
performance. Ask about our Model 873W ( 1.44MB).

SS SAVE $ S
SONY DISKS
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$1 59.95

+ FRT. & TAX

INCORPORA TED

400 Daily Lane
P.O. Box 5210
Grants Pass, OR 97527

VISA

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

Call 503-474-6700 or 503-474-6701
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"E‘ as: Access\WordPeifect by Rhyder McClure takes advantage of the fact that WordPerfect, like other powerful wordprocessing programs, is not easy to learn to use in an intuitive
way. The book is designed to help beginning WordPerfect users
overcome some of the hurdles that prevent them from getting the
most from this software. Experienced WordPerfect hands will
not get much from the book; there are no arcane secrets to be
learned here.
McClure's writing style is light and easy to read. The book is
organized alphabetically into separate chapters from one to six
pages long. The chapters describe major WordPerfect commands, such as Cut/Copy a Column, Go to Key, or Undelete.
Each chapter follows the same format: First the author presents
aclear explanation of the WordPerfect command, then at least
one easy-to-follow example and adescription of the result of the
command's action.
The final 40 pages of the text contain step-by-step examples of
11 useful WordPerfect macros; this section will give readers the
confidence to use this powerful feature of WordPerfect for their
own applications.
Presumably, because of the book's A-to-Z structure, McClure decided that an index would be superfluous. This was an
unfortunate oversight, because the absence of an index seriously
reduces the book's usefulness. An index should be an essential
part of areference text like Fast Access\WordPerfect. If WordPerfect's on-line help is too terse for you and the WordPerfect
manual is too difficult and time-consuming to use routinely,
then abook like Fast Access\WordPerfect may be just what you
need to get the most out of WordPerfect. •
John Unger lives in Hamilton, Virginia. He writes graphics software and uses computers to study the structure of the earth's
crust.
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COMPUTERC»DO
r

ORDERS LINE ONLY
1- 800- 622- EXPO
INQUIRE
(713) 784-0990
SERVICE
(713) 784-7817

TEXAS' = 1IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER CENTER
EXPO TURBO 286

$
875

EXPO SUPER TURBO
seZ

te

seiaate

EXPO PORTABLE 286/10

$
997

Seagate

SYSTEM

FCC
APPROVED

SYSTEM
INCLUDES

•640K RAM
•360 FLOPPY DRIVE
•AT STYLE KEYBOARD
•MONO GRAPHICS PARALLEL
•GREEN/AMBER MONITOR
•MINI AT STYLE CASE W/RESET
-OPERATING MANUALS
•30 MB SEAGATE
--Additional Options-CGA w/ Samsung

-INTEL 80286
•640 K RAM
•1.2 MB FUJITSU FLOPPY DRIVE
•AT STYLE KEYBOARD
•WD FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLER
•200 WATT POWER SUPPLY
•AT STYLE CASE
•OPERATING MANUALS
•3 HOURS FREE TRAINING

--ADDITIONAL OPTIONS—
Mono/graphidparellel adapter

$128
Color Monitor Add $199
40 Meg Seagate ( 28 MSC) $
450
40MB SEAGATE $ CALL
EGA BOARD & EGA Monitor $
595
AWESOME DEAL
w/Samsung Monitor

ST-225 20 MB KIT
20 MB Hard Drive System
$ 267
Includes: Controller,
Cables & Instructions
•ST - 238 30 MB Kit
30 MB System Includes:
Controller, Cable & Instructions

• ( Controller

•NTEL 30286 -3,10x RAM
•CCMPACT SIZE T Ahlef R GREEN
UCNOGRAPHICS 720 X 348 HIGH RES

•CLOCK /CALENDAR
•WEIGHT 28 LBS
-2O
0P
m
Tel
IONSSeag
ate Dnve

$1697
:0 Meg. Seagate Drive $1897
35" 000y 720K
$139
CRTABLE 386
SCALL

Optiorid)

$4191
$2991

(Ed Height 38 MSC)
-ST - 4096
80 MB
(Full Height 28 MSC)

(CONTROLLER IS OPTION)

$45

*JOY STICK KRAFT- 3
6GRAVIS SUPER JOYSTICK

TILT & SWIVEL
GREEN AMBER
• FLAT TILT & SWIVEL
AMBER
• ROB COLOR SAMSUNG
• EGA WTTILT &
SWIVEL SAMSUNG
• MAGNAVOX EGA

Screen • Corrpatable with all

Graphic Cards Including IBM CGA, IBM
EGA, AT&T Graphics and IBM PCG • 3
Frequency Modes • Resolution 926 Hon
x580 Vertical • with Autio Input • Speaker

$95
$110
$275
$275
$395
$395

FREE

3 1/2" Floppy Drive 720K
OS/2 DATA TRANSFER

MODEMS
EVEREX 1200 B INTERNAL $ 85
ANCHOR 1200B INTERNAL $ 75
EVEREX 2400B INTERNAL $ 169
ANCHOR 24006 INTERNAL 8179
EVEREX 24008 EXTERNAL $210
HAVES 2400 B IN STOCK
ALL MODEMS
INCLUDE SOFTWARE

60 MB AT/286/386

$575

Model 165D

$139

MOUSE
W DR.
HALO PAINT

$95

Works with PC'XT,AT T Compact and Clones.

$226

EPSON SEIKOSHA

BROTHER PRINTERS
& LASERJET II

PRINTERS
MP - 1200
120 CPS

SINGLE SHEET FEEDE;4 NLO MODE
LIMITED OUAN tITY IN STOCK'
$469,
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS
LASER JET II -Wit MB RAM
HP LAZER JET COMPAHBLE
FREE TONER CARTRIDGE

$1845

TRACTOR, NLO
Sug. Ret. $295
•MP - 5300
300 CPS , 132 Col.
TRACTOR, NLO
SINGLE SHEET FEED
SUG. RET. $705

195

450

IRWIN TAPE BACKUP

40 MB/286'386
Model 145 D

475

$60
$149

WE SELL & SERVICE!

IRWIN TAPE BACKUP

$ 179

$50

EXTENDED SERVICE CONTRACT
NOW AVAILABLE
THRU NATIONWIDE!
WE SERVICE:
IBM, COMPAQ, AT&T,
BROTHER, EPSON, NEC,
SEAGATE, EVEREX„ AST

$69

•M 1709 (240 CPS)

360 K 5 1//4 FLOPPY DR $ 85
1.2 MB 5 1/4 HIGH
$110
DENSITY DRIVE $ 195
1.4 MB 3 1///2 FLOPPY DR
EXTERNAL DRIVE
SCALL

10 MB XT 86
Model 110D

$20

PAINT SOFTWARE

and Headphone Jack • 1Year Warranty

$499
$895

• MONO GRAPHICS
Wi PARALLEL CARD
HERCUAS COMPATIBLE
• COLOR/GRAPHICS
PARALLEL CARD ROB
OR COMPOSITE
• EGA 1640 X400 RES I
MDNCGMEGA
• GENOA SUPER EGA •
800 X400 RES IMIGEM
GRAPH
NEW VGA COMPATIBLE.
MD& CGA, EGA. PGA

GENIUS MOUSE

MONITOR
S MONO,

Intel

VIDEO CARD

I/O CARD

80386-20 ( MYLEX w/MB) $ 2495 6384 K MF CAARD SER/PAR/
CLOCK GAME PORT CIK $95

!el $495

ALR

•ST - 4038
30 MB

•SERIAL RS - 232 ADAPTER $40
•SERIAL PARALLEL AT/XT
$50
GAME PORT
$35
•2ND SERIAL OPTION KIT
•MULTI 1/0
$80
FLOPPY /SERIAL PARALLE U
CLOCK/GAME PORT
• DUAL GAME CONTROLLER $40

14 - Dug.

20 MHz IN STOCK sCALL

-,

•2.5 MB Multi Function OK
(16 BIT), SRIAL, PARALLEL
8088 - 2 ( 4.77/8MHz OK $ 99
GAME PORT
$149
8088 - 1 ( 4.77/10 MHz) OK $ 139 • 2MB LIM CARD ( 16 BIT) OK
80285 - 10 ( 6/10 MHz )) OK $ 335
INTELABOVE BOARD
80386-16 ( 6/10/16 MHz) OK $ 1795
COMPATIBLE
$139
80286-12 ( INTEL ( 8/10/12) OK $395
64 MB AT OR 386 Memory Card
80386-16 ( MYLEX w/1mb) $ 1595
(16 BIT) OK
$275

MAGNAVOX MULTI
SCAN MONITOR

SYSTEM INCLUDES

.80386 CPU ( 32 BIT)
•KEYBOARD SW(TCHABLE SPEED
•1MB RAM ( 32 BR-RAM
UP TO 4MB ON BOARD)
•64 KCACHE MEMORY 0WAIT
•1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE
•SERIAL/PARALLEL/CLOCK
•AT 101 KEYBOARD
•40 MB SEAGATE ( MSC.)

•1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
•7FULL- LONG LNTERFACE CARDS
• :,00 W POWER SUPPLY ," 0 220 V1
•L,GHTWEIGHT. RUGGED CHASSIS
• . ,MIENSIONS 17 T W X 8 2'
X '
6 9" iDI

MEMORY BOARD

MotherBoard

24 MHz
THRUPUT
SYSTEM

THRUPUT

BASE SYSTEM
INCt UDES

40 MB High Speed
AT Drive
•28 MSC ST- 251
ST 4026
20 MB AT DRIVE
(Full Height 38 MSC)

297

sztP $2397

$ 1,395

I12 MHz

12 MHz
THRUPUT
6/8/10
MHZ
SYSTEM INCLUDES:

elk 30MB

EXPO 386
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NowApple speaks IBM.
Three times faster than IBM.
Introducing
PC Transporter!'
The Apple® II expansion

board that lets you
run MS®-DOS programs.
Now your Apple II can run
over 10,000 programs you could
never use before. Like Lotus®
1-2-3® MultiMate® dBASE III
PLUS® Even Flight Simulator®
With PC Transporter, MS-DOS
programs run on your Apple II
like they do on IBM® PC's or
compatibles. With one important
difference. PC Transporter runs
most of those programs three
times faster than an IBM PC/XT®
Plus, to speed through numbercrunching tasks, you can use
our optional 808 7 -2 math coprocessor chip. It plugs into a
socket on the PC Transporter.
Less expensive than an
IBM clone.
Sure, astripped-down IBM
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clone costs about the same as
the PC Transporter. But the peripherals it takes to get the clone
up and running make the clone
cost about three times what our
American-made card costs.
You don't have to buy new
hardware to use PC Transporter.
Works with the hardware you
already own.
With PC Transporter, MS-DOS
programs see your Apple hardware as IBM hardware. You
can use the same hardware you
have now
With IBM software, your Apple
hardware works just like IBM
hardware. Including your drives,
monitors, printers, printer cards,
clock cards and serial clocks.

You can use your lie® or IIGs
keyboard with IBM software. Or
use our optional IBM-style keyboard ( required for the II Plus).
You can use your Apple mouse.
Or an IBM compatible serial
mouse.
Plenty of power.
PC Transporter gives you as
much as 640K of user RAM
and 128K of system RAM in the
IBM mode.
PC Transporter also is an Apple
expansion card, adding up to
768K of extra RAM in the Apple
mode. The Apple expansion alone
is a $300 value.
Fasy to install.
You can install PC Transporter
in about 15 minutes, even if
you've never added an expansion
board. You don't need special
tools. Simply plug it into an Apple
expansion slot ( 1through 7except 3), connect afew cables and
adisk drive, and go!

PC Transporter taps into the workn largest
software library Now your Apple can
run most of the IBM software you use
at work And it opens a new world of
communications programs, games and
bulletin boards

A universal disk drive
controller.
PC Transporter supports 3.5"
and 5.25" MS-DOS and ProDOS
formatted diskettes. You'll shift instantly between Apple ProDOS
and IBM MS-DOS.
You'll need our versatile 5.25"
360K drive system to run IBM
applications from 5.25" floppy
disks. Use your Apple 5.25" drive
for Apple 5.25" disks.
An Apple Disk 3.5 Drive will
support the new 3.5"clisks
whether they're IBM MS-DOS
formatted or Apple ProDOS formatted The PC Transporter acts
like an Apple Disk 3.5 Drive disk
controller for IIGs, Ile, and II
Plus users.
PC Transporter supports
up to 5drives in anumber of
combinations.
For example, you can connect
a5.25 Applied Engineering 360K
dual-drive system directly to the
card. Then plug two daisy-chained
Apple 3.5 Drives ( not the Apple
UniDisk 3.5) to the dual-drive
system. For afifth drive, use a
ProDOS file as an IBM hard disk
PC Transporter controls Apple and IBM
compatible disk drives It supports 3.5" and
5.25" MS-DOS and ProDOS formatted
diskettes

Versatile data storage.
PC Transporter reads MS-DOS
and translates it into Apple native
ProDOS. You can store IBM programs and data on any ProDOS
storage device including the
Apple 3.5 Drive, Apple UniDiskTM
3.5, Apple 5.25" drive, SCSI or
ProDOS compatible hard drives.
(You can use the Apple UniDisk
3.5 with its own controller card
for storing programs and data, but
not for directly booting an IBM
formatted disk)
You can even use our 360K PC
compatible drive for ProDOS
Make your Apple speak IBM.
PC Transporter memory choices.
RAM in
RAM in
Apple mode:
IBM mode:
Price:
384K
256K
$489.00
512K
384K
529.00
640K
512K
569.00
768K
640K
609.00
Note: The IBM mode is 128K less because
the PC Transporter uses 128K for system
memory.
QGS Installation Kit
HeAI Plus
Installation Kit

49.00
39.00

PC Transporter Accessories
5.25" IBM Format 360K
Drive Systems
Single-Drive System
269.00
Dual-Drive System
399.00
Half-Height Drive
135.00
(add to Single-Drive system to make
Dual-Drive)
IBM-Style Keyboard
139.00
(required for Apple II Plus. Requires
IBM Keyboard Cable.)
IBM Keyboard Cable
34.00
Sony RGB Monitor
499.00
Analog RGB Cable
39.00
(for use with Sony monitor)
Digital RGB Cable
39.00
(for use with Sony monitor)
Digital RGB Adapter
24.00
C,olorSwitch
44.00
(included with II(.s Installation Kit)
128K ZIP
40.00
PC Transporter
per set
Memory Expansion
Chip Set
8087-2 Math
Co-processor
229.00
Chip
Heavy Duty
69.00
Power Supply
(Ile and II Plus only)

See your dealer or call or send
check or money order to Applied
Engineering. MasterCard, VISA and
COD welcome. Texas residents
add 61
/% sales tax.
4

PC Transporter produces better IBM graphics
than IBM. Analog is sharper than digital
So with an analog RGB monitor PC
Transporters CGA graphics and text are
superior to IBM
n digital display — even
while running IBM software!
And you can also use an Apple composite
monitor in IBM text or graphics mode.

storage and a143K Apple 5.25"
drive for MS-DOS storage.
Created by Apple's original
designers.
The brains behind PC Transporter were also behind your
Apple II.
The PC Transporter design
team includes the former project
managers for the creation of the
Apple Ile and Ilc. The co-designer
of the Apple II disk controller.
And the first full-time Apple
programmer and author of the
ProDOS operating system.
So you know the PC Transporter and your Apple were made
for each other.
Support and service from the
leader in Apple add-ons.
Applied Engineering sells more
Apple peripheral boards than anyone else — including Apple
Computer. So you know we'll be
around after the sale.
PC Transporter comes with a
15-day money back guarantee. If
you're not fully satisfied after
using it, return it for afull refund.
PC Transporter also comes with a
I-year warranty.
How to get your PC
Transporter today.
See your dealer. Or call Applied
Engineering any day between
9 am. and 11 p.m. CST at
214-241-6060.

.04E Applied Engineering
The Apple enhancement experts.
PO. Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006
214-241-6060
A Division of AE Rescardi Corporation.
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Introducing UniLab 8620 analyzer-emulator with InSight.
• There's nothing like InSight!" Afeature
of the new 8620 that lets you actually watch
your program go through its paces. So you
can debug faster. And speed up microprocessor
development. For demanding applications like
the automotive controller shown.

•
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• An exciting industry first, InSig,ht blends
analyzer/emulator techniques to give you
continuous, real time monitoring of key processor functions. See changing register contents,
I/O lines, ports, user- defined memory windows.With your own labels. And all at once.
Interactively.

e Ina

Without stopping
your program.
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Computer integrated instruments from

Orion prove debugging needn't be costly or
tedious. For more than 150 processors. Like all
our analyzer- emulators, the 8620 debugs by
symptom.Via advanced truth table triggering.
Always included is enough breakpointing
and single stepping ( now faster than ever)
to assure optimum efficiency. We even provide
astimulus generator and built-in EPROM
programmer to help finish the job.
• Get serious about price/performance.
Save big on design, test, and support costs.
UniLah 8620 analyzer- emulator.

• height is made possible by the 8620's
advanced bus state analyzer, its 2730-bus-cycle
trace buffer, and anew high-speed parallel
interface that eliminates RS- 232 bottlenecks.

•

•

Toll free 800/245-8500. In CA: 415/361-8883.

The fast interface also speeds data

throughput. From your hard drive, you can
load a64K program into emulation memory
in five seconds.
• On top of that, you get anew, crystalcontrolled 1µsec clock for super precise
event timing.
Circle 197 on Reader Service Card

Look into it.
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INSTRUMENTS

Computer Integrated Instrumentation
702 Marshall Street, Redwood City, CA 94063
Telex: 530942
InSight is atrademark of Orion Instruments, Inc.
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103
113

118
131
137
144

150
163
168
181
189
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211
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by Ezra Shapiro
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IT'S TIME TO DO SOME
SERIOUS 386 BUGBUSTING!
u... y.t eo Options Calls Go Memory .
11=1:11 tool More tel leoce

PROM's incita
bar and pulldown menus set a
new standard for
debugger
interfaces.
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POP registers up
and down with a
single key.
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Set pate counter
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PROBE has
source-level
debugging to let
you "C" your
program.

This is an
out-of-range
memory-overwrite
bug. Since it is
interrupt related,
it only appears in
real time.

Print table.

W

elcome to your nightmare. Your company has bet
the farm on your product. Your demonstration
wowed the operating committee, and beta shipments were out on time. Then wham!
All your beta customers seemed to call on the same day.
"Your software is doing some really bizarre things',' they say.
Your credibility is at stake. Your profits are at stake. Your
sanity is at stake.
THIS BUG'S FOR YOU
You rack your brain, trying to figure something out. Is it a
random memory overwrite? Or worse, an overwrite to astackbased local variable? Is it sequence dependent? Or worse,
randomly caused by interrupts? Overwritten code? Undocumented " features" in the software you're linking to? And to
top it off, your program is too big. The software debugger,
your program and it's symbol table can't fit into memory at
the same time. Opening abicycle shop suddenly isn't such a
bad idea.
THIS DEBUGGER'S FOR YOU
Announcing the 386 PROBETM Bugbuster,*from Afton. Nine
of the top-ten software developers sleep better at night
because of Atron hardware-assisted debuggers. Because they
can set real-time breakpoints which instantly detect memory
reads and writes.
Now, with the 386 PROBE, you have the capability to set a
qualified breakpoint, so the breakpoint triggers only if the
events are coming from the wrong procedures. So you don't
have to be halted by breakpoints from legitimate areas. You
can even detect obscure, sequence-dependent problems by
stopping abreakpoint only after aspecific chain of events has
occurred in aspecific order.

Then, so you can look at the cause of the problem, the 386
PROBE automatically stores the last 2K cycles of program
execution. Although other debuggers may try to do the same
thing, Atron is the only company in the world to dequeue the
pipelined trace data so you can easily understand it.
Finally, 386 PROBE's megabyte of hidden, write-protected
memory stores your symbol table and debugger. So your bug
can't roach the debugger. And so you have room enough to
debug areally big program

t

L

.

COULD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
*MM.
PUT YOU IN THE TOP TEN?
Look at it this way. Nine of the top-ten software products in
any given category were created by Atron customers. Maybe
their edge is — agood night's sleep.
Call and get your free, 56-page bugbusting bible today.
And if you're in the middle
of anightmare right now,
give us apurchase order
•
number. We'll FEDEX
you asweet dream.

BUGBUSTERS
A division of Northwest Instrument Systems, Inc.
Saratoga Office Center • 12950 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070 • Call 408/253-5933 today.

"Versions for COMPAQ. PS/2- 80›. and compatibles. Copyright CD 1987 by Atmn. 386 PROBE is atrademark of Atron. Call 44-2-855-888 in the UK and 49-8-985-8020 in West Germany.
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WHAT'S NEW

SYSTEMS
Mac Tower Packs
Gigabytes

T

he Giga Tower from
1 Giga Cell Systems/NuData is aline of ultra-highcapacity hard disk systems that
incorporate Apple's complete
Macintosh II system, including
the monitor and keyboard.
Besides the heart of the Mac II,
the basic setup includes a40megabyte tape backup system,
a10-megabyte removablemedia drive, and asingle
800K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy
disk drive.
The Tower's hard disk
storage is available in five flavors: 270 megabytes, 580
megabytes, 870 megabytes,
1.16 gigabytes, and 1.45
gigabytes. The entire system
comes with afull range of
software including memory
management, hard disk compression and optimization, and
full backup software.
Price: From $ 18,950 to
$34,950.

The Giga Tower includes a
Mac II.

Contact: Giga Cell Systems/
NuData Inc., 4201 Burton Dr.,
Santa Clara, CA 95054,
(408) 727-1049.
Inquiry 751.

Unicorn Gallops at
30 MHz

T

he Unicorn B/200 is
1 Microproject International's multiuser system that
runs at 30 MHz using AT&T's
WE 3220X chip set. Supporting 50-plus users, the Unicorn
is object-code- and mediacompatible with AT&T's 3B
computers, which have over
1000 applications programs
available.
The Unicorn runs Unix
System V/VME 3.1, which has
new features including shared
executable libraries, remote
file sharing, media independent networking, and astreams
communications interface.
The system includes a
VME processor board with the
30-MHz WE 32200 processor, the 3.5-MWHETS
WE 32206 math coprocessor,
and the WE 32201 MMU/
cache, which combines a
99.8 percent hit rate, multiuser, memory management
unit with 4K bytes of two-way
set-associative, zero-waitstate, physical data cache.
To reduce bus traffic and
speed data transfers between
peripherals and main memory, the Unicorn also has a
68020-based disk controller

This Unicorn runs Unix at 30 MHz.
that has a32-bit direct-memory-access (DMA) controller
and 128K bytes of buffering.
There's also aserial communications module to assist interrupt-intensive tasks.
Unicorn includes 4to 16
megabytes of RAM, aSCSI interface, multiple hard disk
drives with capacities of 85 to
760 megabytes, high-density
floppy disk drives, a9-track or
streaming-tape cartridge, 2to
66 RS-232C serial ports, and
Ethernet.
Price: $20,000 to $45,000.
Contact: Microproject
Corp., 4676 Admiralty Way,
Suite 610, Marina del Rey,
CA 90292, (213) 306-8000.
Inquiry 752.

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full information, including its price, ship date, and an address and telephone number where readers can get further information. Send to
New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each product mentioned.

Hyundai's First
File Server

T

he Super-286, Hyun1 dai's first LAN-related
product, is also configurable
as astand-alone personal computer. It has six 16-bit and six
8-bit expansion slots, and space
for five half-height drives.
The speed of the Hyundai
is switchable between 8and
10 MHz with zero wait states.
Standard features include
1megabyte of RAM on the
motherboard, asingle 1.2megabyte floppy disk drive,
a101-key keyboard, MSDOS 3.2, and GWBASIC 3.2.
An 80287 math coprocessor
is optional, and Hyundai has
optional hard disk drives
available in capacities of 20,
30, 40, or 70 megabytes.
Price: $ 1999.
Contact: Hyundai Electronics America, 4401 Great
America Parkway, Santa
Clara, CA 95054, (408)
980-7561.
Inquiry 753.
continued
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A Duet of Drives
for the Mac SE

Remove That
Hard Disk
Ifyou own an Amiga,
Atari, or Macintosh, you can
hook it up to Supra Corp.'s
SupraDrive FD- 10, a
10-megabyte hard disk system
that uses 5 '4-inch floppy
disks.
With an average access
time of 80 milliseconds, the
company says the FD- 10 approaches the speed of anormal
(nonremovable) hard disk
while letting you easily transport data or make backups.
The FD- 10 comes with software and cables ready to plug
in and use. On the Amiga and
Macintosh, it connects to the
SCSI interface; on the Atari, it
connects to the DMA port.
Price: For Atari and Macintosh, $895; for Amiga, $ 1095.
Contact: Supra Corp., 1133
Commercial Way, Albany, OR
97321, (503) 967-9075..
Inquiry 754.

Apple Wages Laser War

A

pple's new laser printers
are named the LaserWriter IINTX, the LaserWriter IINT, and the LaserWriter IISC. They range from
a $6599 model to a $2799 PostScriptless model. In the middle is a $4599 PostScript
model. You can upgrade the
low- and mid-range printers for
more functionality by simply
slipping out and replacing their
controller boards.
The three printers each
weigh 45 pounds. They are
built around the Canon LBPSX printer engine and print at a
maximum rate of 8pages per
minute. The NT and NTX
models both come with 2
megabytes of RAM; the SC has
1megabyte.
Apple has also improved
the paper-handling capabilities
of its laser printers with these
new models; the LWII line has
automatic paper handling
with a200-sheet paper cassette
with face-up or face-down
output trays. Each input cassette can hold up to 200
sheets of 20-pound paper; let68
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1fyou own aMacintosh SE,

Add ahard disk drive to your Amiga, Atari, or Mac.
ter, legal, A4, B5, and envelope cassettes are available.
According to Apple, the
duty cycle provides for aminimum life expectancy of
300,000 pages with unlimited
monthly output.
Price: LaserWriter IISC,
$2799; LaserWriter IINT,
$4599; LaserWriter IINTX,
$6599.
Contact: Apple Computer
Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014, (408)
996-1010.
Inquiry 755.

Husky Mac Displays
Assault the
Old Standard

T

wo large-screen monitors for the Macintosh are
becoming more prevalent.
Each takes avastly different
approach for users with different needs.
The MacGenius is a15inch full-page display that's designed to work with the Macintosh 512, Plus, and SE. With
ablack-on-white page
display, the monitor displays
up to 720 by 1008 pixels at
100 dots per inch using a1-to- 1
aspect ratio.
Compatible with virtually
all Macintosh software, you
can use the MacGenius in
concert with the Mac's built-in
9-inch screen. With both
screens active, you can use the

Mac's main screen to hold
desk accessories, tool palettes,
and document windows.
The monitor is noninterlaced, with a60-Hz refresh
rate. Its horizontal scan frequency is 62.76 kHz, and it has
avideo bandwidth of 100
MHz.
Price: $ 1795.
Contact: Micro Display Systems Inc., 1310 Vermillion St.,
P.O. Box 455, Hastings, MN
55033, (800) 328-9524; in
Minnesota, (612) 437-2233.
Inquiry 756.

T

he MacLarger takes a
slightly different, lowercost approach to big Mac
screens by simply enlarging the
image 60 percent over the
standard Mac screen while retaining the Mac's standard
512- by 342-pixel resolution.
The monitor is shipped
along with avideo board that
the company says you can install in about 15 minutes
without making any major
modifications to your Mac 512,
Plus, or SE. Another standard feature is that the video
board has acomposite video
output, which you can use to
drive astandard monitor or
projection television (though,
of course, at much lower resolution than the standard Mac
screen).
Price: $449.
Contact: Power R, 1606
Dexter Ave. N, Seattle, WA
98109, (206) 547-8000.
Inquiry 757.

1you now have an increasingly wide selection of hard
disk drive options for your
electronic beast, with higher
and higher capacities fast becoming the norm. Here are
two examples:
Jasmine Technologies'
InnerDrive 40/SE is a40megabyte drive that you install inside the SE's case. It sits
above the Mac's dual internal
drives, so you don't need to
remove afloppy disk drive
for it.
According to its manufacturer, the InnerDrive 40/SE
has an average access time of
29 ms. It's shipped with a
mounting bracket, cables,
and other installation hardware, as well as 9megabytes
of public domain and
shareware programs, and a
backup program.
Price: $999.
Contact: Jasmine Technologies Inc., 555 De Haro St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107,
(415) 621-4339.
Inquiry 758.

I

fyou have gigantic Macintosh data-storage needs, Relax Technology is shipping
what it claims is the fastest and
largest hard disk drive for the
Mac SE. With acapacity of 91
megabytes, the Relax SE 91
has an average access time of
16.5 ms.
The SE 91 takes the place
of the upper 800K-byte drive in
the SE, and you'll have to
have adealer install it. The
drive comes with firmware
self-diagnostics that automatically locate, isolate, and reallocate bad sectors.
You can also install the
Relax SE 91 in aMac II.
Price: $ 1795.
Contact: Relax Technology
Inc., 3101 Whipple Rd., Suite
22, Union City, CA 94587,
(800) 848-1313; in California,
(415) 471-6112.
Inquiry 759.
continued

For problems involving engineering calculations or scientific analysis,
the answer is MathCAD.
Transporting an iceberg to Southern
You decide how to solve the problem California is aformidable task. CalculatMathCAD does the " grunt work."
ing the variables is just as demanding.
Ends programming and debugging.
How many tugboats would be needed
D Recalculates as variables change.
to tow the ice mass? At what cost? How o Generates quick plots.
much fresh water would be lost?
Easy to learn and use, MathCAD
Innovative solutions require extraoperates interactively in standard math
ordinary tools. For problems involving
notation. And its built-in functions procalculations or what- if analysis, the
vide all the power you need to solve
answer is MathCAD.
real-world problems. MathCAD handles
MathCAD is the only PC- based softmatrix operations, solves simultaneous
ware package specifically designed to
equations, works with real and complex
give technical professionals the freedom numbers, does automatic unit converto follow their own scientific intuition.
sion, displays Greek characters and
12

other math symbols, performs FFTs
and much more.
There's never been abetter way to
get fast, accurate solutions to analytical
problems. That's why 20,000 engineers
and researchers are using MathCAD
daily in applications as diverse as fluid
mechanics, signal processing and
molecular modeling.
To find out what MathCAD can do for
you, call us today for afree demo disk:
1-800-MathCAD (
in MA, 617-577-1017).
Or write to MathSoft, Inc., One Kendall
Square, Cambridge, MA 02139.

Math Soft

Requires IBM® PC or compatible

HOW
MANY GLASSES
OF WATER

Software Tools for Calculating Minds

IBM® International Business Machines Corporation

MathCAD ,,, MathSoft, Inc 0 Copyright MathSoft. Inc 1988

CAN THIS
ICEBERG SUPPLY
TO L.A2
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Draw Easy with EASYL
PC is apressureLm sensitive 1024- by 1024pixel tablet that you can use
to draw or trace directly into
your computer just like using
anormal pen or pencil on
paper. Typical applications
include desktop publishing,
presentation systems, design,
art, animation, and touch control. It sends coordinate pairs
to your computer at speeds of
up to 200 pairs per second.
EASYL PC runs on any
IBM PC or compatible and is
designed to run in either
EGA or CGA mode using most
graphics software such as PC
Paintbrush or Dr. HALO. It
also works with software that
runs under GEM or Windows.
The tablet comes with its
own driver software, but it can
also emulate both the Summagraphics MM961 and Bit
Pad One. You set all EASYL
PC options via software; there
are no DIP switches.

With the EASYL PC tablet, you also get ahalf-length
interface card. The card has
two ports: one for the graphics
tablet, and one for any standard RS-232C serial device
such as amouse, modem, or
serial printer.
Price: $539.
Contact: Inforite Corp.,
1670 South Amphlett Blvd.,
Suite 201, San Mateo, CA
94402, (415) 571-8766.
Inquiry 760.

K-2+ also has abuilt-in 1.2megabyte floppy disk drive
that lets you load customized
data into the printer's memory, including up to 30 font
sets, and macros for images
such as forms, signatures, or
logos.
Although the K-2+ uses
the proprietary Kentek Command language, it also emulates the HP LaserJet Plus,
Diablo 630, and Plot 10.
GSS/CGI emulation is
optional.
One unique feature of the
printer is ajob-recovery function that lets you reprint the
page that's stored in the
printer's memory even in the
event of aprinter error. A bitmapped page remains in the
printer's internal memory until
it receives asignal indicating
that paper has exited.
You can feed up to 550
sheets of letter- or legal- size
paper from the primary cassette, and up to 250 sheets
from the secondary cassette.

Laser Printer
Tackles the Big Jobs

O

utputting 15 pages per
minute and with arated
monthly output of 40,000
copies, the Kentek K-2+ laser
printer is designed for heavyduty use. The printer is
shipped with amegabyte of
internal RAM for full-page
300- by 300-dpi graphics.
RS-232C, RS-422, and parallel
interfaces are standard. The

FORCE STICK BORROWS MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

W

hat has to be the Cadillac of joysticks isn't
even called ajoystick. Tactron Scientific calls its device the Tactron F3 Series
Force Stick. More conventional pointing devices such
as joysticks, trackballs, tablets, or mice usually employ
wheels, mechanical linkages, or optical sensors. But
the Force Stick uses semiconductor strain gauges:
very expensive yet sensitive

and accurate circuits that are
integrated into the Force
Stick's apparently rigid control rods.
The strain gauges are virtually identical to those used
in military applications,
such as the control stick on
the Air Force's F-16 fighter
jet. Unlike ordinary pointing devices, which sense position, the strain gauges in
the Force Stick sense the
force applied. The company

Force Sticks are the closest thing to flying an F- I6.
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says the result is that the
Force Stick has the seemingly contradictory capability
of being so sensitive yet easy
to control and position.
Each Force Stick is 5% by
7% inches and is housed in a
jet-black anodized aluminum case. Two models-2and 4- axis versions— are
available, each with six
microswitches. Hidden in
the case are an on- board
microprocessor and signalconditioning circuitry that
lets you choose linear or accelerated force modes. The
Force Stick plugs directly
into an RS-232C port and
emulates the Microsoft
Mouse, Mouse Systems
Mouse, and the Summagraphics MM series.
Price: 2-axis version, $765;
4- axis version, $965.
Contact: Tactron Scientific
Inc., 7265 Mountain Trail,
Dayton, OH 45459, (513)
434-4117.
Inquiry 763.

Optional 1200- sheet primary
and 550- sheet secondary cassettes are available. The Kentek
K-2+ weighs 132 pounds
and measures 14 by 26 1
/ by
2
18 1
/
2 inches.
Price: $8970.
Contact: Kentek Information
Systems Inc., 6Pearl Court,
Allendale, NJ 07401, (201)
825-8500.
Inquiry 761.

Two Color Printers
from Honeywell

H

oneywell Bull Italia has
two new color printers:
the 4/40 and the 4/41, which
use standard-width and widewidth forms, respectively.
Both have three print modes:
draft at 300 characters per
second, near- letter quality at
180 cps, and letter quality at
70 cps.
Both printers have bottomfeed push tractors that let you
load fanfold paper from rear
or bottom trays, and astraight
paper path that makes it easy
for you to use heavy paper
stock, multipart forms, or
labels. And speaking of multipart forms, the printers use
what the company calls a
stored-energy print head to
handle up to six- part forms
with athickness of up to two
hundredths of an inch.
The printers let you feed
individual sheets, cut forms,
and envelopes without having
to unload fanfold paper. If that
isn't enough, you can get any
of three optional cut-sheet feeders. Both the 4/40 and 4/41
emulate the Epson JX-80, IBM
Proprinter XL, and the IBM
Graphics Printer. Using the
front panel and its alphanumeric display, you can choose
the printer setup as well as set
the page format and print
modes.
Price: 4/40, $ 1195; 4/41,
$1395.
Contact: Honeywell Bull
Italia, 120 Howard St., Suite
800, San Francisco, CA
94105, (415) 974-4340.
Inquiry 762.
continued

"Those who are considering
purchasing 1-2-3 will be
better off with Quelp fo:
or,

Here's what InfoWorld had
to say about Quattro
" There are some
clear advantages
in choosing Quattro
over the 1-2-3 of
today: easier installation, no copy protection, improved speed, much
better macros, excellent graphics,
acustomizable command interface,
and direct compatibility with
industry standard file formats. If
cost is afactor, you can get five
copies of Quattro for the same
money that would buy two
1-2-3 packages."

Features: Improving the
industry standard

Performance: Markedly
superior to 1-2-3

"Quattro takes the industry standard and improves upon it in the
areas that count most. It addresses
many of the weaknesses of 1-2-3
and adds quite afew of its own
unique touches."

"Our benchmark tests show
Quattro markedly superior to
1-2-3 in file saves and retrieves."

"Perhaps Quattro's main advantage over most other spreadsheets
is its minimal recalculation capability. When you make achange in
your spreadsheet, only affected
cells are recalculated, greatly
speeding things up in most cases."
"Other Quattro features that
improve upon the 1-2-3 standard
include auto-record macros, vastly
superior graphics, and easy
installation."

"Quattro's graphics are a
sight to behold."
"Quattro makes working with
macros practically painless. If
you're into complex 1-2-3 macros,
the debugging feature alone is
good reason to make the switch
to Quattro."
"No one can argue that Quattro is
anything less than an excellent
spreadsheet value. fl
Excerpts from John Walkenbach's
review of Queue in Info World,
January 11,1988.
60-Day Money-back Guarantee*
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ADD- INS
Get a Safety Bubble
for your PC

Mac Accelerators
Exceed the Speed Limit

D

esigned primarily for
use in harsh environments
or where memory downtime
would cause critical problems,
the PCB-76 PC bubble expansion board from MemTech
adds solid-state, nonvolatile
bubble memory to your IBM
PC, XT, AT, or compatible.
The card needs afull-length
slot and comes in either
512K-byte or 1-megabyte sizes.
The board is shipped with
an I/O driver in EPROM that
makes the board look to your
computer like astandard hard
disk drive, albeit with amuch
slower access speed. The
driver is compatible with versions 2.0 through 3.2 of both
MS-DOS and PC-DOS. If
your application calls for readonly use, you can use a
jumper to write-protect the individual 512K-byte bubble
memory devices.
Price: 512K, $995; 1megabyte, $ 1695.
Contact: MemTech, 3000
Oakmead Village Dr., Santa
Clara, CA 95051, (408)
980-5300.
Inquiry 764.

MemTech adds up to Imegabyte of bubble memory.

ports. Designed for multiuser
systems, multiple-point data
acquisition, and other multiI/0 applications. the DigiBoard PS-COM/X mounts up
to 16 Ri45 connectors in a
compact shielded extension of
the board that extends
through the card slot.
The board comes with
COMWare, the DigiBoard
communications device
driver, and software utilities.

Add 16 serial ports to your PS/2.

A Port Bonanza
for the Micro Channel
fthe single serial port
I that's included with your
IBM PS/2 Model 50, 60, or
80 isn't sufficient for your I/O
needs, the DigiBoard PSCOM/X is afull-length Micro
Channel card that comes in
two models to add 8or 16
serial ports to the system.
If even 16 ports aren't
enough, you can use up to four
boards to provide up to 64
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COMWare lets MS-DOS access up to 64 communications
ports. OS/2 support is also
available. Software drivers are
available for SCO-Xenix/286
and /386, and the company
says it's developing drivers
for the PS/2 versions of Unix,
Xenix, PICK, THEOS,
QNX, and PC-MOS.
Price: 8ports, $895; 16
ports, $ 1295.
Contact: DigiBoard Inc.,
6751 Oxford St., St. Louis
Park, MN 55426, (800) 3444273; in Minnesota, (612)
922-8055.
Inquiry 765.

The Shack
Accelerates the 1000
I fyou own aTandy 1000
SX or one of the original
Tandy 1000 personal computers, you too can join the era
of speed and power with
Tandy's 286 Express accelerator card. Developed by PC
Technologies, Tandy claims
the 80286-based board increases the performance of the
8088-based 1000 and 1000
SX between 200 and 600 percent— making its speed approximately equivalent to an
8-MHz IBM PC AT.
The 286 Express is ahalfslot card that runs at 7.2 MHz.
It has 8K bytes of on-board
cache memory and asocket for
an optional 80287 math coprocessor. Using keyboard
commands, you can choose
either 8088- or 80286-based
processing modes, and you
can turn the cache on and off.
Tandy says the card is also
compatible with all IBM PC
hardware and software, including EGA, expanded-memory-specification (EMS), and
LAN boants.
Price: $399.95.
Contact: Tandy Corp./Radio
Shack, 1800 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102,
(817) 390-3700.
Inquiry 766.

adius, acompany
known mainly for its
large-screen monitors, now
has a68020-based accelerator
card that runs at 25 MHz
and, the company claims,
boosts the performance of a
standard Mac SE by afactor of
6. The Accelerator 25 card
also supports an optional
68881 floating-point math
coprocessor that, when installed, can execute numeric
operations considerably faster
than astandard SE.
To achieve the performance gains, Radius uses
write-through logic with a
high-speed cache that consists
of 32K bytes of static RAM.
This provides a32-bit-wide
data path and zero wait states
for high-speed access to the
display buffer. Additionally,
the company credits some of
the performance gains to the
software algorithms built into
the board's firmware.
Price: Under $2000.
Contact: Radius Inc., 404
East Plumeria Dr., San Jose,
CA 95134, (408) 434-1010.
Inquiry 767.

M

eanwhile, Aox claims
its DoubleTime-16 accelerator card doubles the speed
of aMac SE. At the same time,
the company claims, the
board provides complete hardware and software compatibility at acomparatively low
price.
The board uses a68000
microprocessor running at 16
MHz and aproprietary cache
system. It plugs into the SE's
option-card slot, with no
cables to connect or chips to
remove. It also has asocket
for a68881 math coprocessor
chip. You can switch the accelerator between 16 MHz and
the native 8MHz by using a
Control Panel desk accessory.
Price: $395.
Contact: Aox Inc., 486
Totten Pond Rd. Waltham, MA
02154, (617) 890-4402.
Inquiry 768.
continued

"For students, Microsoft ®QuickC
is the ultimate programming
environment."
"For my research work it gives me
an all-in-one product for development, while providing interlanguage
calling as well as compatibility with
Microsoft C5.0."
Dr. Kent Chamberlin, University of New Hampshire,
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering.

"With its integrated debugging and
on-line help, Microsoft QuickC was
the clear choice as the standard C
compiler for our courses?'
Greg Tinfove, R 41 D Engineer, Smart Product Design
Laboratory, Stanford University.

"QuickCs' built-in graphics,
debugger and superb on-line help are
formidable features to overcome."
PC Al Magazine ( comparing QuickC to Turbo Ch Fall
1987, by Brian Flamig, reprinted with permission.

It seems oufC"
got an A.
"Ifyou are new to C, Microsoft
QuickC can make the difference
between learning Cand giving up in
frustration."
Jim Nech, President, Houston Area League of PC
Users ( HAL PC).

"QuickC is better than Turbo C.®
It does everything that Turbo Cdoes,
and then some, incorporating very
good debugging support that is totally
absent from Turbo C."

Not bad, for a $99 compiler.
Call (800) 541-1261, Dept. D51 and
we'll send you afree information
packet, including details of how to
obtain aTurboPascal® to Microsoft
QuickC translator program.
And to make QuickC even more
irresistible, how does a30 day moneyback guarantee
grab you?

Alan Holub, Columnist,
Dr. Dobb's Journal, October 1987.
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Microsoft is aregistered trademark and QuickC
is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Turbo C and TurboPascal are registered
trademarks of Borland International. Inc.
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AF
LIES WITH
To the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, speed, power and reliability are of prime importance.
They picked Proteus computers for
their Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, Maryland.
NASA is aregular customer of Proteus.
So are Xerox, RCA, GE, Dupont, GM,
Revlon, General Dynamics, the U.S. government, the United Nations, MIT, Harvard and Cornell. And the list doesn't stop
there either.
Even leading computer manufacturers like Digital Equipment Corporation,
Honeywell, rrr and Prime buy regularly
from Proteus.
They know Proteus computers have a
priceberformance ratio that's light years
aheac of IBM and the other desk-top
computer makers. And the computer
magazines agree.
Personal Computing magazine had
this to say, "Prices for the different models and peripherals classify Proteus as a
low-ball done, but its speed, expansion
capability and service contract put it In
aclass with the big boys."

CUSTOM Bun

What's more, every Proteus
computer

Ifflotemaxgema

is custom built to exact specifications.
Your specifications.
Tell us which drives to use, which
EGA adapters to put in. And
we'll match your
needs. Just as
we have
for NASA.

I
N
Proteus computers are engineered and
manufactured right here in the USA.
They have the power and speed needed
to get bi: jobs off the ground. Featuring
8088/802:. : 1386 models ranging from
6MFIz to awhopping 20MHz!
This high speed, plus our timing and
IBM standard Bus design, give Proteus
machines supreme hardware compatibility and adaptability.
Every Proteus computer is guaranteed
IBM compatible or your money backl
Proteus computers are also guaranteed
compatible with OS/2, UNIX, XENIX,
NOVELL, 3COM, PICK, THEOS and all
major operating systems.

pmpuTERs!
P
ROTE S' „. .
P
ROTEUS 386A

This very fast 80386 based compute
utilizes advanced Cache memory and special memory mapping techniques to bnng
you the power of aminicomputer.
InfolAbrld magazine named the
Proteus 386A one of the top 100 produds of the year! Calling it, A16-MHz,
0-wait-state 80386 hot rod."
The Proteus 386A is perfect for CAD/
CAM, desktop publishing, file serving,
data base management or multi-user and
LAN operating
environmen
16MHz ...

2595

20MHz

P
ROTEUS 286F

P
ROMS 286E

This 80286 based AT compatible is a
st, zero wait state computer roughly
15% faster than our model 286E.
PC Magazine said, "The 286F is an extremely fast 10MHz machine that does
what it claims to do and backs that up
with an aggressive support plan."
The 286F is perfect for network or business applications. $

286E provides performance and
value unbeatable by any other comparably priced machine.
Infebdd magazine said, "For best
machine in power, the Proteus 286E is
the dear winner. V* recommend it"
The 286E is ideal for

10MHz

286E standard features:
•80286 CPU, 10MHz.
•1024K RAM.
•Clock, calendar and battery backup.
•Dual floppy and hard disk controller.
•200 watt power supply, 1101220V.
•ROM based setup software.
•Socket for coprocessor.
•2serial and 1parallel port.
•1.2M13 floppy drive. Free replacement
with 3.5" or 360K drive.
•Optional hard disk. See chart.
•101-key enhanced keyboard.
•15-month warranty on parts and labor.
•Free on-your-site maintenance.
•30 day, money back guarantee.
•Made in U.S.A.
286E monochrome system
1541'
286E EGA color system
'
1929"

10MHz

10111z, 0-wak-state

16MHz / ZOMHz, 0-wak-state

3190

P
ROMS

286GTX

IMHz,

0-walkstate

The 286GTX sperhaps the fastest
121Y11-1z computer around. It provides perfect compatibility with an overall throughput of 16MHz.
info%brld said of the Proteus 286GTX,
"It is asuperb value, scores high in our
benchmark tests, and Proteus has the
best warranty and technical support."
1his high speed 80286 based computer
is ideal for networking, CAD/
desktop publishing or business
applications.
12 MHz

1750

286F standard features:
•80286 CPU, 10MHz, 0-wait-state.
•1024K RAM.
•Clock, calendar and battery backup.
•Dual floppy and hard disk controller.
•200 watt power supply, 110/220V.
•ROM based setup software.
•Reset switch.
•Socket for coprocessor.
•2serial and 1parallel port.
•1.2MB floppy drive. Free replacement
with 3.5" or 360K drive.
•Optional hard disks. See chart.
•101-key enhanced keyboard.
•15-month warranty on parts and labor.
•Free on-your-site maintenance.
•30 day, money back guarantee.
•Made in U.S.A.
286F monochrome system
'1742*
286F EGA color system
'
2129"

286GTX standard features:
•80286 CPU, 12MHz, 0-wait-state.
•32K Caehe memory.
•1024K RAM.
•Clock, calendar and battery backup.
•Dual flcppy and hard disk controller.
•200-watt power supply, 1101220V.
•ROM based setup and diagnostics.
THE PROTEUS T
OTAL SATISFACTION
•Socket for coprocessor.
GUARANTEE
•2serial and 1parallel port.
All of our products
•1.2MB floppy drive. Free replacement
are guaranteed to give
with 3.5" or 360K drive.
100 percent satisfaction
•Optional hard disk. See chart.
in every way.
•101-key enhanced keyboard.
Return anything
•15-month warranty on parts and labor.
purdiasecl from
•Free on-your-site maintenance.
us at any time during
•30 day, money back guarantee.
the first 30 days if it proves other•Made in U.S.A.
wise. We will replace it, refund your
286G1X monochrome system 1997* purdiase price or credit your credit card,
286GTX EGA color system
'
2374" as you wish. In addition, there is a
15-Month warranty on labor and parts.
Plus Free on-your-site service. If something goes wrong with your Proteus computer during the first two months, we'll
send aqualified technician. There's also
atol-free technical support hotline
and a24-hour electronic support line.

386A
standard
features:
•80386 CPU,
16/20MHz, 0-wait-state.
•64K Cache memory.
•1024K RAM expandable to 4MB of
32-bit RAM on systemboard.
•Clock, calendar and battery backup.
•Dual floppy and hard disk controller.
•200 watt power supply, 110/220V.
•ROM based setup and diagnostics.
•Socket for coprocessor.
•2serial and 1parallel port.
•1.2MB floppy drive. Free replacement
with 3.5" or 360K drive.
•Optional hard disk. See chart.
•101-key enhanced keyboard.
•15-month warranty on parts and labor.
•Free on-your-site maintenance.
•30 day, money back guarantee.
•Made in U.S.A.
386A monochrome system .... '
2842*
386A EGA color system
3229,, ,
*Monochrome systems include: 14'1
high res. monitor and a720x348
Herc. compatible graphics card
with an additional pariall
ideji:rt.
"EGA color systemsi
FIgh
res. EGA color monitor and a710x
420/680x480 EGA adaptor.

mow

24- HOUR CATALOG
Just dial (201) 288-8577 using your
modem set to 1200B/N/8/1.

home or office.
10MHz

' 1295

HARD DISKS
Choose ahard disk
for the computers and
you have acomplete
turnkey system.
Brand/
type
Seagate

WrI.M8
20MB

Seagate
40MB
Miniscribe 44MB
Miniscribe 72M13
Priam RLL 100MB
Maxtor
140MB
MaxtorIESDI 1501340MB

Access
time
Price
65ms $
279.00
28ms $595.00
28ms $
665.00
28ms $
965.00
24ms SCail
18ms SUM
15ms SUR

TO ORDER
Whether you need 1or 100 s\ qem ,,
e us toll-free at 1-800-782-83e7 (
VAR/
Iteseler volume counts available).
Your system will be delivered to your
door completely assembled and factoiy
tested for 48 hours. All you have to do is
power up and blast off into the wild, blue
yonder!

Circle 221 on Reader Service Card
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WHAT'S NEW

HARDWARE

Watch My (AC) Line

A LITTLE MAC MUSIC

T1

A

he slings and arrows of
outrageous AC power can
play havoc with your valuable
computer equipment. And
since information is power,
the Tasco AC Monitor will give
you the power to know all
about what's coming out of the
outlets on your wall.
The AC Monitor plugs into
any AC outlet and has aconsole that displays anumber of
present and past conditions.
There's areadout of your
current voltage in 5- volt increments, lights that lock on
when voltage goes above 135
volts or below 105 volts, a
light that shows if ahigh-voltage spike has occurred, and a
power- failure light.
Used regularly, the AC
Monitor may tell you more than
you want to know about your
local utility company and the
possibility of computer
damage.
Price: $ 138.
Contact: Tasco Ltd., 2875
West Oxford Ave., Suite 5,
Englewood, CO 80110, ( 303)
762-9952.
Inquiry 769.

Matchbook-Size I/O
nto apackage that mea1 sures 11
2 by 2by M inches,
/
the Tattletale Model V
squeezes 11 10-bit A/D channels, 17 individually programmable digital I/O lines, a
UART ( universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter), and
28K bytes of RAM. The

pple Computer now
has aMIDI device for
connecting the company's
computers to electronic musical instruments. The diminutive unit—measuring 3
by 2by 11
4 inches— is aimed
at professional musicians
and educational institutions.
The Apple MIDI Interface doesn't need aseparate

unit's 10-bit converter can
sample and store all 11 channels at 100 Hz.
The Tattletale needs abattery-supply voltage of between
6.5 and 15 volts. If you're
using it for atypical application
with an external current drain
of about 3milliamperes, you
can expect about a5-day battery life from a9-volt alkaline
battery, or 20 days from six
AA cells.
If you're familiar with
BASIC, you can connect the
Tattletale Model V to acomputer or terminal and start developing applications immediately. The board's built-in
TTBASIC operating system
has special functions for data
storage and retrieval, analog
and digital I/O, and timekeeping and synchronization.
There's also an in- line symbolic assembler for developing
speed-critical subroutines.
Price: $395.
Contact: Onset Computer
Corp., 199 Main St., P.O. Box
1030, North Falmouth, MA
02556, ( 617) 563-2267.
Inquiry 770.

.,, ... ......
•
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Tattletale Model Vcommunicates with the real world.
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OTHER

power supply, and you can
connect it to any model
Macintosh or Apple IIGS
computer using the computer's modem port. The
device has one 8-pin DIN
connector that attaches to
the computer and two MIDI
connectors: aMIDI- in plug
and aMIDI-out plug.
According to the corn-

ADBridge Bypasses
Mac Peripheral
Problems
I fyou own an old-style
(pre-II/SE) Macintosh, you
don't need to feel left out by
the blizzard of new accessories
available for the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB). At the same
time, if you have aMacintosh
II or SE, you don't need to
consign your old accessories
to the trash heap.
Solutions to both of these
problems come in the form of a
product called ADBridge, a
hardware interface that works
both ways. If you're aMac
512E or Plus owner, you can
use the new Apple Desktop
Bus mice and new keyboard
(including the Apple Extended). If you own aMac SE
or Mac II, you can connect
older devices such as trackballs, tablets, and joysticks to
your newer Apple computers.
ADBridge has six connections for input and output. If
you're aMac SE or II owner,
all you need to do is plug ADBridge into an ADB port and
connect your peripherals. If
you're a512E or Plus owner,
your setup will vary depending
on what you want to do.
The makers of ADBridge
claim that it's fully compatible
with all software applications
and all input devices. It's
shipped with asoftware utility that does automatic configuration and lets older-machine users address the
additional function keys that

pany, the Apple MIDI Interface is compatible with most
MIDI software currently
available for the Macintosh
and Apple IIGS.
Price: $99.
Contact: Apple Computer
Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014, (408)
996-1010.
Inquiry 773.

are available on the new Apple
keyboards.
Price: $129.
Contact: Olduvai Corp.,
7520 Red Rd., Suite A, South
Miami, FL 33143, (305)
665-4665.
Inquiry 771.

Switch to Your Heart's
Content

D

atton Electronics says its
line of data switches are a
new breed that are simple to
use and useful for complex
applications.
The Micro Matrix
Switches come in both 2input/4-output (Model 24)
and 4-input/4-output ( Model
44) versions. You can use the
two models to connect two or
four computers, respectively,
to any combination of four
printers, plotters, terminals,
or modems. The switches are
all electronic and have no
moving parts. They use DB-25
connectors and work with
serial and parallel devices.
You can switch any 4, 8,
12, or 24 conductors on each
connector, and the Micro
Matrix switch can handle data
rates up to 500 kilobits per
second. The units handle voltages between + 15 and — 15
V DC, and there's amomentary-power- loss indicator on
the front panel.
Price: Model 24, $345 to
$595; Model 44, $495 to $995.
Contact: Patton Electronics
Co., 7958 Cessna Ave.,
Gaithersburg, MD 20879,
(301) 975-1000.
Inquiry 772.
continued

racle Corporation, the world's
fastest growing software
company,' has just climbed past
Ashton-Tate to become the world's
largest supplier of database management software and services.'
Why?
•Because ORACLE* runs on PCs,
plus mainframes and minicomputers from IBM, DEC, DG, HP,
Prime, Wang, Apollo, Sun, etc. —
virtually every computer you have
now or ever will have. Ashton-Tate's
dBASE runs only on PCs.
•Because ORACLE is atrue distributed DBMS that connects all
your computers— PCs, minicomputers and mainframes — into a
single, unified computing and information resource. dBASE supports
only primitive PC networking.
•Because Oracle has supported
the industry standard SQL language
since 1979. Ashton-Tate promises
to put SQL into dBASE sometime
in the indefinite future.
•Because ORACLE takes advantage of modern 286/386 PCs by
letting you build larger-than-640K
PC applications on MS/DOS today,
and run them unchanged on OS/2,
once OS/2 is available. dBASE treats
today's 286/386 PCs and PS/2s like
the now obsolete, original PC.
Don't go down in flames. Bail out
from dBASE. Call 1-800-ORACLE1
and order your $199-PC copy of
ORACLE3today. Or just ask and we'll
send you information on ORACLE,
the number one selling DBMS on
minicomputers and mainframes.
Promises,
no dates
inframes No Way

PCs

IBM DB2
Compatible
IBM MV.S'
& VM/CMS

Nope

DEC, HP.
Sun, etc.

All.
PC Jr. too

286 &
PCs

MS/DOS < 640K
programs

386

> 640K
programs

OS/2

Ask Ashton- Yes,
Tate
first day

Multiuser

Primitive

Mainframe
quality

Networking PC Nets
only

PC, mini &
mainfrane

Fault
Tolerant

CPU & Disk
Recovery

You must
be kidding

Cs RAC LE«
COMPATIBILITY • PORTABILITY • COMIECTABILITY

Call 1-800-ORACLE1
ext. 149 today.
---Decur

Oracle,

PC ORDER PROCESSING
Oracle Corporation
20 Davis Drive • Belmont, CA 94002
Iwant ORACLE to be THE LAST DBMS
for my 286/386 PC. Enclosed is my
Il Check or El VISA El MC E AMEX
credit card authorization for $ 199
(California residents add 7% sales tax).
Iunderstand this copy is for PC development only. Offer valid only in the US
and Canada.
Print Name

Date

Title
Company

THE LAST DBMS
ONLY $ 199
CALL 1-800-ORACLE1

Street (
PO. Box numbers not acceptable)

Zip
Phone
Credit Card Number
Card Expiration Date

Signature
Revenue doubled Ingot Oracle's 10 years. fBales We over 8200 million In current fiscal year 1 For PC developmeet us* sell. Rmiless aMOM PC plus 1-918yte extended memory. Offer
vend only,
MUSA CereAl, C,1987 by mir, Corp. ORACLE' Is areg trademark of Oracle Carp dBASE is arep. trademark of ArbbeTgle. Illissise NPR man numerous rep. tradommkx TR8A
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SOFTWARE

•

FORTRAN for the 386

GEOS GOES APPLE

D

B

evelop programs with
up to 16 megabytes and
run them in protected mode
on 386 systems with SVS FORTRAN- 386 from Science Applications International. SVS
includes anative-code compiler, arun-time I/O system, a
source-level debugger, and
VM-RUN, which is a386 runtime monitor. The program
supports the Intel 80287/
80387 and Weitek 1167 math
coprocessors.
Science Applications International reports that SVS cuts
the run time of atypical program by at least half when
compared to using a16-bit
compiler running under DOS
or OS/2.
The program supports
FORTRAN 77 and incorporates IEEE floating-point operations, including single- and
double-precision and complex arithmetic. Compiler
directives and command-line
options let you compile applications that use common,
nonstandard FORTRAN conventions. The debugger lets
you examine source code, access and modify variables by
symbolic names, set breakpoints and tracepoints, and
view the traceback
environment.
Price: $895.
Contact: Science Applications International Corp., 5150
El Camino Real, Suite C-31,
Los Altos, CA 94022, (415)
960-3322.
Inquiry 774.

Low-Cost Prolog
on the Amiga

U

NH Prolog, ported from
the VAX- 11/780 to Sun
workstations and the IBM
PC, is now running on the
Amiga. The UNH Prolog interpreter is based upon the
Edinburgh standard with extensions, including real numbers. It supports over 100
built-in predicates, including
predicates for debugging and
tracing.
To run UNH Prolog, you
78
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erkeley Softworks has
ported GEOS (graphical-environment operating
system), originally developed for the Commodore 64
and 128, over to the Apple
II. This development provides a graphical interface
and operating environment
for the Apple He, IIc, and
IIGS.
The system desktop has
one Clipboard for text and
one for images. It also organizes folders on pages, with
eight to a page. Also included are geoPaint, geo-

need an Amiga with at least
512K bytes of RAM, although at least 1megabyte
is recommended.
Price: $75.
Contact: The Department of
Computer Science, University
of New Hampshire, Durham,
NH 03824, (603) 862-3778.
Inquiry 775.

A FORTRAN Tool
for Every Purpose

FE

ORTRAN BASIC Utilities contains two libraries
of tools that provide a
BASIC- like function for
screens or interface control.
Each tool is also CodeViewcompatible.
One library is assembled
for CodeView, and one is
without debugging capabilities. The program includes a
set of test programs and
source code.
To run the FORTRAN
BASIC Utilities, you need an
IBM PC or compatible, DOS
3.0 or higher, and Microsoft
FORTRAN 4.0. The company says that you don't need
an assembler.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: Silver State Software, 1000 East William St.,
Suite 100, Carson City, NV
89701, (702) 855-8922.
Inquiry 776.

PROGRAMMING

Write, and geoSpell: geoPaint is a MacPaint-like
program; geoWrite is a
WYSIWYG (what you see is
what you get) word processor; and geoSpell is a
28,000-word dictionary and
spelling checker. Other utilities and programs include a
conversion utility for accessing word-processing files, a
LaserWriter/PostScript
printer driver, and desktop
accessories including acalculator, notepad, alarm
clock, and disk organizer.
Berkeley Softworks re-

Copernicus Does DOS
opernicus is aknowledge-engineering tool, according to Tecknowledge,
and it has its own programming
language and hooks for highlevel languages. The knowledge system, previously run
only on mainframes and workstations, is now available in a
DOS version. It runs under
Microsoft Windows on an
80286 or 80386 system and includes aDOS extender that
lets you execute in protected
mode.
Price: About $ 12,000.
Contact: Tecknowledge,
1850 Embarcadero Rd., P.O.
Box 10119, Palo Alto, CA
94303, (415) 424-0500.
Inquiry 777.

Find Those Files

E

xecloc is autility that
helps you find MS-DOS
.EXE files. According to Virtual Software, the program relocates all the segments as
needed to within the 8088/8086
1-megabyte memory map.
And it's not limited to locating
just . EXE files, but can use
any extension as it checks for a
proper header signature in
the file itself.
You can operate Execloc
from the command line or from
menus. The program includes
abinary-to-hexadecimal conversion utility.

ports that it will release a
database, spreadsheet, and
programming utility later in
the year.
To run GEOS on an
Apple II, you need an 80column card and 128K bytes
of RAM. The system is
limited, at this time, to
monochrome.
Price: $ 129.95.
Contact: Berkeley Softworks, 2150 Shattuck Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94704, (800)
443-0100; in California,
(415) 644-0883.
Inquiry 780.

Execloc runs on the IBM
PC and compatibles with DOS
3.0 or higher. The program is
not copy-protected.
Price: $29.95.
Contact: Virtual Software,
51 Oak Ave., Richmond Hill,
Ontario, Canada L4C 6R5,
(416) 881-7665.
Inquiry 778.

A SANE FORTRAN
Compiler for the Mac II
anguage Systems Corp.
reports that its FORTRAN
compiler is the first FORTRAN implementation that
fully supports Apple's SANE
(Standard Apple Numeric Environment) floating-point
routines. The compiler runs on
the Mac II and also supports
the full ANSI Standard FORTRAN 77 language, plus extensions and engineering
number formatting.
Arrays can exceed 32K
bytes, limited only by memory
available, the company reports. Options let you accept
Hollerith and other elements
of FORTRAN 66 syntax and
specify in-line 68881 object
code.
Price: $295 (includes the
MPW shell).
Contact: Language Systems
Corp., 463 Carlisle Dr.,
Herndon, VA 22070, (703)
478-0181.
Inquiry 779.
continued

Will The Real
VGA
Please
Stand Up
It's easy to identify the leader in VGA resolution—just look
to the company that brought you the first 800 x600 EGA card.

800 x600 VGA with 256 Colors
1024 x768, too. Either way, Genoa's SuperVGA HiResTM is
the best way to see VGA. And your spreadsheets will look great,
with 132 columns and 60 rows for your viewing pleasure.

Crash-free Windows
Yes, we do Windows—no problem. And SuperVGA HiRes
is compatible with both the VGA PS/2 monitors and the
EGA Multisync monitors, in VGA and EGA modes.
So don't settle for inadequate imitations. Get the highest
VGA performance at the best price, in true Genoa tradition.
For the dealer nearest you, contact: Genoa Systems
Corporation, 73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
FAX: 408-434-0997 Telex: 172319
Telephone: 408-432-9090

Genoa

SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Genoa Systems Limited ( U.K.) Tel: 01-720-5064
0 1987 Genoa Systems Corporation. SuperVGA HiRes is atrademark of Genoa Systems Corporation.
Windows is atrademark of MicroSoft, Inc. Multisync is atrademark of NEC Home Electronics.
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SCIENTIFIC

AND

ENGINEERING

Data- Acquisition and
Control Software
ontrol EG, an automation program for measurement and control systems,
works with systems with up to
256 I/O points. Versions of
the program are available for
PC-based hardware from Analog Devices and MetraByte.
The program combines the
features of data loggers, programmable controllers, and
closed-loop PID controllers.
You can use Control EG to
monitor analog and digital inputs, and you can graph and
log temperatures to disk in real
time. The program automatically handles linearization
and/or engineering unit conversion. You can use your own
equations or use PID calculations to set analog and digital
outputs. You can define calculated points that are amathematical function of other analog or digital inputs. Control
EG lets you mix transcendental functions, Boolean functions, alarm conditions, and
historical values within the
same formula.
Displays include 16-channel bar graphs, scrolling history, x,y cross-plot, annunciator, tag summary, operator,
and sequencer status.
Control EG runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with two 360K-byte
floppy disk drives or one floppy drive and one hard disk
drive. You also need at least
512K bytes of RAM (640K is
recommended). A CGA, EGA,
or Hercules graphics board is
required, along with DOS 3.0
or higher. It supports the

Control EG automates measurement and control systems.

Intel 8087 or 80287, though it
does not require either.
Price: $500.
Contact: Quinn-Curtis, P.O.
Box 10, Newton Center, MA
02159, (617) 444-7721.
Inquiry 781.

Survey the Mac Way
ogo Mac is aland-surveying program from
Compuneering, the company
previously known as Erez
Anzel Software. Cogo Mac is
not to be confused with MacCogo, ageometric calculation program from the same
company.
Cogo Mac lets you lay out
real estate or other area plans
and calculate area and elevations. Information is displayed
graphically and numerically
when you enter it. You can use
the mouse or keyboard to
change or move points. Its calculations are precise to 15
digits, the company reports.

Cogo Mac is written in
MacAPP and is compatible
with MultiFinder, LaserWriters, and networks, according to Compuneering. It runs
on Macs with 512K bytes of
RAM and will make use of
color on the Mac II.
Price: $595.
Contact: Compuneering
Inc., 113 McCabe Crescent,
Thornhill, Ontario LAJ 2S6,
Canada, (416) 738-4601.
Inquiry 782.

A Star Is Born

S

TAR ( structural testing,
analysis, and reporting) is
aset of four subprograms that
work with Microsoft Windows
in analyzing structures. The
subprograms include amodal
system, astructural-analysis
system, adynamics display station, and acomputer-aided
measurement-acquisition
system.
The modal program, STAR

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS ON THE MAC II AND SE

M

acNeal-Schwendler, a
leader in finite-element-analysis (FEA) software, has released version
1.98 of MSC/pal for the
Macintosh II and SE. The
FEA method breaks astructure into discrete elements
that the computer can study
for responses to stress, vi-
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bration, and pressure.
Running on the Mac II,
version 1.98 lets you use up
to 256 colors. On both the II
and SE, you can make use of
shaded contours and hiddenelement plots.
The company also announced that aversion of its
new interactive modeler,

MSC/mod, is in the works
for the Macintosh.
Price: MSC/pal 1.98,
$1495; MSC/mod, $495.
Contact: The MacNealSchwendler Corp., 815
Colorado Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90041, (213) 2593875.
Inquiry 784.

Modal, integrates curve-fitting
capabilities with the graphics
of the display station and the
data-acquisition capability of
transferring and saving data acquired with the fast- Fouriertransform analyzer, STAR
Test.
The structural-analysis system, STAR Struct, integrates
the modal-analysis capability
of STAR Modal plus SDM
(structural dynamics modifications) and FRS (forced response simulation). With the
structural-analysis system you
can predict how the dynamic
properties of amechanical
structure will be affected by
mass, stiffness, and damping
modifications.
STAR View is the display
station that offers you graphics
tools for viewing modal data
from modal and finite-element
sources. Its capabilities include measurement display,
real-time animated-mode
shape display, and data
handling.
The computer-aided measurement-acquisition system,
STAR Test, includes the capabilities of STAR View, plus
the ability to transfer and save
data acquired with an FFT analyzer. All other STAR system
products can access the data
acquired with STAR Test.
STAR uses vibration data
acquired from atest structure
as input, and it then identifies
the modes of vibration of the
structure from this data. The
modes are displayed in arealtime, animated display.
Microsoft Windows enables you to work in STAR and
other applications simultaneously by switching between
windows. You can also cut
and paste STAR graphics displays or data tables into other
Windows programs.
STAR runs on the IBM PC
AT and compatibles with at
least 1megabyte of RAM. It
also runs on PS/2s.
Price: $6500 to $20,000.
Contact: Structural Measurement Systems Inc., 651 River
Oaks Parkway, San Jose, CA
95134, (408) 263-2200.
Inquiry 783.
continued

The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse—
the only mouse expressly designed for
high-resolution screens.
With aresolution of 320 dots-perinch (as compared with 200 dpi or less for
ordinary mice), it covers the same area
on your highres screen, but needs less of
your desk to do it. More than 50% less.
Saving you valuable desk space, and
effort: mouse maneuvers that used to
require asweep of the hand are now
reduced to aflick of the wrist.

The LOGITECH
IiiREZ mouse needs
50% less desk space
to cover the same
amount of screen
area as a20adpi
mouse.

Which makes this new mouse a
hand's best friend. And amore reliable,
long-lasting companion—fully compatible
with all popular software, and equipped
with aLifetime Guarantee.
Equipped, too, with other advantages
exclusive to all Logitech mice: A unique
lightweight ergonomic design. Lowangled buttons for maximum comfort
and minimum fatigue. An exclusive technology that guarantees amuch greater life
span. An exceptionally smooth-moving,
din-resistant roller ball. And natural
compatibility with all PCs, look-a- likes,
and virtually any software.
So if you've got your eyes on a
highres screen, get your hands on the
one mouse that's agile enough to keep
up with it.
The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse.
For the dealer nearest you, call 800231-7717 (800-552-8885 in California),
or write Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive,
Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or
write: Logitech Switzerland, European
Headquarters, CH-1111 Romanel/Morges,
Switzerland (++41-21-869-9656).

LOGITECH
Citcle 150 on Reader Service Coal (Dealers: 151)

How to pick
eg

Though most mice out there look pretty
much alike, they're not all equal in performance.
It pays to be just alittle choosy to make sure you
end up with the right mouse for your needs.
Starting with software. If you want full compatibility with all of your software, all you have to
do is look for amouse with the Logitech name.
There are four in all, each one designed for different hardware needs.

THE HiREZ MOUSE
If you've got your eyes on ahigh-resolution
screen, the mouse to get your hand on is the new
LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse.
With aresolution of
320 dots-per-inch (as
compared with 200 dpi
or less for ordinary mice),
'it covers the same area
The LOGITECH
HiREZ Mouse needs
on your high res screen
50% less desk space
but needs less of your
to cover the same
amount ofscreen
desk to do it. More than
area as a200 dpi
50% less. Saving you
mouse.
valuable desk space, and
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Good instincts run in this family (left to right): the new LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse ($179), the only mouse designed expressly for highres screens; the LOGITECH
Series 2Mousefor the IBM PSI 2 ($99, plugs right into mouse port); and the
LOGITECH Mouse for standard screens ($ 119, in bus and serial versions).
All come with Logitech own Plus Software, which assures ease of use with
virtually any software, mouse-based or not.

effort mouse maneuvers that used to require
sweeps of the hand are now reduced to aflick of
the wrist.
Which makes this new mouse ahand's best
friend. And amore reliable, long-lasting companion. And, like all Logitech mice, it's fully
compatible with all popular software, and
equipped with aLifetime Guarantee.

THE SERIES 2
MOUSE
For those who've chosen
the Personal System/2," the
most logical choice is the
LOGITECH Series 2
Mouse. It's 100% compatible with PS/2, and plugs
right into the mouse port,
leaving the serial port free
to accommodate other
peripherals.

right mouse.
IlOGCACO

ILOGIÏ .'.14...
.T

THE ALL-PURPOSE MOUSE:
SERIAL OR BUS
Most people find our standard mouse is still
the best choice for their systems. It's available in
both bus and serial versions, one of which is sure
to fit perfectly with your hardware. And with all
your favorite software—whether mouse-based
or not.
It's hardly an accident that only Logitech
offers you such acomplete selection—we're the
only mouse company to design and manufacture
our own products. We make more mice, in fact,
than anyone else. Including custom-designed
models for OEMs like AT&T, DEC, and
Hewlett-Packard.
The three mice pictured to the left come with all
this expertise built right in. Which explains
an interesting paradox: while
you may pay less for a
Logitech mouse, you'll
surely get more in
performance.

And in comfort. With aunique lightweight
ergonomic design. Low-angled buttons for maximum comfort and minimum fatigue. An exclusive
technology that guarantees amuch greater life
span. An exceptionally smooth-moving, dirtresistant roller ball. And natural compatibility with
all PCs, look-a-likes, and virtually any software.
All of which leads to an inescapable conclusion: if you want to end up with the right mouse,
start with the right mouse company.
Logitech. We've got amouse for whatever the
task at hand.
For the dealer nearest you, call 800-231-7717
Circle 152 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 153)

A Logitech mouse plus Logitech application software equals acomplete solution (all
prices include mouse, Plus Software, and application):
LOGICADD. .$189.
Turns your PC into
afull-featured CADD
workstation. Everything you needfor
dimensioned line
drawing and CADD.

PUBLISHER PACKAGE
. .$179. PUBLISHER
software lets beginners and
experts alike produce professional, high-impact
documents. Design templates
make page layout easY

IAGIPAINT SET...
$149. Eleven type
fonts and a16-color
palette. Creates files that
move easily into both
LOGICADD and
PUBLISHER documents.

(800-552-8885 in California). Or fill out and mail
the coupon below to: Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser
Drive, Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or write:
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,
CH- 1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland
(++41-21-869-9656).

E

Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive, Fremont, CA 94555.
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,
CH- 1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland.
Yes! Please send me the name of the nearest Logitech dealer.
Name
Company/Tide
Address
Phone

LOG 1
1
Ec

Personal System/2 is atrademark of International Business Machines, Corporation.
APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE

•

SCIENTIFIC

AND

ENGINEERING

A Schematic Design
Program for $395

C

apFast CF1000 from
Phase Three Logic designs printed-circuit boards
and programmable- logicdevice applications. The
EGA-compatible program includes aschematic editor,
symbol editor, symbol library,
netlist extractors, aparts- list
program, and aplotting utility.
The symbol library has over
2000 parts in IEEE and ANSI
formats.
Phase Three Logic calls it
an entry-level program, but it
offers unlimited design levels
with multiple-page schematic
editing at any level, comprehensive symbol-attribute handling, on-line electrical-rules
checking, scalable vector text,
split-screen capability, dynamic panning, and keyboard
macros. In addition, with its
ASCII database, you can integrate files with other
applications.
CF1000 runs on the IBM
PC AT and PS/2s.
Price: $ 395.
Contact: Phase Three Logic
Inc., P.O. Box 985,
Hillsboro, OR 97123, (503)
640-2422.
Inquiry 785.

Application Design
and Modeling Program

P

C-Proto II lets you build
r - and change system models
and create reports that can
become the basis for specifications. The program takes the
completed model and extracts
the design details, cross-references, source code, views for
data modeling, and adata
dictionary.
System models are built
from subsystems linked by a
main menu and submenus.
You can invoke and test each
subsystem as astand-alone
system model.
You can demonstrate the
model without the data files,
and the program also supports sequential and keyed file
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Entry-level schematic design with

processing. PC-Proto II supports file inquiry and updates
(insert, replace, and delete).
The program includes a
screen painter that supports
Windows and fill screens,
alpha and numeric editing,
range checking, variable
names, and date and time functions. The program's database manager supports hierarchical and relational
databases. A report writer enables you to print reports in
external index sequence and to
send reports to the printer.
PC-Proto II runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with 640K bytes of
RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher, and
two floppy drives or ahard
disk drive.
Price: $ 1000.
Contact: Kartech Data Services Inc., 165 Pinewood Ave..
Toronto, Ontario M6C 2V6,
Canada, (416) 656-2032.
Inquiry 786.

Acquire and Control
Data with LabLog
abLog works with the Industrial Computer Source
ML- 16, an analog and digital
I/O card. You can define dataacquisition and control parameters by selecting from a
menu. One selection presents
areal-tine trend line of up to
three channels with an animated bar graph of one selected point. Another display

F] 000.

code provides four bar graphs
for individual points. When
channels are displayed, you can
send data to disk or to a
printer in either ASCII, binary,
or aLotus 1-2- 3-compatible
format.
According to Industrial
Computer Source, the board
that LabLog works with offers 16 single-ended or 8differential inputs multiplexing
into a10-microsecond, 8-bit
A/D converter. It offers two
8-bit analog output channels
and eight digital I/O channels.
An optional screw termination board and interconnect
cable are available.
The software runs on the
IBM PC, XT. AT, and compatibles with at least 256K bytes
of RAM and agraphics
adapter.
Price: $100 ( includes source
code); ML- 16 I/O card, $289;
termination board and cable,
$99.
Contact: Industrial Computer Source, 5466 Complex
St., Suite 208, San Diego,
CA 92123, ( 619) 279-0084.
Inquiry 787.

I

Filtering Data
EM Data Corp. added a
digital filtering program
to its series of data-acquisition, storage, analysis, decision- making, and filtering

software, which includes Snapshot Storage Scope and SnapCalc.
Snap- Filter offers lowpass, high-pass, band-pass,
and band-reject filters. You
can specify them as FIR ( finite
impulse response) filters that
produce alinear-phase response, thereby preserving
the time relationship of different signal components. Or
you can specify them as IRRs
(infinite impulse response filters), which emulate common
analog filters such as Butterworth and Chebyshev, according to HEM. You can also
specify low-pass filters as Hanning moving-average-type filters to smooth data.
To run Snap- Filter, you
need an IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with at least 256K
bytes of RAM.
Price: $395 for Snap- Filter
(for current users of SnapCalc); $ 1185 for entire
series.
Contact: HEM Data Corp.,
17025 Crescent Dr., Southfield, MI 48076, ( 313)
559-5607.
Inquiry 788.

Spectrometer Reading
I nteractive Microware's
Spectrochart-PC works with
IMI's Adlab-PC data-acquisition board in recording and analyzing voltage signals from
the recorder output of any
spectrometer. A method file
controls data acquisition and
the analysis according to your
protocols. You can also analyze ASCII data files from
any source. And you can send
data and results as ASCII
files for use with other
programs.
Spectrochart runs on IBM
PS/2s.
Price: $595.
Contact: Interactive
Microware Inc., P.O. Box 139,
State College, PA 16804,
(814) 238-8294.
Inquiry 789.
continued

Circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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unctior 3.5 digit DMM offers highly accurate performance and ahost
of added features to help you do the job— fast. Capacitance, transistor, temperature. conductance and audible continuity in addition to the range!: you'd
expect from aDMM of this quality. Temperature probe, test leads and battery
included Input impedance: 10M ohm. Basic DC accuracy: plus minu, 0.25%
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MODE 2000 $389.95

Model 2000 makes frequency calculation and phase
measurement quick and easy. The comportent tester
aids in fast troubleshooting. Service technicians appre- •
date the TV Sync circuits for viewing TV- V and TV- H and
accurate synchronization of the video signal. Blanking,
WS. and WH sync pulses.
* Exceptionally bright 5" CRT
* Built-in component tester
• TV Sync filter
• XYoperation • 11W220 volts

MODEL 3500 $499.95

35 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

Wide bandwidth and exceptional ImV/DIV sensitivity
make the Model 3500 a powerful diagnostic tool for
er•gineers or technicians at .
1remarkable price. Delayed
trggering allows any portion of a waveform to be
isolated and expanded for closer inspection. Variable
Holdof fallows stable viewing of complex waveforms.
* Exceptionally bright 5" CRT
* Delayed and single sweep modes
• Zaxis intensity modulation
• XYoperation • TV sync filler
* Fast tOns risetime

$54.95

Custom 80 pin LSI chip provides accuracy and reliability
in such acompact size. Aetoranging, audible continuity
and data hold feature help you pinpoint the problem
quickly. Case and batteries included.
• Basic DC accuracy: plus/minus 1%
• DC voltage: 2v- 500v, auturanging
• AC voltage: 2v- 500v, autoranging
• Resistance: 2k ohms- 2M ohms, autoranging
* Fully over- load protected
• Input impedance: 11M ohm
* Approx. 61
/ "x1" s3/
2
4"
Under 3ozs

4
/
1

ja

* )(EAR REPLACF_MBVT WARRANTY
* .3011AY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
* TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
* NEXT DAY AIR SHIP AVAILABLE

20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

000

311P-1
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DMM-200

$49.95

3.5 DIGIT FULL FUNCTION DMM

Get highly accurate performance at a very affordable
price. Rugged construction, 20 amp current capability
and 22 ranges make it aperfect choice for r:erions field
or bench work. Lo battery indicator and tilt- stand. Probes
arid 2000 hour battery included.
• Basic DC accuracy: plus mr minus 0.25%
• DC voltage: 200mv-1000V, 5ranges
• AC voltage: 200mv-750V. 5ranges
• Resistance, 200 ohms- 20M ohms, 6ranges
• ACIDC current: 200u.A-20A. Granges
• Input impedance: 10M ohm
• Fully overload protected
Approx. rx 3W xl le Wt. 11 on.

DMM-100

$29.95

3.5 DIGIT POCKET SIZE DMM

Perfect for the field service technician. Snirt pocietsize
without compromising f
eatures or accuracy Large, wasy
to read 1
/ "LCD display Fully overload protected for
2
safety. 2000 hour battery Ide with standard 9v cell. Probes
and battery included.
• Basic DC accuracy. plus_mintis 05%
• DC voltage 2v- 1000v. 4ranges
•
• AC voltage' 200v- 750v, 2ranges
• Resistance, 21c ohms- 2M ohms, 4ranges
• DC current 2mA-2A. •range,
• Input impedance: 10M ohm
• Fully overload protected
* Approx. 5" x3" x1. Under 7ozs.

JDR INSTRUMENTS, 110 KNOWLES DRIVE, LOS GATOS, CA 95030
RETAIL STORE: 1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVE, SAN JOSE, CA (408) 947-8881

WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE

•

BUSINESS

Lotus Tunes
Symphony and Jazz

WYSIWYG
Spreadsheet

S

ymphony, the integrated
business program for the
IBM PC, now includes wordprocessing enhancements, new
spreadsheet and database features, and bundled add- ins.
Symphony 2.0's new
word-processing features include automatic word wrap
and paragraph reformatting;
accelerator keys for editing
tasks such as deleting, inserting, and moving blocks of
text; and astore- and-paste facility that restores text if accidentally erased.
The spreadsheet in version
2.0 recalculates only cells affected by changes to the
worksheet. The database management forms in version 2.0
support up to 256 fields.
Bundled add- ins include
Symphony Text Outliner, Symphony Spelling Checker, a
network file- locking utility,
and aVT-100 terminal
emulator.
Symphony 2.0 is not copyprotected and runs on the IBM
PC with at least 384K bytes
of RAM ( 512K bytes is necessary to run the spelling
checker and other add-ins).
The program is available on
31
/-and 51
2
/4
inch disks and
runs on PS/2 Models 30, 50,
and 60 with DOS 3.3.
On the Macintosh front,
Lotus is planning the release of

Lotus announces Modern Jazz.

Modern Jazz, an update of the
Macintosh business package.
The worksheet, graphics,
database, word-processing, and
communications capabilities
are upgraded, and additions include acommand language,
macros, and anew forms function. In addition, Modern
Jazz supports the 68020 math
coprocessor,*68881 floatingpoint coprocessor, and SANE,
Apple's numeric package.
The Jazz function Hot View
is expanded in Modern Jazz. It
provides dynamic data integration between worksheets,
graphs, databases, forms,
and word-processing
documents.
The Modern Jazz command language is alibrary of

more than 200 macro
commands.
Other benefits of Modern
Jazz include the ability to address all available RAM and
to share information with IBM
PCs as it reads and writes Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, Microsoft SYLK, and ASCII files.
Modern Jazz runs on the
Mac Plus, SE, or II. An 800Kbyte floppy disk drive and a
hard disk drive are
recommended.
Price: Symphony 2.0, $695;
Modern Jazz, $395.
Contact: Lotus Development
Corp., 55 Cambridge Parkway,
Cambridge, MA 02142,
(617) 577-8500.
Inquiry 790.

WORDPERFECT FOR THE MAC

W

ordPerfect Corp.'s
Macintosh word processor takes full advantage
of the mouse and Mac
graphics interface. The Mac
version of WordPerfect offers you all the keyboard
functions of the IBM version, and you can access
them from the keyboard or
from pull- down menus.
Keystroke equivalents appear on- screen beside menu
options to simplify keyboard
access.
Enhancements to the Mac
version include the ability to
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reconfigure the program
without exiting. You can
read in and edit graphics
images and preview printed
output on the screen. Unlike
the IBM edition, you can see
all fonts and other graphicsbased text enhancements directly on the screen. Text
appears in all fonts, sizes,
and styles that the Mac supports. You can also have an
unlimited number of documents open at any one time.
You can also read in WordPerfect files from Apple II,
Amiga, Atari, IBM, VAX,

and Data General machines.
Other features include a
115,000- word spelling
checker, the ability to have
up to 24 columns, automatic
text formatting and table-ofcontents creation, and a
macro capability. Thesaurus and merge facilities are
also standard WordPerfect
features.
Price: $ 395.
Contact: WordPerfect
Corp., 288 West Center St.,
Orem, UT 84057, ( 801)
225-5000.
Inquiry 792.

I nnovative Software calls
Wingz the first WYSIWYG
integrated spreadsheet. It lets
you generate numbers, text,
charts, and graphs, and lay
them out on apage.
The spreadsheet features
32,768 rows by 32,768 columns and offers over 180
functions for business, scientific, financial, and general
applications.
The program has 21 chart
types, achoice of 256 colors
from apalette of 16 million,
and three-dimensional rotation
of images. You can pop up a
graph by defining ablock of
numbers in the spreadsheet,
and define the area where you
want to place the graph. You
can mix graph types, add text
with the word processor, or
use images you've scanned into
the Mac. Innovative Software
reports that Wingz has three
times as many basic graph
types as Excel.
Wingz lets you use any
type font, style, or size in asingle cell. You can have as
many as 256 custom style
sheets attached to any one
spreadsheet.
Wingz also has its own
programming language called
Hypersheet that lets you
create any number of new applications as you need them.
It offers an unlimited array of
colors and type styles.
The program reads and
writes in WKS, WK1, SYLK,
DIF, ASCII text, and
SMART formats.
To run Wingz, you need a
Mac Plus, II, or SE. It makes
full use of color displays on
the Mac II. PostScript drivers
will be incorporated into the
final release of the program,
scheduled for the second
quarter of this year, according
to Innovative Software.
Price: Between $395 and
$495.
Contact: Innovative Software
Inc., 9875 Widmer Rd., Lenexa, KS 66215, (913) 4923800.
Inquiry 791.
continued
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Perfect matches to DEC user needs. Hip. Hip. And Hooray.
One-size-fits-all is an attribute best reserved for inexpensive socks. In the
realm of PC-based emulation and communications software for DEC mainframe
users, it's important to match specific user needs with specific product attributes.
We have.
SmaiTerm® 240 features exact four-color emulation of aDEC® VT241 terminal.
Along with delivering full-screen ReG1S® and Tektronix® 4010/4014 graphics,
SmarTerm 240 offers precise VT220,VT102, V1100, and VT52 text emulation.
For non-graphics applications, Smafferm® 220 duplicates virtually every
SmatTerm 240 text, communication, and ease-of-use feature. Three error-free file
transfer protocols, including Kermit and Xmodem, are provided. Downloading
minimizes on-line time requirements to boost overall system efficiency. And an
optional network package allows direct LAN access to shared modems, printers,
as well as host mainframes.
As SmarTerm 240 and 220 focus on graphics and text, new SmartMOVE® makes
PC-to-the- rest-of-the-World communications sharper than ever Speed connect,
auto redial, and background file transfer features make this VT100 emulator aloud
and clear choice for advanced communications requirements.
Graphics, text, and communications. If you're looking for aperfect fit, seek the
software sized and priced to match your needs. Persoft has it. Period.
See us at COMDEXJAtlanta-East Hall 352,
visit your dealer, or phone us at 608 273-6000.
tiZ8s7,PrpjoeInn..Usllone.t.svrtearEquipment Corporation
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WHAT S NEW

SOFTWARE

•

OTHER

Replacing
COMMAND.COM

C

onunand Plus 2.0 replaces the COMMAND.COM in DOS 2.0 and higher. The new version includes
enhanced DIR, COPY, and
DEL, as well as ablock-structured batch-processing language that has aPascal-like
syntax.
Command Plus 2.0 is compatible with 3Com and Novell
networks. It runs on the IBM
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles
with DOS 2.0 or higher, two
floppy disk drives, and 50K
bytes of RAM. It also runs on
PS/2s.
Price: $79.95.
Contact: ESP Software Systems Inc., 11965 Venice Blvd.,
Suite 309, Los Angeles, CA
90066, (800) 992-4377; in
California, (213) 390-7408.
Inquiry 793.

A Collage of DesktopPublishing Utilities
nner Media's four utilities,
I combined in one program
called Collage, let you connect avariety of applications in
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Command Plus 2.0 features ablock-structured language.
aPC-based desktop-publishing environment.
Snap is amemory-resident
utility that can save screens to
graphics or text files without
leaving the application you are
in. If you save ascreen to a
graphics file, you can paste it
into documents. If you save it
to atext file, you can view or
edit the screen using most
standard text editors. The Snap
graphics format (PCX) is
compatible with PC Paintbrush
and Publisher's Paintbrush.

You can also use Snap with
Windows and GEM applications, AutoCAD, Lotus 1-2-3,
Framework, and other environments.
The Show utility displays
PCX files in color so you can
view one or more graphics
screens that you saved with
Snap or other graphics
programs.
Smooth is afile-reading
tool that scrolls text forward
and backward.
The MultiLine utility lets

COMPUTERIZED DARKROOM FOR THE MAC
0

ilicon Beach reports
that Digital Darkroom
is the first program that converts bit-mapped images to
object-oriented graphics on
the Mac, and the first instance of gray-scale bit maps
being converted to objects
on any personal computer.
The program has imageenhancement features that
let you adjust the brightness
and contrast with slider controls. You can pass the
image through filters that
blur, sharpen, remove
noise, and enhance edges.
You can bring in bit-mapped
images from paint programs
or scanners and use AutoTrace to convert them into
draw-based objects. The objects you convert the images
to, including Bézier curve
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information, can be manipulated in draw programs.
You can remap gray
values to produce special effects such as posterizing,
equalizing, and inverting.
You can get more precise effects by manipulating gray
values within agraph or adialog box.
Tools such as the Magic
Wand let you select aregion
according to the gray value
by pointing and clicking.
You can use the scissors
tools for clipping and deleting portions of active selections. You can paste selections in front of an existing
image, blend with it, or
paste behind it.
Digital Darkroom imports and exports files in
PICT, PICT-2, TIFF, Mac-

paint, SuperPaint, and
Thunderscan formats. You
can also export in the EPS or
Adobe Illustrator file format. The program converts
1-bit-deep black-and-white
Paint files or multiple-bit
gray- scale TIFF files to
7-bit gray-scale images. You
can also print halftones on
PostScript printers by specifying screen angles, resolution, and screen patterns.
The program runs on the
Mac 512, Plus, SE, or II. A
Mac II is recommended for
gray-scale viewing.
Price: $295.
Contact: Silicon Beach
Software, 9770 Carroll Center Rd., Suite J, P.O. Box
261430, San Diego, CA
92126, (619) 695-6956.
Inquiry 796.

you select the number of lines
of text you want displayed.
When using an EGA or compatible display adapter, you
can choose from 16, 25, 35,
43, or 50 lines per screen;
using aVGA adapter or aPS/2
system, you can choose from
16, 25, 36, 44, or 50 lines per
screen.
Collage runs on the IBM
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles
with at least 256K bytes of
RAM, an EGA or VGA, and
DOS 2.0 or higher. It also
runs on PS/2s. Inner Media
recommends 640K bytes of
RAM and ahard disk drive.
Price: $89.95.
Contact: Inner Media Inc.,
60 Plain Rd., Hollis, NH
03049, (603) 465-3216.
Inquiry 794.

See the Music
syou play notes on a
MIDI keyboard, Coda's
program Finale automatically
transcribes them to the screen
or printer in standard notation. Coda says that built-in
transcription and notation intelligence let you manipulate
music data. You can play in
any tempo, and the program
uses aproprietary " time tagging" method to print notes in
the proper time signature and
cleft.
Finale handles complex
time signatures and binding of
lyric syllables to notes, according to Coda. It also features automatic placement of
hyphens, knowledge of triplets
and tuplets, reverse stemming, cross-staff stemming and
beaming, angled beaming,
and custom stemming and
beaming.
The program runs on the
Mac and the IBM PC, XT, AT,
and compatibles with at least
1megabyte of RAM.
Price: $795.
Contact: Coda Music Software, 1401 East 79th St.,
Bloomington, MN 55420,
(612) 854-1288.
Inquiry 795.

16 color VGA Support

Dual Brush !Modes

RD( Sof tWorksine

EGA PAINT 2005

Airbrush Command

Additional Features
ENGLISH SPEAKING ( NO ICONS)
FULL- SCREEN EDITIMG

360'

Rotate Command

DYNAMIC ZOOM ( 4X or 8X magnification)

FullPage

EXTENSIVE AIRBRUSH CONTROLS
SMALL COMMAND ( reduces files 50 to 90',.)
3 & 4 Point
Curve

Command

AUTOMATIC PAM ( page mode)
AUTOMATIC COLOR SMOOTHER MODE
SOPHISTICATED SLIDE SHOW ( w/dissolue-maker)
XLATE UTILITY ( translate betwee9 resolutions)

Capture
almost ang screen

34 FONTS ( with over 25 control combinations)
PC QuikArt Support

One Picture Is Worth A Thousand Words!
Step up to state-of-the-art in EGA graphics generation technology. Our 2005 version is not just
another paint program or another version of the " same old thine EGA PAINT 2005 is a
complete restructuring of our 2001 program ( itself the recipient of the PC TECH JOURNAL
award for excellence in program design). We believe the end-user comes first and instead of
merely patching on more features ( as all the others do) we went to awhole new ( much easier and
faster) way to create truly startling business presentations & EGA color illustrations. Take
another look at some of our features ( some of which are available only on programs costing
hundreds more) and decide for yourself.
All this and more for just:

$99.00

Also available h-0m RIX:

EGA SCREEN ENHANCER
This easy to install device enables older EGA cards to utilize

ORDER NOW!
in CA - ( 800) 233-5983 out CA (800) 345-9059

EGA PAINT 2005 in 640x480 & 752x410 resolution modes.
Our ESE comes complete with aspecial test pattern diskette
for only $49.95 (+ $5.00 for shipping and handling).

Circle 461 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 462)
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RIX SoftWorks, Inc.
18552 MacArthur BI. Suite 375, Irvine, CA 92715
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WHAT'S NEW
REGIONAL SECTION

METRO NEW YORK • NEW ENGLAND
Canon's 300- dpi
Scanner

Y

ou can insert text,
graphs, drawings, maps,
and pictures directly into an
IBM PC AT or compatible
using the IX- 12F scanner. It
enables you to transfer images
from books or continuously
from sheets.
The IX- 12F provides aresolution of 300 dots per inch
and scans apage in 16
seconds.
The scanner measures
14 1
/ by 21 1
2
/ by 31
2
/ inches and
2
includes aboard to connect to
an IBM PC AT or compatible.
Price: $ 1495; automatic
document feeder, $595.
Contact: Canon U.S.A. Inc„
Systems Division, One Canon
Plaza, Lake Success, NY
11042, (516) 488-6700.
Inquiry 830.

The 1X- 12F scans apage in 16 seconds.

C'est Un Word
Processor

C

ombining word-processing capabilities with
French- language reference
materials, systèmeD is de-

signed for beginning and intermediate French students.
The program enables you to
;ook up vocabulary, check
usage, refer to grammar
notes, and view expanded verb
conjugations.

The program provides a
4350-word French- English dictionary, with 2300 French
entries supplemented by sentences and notes on usage.
About 700 verbs are included
in the dictionary; you can
view asummary table of 13
verb tenses conjugated in all
persons, in negative and affirmative, and in the reflexive
when applicable.
To run systèmeD, you
need an IBM PC XT, AT, or
compatible with 512K bytes
of RAM and 3megabytes of
free hard disk space. It also
runs on IBM PS/2s.
Price: $ 150.
Contact: Heinle & Heinle
Publishers Inc., 20 Park Plaza,
Boston, MA 02116, ( 800)
237-0053; in Massachusetts,
(617) 451-1940.
Inquiry 831.
continued

e

ORIGINAL KEN GORDON PRODUCTIONS - OUR 9TH YEAR!

COMPUTER SHOWS

o

ricre

SALES & FLEAMARKETS

HARDWARE - SOFTWARE - SUPPLIES - ACCESSORIES - PARTS - BOOKS
NEW - USED - SURPLUS - CLOSEOUTS - LIQUIDATIONS - SAVE 20-80%
IBM CLONES - MONITORS - PRINTERS - PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
April 10
Sunday 10 to 4

NORTH JERSEY MICRO SHOW & FLEAMARKET - Parsippany, NJ - 300 Tables
Aspen Manor - Rte. 46 Westbound - Near INTERSTATE 80, 280 & 287

April 16

BOSTON (WOBURN) MICRO SHOW & FLEAMARKET - Woburn, Mass. - 400 Tables

Saturday 10 to 4

Northeast Trade Center - I-95 (Rte. 128) Exit # 35 - Next to Zayre's Shopping Ctr.

May 14

BOSTON (MARLBOROUGH) MICRO SHOW & FLEAMARKET - 350 Vendor Tables

Saturday 10 to 4

Royal Plaza Trade Ctr./Hotel -

1NT

495 Exit 424-B In Marlborough, Mass.

700 VENDORS

June 4

NORTH JERSEY MICRO SHOW & OUTDOOR FLEAMARKET -

Saturday 9 to 4
BIG SHOW!!

William Paterson College - Rec. Center - Wayne, New Jersey - off Rte. 23,46,80
300 Outdoor Spots ($ 25 each) plus 400 Indoor Tables ($70) Each

SAVE $ 1.00 PER ADULT ON ADMISSION / BRING THIS AD
VENDOR TABLES $ 70.00 IN ADVANCE - FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR DIRECTIONS
CALL (201) 297-2526 OR OUTSIDE NEW JERSEY CALL TOLL FREE ( 800) 631-0062
BYTE 4/88
88NE-2
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BUTOR/DEALER

HEWLETT
PACKARD

The original LaserJet
printer is now better
than ever! Introducing
LaserJet Series II.
LaserJet Series II, the second generation of the world's most popular laser
printer, is waiting for you at your local
Hewlett-Packard dealer.
Exciting new features make LaserJet
Series II the best value in desktop laser
printing today.
If you're thinking about stepping up
to laser printing, you definitely need to
see the remarkable LaserJet Series II
printer from HP

$1699

LARGEST

CKED

EAST

COAST D

PLUS FREE TONER

raominemer

litelY•Vee
AT NO
ADOITISNAL

CALL & ORDER NOW

$1699

Board Level
VISA'

tiAm,
Super 16T
COST

A Strong Starter
The Hyundai Super I6-T gives you ahead
start in rosDos computing— with fast, pos.. etful PC performance, and all the features you
need to get up and running. The Super- I61
even includes Electric Desk," Spelichecker.
anel Keyworks ... all the integrated sons% a-r,
you need to get started.
Like the rest of Hyundai's new PC line,
the Super-r6T comes with an 18- month
warrants, plus service and suppopt from a
hand-pieled nationwide dealer network. And
they're backed by one of the world's largest
manufacturing organizations: S14 billion
Hyundai corporation.
▪ 8088- IL microprocessor, keyboard switch.
able from 4.7 to 8MHz for compatibility and
faster performance.

Service Facility

1 - 800-447-1 176
1 - 800-553-1 176
VISA'

Moshh:Corel

(
List $ 2595)

with FREE
Additional Toner
Cartridge

IN STOCK DESKJET
$745
Lay Away Available

APPUFD • PROGRI:SSIVE •
200 Sou, ...lit 0., OY

(617) 393-7220 •

EECTRONC

•

I
NC

%elf 20_1,10.13cm MH O' 532

1

-800-553-1176 uxss

1-800-447-1176 • ( 617) 39:1-3124
PRICES Sue-tEC", na CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

•

CALL & ORDER NOW

Ordering lefenullea: We ship anywhere in the continental
United States via UPS Prices are subject to change walk:kit
notice. We accept VISA. MasterCard. personal and company
checks and money orders
All returns must have prior authorization from our
customer service department within 7days of receipt All
returns must be in like- new condition. complete and in
original packaging Incomplete merchandise will not be
accepted for return Returned products are subject to a20%
restocking tee 1580 maximum) Detective products will be
repaired or replaced at APE's discretion We do not guarantee
compatibility Not responsible for typographical errors

re 640KB memory on the system board—
the Super-I6T can run today's biggest
application programs.
le Built-in serial and parallel ports for
connection to printer., modems, more.
I. MuIti-sideo display adaptor works with
composite monochrome or color graphics
(CCA) monitors.
is Your choice of storage options from
one 360KB, 5.25" floppy disk drive to abig
30MB hard disk drive.

A HYUNIDAI
COMPUTERS

ALSO AVAILABLE
286C
FROM $1199

SAME INCREDIBLY LOW PRICING ON ALL PRODUCTS
(ircle 45!

Reader .
Se• n ice (
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WHAT'S NEW

METRO
QuickBASIC
Graphics Routines

G

eograf Personal Edition
is aprogramming library
that provides 22 QuickBASIC
graphics subroutines that help
you create graphs and charts.
You can produce real-time
plots on ascreen, adot-matrix printer, alaser printer, or a
plotter, and you can store plot
commands in adisk file.
Geograf enables you to implement WYSIWYG (what you
see is what you get) screen
output. Other functions allow
you to draw an axis at any angle, scale the axis, add values,
label the axis, and center the
title. You can also position
alphanumeric characters of
any size at various angles and
locations.
The Personal Edition of
Geograf runs on the IBM PC
and compatibles with
QuicicBASIC.
Price: $99.

NEW

YORK

Contact: Geocomp Corp.,
342 Sudbury Rd., Concord,
MA 01742, (800) 822-2669;
in Massachusetts, (617)
369-8304.
Inquiry 832.

The Curator
Gets the Picture
olutions Inc.'s new Macintosh program, The Curator, assists you in locating
graphics and integrating them
into documents utilizing different formats. It supports
TIFF, Glue, PICT, PostScript, MacPaint, and encapsulated PostScript formats.
The Curator is both aprogram and adesk accessory.
You can search for graphics
using apictorial table of contents that displays miniature
representations of graphics.
You can also locate graphics
by name or keywords, and convert graphics from one for-

MM • MI BIM

•

NEW

ENGLAND

mat into another.
The Curator runs on the
Mac and is compatible with
both HFS and MultiFinder. It
is not copy-protected.
Price: $139.95.
Contact: Solutions Inc.,
P.O. Box 989, Montpelier, VT
05602, (802) 229-9146.
Inquiry 833.

Price: $249 each; $495 for
both.
Contact: Communications
Specialties Inc., 6090 Jericho
Turnpike, Commack, NY
11725, (516) 499-0907.
Inquiry 834.

Screen Sender:
Don't Leave
Your CPU Without It

W

onsisting of atransmitNJ ter and repeater, Screen
Sender allows you to place
your computer monitor up to
1000 feet away from your
computer and connect multiple
monitors to one
microcomputer.
The transmitter and repeater connections each measure 3
by 6by 2inches, and are
available separately or as a
pair.

• 111••••••••11111M8 la Mal • an MI Mal

Turbo Shell: MYCINbased Expert System
ritten in Turbo Prolog,
the Turbo Shell expertsystem development environment is based on the MYCIN
model. It lets you create,
modify, and consult knowledge
bases.
The program comes with
source code and runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles
with 256K bytes of RAM.
Price: $89.
Contact: The Berkshire Software Co., 44 Madison St.,
Lynbrook, NY 11563, (516)
593-8019.
Inquiry 835.
MaMIMMMMIMM•11113

NeuralWare's Introduction to

Neural Computing

FREE
For your free booklet, "Teaching Computers
to Learn: Applications for Neural Computing"
and for information on our neural computing
products, send in this coupon.
Name
Company
Address
City

State

Phone

Zip

Teach your PC to learn with neural computing.
Expert system generation, forecasting, noise filtering and process control are just a few of the
many exciting and innovative applications for
neural computing in industry.
Now you can learn more about neural computing,
its history and its applications from the author of
the 1987 Annotated Bibliography of Neuro-Computing and the founder of the industry's largest
selling neural computing software company,
Casimir C. "Casey" Klimasauskas.

103 Buckskin Court
Sewickley, PA 15143
(412) 741-5959
IMIMM••••••••••••••11•11111•MMIIIMMMIIIMIIMM••••111•••••111111MMIMIIIM
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YOUR NEW ENGLAND STORE
FOR HIGH QUALITY DISCOUNTS
THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED ALR 386 COMPUTERS
386/2 Computers

FlexCache 386
Computers

2nd Generation of Fast
Microcomputing • 16 and 20
MHz Versions • 2MB RAM •
Fast 40MB Drive • 1.2MB
Floppy • Serial/Parallel
1:1 Interleave • Floor Stand

0 Wait State • 16 or 20MHz •
Uses 82385 Cache controller
and 35 ns Cache memory •
1MB RAM • 1:1 Interleave
controller • Minicomputer
power at PC prices
16MHz with 60MB drive: $ 3,999
20MHz with 100MB drive: $5,499

$3,590
INDTECH 12- Slot AT
Industrial Quality 286 Computer •
10MHz 0 Wait State • 640K RAM •
1.2MB Floppy • 40MB Hard Drive •
238W Power Supply • Serial/Parallel
• Monochrome card with Hres
monitor • Makes an excellent
low-cost fileserver

;I ;

I I MOM
alla

!,

•

100% XT Computer

.1116't

8

10MHz • 640K RAM • 360K
Floppy • 20MB Hard Drive •
Serial/Parallel/Clock/Game •
Hi- resolution monochrome

Many Configurations
Available

$2,149

$999

PRINTERS
Panasonic 1080i 144cps.
Panasonic 1091i 192cps.
Panasonic 1524 24- pin..
NEC P2200 24-pin

MONITORS
.$199
.$239
.$645
$450

MATH
COPROCESSORS
8087-2
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
80387-20

$ 160
$ 260
$ 310
$ 525
$ 900

Magnavox Multimode
$569
Thomson Ultrascan
$469
CTX EGA
$ 299
Thomson 14" Monochrome
09

HARD DRIVES
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate

EXPANSION BOARDS
Everex Microenhancer EGA/VGA .$ 159
Sigma VGA Analog
$ 399
2MB Bocaram AT (w/OK RAM)
$ 159
Western Digital WD 1006-WAH
$ 199
AT 4 port serial card
$ 129

CLOSEOUT SOFTWARE SPECIALS!!
One FREE Program with this ad.
Five FREE Programs with every computer
purchase from this ad. Come and See!

20MB
30MB
40MB
40MB

Kit
$ 319
Kit
$ 359
40ms ...$ 469
28ms ...$ 599

FLOPPY DRIVES
51/
4" 360K
51/
4" 1.2MB
31/
2" 720K
31/
2" 1.44MB

$ 89
$ 119
$ 119
$ 159

We stock and sell surge protectors,
cables, connectors, sheet feeders,
stands, switch, boxes, mouses,
joysticks, drives, expansion cards,
modems, and many other accessories.

HORIZON SALES
59 Fountain St., Framingham, MA 01701
617-875-4433
Circle 457 on Reader Service Card
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A UNIQUE WAY TO UPGRADE YOUR COMPUTER
Without Changing Your DOS..!
ASTRO EXT-3.50" Internal and External drives just plug into your
computer. Allows you transfer and access data files between 5.25" Desk
--..

Top computers and 3.50" Lap- tops, IBM PS/2s. Format, read and write
720Kb, 1.44Mb and all HP150 formats. Fully compatible with Sperry
(UNISYS) computers. All external drives come with self-power supply.
ASTRO EXT-140LT 5.25" 360Kb External floppy drive fully compatible with the TANDY 1400LT computer.
ASTRO EXT-TOS31 & EX T-310LT-12 are External drives allows your
Toshiba 3100/5100 read, write 3.50" 720Kb/1.44Mb and 5.25" 360Kb/
1.2Mb formats. Available 5.25" 360K for Toshiba 1000, 1100+, 1200...
IBM PS/2 models 50/60/80, our ASTRO drives allows you to choose
from 5.25" 360Kb/1.2Mb or 360Kb External drives and our drives will
NOT take an I/O expansion slot.
Second or third 5.25" 360Kb external drive for PS/2 models 25 and 30
computers have one or two floppy diskette drives.
Contact your dealer or call us for more informations:

ASTRO SYSTEMS, INC.

Phone: (408) 727-5599/727-7626 - Fax: (408) 727-8149
807 Aldo Avenue # 106 - Santa Clara, CA 95054 (
USA)

of an echoBOX TM
smart keypad
operates ALL programs
in ANY application
• INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY • SLASH LEARNING TIME
SMART FOR PC USERS: The echoBOX keypad gives you instant, pushbutton operation of any PC program or PC function Plugs into your keyboard line. Install in seconds,
master in minutes. No software, no extra hardware. Store 24 sets of your keyboard
keystrokes, program commands, or data for automatic input to your PC just touch a key on your echoBOX'!
SMART FOR PC PROFESSIONALS: The echoBOX's user programmable keys work
independently of the PC system No software, not RAM resident, compatible with all
programs Non-volatile memory. Unlimited applications NOT JUST ANOTHER KEYPAD'
For IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2

M

INFO / ORDER LINES

and compatibles
800-634-6692

1223 Peoples Ave. • Troy, NY 12180 • ( 518) 271-6692
Pat. Pend.,
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1987 irmar, inc. IBM, PC, XT, AT, PS/2 reg. TM IBM Corp. echoBOX, inmar TM inmar inc.

'41,4ye

•IN PORTABILITY.

286
386

e

le‘e
/3414,
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• 3.5" 720KB DRIVE
• 5.25" 1.2MB DRIVE
• 20MB HARD DISK

• 8C286-12 CPU
Multi- Speed
• Runs at 6/8/10/12 MHz

• 1200/300 INTERNAL MODEM
• PARALLEL/SERIAL/GAME PORT

• 640K Main Memory
• 80287 Math

• REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR

Co- Processor Socket

• 9" EGA OR DUAL SYNC
MONITOR

• 7 Full Expansion

• MODIFIED 84 KEY
AT- STYLE KEYBOARD

• OS/2 Compatible

Slots

• RESET AND TURBO SWITCH
• KEYLOCK/DRIVE LED/POWER LED

•WE PROVIDE COMPLETE SYSTEMS — NOT BARE BONES *
SYSTEMS ARE READY TO GO — JUST PLUG IT IN.

TRIDATA TURBO 286 SYSTEMS

•4.77/10 MHz 8088-1 CPU. keyboard or hardware
selectable, math coprocessor socket
•512K RAM on main board
•8Expansion slots
•AT style case with keylock, power on LED,
turbo switch and LED
•150W power supply ( 110/220 V)
•Enhanced AT style keyboard
•Multi I/O card includes 1parallel port, 1
serial port (2nd serial port optional), 1
game port, 1real time clock, calendar, battery backup. 2floppy drive controller
•2hard drive controller
•360KB DS/DD floppy drive
•20 MB hard drive
•Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible
with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with
parallel port
•High resolution monochrome monitor
•Full IBM PC/XT compatibility
•2.1 times faster than PC. XT

•6/10 MHz 80286-10 CPU, 0/1 wait state.
keyboard or hardware selectable, math
coprocessor socket, real time clock, calendar, battery backup
•640K RAM on main board
•8Expansion slots, 616-bit, 28-bit slots
•AT style case with keylock, power on LED,
turbo LED, reset button
•200W power supply ( 110/220 V)
•Enhanced AT style keyboard
•Multi I/O cad includes 1parallel port, 1
serial port i2nd serial port optional), 1
game port
•2hard & 2floppy drive controller
•1.2 MB Hi-density floppy drive can format
both 1.2ME & 360 KB floppies
•40 MB Hi- speed hard drive
•Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible
with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with
parallel pole
•14" Flat Screen monochrome monitor
•Full IBM AT compatibility
•7times faster than PC,XT
•OS/2 Compatible when OS becomes available

PRICE: $ 1095.00

PRICE $ 1890.00

/LUA
.L
ER
S
YN
MONi

OR
299500/EGA Scree

Choose From aFull Line of Systems...
TRIDATA TURBO 8088 SYSTEMS

19 500

FOR OUR 386 PRICE

TRIDATA 386 TURBO SYSTEMS
6/16 MHz 80386 CPU ( 20 MHz optional)
keyboard or hardware sefictable, 1Wait
State (0wait opiional), 81287 & 80387
math coprocessor socket, real time clock,
calendar, battery backup, 2serial, 1parallel FREE $70.00 Nylon Carrying Case
ports on inain bard, 16 interrupts, 7DMA
with Purchase
channels, support up to 'i6 MB with 32- bit
wide memory bus
2MB RAM memory bond
8Expansion slots, 232- bit, 416-bit, 28-bit
slots
AT style case wth keylock, power on LED.
SYSTEM OPTIONS
turbo LED, reset button
•14" Color Monitor w/card
250.00
200W power supply ( 110/220 V)
•EGA Monitor w/card
450.00
Enhanced AT style keyboard
•Multisync EGA w/ATI card
650.00
2hard & 2 floppy drive rontroller
•1200/300 Internal w/sottware
85.00
1.2 MB Hi-density floppy drive can format
•2400/300 Internal w/software
165.00
both 1.2MB & 360 KB floppies
•AT 80286-12MHz System
65.09
40 MB Hi-speed hard drive
•386-12MHz 0Wait State
CALL
Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible
with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with
parallel port
14" Flat Screen monochrome monitor
Ful. IBM AT compatibility
9times faster than PC, XT
0S12 Compatible when OS becomes available
PRICE: $ 3295.00

• YOUR ORDER SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HRS •
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY AND 24 1-IRS REPAIR SERVICE •
• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE* •
Prices quoted are for cash.
FOR YOUR
We accept M/C and VISA
'Notice must be filed with us within 21 days of
ORDER
receipt
Prices, terms and conditions are subject to
CALL NOW
change w/o notice
TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Not responsible for typographical errors
220 W. Central SI., Natick, MA 01760 • (617) 655-3434
(617) 655-3434

DIGICOM

PC/XT & AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines. OS/2 is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Circle 455 on Reader Service Card
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Plug-In To Our Network And

Receive AFree Issue Of...

If you're responsible for the use, planning, design and implementation
of information networks...YOU should be connected to this magazine.
DATA COMMUNICATIONS is devoted 100% to reporting and exploring
developments in digital communications. And it publishes more than
half of all networking information printed in the USA!
In it you will find practical ideas to help you enhance productivity in
your own environment, build more efficient systems, cut costs and
avoid mistakes.
Each issue examines methodologies of computer applications.., system
design and optimization... message switching... integrated voice, data
and video.., diagnostics, error detection and testing...digitized voice
...common carrier facilities...software and network design...and more.
But don't just take our word for it. Let us send you afree issue to read
and evaluate. Simply complete and mail the postage-paid card adjacent
to this page. We'll send you acopy of the current issue, along with our
invoice for the term you select. If you like what you read, send us your
payment. If not, just write "cancel" on the bill, return it, owe nothing
and keep the free issue with our compliments.
So plug-in to our network now... and see for yourself why
DATA COMMUNICATIONS is recognized as the world's leading
networking magazine.
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SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors offer hands-on views of new products

Low-Cost Sharp Laptop Sprouts
aHard Disk

A

sgoes the desktop, shortly follows the laptop. Hard disk
drives, now de rigueur on desktop personal computers,
are rapidly becoming required equipment on laptops. The
new Sharp PC-4521 is evidence of this trend.
This new system is currently the high end of Sharp's lowpriced crop of IBM-compatible laptops. The system is almost
identical to Sharp's dual-floppy-disk-drive system, the PC4502, but with a20-megabyte hard disk drive in place of one
of the older system's 720K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy disk drives.
The new system also comes standard with more memory
(640K bytes), is about 2pounds heavier ( 12.4 pounds total),
and has ashorter battery time (2hours compared with 2/
2
1
hours on the older system). Naturally, the list price is also
higher ($2995).
All other features of the two systems are the same,
including ahigh-contrast electroluminescent backlit liquidcrystal-display screen, a7.16-MHz 80188-compatible processor, an 88-key keyboard with separate numeric keypad, a
parallel printer port, one 720K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy disk
drive, and aconnector for an external 51
4- inch floppy disk
drive. Unfortunately, neither system includes aserial port or
an RGB connector, although both are available as options.
The 7.16-MHz 80188-compatible processor pushes the
system at speeds about 50 percent faster than astandard 4.77MHz IBM PC. In our Sieve test, the new system was 20 percent faster; in the Dhrystone test, the result was 59 percent
faster. The best performance was in our floating-point test,
where the new system was 73 percent faster.
The screen on the new system seems alittle slow during
fast scrolling, for example, during adirectory listing. But the
dark-blue-on-light-blue characters are easy on the eyes. The
resolution is 640 by 200 pixels. The screen does not seem to be
able to display shades of gray.
The keyboard differs slightly from astandard IBM PC
keyboard. The function keys are arranged in two horizontal
rows above the main keyboard. A numeric keypad (lacking
the minus and plus keys) appears in the upper right. In
addition, an inverted T of cursor keys has wedged itself into
the lower right of the keyboard. Strangely, there are two pairs
of Insert and Delete keys.

The Facts:
Sharp PC-4521
$2995
Sharp Electronics Corp.
Sharp Plaza
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 529-8731
Inquiry 859.

Options:
1200-bit-per- second internal
modem, $399; serial I/O
card, $99; expanded memory
card (with 1megabyte),
$599; ROB adapter, $255.

Inside the 4521 is ashort, proprietary expansion slot.
Here, you can add one of several options for the system. One
problem, of course, is that you cannot add both aserial card
and amodem at the same time.
The system Iused was in the prototype stage, but it looked
sturdy and performed admirably. If you have special needs and
require, say, both amodem and aserial port, or amodem
and an ROB connector, you should see other systems. But for
most situations, the PC-4521 will no doubt be very useful.
—Rich Malloy

A Third-Generation Word Processor
Inthe beginning there was EMACS, one of the very first
word processors for some of the very first small computers
(and still going strong in the public domain). EMACS begat
FinalWord, an enormously powerful but difficult-to-learn MSDOS-based word processor. Borland International bought the
rights to the FinalWord engine and—with some major
upgrading and the addition of an artful, easy interface—
produced EMACS' slick grandchild: Sprint.
Sprint retains and enhances its ancestors' power and

flexibility: It lets }ou produce anything from plain ASCII text
files to elaborate desktop-publishing- style documents with
text in " snaking columns." Like Microsoft Word, Sprint ;ets
you manually embed formatting commands or use style
sheets to clone formats from one document to another. Sprint
lets you have up to 24 documents and up to six on- screen
windows open at once.
It has abuilt-in dictionary and thesaurus. It can
continued
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semiautomatically generate indexes and tables of contents for
long documents. It's fast (on an IBM PC AT-class machine,
Ijumped from the top to the bottom of a17,000-byte test file
in afew tenths of asecond—virtually instantaneously). And
it automatically and unobtrusively stores your work every 3
seconds or so (writing to aswap file on disk) to save your
bacon in the event of apower failure or similar disaster.
Sprint also retains afew quirks whose origins trace back to
the days when RAM cost dearly. For example, Sprint is
"partially what you see is what you get," in that you see
most, but not all, of your formatting. To preview the final
appearance of your document, you load and run aseparate
formatter routine to— in essence—print it to the screen.
Fortunately, the familiar Borland interface—menus of
menus, with in-context help at every turn—makes it all simple.
But unlike other incarnations of the Borland interface,
Sprint's is reconfigurable, so you can make Sprint appear and
act like any other word processor. (The beta version Itested
came with alternate interfaces for WordStar- and WordPerfectlike operation.)
Sprint's default interface is logical enough that almost
anyone can sit down and poke around the menus to turn out
presentable documents with essentially zero learning time;
experienced users can access Sprint's advanced features via the
menus or more quickly with command-key shortcuts.

Because the interface is reconfigurable, people already
familiar with another word processor can use Sprint without
having to unlearn one set of commands and relearn another.
As aside benefit, an office can use Sprint to standardize on a
single word processor (and therefore asingle file format) and
yet still let people use another interface.
Sprint retains Borland's typical aggressive pricing: Less
than $200 gets you afast, powerful, flexible, chameleon-like
word processor with abuilt-in dictionary and thesaurus.
I've been looking for anew word processor for some
time—and if the production version lives up to the beta
version, Sprint may be it.
—Fred Longo
The Facts:
Sprint 1.0 (version tested:
beta E.02)
$199.95
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
Inquiry 858.

Requirements:
Not final at press time, but
the beta version required
256K bytes of RAM and a
hard disk drive (the
program's modules are
supplied on five 360K-byte
floppy disks); it supported
monochrome and color
monitors; it was not copyprotected.

A Boost for Your Old System
The Facts:
Quad386XT
$995
Quadram
One Quad Way
Norcross, GA 30093
(404) 564-5566
Inquiry 856.

D

utting the Quad386XT board in your old IBM PC or PC
XT is like putting amuch larger engine in your old car. It
offers aboost to your old system, but it could leave you
feeling delighted or disappointed with the change in
performance.
Essentially, the Quad386XT can upgrade your 8088-based
PC or XT into an 80386-based computer. You must be
familiar with the layout aad chip location on the PC
motherboard before you can install the Quad386XT. You must
remove the 8088 CPU (and, if present, the 8087 math
coprocessor) from the PC motherboard. You insert aspecial
adapter module into the 8087 socket and insert the
Quad386XT connector cable into the 8088 socket. The fulllength Quad386XT board plugs into any empty slot in your
PC or XT. You then plug the connector cable from the 8088
socket into the board. The 80386 then becomes the PC's
CPU.
The board comes with an 80386 running at 16 MHz, 1
megabyte of 120-nanosecond RAM, the BIOS in two 27256
EPROMs, and asocket for an optional 80287, 80387, or
Weitek 1167 math coprocessor. An optional daughterboard
containing 2megabytes of 32-bit RAM is available (for
90
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Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, or compatible
computer
Options:
2-megabyte 32-bit RAM
daughterboard, $775

$775); an 8-megabyte daughterboard is planned for the future.
Included in the package is adisk with the QVM.SYS driver
program and the QVM.COM program for switching from
80386 real mode to the 8086 virtual mode. The disk also
includes aselection of diagnostic software, aDhrystone
benchmark program, aRAM disk, aprint spooler, and other
utility software.
In operation, the Quad386XT gives mixed results in speed
tests. The BYTE 80386 benchmark programs do not run
because of aconflict with the QVM.COM program. The
Norton SYSINFO program gives the Quad386XT arating of
13.3. When Iused IBM's BASICA to run the BYTE Calculations and Sieve BASIC benchmark programs, they gave
disappointing times: 1minute, 26 seconds for Calculations,
and 4minutes, 26 seconds for the Sieve. BASICA uses the
ROMs on the PC motherboard, thus slowing down the
program's execution. When Iused GWBASIC, which can
reside completely in RAM on the Quad386XT board, the
times improved to 7.6 seconds for the Calculations program
and 25 seconds for the Sieve program.
—Stan Wszola
continued
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A*Star
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You only want the best. You want it first. And, you work
hard to get it. When you choose Wells American's A*Stare
microcomputers, that's exactly what you get. Not only the
best, but also the first.
Wells American was the first to release a12MHz AT class
computer. The first with 14MHz. The first with ano-hassle 31
day money-back guarantee. And yes—we were even the first in
business. We've been making microcomputers longer than
IBM, Compaceand Apple? In fact, we've probably
been making them longer than anybody.
Our A*Star computers are the only PC/AT
compatibles that can run at 6, 8, 10, 12 and
141.
16MHz. The press has rated them as "the best
on the market." That's because they not only outperform the competition, they're also less expensive. A 14M Hz model with 20MB of storage sells
for under $1800. Basic unit prices start as low as
$995! But being best is more than just impressive
statistics and low prices. It's also alot of little
"extras". Extras like aone year factory warranty,
nationwide on-site service from GE and, here's
another first, free schematics!
IBM ACAAT AT and OS/2 are trademarks ol Imerneeonal Busmen 'Aachen.

AA,n

What does all this mean to you? Simply put, it means we
have the resources and the technology to provide you with the
best. And to provide it first. And in acompany with so many
"firsts," it not surprising that's how we rate our customers. As
one noted computer publicafion said: "The effort that Wells
American takes on behalf of its customers is remarkable,
showing adegree of concern that anumber of computer companies should copy." Of course, many have tried to do just
that. But, according to our customers, no one comes close to
matching our 15-year reputation for exceptional
customer support. No one.
Don't you think you deserve the best? Call us
at 8031796-7800 for details on our special one
month A*Star trial offer. Do it today and you
could have the "best" on your desk tomorrow
morning. Isn't that what you really wanted
in the first place?

Wells American
3243 SUNSET BOULEVARD
W COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA 29169
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Compact Jisk Products, nc.

co-nomiwoRm

A Quiet Ink-Jet Printer

All Products, Lowest Prices, Expert Advice
INTRODUCTORY OFFERS
Hitachi 1503S or 3503S 1 CD-ROM Drive with your choice of:
- McGraw Hill Science and Technical Reference Set
$895
- Microsoft Bookshelf with CO-ROM Extensions
$895
- Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia
$895
- PC SG Llarary ( Disks 11 - #817)
$895
- GeoVision US. Atlas and Mapmaker
$1495
* add $20 for 35(XS

CD-ROM SOFTWARE
Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia
$269
Microsoft Bookshelf
$269
McGraw Hill Science and Technical Reference Set .... $269
PC SG Lbrary
$269
GeoVision US. Atlas and Mapmaker
$795
Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology
$799
Registry of Mass Spectral Data
$2595
TOLL
1

FREE ORDER LINE 800-MEGABYTe ( 634-2298)

Hitachi 1503S External CD-ROM Drive w/Audio
$729
1503S w/ Digital Audio Output
$929
Hitachi 3500S htemal Half Height Drive w/Audio
$779
Optotech Laserbank 403 MB WORM Drive
$2799
Maxtor BOO MB WORM Drive
$3799
Portable 286 vAl CO- ROM Drive and Herd Disk . .
$3795
AMDEK Laserdrive
Cali
CD- Play (
1,95) Perms user to play al atria CO's cn Fitachl and corapatnle daces
RAM resident p0P-tn utity.

Output

to headphones or errand le r.

lay+S ampler fSt95 1 Same fee.ceS CD Blar
séce of sound from a CD.
CD-Aud ioF ile (5195) Auternaucaly creates recaes of

CD — P

an

*

-

Plus

the

& icy to play rey

*

al yOun rude CD's.
Lets
you choose a [referred play sequence for each dsk.
Autornauc
recoantre of CD's.
Creates OBase corrpatee records.

International Orders a Specialty _
Compact Disk Products, km.
U.SJhternationel Inquiries:
217 E 85th St. Suite 216
New York, NY 10028
(212)996-6999

Australian Agent:
Kewtel
145 Cotham Rd.
Kew, Victoria 3101
(03)817-5933

Credit. Cards

Add 3%

ard Ptrchase
Orders

Welcome

NANCY
GRAHAM'S
RAMBENDERS
Nancy Graham, recognized nationally for
her high-precision watercolors of classic
cars is creating aseries of original paintings which explore the interplay of the
power of the 50S... cars, and the power
of the 80's... computers Superb quality

color reproductions of the first two paintings in this series. Power User, for IBM PC
Polislping The Apple
enthusiasts and Polishing the Apple for
Macintosh enthusiasts, are available now.
These illusionary images are reproduced
for the first time on 100 lb. 15"x 19"
acid free book weight coated paper with
fade resistant inks to insure precise
reproduction of the original watercolors.
Each reproduction is signed by the artist.
The price of these exact reproductions is
just $30 each or both for $50. These introductory prices include shipment Wa
UPS Blue Label 12-day delivery) and an
unconditional 30-day guarantee.

Pow, 11,e ,'

Order yours from RamBenders, 11100
Lealwood Lane, Austin, Texas, 78750-3409,
1512) 258-0785.
acw ,rambendersetuunet pope
MastercardNisa accepted.
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The Facts:
DeskJet
$995
Hewlett-Packard
3000 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Call your local dealer.
Inquiry 852.

Options:
15 font cartridges, $75 to
$125; Epson FX-80 printeremulation cartridge, $75;
128K-byte RAM cartridge,
$150.

T

he DeskJet is based on Hewlett-Packard's almost silent
I ink-jet technology. It has 128K bytes of built- fin RAM, a
16K-byte buffer, and both parallel and RS-232C input. It can
run at 240 characters per second (draft mode) with aresolution
of 300 by 150 dots per inch or at 120 cps (letter-quality
mode) with aresolution of 300 by 300 dpi. This provides nearlaser-printer-quality output for $995.
The printer uses athird-generation, thermal ink-jet, dropon-demand print cartridge. In contrast to previous HewlettPackard ink-jet printers that required special paper for the
best-quality output, the DeskJet print cartridge can print on
regular bond, photocopier, and Hewlett-Packard's special
ink-jet papers. One print cartridge can print from 500 to 800
pages, depending on the font selected or the type of graphics
printed. Replacement cartridges cost $ 18.95.
The printer features an automatic cut-sheet feeder, and the
built-in paper tray can hold 100 sheets. It can handle U.S.
letter- or legal-size and European A4 paper sheets. You can
also manually feed it # 10 business envelopes.
The printer is simple to operate. All the diagrams for
loading paper and print cartridges and setting function and
front-panel keypad switches are located under the printer's
front cover. The front panel has switches for formfeed, font
selection, draft or letter-quality mode, and forward or
backward linefeed. It also has abutton to start new printer
cartridges and areset button.
The DeskJet has the Courier, Courier Bold, and Courier
Compressed fonts at 10, 16.67, and 20 characters per inch.
You can make all font selections from the front panel. Two
cartridge slots on the front panel hold optional font cartridges,
aprinter-emulation cartridge, or a128K-byte RAM
cartridge.
In operation, the DeskJet is almost silent. Print quality is
comparable to laser-printer output. The DeskJet appears to be
ideal for the small business that wants laser-quality output at
adot-matrix price.
—Stan Wszola
continued
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WordStar Strikes Yet Again

S

Our range of computer add-ons offer facilities you've always wanted - at prices
that will surprise you. Here's just some of the ideas on offer this month.
FastTrap" The perfect alternative to amouse. Takes up far less room - and
has features never seen on amouse - like 3D pointer control. Can be used as
adirect replacement for Microsoft. serial mouse.
PSION Organiser II Aphenomenal hand-hefd programmable computer.
Comes with software for Diary, Filing System and Address Book Other
applications are available. Can be linked to your computer to exchange data in
either direction.
Handy Scanner Capable of scanning in various standard graphics file formats at
200 DPI in both directions, this is the perfect add-on for DTP - line or
halftones easily input and edited Amust for today's serious computer user.
NumeriKeys" Aperfect extra for portables. Easy to install as it plugs in
between the parallel part and the printer and can be configured for special
applications through the easy-to-use software provided.
Extended Function Guides Designed to fit either
Standard or Enhanced boards, these guides show you all
the functions for the most popular software available together with amini manual for extra information.
eectrone Dashboard - Afull function
"enhanced board to fit the AMSTRAD PC port that
comes with some smart software that allows you
to configure any key for virtually any
application.
FastTrap satrademan, of Miiiospeed Inc Mrcrosolt
Is 3 metered Trademark of Micro,oft Inc
Ni..mi,Keys is aTrademark of Gerest
Technologies Inc Da,t,board is a
trademark of Electron.,Ltd Products
may vary lightly from tnse Austrated

Catalogic
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The Facts:
WordStar 2000 3.0
$495
MicroPro International
33 San Pablo Ave.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-1200
Inquiry 855.

PO Box 300249
1700 Lincoln
Denver
CO 80203
94

ince it was first released in 1984, WordStar 2000 has
been the serious-business big brother of the venerable old
standard WordStar. But despite rave reviews and ahuge
marketing effort, WordStar 2000 never seemed to reach the
level of acceptance of arch competitors like MultiMate,
WordPerfect, and Microsoft Word. With WordStar 20003.0,
that situation may change. MicroPro has taken ashocking
approach for asoftware company: It has actually incorporated
user suggestions into the upgrade and has fixed abevy of
complaints.
WordStar 2000 3.0 has 662 features, oodles of them new
and improved. But listing even asmall subset would take more
room than Ihave for this entire review. If you can think of it,
it's probably there, including aspelling checker, thesaurus,
and even atelecommunications program. But I'll concentrate
on acouple of high points.
First, those control-character commands that have always
been the curse and blessing of WordStar are significantly
improved in version 3.0. Commands are actually mnemonic
now. For example, quit and save is now Control-Q-Sinstead of
the maddening Control-K-D. And in what's still aunique
WordStar feature, you can choose whether to have help screens
stay or pop up after atime delay that you define. You can
also use single-letter commands, which may be simpler when
you're first starting out.
The program comes with custom support files for some
400 printers, and laser-printer support places this release
plainly several steps ahead of its competitors. Setting fonts
and selecting sizes are simple tasks, and the program comes
with Inset, autility that merges text and graphics. Put them
together, and you have amore-than-basic desktop-publishing
package.
Then there's the speed. When WordStar 2000 first hit the
shelves, Igave it up in disgust because doing anything useful
with it required patience. But Iwas pleased to find that
version 3.0 is quick and actually functional. Scrolling through
long files and doing search/replace functions now are
virtually instantaneous, and when you perform afunction that
requires extensive reformatting, the program does its thing in
the background while you keep working away.
The disadvantages? The program is huge. It took me about
half an hour to install, and when Iwas done Ihad 296 files in
various automatically created subdirectories, taking up atotal
of nearly 4megabytes of disk space. Even aminimal installation takes 2.5 megabytes. WordStar 2000 does just about
everything, and that too is adisadvantage. How do you learn
all the ins and outs? The answer is that you don't—right
away. As is true with all feature-rich software, it's an
evolutionary process. You find and learn the features as you
require them. In that regard, MicroPro is now offering toll-free
customer support 7days aweek at no extra charge. It's
radical for MicroPro, and too long awaited.
—Stan Miastkowski

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or
compatible with 320K bytes
of RAM (512K bytes for Inset
text/graphics integrator); a
hard disk drive is
recommended.
continued
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MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE:
Real mainframe-based PC CAD
software that beats them all.
Now you can get real mainframe
CAD power for your IBM® PS/2,'“
PC/AT® and compatibles at aPC price—
lust $ 2,995 ,
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE
beat the competition at the recent
"PC CAD Shootout"—a benchmark
evaluation of the best PC CAD software,
sponsored by the National Computer
Graphics Association (NCGA), and
witnessed by 170 CAD/CAM professionals and editors.
We not only finished first—we
were the only system to completely
finish the benchmark exercise in the
allotted time.
And when the audience voted,
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE outpolled

the closest competitor by a6-to-1
margin.
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE
isn't just fast, it's also incredibly powerful. It employs the friendly CADAM®
user interface famous throughout the
industry for being easy to learn and
use—even if you've never worked with
aCAD system before.
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE is
upwardly compatible with the whole
CADAM family of CAD/CAM/GU solutions, working today on more than
25,000 CADAM terminals and used by
over 100,000 design and manufacturing
professionals worldwide. And it features
DXF neutral files, so you can exchange
drawings with other PC-based systems

and interface to other applications
like desktop publishing.
So if you're looking for real
mainframe CAD power at aPC price,
then ask for the one that beats them
all, MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE.
Call CADAM today—toll-free at
800-255-5710.
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE . . .
The Ultimate PC CAD Production Tool

ore
CRDAIllInC
A SUBSIDIARY OF LOCKHEED CORPORATION

e,I987 CADAM INC
'Suggested US, retail licensing fee. CADAM is aregistered trademark and MICRO CADSM 0,1INEMONE is atrademark or CADAM INC. IBM and PC/AT are registered trademarks and PS/2 is atrademark or International Business Machines Corporation.
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Dealer Inquiries Invited

See us at Comdex, Booth 2716
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McInker

Automatic Ribbon Re-inker
will re- ink your ribbons for less
than 5cents and will pay for itself
even in one day depending on
printer use. Average cartridge
can be re- inked 60-100 times. We
support over 12000 printers, cartridges, spools, multicolor cartridges. Ask for complete catalog.

Thin Is In

Universal Mcinker (cartridge or spool)
68.50
Multicolor Adaptor (4color ribbons)
40.00
Dot matrix Ink (2oz $3.00, 1pint $18.50 any color)
Shipping
4.00
>100,000 sold since 1982, satisfaction or return
MERCURY MODEMS
100% Hayes compatible (guaranteed), full lights, autodial
answer, repeat, volume control, 2year warranty
1200 ext
99.00
1200 Int
89.00
ORDER TOLL FREE
2400 ext
249.00
1-800-547-3303
cables
19.00
In Oregon (503)626-2291

mputer
Friends, Inc..
1411111111
-11.
11 shipping 5.00

14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland OR 97229 telex 4949559 CF
fax (503)643-5379

The Facts:
ZCM-1490: Flat Technology
Monitor
$999

Requirements:
15-pin analog RGB input

Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(800) 842-9000, ext. 1
Inquiry 853.

E

SafeSkin
Keyboard Protector

Finally! A Keyboard Protector That:
•PROTECTS CONTINUOUSLY - 24 HOURS A DAY Against computer downtime due to liquid spills, dust, ashes,
staples, paper clips and other environmental hazards.
•REMAINS IN PLACE during the operation of your keyboard.
SafeSkin is precision molded to fit each key like a "second skin."
•EXCELLENT FEEL - The unique design eliminates any interference between adjacent keys, allowing smooth natural
operation of your keyboard.
•SafeSkin IS VIRTUALLY TRANSPARENT - Keytops and
side markings are clearly visible. In fact, SafeSkin is so clear,
sometimes you may not know it's there!
•DURABLE - LONG LASTING - SafeSkin is not a "throwaway" item. Many of our protectors have lasted over 3years
under continuous daily use, without failure.
SafeSkin is available for most popular PC's and portables including:
IBM, APPLE, AT&T, COMPAQ, DEC, EPSON, KEYTRONICS, NEC, TANDY, TOSHIBA, WANG, WYSE,
ZENITH. Specify computer make and model. Send $29.95, Check
or M.O., VISA & MC include exp. date. Dealer inquiries invited.
Free brochure available.

Merritt Computer Products, Inc.
4561 S. Westmoreland / Dallas, Texas 75237 / 214/339-0753
96
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veryone's saying it, and it's true: You have to see the
Zenith Flat Technology Monitor (
ZCM-1490) to believe
it. The colors are brilliant, the screen has no glare, and the
flatness is quickly addictive. It's hard to go back to the average
bulging monitor screen that lets you count the ceiling lights
reflected on its surface— very hard.
The ZCM-1490 is a14- inch high- resolution flat-tensionmask color analog monitor designed to support the VGA
output from IBM's PS/2 computers and comparable video
cards. It also supports CGA, EGA, Monochrome Display
Adapter, and Hercules software via Zenith's Z-449 video
card. The monitor handles the standard 80-character by 25row text output. Its resolution is 640 by 480 pixels. and it has
ahorizontal- scan frequency of 31.5 kHz.
Two dials on the top control brightness and contrast, and a
switch on the back lets you operate at either 120 or 240 volts
AC. The on/off switch is located on the rear, as is an IBM
PS/2-compatible 15-pin RGB cable connector.
Itested the ZCM-1490 on aPS/2 Model 80 and played
with one of the many paint packages. When you first sit down
to aflat monitor, your eyes are so accustomed to acurved
screen that the flat one appears concave. This deception
disappears in afew minutes.
The colors on the Zenith are clear and crisp. Iwould say
they are " true," but I'm speaking subjectively. Ididn't
actually compare them with color charts. Color selection is
governed by the video input to the monitor and is not restricted
by the monitor itself. The black background default screen is
indeed black instead of the usual dark gray. In fact, the black,
added to its lack of glare, gives it almost amatte finish.
Iwas very impressed with Zenith's ZCM-1490: the
colors, the clarity, the lack of glare—and it's easy on the eyes.
—Jane Morrill Tazelaar
continued

SAVE 50% or more with our National Computer eifY30/13
NATIONWIDE

QUALITY
SERVICE
PRICING

1-800-292-6272
MARYLAND

1-800-442-6272

BUY DIRECT FROM
THE MANUFACTURER

TM
9566 Deereco Road •

-daz,

MARYLAND LOCAL

561-0200

Timonium, Maryland 21093

NCRC GUARANTEE

STOP THROWING AWAY
YOUR DOLLARS

agarlaireri

We will never. knowingly disappoint you It for any reason your

CIIND

brand products.

purchase

does

not

give

you

complete satisfaction,

the

sss

lull

purchase price will be cheerfully refunded immediately upon
return of the merchandise

We manufacture our products with the
finest matrix inks, premium high density nylon, precision engineered plastics and "Rem" air refrigerated loading
equipment.

We have always believed that 110 sale is complete until the
customer has received total sat,sfaction from our products

All of our ribbons are manufactured to

au.amp
pege
e

exceed your original equipment manufacturers specifications

ri
;j
rwilunt
efseekfetssidiï;a

COLORS ... BLUE - GREEN - PURPLE - RED ( Add $ 1.00 To Each Price)
Nylon Only
CARTRIDGE RIBBONS ( NYLON)
No.
Description
Price (ea.)
289
Alps 2000
$4.50
050
Anadex 9500/9600
3.60
180
Apple lmagewriter II 4color
9.95
114
Apple Imagewriter/DMP
2.95
102
Brother M1409
4.50
127
Brother M1509/1709
5.50
1310 Burroughs B-9246-3/6
4.95
104
Canan A-1200
4.50
113
Centronics 150/152
2.25
109
Centronics 350/351/352/353
8.50
112
Centronics 704/705/753
4.50
118
Citizen LSP 120D
4.50
169
Citizen MSP 10/20
2.50
167
Citizen MSP 15/25
3.50
123
Comrex 420
6.90
114
C. ltoh 1550/7500/8510
2.95
130
Data Products M- 100L/120/200
3.50
131D Data Products 6-300/600
4.95
137
Data Products B-900/1000
6.50
135
Data Royal 5000
2.60
990
Datatrol/LRC MP40
4.15
135
Data South 180/220/5180
2.60
160
Dec LA 34/100/210 Letterprinter
2.95
114
Dec LA 50
2.95
156
Diablo 1660/2300 Matrix
3.50
153
Diablo Hytype II Nylon
2.95
280
Epson EX 800/1000
4.20
165
Epson FX/MX/RX 70/80/85
2.50
167
Epson FX/MX/RX 100/185/286
3.50
288
Epson Lq 800/Lq 850 N.D.
3.50
289
Epson Lq 1000 H.D
4.50
163
Epson Lq 1500
2.95
281
Epson Lq 2500 H.D
4.50
175
Epson LX 80/90
2.50
226
Facit 2301/4512/4514
2.95
133
Facit 4500/4510/4511/4513
3.75
135
Facit 4520/4525/4526/4528
2.60
991
Fujitsu DMPG 9/DX2100-2200
3.95
171
General Electric 300/341/W/I
35.00
146
Hewlett Packard 2608
18.65
145
Hewlett Packard 2631A
10.95
231
Honeywell 1500/7023/9104 G.P.
2.50
181
IBM 3287/3615 Sil.Dol.Cup/Loop... 1.80
195
IBM 3287/3619 Silver Dol. Cart
2.50
182
IBM 3288 1/2" Harmonica
3.00
185
IBM 3776 3/4" Harmonica
3.50
188
IBM 4201 ProPrinter II
3.75
176
IBM 4202 ProPrinter XL
4.50
177
IBM 4207 ProPrinter X24
4.95
211
IBM 4208 ProPrinter XL24
5.95
198
IBM 5224 Baseball Bat
13.95

No.
178
178A
178B
286
285
233
204
205
200
114
660
661
662
663
209
206
208
217
226
235
282
282
261
264
262
263
290
291
135
242
243
245
245
135
1310

Description

Price (ea.)

IDS Prism Black 132/2080/2132
IDS Prism Primary RD/BL/GR/B
IDS Prism Process CY/MA/Y/BL
Mannesmann Tally 85
Mannesmann Tally 86
MannesmannTally1000/1200/1600
Mannesmann Tally 100/120/160
Mannesmann Tally 130/140/180
NEC 5500/7700 Nylon Cart
NEC 8023 PC/8024 PC/8027 PC
NEC Pinwriter P1/P2/P6
NEC Pinwriter P3/P7
NEC Pinwriter P5 H.D.
NEC P2200 H.D.
Okidata 182/183/192/193
Okidata 292
Okidata 293/294
Panasonic KXP 1080/1091/1093
Radio Shack DMP 400/LPVI
RadioShackDMP100/LPVII/TRS8OLPII
Radio Shack/DMP 130
Seikosha SP800/1000
Star Micronics NB/NL/NP/NX 10
Star Micronics NL/NP/NX 15
Star Micronics Radix 10/SR 10
Star Micronics Radix 15/SR15
Star Micronics SD10
Star Micronics SD15
Telex 2870/28702
Texas Instruments 850/855
Texas Instruments 860/865
Toshiba P321/P341/P351
Toshiba P1340/P 1350/P1351
Tritel
Univac 0789/0790

3.50
9.75
9.75
3.95
4.50
2.75
3.00
3.50
2.45
2.95
3.60
3.95
3.95
5.50
3.95
4.85
5.60
6.90
2.95
3.95
3.75
3.75
3.60
5.20
3.60
4.10
3.75
4.10
2.60
3.10
3.20
3.10
3.10
2.60
4.95

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS - FILM
(correctable / multi-strike)
306
Brother EM60/100/200 Corr
307- Brother HR15/25/35 M/S
227- CPT Rotary 8/9 M/S
158- Diablo Hytype II M/S
317- Diablo Xerox Memorywriter
334B- Epson DX 10/20/35 M/S
168- Facit 4560/8000 Corr.
1960EM-IBM5218/5219 Displaywriter
M/S OEM
222- IBM 6240 M/S
8120EM-IBM Quietwriter N/C
740- IBM Wheelwriter Corr
730- IBM Wheelprinter M/S
320- IBM Selectric II H.Y. Corr.
2020EM-NEC 2000/3500/8800 Flip M/S

"CALL US FOR VOLUME DISCOUNT PRICING"

3.50
3.75
2.95
2.25
3.50
4.40
4.75
11.25
1.75
10.95
3.50
7.90
1.55
11.60

No.
2013033043343346222223A219227251445-

Description
Price (ea.)
NEC 5500/7700 Spinwriter M/S
2.50
Nakajima Corr.
3.50
Nakajima M/S
5.50
Olivetti ET 201/121 Corr.
3.00
Olivetti ET 121/351 M/S
4.40
Qume I/Sprint 3/5 M/S
1.75
Qume Ill Quick Load
2.40
Qume IV Sprint 7,8,9,10,11,12 M/S
2.95
Ricoh 1300/1600 M/S
2.95
Wang System 5581/6541 M/S Matrix 2.95

TWIN SPOOL RIBBONS - NYLON
Burroughs 9245/9247 5M
15.95

453450453454455456480462465463464470471467955A470455456401-

CDC 100/200/300
Centronics 100/300/500
Data 100/300/400
Decision Data 6807/6811/6814
Dec writer LA 30/36
Dec writer LA 120/180
Facit 4540/4542 Black
IBM 3262/5262
IBM 3525 T/S
IBM 5211
IBM 5225/5250/5280
Okidata 80, 82, 92, 93
Okidata 84,94
Printronix 150/300/600
Seiko Universal Black/Red
Star Micronics Gemini 10/10X
Texas Instruments 800/810/815
Texas Instruments Omni 820
Wang 2221/5521

WIDE COMPUTER RIBBONS
0056P- BST 14"x10 yds.
0106P -Burroughs 9246 15"x20 yds
0156P-Control Data CDC 15"x25 yds
0256P - Data Products 2230/2330
15"x15 yds
0276P - Data Products 2400 14 1
/"x15 yds.
2
0356P-Documation 1200 15"x20 yds.
0456P - Honeywell Pru 1200 17.6"x22 yds
0106P- Hitachi 15"x20 yds
0556P- IBM 1403/3203/4245 14"x20 yds
0656P- IBM 3211/Documation 17"x20 yds
0756P- IBM 4248 w/Imposer Strip
18 1
/"x20 yds.
2
0956P-Univac 0770 15"x55 yds
0976P-Univac 0776 15 3/
4"x20 yds

4.75
3.75
4.75
6.95
2.50
3.50
3.70
4.95
3.00
3.75
14.50
1.25
2.50
4.95
1.25
1.25
2.50
3.50
2.75

7.95
15.95
18.75
13.75
13.75
15.95
18.95
15.95
13.25
16.25
19.50
36.00
16.50

*$5.00 Shipping and handling charge on all
orders under $50.00. Over $50.00 actual
freight is charged.

This is only a partial list of our products.

See why corporations such as General Motors, Mobil Oil, AT&T, MCI, Eastman Kodak, the entire U.S.
Postal Service and thousands more are now using National Computer einaws ' brand products
Circle 184 on Reader Service Card

SHORT TAKES

Memo 1

A Compatibility Step Toward OS/2

To: HP LaserJet II users
and dealers
Subject: GUIS LaserFax 401, more than just
a plain paper fax

MAXI
alt.1.31

CAM
AU
ellrate.t
CUPOLISI
Malt . 1XL
Mat AIM
Caratll
01111111.1i1
KURA'
1.111111.
alteC
aJNt .5
«Rat
ISIS Marra.
Matt I Cart I.
MM./ Werra* t Wara
WOWS
1121111“1
MS« .1
WW1«
UM«

Data: 1. GUIS LaserFax 401 can be linked
between your IBM PC and Your HP
LaserJet II to make the system into
a plain paper fax.
2. Retail price under US$3,000
3. Transmission speed of 9600bps,
Group III and Group II, with 16 levels
of halftone
4. Can also be a second plain paper
copier
Suggested Action:

Vatale.al
wag a/ Ma
all. . 1a

'Pasta 7

HP users-- Call your HP
dealers. HP dealers__
Cali your HP users.

The Facts:
Microsoft Windows 2.0
$99

Morn°

2

To: All persons interested in tte

futur e ot trie
abl
telecornMunications market.
Subject: GUIS products already av ail
e
ned for PAX USE
Data: 1. Scanner model 321
--specially desig
fo
-write software
r
easy suitable
to
--also
for DTP (Ili& cost-

elf ness at under

S$1 .
000)

--toCard
use wIScanner 321 or alone
2. Pax
(under US$800)

All

potential distributors,

de

lers, and

OEM welcorne.

GUIS
A Little Giant in Telecommunications
Glorious Union Information Systems Inc.
14th Floor, 207 Tun-Hwa North Rd.,
Taipei. Taiwan, R.O.C.
TEL 2-7153356 2-7168035
TLX: 22651 GUIS

FAX: 2-7134572

HP is a registered trademark of Hewlett Packard Co
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Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8089
Inquiry 854.

M

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with at least 512K
bytes of RAM; it also runs on
the IBM PS/2.

icrosoft Windows 2.0 is an update of the original
Windows designed to allow at least limited compatibility
among all the Microsoft graphical interfaces.
Most users will see few differences between version 2.0
and earlier versions of Windows. The major feature in the new
version is the ability to use expanded memory to swap
programs. In older versions, programs were swapped to disk,
resulting in slow performance that could degrade if your hard
disk became fragmented. Swapping to expanded memory
allows programs to swap in times that more closely approximate agenuine multitasking system.
If your system has both expanded memory and extended
memory, you can get even better performance by swapping
programs to expanded memory and using the SMARTdrive
disk-caching program that comes with Windows in extended
memory. The other user-apparent changes in version 2.0 are
minor, including improvements in the speed and ease of use in
the keyboard command " shortcuts" and the ability to size
windows from the fat borders.
The major changes in Windows are in the applications
programmer level. Microsoft's original intention of having
well-behaved Windows applications run unaltered under the
OS/2 Presentation Manager has changed, but Windows now
has file structures and programming hooks that are similar to
those in OS/2, so that ports from Windows to OS/2 will be, if
not easy, at least possible.
In all. Microsoft has updated Windows in ways that
maintain agreat deal of compatibility with earlier versions of
the environment, while providing features that make it more
useful for many users.
In moving from the Windows Operating Environment to
the Windows Presentation Manager, Microsoft has opened a
door of new features to applications programmers, but
without leaving earlier Windows users standing alone in the
cold.
—Curtis Franklin Jr.

DesignCAD 3-D is a complete 3-Dimensiontil CAD system. It compares favorably with systems costing more than $3000! But, in the
great American tradition, we said "Aw... What the Heck! Let's see
the other guys beat this!" DesignCAD 3-D is $299. Complete.
Once again, American Small Business Computers has proved that
you don't always have to spend a lot of money to get quality software. DesignCAD 3-D provides features such as Shading. Hidden
Line Removal, Printer and Plotter support, and extensivefile transfer capability, allfor $299! No other 3-Dimensional CAD system can

DesignCAD 3-D does not require expensive graphics adapters and

come close to providing the price/petforrnance of DesignCAD 3-D.

as the Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA), Color Graphics Adapter.

There is a very important reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D other than

or Hercules monochrome adapter.

monitors - even shading can be done on ordinary displays such

price: PERFORMANCE. DesignCAD 3-D provides complete 3-Dimen-

However, the best reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D is not the low

sional drawing capabilities. It's not a "warmed-over" 2-D program.

price. It's not the outstanding performance. It's not the extensive

DesignCAD 3-D allows you to draw any entity in 3-D space. This

hardware compatibility. The best reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D is

means, for example, that you can draw a curve in the shape of a
spring. You can draw a circle or arc at ANY angle on ANY plane.

for its amazing ease of use!

DesignCAD 3-D allows up to 4 simultaneous views - any angle or

duce professional 3-Dimensional drawings in less time than you
thought possible! DesignCAD 3-D commands can be selected from

perspective - on the screen. DesignCAD 3-D also provides complex
extrusions - linear, scalar, and circular. Extensive 3-D text capabilities and auto dimensioning are provided - at no extra charge, of
course.
DesignCAD 3-D provides the capability to read drawingsfrom most
other CAD systems (DesignCAD/ProDesign IL AutoCAD's DXF. and
IGESfileformats). You can also send a view of a3-D drawing to other
CAD systems. These features are included at no extra charge, of
course.
DesignCAD 3-D almost certainly is compatible with the computer
system you now own. DesignCAD 3-D supports more than 200 dot
matrix printers, at high resolution. DesignCAD 3-D supports more

DesignCAD 3-1) provides powerful commands you can use to pro

the menu or entered as fast,single keystroke commands. We have
found DesignCAD 3-D to be easier to learn and easier to use than
any 3- Dimensional CAD system for the IBM PC, at any price!
What else do you need to know about DesignCAD 3-D? Only this.
"Included at No Extra Charge." What is included at no extra charge?
EVERYTHING! 0299 BUYS IT ALL!
How do you get one?
See your local dealer, or contact
American Small Business Computers, Inc.
118 South Mill Street

able for "PC Compatible" systems. Shaded and wireframe models

Pryor, OK 74369
(918) 825-4844

can be output to the printer or plotter YOU own.

Telex 9302400302

than 80 plotters, and most digitizers and graphics adapters avail-

ALL IT LACKS IS
A choice of snap-in/out, 24- or
18-pin print heads gives you the
versatility and ease of maintenance that other printers lack.

With atop speed of 360 cps,
it makes most printers seem
downright lackadaisical.

But who needs competition
And take care of it faster. Thanks
when you've got all this?
not only to its talents pointed
Namely, the
out above, but to its many
meiti
ALPS P2400Cru
others, as well.
Dot Matrix Printer.
Like achoice of
No other printer
draft, correspondence
in its class can do so
and letter quality print
much for so many for
modes. A print buffer
so little.
expandable to 256K.
For instance, the
Multiple font cartP2400C can easily take For letters, seven-color graphics,
ridges. And full comspreadsheets or whatever, its output is so
on all the work an office brilliant, everything else appears lackluster patibility with the most
full of busy PCs can dish out.
popular PCs and software.
• •• "

_le• • • •

,•

o

COMPETITION.
Most printers lack the good
sense to include apaper-saving,
push/pull tractor for both bottom
and rear feed. Not this one.

You also get conveniences that
many other printers are lacking.
Like control of everything from
the front panel, the feature menu,
or from software— without using
DIP switches.

.11•1
ARIUS'

INL
FEM

CORM
FEED

INSERT
S.Ef

Not to mention the ability to
run quietly. At under 55dBA, the
P24000C is one of the least noisy
printers around.
One of the most durable, too.
It comes with afull, one-year
limited warranty. And if you give
it normal care, it'll give you over
five years of trouble-free
performance.
Of course, there's nothing like
alive performance to prove there's
nothing like the P2400C.
Circle 17 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 18)

For afree demo, or more
information, call us at
(800) 828-ALPS. In California,
(800) 257-7872.
And see what every other
dot matrix printer is lacking.

ALPS
AMERICA

IT'S TIME YOU SAW THE ALPS.
P2400C is atrademark of ALPS Electric Co.. Ltd. C . 1987 ALPS America

LCOIT_IPIITE I__WAREHOUSE
CALL TOLL FREE

FREE

LOWEST PRICES
FAST DELIVERY
HARDWARE

Air Express Shipping
See Details Below

PRINTEHS
Alps All Models
Call
AST TurboLazer
52829
Brother All Models
Call
Citizen MSP-40
$ 269
MSP-45
5415
MSP-50
$ 355
MSP-55
.
$ 450
Premier 35 .
S450
Tribute 124 .
5445
Tribute 224
5605
120D
$ 145
Citizen 1801)
$ 160
Citizen 15E
$ 315
Dyconics150 $ 299
300
5480
EPSON
I All Printer Models
Hewlett-Packard (
NEC P2200
850
860+
3550
8810.8850
P6
P7
P9

Call
tII

OK IDATA
I All Printer Models
Panasonic 1091 Model 2
1060 Model 2
1092 I
1524 .
1592
1595
3131
3151
Laser P4450

$1779
$335
$1539
51950
5729
$1059
$425
5610
$1035
Call
$185
5169
$305
5549
5405
5460
$275
$420
$1635

STAR MICRONICS
All Printer Models
Call
Toshiba 321 SL
341SL
351SX
Laser Printer

S489
$665
5979
$2330

MONEY MANAGEMENT
Dollars áSense w/Forcast
592
Tobias Managing Your Money 4 0
5114
COMMUNICATIONS
CompuServe Starter Kit
Crosstalk XVI
Carbon Copy Plus
Mirror II
Remote
Smartcom Ill

$19
S88
$105
533
$88
$136

GRAPHICS
Logi Tech Mice
Newsmaster
Microsoft Buss Mouse 1.0
Microsoft Chart 30
Microsoft Serial Mouse 1 0
Newsroom
PC Buss Plus Mouse w/Paint
PFS, First Publisher .
IMSI Mouse w/Dr Halo III
PC Mouse w/Paint
Printmaster Plus ..
Master Presentation Pack
Turbo Gr phis Tool Box 40

Call
$48
Call
Call
Call
530
S83
$52
588
S83
$28
$315
$58

1-800-528-1054

DISKETTES
Memel' MD2 (Oty 100)514
582.50
M2S 5%
$65
MD-2High Density $ 185
Sony DS/DD (Oty 100)
$69
H0(1001)5%
$ 150
DS ( 1001)314
$ 105
5% DS/DD
$ 69

1

$469

MONITORS
Amdek All Monitors
Call
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan $ 499
Other Models
Call
NEC muneync II
$ 575
Multisync Plus
$875
Multisync XL
$ 2009
Princeton Graphics All Models
Call
Ultrasync
$ 495
Sony Multiscan w/cable
5665
Thompson Ultrascan
S539
Zenith 1490 PPM
5619
Other Models
Call
KEYBOARDS
KB5151
KB5153
KB101

$ 119
5149
$ 79

DISK DRIVES
lomega Bernoulli 10meg
S865
Bernoulli 20 meg
51260
Bernoulli 40 meg
$ 1605
Bernoulli Beta Internal (5)4) . $909
Bernoulli Beta External (5)0 $ 1645
Miniscribe Drives
Call
Time AT 1.2 Meg Drive
5100
XT % HT Drive
$ 85
Toshiba 35 720K
$95
35 14MB
5115
Magnum Tape Backup
Call
Everett Tape Backup
Call
SEAGATE
20 meg vd/Welltern I/O .
251-1
Other Models

$ 290
5469
Call

'
murmur Turbo PC/X
640 Memory. One 380K Brand Name
Floppy Drive • 135 Watt Power Supply.
AT Style Keyboard • 4-10 MHz Clock Speed
(Keyboard Selectable). 8Expansion Slots
Turbo PC/XT w/840K & 2Drives
$ 545
Turb0PC/XTvi/640K, 1Drive, 20 MG
$ 749
PC/AT10MHz w/10241(.1.2 Floppy Drive $969
PC/AT12 MHz /1024K.1.2 Floppy Drive 51049
PC/AT 12 MHz/1024K, 1Drive. 40 MG 51549
PC 388 16 Mz 1DR
51979
PC 388 16 Mz 1DR/40 Meg
$ 2479
MonGraphics Card with Parallel Printer Pon 555
Color Card w/Parallel Printer Port
$ 55
Amber Monitor (TTL)
S89
Amber Monitor w/Swivel Tilt
595
Color Monitor (ROB)
$ 255
EGA Monitor
$ 359
EGA+ Card
I/O Card (Serial/Parallel)
$5
14
38
5
I/O Card (Serial/Clock Calendar)
$ 39
Enhanced Keyboard
569
AT Multi I/0 Card
$ 69
XT Multi1/0 Card
$ 55
MODEMS
All Modems

5352
S309
Price
5439
Call

TRAINING
MS Flight Simulator
Call
PC Logo
$ 79
Typing Instructor $ 27
Typing Tutor IV
$ 27
.
Call
MS Learning DOS
LANGUAGES
CCompiler ( Microsoft)
Fortran Compiler (Microsoft)
Macro Assembler (Microsoft)
Pascal Compiler (Microsoft)
Quick Basic 4.0
Turbo Jumbo Pack 3.0
Turbo Pascal 4.0
Turbo C 15
Turbo Basic
..
Turbo Prolog

com p
urER

WAREHOUSE

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
S1 59
558
558
$ 58
$ 58

Call

Prometheus 24CX)B wiSoft
Other Models
US Robotics Courier 2400
Password 1200

5129
Call
$299
$149

5
53
255
39

Development
Plus Hard Card 20 & 40 Megabyte
Mountain Hard Cards
Ouadram Quad EGA+ ..
VGA
Video-7Vega Deluxe ...
VGA

C73a555ll
S
5
52
2
19

5279

COMPUTERS
AST Model ao
AST Model 120
AST Model 140X
AT&T
NE
N
EC
C M
Mu
ul
l
esPeed EL
tispeed
Sharp 4501
4502
7202
7221
Toshiba 71000
73120
T•1100 Supertwist
T-3100
Zenith

Call

51509
52130
$ 2335
Call
5
5
$ 1
13
60
79
$ 698
$ 1250
52
20
70
20
5
$

VIDEO
Dome
101 TERMINAL
prus Green

$785
$ 3068
$
521 3
79
70
9
C
s31
a151

Call

IBM PC and 100% Compatibles

PROJECT MANAGEME
Harvard Total Project Manager 11
Microsoft Project
Super Project Expert
Timeline 20

$309
Call
5385
$259

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 1-2-3
Multiplan 30
Twin
VP Planner Plus

S295
Call
$32
$82

SuPettale 4

$269

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Clipper
$368
()rase Ill Plus
$374
Ouickcode Plus
$ 129
OuickReport $ 129
Reflex
$78
DB-XL
$79
PFS• Professional File
$119

R:Base For DOS . . $ 425

To Place an Order: 1-800-528-1054
To Follow-up on an Order: 602-944-1037
8804 N. 23rd Ave.
Phoenix, Arizona 85021

•No Charge for VISA and MasterCard • You Pay the Ground Shipping—We Pay the Air • Ground Shipping áHandling $600 • Free Air applies ONLY to orders
up to 10 lbs áOver S50. • All products carry amanufacturer's warranty All Guarantees, rebates, trial period privileges ápromotional programs are handled by
the manufacturer only • NO APO, FPO. or international orders. please • Call before submitting PO Numbers • Personal and Company Checks Will Delay Shipping 3weeks • Prices. Terms & Availability Subject to Change Without Notice • Add 5% for COD Orders • We Do Not Guarantee Machine Compatibility
•We do not charge credit cards until order is shipped.

Circle 68 on Reader Service Can! for MS

ve+Professional
VGA

Wyse

SOFTWARE
INTEGRATIVE SOFTWe
Enable 2.0
Framework II
Smart Software System 3.1
Best
Symphony
Ability Plus

HAYES

AST Sin-Pack Plus
$ 109
Hot Shot 286
S330
Other Models
Call
ATI EGA Enhanced
S175
VIP VGA .
5265
Hercules Color Card
S145
Graphic Card & Graphic Card +
Intel Above Board PS/PC ( 1110). $ 239
Above Board PC 1010
$ 205
Above Board AT (4020)
5305
Above Board PS/AT (4120)
3
72
1
386 w/Cable
Inboard w/Cable
51005
NEC Multisync Graphic Board
5275
Orchid Tiny Turbo 286
5265
Turbo EGA
5449
Designer UGA
$ 239
Paradise Autosivitch 350
51 35
Autoswitch 480
$ 150

DOS Products. (All others: 69)

WORD PROCESSORS
Word Perfect Executive
Leading Edge W/Pw/Spell & Mail
Turbo Lightening
Microsoft Word 4.0
Multimate Advantage II
Wordstar w/Tutor
Wordstar Pro Pack 40
PFS• Professional Write

Call
$55
S52
$185
S249
5162
$205
5102

Word Perfect (Ver.4.2)Call
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0 $189
UTILITIES
MS Windows 20
Copy II PC
1DIR Plus
Fastback Plus
Norton Utilities 4.0
Printworks For Laser
Sidekick (Unprotected)
Sideways 3.2
SuPerkeY
Xtree
SOZ Plus
Brooklyn Bridge
Many other titles available

Call
518
546
$89
546
567
$44
$37
$53
S35
S53
$09
CWF-288

Order Line Hours:

Mon- Fri 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00-1:00
Order Processing:
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Mon- Fri
VISA

EXP.f SS

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
BYTE Staff

Microsoft Languages
Update
New prerelease versions of old friends offer abridge to OS/2

I

t's not every day that asoftware company unleashes abarrage of language
upgrades the likes of which Microsoft
introduced earlier this year. The company wanted to provide its languages with
OS/2 functionality so that programmers
could write applications for use with the
new operating system or turn it into adevelopment platform for MS-DOS applications. In doing so, Microsoft has announced new versions of five language
products and two development kits:
•C Optimizing Compiler 5.1
•BASIC Compiler 6.0
•FORTRAN Optimizing Compiler 4.1
•Macro Assembler 5.1
• Pascal Compiler 4.0
•OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit
•Windows 2.03 Software Developer's Kit
Furthermore, the company introduced
at about the same time a new COBOL
Compiler 3.0 ( actually developed by
Micro Focus but marketed by Microsoft)
that also provided OS/2 functionality.
The only Microsoft languages not directly
affected by the OS/2 upgrades were, in
fact, QuickC and QuickBASIC. However, Microsoft has said that it is simply a
matter of time before OS/2 versions of
these languages are developed as well.
While the basic objective of the revisions was to bring OS/2 functionality to
the languages, an added aim was to do so
without sacrificing MS-DOS compatibility. The intent behind this plan was to
provide programmers with a single implementation of each language instead of
separate versions for OS/2 and DOS. To
accomplish this, enhancements had to be
made that affected all elements of the development cycle, from the editor to the
debugger.
One of the most noticeable changes, at
least for programmers familiar with past
Illustration by Kevin Hawkes

Microsoft languages, is that a common
program editor—the M editor—has been
added to each language. (Other than the
Quick products, this is the first time
Microsoft has delivered languages that
have integral editors.) Among other
things, the M editor allows multiple windows and multiple files, and it is configurable so that it can look like editors you
may already be familiar with. (Configuration files are included that enable emulation of the Brief, Epsilon, WordStar,
and QuickC/QuickBASIC-style editors.)
The M editor has macro capabilities to
automate frequently used operations, and

it creates ahistory file that automatically
logs in the changes made to aprogram,
the type of changes they were, and who
made them. Additionally, other programs can be invoked from within the M
editor.
On the compiler side, the revised compilers emit Intel 80286 instructions when
running in OS/2 protected mode. Also
added were special software libraries that
take advantage of unique OS/2 capabilities—primarily the ability to work with
dynamic linked libraries ( DLLs) and
multithreaded applications.
Dynamic links are the primary method
by which OS/2-system and nonsystem
services are obtained. They let you postpone making external references until
load time or run time. DLLs allow libraries of routines to be linked to applications
at execution time. Since DLLs can be
shared among programs, those programs
can be much smaller. Multithreading is
an OS/2 feature that allows more than one
path of execution through the same instance of an applications program. OS/2
allows amaximum of 255 threads in use
by the system at any one time.
In general, libraries included in the
compiler let system calls be made directly to OS/2 functions. Typical calls
might be to open afile, allocate memory,
and so on.
Because OS/2 enables you to write
much larger programs, the linker was revised so that, among other things, it is
easier to make frequent changes to large
code modules. You can also specify that
programs be linked so that they run under
either OS/2 or MS-DOS. (A unique OS/2
utility called BIND.EXE lets you associate aprogram with either environment.
Such aprogram is said to be " bound" to
OS/2 or to MS-DOS.)
Part of the significance of this is that
continued
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Table 1: Programs created with the Microsoft C Compiler 5.1 and "bound"
with autility program can run under OS/2 and MS-DOS. The same binary
image of each sample program was run under OS/2 and then in the MS-DOS
window. The programs run 10 percent to 28 percent faster in the MS-DOS
window because background processing is suspended. Because we tested
prerelease software, these are not true benchmarks; they simply give arough
idea of relative performance.

Dhrystone •
Fibonacci
Sieve
Sort

OS/2 window

DOS 3.x window

3125

4059

70
11
21

62
8
18

Larger number indicates better performance. All times are in seconds, except for the
Dhrystone, which is in Dhrystones per second. One hundred iterations were run for the
Fibonacci, Sieve, and Sort benchmarks. The Dhrystone version is 1.1; no registers
were used, and 50,000 iterations were run.

MS-DOS programs can be written under
OS/2 with the resulting benefit that programmers can undertake several concurrent development tasks—execution in one
window and debugging in another, for instance—and considerably speed the development process. The programmer
would then use BIND.EXE to marry that
application to MS-DOS. Microsoft says it
will also supply prepackaged libraries of
code for simple things like I/O access to
the operating system, and has indicated
that the company will provide additional
libraries (e.g., graphics libraries) in the
future.
Microsoft readily admits that debugging OS/2 programs can be extremely
difficult, particularly with multithreaded
programs that can have dozens of threads.
CodeView, the Microsoft debugger, now
provides thread-level control of breakpoints and tracing. Breakpoints can be set
on aprogram level or on athread level. If
set on aprogram level, the complete execution sequence stops when abreakpoint
is encountered. You can, however, set a
breakpoint at the thread level by specifying the thread on which execution is to
halt. Similarly, tracing can be applied to
either the overall execution sequence or
only to the path of aspecific thread.
C Optimizing Compiler 5.1
Among the new features included in the
Microsoft C Optimizing Compiler 5.1
are run-time library enhancements, OS/2
support, and the BIND.EXE utility that
modifies a program so that it can run
under either MS-DOS or OS/2. Microsoft C 5.1 itself runs under either OS/2 or
MS-DOS 3.x.
We installed aprerelease version of the
compiler on aCompaq Deskpro 386 with
a40-megabyte hard disk drive and running Microsoft's OS/2 version 1.0. The
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C 5.1 installation package has grown
from four 360K-byte 5 '4 - inch floppy
disks that composed the version 5.0 package to thirteen 360K-byte 5 '4-inch floppy disks and one 1.2-megabyte 5 % -inch
floppy disk. That's the bad news. The
good news is that a sophisticated setup
program manages the details of getting
the software from the floppies to your
computer's hard disk.
The setup program asks you questions
about the type of run-time support you
want (0S/2, real-mode/DOS, or both),
types of math libraries desired (coprocessor, emulation, or alternate), the
memory models you need (small, medium, compact, or large), and if you want
QuickC installed. Once you've answered
these (and afew other) questions, it becomes asimple matter of inserting the appropriate disks as the setup program
prompts for them.
If you're already using C 5.0, you'll be
familiar with the operation of C 5.1. If
you're upgrading from C 4.0, however,
you're in for some changes. First, the msc
command you used to invoke the compiler under 4.0 has been changed to el.
The compiler switches are still the same,
but while you could combine them under
4.0 (e.g., msc / AL / G2 sieve), you must
separate them with spaces under 5.1
(i.e., cl / AL / G2 / Gs sieve. c). Perhaps
the most jarring change is that you must
explicitly supply the file extension of
.
cfor the program file or C 5.1 can't locate it— something that didn't occur
under 4.0.
On the positive side, C 5.1 (and its predecessor 5.0) applies powerful code optimization techniques to compile your programs, and it supports the new ANSI C
standard. Unlike C 5.0, C 5.1's run-time
support has been expanded to include
OS/2, and new C keywords let you access

certain OS/2 functions. For example,
spawn( ) creates and starts anew child
process, and cwait( ) stops the calling
process until a specific child process
completes. A signal( ) function lets you
choose one of several ways for aprocess
to deal with interrupts from the operating
system. Some of these signals—floatingpoint error, for example—can be dealt
with under OS/2 or MS-DOS, while
others, such as process flags, are applicable only under OS/2.
A new compiler switch, L, lets you link
code for either OS/2 protected mode (
Lp)
or DOS 3.x real mode (Lr). If you compile and link aC program using only the
protected-mode options, you can use the
bind utility to modify the executable so
that it can run under either OS/2 or MSDOS.
However, for BIND 1.0 to locate the
required API.LIB and DOSCALLS.LIB libraries, you have to provide it with explicit path names to these files. Depending on your file directory structure, these
path names can get quite involved, so we
resorted to a . CMD file (0S/2's equivalent
of a . BAT file) to invoke BIND.EXE. The
C 5.1 update documentation states that a
Fb switch lets you invoke the bind utility
from the C compiler command line, but
try as we may, the compiler insisted that
it was an unknown option, and we had to
bind the files manually.
To test this dual-mode capability of the
C 5.1 compiler, we compiled sample
programs using the protected-mode option and then bound them. (In this case,
we used several BYTE benchmark programs to check dual-mode operation, not
to establish benchmark results.) Next, we
ran the programs under OS/2 and recorded the times. Finally, we switched to
the DOS window, ran the same executable files again, and recorded the times.
No problems were encountered running the programs in either mode. See
table 1for the results. Only one OS/2
screen and the MS-DOS window were
present during the timing tests. The programs executed 10 percent to 28 percent
faster in the DOS window because background processing is suspended while the
program runs in the MS-DOS window.
Despite the minor glitches mentioned
here, C 5.1 ran capably in both the OS/2
and the MS-DOS windows. With the
added OS/2 support and the bind utility,
it makes auseful bridge between the old
and new operating systems.
BASIC Compiler 6.0
The previous release of Microsoft's generic MS-DOS BASIC compiler (almost
4years ago) was the no-hardware-hooks
BASCOM 5.36. The new BASIC Compiler 6.0, which sits astride the MS-DOS
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and OS/2 operating systems, has features
and functions that let you access the
world of multitasking.
With OS/2, BASIC leaves the singlethreaded, real-mode safe harbor of MSDOS and enters the turbulent waters of
multiple-threaded protected mode where
event trapping, interprocess communication, and dynamic linking become important. For BASIC programmers, " OS/2
programming" will become synonymous
with " complexity."
Like Microsoft's other updated languages, BASIC 6.0 comes on several
disks-seven in this case. However, a
prompt-driven setup program makes the
installation of the program relatively
easy. In addition to new statements and
functions to facilitate interprocess communication and multitasking, BASCOM
6.0 lets you call OS/2 functions directly
from BASIC. You can use event-trapping
functions in either real or protected
mode.
BASCOM 6.0 is really QuickBASIC
4.0 in another guise; the BASIC part of
BASCOM 6.0 is functionally the same as
QuickBASIC 4.0. The QuickBASIC 4.0
environment, including editor and
threaded p-code interpreter, comes with
the distribution disks for BASCOM 6.0.
The documentation for BASCOM 6.0 is
the QuickBASIC 4.0 manual set.
Even though BASCOM 6.0 offers two
environments, only one runs in protected
mode. The QuickBASIC 4.0 environment runs exclusively in real mode; you
can create programs in that environment
and then compile the resulting source
code in protected mode with the BASCOM 6.0 compiler, BC.EXE. You can
also invoke BC.EXE in real mode and the
compiler automatically emits an object
file suitable for real mode; invoked in
protected mode, BC.EXE creates an object
file for protected mode. The one thing
that BC.EXE cannot do, however, is create
programs that run in both real and protected mode, programs that Microsoft
calls " bound applications."
With the addition of seven new
keywords to support OS/2 programming,
the new Microsoft Editor, CodeView,
and anew segmented linker, BASCOM
6.0 is more than asimple enhancement to
QuickBASIC 4.0. With the additional
tools, programmers can choose the
QuickBASIC 4.0 development environment, or they can opt for using the Microsoft editor and the stand-alone compiler
and linker.
The new BASCOM version doesn't
support IOCTL/IOCTL$, INP, OUT, PALLETTE/PALETTE USING, PEN, PLAY,
SOUND, STICK, or WAIT in protected
mode. Some statements - BLOAD/ BSAVE,
CALL, PEEK/POKE, and VARSEG- func-

The Facts
Product

Minimum system
requirements

Price

C Optimizing
Compiler 5.1

448K bytes of RAM
One double- sided floppy drive
and ahard disk drive
OS/2 1.0 or MS-DOS 2.1
(or higher)

$450
5.0 owners - free
4.0 owners - $ 150

BASIC Compiler 6.0

320K bytes of RAM
Two double-sided floppy drives
OS/2 1.0 or MS-DOS 2.1
(or higher)

$295
5.36 owners - $ 99

FORTRAN Optimizing 320K bytes of RAM
Compiler 4.1
Two double-sided floppy drives
OS/2 1.0 or MS-DOS 2.1
(or higher)

$450
4.0/4.1 owners - $50
3.xx owners - $ 150

Macro Assembler 5.1 320K bytes of RAM
Two double- sided floppy drives
OS/2 1.0 or MS-DOS 2.1
(or higher)

$150
5.0 owners - $ 15
4.0 owners - $ 75

Pascal
Compiler 4.0

320K bytes of RAM
Two double-sided floppy drives
OS/2 1.0 or MS-DOS 2.1
(or higher)

$300
3.32 owners - $40
3.3 (or before) • $75

OS/2 Programmer's
Toolkit

320K bytes of RAM
One double-sided floppy drive
and ahard disk drive
OS/2 1.0

$350

Windows 2.03
Software
Developer's Kit

640K bytes of RAM
One double-sided floppy drive and
2megabytes of available storage
MS-DOS 3.0 (or higher)
Graphics adapter card
Windows 2.0 (or higher)
Windows/386 (optional)
Microsoft-compatible mouse

$495

tion somewhat differently in protected
mode. BASCOM 6.0 also does not offer
EGA, VGA, or Hercules graphics support in protected mode. Otherwise, BASCOM 6.0 mirrors QuickBASIC 4.0. Like
QuickBASIC 4.0, BASCOM 6.0 offers
two options for arithmetic support in
either real or protected mode. One option
emits in-line code for use by amath coprocessor, if present, or emulates coprocessor functions in software when no coprocessor is present. The other option
offers asoftware-only math package that
uses asubset of IEEE-754 Binary Floating-Point Standard number formats.
The major difference in the two versions of BASIC lies in the way you create
programs for real and protected mode.
Linking under OS/2 is much more involved than under MS-DOS. BASCOM
6.0's linker can be used in either real or
protected mode, but in protected mode
the number of linking options is greater.

This increased number of options lets you
modify libraries, override deinult libraries, combine libraries, and create extended run-time modules of your own
functions. You can call OS/2 functions
from within your BASCOM 6.0 programs by using the DOSCALLS.BI file,
added to your program with a # include:
DOSCALLS.BI statement. This file contains declarations for OS/2 function calls
and type definitions for data structures
used by OS/2.
While BASCOM 6.0 lets you use some
of OS/2's Facilities, it will not let you
create multiple threads from within aprotected-mode BASIC program. You can
call external routines or create aprocess
that creates multiple threads. Multiple
threads within aBASCOM 6.0 program
are not possible because BASCOM 6.0
run-time routines are not reentrant.
BASCOM 6.0 provides record- and
continued
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Table 2: Results of sample program execution with Microsoft's FORTRAN
Compiler 4.1. File sizes for the compiled program gauss were slightly larger in
the bound version and ran alittle slower. When running two copies of the
program, the second copy slowed down significantly more than the first.
File size
(bytes)

Execution time
(seconds)

Real mode

45818

53

Protected mode

50318

60

Bound version,
running under OS/2

61070

60

Bound version,
multitasking, first copy

61070

Bound version,
multitasking, second copy

61070

file-locking features in both real and protected modes. These features work well
for networked applications in real mode;
however, record and file locking are
more important in protected mode for
multiprocessing file operations.
With BASCOM 6.0, programmers
now have away to port their BASIC programs to the OS/2 protected- mode
environment.
FORTRAN Compiler 4.1
Microsoft's newest version of its optimizing FORTRAN compiler lets you create
.EXE programs that run under MS-DOS
3.0 or higher (including the DOS compatibility box of OS/2), OS/2 protected
mode, or under both operating systems.
The package also supports the use of
DOS and OS/2 environment variables to
specify frequently used command-line
options, and it includes switches for compiling and linking under OS/2 or DOS.
As afurther convenience for software
developers who will be compiling for a
wide variety of systems, the FORTRAN
compiler lets you specify, on the command line, that a particular default library not be searched during linking.
You can even set up code overlays on the
command line.
Installation of the 10-disk package
takes afew minutes but is fairly simple,
thanks to the well-designed installation
program. We found it particularly helpful
be able to run through the entire setup
procedure on a "dry run" basis, using an
option presented at the beginning of the
setup procedure. At various points during
the process, the program gives you the
option of learning more about a given
subject before making a crucial setup
decision; for instance, whether to install
for 80x87 hardware or emulation, and
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open up OS/2 systems to mainframe applications. According to Microsoft
spokesman Greg Lobdell, beta testers of
FORTRAN 4.1 in the aerospace industry
have been especially pleased with the
OS/2 version, which lets them run IBM
VS and DEC VAX mainframe applications requiring very large memory spaces
(up to 128 megabytes) on their
80286/80386 personal computers. (In
practice, the upper limit for virtual memory may be less, depending on the
amount of free space on the disk drive.)

Macro Assembler 5.1
Gone are the days when assemblers
seemed geared to programmers who were
apparently happy to work with the soft113
ware equivalents of flint axes and bonebladed knives. Microsoft's latest release
of its macro assembler, MASM 5.1, arrived on five disks filled to the gunwales
with the assembler and supporting utilwhether to build a medium- or largeities: LIB (the library manager), LINK,
memory model library.
the CodeView symbolic debugger,
While testing a prerelease version of Microsoft's program editor, an entire
disk of Code View tutorial, demonstration
the package on a Compaq Deskpro
programs with "glue code" for attaching
386/20 running OS/2 version 1.0, we put
assembly language routines to high-level
many of these new features to use. For instance, the commands to compile, link,
languages, and more.
MASM 5.1's foremost improvement
and bind atest program called gauss. for
over MASM 5.0 is, of course, its support
were
for and ability to run under OS/2. There
are actually two versions of the MASM.EXE
FL / AL / FPc / 0d / Zi / egauss.for
program provided with 5.1—one that
link /
NOD: 11 ibfore. lib 11 ibruns only under MS-DOS, and abound
fep . lib gaussi
e : \ lib \ apilmr
version that executes under DOS 3.x as
well as OS/2.
and
The documentation we received
contained about seven pages covering
bind gauss e: \ lib \ api.lib
OS/2 and included sample code frage : \ lib \ dosealls. lib
ments illustrating OS/2's calling convention. If you're counting on using MASM
To see how the various compiling options
to create programs that run under either
worked, we used the 300-line numerical
MS-DOS or OS/2, you'll discover most
approximation program gauss. for and
of your work will go into creating judicompiled the program for real mode, procious macros governed by assembly
tected mode, and both (using the bind
switches to emit code based on the target
utility). Table 2summarizes the results.
operating system.
Not surprisingly, . EXE file sizes were
The update information for MASM 5.1
largest on the bound version and smallest
on the real-mode version. The real-mode
also boasted that the MS-DOS version of
the assembler was faster than its ancesversion ran 15 percent faster than the
OS/2 versions, which is also to be extors thanks to abetter use of far memory,
while the OS/2-compatible version was
pected due to the greater overhead of the
billed as being slightly slower. Although
multitasking OS/2 operating system.
there's no way we knew whether 5.1 uses
Just to demonstrate the latter feature
memory more intelligently than its prede(multitasking), we started asecond copy
cessors, we did run asample assembly of
of the program running while the first
the same 62K-byte source file under both
copy was running. This slowed down the
MASM 5.0 and aprerelease version of
times somewhat, but otherwise every5.1.
thing worked fine. (The second copy ran
On a Compaq 386 running Compaq
considerably slower than the first,
because the first copy was assigned to
DOS at 20 MHz with a40-megabyte hard
the active window group and thus had a disk drive, all assemblies (we ran three—
one for 5.0 and one each for the two new
higher priority in the multitasking
5.1 versions) yielded identical object
scheduler.)
continued
FORTRAN 4.1 may be the first tool to
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will probably be its most noteworthy feature. Most of the significant programs included with the compiler are bound,
news about the latest
meaning that they can be run under either
MS-DOS or OS/2. In addition, you can
macro assembler is that
choose to have your own programs
bound, or you can link them so that they
there is no bad news.
are specifically tailored to either MSDOS or OS/2. Thus, you can develop
OS/2 programs in the familiar MS-DOS
environment. Or, you can develop MSfiles (that was arelief) in around 8.5 secDOS programs under OS/2. The latter
onds; any difference in the times was imapproach should not be overlooked, since
measurable. We should point out that the
the OS/2 environment should allow more
code we were compiling did not use any
memory for debugging purposes and
new OS/2 features, so the resulting object
multitasking.
file was for MS-DOS only. Had we
Note, however, that one should be
added the DOS bindings (in the file DOSCALLS.LIB) when we assembled with
careful when programming for multitasking. The procedures and functions in the
5.1, the resulting object code would cerPascal library are not reentrant. Thus,
tainly have been larger.
MASM 5.1's most attractive new feayou should be careful not to enter aparticular function until you are sure that no
tures, however, have to be the numerous
embellishments its designers have added
other part of your program is using it.
The new Pascal also features Codeto macros and compiler directives: extenView for the first time. This version of
sions to the PROC and MODEL directives to
ease interface to high-level languages, a Microsoft's source code-level debugger
now includes the ability to evaluate some
new LOCAL directive for creating and maPascal expressions. It also uses virtual
nipulating stack-based local variables,
memory, which suggests that memory
and ELSEIF—which lets you considerably simplify complex IF constructs in
limitations should not occur even under
MS-DOS.
conditional assemblies.
Another new feature for Microsoft's
MASM 5.1 also adds predefined text
Pascal is atext editor. Like the other new
macros that allow aprogram to query its
language products, the new Pascal inintended environment at assembly time.
cludes Microsoft's Editor, a fairly
For example, if you've set the target CPU
straightforward text editor that reportedly
for an assembly using an assembly lancan be linked to the compiler. According
guage directive (such as . 286), you can
to Microsoft, you can run the compiler
perform conditional assembly based on
from the editor and instruct the compiler
the value of CPU. This value's bit setto pass error information back to the editings indicate which processor and/or cotor. The result should be arough approxiprocessor you've selected. Finally, with
MASM 5.1 you can explicitly indicate
mation of the programming environment
provided by the Turbo languages. The
pointers within data declarations; this lets
you properly view the data item as a editor is abit complicated, however, and
pointer when debugging with Code View.
many programmers will probably opt to
configure it to suit their own preferences
Overall, this is an update for MASM
or to use their own favorite editors.
that was certainly called for by the onThe older versions of Microsoft Pascal
coming OS/2, and we're happy to see that
required two passes to compile a proMASM's designers are paying attention
gram, each pass performed by aseparate
to everyone out there attaching assembly
program (December 1986 BYTE). Three
language routines to high-level lanpasses were needed if you wanted an obguages. What we're saying here is " no
ject code listing. The new version still
big surprises," and it could be that the
does at least two passes, but you can call
best news about MASM 5.1 is that there
all three passes and the linker program
is no bad news.
with a single driver program called the
"PL driver." This obviates the need to
Pascal Compiler 4.0
construct complex batch files. Note,
In Pascal these days, the key number is
however, that you can still pass com4—as in Turbo Pascal version 4, and now
mand- line options to the individual
the Microsoft Pascal Compiler version 4.
passes and to the linker via the command
Faced with keen competition from the
line that invokes the PL driver.
low-cost Turbo product from Borland,
A number of other goodies are probMicrosoft has enhanced its own Pascal
ably included in the other new languages.
with anumber of key features, including
These include aMAKE program, which
OS/2 support, the CodeView debugger,
should automate the process of checking
and atext editor.
continued
The new compiler's support for OS/2
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to be sure that aprogram is based on the
latest source and object files.
As for performance, we did some tests
using aprerelease version of the compiler
running under MS-DOS. A full analysis
of the speed of the program under both
MS-DOS and OS/2 will have to wait for a
full review, but Microsoft assured us that
any benchmark results we obtained
would be similar to those of the shipping
product.
On our Sieve test, an MS-DOS program executed in 3.77 seconds on aPC
AT clone, about 3percent faster than the
same program compiled under the previous version of Microsoft Pascal (version
3.32). A bound version of the program
running under MS-DOS ran at the same
speed as the DOS-only version. By contrast, the same program produced by
Turbo Pascal version 4 required 33 percent more time.
As for program size, the DOS-only
version of the Sieve program weighed in
at 31K bytes, while the bound version
was 42K bytes. The same program produced by the previous version of Microsoft Pascal was 32K, but the Turbo version was amere 3K.
For floating-point calculations, the
new compiler has a numeric- coprocessor-emulator option similar to that
used on the older versions of the compiler. When aprogram is compiled with
this option set, it will use an 8087 or
80287 coprocessor if found, or it will emulate these coprocessors if they are not
present. To get arough idea of the performance in this area of computations, we
ran afloating-point benchmark without a
coprocessor. The benchmark ran 10 percent faster than asimilar program compiled under the previous Microsoft Pascal. The Turbo version, however, was 26
percent faster than the new version.
One other feature of the new Pascal
compiler is that it should have less of a
tendency to run out of memory. It now
uses far memory to store the table of symbol names, instead of storing these names
in asingle segment along with the stack.
This should mean that the symbol table is
limited only by system memory and that
the stack can grow much larger.
Microsoft Pascal 4.0 comes on nine
51
/4
inch floppy disks and, when completely loaded on your hard disk, takes up
about 2.5 megabytes. This alone is an indication of significant change—the last
version consisted of only two disks.

consist of lots of documentation with
some accompanying software.
The OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit, for
instance, can be used with any of the five
language compilers described earlier and
is made up of three manuals: The OS/2
Programmer's Reference Manual is a
comprehensive description of OS/2 system functions, structures, and file formats; the OS/2 Programmer's Learning
Guide describes OS/2 programming
techniques; and the OS/2 Programming
Tools explains the software tools and utilities provided with the Toolkit. Among
those tools are the BIND.EXE utility (described earlier), API. LIB (alibrary used
in conjunction with BIND.EXE, containing the functions for applications that can
run in both MS-DOS and OS/2 environments), and IMP.LIB (autility that helps
programmers create DLLs).
The Windows 2.03 Software Developer's Kit (SDK) also consists of three manuals: the Windows Programmer's Learning Guide, the Windows Programmer's
Reference Manual, and the Windows Extension Manual. ( Version 1.04 of the
SDK did not include aLearning Guide.)
The SDK provides information ranging
from a description of all the Windows
functions, messages, data types and
structures, and file formats to astep-bystep guide to creating Windows applications. It also provides an exhaustive discussion of the Tag Image File Format
(TIFF) and Dynamic Data Exchange
(DDE) characteristics.
In terms of the software, the differences between the SDK 1.04 and 2.03 are
anew API, which provides 15 new functions and messages; updated utilities, including new font and dialog box editors;
and anew screen-capture feature called
SNAP that lets you copy selected regions
of the screen instead of the entire screen
(as did the 1.04 SLAPJR utility). Additionally, adebugging aid called SPY has
been added to let you " spy" on messages
passed from Windows to the application.
This debugging tool is selective in that
you can specify the type of message (i.e.,
DDE, mouse, Clipboard, and so on) to
monitor.
Furthermore, a couple of new files
have been added, particularly an assembly language include file ( 1.04 had only
C and Pascal include files), new floatingpoint libraries, and the capability to instill
within applications the automatic checking
of host personal computers to see if a
math coprocessor chip is present. •

Development Kits
In addition to OS/2 language functionality, Microsoft has introduced software
tools to further encourage the development of OS/2-based applications. For the
most part, these development packages

This article was written jointly by the
following BYTE editors: Jonathan
Erickson, Richard Grehan, Rich Malloy,
George A. Stewart, Tom Thompson, and
G. Michael Vose.

• Fully Automatic Operation
• Sine Wave Output

1 msec

switching time*
• Order — ship same day
• Full one year warranty

The 15108 Load Tester is
designed to measure the ex
act power consumption of
your system. This enables
you to select just the right
sized UPS model. It also
tests for 6 common wiring
faults in your wall sockets
that can cause
malfunction.

computer

1455 LeMay Drive
Carrollton, Texas 75007

250 WATT

120 Volt

$ 359.00

300 WATT

120 Volt

$ 549.00

500 WATT

120 Volt

$ 699.00

600 WATT

120 Volt

$ 899.00

1200 WATT

120 Volt

$1499.00

1600 WATT

120 Volt

$1999.00
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PSpice
The Standard for Analog Circuit Simulation
Now Available on the Macintosh II
Since its introduction just over four years ago,
MicroSim's PSpice has sold more copies than all
other commercial Spice programs combined. In
addition to running on the IBM PC family, including the new PS/2 and the Compaq 386, the
Sun 3workstation and the VAX/VMS family,
PSpice is now available on Apple's Macintosh II.
All these features which have made PSpice so
popular are available:
• Standard parts libraries for diodes, bipolar
transistors, power MOSFET's, opamps, voltage
comparators, and transformer cores.
• GaAs MESFET devices.
• Non-linear transformer devices modeling
saturation, hysteresis, and eddy current losses.
• Ideal switches for use with, for example, power
supply and switched capacitor circuit designs.

In addition, all these PSpice options are available
on the Macintosh:
• Monte Carlo analysis to calculate the effect of
parameter tolerances on circuit performance.
• The Probe "software oscilloscope", allowing
interactive viewing of simulation results.
• The Parts parameter extraction program, allowing you to extract adevice's model parameters
from data sheet information.
• The Digital Files interface, allowing you to
transfer data from your logic simulator to (or
from) PSpice. The interface performs the
necessary D to A or A to D conversions.
Each copy of PSpice comes with our extensive
product support. Our technical staff has over 50
years of experience in CAD/CAE and our software
is supported by the engineers who wrote it. With
PSpice, expert assistance is only aphone call away.

Please call or write today for afree demo copy of PSpice. Find out for yourself why PSpice is the standard
in analog circuit simulation.

ç)'

MicroSim Corporation

23175 La Cadena Drive, Laguna Hills, CA 92653 U.S.A. • (714) 770-3022 (800) 826-8603 • Telex 265154 SPICE UR
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Nicholas Baran

dBASE IV:
A Paradox Killer?
Ashton-Tate 'slong-awaited new edition of dBASE ups the ante
against competitors like Paradox and R:base

F

aced with strong competition from
rival database managers, AshtonTate is reasserting its leadership in
the database market with the release of
dBASE IV.
In addition to major new features such
as Structured Query Language (SQL)
support, asource code compiler, and a
greatly improved user interface, dBASE
IV appears to meet or beat the capabilities of its main competitors while preserving complete compatibility with
dBASE III. Indeed, Ashton-Tate claims
that all databases, forms, reports, and applications developed in dBASE III will
run without modification in dBASE IV.
Ashton-Tate is billing dBASE IV as the
crucial first step in developing complete
database connectivity between personal
computers, " workgroup environments,"
and mainframe SQL databases. But, although dBASE IV supports a complete
set of SQL commands either in interactive command mode or as embedded
commands in dBASE programming
code, there is no provision for transferring data between dBASE and SQL databases. In other words, the SQL implementation is useful only for developers
who want to write code that they can
eventually port to SQL environments.
True portability of SQL and dBASE IV
databases will have to wait for the SQL
Server system planned for OS/2, which
was announced in January in conjunction
with Microsoft and Sybase. Ultimately,
Ashton-Tate's goal is to make dBASE the
database of choice on Unix and VMS file
servers as well as on MS-DOS and OS/2
systems.

learn and hard to use, requiring agreat
deal more programming than its competitors. Ashton-Tate has answered this criticism with acompletely redesigned menudriven user interface (though you can still
use the familiar dot prompt if you want)
plus an improved applications generator,
keyboard macros, and aquery-by-example (QBE) feature similar to that found in
Paradox.
In addition, new reports and form generators include menu-driven screen designers, calculated fields, data validation, box and line drawing, and other new

features for customizing input and output
screens. The new dBASE also includes a
facility for automatically generating
graphs and charts on Ashton-Tate's
Chart-Master graphics software. You do
have to exit from dBASE, however, to run
Chart-Master.
The dBASE IV database structure is
fully compatible with earlier dBASE versions but includes a new floating-point
data type with 64-bit numerical precision. Also, you can now manipulate data
in memo fields as you would other text
continued

Leaving the Past Behind
While dBASE IV might be a stepping
stone to the future, it is also amajor break
with the past. Until now, dBASE has always had areputation for being hard to
Illustration: James Yang © 1988
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DBASE IV

fields, which you could not in dBASE HI.
Another enhancement to the database
structure is the ability to combine multiple databases into a view or " pseudo"
database, which looks like any other
database. This means you can work with
forms, reports, and application code that
access the view and automatically extract
and update data from the databases linked
to the view. This feature makes relational
operations far less complex than in earlier
dBASE versions. However, you can have
only one view or database on the screen
at a given time, unless you resort to
programming.
The latest dBASE also has automatic
indexing with up to 47 indexes per database file. Although you can still create
your own NDX index files, the automatic
indexing feature eliminates the need for
them in most situations.
The dBASE IV package includes upgrades to the dBASE programming and
command language. These include alibrary of financial and mathematical functions, a " template language" for customizing the applications generator,
commands for creating windows with
pop-up and pull-down menus, and anew
multiple-window debugger. The windowing capability allows applications de-

($795) for productivity users, and the
Developer's Edition ($ 1295) for serious
programmers and applications developers. The two are the same except that the
Developer's Edition includes additional
Object-Code Compiler Adds Speed
documentation for programmers and deThe new package also includes a comvelopers, plus the Build utility for linking
piler of sorts. dBASE IV's new compiler
compiled source code, unlimited runproduces atype of object code that, actime support, and LAN keys for testing
cording to Ashton-Tate, makes dBASE
multiuser applications.
programs execute up to 9times faster than
A report provided by Ashton-Tate
in dBASE DI.
The compiler produces files with a summarizing the differences between
dBASE IV and dBASE III is over 50
.DBO file extension rather than the . EXE or
pages long. There obviously isn't space
.COM files produced by most other comhere to discuss all the other new or
pilers. A special Build utility in adevelenhanced commands and functions. But
oper's version allows you to link comit is clear that Ashton-Tate's objective is
piled programs together.
to silence its critics and to expand its alFinally, dBASE IV includes improveready overwhelming share of the dataments for multiuser applications. These
base market. •
include transaction processing, error recovery, password security and encryp[Editor's Note: We based this First Imtion, and automatic record and file locking, with an indicator identifying which pression on product demonstrations and
early documentation provided by Ashtonworkstation is locking the file or record.
Tate. We are planning to provide amore
dBASE IV will be available for both
detailed review of the product in the near
MS-DOS and OS/2. The MS-DOS version requires 640K bytes of RAM and future.]
automatically uses extended or expanded
Nicholas Baran is an associate technical
memory, if either is present.
editor of news and technology at BYTE's
When dBASE ships in July, it will be
San Francisco office.
in two editions: the standard dBASE IV

velopers to create windows on the screen
that can display multiple databases
simultaneously.

M STREET"
Has your programming turned
into one continuous nightmare?
Furthermore, are you afraid to'
sleep at night for the fear of
waking up to irate bosses
screaming at the top of their
lungs for the completion of a
program you've been working on
for months? If so, WAKE UP!
GTEKe, Inc. has created four
products that are an instant cure
for you " sleepy- headed"
insomniacs.

t
A'?

I I I

TEKe's Model 9000 Eprom Programmer is
just the nightcap you need. Its quick
pulse and intelligent programming
algorithms give you SUPER FAST
programming speed, and you can
program the chip of your choice, including MPLJs and megabit parts.

Li LfVP.1111 ‘

GTEKe '
sNew ROMX-2 Eprom
Emulator will definitely put you
to sleep 17 hours early because
that's the time
you'll save
with the
ROMX-2 on
your first
project. Plus,

ilk

this product comes
- with free software. It pays
for itself, Satisfaction Guaranteed!
ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-25543TEK (4635)
FAX: 1-8014614935 TELEX 316814 (GTEK UD)
MS & Technical Support
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1-601467-8048

Ten Times Faster than GTEKe's original
gang programmer, this New Model 9800
Gang Programmer has SUPERSONIC
quick pulse programming algorithms. What's more, you'll get your
project completed 8 times faster by
1 programming 8 eproms at a time.
Plus, you can program megabit parts.
It's asweet dream come true.

G -T
-Tre.

In a class by itself, the New
— PCSS-8X Multiport Serial Board
has 100% Dos compatibility
on all 8 ports and an enhanced INT 14H Bios device
driver, not to mention free
software and a number
of other fantastic features.
DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE 8 SOFTWARE
P.O. Boo 2310
Bay St. Louie, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A.

irele 116 era Reader

ervice
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Create a5.25"
Diskette that reads
right on any drive.
Pass it around. Never
acompatibility problem
system-to-system.New 2piece protective packaging
and error-free performance
warranted for life accent the
BASF commitment to technological leadership and
bus ness solutions. Call 800343-4600 for the name of
your nearest supplier

The Spirit of Innovation.

éé IA 6:33 pm. The lines are down. And

she the closest thing I've got to atechnician.

Meanwhile, I've got asales guy here waiting
to close ahalf-million-dollar deal, and he's
screaming' why didn't my order go through.' I
have no clue. My technical staff is home watching
the game. And all Ikeep thinking is whatever
happened to that word reliability? If Icould have
anticipated the problem, at least Iwould have had
achance. As far as I'm concerned, somebody at
headquarters better start talking to AT&T about
getting anetwork management system. Or they
can find themselves anew whipping boy.
AT&T comes through.

AT&T DATAPHONE e 11
Network Management System
There's no great mystery to improving your operating
efficiencies. You just have to start with fail-proof data communications equipment. As follows.
DATAPHONE II System Controller manages a
fully integrated network of modems (analog, private line,
switched network), multiplexers (statistical, T-1), and digital
service units (switched, private line).
Networks of any size can be managed from asingle
point, so problems can be readily pinpointed and corrected.
Real-time diagnostics and re-routing help anticipate
system failures and reduce downtime. Complete monitoring
includes customized reports, menus and graphic displays that
let you fine-tune your network.
To learn more, contact your ANT Account Executive. Or
call 1800 247-1212 for the number of our office nearest you.
From equipment to networking, from computers
to communications, NW is the right choice.
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The right choice.
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OUTSTANDING BUYS
Low/Middle Price

•
Speed and print-quality tests
reveal the best values
among 37 dot-matrix printers

S

electing adot-matrix printer can be
amaddening experience. You have
to weigh differences in price,
speed, and print quality, and then hack
your way through amorass of specifications and descriptions of font cartridges,
buffer sizes, emulations, and control
panels.
But the factors that really matter are
speed and quality, and if you insist on
having both in one printer, you'd better
focus your attention on 24pin dot-matrix
printers. Traditionally the top of the line
in terms of price and quality, some of the
new models rival 9pin printers in both
speed and price.
To help you in the selection process,
we tested 37 of the newest 24-pin dotmatrix printers. We've grouped them into
four categories so you can quickly focus
on the ones that fit your budget: low
($499 to $999), middle ($ 1000 to $ 1499),
high ($ 1500 to $ 1999), and deluxe
($2000 to $2499).
The good news is that bargain hunters
have the widest choice: Almost half the
units fall into the low-price category. In
last year's dotmatrix-printer roundup
(April 1987 BYTE), only four 24pin
printers, out of 15 tested, fell into that
range. Further good news is that the characterper-second (cps) speeds are up.
Last year's top three ratings in " top quality font" throughput at 10 characters per
inch (cpi) were 94, 96, and 104 cps; this
year, the top three were timed at 103,
118, and 138 cps. Speeds in draft and
graphics modes also showed similar
increases.
All the printers we tested meet certain
minimum standards. For example, character pitches of 10, 12, 17.1, and proportional spacing are universally available.
All the units have parallel interfaces;
serial interfaces are also available on all
the printers, either as an option or
standard.
All the printers emulated at least one 9or 8pin printer, typically an IBM Proprinter, an IBM 5152 Graphics Printer,
or an Epson FX printer. However, these
Photography: Paul Avis © 1988

Epson LO- 500

emulations will not give you the full
capability of a24-pin printer. For that,
these printers need to emulate a24pin
standard like the Epson LQ or the Toshiba P351. All the printers we tested had
one or more emulation modes for taking
advantage of 24-pin capabilities. When
more than one standard was available, we
selected the emulation that gave the best
results.
For this review, we selected wide-carriage models (using up to 15inchwide
paper) unless only a narrow-carriage
model was available. Narrow-carriage
models (using 8'h inch-wide paper) are
generally $200 to $300 less than their
widecarriage counterparts. Thus, if you
don't need the wide-paper capability, you
can save some money without sacrificing
anything in terms of performance or
quality.
Table 1lists the printers by price category, along with individual specifications and features. One significant specification is the MTBF (mean time between
failure) rating, amanufacturer's rating of
the durability of aprinter.
One relatively new feature for printers
is forms parking, the ability to automatically retract one type of paper already in
the printer—like multipart forms—to let
you insert and print on asingle sheet like
letterhead, and then to automatically reload the multipart forms. This feature,
available on only afew printers we tested,
increases the versatility of aprinter for
office use; 24-pin printers are often
called upon to do letters as well as forms
printing. Another extra-cost option offered for most of these units is an automatic sheet-feeder bin.

Fujitsu DL3400

Copal WriteHand 6700

High/Deluxe Price

HP RuggedWriter 480

Okidata Microline 393

•

Testing Criteria
We measured throughput, sound level,
and print quality on each printer, using
an IBM PC AT running at 8MHz to drive
the printers.
80-column text throughput. This is a
realistic measurement of print speed
using a typical document. Our 80-colcontinued

•

•
Fujitsu DL5600
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DOT-MATRIX PRINTERS
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•

Table 1: The 3724-pin dot-matrix printers we tested vary widely in price. The printers are grouped here according to
price category, with other key specifications and features listed.
Manufacturer/Model

Price

Carriage

Resident
fonts'

Plug-in font
cartridge

Draft-quality/
top-quality switch 2

Forms
parking 3

Price category: Low

I
•

Epson LQ-500
$499
NEC P2200
$499
Seikosha SL-80AI
$549
Copal WH 6700
$ 795
Epson LQ-850
$ 799
Printronix P1013
$895
Panasonic KX-P1524
$899
Brother M- 1724L
$949
Citizen Tribute 224
$949
ALPS ALQ324
$995
Fujitsu DL3400
$995
NEC P7
$995
Sanyo PR- 241
$999
Star Micronics NB24-15
$999
Toshiba P341SL
$999

0
•
•
•
0

•
•
•
0
0

narrow
narrow
narrow
wide
narrow
narrow
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide

3
5
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
7
1
3

•
•
0
•
•

e

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
0
0
•

•
•
•
•
•
0
•
•
0

•
•
0
0
0
0
•
•
0

wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide

1
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
6
1
2
4

•
0
•
0
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
0
0
•
0
•
•
•

•

wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide
wide

1
1
2
2
2
1
2

wide
wide

1
2

•
•

•

Price category: Middle
IBM Proprinter XL24
$ 1049
Dataproducts 9044
$ 1099
Epson LQ-1050
$ 1099
Facit B3450
$ 1245
C. Itoh C- 715A
$ 1295
Nissho NP- 2405
$ 1295
ALPS P2400C
$ 1395
Okidata Microline 393
$ 1399
Star Micronics NB- 15
$ 1399
Epson LO- 2500
$ 1449
Fujitsu DL2600
$ 1495
NEC P5XL
$ 1495
Toshiba P351SX
$ 1499

o
0

o
0
•
0
0

o

o
o

•
0
0

•
0

o

•

o

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
0
0
•
•

0
•
0
0
•

o

o

e

o

o

Price category: High
Radio Shack DMP-2120 $ 1599
AT&T 477
$ 1695
Hewlett-Packard RW 480
$ 1695
Nissho NP- 2410
$ 1745
NEC P9XL
$ 1795
Mannesmann Tally MT330
$ 1799
C. ltoh C-815
$ 1995
Price category: Deluxe
Fujitsu DL5600
$2195
Japan Digital Laboratory JDL-850 $2495
Notes
NA— Information not available from manufacturer.
• — Feature is available.
0— Feature is not available,

•

•

e

umn ASCII document consists of five
pages ( 330 lines) of single-spaced text
with 1inch margins, indented paragraphs and ragged right margins, and
with three tables on the last page. The
text contains no special attributes like
underlining or boldface.
As with all the tests, we transferred the
data from ahard disk file to the printer
120
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1 The
2

number of built-in 10- pitch fonts.
Draft-quality/top-quality switch implies that each font can print
in draft quality or top quality.

using the PC- DOS copy file command.
We started the timer when the command
was entered and stopped the timer when
the last line was printed.
We timed the printers in draft-quality
mode and in top-quality mode (variously
referred to by manufacturers as letter
quality, near letter quality, or correspondence quality; we always used the highest

quality available).
132-column text throughput. To test
the printers on 132-column text, we used
afull page (66 lines) of numbers divided
into 11 columns, similar to afinancial report or spreadsheet. We measured the
time for draft quality and top quality at 10
cpi. To allow testing of the narrow-carriage printers, we also ran the test using

DOT-MATRIX PRINTERS

•
Maximum
copies°

3
3
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
3

2
4
4
4
4
5
6
4
3
4
5
4
6

5
5
4
5
6
4
4

8
4

3
4

Input buffer
standard
optional

8

o

8
16
18
6
2
13
0
24
7
24
18
10
5
32

0
0
32
32
0
32
32

6
32
16
16
32
6
4
30
16
8
8
8
32

o
8
2
6
16
0
42

24
128

MTBF°

Dimensions (inches)
height by width by depth

Weight
(pounds)

Comments°

4000
4000
3200
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
5000
5000
8000
5000
8000
NA
NA

6 x 15
6 x 15
6 x 16
5 x 23
6 x 17
5 x 16
6 x 24
5 x 20
5 x 23
6 x 19
5 x 23
4 x 22
4 x 22
5 x 23
4 x 16

x 13
x 11
x 13
x 15
x 14
x 12
x 15
x 12
x 14
x 16
x 14
x 13
x 13
x 15
x 15

15
11
15
24
20
19
35
19
17
31
27
25
20
33
18

5 x 23
5 x 23
6 x 24
7 x 25
5 x 25
8 x 24
7 x 25
7 x 16
5 x 23
6 x 23
6 x 22
6 x 23
6 x 23

x 14
x 13
x 14
x 16
x 15
x 15
x 18
x 22
x 15
x 15
x 15
x 15
x 16

27
27
26
33
38
33
44
37
33
26
40
37
33

NC model Proprinter X24, $ 799
NC model 9034, $899
NC model LO-850, $ 799
Versatile paper handling
Plug-in emulation cards
Full- feature control panel
Versatile paper handling
Versatile paper handling

16
32
0
32
32

NA
5000
6000
4000
7200
6000
6000
4000
NA
6000
6000
7000
NA

64
0
16
48
32
32
0

3000
6000
20,000
6000
7000
4800
7200

8 x 23
6 x 22
8 x 24
6 x 24
6 x 23
7 x 24
6 x 23

x 15
x 15
x 14
x 17
x 15
x 17
x 16

50
40
35
41
37
55
33

Manual forms parking
Easy configuration dialogue
Front- loading forms
Versatile paper handling
Automatic paper loading
Difficult ribbon loading

7 x 24 x 15
8 x 26 x 17

45
43

Versatile paper handling
Includes HP plotter emulation

o

64
0
32

o

16
32

o
0
32
0
0
30
252

o

o
0

8000
4000

Refers to automatic forms parking only.
Maximum copies includes original and applies to carbonless forms.

6

6

17.1 cpi, draft mode, producing 8- inch
instead of 13- inch lines. (At 17.1 cpi,
draft mode is of higher quality than at 10
cpi because of the higher dot density.)
Throughput values are inevitably lower
than the cps speeds quoted by the manufacturers. The manufacturer's rating is
actually the highest speed the printer is
capable of on asingle line. Our tests take

•
•

Pitch-select by software only
Front- load cut sheets; compact
Pitch- select by software only
Light- duty tractor mechanism
24- pin hammer- bank mechanism
Versatile paper handling
Versatile paper handling
NC model Tribute 124, $699
NC model AL0224, $695
NC model DL3300, $ 795
NC model P6, $699
Awkward to configure
NC model NB24-10, $ 749
NC model P321SL, $749

e

Versatile paper handling

Mean time between failures, in hours, as quoted by manufacturer;
the rating systems vary among manufacturer— most
are for a25 percent duty cycle.
NC stands for narrow- carriage counterpart.

into account the time required to advance

simply the document length in bytes di-

the paper and position the print head to

vided by the number of seconds to print
it. Lines per minute is the document
length in lines divided by the number of

the start of the next line.
Table 2presents all the throughput figures in cps and lines per minute (1pm).
The cps figures are given to ease comparison with last year's results; 1pm is a
more standard unit of measurement for
throughput. Characters per second is

minutes required to print it. Keep in mind
that 66 1pm is equivalent to one page per
minute, in either 80-column or 132-column printing.
continued
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Table 2: Throughput ratings for 80-column and 132-column text reveal clear leaders in each price category. Higher
numbers signify faster performance.

•

80-column throughput
Manufacturer/Model

•
•

132-column throughput
draft,
Ipm

top,
cps

top,
ipm

draft,
cps

124
105
69
126
183
132
132
132
151
130
180
137
111
139
135

44
39
30
50
64

54
49
37
62
79

'
•
'
138
•

•
'
61
'

42
48
49
55
50
58
50
49
50
47

52
59
60
68
62
71
62
61
61
58

140
128
149
147
188
138
130
147
145

62
57
67
66
84
61
58
66
64

159
121
147
134
131
139
146
184
140
128
146
132
165

196
150
181
166
162
172
180
227
173
158
180
163
204

64
61
64
56
63
64
73
89
62
61
73
57
77

79
75
79
69
77
79
90
110
77
76
90
71
96

173
184
180
176
201
188
215
232
192
173
188
78
232

150
146
191
169
170
205
182

185
180
236
208
210
253
225

74
73
138
103
82
72
91

91
90
171
127
101
88
112

236
169

291
208

118
95

146
117

draft,
cps

draft,
Ipm

101
85
56
102
148
107
107
107
122
105
146
111
90
113
110

top,
cps

top,
ipm

cond.,
cps

cond.,
ipm

Price category: Low
Epson LQ-500
NEC P2200
Seikosha SL-80AI
Copal WH 6700
Epson LQ-850
Printronix P1013
Panasonic KX-P1524
Brother M- 1724L
Citizen Tribute 224
ALPS AL0324
Fujitsu DL3400
NEC P7
Sanyo PR-241
Star Micronics NB24-15
Toshiba P341SL

'

52
48
61
58
57
54
54
55
53

*
27
•
'
23
21
27
26
25
24
24
25
23

124
95
60
130
173
130
124
111
157
128
155
121
85
79
136

55
42
26
58
77
58
55
50
70
57
69
54
38
35
60

77
82
80
79
90
84
96
104
86
77
84
35
104

63
72
66
66
74
73
87
92
72
73
76
43
88

28
32
29
29
33
32
39
41
32
32
34
19
39

147
149
176
149
166
276
188
315
109
116
196
82
221

66
67
79
67
74
123
84
141
48
52
88
37
99

196
192
253
239
232
252
252

88
86
113
107
104
113
113

77
76
155
132
90
72
116

34
34
69
59
40
32
52

201
201
227
294
196

90
90
102
132
88

184

82

315
226

141
101

124
106

55
47

368
166

165
74

'
60
'

•

Price category: Middle
IBM Proprinter XL24
Dataproducts 9044
Epson LQ-1050
Facit B3450
C. Itoh C- 715A
Nissho NP- 2405
ALPS P2400C
Okidata Microline 393
Star Micronics NB- 15
Epson LQ-2500
Fujitsu DL2600
NEC P5XL
Toshiba P351SX
Price category: High
Radio Shack DMP-2120
AT&T 477
Hewlett-Packard RW 480
Nissho NP- 2410
NEC P9XL
Mannesmann Tally MT330
C. Itoh C-815

•

Price category: Deluxe
Fujitsu DL5600
Japan Digital Laboratory JDL-850

'Test not applicable on narrow- carriage printers.
• • Would not complete test due to software incompatibility.

•

•

•

•

Complex text printing speed. To compare the printers' speeds on more complicated text, we used adocument consisting
of various combinations of underlining,
bold, italic, superscript, subscript, pica,
and elite fonts. We generated the print file
using the XyWrite III Plus word-processing program configured with printer
drivers for Epson LQ, Toshiba P351, or
122
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IBM 5152 graphics printers, depending
on the emulation in each printer.
These results are not directly comparable to the 80-column text throughput results because the style test is an unrealistically dense mix of printing styles. It is
definitely not athroughput test. Table 3
lists these results in cps only. What is significant about this test is how it ranks the

printers within the same price category.
Graphics speed. Two tests measured
graphics speed. The first test consisted of
printing four graphs ( two scatterplots
containing lines and circles, abar chart,
and apie chart) on asingle page. We produced the print file using STATA 1.5, a
statistical-analysis and data- presentation
program, configured with a printer

•
DOT-MATRIX PRINTERS

Table 3: Epson and Fujitsu printers, along with several others, did well on
the style, graphics, and gray-scale tests (higher numbers are preferable). In
the sound-level ratings, where lower numbers are preferable, each 3-decibel
increase corresponds to adoubling in the intensity of the sound.
Manufacturer/Model

Style,
cps

Top-quality
sound level,
dBA

Graphics,
cps

Gray scale,
cps

59
100
65
61
65
71
52
92
55
52
39
38

850
830
451
450
1350
683
850
931
917
562
1440
1255
955
705
905

692
920
329
312
1548
1173
826
413

58
34
105
52
39
60
70
80
45
78
105
66
59

195
687
1367
1090
1186
650
1000
2400
658
1459
1588
1421
2117

299
371
1548
790
516
855
920
430
1192
1399
1276
876

73
72
71
72
74
71
70
67
75
70
69
68
70

76
109
68
66
87

465
1301
542
683
1928
1069
2823

932
1515
854
1039
1914
826
673

68
69
69
71
68
63
71

Price category: Low
Epson LQ-500
NEC P2200
Seikosha SL-80AI
Copal WH 6700
Epson LQ-850
Printronix P1013
Panasonic KX-P1524
Brother M- 1724L
Citizen Tribute 224
ALPS ALQ324
Fujitsu DL3400
NEC P7
Sanyo PR-241
Star Micronics NB24-15
Toshiba P341SL

67
46

420
627
1024
611
627
404

72
72
68
69
71
78
75
72
73
69
63
65
68
72
70

Price category: Middle
IBM Proprinter XL24
Dataproducts 9044
Epson LQ-1050
Facit B3450
C. Itoh C-715A
Nissho NP-2405
ALPS P2400C
Okidata Microline 393
Star Micronics NB- 15
Epson LQ-2500
Fujitsu DL2600
NEC P5XL
Toshiba P351SX
Price category: High
Radio Shack DMP-2120
AT&T 477
Hewlett-Packard RW 480
Nissho NP-2410
NEC P9XL
Mannesmann Tally MT330
C. Itoh C-815

100

Price category: Deluxe
Fujitsu DL5600
Japan Digital Laboratory
JDL-850

171

3176

2273

68

72

497

836

63

•Would not complete test due to software incompatibility.

driver for Epson LQ, Toshiba P351, or
IBM 5152 graphics printers. The first
two drivers take advantage of the 24-pin
high-dot-density capabilities and were
used wherever possible. (Only the Radio
Shack DMP 2120 required us to fall back
to the IBM graphics printer driver, since
that unit's 24-pin graphics command set
is unique to Tandy.)

The second graphics throughput test
consisted of aseries of gray-scale patterns
written for 9-pin printers with IBM 5152
Graphics Printer emulation. This is a
very stressful test because the print head
is constantly working. Some printers had
to slow down to cool off, reducing their
effective throughput. For example, the
Brother M- 1724L came to a complete

stop several times to cool off during this
test.
Table 3 includes cps results for both
graphics tests. Keep in mind that, here,
cps should more properly be called bytes
per second, since the test file is binary,
not ASCII.
Sound level. We measured the sound
level of each printer during draft-quality
and top-quality text printing (80-column
ASCII file) and for graphics speed printing (gray-scale test).
Our test device, the Radio Shack
sound-level meter ( Model #33-2050),
was positioned on atripod 2feet in front
of the test unit, at ear level for aperson
sitting in front of the printer. We used the
meter's A weighting, which models an
average person's auditory frequency
response.
Our numbers are higher than those
quoted in the manufacturer's specifications because we used a small office
rather than the standard environment prescribed for sound-level measurements;
however, our numbers are consistent and
valid for making comparisons. The results for sound levels during the top-quality-mode test are given in table 3; the
results were comparable for the draftquality-mode and graphics tests.
Print quality. Finally, we subjectively
evaluated the print quality of text and
graphics from each printer. For text quality, we used a few pages from the topquality-mode 80-column throughput test
and the complex text-printing speed test.
For graphics quality, we used both graphics speed tests: the four-graph printout
and the gray-scale printout.
We posted the 74 samples along two
walls, museum style, numbered for reference but unlabeled as to manufacturer.
Twenty-two BYTE staff members rated
samples on ascale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best)
(see figure 1), using the following
criteria:

•
•

•
•

e

Text:
•Uniform print density (no variation in
density)
•Uniform shape of characters (a given
letter always looks the same)
•Clarity (easy to read)
Graphics:
•Straight lines and smooth curves
•Solid, uniform filled-in black areas
•Fineness of lines
•Uniform density of filled-in areas (no
variation in density)
Each printer's final score was the numeric rating ( 1to 5) that its print sample
received most frequently from the BYTE
staff.
continued
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Photo 1: As with most of these printers, the NEC P2200 is small and light,
yet it offers numerous advanced features.
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Figure 1: In our ratings of top quality and graphics printing, the two samples
on top received ascore of 5; the two on the bottom received scores of 3 (left)
and 1 (right).
The Proof Is in the Printing
In general, throughput goes up with
price; however, a few exceptions are
noted below. Sound levels are generally
highest in the low- price range. One
surprising fact is that text quality is generally highest among the middle-price
printers.
Print quality. Among low-cost
printers, the Fujitsu DL3400, the Panasonic KX-P1524, and the Printronix
P1013 rated highest, with 4s for text and
graphics. Among middle-price units, the
NEC P5XL had perfect 5s for text and
graphics, while the C. Itoh C-715A, the
Okidata Microline 393, and the Nissho
124
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NP- 2405 had 4s in both categories.
Among high-priced printers, the Hewlett-Packard RuggedWriter RW 480 and
the Nissho NP-2410 had two perfect 5s.
The Fujitsu DL5600 won in the deluxeprice category with a4and a3in text and
graphics, respectively.
Throughput, 80-column, draft quality.
As shown in table 2, the Epson LQ-850
and the Fujitsu DL3400 won in the lowprice category, with rates of 148 cps and
146 cps, respectively. The Okidata
Microline 393 won in the middle-price
category by awide margin, with 184 cps;
the Toshiba P351SX followed at 165 cps.
The high-price category also had aclear

leader, the Mannesmann Tally MT330 at
205 cps; the Hewlett-Packard RW 480
was second at 191 cps. The Fujitsu
DL5600 achieved ablistering 236 cps in
the deluxe-price category, equivalent to
approximately 4.4 pages aminute.
Throughput, 80-column, top quality.
Although the speeds were slower by
about half, the fastest printers in this test
were the same units that won the 80-column draft test, except in the high-price
category, where the Hewlett-Packard RW
480 was the clear winner ( 138 cps), followed by the Nissho NP-2410. Surprisingly, the Mannesmann Tally MT330,
which won the draft test, dropped to last
in its category in this test.
Throughput, 132-column, draft quality. The winner list in this category resembled that of the 80-column draft test,
except for the narrow-carriage Epson
LQ-850, which could do only the condensed-font ( 17.1 cpi) test.
Throughput, 132-column, top quality.
The wide-carriage units in the low-price
category ranked close together, with
speeds ranging from the Brother M1724L's low of 48 cps to the Citizen Tribute 224's high of 61. Results in the middle- price range were equally close,
except for the NEC P5XL, which turned
in a43-cps rating, less than half that of
the Okidata Microline 393's top- rated 92
cps. The Hewlett-Packard RW 480 again
won in the high-price category by awide
margin. The Fujitsu DL5600 outperformed the Japan Digital Laboratories
JDL-850 in the deluxe-price class, 124
cps to 106 cps.
Throughput, 132-column, condensed
font. Rankings followed the 80-column
top-quality results fairly closely, except
among high- price printers, where the
Nissho NP-2410 at 294 cps was almost
30 percent faster than the next- ranked
Hewlett-Packard RW 480.
Style test. The only surprises were in
the middle-price range, where the Epson
LQ-1050 and the Fujitsu DL2600 won by
aclear margin at 105 cps, and in the highprice range, where the AT&T 477 won
with 109 cps.
Graphics tests. The cps ratings in both
tests varied over awider range than with
the other throughput tests, from alow of
312 cps to a high of 3176 cps. For the
four-graph printout, the winners were:
low price, Epson LQ-850 and Fujitsu
DL3400; middle price, Okidata Microline 393; high price, C. Itoh C-815; and
deluxe price, Fujitsu DL5600. Grayscale test winners were: low price, Epson
LQ-850; middle price, Epson LQ-1050;
high price, NEC P9XL; and deluxe
price, Fujitsu DL5600.
Sound level. Low-price units exhibited
continued
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Figure 2: Combined
speed (80-column top
quality), text quality,
and graphics quality
ratings give the value
performance edge to the
Epson LQ-500, the NEC
P2200, the Copal
WriteHand 6700, and
the Fujitsu DL3400 in the
low-price range; the
Epson LQ-1050, the C.
Itoh C- 715A, the Nissho
NP-2405, and the Okidata
Microline 393 in the
middle-price range; the
Hewlett-Packard RW
480 in the high-price
range; and the Fujitsu
DL5600 in the deluxeprice range.
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Views from BIX: Dot-Matrix Printers
D

espite claims of an imminent paperless society, printers are still an essential peripheral for most of us. Everyone has his or her favorite. These
comments were taken from the IBM. PC
conference on BIX and are based on actual user experience.
—Stan Wszola, Technical Editor
LARRY HAMBY [hamby]: " Anybody want to recommend adot-matrix
printer that gives the best correspondence-quality type for the least price? I
don't need to type that many great-looking letters, but when Ido Ihate for them
to look so 'computerish.' Iwant to spend
next to nothing, of course. Thanks."
PETE WHITE [petewhite]: " The LQ
series of printers from Epson are great.
The LQ-800 is reasonable in price, and
the LQ-2500 is for me an expensive
dream printer."
PATRICIA HENSON [phenson]:
"I've read BYTE's April 1987 survey of
printers, and from what Icould tell it
looks as though the Panasonic KXP1092i is areally good buy if you want
good NLQ text. Does anyone have any
experience with the 1CX-P1092i?"
LARRY EMERY [lemery]: " Ihave
owned both a KX-P1091 and a KXP1592, which are excellent printers for
the price. Ithink the new models (the
"I" series, e.g., 1092i) are even better
than the old. If so, the NLQ will be real
hard to tell from LQ. The 1092 at work
is also very nice, but it lacks a compressed print switch on the front panel.
They may have corrected this on the
1092i. For all-around quality in construction, print quality, speed, and convenience features, Ihave yet to see a
printer that beats the Panasonics."
NICHOLAS BARAN [nickbaran]: " I
highly recommend the IBM Proprinter.
Iparticularly like the single sheet/envelope feeder that you can use without removing the tractor-feed paper. It prints
200 cps in draft mode and about 50 cps
in letter-quality mode. You can get a
Proprinter for about $350."
ROEDY GREEN [roedy]: "This is an
open letter to the designers of dot-matrix
printers describing the sorts of features I
would like to see in the new crop of
printers and also the blunders in design I
would like them to avoid.
"I'm familiar with about ahundred
models of printers used in Canada, the
U.S., Sweden, India, and Australia. I
have written drivers for about 50 of
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them. My dream printer is mostly a
combination of the best existing
features.
"Make sure you fully support the
Centronics interface (specifically pins
12 and 13), so the computer can detect
whether or not the printer is off-line or
out of paper. Roland, Okidata, take
note.
"When the user is adjusting the paper
or rollers, under no circumstances
should the printer start moving. Toshiba, take note.
"When the printer is off-line, the
New Page and Line Feed buttons should
work. Kudos to Hewlett-Packard for inventing the idea and to Roland for copying it.
"The printer manual should show
command sequences in ASCII, decimal,
hexadecimal, octal, and CHR$ forms,
complete with one realistic example for
each form. The examples should show
the actual print results of commands.
"For printers with design-your-own
fonts, the manual should also show enlarged pictures of the dots on a grid
so you can use them as models to
design variants. Kudos to Okidata and
Epson.
"The paper path should be as straight
as possible, with at least 4pins per side
for tractor-feed paper engaging at all
times. The paper-threading path instructions should be printed or embossed on the printer where they cannot
get lost. Make sure the in and out paper
paths are sufficiently separated that the
out paper doesn't easily get sucked back
in the input. Epson, take note.
"The ribbon cartridge should have no
more than 1cm of ribbon exposed. This
makes it almost impossible to misthread
the ribbon. Please do not invent yet another cartridge design. Kudos to Toshiba for sticking with a great design
through all its models.
"It should be possible to read what
the printer has just typed without having
to waste asheet of paper. The Okidata
Microline 292 solves this by automatically rolling the paper up for you to
look, or tear off, then rolling it back
down when you resume printing.
"It should be possible to make microalignments both horizontally and vertically while the printer is printing. The
Sujata, aprinter manufactured in India
and designed by Printek, has such
features.
"If the printer does not receive any

new characters for a few seconds, it
should go ahead and print rather than
holding characters in its buffer waiting
for acarriage return. Kudos to Okidata.
"If a printer cannot do all possible
combinations of attributes, it should use
the following priorities: First, get the
pitch right. Then worry about getting
the type width right. If you don't get
these right, things will look amess because they will not align. Once you've
got that right, worry about getting italic
and boldface right. Then, finally, handle NLQ. Better still, allow all combinations. Kudos to the IBM 5152.
"Support Epson 8-bit graphics.
"Downloadable character sets should
be saved in battery-backed RAM while
the power to the printer is turned off to
clear ajam or to reset top of form. Kudos to Okidata. Toshiba, take note.
"Make sure there is a way to print
every last item in the IBM 256-character
set so that adecent Print Screen is possible. Ideally, use the IBM codes
untranslated.
"To make single-sheet feeding easy,
there should be asimple lever to turn off
the paper-out detect. It should not be
necessary to remove the tractor and set a
DIP switch. Toshiba, take note.
"Redesign the printer until the proper
print ribbon thread path is the one naturally selected by naive users 95 percent
of the time. Toshiba, take note. Kudos to
Seikosha and Sujata.
"When designing your printer, make
the presumption it is in adifferent room
from where the computer is. Anything
you can do from the printer's control
panel, you should be able to do from the
computer.
"Finally, what kind of name is KXP1595C or MP-1300AI for a printer?
How are you supposed to pronounce it?
Remember it? Do they really plan to
manufacture 26 x26 x26 x10 x10 x
10 x10 x26 = 45,686,760,000 different models of printer? That's even alittle optimistic for aserial number. Get
serious, Panasonic and Seikosha."
[Editor's note: Views from BIX presents
a variety of informal, diverse opinions
from users of aselected class of products. Messages chosen for publication
may be edited for length or clarity. The
views expressed are those of each message's author and do not necessarily
reflect those of BYTE or BYTE's
reviewers.]

Time is of the essence. The
essence of the HP DraftMaster Plotter
The fastest A to Esize drafting plotter
made by Hewlett-Packard. A plotter
so fast, any designer can create big
ideas at blinding speeds.
How did we do it? With unsurpassed acceleration. And features
like anew pen-sorting algorithm.
Bi-directional plotting. And avery fast
resident micro-processor. We even
offer amodel with roll-feed for nonstop plotting.
But the HP DraftMaster doesn't
sacrifice output quality for its blinding
speed. Every plotter is thoroughly
tested to ensure the highest reliability
and precision. So you get smooth
arcs, straight lines and perfectlyformed characters, time after time.
Furthermore, it handles avariety of

pens on drafting film, vellum or paper
—all at optimal speeds.
Naturally, it works with just about
any computer. Like the HP Vectra PC
and IBM PC's. As well as popular
PC-CAD software like AutoCAD
and VersaCAD. And the DraftMaster
brings with it HP's worldwide reputation for quality Prices start at just
$9,90(r
Why wait? For abrochure and a
sample plot, call us at 1800 367-4772,
Ext. 901A.
The drawing shown below was produced on the
HP DraftMaster with AutoCAD software
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Company Information
ALPS America
3553 North First St.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 946-6000
Inquiry 907.

Dataproducts
6200 Canoga Ave.
Woodland Hills, CA 91365
(818) 887-8000
Inquiry 913.

AT&T
4513 Western Ave.
Lisle, IL 60532
(312) 971-6000
Inquiry 908.

Epson America
2780 Lomita Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
(800) 421-5426
Inquiry 914.

Brother International
8Corporate Place
Piscataway, NJ 08855
(201) 981-3000
Inquiry 909.

Facit
9Executive Park Dr.
Merrimack, NH 03054
(603) 424-8000
Inquiry 915.

C. Itoh Digital Products
2515 McCabe Way
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 660-1421
Inquiry 910.

Fujitsu America
3055 Orchard Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 432-1300
Inquiry 916.

Citizen America
2401 Colorado Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 453-0614
Inquiry 911.

Hewlett-Packard
1820 Embarcadero Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 857-1501
Inquiry 917.

Copal (USA)
2291 205th St.
Suite 105
Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 618-0225
Inquiry 912.

IBM
900 King St.
Rye Brook, NY 10573
(800) 426-2468
Inquiry 918.

the widest sound-level range of all the
categories. Considering the top-quality
measurements, as well as the draft and
graphics sound levels not shown in the
table, the NEC P7, the Fujitsu DL3400,
and the Seikosha SL-80AI were quietest.
The Printronix P1013 was clearly the
noisiest printer, its graphics sound level
reaching 84 decibels with the A
weighting.
Among middle-price units, the Okidata Microline 393, the NEC P5XL, and
the ALPS P2400C were quietest overall,
and the Star Micronics NB- 15 was loudest. Among high- price units, the
Mannesmann Tally MT330 was quietest,
and the Nissho NP-2410 and the C. Itoh
C-815 were loudest overall. The quietest
deluxe-price unit was the Japan Digital
Laboratories JDL-850; this is the only
rating in which this unit outperformed the
Fujitsu DL5600.
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Japan Digital Laboratory (JDL)
2649 Townsgate Rd.
Suite 500
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(805) 495-3451
Inquiry 919.

Radio Shack
1700 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3100
Inquiry 926.

Mannesmann Tally
8301 South 180th St.
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 251-5524
Inquiry 920.
NEC Information Systems
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(617) 264-8000
Inquiry 921.
Nissho Information Systems
10855 Business Center Dr.
Suite 100
Cypress, CA 90630
(714) 952-8700
Inquiry 922.
Okidata
532 Fellowship Rd.
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
(609) 235-2600
Inquiry 923.
Panasonic
Two Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 348-7000
Inquiry 924.

No Need for Apologies
The ideal printer should have a high
throughput, excellent print quality, and
low cost. Are there any candidates among
the 37 printers tested?
If you're willing to pay the price, you
can definitely find speed and quality in
one unit. The Hewlett-Packard RW 480
($1695) offers the highest text throughput
(top quality) and achieved top ratings in
text and graphics quality.
The middle-price category as awhole
outperformed the other price ranges in
terms of quality ratings (a greater percentage of 4ratings). The Okidata Microline 393 ($ 1399) looks more like ahighprice unit in terms of 80- column
throughput and quality.
Among low-price units, the Epson
LQ-500 ($499), the Copal WriteHand
6700 ($795), and the Fujitsu DL3400
($995) each offer bargain hunters good

Printronix
17500 Cartwright Rd.
Irvine, CA 92713
(714) 863-1900
Inquiry 925.

Sanyo Business Systems
51 Joseph St.
Moonachie, NJ 07074
(201) 440-9300
Inquiry 927.
Seikosha America
1111 MacArthur Blvd.
Mahwah, NJ 07430
(201) 529-4655
Inquiry 928.
Star Micronics
200 Park Ave.
Suite 3510
New York, NY 10166
(212) 986-6770
Inquiry 929.
Toshiba America
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 457-7777
Inquiry 930.

combinations of speed and quality.
Figure 2 shows the relative score for
each printer, taking speed and both text
and graphics quality into account. This
single graph can point you to the best
value in each price range.
If quality alone is your consideration,
the NEC P5XL ($ 1495) may be your best
buy; it rated a5in both text and graphics
quality. Dropping down just one notch in
quality, you can look at the Printronix
P1013 ($895), the Panasonic KX-P1524
($899), or the Fujitsu DL3400 ($995), all
scored 4s on text and graphics quality.
Finally, you don't have to apologize for
using a dot-matrix printer for business
communication. •
George A. Stewart is a technical editor
for BYTE. He can be contacted at BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458.

Ah, the big idea. Everyone
has one. But not everyone can
afford aplotter to plot one on.
Which got us thinking. What if
there was an HP quality plotter so
reasonably priced you could afford
to hook one up to every PC CAD
workstation in the office?
Presenting the HP DraftPro
Plotter. For only $4900 any architect,
engineer or designer can create
perfect plots time after time.
Consider what the DraftPro can do:
It can draw straight lines,
smooth arcs and perfectly-formed
characters. All on C and D-size
drafting film, paper or vellum,
using eight different pen colors.
Furthermore, it works with

just about any PC, such as the
HP Vectra PC and 1BM PC's. As
well as popular PC CAD programs
like VersaCAD and AutoCAD.
If the idea of having HP
reliability with alow price tag
makes sense to you, call us now.
For abrochure and sample plot,
call 1800 752-0900, Ext. 901A.
The HP DraftPro Plotter:
high-quality drafting for only
$4900.*
The drawing shown below was produced on the
HP DraftPro with VersaCAD software

rhn
I
'

HEWLETT

VersaCAD is aregistered trademark of T & W Systems AutoCAD Is
aregistered trademark of AutoDesk Inc • Suggested U S list price
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How to pull off afantastic
HP plot for only $4900.

Discover
Parallel
Processing!
----------'
- --------

Monoputer
The Most Cost Effective
Transputer Development System
MicroWay's Monoputer is the best
selling Transputer-based PC coprocessor in the world. It was the first board
available to run the 20 MHz 1414 or 1800.
As a result, it received many rave reviews
in the UK (available on request) and became
the standard Transputer software development tool. Parallel code can be executed on
a single Monoputer or on an array of Monoputers wired together by their external link lines.
The Monoputer includes 2 megabytes of 100
nsec DRAM, a 20 MHz T414 or 1800 and the
MicroWay stand alone Occam Compiler, which
generates Transputer code that runs under MS-DOS. Optional
tools include our licensed version of the TOS and a Pascal.
Fortran, C. and Prolog.

Quadputer
Mainframe Power
For Your PC!
MicroWay's Quadputer is the
most versatile multiple Transputer coprocessor on the market today. It can be
purchased with 2, 3, or 4Transputers, each of which
has 1or 4megabytes of local memory. Two or more Quadputers can be easily cabled together to build larger parallel
processor systems. A single Quadputer using four T800s provides 40 MIPS of CPU and 6 megaflops of NDP throughput at
one fiftieth the cost of acomparably performing mainframe.
•

• • • • •

Attend MicroWay's Seminar on Parallel Processing, April 6th in Plymouth, Massachusetts!
For more information please call ( 617) 746-7341. After July, 1988, call ( 508) 746-7341.

The World Leader in PC Numerics

Nay
.

P.O. Box 79, Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA (617) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston- Upon- Thames, UK 01-541-5466
St. Leonards, NSW, Australia 02-439-8400

TRADEMARKS Ouadputer. Bouter and Monoputer of M.croWay. Inc INMOS. Transputer. TOS, OCCAM of

ems Corp

McroWay .". sareg.stered trademark of MIcroVVay. Inc
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SYSTEM REVIEW

The WYSEpc 386
Ed McNierney

memory board, which holds 1
What do you do if you can't afA classy 80386-based
megabyte of 100-nanosecond
ford a top-of-the- line 80386
(ns) static- column dynamic
system like the IBM PS/2
system priced to rival machines
RAM (DRAM) operating at 16
Model 80 or the Compaq DeskMHz with zero wait states. You
pro 386, but you want somefrom the big boys
can add an additional megabyte
thing a little classier than the
of RAM to the standard board,
386 systems from the usual
and you can also plug asecond
clone makers? You could try
memory board (up to 4 megathe WYSEpc 386, a 16-MHz
bytes) into the backplane.
80386 system with an attractive
The serial/parallel board
design, performance to match,
connects to the main CPU
and a price tag that beats the
board with aribbon cable, and a
386 systems from IBM and
second serial connector is loCompaq handily.
cated on the CPU board. While
At $4999, the WYSEpc 386
this makes convenient use of the
(Model 3216-40) comes with
CPU board's slot space, the two
Intel's 80386 processor running
boards are installed as far apart
at 16 MHz, 1 megabyte of
as possible and the cable is
RAM expandable to 6 megastrung along the back of the
bytes, a half-height 1.2-megacase. The cable gets in the way a
byte 5Vs- inch floppy disk drive,
bit, but you can remove it if you
ahalf-height 40-megabyte hard
don't need the second port.
disk drive, a 102-key modified
In addition to the basic flopAT- style keyboard, one parallel
py and hard disk drives, you can
port, and two serial ( 9- pin
install another full or halfmale) ports. The review unit
height floppy disk drive under
also came with an EGA-comthe floppy drive, and asecond
patible display adapter and a
half- height hard disk drive
monitor, bringing its price to
above the original hard disk
$6247. You can add an 80287
(6-MHz or 10-MHz) or 80387 ( 16- MHz)
of the other 8-bit slots. The combination
drive, for atotal of four devices driven by
floppy/hard disk controller board lies in
the controller board.
coprocessor, but these are not available
front of the backplane board on the botThe average access time of the 40from WYSE.
tom of the case and connects to the backmegabyte drive is 28 milliseconds (ms),
plane through aspecial edge connector.
and the Coretest utility showed aslightly
Made to Upgrade
so it doesn't take up any expansion slots.
slower-than-average data transfer rate of
The WYSEpc 386 is astandard AT-size
Missing from the WYSEpc 386 are 32165K bytes per second. The drive's
unit with adetached keyboard and fronttrack-to-track seek time is only 4ms, and
panel controls. The system is based
bit slots. Most manufacturers of 80386the disk's overall performance is good.
around abackplane design rather than a based microcomputers use 32-bit slots
The drive is very quiet; when running
motherboard system—the CPU and all
chiefly for connecting high-speed RAM
disk-test software, Ihad to put my ear to
expansion boards to maximize system
memory boards sit in expansion slots so
performance. WYSE has taken aslightly
the front panel to hear the disk heads
they can be repaired or upgraded easily
moving—a welcome improvement over
(see photo 1). The system has 10 expandifferent approach, putting the 32-bit extensions on a separate bus that runs
many of the scratchy and clattery hard
sion slots: three 8-bit slots and seven 16across the top of the expansion boards
disk drives currently available.
bit slots.
The unit's keyboard connects to the
In astandard system configuration, the
rather than on the backplane. A special
rigid connector couples adjacent 32-bit
back panel of the CPU board with an RiCPU and the memory board occupy two
Il telephone jack. The keyboard interboards together to allow rapid comof the 16-bit slots, and the serial/parallel
port board occupies an 8-bit slot. The remunication.
face is otherwise compatible with the AT
keyboard, and WYSE provides an adaptview unit also had a half-length WYSE
The standard system comes with the
continued
EGA-compatible display adapter in one
CPU board connected in this way to the
APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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CLEO
now delivers
3278 coax cards
at 795.0y
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CLEO is your SNA or BSC Gateway
Remote Sites Communication
Whatever your industry, your remote
computers need to share information with
your mainframe. Or, they need to exchange
data with other remotes. In either case, you
need atotal solution at the remote sites. You
need software, hardware interfaces and
modems that all work together smoothly.
You need CLEO!
CLEO software products allow microcomputers to communicate with minicomputers and mainframes, and to emulate
their workstations. Since 1981, CLEO has
provided remote communications between
micros and mainframes for the automotive,
insurance, medical and banking industries.
Today over 66,000 CLEO users worldwide
are running on all major brands of microprocessors. The greatest number of these
users run CLEO software on IBM Personal
Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Complete
Software/Hardware Package
Every CLEO package contains all the software and hardware accessories needed at the
remote site. Your selected CLEO SNA or BSC
software is packaged with 1) an internal
modem card for dial-up applications, or 2)
an interface card and cable for use with your
existing modem. There's no waiting for nonCLEO add-ons. And, you get prompt. singlesource service.

Package prices
range from $795.00 for
most stand-alone packages, up to $ 1,995.00
for the 32-user SNA gateway.

Call us today to discuss
your application.
CLEO Software
1639 North Alpine Rd.
Rockford, IL 61107
Telex 703639
FAX 815/397-6535
Headquarters:
USA: 1-800/233-2536
Illinois: 1-800/422-2536
International: 815/397-8110
Sales and Distribution:
Benelux: 31 (71) 215281
Canada, East: 800/361-3185
Canada, West: 800/361-1210
Canada, Montreal: 51 4 /
7 37-3631
Colombia, S.A.: 12172266
Denmark: 1628300
England: 0908667737
France: 146861136
Italy: (0331)634 562
Mexico City: 596-5539
Sweden: 8740 5070

CLEO

CLEO and 3780Plus am registered trademarks of CLEO Software. IBM is aregistered trademara of International Business Machines Corporation.

SYSTEM REVIEW

Commodore
Opens the Amiga
Charlie Heath

The Amiga 2000 is poised to be
fore shipping it in the U.S. (For
Will anew open architecture
aplayer in an IBM PC-compata full technical description of
ible world. Unlike Commothe original 2000, see the preand IBM PC compatibility
dore's Amiga 1000, the 2000 is
view in the March 1987 BYTE.)
expandable through internal
The redesigned system uses a
spur
the
Amiga
2000
to
success?
slots and space for additional
custom animation chip, known
disk drives. Moreover, when
as the " Fat Agnus," from the
equipped with the optional PC500. This custom chip incorpocompatible Bridgeboard, the
rates several support chips from
2000 can run MS-DOS softthe original Agnus DMA conware and use PC peripherals.
troller, the heart of the Amiga's
Commodore has coupled these
coprocessing system.
additions with the Amiga's
The redesign also enhances
existing strengths— superb
the video slot. The new slot
graphics capabilities and a
brings out all 12 bits of RGB
multitasking operating sysvideo data to the edge connector
tem—and has priced the base
and incorporates control logic
system at $ 1995.
from the peripheral bus. In adBased on the same CPU and
dition, the company redesigned
video hardware as the Amiga
the 86-pin CPU coprocessor
500 and 1000, the 2000 uses a
slot to improve system stability
7.14-MHz 68000 and supports
and to allow a coprocessor to
it with a set of custom directwork in a bus-sharing copromemory-access ( DMA) coprocesssor mode.
cessors for graphics, audio, and
The 2000 has room for an indisk I/O. The standard 2000
ternal hard disk drive and can
comes with 1 megabyte of
use relatively inexpensive PCRAM, one 880K-byte 31
/2
inch
compatible ST-506 hard disk
floppy disk drive, and 256K
drives. This solves one of the
bytes of ROM. The machine has
more difficult problems with
the same display architecture and softhard disk drive. The review system had 3 add-on hardware for earlier Amigas:
ware compatibility as the 500 and 1000.
megabytes of RAM, consisting of 512K
Hard disk drives for the 1000 were exThe 2000 adds an IBM PC-compatible
bytes of 150- nanosecond chip RAM,
pensive and not particularly reliable.
coprocessor capability to the bus, which
512K bytes of on- board 150-ns fast
Most of the drives for the 1000 use Machas seven expansion slots (see photo 1).
RAM, and 2megabytes of 150-ns RAM
intosh-compatible SCSI boxes and acusFive of the slots form a 100-pin Amigaon an expansion card. The system also
tom controller card.
compatible bus; two of these also accept
had a 4.77- MHz 8088-based BridgeYou still need to add ahard disk conAT-compatible boards, and you can place
board with a5'4 -inch floppy disk drive,
troller to the 2000, which has no built-in
the Bridgeboard in either of them. The
the A1084 analog and digital RGB/comSCSI port. Commodore's 2090 controltwo remaining slots are XT-compatible.
posite monitor, an optional 2090 hard
ler, which has two SCSI connectors, lets
In addition to the seven main slots, an 86disk controller, and a20-megabyte STyou attach up to nine devices (two STpin CPU coprocessor slot connects di506 hard disk drive. ( Commodore
506-compatible and seven Macintoshrectly into the 68000 bus and is intended
doesn't sell a hard disk drive for the
compatible SCSI devices). By the time
for use with enhancements such as a 2000, preferring to let dealers configure
this review appears, several controllers
68020 card. Finally, acustom video slot
the system.) Depending on the price of
should be available from other compabrings out most of the Amiga's video sigthe hard disk drive, acomparable system
nies, including ASDG and MicroBotics.
nals for use with boards such as genlocks
costs about $4000.
The delay in getting third-party controlor video enhancements.
lers for the 2000 is partly due to the fact
Also new on the 2000 is space for three
An Improved Design
that Commodore is still finalizing the
drives: two 31
/2
inch floppy disk drives
Commodore designed the original 2000
specs for auto-booting devices; the curand one half-height 5%-inch floppy or
in Germany but redesigned the unit becontinued
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No other spreadsheet
can make this statement
.tialtiple type sr les and sizes.
People know what they're
y,oking at - immediatelv.
underlining,
Fir astrong bottom line.

Itolienie •
the key numbers
make Neibejkluer.

.S0

When the numbers'
alone don't say enough.
Statement of Income

Years ended September 30, 1
Net $ales

88
thy.

sets

198,9,

Costs and expenses:

1687

member 30,19f

1,918,285i
Cost of sales

r
e
nt a
s
ses .
Cash

1,515,861

Research and dey
elopme t

and

1,Q57 $
878,571

Marketing and distribution

Accoun
yet 0
1'

72,51 1

General ano administ ative

71 ,121

4 70,5 73

Inv&

392,851

1 10,062

Pr'

Operating income before unusual item

Intere st

81,825

1,770,995

Unusual item-provision

1,424,368

and other incom for consolidati
e, net

207,270

Of oPere bons

97,493
(36,981)

Income before taxes
Pt

9,771

Provision for income taxes
Net income

722

180,060

105,2 75
59,807

Common and
cal
cul
common
equivalent shar

45,118
121,253

ations share
of earnings per
used in the
arnings per common
hare

$
64,100

SO*

61,850
60,872
1.86
1.05

The documents on these pages were prepared
entirely with Microsoft. Excel. From the calculations to the graphics to the stunningly crisp layout.
What you see here is aclear statement of the
difference between Microsoft Excel and every
other spreadsheet.
Only Microsoft Excel can give your printed
work such power to impress. Because only
Microsoft Excel can harness the full
power of the new computers, highresolution displays, and laser printers.
Looks that thrill.
Microsoft Excel brings photographic
clarity to everything on screen and in print.
Which lets you make even your daily reports
look as good as annual reports.
Microsoft Excel works wonders with

•
at* •

„
-- _-

0./rry

se
,

c
0

graphics, too. You can instantly turn its massive
spreadsheets into any of 44 charts. Customize them
with everything from simple arrows to 3-D labels.
And preview pages before you print. So when
you finish, what you have in hand is exactly what you
had in mind.
In short, Microsoft Excel lets you display what people want to see most.
The point.

Graphics.
So they can see what
you mean.

The best program on television.
Of course, there's much more to show, so call for your
copy of our video: (
800) 323-3577 ext. D17
You'll see twenty minutes of possibilities beyond any
other spreadsheet.
The tape goes for $10, but you get that back when you get
Microsoft Excel. Or simply zip to your dealer and try Microsoft
Excel firsthand.
And see how it gives even the simplest statement the power to say far more.

Microsoft Excel

The soul of the new machines'

Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks and The soul of the new machines is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Company names and data used in the output are fictitious.
Circle 171 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 172)
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HARDWARE REVIEWS

Laser Printing Without Lasers
Rick Cook and Paul Schauble

They look and act like laser
cies. The back door is also very
printers, but the Taxan Crystal
handy for clearing paper jams,
Jet and the Data Technology
although neither printer
CrystalPrint VIII don't use
jammed during our tests.
lasers. Both are liquid-crystalLike the LaserJet, the reshutter ( LCS) printers that use a
viewed printers use atwo-chardifferent xerographic method to
acter LCD readout on the front
produce aprinted page.
panel to display error codes and
Laser printers use a laser
printer status information. This
beam reflected off a rotating
may be the standard, but acrypmirror to write text or graphics
tic code that you must look up in
images on a photosensitive
amanual is decidedly less condrum. LCS printers have aprint
venient than adisplay that tells
bar holding 2400 individually
you exactly what's happening.
controlled liquid crystal shutHowever, both companies list
ters. These individual shutters
the most common error codes
turn on and off to control the
on achart that you can place on
high- intensity light that writes
top of the printer.
text or graphics images onto the
photosensitive drum.
About the Tests
In theory, an LCS printer
We tested the printers using a
should have a few advantages.
30-page text file, measuring the
The LCS array is smaller,
time each took to print the enData Technology Corp. 'sCrystalPrint VIII LCS printer.
lighter, and more compact than
tire file, to print one page from
alaser engine, and that means
the file, and to print 30 copies
that LCS printers can be smaller. The
printers is fairly good but slightly inferior
of that single page. For mixed text and
printers can also be less expensive to
to the quality of the Hewlett-Packard
graphics, we used a file called SCOOP,
make because the basic mechanism is
LaserJet. Inspection under a magnifier
supplied as an example file with Ventura
simpler and doesn't require the same prerevealed that gray scales weren't as good,
Publisher. It contains the now- famous
cision that a laser printer calls for. A
images were less sharp, and there were
pictures of the space shuttle and the nozlaser printer needs asynchronized, multimore " freckles" in the white parts of
zle, as well as amixture of type sizes and
faceted mirror and fairly sophisticated
images. The grays appeared decidedly
styles laid out in a1-page newsletter foroptics to focus the image on the drum; an
washed out compared with the Lasermat. Finally, we ran the full Ventura PubLCS printer replaces all that with afairly
Jet's. However, except for the gray
lisher example file, which consists of 30
simple shutter array. (For more informascales, none of these differences are
pages of material designed to show off
tion on page printer technology, see the
likely to be apparent to the untrained obeverything Ventura Publisher can do.
September 1987 BYTE.)
server, and both printers do an excellent
We printed all test files to adisk file
The theory sounds good; in fact, howjob of emulating the LaserJet. Like the
first and then sent them to the printers
ever, the Crystal Jet and the CrystalPrint
LaserJet, neither of these systems is Postusing the DOS PRINT command and the
VIII are no different in size, weight, and
Script-compatible.
HP LaserJet emulation; with this proceprice from laser printers in the low-toThe Crystal Jet and the CrystalPrint
dure, the test timings did not count the
medium price range: The Crystal Jet lists
VIII eject their output face up, which is
time Ventura Publisher took to compose
for $3495, and the CrystalPrint VIII costs
less convenient than the LaserJet's facethe files. All timings are in hours:min$2495. According to Taxan, LCS printers
down presentation. Each printer has an
utes:seconds (see table 1).
will be cheaper to make than conventionoptional automatic feeder that attaches to
We ran the tests on PC XT-compatible
al laser printers once the manufacturers
adoor on the printer's back. The autocomputers running at 4.77 and 7.1 MHz,
get their volumes up.
matic feeder lets work pass straight
and we timed the printers at both speeds.
Both of the reviewed printers are based
through the printer, avoiding the 180-deFor comparison, we had an HP LaserJet
on the 8-page-per-minute Casio LCS engree turn required with the conventional
with 512K bytes of RAM connected to an
gine, which uses separate drum and toner
feeder. This is especially convenient for
8-MHz AT compatible driving the printer
cartridges. The print quality of both
such items as envelopes and transparenvia a parallel port. The differences in
144
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The CrystalPrint VIII and the Crystal Jet
offer alternatives to laser printers

results between the LaserJet
and the CrystalPrint are about
what would be expected due to
the differences in the setups.
The Crystal Jet was slower because it depends so heavily on
the host computer's CPU.
laxan Crystal Jet
The Crystal Jet is asolid page
printer. It's more flexible than
the CrystalPrint VIII; it's also
somewhat more difficult to set
up. At $3495, it is more expensive, too, but the price includes
the PS2.0 printer controller/
scanner interface board—afulllength PC card with 2 megabytes of 120-nanosecond RAM.
The Crystal Jet also comes with
CrystalControl 3.0 software,
the Fontware font program for
Ventura Publisher, and acable
to connect the printer to the interface card.
The Crystal Jet can print 300-dot-perinch ( dpi) text and graphics. With 2
megabytes of memory on the interface
card, it can easily handle full- page
graphics.
The front panel includes a two-digit
LCD for error and status messages, six
LEDs to indicate various conditions
(e.g., ready or data being transmitted),
and four push buttons to place the printer
on- or off-line, select the mode, and control automatic paper-feed.
The installation process is of average
difficulty for alaser printer, and the manuals adequately cover the details. The
process involves inserting the PS2.0 interface card in the computer, attaching
the cable, and running the installation
software. The software consists of a
driver program and the CrystalControl
program.
The Crystal Jet is designed to work
only through the CrystalControl program
supplied with the printer; there is no way
to run the printer without it. Through the
CrystalControl program, you can select

The Taxan Crystal Jet LCS printer.
the printer emulation, set page parameters, and select type fonts and printer
ports. CrystalControl comes in both
memory- resident and conventional versions. The pop-up version is 91K bytes,
while the conventional version is 97K
bytes. With the memory- resident version, you can pop into the Setup program
from within another program to set page
parameters or select an emulation. This is
handy, but don't expect to call it from a
program that redefines the keyboard,
such as SuperKey.
CrystalControl's menus make the
Crystal Jet easy to use, but you give up
some control over your system parameters. When you install CrystalControl,
the program rewrites your AUTOEXEC . BAT
file and resets some parameters (e.g.,
files = 15) in CONFIG.SYS. This is fine if
you don't mind programs that go tromping through your AUTOEXEC . BAT and
CONFIG.SYS files, but we would prefer to
set the parameters ourselves.
CrystalControl also creates adummy
printer port called JET. Your computer

thinks it is talking to LPT1, but
actually it is running through
JET. This means that CrystalControl will not work with the
Mode command enabled. It also
has the potential for raising sophisticated hell with software
that directly accesses the printer port hardware.
The Crystal Jet differs from
other printers in that the electronics that control the printer
are installed in the host computer. The PS2.0 interface
board includes 2 megabytes of
RAM ( not expandable), the
prjnter interface, and the scanner interface. The board is thick
(it's actually two boards joined
together), and it may be atight
fit if placed next to amodem or
ahard disk drive card.
One unusual aspect of the
Crystal Jet is that the PS2.0
board uses the computer's CPU
to produce the bit map for printing ( see
photo 1). Unlike the CrystalPrint VIII or
the LaserJet, which have internal microprocessors to handle such jobs, the Crystal Jet's speed depends directly on the
processing speed of the host computer.
Thus, the Crystal Jet limps when it's attached to astandard IBM PC running at
4.77 MHz. It takes the processor so long
to build the bit map of each page that the
printer's speed suffers badly, as you can
see in the benchmark results in table 1.
When we reset the computer to run at 7.1
MHz, the printer's speed improved accordingly, although it still lagged behind
the CrystalPrint and the LaserJet, especially on graphics jobs.
Based on the 4.7-MHz and 7.1- MHz
timings, we estimate that on an 8- MHz
AT the Crystal Jet should be about as fast
as the CrystalPrint or the LaserJet. On
80386-based systems, it should run even
faster. We would not recommend using
this printer with anything slower than an
8- MHz AT-class computer.
continued
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LASER PRINTING WITHOUT LASERS

CrystalPrint VIII

Crystal Jet

Type
LCS printer

Type
LCS printer

Company
Data Technology Corp
2551 Walsh Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-8899

Company
Taxan USA Corp
18005 Cortney Court
City of Industry, CA 91748
(800) 772-7491
(818) 810-1291

Features
Casio print engine, rated at 8pages per
minute; 1.5 megabytes of RAM; 300- by
300-dpi resolution; serial and parallel
ports; four resident fonts; also uses font
cartridges and accepts any LaserJetcompatible soft font; built-in LaserJet Plus
emulation; 250-sheet paper tray
Size
18 1/
3 by 16 1
2 by 13 1
/
/
2 inches,
70 1
/ pounds
2

Size
13 1/
2 by 18 3
4 by 16 1
/
/
2 inches;
88 pounds

Hardware Needed
Any computer with aserial or parallel
port

Hardware Needed
IBM PC, AT, or compatible (PC AT
recommended)

Documentation
112- page Getting Started, 120-page
Reference Manual

Documentation
47- page Fontware Installation Kit for
Ventura Publisher; 38- page Instruction
Manual; 126- page Crystal Control
User's Guide; 43- page Crystal System
manual

Options
Paper cassettes: $75
Font cartridges A, C. F, H, Y, and Z:
$195 each
Emulation cartridges for Epson FX and
Diablo 630 printers: $ 195 each
250-sheet straight-through automatic
feeder: $595
Price
$2495

Options
Dual-feed sheet feeder: No price set
Price
$3495 (includes controller board)

Inquiry 886.

Like the LaserJet, the CrystalPrint
VIII uses optional font cartridges ($ 195
each). Although they are not interchangeable with LaserJet cartridges, they follow
the same nomenclature and contain the
same fonts. The cartridges available are
equivalent to LaserJet's A, C, F, H, Y,
and Z cartridges. Any LaserJet-compatible soft font will work, too. Emulation
cartridges for the Epson FX, the Diablo
630, and the Hewlett-Packard Graphics
Language are also available as options.
The printer's two cartridge ports are
located beneath the control panel. They
are unlabeled, but they are not identical.
The emulation cartridge goes on the
right, and the font cartridge on the left (as
you face the printer). You could easily
plug the cartridges into the wrong ports;
this would produced an error code 18 on
the printer's display. Unfortunately, 18 is
not one of the codes on the quick-reference guide on the printer, nor is it imme148
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Features
Casio print engine, rated at 8pages per
minute; 300- by 300-dpi resolution; PS2.0
controller/scanner board with 2
megabytes of RAM; four resident fonts;
Epson MX/FX, IBM Graphics Printer,
Diablo 630, NEC 3550 and 5510, Qume
Sprint 5, HP LaserJet and LaserJet Plus
emulation; CrystalControl and Fontware
software; 250-sheet paper tray

Inquiry 885.

diately obvious in the documentation.
Unlike the Crystal Jet, the CrystalPrint's memory is inside the printer, and
the CrystalPrint runs off the computer's
standard parallel printer port. There is no
special interface card, and the LaserJet
emulation is built in; this makes the CrystalPrint easier to set up than the Crystal
Jet. You simply install the drum and toner
cartridges, connect the cable, and turn
the machine on.
On the tests, the CrystalPrint ran neck
and neck with the LaserJet and ahead of
the Crystal Jet. The LaserJet was slower
in some tests because of its 512K bytes of
memory, but it was faster in one of the
tests because it was connected to an AT.
By and large, however, the times are
comparable.
Spotty Emulation
In addition to the standard LaserJet emulation, we also tested the optional Epson

FX emulation. While the LaserJet emulation worked flawlessly, the Epson emulation didn't.
The CrystalPrint failed when we attempted to print some sample pages from
Ventura Publisher configured for an
Epson printer. This test is aparticularly
severe one because Ventura Publisher
tells an Epson printer to make three
passes per line to get ahigher resolution
(about 216 dpi). On the CrystalPrint, this
produced three superimposed partial
copies of each line. However, aWordPerfect test document that puts out the entire
character set and samples of the various
fonts, pitches, and other printer characteristics worked perfectly in Epson mode.
Technical support for Data Technology said that the company was not aware
of aproblem, but that it would try to repeat the problem we had.
The CrystalPrint's documentation is
adequate. The installation manual, Getting Started, is complete, accurate, and
illustrated; the Reference Manual, however, is not as good. The last half of the
Reference Manual is a listing of the
LaserJet control codes in hexadecimal.
This is perhaps useful for programmers,
and Data Technology's listing is better
formatted than LaserJet's, but it is not
something the average user needs. The
manuals with the review printer were preliminary versions; final versions are now
included with the printer.
Data Technology estimates the life of a
toner cartridge at 5000 pages, and the life
of the drum at 8000 pages. The duty cycle
is 5000 pages per month. The toner cartridges and drum are considerably more
expensive than Taxan's—$119 and $ 159,
respectively.
The CrystalPrinter comes with either a
one-year warranty with walk-in service
or a90-day warranty with service on- site.
Service is provided through Momentum
Service Corp., which has 140 offices
throughout the U.S. Extended service
contracts are available.
No Major Advantages
The Taxan Crystal Jet and the Data Technology CrystalPrint are good, solid page
printers. While LCS print engines do not
yet offer any major advantages over a
laser printer, we found no serious drawbacks either. Taken simply as page
printers, they are worthy competitors of
the LaserJet. They provide reasonable
speed (assuming the Crystal Jet is connected to at least an 8-MHz AT), solid
performance, and good, but not great,
print quality at decent prices.
Of the two, we consider the Crystal Jet
to be the better value. The PS2.0 interface board, the CrystalControl program,
continued
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CompuServe's reference
databases make you more
productive, competitive,
and better informed.
Remember the last time you tried to
get your hands on hard-to-find facts? In
amagazine article you read ayear ago.
In anews report you never saw Or in a
table of data you didn't know existed.
Imagine those facts just afew
keystrokes away on your personal
computer. Through CompuServe.
Your personal research center.
Save hours of research by going
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straight to the reference information
you need in seconds.
Access thousands of sources of
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finance, medicine, education,
demographics. science, law, news.
popular entertainment, and sports.
What you know can help you.
Research an industry or company
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GETTING THE BUGS OUT

and the Fontware software provide
flexibility; and both the board and the
software can be replaced with improved
versions without scrapping the printer.
The CrystalPrint has the advantage of being $ 1000 cheaper, easier to set up, and
somewhat easier to use, thanks to the font
and emulation cartridges. Both printers
share the disadvantages of producing output that is not quite as good as the Laser-

Jet's and of using supplies that are not as
widely available as those for the LaserJet.
Someday, LCS printers may be smaller
and cost less; in fact, Data Technology
has already announced the CrystalPrint
Series II ($ 1995), which the company
says has the smallest footprint of any
available xerographic page printer. For
the time being, however, the LCS printers
aren't any cheaper, faster, or smaller

than laser printers. Still, if you need a
non-PostScript page printer, the Crystal
Jet and the CrystalPrint VIII are both
worth alook. •
Rick Cook is afreelance writer from Phoenix, Arizona, specializing in computers
and high technology. Paul Schauble is a
computer consultant doing business as The
Second Ring in Glendale, Arizona.

Getting the Bugs Out
Ross M.

Two debugging tools:
Is AT Probe worth $ 1500
more than Periscope III?
Your project is due in aweek. All beta
test sites have been calling dutifully, indicating no major problems. Suddenly, one
site after another calls with the same
problem. It seems their hard disk dissolved, and your program was the only
one running when it occurred. Time to
start debugging.
Either of two hardware-assisted debugging systems, AT Probe ($2495) from
Atron and Periscope III ($995) from The
Periscope Company, may be able to help.
Both provide ameans of isolating their
respective debugging programs from
"normal" code space. They offer some
unique features as well, including the
ability to stop your code in the middle of
anything, debug it, and then continue
processing; real-time tracing, which only
ICEs (in-circuit emulators) could do until
now; the ability to breakpoint in real
time, based on access to any component
within the machine; and displaying and
experimenting with the prefetch buffer.
(For a discussion of debugging, see
"Finding the Culprit" on page 154.)
During the review process, Iused the
boards to solve avariety of bugs: awrite
access by a terminate-and-stay-resident
(TSR) program outside its data space;
problems with the initialization routines
in two different device drivers; timing
problems between incoming characters in
an interrupt-driven TSR concurrent
serial-communications program; spelunking through the innards of MS-DOS
to determine real-time DOS usage of the
PSP (Program Segment Prefix) and FCB
(File Control Block) records; and using
150
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Greenberg
breakout switches to enter the debugger
on an apparent total-system lockup. I
might have been able to solve some of
these problems without a hardwareassisted debugging board, but it would
have taken significantly longer.
Itested the boards on avariety of highspeed AT clones with and without EGA
displays. The EGA causes aproblem with
AT Probe because the debugger's 128Kbyte RAM footprint conflicts with the
memory space normally allocated for the
EGA BIOS. (This problem is documented in the manual.) You can select another area, but the 128K-byte footprint is
pretty large. At 64K bytes, Periscope
III's DOS footprint is smaller than AT
Probe's, so it ran on my EGA system
without any modifications.
AT Probe
AT Probe 2.0 is afull-height, full-length,
IBM PC AT card with 1 megabyte of
write-protected on-board memory and
the ability to be used in protected mode.
It comes with acable that plugs into the
80287 socket on the AT motherboard.
Your 80287 plugs into the cable's piggyback socket. The debugger has both hardware and software components. Most of
the software loads directly into AT
Probe's own memory, but 128K bytes of
system RAM is also required. Installation
is easy; it takes only moments. (An XT
version of the board is also available.)
A switchbox comes with AT Probe and
is an intrinsic part of the package. It contains aStop button, which you can use to
break out to the debugger, and a Reset
button, which you can optionally install
to let you reset the computer. To install
the Reset button, you crimp aconnector
(which is provided) to the power-supply
reset wire ( not available on all AT
clones). This is apermanent change, and
I'm surprised Atron didn't use aless in-

Hardware-assisted debuggers like AT
Probe (top) and Periscope III (bottom)
can significantly reduce debugging
time—for aprice.
trusive method. However, if you need to
remove AT Probe from your system, you
simply pull its reset wire out of the connector, which then remains attached to
the power-supply wire.
Various add-ons to AT Probe are available: AT Source Probe ($395) lets you
debug at the source code level in addition
to the symbolic level; AT Software Performance and Timing Analyzer ($395)
adds timing and performance measurement tools to the debugger; and Winprobe ($495) enables you to debug software designed to run under Microsoft
Windows 2.0.
Three options are also available to optimize AT Probe for specific applications.
The /ISO option ($395) lets you run the
entire debugging process in the 80286's
protected mode using no system memory. There are certain relatively obscure
disadvantages to running the /ISO version
(most having to do with the keyboard),
but the beauty of running in protected
space, where the debugger is almost invisible to your own code, is worth it.
The / PL option ($ 125) supports
Plink86 Plus, a linker from Phoenix
Technologies that resembles the standard
Microsoft Linker but lets you use overlays in amore powerful way. The /PL option lets you set breakpoints in overlays
continued
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AT Probe 2.0
Type
Hardware- assisted debugger
Company
Atron
12950 Saratoga Ave.
Saratoga, CA 95070
(408) 253-5933
Features
2K bus- cycle traceback buffer; 4
hardware breakpoints with 1megabyte of
on- board memory; 660K- byte symboltable space; multiple software tools;
breakout switch Reset button; 12-inch
80287 cable (longer lengths available);
2-foot cable on breakout switch
Size
5by 13 1
2 inches
/
Hardware Needed
IBM PC AT or compatible with 8- MHz/
10-MHz AT hardware-compatible bus
structure (one 16-bit slot required); one
wait state required; 128K bytes of
available memory
Software Needed
DOS 2.0 or higher; DOS 3.0 or higher
recommended
Documentation
220- page AT Probe/AT Source Probe
Manual
Options
AT Source Probe: $395
AT Software Performance and Timing
Analyzer: $395
Winprobe: $495
/PL (Plink86 Plus) extension: $ 125
/ISO (protected-mode debugger): $395
/ISO and /PL extension: $495
/PRO (protected-mode operation): $975
/PRO and /PL extension: $ 1075
Price
$2495
386 Probe: $4195
Inquiry 887.

that you haven't yet loaded from disk.
Another option, /PRO ($975), lets you
run in protected mode in memory above
the first megabyte. Combinations of these
options are also available: /ISO with /PL
($495), and /PRO with /PL ($ 1075). The
particular software configuration Itested
included the /ISO and /PL options and
the AT Source Probe.
Probing for Bugs
Using AT Probe is straightforward. The
command structure of the debugger requires aconsiderable learning curve be152
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When you first load the debugger, it
also looks for an INIT.MAC file, which
can contain user-defined macros conType
cerned with initialization. (An AT Probe
Hardware-assisted debugger
macro contains aseries of AT Probe commands.) As with any macro library, you
Company
eventually end up with your own set of
The Periscope Company
specially designed tools, but AT Probe
1197 Peachtree St., Plaza Level
comes with agood set in PROBE.MAC to
Atlanta, GA 30361
use for your initial debugging sessions.
(404) 875-8080
(800) 722-7006
This set includes such macros as sector
read, sector write, display program preFeatures
fix segment, display registers, and
8K bus-event traceback buffer; 64K
display stack data.
bytes of on-board memory with 32
Once within the debugger, you can
hardware breakpoints; ability to use
specify the name of the file you want to
alternate display device; multiple software
debug and its associated symbol tables,
tools; 15-inch 80x87 cable (longer
as well as any additional macro files you
lengths available on request); 5-foot cable
wish to load. You can examine the code in
on breakout switch
its disassembled state, and symbol names
Size
are shown after their actual addresses to
41
4 by 13 1
/
/
4 inches
aid in your debugging. From past experience, Ifind that actually replacing the
Hardware Needed
hexadecimal address with the symbol
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible ( 16-bit
name is abit more comfortable and closbus slot required on AT), operating with
er
to the original source code, but that's a
one wait state at up to 10 MHz; 64K
matter of personal preference.
bytes of available RAM
Debugging an application without a
Software Needed
symbol table is more difficult, but since
DOS 2.0 or higher; DOS 3.0 or higher
AT Probe lets you enter symbol names at
recommended
specific addresses and thereafter displays
those symbol names, exploring code
Documentation
fragments (even DOS itself) is easier than
218- page Periscope Manual; Quick
before.
The board devotes 660K bytes to
Reference card
keeping your symbol table in its writeprotected memory so that it won't be
Price
overwritten.
8- MHz version: $995
10-MHz version: $ 1095
The heart of debugging, the setting of
breakpoints, is an easy task with AT
Inquiry 888.
Probe. You can set them to occur when
execution reaches agiven location; when
a particular range of memory is read,
written, or fetched by the CPU; or when a
specified I/O port (or aparticular value
for that port) is read from or written to.
The real power of AT Probe shows in
its macros. The macro capability lets you
execute an intelligent breakpoint request,
such as: " Breakpoint when an area outside of this bounded area is written to, if
and only if the code segment is within this
range and the data value at this address is
greater than a particular value and less
cause it is not similar to DOS DEBUG;
than this value." You can make amacro
however, the on-screen help facility in just about any length you like, and it can
two command windows makes the procall other macros (up to anesting level of
cess less painful than it would be if you
5) with parameter passing.
had to turn to the manual all the time. The
The macro processing speed isn't as
user interface, however, is simply acomfast as I'd like. An intelligent breakpoint
mand-line interface.
request runs at full speed on AT Probe,
When invoked, AT Probe looks for its
but once it reaches abreakpoint and starts
configuration file, PROBE.CFG, which
executing in the CPU, processing slows
contains the base address at which to load
down. When you know this, you will find
the software, as well as the cursor- and
yourself setting breakpoints a bit more
screen-addressing information required
sparsely.
to use aremote serial device as if it were a
You can have atotal of only four hardlocal console.
continued
Periscope III 3.1

For just $ 599:' the new 965 gives
you ASCII, ANSI and IBM' PC compatibility in one terminal.
The new 965's versatility is
unparalleled. It supports 23 terminal emulations, more than any
other model in its class. You even
get your choice of ASCII, ANSI or
IBM Enhanced PC keyboard styles.
There's a14" flat display in
green or page-white with crisp, clear
characters in ahigh-resolution 10x16
matrix. A 2-position keyboard with
atrue accounting keypad, 20 user-

programmable editing keys, and
128 programmable function keys.
The 965 can display up to 49
data lines, enough to show large
spreadsheets or two normal display
pages of text at the same time. No
other terminal this affordable can
do that.
The 965's state-of-the-art single
board design uses a16-bit CPU and
sophisticated gate array to give you
ahigh-performance, very reliable
terminal with afull one-year enduser limited warranty
a,M..

110..C.
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The 965. Awhole new look
in terminals from TeleVideo. Call us
toll-free or write today for more
information.
TeleVideo Systems, Inc.,
1170 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94088-3568.
Circle 276 on Reader Service Card
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Finding the Culprit
ixing a bug, once found, usually
takes only minutes; finding it, however, can take minutes or weeks. A great
number of software-only debuggers are
available, all of which let you examine,
step-by-step, each instruction the CPU
executes, and compare the actual results
with the results you expected. But, for a
variety of reasons, hardware-assisted
debuggers can make the process go
much more quickly than software-only
debuggers can.
One of the most common software debuggers is DEBUG, included with MSDOS up to version 3.3. DEBUG is very
useful for examining small assembly
language programs or for resolving simple problems. However, it's woefully inadequate for any but the most rudimentary debugging. To debug program code
easily, you need to be able to examine it
with a symbolic listing; for example,
INC [ TIMER_TICK] is inherently clearer
than INC [ ODCA]. The first conveys at
least part of the meaning the original
programmer intended. To debug easily,
you need to see the source code, or at
least the symbol map. Many symbolic
debuggers contain options to enter these
symbols as required.
Other capabilities also affect the debugging process. When single-stepping
through your code, for instance, adebugger needs to be able to set the " single-step" bit in the processor flag word.
This bit generates an interrupt after each
instruction, which the debugging program then processes, and it usually results in adisplay of the next instruction
to execute (or the previous one) and the
current setting of each register. If this
information is stored in atraceback
buffer, then you can see how your code
arrived at the current point of execution.
The larger the traceback buffer, the
more instructions you can see, and the
easier debugging becomes.
Determining when to examine that
traceback buffer is more of an art than a

ware breakpoints active at any given
time. Ifound that this wasn't sufficient in
many cases, especially when Iwas trying
to trace carefully through the many different cases on aC case/switch statement. Idon't like having to outsmart limitations adebugger places on me.
Fetch and Carry
For the CPU to be as fast as possible, it
automatically reads the next few instruc154
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science; being able to set breakpoints to
stop execution of the current program
and enter debug mode makes the process
easier. The number of breakpoints a
particular debugger allows is an important consideration, since the number and
different types of breakpoints you use let
you execute more of your code and less
single-step tracing. The ability to issue
breakpoints when your program reads or
writes to aparticular area of memory,
when aregister equals acertain value or
range of values, or when your program
accesses aparticular I/O port is an important aid to debugging.
However, if the problem you're trying
to find stems from the interaction of various hardware components over which
you have no control (such as atimer tick
occurring every 1/18 second or aconflict of serial-port interrupts), then even
the niceties of Microsoft's CodeView (a
full-screen symbolic debugger) may not
suffice. It's not that software debuggers
don't have the ability—most do; it's
simply that tracing or single-stepping
through your code can be terribly slow,
because the CPU is executing perhaps
hundreds of debugger instructions each
time it executes one of your program's
instructions. Trying to use the same
CPU chip to process all these " intelligent" breakpoints, to manage atraceback buffer, and to protect your code
and the debugger code from each other
is adifficult, if not impossible, task.
Finally, sometimes the software debugger itself has an adverse effect on
what you're debugging (since the position of your program in memory may depend on where the debugger is placed).
Debugging may even be impossible,
since the errant pointer causing your
problem may actually modify aportion
of the memory space occupied by the debugger—thus causing the debugger to
crash mysteriously. In these situations,
hardware-assisted debuggers like the
ones reviewed here are your only choice.

tions into asmall on-board buffer while it
executes its current instruction. In most
programs, after a given instruction has
run, the instruction most likely to run
next is the one that follows it; since that
instruction is already in the prefetch
queue, little access time is needed except
to read or write the operands.
Since prefetch is used only for instruction execution, it might be useful to set a
breakpoint on prefetch into any area of

memory that should never be executed
but can be read or written to, such as your
data-segment area or your low-memory
interrupt table.
AT Probe's traceback buffer is 2K bus
cycles, or events, in length. Atron calls
this adequeued buffer. You won't see instructions that have been fetched but not
executed unless you specifically ask to
see them. This is an important consideration when looking at the traceback
buffer; it can be confusing to see instructions that were never executed.
A few features of note are AT Probe's
ability to debug using Microsoft C's local
stack referencing, its complete 80287
support, an on-line editor and notepad (in
AT Source Probe), the ability to follow a
nested calling convention backward on
the stack, and the ability to re-enter data
items by data type instead of hexadecimally, byte by byte.
One caveat, however, regarding AT
Probe: One of the manual's appendixes
contains a note about executing breakpoints while in anon-reentrant BIOS call,
such as the keyboard- or monitor-service
routines. Atron says that since AT Probe
uses these routines, you could crash the
system if you breakpoint within them.
Writing aWrong
Iused AT Probe to find awrite access by
aTSR outside of its data and code space.
First, Idefined awrite-to-memory breakpoint for each of two memory-address
ranges: one before the initial TSR code
segment, and one after the last TSR segment. Both DOS and foreground programs, such as COMMAND.COM, normally
access these areas of memory. Therefore,
the debugger had to filter out all such
valid write accesses.
Using amacro to set the breakpoints, I
checked the code segment after each
breakpoint to see if it fell within the TSR
range. If it didn't, Iresumed program
execution; if it did, Iknew Ihad found the
culprit and could use the real-time traceback buffer to determine how Ihad gotten
to the instruction causing the problem.
Again, the macro didn't execute as fast as
I'd like, but with some fine-tuning of its
logic, Imanaged to speed it up.
Periscope III
Periscope III 3.1 is a full-length hardware-assisted debugging card with 64K
bytes of write-protected RAM, an 8Kbus-event real-time traceback buffer, 32
hardware breakpoints, and a remote
breakout switch. It requires an IBM PC
XT, AT, or compatible with 64K bytes of
available RAM. (Since the board is not a
full-height card, it runs in the XT as well
as the AT.) Periscope III comes in two
continued
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The Data Exchange System,
Model 24, allows high speed
exchange of data between
computers, printers and other

•Powerful 16-bit CPU plus
multiple high performance I/0
ea
pi"
processors
allow super high
speed transfer of data
demanded by new faster
computers and software.
•Optimum flexibility: Select
the right combination of serial
and parallel ports, and set any
of these ports as aperipheral
port or as acomputer port.
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ports by 4-port modules offered
in serial/parallel combinations.

Engineered
for speed,
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and
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•Standard 512KB buffer
expandable to 41
2 megabytes,
/
to handle big print/plot jobs
and many small ones.
•Buffer memory dynamically
allocated to maximize buffer
utilization.
•Simultaneous data input and
output on all ports, so no
devices are kept waiting.
•Computer-to-computer
communication concurrent
with all other operations.
•Full duplex communication
allows file transfer capability
with many communications
software packages.
•Compatible with virtually all
computers, printers, plotters,
modems and other peripherals.
•Pop-up RAM resident PC
support software allows
peripheral selection via hot key.
•Super fast throughput allows
data to pass through with no
apparent processing delays.
•Many user-definable
parameters including separate
baud rates, flow control and
parity for each port.
•Internal serial-to-parallel and
parallel-to-serial conversion.
•Cascading capability to
increase available number
of ports.
•Unlimited hotline tech
support.
•Designed and manufactured
in the U.S.A.
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200 N. Second St., Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520 USA
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models: an 8-MHz version ($995) and a
10- MHz version ($ 1095). It requires
DOS 2.0 or higher, but DOS 3.0 or higher is recommended because DOS 2.0 and
2.1 contain some bugs involving improper changes to the stack; The Periscope
Company warns that if your breakpoint
happens to occur at just the right—or
wrong—moment, you may have trouble.
Note that this is true for AT Probe, too.
Like AT Probe, Periscope HI has a
cable that plugs into the 80287 socket on
the motherboard, and an existing 80287
plugs into the cable's piggyback socket.
A plug socket at the end of the card attaches to abreakout button that immediately enables the debugger.
Once you install the hardware (which
takes about 5minutes), you must install
the software—also arapid and straightforward process. You can run the software portion of the debugger without the
hardware. After you install the software,
you're ready to run aTSR called PS.COM,
which takes command-line or indirect
file switches. One switch lets you specify
which area of memory the board is to use.
Other switches let you specify the size of
the symbol table, various window sizes,
and other setup parameters.
No software extensions are available at

this time, including those that allow for
protected-mode operation; thus, most of
the symbol table is visible in system
memory. Although the debugger program itself is write-protected and is therefore safe from typical programming mistakes, the symbol table and other
important tables are not protected. And
since these tables are stored in system
memory, you may not have enough memory to debug alarge program with alarge
symbol table. This was not aproblem in
my testing, however.
Up Periscope
Once you load PS.COM, it sits quietly in
the background until you call it. You can
access it in either of two ways: through
the breakout switch, or through RUN.COM,
which automatically loads your program
and its symbol table. Once your program
is loaded, you are in the debugger, ready
to debug your code.
Part of Periscope III's power is, surprisingly enough, in its user interface.
You can choose from avariety of screen
windows. Ifound that having two data
windows, one stack window, a register
window, and adisassembly window usually sufficed for my needs. Changing
window sizes is an easy operation; for ex-

ample, if you want two data windows
with lengths of 4lines and 6lines, respectively, you enter /14 D:4 D:6.
There is anot-so-subtle difference between Periscope HI and AT Probe: AT
Probe feels as if it were designed for programmers, while Periscope III feels as if
it were designed by programmers. This
shows through not just in the display of
the various windows, but also in the command set and options, designed for programmers who want ultimate control over
their debugging environment. For example, to issue abreakpoint when the byte,
COUNT, equals 08, you would enter BB
COUNT EQ 08. For AT Probe, the command would be BP 1=.COUNT WDATA 08.
Periscope III provides breakpoints on
byte, code, interrupt, line, memory,
port, register, user test, word, and exit.
AT Probe has many of these abilities, but
its interface uses aless intuitive format.
The myriad breakpoints that Periscope
III allows also reflect this philosophy:
You can set up to 16 hardware breakpoints, allowing read, write, execute, and
fetch breaks, and including breakpoints
above the first megabyte of memory for
AT-class machines. You can also set
breakpoints when the data on the bus
meets aparticular value, or when input or

Color display monitors for personal computers.

XC1430C
EGA Compatible

XC1410C
EGA Compatible
XC1409C
CGA Compatible

XC1412C
PGC Compatible

1988 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.
IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Apple is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
AUM1371A screen image by Visual Information, Inc. XC1429C screen image by Glen Schofield of EAS1.
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output to aport occurs (you can specify
up to 16 different ports). These breakpoints can be set directly on Periscope
III's board. Finally, you can set apass
count, which breaks out only after the
breakpoint has been executed a certain
number of times; for example, " break on
the fifth write to this screen location."
You can also set software breakpoints.
Aside from those breakpoints that are put
in Periscope HI hardware for speed, you
can set additional interrupts when aparticular byte, word, or register meets certain tests (less than, equal to, or greater
than aspecified value), as well as when a
particular interrupt executes, when aparticular line of source code runs, when returning from the currently executing routine, or when a user- supplied ( and
previously loaded) assembly language
routine returns acertain value.
With Periscope III's " go using monitor" mode (
GM command), some of these
software breakpoints can work in combination with the hardware breakpoints.
Thus, the program can run at full speed
until it reaches abreakpoint on the board.
Control then transfers to the board to determine if the specific condition exists,
such as " break on register value" (
BR
breakpoint). If not, the code resumes exe-

cution immediately. If the conditions are
met, the breakpoint executes, and you
can start debugging.
One real disappointment is that " break
on register value" allows only one breakpoint test for each register. Thus, testing
for awrite access to arange of memory
with adouble range check on the CS register isn't as easy to accomplish on Periscope III as on AT Probe. (AT Probe's
macro capability can handle this.)
Periscope III lacks macro capability,
but, with its USEREXIT capability, you
can make tests as arbitrarily complex as
you wish. A USEREXIT is user-written assembly language code (
USEREXIT.ASM)
with which Periscope III can interface. It
is loaded as amemory-resident program,
called USEREXIT.COM, that uses an available interrupt. Of course, you'll have to
debug the assembly language routines
that make up the USEREXIT routine itself.
Like AT Probe, Periscope III has
traceback-buffer capabilities. However,
Periscope III's traceback buffer is 8K bus
events long (abus-event record is 48 bits
wide), so it can hold substantially more
information than AT Probe's 2K-buscycle buffer. You can set up the buffer to
capture 8K events before the breakpoint,
4K events before and 4K events after the

Mitsubishi Electronics can support all your monitor
requirements with solutions you can see. Mitsubishi ® brand
name monitors continue to set the standards in quality,
reliability and value. For IBM® PC )XT, AT, PS/2, Apple®
Macintosh R4II or AT&T compatibility, Mitsubishi can
provide the right monitor at an affordable price.
Sharper, Brighter Images On A 13V"/14" Screen.
Each Mitsubishi brand name monitor combines
advanced, proven technology to produce an image that's
uniformly bright along with clear, vibrant colors--all
without annoying flicker.
Commitment To Customer Satisfaction.
Mitsubishi Electronics is the experienced and proven

breakpoint, or 8K events after the breakpoint. However, much of Periscope III's
traceback information consists of prefetch instructions. As such, except for the
obvious ones, like jmp, call, ret, and
int, the trace buffer contains instructions that may not have been executed but
were only in the prefetch buffer. This
makes debugging more difficult.
Periscope HI comes with anumber of
auxiliary programs, including one to let
you use the map-file output from Plink86
Plus, and another to run through assembly language source code and make each
symbol public. Since the more symbols
you have, the easier the debugging becomes, the PUBLIC program should be a
welcome addition to any library.

Driving Devices Crazy
Debugging adevice driver can be difficult, especially since the device driver is
loaded before you can load your debugger. Periscope III's distribution disk contains aprogram, SYSLOAD, that lets you
load the important parts of Periscope III
as device drivers so you can debug the device-driver initialization routine. When I
combined this with Periscope III's ability
to perform a " short boot" (which usually
continued

vendor of high quality monitors for awide range of applications, including presentation graphics, CAD/CAM,
desktop publishing, or image processing.
For product information or authorized Mitsubishi
Electronics representatives, please call 1-800-556-1234 Ext. 54.
In California, call 1-800-441-2345 Ext. 54. Mitsubishi
Electronics America, Inc., Computer Peripherals Division,
991 Knox Street, Torrance, CA 90502 (213) 515-3993.
Visit us at NCGA Booth #1154
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leaves the interrupt vectors loaded), debugging adevice driver became as easy as
debugging any other program.
The problem Ihad was that the serialcommunications device driver was crashing the system somewhere in the initialization routine— sometimes. At other
times, and at high data transfer rates,
characters were being dropped. The
worst kind of bug is the kind that isn't always repeatable.
By setting breakpoints on input or output instructions to ranges of ports, I
found that the device-driver initialization

routine was turning interrupts on too
soon. By using Periscope III's user-exit
capability, Ifound that the time used to
return after apolling loop and before generating the End-of-Interrupt instruction
was sufficient for a character to arrive
when receiving at 115K bytes per second.
Without a hardware-assisted debugging
board, either condition would have been
difficult, if not impossible, to discover.
The Competitive Edge
Determining which debugger is better is a
difficult task. There is no clear and sim-

THE MURAL PLOTTER
D SIZE PLUS.
FLATBED TECHNOLOGY.
2495.

We're not going to razzie.
dazzle you with a lot of hype
about the Mural Plotter. We'll
let the facts speak for themselves.
Plot area 25" x 34"
7 Compatible with leading
software programs

Call for the name of

Emulates HewlettPackard 7475 Plotter
• Compatible with IBM/PC/
XTJAT, T.I., NEC, AT&T
and more using RS232-C
serial interface
Desk top or wall mount
- Excellent repeatability • 5 ips
your local CAD Dealer!

de United Innovations • Crossroads Ind. Park • Ilolvoke NIA 01040 • 41 3-554.4400
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pie benchmark that you can base ajudgment on. Once you find abug with one
debugger, it's gone, and it's impossible
to replicate the problem. ( But, sadly, another bug always lurks around the corner;
there's never ashortage of them.)
If you're developing Microsoft Windows programs; if you're using the overlay capability of Plink86 Plus substantially; if your code is very large (greater
than 400K bytes); if you have a huge
number of symbols; or if you're writing a
protected- mode application (and with
OS/2 on the horizon, protected-mode operations are going to become increasingly
important), then you need the support offered as options for AT Probe 2.0.
However, the interface on Periscope
III is easier to work with than AT Probe
2.0's; the capabilities, such as the number and type of breakpoints, are substantially better; and the command summary
is, to my way of thinking, closer to the debugging needs of aprogrammer. And if
you're a small developer with limited
funds, Periscope III's lower price becomes paramount.
But all this is changing. New releases
on both products are forthcoming. The
features in the new releases clearly
indicate how acutely each company is
aware of the competitive edge the other
has to offer.
The Periscope Company says that Periscope III 4.0 (due out this month) will
support Microsoft Windows, Plink86
Plus's overlays, and Microsoft C's local
symbols. Periscope IV, due out this
spring, is planned to support the 80386 as
well as the 80286. Atron says that the next
release of AT Probe, also due out this
month, will contain auser interface similar to that of Microsoft CodeView.
Atron's 386 Probe for 80386 systems has
recently been released. It's an interesting
race to watch.
Both AT Probe and Periscope III serve
admirably as debuggers. Each does quite
abit more than its advertising represents,
and each also has major enhancements in
the works. But does AT Probe make up
the $ 1500 difference in price (almost
$2000 if you include AT Source Probe)
with added programmer productivity?
The answer isn't as clear-cut as I'd
wish. If you don't need the special capabilities AT Probe has that Periscope III
doesn't have, then, no, AT Probe isn't
worth the difference in price. If, however, you do need them, and you need
them badly, then the price doesn't matter
as much. •
Ross M. Greenberg, owner and chief executive officer of Software Concepts Design in New York, is a computer consultant and software designer.
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TARGA 16 is only
$1995!
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less than the original TARGA 16. Oh,
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RECENT PRICE REDUCTION ONOUR SYSTEM 300
Since the printing of the latest catalog, the price of our 386- based
MS OS/2 compatible system has been reduced substantially. Call toll- free
800-426-5150 for the new list price.
IIED8 MS-DOS and MS are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. ' 1987 DELL COMPUTER CORPORATION
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We've been Dell Computer Corporation since
day one. The systems we make have always
gone by the name PC's Limited.
And that's how things
are going to stay for

WE'RE MAKING
ANAME
FOR OURSELVES.

some time to come.
Because, in just
three years, we've
become one of the
seven largest personal

computer companies in the US.
So we're going to keep on designing, developing and building fast, high performance
computers right here in Austin, lbxas. And
we'll keep on selling them directly to users
like yot.. Because the only good way to keep
prices Gown is to cut out the middleman. No
computer dealer means no dealer mark up.
And what could be simpler than picking
up the phone, placing an order and having
PC's Limited MS-DOS® and Me0S/2 personal computers delivered right to you?
You can also call for our free catalog.
Keep in mind that our low, systems prices
includ€ something other manufacturers
can't match. Aone year, on-site service contract from Honeywell Bull, along with access
to our -echnical support people over toll
free phone lines.
And remember too that everything we
make goes out the door with something you'll
be able to count on for along time to come.
Our good name.
PC's Limited Personal Computers
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How/6 Easily Start
AFeeding Frenzy
We realize if you're looking for afast, letterquality printer, there's afew out there to choose
from. We should know, we've developed some of
the very best.
But if you're looking for aprinter that's not only
fast, but can easily devour any job you throw at it,
you'd best look at the new Toshiba P351SX 24-pin
dot matrix printer.
Take envelopes, for example. The P351SX
comes with an optional automatic envelope feeder.
That way your envelope is printed with the same
speed and ease as your document.
We even replaced the hassle of dip switches
with our new front panel. So you can make all your
choices at the touch of abutton.
But we wanted to make your printmg jobs even easier still, so
i
f . we added afew more convenient features.
I'll
Like the unique ability
to print six-part forms
en'
—
"erni
with each part as legible
ainimmiraimar as the fire. Plus abuilt-in

I

tractor and tear bar. A fanfold bypass. An autoload
lever. A multistrike film ribbon. IBM Proprinter
and Graphics Printer,' Qume Sprint 11 Toshiba
and other popular printer emulations. And
a64K buffer.

But rest assured, none of these features were
added at the expense of speed. Because the
P351SX zips merrily along at an amazing 360 cps
for draft and 120 cps for letter quality.
All of which means the P351SX printer will
quickly polish off any printing job. From letters and
envelopes to graphics and full-sized spreadsheets.
And that's an appetizing thought for any
busy office.
For the name of your nearest Toshiba printer and
computer dealer, call 1-800-457-7777.
'IBM and Proprinter are registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation. 2Qume Sprint 11 is aregistered trademark of Qume Corp.
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Two Fast C Compilers for PCs
Namir Clement Shammas

First, Microsoft improved its C
lection, the Topics window disMicrosoft introduces an improved
compiler, MS-C version 5.0,
plays the names of the functions
by adding powerful optimizing
in the chosen category. You
version
of
its
C
compiler
and
QuickC,
capabilities and support for the
select functions in this window
ANSI C standard. Then, it
the same way you select topics.
a
front-end
development
tool
threw in an integrated package
QuickC redisplays the editor
for C language development
window, with a brief descripcalled QuickC. In anutshell, QuickC is
You can invoke the QuickC environment
tion of the chosen function above it.
to traditional C compilers what Borland's
by typing qc, and you can specify options
The QuickC editor is similar to WordTurbo Pascal is to Pascal implementarelated to the type of video card (e.g.,
Star in nondocument mode, except in
tions: a convenient, integrated environCGA, EGA, and MA) in the system and
how you select and manipulate ablock of
ment for rapid software development.
the presence of acolor monitor. The entext. The commands are easy to learn and
Now C programmers can buy one packvironment displays the main pull-down
lend themselves more naturally to the use
age that provides afriendly environment
menu bar, the editor window, the error
of amouse. The editor uses aclipboard to
for front-end prototyping and professionwindow, and the program- status line.
save deleted text that you can paste back
al workhorse language tools.
Vertical and horizontal scroll bars are
into the source code. The editor also has
Microsoft sells the MS- C compiler
visible at the right and bottom edges of
an interesting feature that lets you put it in
bundled with QuickC 1.0 for $450. It
the editor window. QuickC lets you enter
read-only mode, protecting source code
also sells QuickC separately for $99.
commands by pressing keys or by using
files from accidental changes during
Both compilers run on an IBM PC or
an optional mouse.
browsing.
compatible with 448K bytes of RAM.
You invoke the pull-down menus in the
While the QuickC editor supports the
QuickC requires asystem with two flopmain menu bars by using the Alt key with
Find and Replace features present in any
py disk drives or a5V4 - inch floppy disk
other key combinations or by clicking on
text editor, it also supports aRegular Exdrive and ahard disk drive. MS-C 5.0 rea choice with a mouse. You can select
pression option. This enables you to seek
quires ahard disk drive.
items in a pull-down menu in several
more complex and flexible text patterns.
You install both MS-C and QuickC
ways. First, you can use the cursor-conThe Regular Expression feature is asubusing the SETUP . EXE utility. It automates
trol keys to highlight achoice and then
set of the Unix grep (global regular exthe installation process and lets you cuspress Return. Second, you can press the
pression processing).
tomize the configuration of both comkey that corresponds to highlighted charThe QuickC editor does not handle
pilers. It does this by prompting you to
acters in the menu. Finally, you can point
multiple files. Professional programmers
insert various disks from the package into
to and click on an item with the mouse.
will still use their sophisticated multifile
drive A and copying only the files reThese various selection methods allow
text editors to write the source code and
quired for your particular installation.
you to pick the style you're most comfortresort to the editor in QuickC for fast
Moreover, SETUP . EXE uses the librarian
able with.
corrections.
utility, LIB . EXE, to combine one or more
QuickC has two types of on-line help,
The QuickC environment incorporates
of these files into libraries built to fit the
and both are available by pressing the Fl
afiler that is responsible for various tasks
various configurations you request. This
key. The first is a series of eight help
related to source code file management.
operation reduces the amount of disk
screens that present information on editAmong these tasks is areminder for you
space required and speeds the linking
ing commands, characters in a regular
to save the currently edited file when you
process.
(string-based) expression pattern search,
exit or load another. The filer permits
The configuration options include the
C operator precedence, standard ASCII
you to load an entire file and merge an indestination drive, the names of the
table, extended ASCII table, escape seclude file with the currently edited file.
QuickC subdirectory and auxiliary subquences, print f formatting, and C data
The filer also offers you two mechanisms
directories, the memory model, the type
types (with value ranges).
to select asource code file. The first inof floating-point math support, and the
The second type of help documents the
volves picking afile at large from adirecgraphics library support.
C keywords and various library functory display; you can specify the subdirtions. In this case, awindow displays the
ectory path and wild cards used to display
QuickC 1.0
different topics, and you make aselection
the filenames. The second method is to
QuickC parallels the QuickBASIC enviby using the cursor-control keys or by
select a . MAK file from aprogram list. A
ronment and includes an editor, filing
typing the first letter in an option and then
program list groups arelated set of source
system, compiler, linker, and debugger.
pressing Return. Once you've made asecontinued
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TWO FAST C COMPILERS

QuickC 1.0

MS-C5.0 (including QuickC 1.0)

Type
Ccompiler

Type
Ccompiler

Company
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080

Company
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080

Format
One double-sided, double-density
51
/4
inch floppy disk

Format
Eight double-sided, double-density
51/
4inch floppy disks

Language
Machine language

Language
Machine language

Hardware Needed
IBM PC or compatible with 448K bytes
of RAM and two floppy disk drives, or one
51
/4
inch floppy disk drive and ahard
disk drive

Hardware Needed
IBM PC or compatible with 448K bytes
of RAM and ahard disk drive

Software Needed
MS-/PC- DOS 2.1 or higher
Documentation
417- page Programmer's Manual; online help; Quick Reference card
Price
$99

Software Needed
MS-/PC- DOS 2.1 or higher
Documentation
Three manuals and aspiral- bound
Quick Reference Guide
Price
$450
Inquiry 903.

Inquiry 902.

files for asoftware project and is similar
to amake facility.
Compiling with QuickC invokes aspecial dialog box that permits you to select
various compilation options, such as
warning levels, output objects (e.g., object files, stand-alone executable files, or
an in-memory executable image), Microsoft language extensions, speed optimizations, stack checking, pointer checking,
and debugging. Other options let you
control the extent of compilation: asingle
file, altered files, or all project files. The
QuickC environment allows only the medium memory model, which imposes restrictions on the amount of data a program can handle. Its run-time library
incorporates code that supports the automatic use of the 8087 and 80287 chips.
QuickC contains its own debugger in its
environment and cannot use the CodeView debugger.
The QuickC package also includes a
command- line version of the QuickC
compiler, QCL.EXE. This program lets
you compile and link in one step, or compile your source code into object files that
you link later. The QCL compiler employs
many switches that parallel the menu options of the QuickC environment. Its advantage over the QuickC environment is
164
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its ability to generate code for different
memory models: It supports the small,
medium, compact, and large models. (If
you use the code within the QuickC environment, you can use only the medium
memory model.) Since QCL's options resemble those of the full-fledged MS-C
compiler, Iwill concentrate on the latter
in this review.
Microsoft C 5.0
Unlike QuickC, the MS-C 5.0 compiler
is strictly command line-oriented. However, its operation closely resembles QCL
in that it quickly compiles source code
and automatically links the object code
files. MS-C 5.0 comes with several enhancements and changes from its predecessor, version 4.0. Two of the most significant changes are its improved code
optimization and support of the ANSI C
standard. Although it was not available
for this review, Microsoft's newly released MS-C version 5.10 adds OS/2
support.
ANSI-standard support includes function prototyping and the implementation
of the const and volatile types. MS-C
5.0 also lets you use enumerated types,
treating them as integer values. The compiler no longer supports the long float

type ( its replacement is the type double).
MS-C 5.0 now supports the long double
type to provide enhanced data precision.
You can use the signed keyword to explicitly indicate signed data.
The MS-C compiler is rich with numerous directives that let you fine-tune
the resulting output code. These switches
fall into anumber of categories, such as
memory-model selection, type of processor instructions, type of floating-point
support, types of code optimization, and
object-code generation for adebugger, to
name afew.
The MS- C compiler supports five
memory models: small, medium, compact, large, and huge. The floating-point
switches enable you to generate code for
the 80x87 coprocessor and use emulation
routines, generate in-line code, or call for
an alternate floating-point math package.
You can also instruct the compiler to generate instructions for the 8088/8086, the
80186/80188, or the 80286 processors,
but MS-C 5.0 does not generate native
code for the 80386.
MS-C 5.0 can optimize programs for
execution speed, code size, and loop execution. Other directives let you perform a
wide variety of tasks, such as control
checking for null and out-of- range far
pointers, enforcing ANSI standards,
specifying output filenames for . OBJ,
.EXE, . LST, . ASM, and . MAP files, and
generating code for Windows applications. You can also specify the generation
of an object file for use with either CodeView or SYMDEB debuggers.
MS-C comes with many function libraries that let you perform awide variety
of tasks. The low-level libraries provide
routines for buffer manipulation, memory allocation, process control, time
management, and routines to access the
BIOS and MS-DOS interface. The common C function libraries provide support
for character classification, data conversion, searching, sorting, and string
manipulation.
The file manipulation and I/O libraries
provide directory control, file handling,
stream I/O, low-level I/O, console I/O,
and port I/O. The math function libraries
encompass logarithmic, trigonometric,
hyperbolic, power, and other transcendental functions. Finally, the graphics library contains routines to select the
proper display mode, set coordinates, set
the palette, set display attributes, output
images and text, and transfer images. The
graphics library supports EGA, CGA,
MA, 2- and 16-color high- resolution
VGA, and 256-color medium-resolution
VGA modes.
Included in the package are the linker
(LINK.EXE) file utilities and the Codecontinued

Some of the world's biggest
problems are being solved with
atouch of Smalltalk.
The French Ministry Abroad and involved
of Foreig'n Affairs is .
responsible for keeping un foreign affairs.
track of every French citizen living abroad and every foreigner living in France. Each day
they process thousands of requests for documents or information, each one of which takes
at least fifteen minutes. Arthur Andersen, the world's largest accountingfirm, has developed
anatural language processing application with Smalltalk/ Vthat enables clerks without
computer training to extract the necessary data much faster Thanks to Smalltalk and
system developers Bart Schutte and Pascal Wattiaux, what once took fifteen minutes now
takes 30 seconds. Vim la Smalltalk!
II

On the ground
floor of high-tech
environmental control.

Climate, energy
fire and security are all critical aspects of environmental
control in large office buildings. The challenge forJohnson Controls,
aleader in this industry, is to provide acontrol system that is both
technologically advanced and simple to operate. Using Smalltalk/
Research .Scientists Gene Korienek and Torn Wrensch have created aworkspace environment that allows rapid prototyping and modeling of future
systems. At Johnson Controls this system is used to explore relationshz.
ps between
cognitive models of building operators and corresponding iconic representations
of building components. Each system can then be tested by simply clicking
amouse and viewing the results in sophisticated color graphics on aPC.
_

on the next generation OS/2 operating
short amount of time. Perfect for proThe world is made of objects. So
system as well as DOS.
grammers who are looking for afast,
naturally, the world is turning to Objectefficient prototyping environment. And
Oriented Programming (OOPS). And
Get Smalltalk for asmall price.
anyone who wants to quickly and easily
the fastest, easiest OOPS language and
Smalltalk/V sells for just $99.95.
learn OOPS.
environment is Smalltalk/V.
Smalltalk/ V286 is $199.95. The followWith OOPS you program by defining
Introducing Smalltalk/ V286.
ing optional applications packs are
objects, their interavailable for $49.95 each: CommuniOur newest
relationships and
cations; EGA/VGA Color; Goodies
version of Smalltheir behavior.
#1, Goodies #2, Carleton Tools and
talk
offers
faster
Objects can repreGoodies #3, Carleton Projects.
and more powersent both realAnd everything comes with a60-day,
ful
OOPS
capaworld entities
money-back guarantee.
bilities. We've
—people,
So visit your nearest dealer. Or call
gone from 16 to
places, things
32-bit architecture. toll-free, 800-922-8255 and order direct
—as well as
with MasterCard or Visa. Or write to
From 640K to 16
useful abstracDigitalk, Inc., 9841 Airport Blvd., Los
MB capacity for
tions such as
Angeles,
CA 90045.
25
times
the
stacks, sets
And let us help you put Smalltalk
memory And
and rectangles.
into action.
designed it to run
Smalltalk/V
provides everything you need
With Smalltalk, even non-programmers can create
to solve problems
Teaching students to exciting applications. Economics Professor Arnold
big and small, inthink economically " Katz of the University of Pittsburgh developed
cluding acomEconomics PC Discovery World, an intelligent
prehensive tutorial
tutoring system for beginning microeconomics students. Using amouse to access windows
and manipulate data, astudent can call up aset of markets and commodities for an
to get you started.
imaginary community By changi

the scenario, the student can not only study avariety

of market behaviors, but also test the validity of his or her own reasoning. A process
Who needs
that provides alot offood for thought.
Smalltalk?
Because Smalltalk models the way
people really think, it is perfect for
scientists, engineers and professionals
who have to solve tough problems in a
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Smalltalk/V requires DOS and 512K RAM on IBM PC/AT/PS or compatibles and aCGA. MCGA. EGA, VGA, Toshiba 13100, Herculesoar AT&T 6300 graphic controller. A Microsoft or compatible mouse to recommended.
Smalltalk/ V286 requires a286 or 386. DOS or OS/2 ans 1MB of memory and one of the graphic controllers listed above. Not cap- protected

TWO FAST C COMPILERS

Table 1: MS-C 4.0, 5.0, and QuickC 1.0, compared using the BYTE
benchmark programs. The compilers were directed to generate code that
would resemble QuickC's code as closely as possible. You can see that
optimized MS-C5.0 code is faster than either MS-C 4.0 or QuickC code and
that QuickC is faster than MS-C 4.0.
Test

Sieve

Sort

Float
coprocessor

Compile/link
QuickC 1.0
MS-C5.0'
MS-C5.0'
MS-C4.0 3
MS-C4.0

00:10
00:12
00:11
00:16
00:15

00:13
00:13
00:12
00:18
00:18

00:12
00:12
00:12
00:19
00:19

Execution
QuickC 1.0
MS-C5.0'
MS-C5.0 3
MS-C4.0 3
MS-C4.0'

00:08
00:07
00:16
00:13
00:18

00:24
00:23
00:30
00:27
00:31

00:13
00:10
N/A
00:10
N/A

Float
emulation

Dhrystone

00:17
00:18
00:15
00:24
00:23
6:37
3:35
N/A
3:52
N/A

2382'
2777*
2173"
2272"
2000'

Higher numbers indicate better performance.
'Benchmark compiled once using the /F131directive.
Optimized code.
3Unoptimized code.
Note: The QuickC environment supports only the medium memory model. I
set QuickC
to disable stack checking and to generate 80286-specific code. Since MS-C 5.0 loop
optimization produced invalid times, I
disabled this feature for the Float benchmark. Also
for the Float benchmark, I
used the /F1"1. option to allow the program to run with or without
a coprocessor present. Compile/link and execution times are in minutes:seconds;
Dhrystone execution is in Dhrystones per second. The Dhrystone version is 1.1, using no
registers and performing 50,000 iterations.

View debugger. LINK is acommand lineoriented linker that complements the features of the compiler with many directives to tailor the final properties of the
executable file. Among these directives
are ones to create special-format .
EXE
files for use with the CodeView debugger, pack adjacent code into one 64Kbyte segment, and create libraries for use
with QuickC.
You use alibrarian utility (LIB. EXE) to
manage object code libraries by adding,
deleting, replacing, copying, and extracting sublibraries from larger ones. You
use the MAKE . EXE utility to maintain or
automate software projects. It works by
checking the dates of aprogram's source
files. If some of the dates have changed,
MAKE invokes the compiler or linker to
bring all the program's components up to
date.
The CodeView debugger is perhaps
the most important programming tool accompanying the MS-C compiler. This
sophisticated and versatile debugger
comes with its own environment. It lets
you view the C source code along with
the compiled machine code, single-step
through the code, display registers, and
set breakpoints.
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See How They Run
Icompiled and ran four benchmark programs: BYTE's Float, Sieve, and Sort
benchmarks and the Dhrystone. Iused an
8-MHz IBM AT equipped with Intel's Inboard AT/386 that had an 80386 CPU
and an 80387 coprocessor running at 16
MHz, 640K bytes of base memory, 2
megabytes of extended memory (used for
aRAM disk), a20-megabyte hard disk
drive, and a30-megabyte HardCard. The
system ran under PC-DOS 3.1.
Iinstalled the C compilers on the
HardCard. Ithen used the QuickC compiler to compile the benchmark programs
into stand-alone executable files, which I
ran from DOS. Iset the compile options
for speed optimization; this setting generates 80286-specific code and disables
stack-checking. Iran the Float benchmark twice, once to utilize the math coprocessor and once with the coprocessor
disabled to evaluate the speed of the emulation libraries. Isuppressed the 80387
chip by setting the NO87 environment
using the command SET NO87= true.
Ialso compiled these programs using
MS-C 4.0 and 5.0. To get areliable idea
of how QuickC's results compared to
MS-C's, Iset the compiler switches to

match QuickC's optimizations as much
as possible. To do this, Iused the medium
memory model, disabled stack-checking, and requested 80286-specific code. I
invoked the /
FPi directive when Icompiled the floating-point test program, allowing it to run with or without the coprocessor chip.
With the exception of the Float test, I
compiled the programs twice: once with
maximum code optimization, and once
with optimizations disabled. MS-C 5.0's
loop optimization capability eliminated
the for loop within this program entirely,
yielding an elapsed time of 0. Therefore,
Iused acombination of compiler directives that matched all but loop optimizations when compiling the Float program.
The benchmark results, shown in table
1, favor the MS-C compiler over QuickC.
The executable files emitted by MS-C 5.0
have faster run times than those produced
by QuickC or MS-C 4.0. The speed optimization made asignificant impact on the
Sieve benchmark, nearly doubling the
speed of the program. You can see improvements of roughly 20 to 50 percent in
execution speed between the optimized
executables of MS-C 5.0 versus MS-C
4.0. The compilation and linking speeds
for both MS-C 5.0 and QuickC are better
than those for MS-C 4.0 and are indicative of their good overall speed. (Keep in
mind that Iused a 386 system running
IBM PC AT hard disks.)
Two Good Choices
QuickC offers the novice C programmer
a comfortable environment in which to
learn C. The WordStar-like editor, flexible filer system, rich on-line help, inmemory compilation feature, and fast,
convenient compilation are factors that
appeal to the student of C language or to
the software designer who wants to prototype code rapidly. The optimized code is
faster than MS-C 4.0's and comes close
to the speeds of optimized MS-C 5.0
code. However, the QuickC environment
supports only the medium memory
model, which limits its usefulness in developing large programs and even its use
as afront-end development tool.
The Microsoft C 5.0 compiler is a
workhorse language tool. It incorporates
many optimization features, supports the
new ANSI standard, and automates the
linking process. The extensive compiler
and linker directives, the librarian, and
the CodeView debugger provide you with
arobust development package. •
Namir Clement Shammas, of Glen Allen,
Virginia, is afreelance writer and acolumnist for several microcomputing
magazines.
continued

INTRODUCING FUJITSU'S
DL3000 SERIES PRINTERS.

If you have
to ask
how
much
it costs,
this is the
printer for you.
Meet Fujitsu's new DL3000 series printers. All you
ever wanted from a24-wire dot matrix printer at a
surprisingly affordable price.
Superb Paper Handling, Speed, and Quiet Operation.
First, with just apush of abutton you can switch
between letterhead and computer paper. The built-in
tractor with paper parking does all the work.
Next, print fast 288 characters per second, or one-page
memos in 10 seconds.
Finally, print quiet Quiet enough to let you comfortably
cany on aconversation.
Easier, faster and quieter than the competition. Ask to
see one. We'll prove it
Comes Fully Loaded, Ready To Go To Work
The DL3000 printers give you crisp graphics and
exceptional letter quality printing.
They give you an easy-to-use programmable operator
panel with memory for two different menus. And you'll
be compatible with today's popular business systems
and software.
You even get an industry leading reliability rating of

01.3300 (
Narrow Carriage), 013400 (Wide Cordage)
8,000 hours
Speed
110 Speed Draft
288 cps at 12 cpi
MTBF. For years
Draft Quality
216 cps at 12 cpi
Letter Duality
72 cps at 12 cpi
of trouble-free
•
:,'curier 10
Prestige Elite
performance.
Compressed
Jptional Font Card win 2Fonts pe Card
Call 800Paper Handling
Standard Push Tractors with Automatiz
Sheetloading and Paper Parking; Optional
626-4686 today
Single and Double Bin Cut Sheet Feeders
for more infor- Acoustic Noise 55 dBA
r,entronics Parallel or RS232C Serial
mation on this Interfaces
Emulatioes
IBM' Proprinter XL IBM Graphic.;
rinter," Diablo 630 ® API, Epson ,lX8D®
or any of our
with Color Option)
Color Option
User Installable Kit
world famous
family of printers, including daisywheel, dot matrix,
laser and band.
Because the more you ask, the more we can do for you.

ACOMPANY WITH CHARACTER AND DRIVE

FUJITSU
FUJITSU AMERICA
Computer Prod Jots Group

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE DL3000 SERIES PRINTERS, CALL 800-626-4686
C 1987. Fujitsu America, Inc. IBM, Proprinter XL and Graphics >,inter are registered trademarks of Internatioral Business Machales Corooratiorr Epson Jet() M areg'stereo trademark of Seiko Epson Corporation
registered trademark of Xerox Corporation.
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NEW POWER FOR FORTRAN

New Power for
FORTRAN
Carl Byington
Two new compilers
take advantage of the 80386
and its coprocessors
FORTRAN has been around for over 30
years, but when it comes to number
crunching, FORTRAN is still the best
tool. Now, it is even better. Two new
compilers use the 32-bit registers of the
Intel 80386 to allow more efficient code
when accessing arrays larger than 64K
bytes and when using 32-bit integers.
Both SVS FORTRAN 386 version 2.7
($895) from Science Applications International Corp. (SAIC) and NDP FORTRAN 386 version 1.3a ($595) from
MicroWay generate code for the 80386
32- bit native mode and support the
80287, 80387, and Weitek 1167 floatingpoint coprocessors.
These compilers require more than
minimum hardware configurations. NDP
FORTRAN 386 requires an 80386-based
computer with a 1.2-megabyte floppy
disk drive, ahard disk drive with at least
2megabytes free, at least 640K bytes on
the motherboard, and 2megabytes of extended memory'. It also requires that you
have MS-DOS 3.2 (or higher) and Phar
Lap's 3861ASM, 386 ILINK, and
RUN386. The Phar Lap programs are
available in the 386IASM/LINK package
for $495. SVS FORTRAN 386 requires
an 80386-based computer with a 1.2megabyte floppy disk drive and a hard
disk drive with 2 megabytes free. SVS
FORTRAN needs 640K bytes, but does
not require extended memory to run. You
will need MS-DOS version 2.0 or higher
and Phar Lap 3861LINK. Both compilers
produce executable code that requires a
floating-point coprocessor, but only the
SVS compiler requires a floating-point
coprocessor for the compiler itself.
Power at aPrice
Both compilers depend on aDOS-extension package that interfaces their 32-bit
code to the IBM PC's 16-bit operating
system. The SVS FORTRAN system uses
amodified version of the X-AM package
from Intelligent Graphics Corp. NDP
FORTRAN uses Phar Lap's RUN386
version 1.1v or higher. In anormal 16-bit
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compiler, there are three components
that may contain bugs (the compiler, the
run-time libraries, and the operating system). With these 32-bit compilers, you
also have to worry about the DOS-extension package.
Both compilers generate object modules that you must link with the run-time
libraries to create an almost executable
module. To run that module, you must
first invoke the DOS-extension package.
Neither the compilers nor their generated
object programs will run if the 80386
processor is in the virtual 86 mode. The
run-time libraries do not include any
routines for screen I/O, cursor control,
color control, graphics, or database
management.
Both compilers, their generated object
programs, and the Phar Lap tools all
work correctly with Personal REXX
from Mansfield Software Group. Personal REXX is apowerful command processor to which Iam addicted.
SVS FORTRAN 2.7
When you purchase the SVS system, you
receive the compiler and the run-time libraries. Also included is acopy of the required DOS-extension package, but you
must purchase the required linker separately from Phar Lap. The software is on
two 1.2-megabyte floppy disks: one for
use on 80287/80387 systems and the
other for use on Weitek 1167 systems.
SAIC supplies a user's guide, a FORTRAN reference manual, and adebugger
reference manual. None of the manuals
include an index. The license for the
compiler provides an unlimited license to
distribute the DOS-extension package
with your linked modules to your clients.
The SVS compiler runs on Motorola
68000 and National Semiconductor
32000 Unix environments, in addition to
MS-DOS on an 80386-based system. The
manual covers all systems generically,
with an appendix giving the specific details for each system.
The SVS FORTRAN compiler requires afloating-point coprocessor. You
must choose anumeric processor (e.g.,
80287, 80387, or Weitek 1167) when you
install the compiler. If you want to compile aprogram on amachine with one numeric processor and execute that pro-

gram on a machine with a different
numeric processor, you must modify the
compile-and-link batch files. You need to
copy the target coprocessor support library to the proper subdirectory on your
hard disk and change the numeric coprocessor switch in the compiler command
line before you can begin cross development. The documentation for this process
is sketchy.
The compiler recognizes over 20
switches to control the input and output
files, debug status, FORTRAN-66 compatibility, numeric processor selection,
and parameter passing model. You can
also specify most of these as metacommands of the form $xxx in the source file.
A Complex Path to Execution
The SVS FORTRAN compiler is really
three separate programs ( FORTRAN,
TCODE, and JLINKER) that you must
run with different parameters. These
three programs read your FORTRAN
program and produce a linkable object
module. There is no option to generate an
assembly language source or listing file.
SAIC supplies a small batch file to
compile and link a single FORTRAN
program. Compiling FOO.FOR will produce FOO.OBJ, FOO.REX, and FOO.EXE.
The . OBJ file is the linkable object
module. The linker produces the relocatable executable file called the . REX
file. The . EXE file is a copy of
XAMENV, the X-AM equivalent of Phar
Lap's RUN386. When you run FOO from
the DOS command line, you are really
running acopy of XAMENV with adifferent name. That program determines
the name ( F00) from DOS and loads
FOO.REX as a protected native- mode
80386 program.
You can modify two pieces of information in the FOO.EXE file. The STACKSZ
utility can modify the stack size value in
the FOO.EXE file. If you are running
under DOS 2.x, the program name ( F00)
is not available for execution. The
SVSNAME utility can modify the program name value inside the FOO.EXE file
so that it can locate FOO.REX even under
DOS 2. x.
Every FORTRAN object program
creates another copy of XAMENV on
your disk. All these copies differ only in
name, in the few bytes that store the FORTRAN object program name (you cannot
even reference that field unless you run it
under DOS 2.x), and in the stack size for
the program. The problem is that each
FORTRAN program on your disk uses
116K bytes of disk space to store just 20
bytes of information. The alternative is to
create a batch file that runs your programs and makes a temporary copy of
continued
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Table 1: Results of FORTRAN benchmarks show that SVS FORTRAN
produces considerably smaller executable code than that produced by NDP
FORTRAN.
Time ( in seconds)
Compile
Link
Execute

Size (in bytes)
. OBJ . EXE

Floating-point arithmetic (calculations) ( 10,000 Iterations)
NDP
11
8
. 32
SVS
18
7
. 25

923
687

54332
20084

Eratosthenes Sieve ( 15,000 Iterations)
NDP
11
9
. 11
SVS
18
7
. 11

888
730

84312
20160

Write 1024 128-byte records of character data
NDP
lo
8
4.97
SVS'
18
8
5.49
SVS 2
18
8
8.94

1034
939
939

54508
30248
30248

Read 1024 128- byte records of character data
NDP
10
9
8.42
SVS
18
8
8.68

812
784

54328
30368

Write 1024 126-byte records of formatted numeric data
NDP
10
8
9.06
SVS'
19
8
7.07
SVS 2
19
8
12.89

850
830
830

54236
28252
28252

Read 1024 126-byte records of formatted numeric data
NDP
11
8
9.03
SVS
20
8
9.01

821
773

54244
31628

Write 1024 36- byte records of unformatted numeric data
NDP
11
9
1.81
SVS'
19
8
1.69
SVS 2
19
8
2.60

846
825
825

54928
24824
24824

Read 1024 36-byte records of unformatted numeric data
NDP
11
9
1.65
SVS
20
7
1.43

813
764

54932
24800

Time (in seconds)
Compile
Link
Whetstones

Size (in bytes)
. OBJ . EXE

Single-precision Whetstones
NDP
23
8
SVS
21
7

1923
2000

5209
3285

56972
28488

Double-precision Whetstones
NDP
24
8
SVS
22
8

1666
1666

5698
3629

57252
28740

Time (
in seconds)
Compile
Link
Execute

Size (in bytes)
MFLOPS . OBJ . EXE

Single-precision LINPACK
NDP
55
12
SVS
25
9

83.87 . 242
76.73 . 265

14935
9138

388776
40972

Double-precision LINPACK
NDP
57
16
SVS
26
9

102.38 . 195
97.93 . 204

15344
9543

711720
44200

'Create new file.
'Overwrite old file.
Note: Timings for the Whetstone benchmarks are given in thousands of Whetstones per
second. Timings for the LINPACK benchmarks are given in both seconds and MFLOPS
(millions of floating-point operations per second). The object-file sizes are given for the
.EXP form for the NDP system, and the . REX form for the SVS system.

XAMENV, sets its stack size to the current program's required size, runs it, and
then deletes it.
Tools for Debugging
The SVS debugger is asymbolic debugger that uses aline-oriented display. Instead of the multiple- window, userscreen- saving debuggers found with
many MS-DOS packages, SVS FORTRAN uses aglass-teletype display with
simple scrolling lines of information. The
debugger can display variables by name
or by specific value as long as the variable
is not in aregister. You set breakpoints
and tracepoints by the subroutine name
and the statement number (not line number) within that subroutine. This debugger does not know about watchpoints, so
you will have to single-step the program
and display the variable of interest at each
step.
The debugger can also display array
elements, but there is no command to
display every element (or acollection of
elements) of an array. You can display the
value of x(1), x(i), or x(x(1)), but you
cannot display i+j or x(i +1) since the
debugger has no arithmetic operations.
Gotchas
The SVS system does not associate units
5and 6with standard I/O. Although the
ANSI standard does not require this,
there are a lot of programs that assume
these unit numbers are special. The SVS
system uses unit 0for standard I/O and unit
1 for standard error. New FORTRAN
programs should use READ(*, ) and
WRITE(*,...) rather than any specific
unit number.
SVS FORTRAN 386 can create anew
file about twice as fast as it can overwrite
an existing file. For this reason, Iperformed file- manipulation benchmarks
twice for the SVS compiler (see table 1).
The NDP system does not display this
anomaly.
The SVS system does not tolerate device drivers that use extended memory. If
you try to run an SVS FORTRAN program while SMARTDRV is active, the
system will reboot itself with no error
message. Your program will also hang if
it tries to write an unformatted file that is
larger than the available disk space. If
that happens, you just press Control-C to
terminate the program without rebooting
the machine. Finally, the DOS-extension
package takes over interrupt vectors 78 to
7F and does not restore them when the
FORTRAN program terminates.
SVS Code Generation
The SVS compiler generates code that
contains some interesting features. The
continued
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Print samples were created using Microsoft Word Microsoft Excel. and Aldus PageMaker
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SVS FORTRAN 386 2.7

NDP FORTRAN 386 1.3a

Type
80386 native- mode FORTRAN compiler

Type
80386 native- mode FORTRAN compiler

Company
Science Applications
International Corp.
5150 El Camino Real
Suite C-31
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 960-3322

Company
MicroWay
P.O. Box 79
Kingston, MA 02364
(617) 746-7341

Format
Two 1.2-megabyte 51
4 /
inch floppy disks
(one for 80287/80387 systems and one
for Weitek 1167 systems); one 31/
2inch
floppy disk for PS/2 Model 80
Language
Pascal
Hardware Needed
80386- based system with one 1.2megabyte 51
4 /
inch floppy disk drive;
640K bytes of RAM; hard disk drive with
at least 2megabytes free; 80287, 80387,
or Weitek 1167 floating-point
coprocessor
Software Needed
Phar Lap 386IASM/LINK: $495
Documentation
45- page user's guide; 200- page
FORTRAN reference manual; 55- page
debugger reference manual

Format
One 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch floppy disk
Language
FORTRAN
Hardware Needed
80386- based system with one 1.2megabyte 51/
4inch floppy disk drive;
640K bytes of RAM; hard disk drive with
at least 2megabytes free; 2megabytes of
extended memory; 80287, 80387, or
Weitek 1167 floating-point coprocessor
Software Needed
Phar Lap RUN386 and 386IASM/LINK:
$495 ( needed only if running under DOS)
Documentation
90- page user's manual 100- page
reference manual
Price
$595
Inquiry 905.

Price
$895
Inquiry 904.

compiler aligns the code for aloop on a
4-byte boundary. When the jump transfers control from the bottom of the loop
back to the top, the 80386 processor
needs to access memory to fill the prefetch queue with the first instruction.
This alignment ensures that all the bytes
fetched with that first instruction are part
of the current loop.
The compiler typically optimizes for
execution speed, generating the three-instruction sequence
mov
lea
lea

eax, temp20
ecx, [ eax+eax*8]
eax, [ ecx+eax*2]

rather than the much shorter single
instruction
imul

eax, temp20 , 11

because the three- instruction sequence
actually executes about 12 percent faster.
You should not consider the SVS compiler as a perfect optimizing compiler,
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however. A peephole optimizer would
clean up these instruction pairs that the
SVS compiler generated in some of my
test cases.
mov
mov

tempi°, eax
eax, tempi.° ; remove

mov
mov

templO, eax
ecx, tempi° ; replace with
mov ecx, eax

mov
mov

edi,templ0 ; remove
edi,1

For a DO loop of the form " DO 10 I =
1,N", SVS generates the following loopcontrol instructions at the bottom of the
loop:
inc
mov
cmp
jle

tempi()
esi,templ0
esi,templ4
top

If you use the index variable inside the

loop only as an array subscript, SVS
could improve this code by changing to
the loop style that NDP FORTRAN uses.
NDP FORTRAN 1.3a
When you purchase the NDP system, you
receive the compiler and the run-time libraries. You must still purchase the required assembler, linker, and DOS-extension package separately from either
Phar Lap or MicroWay. You can sell your
linked modules to your clients, but the
modules will be of no value to them
unless you also buy an unlimited license
to distribute the DOS-extension package,
your client buys acopy of the DOS-extension package for each machine that will
run your application, or your client runs
Unix.
This compiler is available only for the
80386 under either Microport's Unix or
MS-DOS with Phar Lap's 386IDOSExtender (see table 2). The package includes the NDP FORTRAN compiler, a
compiler driver ( f77), a make utility
(mm), and the run-time libraries. The
run-time libraries do not include any procedures for screen I/O— for example,
cursor control, color control, windows,
or graphics.
NDP FORTRAN comes on a single
1.2- megabyte floppy disk. To install
NDP FORTRAN, you simply copy the
entire contents of the floppy disk to any
subdirectory listed in your PATH command. You must also add SET NDP=path
to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file to tell the
compiler its location. If the Phar Lap
tools are not in the NDP directory, you
need to add SET TOOLS=path to your
AUTOEXEC . BAT file.
MicroWay supplies a user's manual
and areference manual. Both manuals include an index.
The NDP FORTRAN compiler does
not require any numeric processor. The
object programs that it generates require
a numeric processor ( e.g., 80287,
80387, or Weitek 1167) based on the
switches that you specify when the program compiles.
There are three ways to run this compiler. You can run the compiler driver
(f77) with a variety of switches. The
driver will then run the compiler, assembler, and linker with the appropriate
switches. You can run the minimake program (mm), and it will build your program according to the values that it has
saved in a small database, or you can
directly run the compiler, assembler, and
linker yourself ( from a batch file) with
the correct switches. This last approach
is the only way to get the assembler to
produce the assembly language listing
file that you will need to use the debugcontinued

Every presenter wants to make acompelling, persuasive case. And color,
you'll agree, makes all
the difference.
It's more eyecatching. More
readily understood. More
memorable. In short, color makes any
desktop presentation more effective.
And research proves it.
All you need is aHewlett-Packard
ColorPro Plotter like we used here, or
the HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer.
Tbgether with aPC—IBM compatible
or Apple Macintosh—you can use all
the popular graphics software like
Lotus Freelance Plus, Cricket Presents,
HP's Graphics Gallery (used below),
Microsoft Chart and Harvard Graphics.

At under $1,300, the HP ColorPro
Plotter may be just where you want to
start. It will turn your ideas into colorful,
easy-to-grasp visuals. Or, if you need to
combine near-letter quality text with
color graphics, you can rely on the
HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer for
under $1,400. Whichever you choose,
you'll create desktop presentations
with startling color and greater impact.
For acolorful sample overhead and
the name of your nearest dealer, call
1800 752-0900, Ext. 903A.
Freelance Plus" and Lotus' are U S registered trademarks of Lotus
Development Corporation Microsoft . is aU S registered trademark
of Microsoft Corporation
C) Hewlett-Packard 1988
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Guess which presentation
made the sale.
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on the main monitor, but you need asecond monitor and keyboard on your desk.

Table 2: A comparison offeatures.
Basic facilities
Product version

SVS FORTRAN 386
version 2.7

NDP FORTRAN 386
version 1.3a

Hardware support

80386, 68000, 32000,
80287, 80387,
Weitek 1167

80386,
80287, 80387,
Weitek 1167

Operating system

Unix (68000 and 32000);
MS-DOS (80386)

Microport
Unix V.3; MS-DOS

MS-DOS extension

X- AM from IGC

Phar Lap RUN386

Copy- protected
Memory required
Disk space required
Assembler required
Linker required

No
2megabytes
2megabytes
None
Phar Lap 386ILINK

No
2megabytes
2megabytes
Phar Lap 386IASM 1.1v
Phar Lap 386ILINK 1.1v

Symbolic

DOS-type Debug supplied
with Phar Lap software
Yes

Development
Debugger
Generates symbolic
assembly code

No

Data Types
Logical
Integer
Real
Complex

*1, * 2, * 4
'1, ' 2, 4
•4, ' 8
'8

'1,
'1,
'4,
'8,

' 2, ' 4
' 2, ' 4
*8
' 16

File I/0
Unit 5or 6for standard I/O

No

Yes

Pascal, C
No

Pascal, C
No

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Interfaces
Call other languages
DOS I/O
Compatibility
VDISK
SMARTDRV
REXX

ger. The compiler recognizes over 50
switches to control the optimization level,
I/O file directories, FORTRAN-66 compatibility, and numeric-processor selection. Although the FORTRAN language
is not case- sensitive, these compiler
switches are.
Limited Debugging Capabilities
The NDP FORTRAN system does not include adebugger, but the Phar Lap tools
include two debuggers. The MINIBUG
debugger is very similar to the DOS Debug. The 386DEBUG is something of a
symbolic debugger, which probably
works nicely for assembly language programmers, but has serious limitations for
FORTRAN programmers. The only
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symbols that this debugger knows are
global (external) symbols, and NDP
FORTRAN generates global symbols
only for named common blocks and subroutines. This means that you can dump
the contents of anamed common block,
or set abreakpoint at the entry to asubroutine, without the listing files. If you
want to do anything else, you still need
the listing files and the ability to read
80386 code.
Like MINIBUG, 386DEBUG cannot
display any file on the screen, so you still
need hard copy listings. 386DEBUG can
use asecond ASCII terminal connected to
COM1 or COM2 for debugging. In this
mode, the debug commands do not overwrite your FORTRAN program output

Into Extended Memory
Both the compiler and the object programs that the compiler generates recognize the existence of the VDISK and
SMARTDRV device drivers. You could
place your source code and the run-time
libraries on a large VDISK, letting you
compile, link, and execute programs
without touching the hard disk. If you
gave that same memory to SMARTDRV,
you would achieve almost the same performance level, but the hard disk would
always have acurrent copy of your code.
Gotchas
The NDP system has problems detecting
the end of available disk space. If your
program tries to write afile (formatted or
unformatted) that is larger than the available disk space, it will not receive any
error indication. The write statement will
complete, and control will pass to the
next statement, even though the data was
not actually written.
Data size has adramatic effect on program size in the NDP environment. Consider aprogram that declares a4-megabyte array. The object program that the
NDP compiler generates is much smaller
than 4megabytes, but the executable program that the Phar Lap linker generates is
larger than 4megabytes. The executable
file contains an image of the array, even if
the array is not initialized. If you locate
the array in acommon block, this problem does not occur.
The -n2 compiler switch for 80387
code works correctly, but the compiler
driver still asks for the 80287 library during the link phase.
NDP Code Generation
The main weakness of the NDP compiler's code generator is in the array-addressing computations in DO loops. The
compiler generated atotal of 68 instructions for asimple array multiply routine.
Of these, the compiler could remove 15
(22 percent) without changing any of the
other instructions.
Another weak spot is the code generated for real-to-integer conversions. This
compiler generates the following code for
the statement 1=x:
fnstcw

word ptr templ6

MOV

ax, templ6
ax, 3072
temp14,ax
word ptr templ4

or
MOV

fldcw
fld
fistp
fldcw

dword ptr x
dword ptr i
word ptr templ6
continued

A Real System V

for your 386 or 286-based PC!
Microport System V/386 is
derived from AT&T Unix* System V Release 3certified source
code. Release 3represents a
najor upgrade in operating sys.
tem capability and is destined for
market dominance. ( Microport
System V/AT-286 is developed
from UNIX System V.2)

RUNTIME PACKAGE The System V Runtime Package contains over 180
utility programs. It is one of the most comprehensive available and includes the
screen editor "vi:' System V is sold with atwo user binary license. For an
upgrade fee users can extend this to an unlimited number of users.

Microport System V provides
true multi-user and multi- tasking
capabilities. It runs in protected
mode and supports the entire
address space available; up to sixteen megabytes on the AT and up
to four gigabytes on the 80386. It
supports all standard hard disks,
multiple printers, and modems, 17
users on an AT and many more
users on an 80386.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM Includes the AT&T C compiler
that makes full and efficient use of your processor's instruction set. The
80386 package also includes the Green Hills C-386 compiler, selected by Intel
as the fastest for the 80386. ( Fortran- 386 $695, Pascal- 386 $695) Sdb, the
source level debugger, allows display of actual lines of C code being executed.
Many useful tools such as SCCS ( source code control system), Make and Ctrace
are also provided.

Additional Features:
O Demand- paged virtual memory
management
D Virtual consoles allow multiple
windows for UNIX applications and DOS windows under
DOS Merge
II Electronic mail, communications with uucp and cu
• Dynamic buffer allocation
LI PC- DOS partitioning allows
DOS and System V files to
reside on the same hard disk
(DOS Merge uses common file
system)
O Shared libraries
D 80286 compatibility
12 Link kit to allow user
installable device drivers
O Menu-driven system
administration
D On-line help facility
Microport SysVision' is a
part of both System V/AT and
System W386. Sys Vision lets you
perform all system housekeeping
tasks without knowing the specific UNIX commands. It is menu
driven and has context sensitive help.
Call ( 800) 722-8649 today and
order System V, the first 400
callers mentioning this ad will
receive aspecial discount coupon.

80286: $199

80386: $199

UNLIMITED USER UPGRADE LICENSE KIT Upgrades System V
Runtime for an unlimited number of users.
80286: $249

80386: $249

80286: $249

80386: $499

TEXT PREPARATION SYSTEM This package consists of the complete
System V Documentor's Workbench' ( DWB 2.0 on 386). It includes both the
new troff ( device independent troff ) and the old troff ( otroff ). Drivers for the
HP LaserJet Printer and APPLE's Laser Writer are optionally available.
80286: $199

80386: $199

COMPLETE SYSTEM V ( 2User) Includes Runtime Package, Software
Development Package and 'Ibxt Processing Package.
80286: $549

80386: $799

DOS MERGE Supports the concurrent use of both System V and DOS. With
DOS Merge you can develop software combining DOS and System V programs
and commands. You can even run DOS and System V using the same files. And
DOS Merge 386 uses the full capabilities of the 80386's memory management so
you can run multiple DOS and System V programs at the same time on dumb
terminals. DOS Merge 386 comes in 2-user and unlimited user versions.
80286: $149

80386 ( 2-user): $395

80386 ( Unitd): $495

JSB MULTIVIEW Every UNIX operating system needs this to put all that
power firmly in its place, under your control. JSB Multiview is acombined multitasking, concurrent windowing environment for the console and terminals,
providing the complete user interface in acontrolled, protected manageable way.
80286: $395
80386: $495
NETWORK SERVICE EXTENSIONS ( System V/386 only) is an option to
provide development tools for networking and communications capabilities.
RFS ( Remote File Sharing) lets you share directories, devices, and named pipes
transparently among computers that are linked by anetwork.
STREAMS is ageneral, flexible facility and aset of communication and
networking services within the UNIX system. It provides auniform mechanism
for program development, ranging from networking applications to individual
device drivers.
80286:

N/A

80386: $199

Microport also carries an extensive library of third party software products.
•UNIX and Documentor's Workbench are registered
trademarks of AT&T. System V/386. System V/AT and
DOS Merge are trademarks of Microport Systems, Inc.
Other brands and products are trademarks of their
respective holders.
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This compiler needs only two control
words to run the 80387 for most operations. One control word specifies round
nearest (used for normal operations) and
the other specifies chop (for real-to-integer conversions). In the above example,
the first four instructions store the normal
control word and convert it to the conversion control word. The compiler could
remove those instructions if it generated
two constants for the appropriate control
words and loaded them as necessary.
A peephole optimizer should be added
to clean up these instruction pairs that

were generated in some of my test cases:

fst [ ebx]

;remove
mov ecx, 1
imul ecx, ecx, 10 ;replace with
;mow ecx, 10

fstp st(0)

mov
cmp

jle
lea

For a DO loop of the form " DO 10 I =
1,N", this compiler generates the following loop-control instructions at the bottom of the loop:

temp24,edx
;replace with
temp24,0
;or
;edx,edx
label

dec templ0
me top
Note that this code is much faster than the
code that the SVS compiler generates.

ecx, [ edx] ; replace with
;mov ecx,edx

REPROGRAM T
HE
ORIGINAL COMPUTER

Access anew, hands-on experience
in OS/2 and CProgramming.
Lattice, the consensus leader in Ccompilers, introduces anew way
for program designers, users and managers to learn everything there
is to know about OS/2 and C. Our seminars and workshops are taught
by expert programmers with real world experience. With less theory,
more hands-on. In fact, each course is so intense, it's the equivalent
of college level, packed into aLi- day session.
Demand is intense too, so make your reservations now. And come
prepared to open your mind.

Call 1-800-533-357711

CALENDAR OF COURSES
OS/2 for Managers
April 28 June 30
May 19 July 21

room

OS/ 2Programming '
April 19-21 June 14-16
May 10-12 July 5-7

C- Programming
May 3-6
July 12-15
May 24-27 July 26-29
June 21-24

All courses taught in the Lattice Training
Center, Lombard. Illinois, near
Chicago% O'Hare Airport. Special
rates are available in nearby
hotels. Ask for information.

41

Nutksidiary of SAS Institute Inc
l2uice. Incorporated
2400 S. Highland ANcnue
Lombard, IL 60148
Phone 800/533-3577
In lUinuis M2/916-1600
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Trade-offs of Speed
and Convenience
I tested both compilers on a Compaq
386/20 with an 80387, 6 megabytes of
Compaq 32-bit memory, and a60-megabyte hard disk drive.
The SVS system creates executable
files about 25K bytes smaller than those
that the NDP system produces. This
mainly reflects the size of the base set of
run-time routines that link into any FORTRAN program. The NDP compiler
generates object code sequences that are
about 25 percent larger (in terms of object
code bytes) than those that the SVS compiler generates, but the code executes
only about 5percent slower.
The SVS compiler takes almost 50 percent longer than the NDP compiler on
small test cases like the Sieve and File I/0
benchmarks, but it becomes almost twice
as fast as the NDP compiler on large or
complicated programs such as the
LINPACK.
The SVS system comes complete with
almost everything you need to write, debug, and sell your FORTRAN application object module. The only other equipment you need is the Phar Lap linker. The
NDP system does not include adebugger,
although it does include one with the required package from Phar Lap.
While the SVS compiler has much better debugging facilities than NDP, with
SVS you'll have multiple copies of XAMENV.EXE taking up hard disk space.
If you need acompiler that is compatible with extended-memory utilities,
such as VDISK and SMARTDRV, NDP
FORTRAN is the only choice.
In short, while both compilers are
powerful, neither is perfect. Indeed, the
major disadvantages of both compilers
are that they are neither as mature nor as
stable as the 16-bit compilers from RyanMcFarland or Microsoft. •
Carl Byington is the founder of 510 Software Group, Rancho Palos Verdes, California. The company specializes in language- run-time support systems and
database applications.

lattice is aregisteted irjdein..rk ot.Intl ice. Incorporated.
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;replace with
;fstp [ ebx]
;remove
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UNLEASH
THE POWER
OF YOUR
-80386 COMPUTER
WITH VM/386...
The 80386 control program that brings you true DOS multitasking.

1

11119 P
GC

and Programmer's Paradise offer you the best value on the Software you need.

VM/386 uses the virtual 8086 mode, built
into the 80386 processor, to create individual virtual machines. You can load adifferent application in each virtual machine. A 386 PC with
VM/386 is like having adesktop full of PC's all
working for you at the same time, giving you the
power and flexibility to get all your jobs done at
once. TRUE MULTITASKING with VM/386
from

Complete Control over the Environment
Each virtual machine (VM) can be
customized to make full use of the power of your
386 PC. Each VM has its own DOS, AUTOEXEC
file and CONFIG file. You can specify the size
and type of RAM in each VM and can set the
processing power and priority of each VM. And
VMs are protected from one another.
Superior Performance

Increased Productivity
With VM/386, your 386 PC becomes more
than just afast AT. VM/386 dramatically increases
your productivity by allowing you to run several
programs simultaneously and not have to wait
for one application to finish before you start-up
or work with another. And unlike other control programs, VM/386 is easy-to-install, easy-to-learn and
easyto- use.
More Compatibility, No Retraining
VM/386 runs all industry standard MSDOS and PC-DOS software. It supports LIM
expanded memory specifications and runs EGA
applications in the background perfectly. VM/386
supports the monitors, hard disks, printers,
mice and modems you are currently using or
plan to use.
Interact with VM/386 in exactly the same
way as you interact with your PC, using the familiar DOS commands. No need to learn anew
interface or be retrained.
Circle 218 on Reader Service Card

VM/386 takes full advantage of the power
of the 80386 because it was designed specifically
for 386 PCs. VM/386 provides superior performance compared to other 386 control programs by
utilizing buffered I/O to reduce disk access and
allowing VMs to share aRAM disk.
PC Magazine called VM/386, "An exciting.
new program..." Try it yourself and get the performance you bought your 386 PC for.
Call PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE today to order VM/386
List Price: $245
Our Special Price: $179

Get all the power your 386 has to offer and
true multitasking with VM/386 from IGC.

1-800-445-7899

In NY: 914-332-4548 eP •

O
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ADivision of Hudson Technologies, Inc.
42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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LIST OURS
395
279
79
75
395
379

MATHCAD
SOLVE IT
T K SOLVER PLUS
FILE MANAGEMENT
BTRIEVE
XTRIEVE
REPORT OPTION
BTRIEVE/N
XTRIEVE/N
REPORT OPTION/N
CBTREE
C- TREE
R-TREE
C-TREE/R-TREE BUNDLE
0-TREE
DBC III
DBC III/II W/SOURCE
DEC III PLUS
DB_VISTA OR DILQUERY
SINGLE USER W/SOURCE
MULTIUSER
MULTIUSER W/SOURCE
INFORMIX ESQL/C
INFORMIX 4GL
INFORMIX SQL
PHACT MANAGER
XQL

Programmer's Paradise Gives You Superb Selection,
Personal Service and Unbeatable Prices!
Welcome to Paradise. The microcomputer software source that caters to your programming needs.
Discover the Many Advantages of Paradise
• Lowest price guaranteed
• Latest versions

• Huge inventory, immediate shipment
• Knowledgeable sales staff

Corporat s
ePec ¡
at

cau for

eye

We'll Match Any
Nationally Advertised Price.

LIST OURS
386 SOFTWARE
386- TO- THE- MAX
NEW 75
65
ADVANTAGE 386 COR PASCAL
895
829
DESQVIEW
130
109
FOXBASE + /386
595 CALL
HIGH C-386
NEW 895
835
MICROPORT DOS/MERGE
395
349
MICROPORT
SYSTEM V/386 ( COMPLETE)
799
679
RUNTIME SYSTEM
199
169
MS WINDOWS/386
SPECIAL 195
125
NDP COR FORTRAN-386
NEW 595
545
PC-MOS 386
CALL CALL
PHARLAP 386iASM/LINK
495
419
PHARLAP 386 DEBUG
195
155
PROFESSIONAL PASCAL
895
835
SCO XENIX
SYSTEM V386 ( COMPLETE)
1495
1195
OPERATING SYSTEM
695
559
VP/IX
2USER
495
399
UNLIMITED
995
799
VM/386
SPECIAL 245
179
595
535
X-AM
ADA
ALSYS ADA ( W/MAINTENANCE)
ALSYS ADA TOOLSETS
ALSYS 386 ADA
JANUS ADA 'JET SET'
'ED* PACK
'D' PACK

3335
3119
995
919
3655
3379
99 CALL
395
375
799
759

APL
APL•PLLS PC
API:PLUS PC TOOLS
POCKET APL

695
295
95

499
205
79

Al/LISP
MULISP-87INTERPRETER
MULISP-87INTERP/COMPILER
PC SCHEME

300
400
95

199
269
85

Al/PROLOG
ARITY PROLOG INTERPRETER
COMPILER AND INTERPRETER
STANDARD PROLOG
COGENT PROLOG COMPILER
TURBO PROLOG
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX

295
650
95
200
100
100

229
569
79
179
69
69

ASSEMBLERS/LINKERS
ADVANTAGE DISASSEMBLER
ASMLIB
DMS RESIDENT-ASM W/SOURCE
DR ASSEMBLER
TOOLS
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER
OPTASM
PASM86
PLINK86PLUS
VISIBLE COMPUTER 80286

295
149
150
200
150
195
195
495
100

279
125
139
179
99
169
115
279
89

BASIC
DB/LIB
139
FINALLY!
99
FLASH UP
SPECIAL 89
INSIDE TRACK
65
MACH 2
75
MS QUICKBAS1C
99
QBASE
89
QUICKPAK
69
QUICK TOOLS
130
QUICKWINDOWSW/SOURCE
99
SCREEN SCULPTOR
125
STAY RES
69
TRUE BASIC
100
TURBO BASIC
100
TURBO BASIC TOOLBOXES
100

119
89
75
55
59
65
79
59
109
89
95
55
79
69
69

C COMPILERS
AZTEC CCOMMERCIAL SYSTEM
C86PLUS
HIGH C
LATTICE C
W/SOURCE

178

499 CA LL
497
375
595
549
500
269
900
499
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• Special orders
• 30-day money-back guarantee*

MICROSOFT C
QUICK C
TURBO C
C INTERPRETERS
C-TERP
C-TERP FOR TURBO C
INSTANT C
INSTANT C/16M
RUN/C
RUN/C PROFESSIONAL

LIST OURS
450
285
SPECIAL 99
65
100
65
298
229
NEW 139
119
495
379
895 CA LL
120
79
250
155

C LIBRARIES/UTILITIES
BASIC_C
175
BLACKSTAR FUNCTIONS
125
CASYNCH MANAGER
175
ISO
CFOOD SMORGASBORD
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
129
C UTILITY LIBRARY
185
ESSENTIAL COMMUNIC ATIONS
185
COMMUNICATIONS PLUS
250
95
GREENLEAF C SAMPLER
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY
185
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS
185
MULTI C
149
PFORCE
295
POLYTRON C BEAUTIFIER
49
POLYTRON C LIBRARY I
99
PRO C
399
RESIDENT CW/SOURCE
198
TIMESLICER
SPECIAL 295
1000
W/SOURCE
TURBO C TOOLS
129
89
WKS LIBRARY
COBOL
COBOL SPII
E- ZPAGE
MICRO FOCUS
COBOL/2
COBOL/2 TOOLSET
PC-CICS
LEVEL 11 COBOL
PERSONAL COBOL
OTHERS
MICROSOFT COBOL
MICROSOFT SORT
OPT- TECH SORT
REALCICS
REALIA COBOL

395
295

139
99
135
95
99
125
125
189
69
125
125
135
215
45
75
379
169
269
895
99
79
329
259

900
729
900
729
1500
1189
349
279
149
119
CALL CALL
700
449
195
129
149
105
995
789
995
789

OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING
ACTOR
495
ADVANTAGE C + +
495
C- TALK
150
PFORCE+ +
395
SMALLTALKN286
NEW 200
SMALLTALKN
100
COMMUNICATION APPLIC. PACK
50
EGA/VGA COLOR EXT. PACK
50
GOODIES 91.2. or 3APPL1C. PACKS 50

419
479
135
215
169
85
45
45
45

.WiREALMENU
EM/COBOL
RM/COBOL-85
RM/SCREENS
SCREENIO
SCREENPLAY

1145
950
1250
395
400
175

899
759
999
315
:179
129

195
195

175
159

245
195
NEW 249
NEW 175
NEW 125

219
165
225
155
115

COMMUNICATIONS
ASCOM IV
CARBON COPY PLUS
CLOSE-UP
SUPPORT
CUSTOMER
CO- SESSION ( 2USER)
SUPPORT
APPLICATION

e

r

tbe

aZtt°
c
T
ate 09.

LIST OURS
120
89
50
45

SIDETALK
PTEL
DATABASE COMPILERS
CLIPPER
FORCE III
FOXBASE
QUICKSILVER
R:TURBO

695
399
129
115
395
269
599
369
695 CALL

DBASE-TOOLS
APPLICATIONS PLUS
DBASE III PLUS
DBASE TOOLS FOR C OR PASCAL
DNPL REPORTER
D ONE TWO THREE
FOX TOOL BOX
GENIFER
GENIFER SOLUTIONS
HI- SCREEN XL
QUICK ENTRY
R&R
REPORT PLUS
SEEKIT
SILVERCOMM LIBRARY
SQUISH
THE DOCUMENTOR
TOM RETTIG'S LIBRARY
Ul PROGRAMMER

499
695
90
90
99
295
395
95
149
99
ISO
150
100
150
79
295
100
295

279
029
65
79
89
265
279
79
119
89
129
129
89
139
69
249
79
239

175
125
175
345
175
145
995
1095
395
750"
45
90

119
89
119
269
135
99
789
869
199
699
39
79

DISK/I/OS/KEYBOARD UTILITIES
ADVANCED NORTON UTILITIES
150
BACK- IT
130
COMMAND PLUS
NEW V. 2.0 80
DISK OPTIMIZER
70
FANSI CONSOLE
75
FASTBACK
175
FAST FORWARD
70
FETCH
55
MACE UTILITIES
99
NORTON COMMANDER
75
NORTON UTILITIES
100
PC TOOLS DELUXE
NEW 80
PD1SK
145
Q- DOS II
70
TASKVIEW
so
VFEATURE
so
VFEATURE DELUXE
120
XTREE PRO
NEW 129

99
119
69
65
69
129
59
45
89
55
59
69
105
59
55
75
109
75

DEBUGGERS
ADVANCED TRACE- 86
BREAKOUT
C- SPRITE
PERISCOPE I
PERISCOPE II
PERISCOPE II X
PERISCOPE 1118MHZ
PERISCOPE III 10 MHZ
PFIX 86 PLUS
SOFTPROBE II/TX
T- DEBUG PLUS V. 4.0
W/SOURCE

EDITORS
BRIEF
W/DBRIEF
CVUE W/SOURCE
EDIX
EMACS
EPSILON
FIRSTIME ( Cl
KEDIT
LSE
MKS Vi
MULTI- EDIT
PC/EDT
PI EDITOR
PMATE
SPF/PC
VED1T PLUS
XTC
EQUATION SOLV ERS
EUREKA: THE SOLVER

SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
NEW

195 CALL
275 CALL
250
199
195
165
295
265
195
119
295
229
125
99
125
99
75
69
NEW 99
89
250
229
195
159
195
115
245
185
'.85
129
99
79
167

109

245
245
145
595
595
345
159
395
295
650
NEW 395
25))
500
750
195
495
495
990

185
189
109
455
459
269
139
315
239
519
CALL
169
359
595
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

995
795
249
795

895
715
229
599

477
695
95
450
595

129
625
89
285
179

FORTRAN LIBRARIES/UTILITIES
DIAGRAM'ER OR DOCUMENTER
129
EXTEND
150
FORTRAN ADDENDA
165
FORTRAN ADDENDUM
95
GRAFMATIC OR PLOTMATIC
135
MAGUS NUMERICAL ANALYST
295
MATHPAC
495
PANEL
295
SPINDRIFT LIBRARY
SPECIAL 149
SOP/PC
350
TEKMAR GRAPHICS LIB.
195

115
129
139
85
119
249
445
199
129
269
165

GRAPHICS
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS IC)
250
DRAWBRIDGE
NEW 129
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS
250
GRAPHIC
395
GSS GRAPHIC DEV. TOOLKIT
495
HALO
300
HALO ( 5MICROSOFT LANG.)
595
METAWINDOW
195
275
METAWINDOW PLUS
TURBO WINDOW/C
95
TURBO HALO ( FOR TURBO C)
99

229
109
189
319
375
209
399
159
229
79
79

LINT
PC- LINT
PRE-C

95
159

FORTRAN COMPILERS
LAHEY FORTRAN
LAHEY FORTRAN F77L-EM/16
LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77
MICROSOFT FORTRAN
RM/FORTRAN

SPECIAL 139
295

MODULA2
LOGITECH MODULA 2
COMPILER KIT
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
TOOLK1T
REPERTOIRE
SOLID BeTOOLBOX
STONYBROOK MODULA 2
W/UTILITIES
OPERATING SYSTEMS
MICROPORT:
286 DOS MERGE

99
249
169
89
NEW 99
195
345

149

79
199
139
75
89
169
299

129

FEATURED PRODUCTS
NDP FORTRAN-386 — Fast globally optimizing
compiler for the 80386. Use up to 4gigabytes per
unit to generate programs. procedures and arrays. A
full implementation of FORTRAN- 77 with popular
extensions. Output is assembly language. ( Requires
PharLap ASM/LINK)
List: $ 595
Special Price: $545
SPINDRIFT LIBRARY — Collection of 150
callable subroutines for Fortran, that provides
access to WINDOWS, DOS KEYBOARD, and
SCREEN. The windowing system allows an
unlimited number of windows to be defined on the
screen, each having its own color, cursor position
and border type. Supports automatic wrap and/or
scrolling.
List: 8149
Special Price: $ 129
PANEL PLUS— Screen management library Inc
data display. entry, and editing. Supports pop-up
fields and windows, multi- line fields, horizontal and
vertical field scrolling, menus, help boxes, and
custom field validation.
List: $495
Special Price: 9389
MKS RCS — Revision Control System manages
multiple revisions of text files and program sources
code on DOS systems. Storage, retrieval, tracking
and branching text files are effectively managed.
List: $ 189
Intro Price: 8169

SYSTEM WAT
549
169
RUNTIME PACKAGE
199
169
SOFTWARE DEV. PACKAGE
249
209
TEXT PREPARATION PACKAGE 199
169
UNLIMITED LICENSE KIT
249
209
SCO:
XENIX SYSTEM V ( COMPLETE)
1295
995
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
595
489
OPERATING SYSTEM
595
489
TEXT PROCESSING PACKAGE
195
145
XENIX FOR PS/2 5060,80
CALL CALL
WEND1N:
OPERATING SYSTEM TOOLBOX
99
79
PC VMS
99
79
PCNX
99
79
WENDIN-DOS
99
79
WENDIN-DOS APPLICATION KIT
99
79
PASCAL COMPILERS
MARSHAL PASCAL
MICROSOFT PASCAL
PASCAL- 2
PROFESSIONAL PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL DEV. LIB.

189
155
300
189
259 CALL
595
545
100
69
395
289

LIST OURS
TURBO PASCAL ADD-ONS
ASCII TURBO GHOST WRITER
STARTER
NEW
COMPLETE
NEW
AZATAR DOS TOOLKIT
NEW
DOS/BIOS & MOUSE TOOLS
FLASH- UP
FLASH- UP TOOLBOX
INSIDE TRACK
MACH 2
METRABYTE DATA ACQ. TOOLS
SCIENCE AND ENGIN. TOOLS
SCREEN SCULPTOR
SYSTEM BUILDER
IMPEX
REPORT BUILDER
T- DEBUG PLUS V. 4.0
SPECIAL
W/SOURCE
NEW
TURBO ADVANTAGE
TURBO ADVANTAGE COMPLEX
TURBO ADVANTAGE DISPLAY
TURBO. ASM
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS
TURBO GEOMETRY LIBRARY NEW
TURBO HALO
TURBO MAGIC
TURBO PASCAL TOOLBOXES
DATABASE
EDITOR
GAME WORKS
GRAPHIX
NUMERICAL METHODS
TUTOR
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
TURBO POWER UTILITIES
TURBO PROFESSIONAL 4.0
TURBO WINDOW/PASCAL
UNIVERSAL GRAPHICS LIBRARY
SCREENS/WINDOWS
C-SCAPE
CURSES W/SOURCE CODE
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
W/SOURCE
JYACC FORMAKER
JYACC JAM
MICROSOFT WINDOWS
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT
PANEL
SPECIAL
PANEL PLUS
PANEL/QC ( QUICK CI
PANEL/TC ( TURBO C)
QUICKSCREEN
SCREENSTAR W/SOURCE
SOFTCODE
NEW SPECIAL
VIEW MANAGER
VITAMIN C
SPECIAL
VC SCREEN

99
289
99
75
89
49
65
75
100
75
125
150
100
130
45
90
50
90
70
99
129
100
99
99

89
259
85
69
79
45
55
59
89
69
95
129
89
115
39
79
45
79
65
69
99
89
85
89

100
100
100
100
100
70
129
95
99
95
150

69
69
69
69
69
45
99
79
79
79
119

279
250
225
395
495
750
99
500
295
495
129
129
195
198
129
275
225
99

265
169
155
259
449
679
65
319
199
389
99
99
175
169
109
199
149
79

WINDOWS FOR C
WINDOWS FOR DATA
W/SOURCE
SOURCE CODE MAINTENANCE
ADVANTAGE MAKE
ADVANTAGE VCMS

LIST
195
295
590

OURS
CALL
CALL
CALL

125
379

99
329

XENIX/UNIX SOFTWARE
M1CROPORT & SCO PRODUCTS
ADVANTAGE C + +
BTRIEVE/N
DIRECTORY SHELL ( 286 or 386)
EPSILON
FOXBASE +
FOXBASE +/386
INFORMIX PRODUCTS
JYACCFORMAKER
JYACC JAM
KORN SHELL
MICROSOFT LANGUAGES
PANEL PLUS
RM/COBOL
RM/FORTRAN
WINDOWS FOR DATA

CALL
695
595
CALL
195
795
895
CALL
895
1350
145
CALL
795
1250
750
795

CALL
625
455
CALL
149
649
729
CALL
809
1219
115
CALL
675
949
549
CALL

LMK
195
LUGARU MAKE
NEW
69
MKS RCS
NEW. SPECIAL 189
PVCS-CORPORATE
395
PVCS-NETWORK
CALL
PVCS-PERSONAL
149
POLY LIBRARIAN
99
POLYMAKE
149
SEIDL VERSION MANAGER
NEW 300
NETWORK VERSION
NEW 1000
SEIDL MAKE UTILITY
NEW 100
SMK GEN
NEW
50
SOURCE TOOLS
NEW 595
TLIB
100

139
CALL
169
329
CALL
129
89
129
CALL
CALL
90
45
535
89

TRANSLATORS
BAS_C OR BAS_PAS
BASTOC
DB2C
DBX TRANSLATOR
RTC PLUS
ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES
HS/FORTH
LATTICE RPG 11 DM/. SYS.
RPG II COMPILER
RPG 11 SEU
RPG II SORT MERGE
RPG II SCREEN DESIGN AID
MASTER FORTH

CALL CALL
495
399
299 CALL
350
299
325
299
395
1400
750
250
250
350
125

359
1119
629
199
199
309
115

Microsoft Windows/386
Windows/386 gives you the look and feel of OS/2, by IBM and Microsoft — the
standard for tomorrow. Turns your personal computer into amultitasking, virtual
machine, where any number of DOS and Microsoft Windows applications can run
at the same time. Each DOS application runs in its own 640K — even memory
resident programs. Copying and passing of selected data
between DOS and Windows application is supported.
Features greatly enhanced support for DOS applications. ATICMSOtt
they can run in awindow or use the full screen.
List: $195
Special Price: $125

QuickC
QuickC gives you the features that you need to learn C quickly. It's the best for
easy compilation and prototyping, compiling programs at 10,000 lines per minute.
Features abuilt-in editor with selectable insert or overtype mode, automatic
MAKE file creation, context-sensitive help for easy learning and an integrated
debugger that lets you set breakpoints, animate through
your program and add watch variables. QuickC is corne
pletely source code and object compatible with Microsoft
C 5.0.
List: $99
Special Price: $65

Dealers and Corporate Buyers— Call for
special discounts and benefits!

Circle 219 on Reader Service Card

99
300
195
95
120
77

39
59
155
45
205
69
469
69
75
269
149
75
89
69

BLAISE
ASYNCH MANAGER ( C/PASCAL)
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
EXEC
PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS
TURBO CTOOLS
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
VIEW MANAGER ( C/PASCAL)

175
129
95
175
129
129
129
275

135
99
79
135
99
99
99
199

BORLAND
EUREKA
PARADOX 1.1
PARADOX 2.0
QUATTRO
NEW
SIDEKICK
TURBO BASIC COMPILER
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
TELECOM TOOLBOX
TURBO C COMPILER
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL DEY. LIB.
TURBO TUTOR
NUMERICAL METHODS TOOLBOX
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
GAMEWORKS TOOLBOX
GRAPHIX TOOLBOX
TURBO PROLOG COMPILER
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX

167
495
725
195
85
100
100
100
100
100
100
395
70
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

109
359
525
125
65
69
69
69
69
65
69
289
45
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

ESSENTIAL
BREAKOUT DEBUGGER
C UTILITY LIBRARY
COMMUNICATIONS PLUS
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS

125
185
250
185

89
125
195
125

50
75
195
50
229
75
495

ao

ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS
CRESIDENT_C/
W/SOURCE
SCREEN STAR
W/SOURCE

LIST OURS
250
189
99
85
198
169
99
85
198
169

GREENLEAF
GREENLEAF CSAMPLER
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
W/SOURCE
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS

95
185
225
395
185

69
125
155
259
125

MICROSOFT
MS BASIC COMPILER ( XENIX)
MS BASIC INTERPRETER ( XENIX)
MS CCOMPILER
MS COBOL COMPILER
FOR XENIX
NEW
MS EXCEL
MS FORTRAN
FOR XENIX
MS LEARNING DOS
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER
MS MOUSE SERIAL OR BUS
W/MS WINDOWS
W/EASY CAD
MS MUMATH

695
350
450
700
995
495
450
695
50
150
15))
200
175
300

149
229
285
449
649
329
285
119
39
99
99
139
119
185

MOUSE PRODUCTS
LOGITECH SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE
W/PLUS. SOFTWARE
W/PLUS, LOGICPAINT
W/PLUS. LOGICADD
W/PLUS. PUBLISHER MOUSE
W/PLUS, PAINT, CADD
W/PLUS, CADD, PUBL. MOUSE
W/PLUS, PAINT, PUBL. MOUSE
W/PLUS, PAINT, CADD, PUBL.
LOGITECH SERIES 2W/PLUS
MICROSOFT SER OR BUS MOUSE
W/EASY CAD
W/MS WINDOWS
PC MOUSE BUS W/PNT & POPUPS
PC MOUSE SER W/PNT & POPUPS
SUMMAAJOUSE

119
149
189
179
199
239
199
253
99
150
175
200
179
159
119

99
119
149
145
159
189
159
205
79
99
119
139
129
115
99

MS PASCAL COMPILER
FOR XENIX
MS QUICK BASIC
MS QUICK C
SPECIAL
MS SORT
MS WINDOWS
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT
MSWINDOWS/386
SPECIAL
MS WORD
NEW
MS WORKS
NEW

300
695
99
99
195
99
500
195
450
195

189
449
65
65
129
65
319
125
285
129

TimeSlicer

Flash- Up enhances every program... without writing asingle line of code. Just
use the RAM resident window editor to "draw" menus and help windows into any
program. Think of Flash-Up as afull keyboard macro utility, ahelp note annotator
and amenu maker rolled into one to help you do things that could never be done
before. Like making smart menus that send keyboard macros. Automatically attaching them to
T
SHÓFIWARE
your program with "electronic glue" and even
BOTTLING
adding mouse support to all your programs.
COMPANY
List: $89
Special Price: $ 75

No surtharge on credit card or r. 0 El Prepayment by
therk Neu,. York State residents add applicable sales
twt Shipptng and handling S.L US per Item. sent UPS
ground Rush service asailahle. prevailing rates
•Programmer's Parachse anll match any current nationally advertised price fur the prod.'s hsted nau, ad
•Pnces and POilCeS sutaect to change anthout MMICt
•Hours HAM EST — 7PM EST
•Well Match any Nationally Adverhsed Prge
•Mail Oreler• marludir gear Moat number
'Ask for details Sortie manufacturers waif,. alltm
returns once dish seals are broken "

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
CROSS REFERENCE GENERATOR
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROGRAM
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROU. II
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO TUTORIAL
FLOW CHARTING II
MKS AWE
MKS-SQPS
NEW
POLYBOOST
POLYDESK III
SAPIENS V8
SOFTSCREEN HELP
SOURCE PRINT
TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES
TREE DIAGRAMMER

Special Savings from Paradise

Flash- Up

Terms and Policies
•yk honor MC. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS

LIST OURS
150
109
99
125
750
675
100
89

PC FORTH
PERSONAL REXX
PL1_86
VP EXPERT

1-800-445-7899

In NY: 914-332-4548
Customer Service:
914-332-0869
International Orders:

914-332-4548
Telex: 510-601-7602

Enhance your Cprograms with TimeSlicer, amultitasking library that gives you
the ability to create multitasking and real-time programs at the application level
rather than interfacing with the operating system. New version 5.0 includes
multiple, user defined critical classes, math coprocessor
support, terminate and stay resident functionality, imIMAM"
proved event counters and timers and ability to terminate -other tasks from the current one.
List: $295
Special Price: $269

Pfix86plus
Pfix 86plus, an easy-to- use, menu driven, multi-windowed symbolic debugger.
Includes: in-line assembler for temporary patches, temporary and permanent
breakpoint settings, full speed or trace modes, user-assignable variables, dualmonitor support, up to 100 step trace-back, debug log to disk or prInter,
synchronized source file disassembly to disk, configurable menus, multiple code and data windows, and keystroke macros.
List: $395
Special Price: $199

Vitamin C
Fast, flexible, versatile, reliable. Just some of the reasons why serious programmers use Vitamin C in their most important projects. They know that using
Vitamin C means lightning fast displays, responsive user interfaces, professionally crafted Ccode and acommitment to tech support. Features include: multiple
bullet-proof overlapping windows, easy single-field of full- screen data entry,
unlimited data validation, context sensitive help manager,
menus like Lotus and Mac, programmable keyboard handler and much more. No royalties and library source CreatlVe
included free. Optional VCScreen package generates
source code.
PROGRAMMING
List: $225
Special Price: $149

a

Program
TM

A Division of Hudson Technologies. Inc.
42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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What an ALR 386 20MHz
looks like at Compaq's price.
fou could buy two ALR 386/220
1 systems for what Compaq is
asking for just one DeskPro
386/20*. The ALR 386/220 model
R66 cost $3990. That's all! That's all
for the PC performance that is
now the standard for professional
applications, industry-wide. But
don't take our word for it.

Meet the press.
PC Magazine lists
the ALR 386/220
among "The Best of
1987" - "...ALR has
come out of
nowhere over
the last two
years to earn a
place in the sun among important
PC-compatible makers."
-PC Magazine - January 12, 1988.

Info World gave
ALR 386/220 a
AIR 3811/226
very high overall
grade of 8.8 "...one of the
fastest desk-top
machines we've
tested ...Low price;
simple design; very fast sequential
access for hard disk..."
Info World - October 5, 1987.

released the first 80386 based PC,
we made acommitment to high
performance that the rest of us
could afford. And we did it without sacrificing service or technical
support.

welingat.

aftilia01.1

OWEEK

PC Week says:
"High Standards I
...The performance is excellent;
construction quality is very good;
and ALR backs the machine with a
1year limited warranty and good
telephone support..."
PC Week - November 10, 1987.
At ALR we believe that even the
most advanced technology is useless if no one can afford it. So,
nearly two years ago, when we

But that's not all; with any order
of a386/220 model R66 placed
with your authorized ALR dealer
through June 30, 1988, you will
receive an additional 1year
extended factory warranty at no
charge. To find the ALR dealer
nearest you call us at: •

1-800-366-2574
Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
10 Chrysler, Irvine, CA 92718
714-581-6770
FAX: 714-581-9240
Telex: 5106014525,
Answer beck Advanced Logic

'As compared to Compaq's DeskPro 386/20 model 60 with an additional 1year extended service agreement. DeskPro is aregistered trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation.
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APPLICATION REVIEW

e

Interleaf Publisher
for the Macintosh II
Paul Kahn

As Interleaf moves its publishCombined features from both the
ing software downstream from
the engineering workstation
personal-computer and worksta tion
world of Sun and Apollo into
the desktop-publishing world of
the Macintosh H, it becomesresults worlds yield mixed
clear that both worlds have alot
to learn from each other. Interleaf Publisher is aheavy-duty publishing system
that includes good and bad features from
its original workstation implementation
and the popular Macintosh user interface.
Interleaf Publisher 3.00 is acomplete
translation of Interleaf sTechnical Publishing System 3.0. No part of the basic
system has been left out, but the equation
editor, an added cost option on the other
implementations, is not available for the
Mac II. Interleaf has adapted its product
from previous multitasking, multiuser,
virtual-memory-using versions to the single- tasking, single- user, no- virtualmemory Macintosh operating system.
Currently, Interleaf does not work under
MultiFinder. It costs $2495 and requires
a Mac II with 5 megabytes of memory
and at least 14 megabytes of hard disk
storage.
To fit it into the Macintosh user interface, Interleaf has made some modifications to its user interface but has retained
some non- Macintosh ways of doing
things. Veteran Interleaf users will still
find the desktop/pop-up menu/window
system they have used before, but for the
Macintosh version they will also find a
pull-down menu bar, windows with a
close box, scrolling bars, and resizing
boxes, all controlled from a one-button
mouse (previous implementations used
two- or three-button mice). Veteran Macintosh users will find adesktop that resembles the Finder desktop in some ways,
but that requires them to access menus
and manipulate icons in ways that are
unique to the Interleaf product.
The overall result is mixed. On the up
side, Interleaf Publisher sets new standards for many things: editing tools for
structured documents; production control for large publications; integration of

text, vector graphics, and image editing
within one application; and portability of
document results across multiple implementations on different machines. On the
down side, when you look at Interleaf
Publisher next to the current crop of Macintosh desktop-publishing applications,
you can see that it has user- interface conventions that differ radically from other
Macintosh applications; it is expensive
both in price and configuration requirements; it is not well suited for publications with more than one story per page;
and it does not provide ahigh level of typographic controls (e.g., no kerning).
Considerable Features
Interleaf Publisher's major features set it
apart from other document preparation
systems on any machine:
Document, component, and frame
property sheets. An Interleaf document
consists of things that have properties.
The notion that you could describe the
formatting of text in terms of property
sheets first appeared on the Xerox Star.
The concept has been notably absent
from the world of Macintosh text processing until quite recently, when it appeared
as " style sheets" in Microsoft Word 3.0.
In Interleaf, adocument's page format
is described in a document property
sheet. The text is structured in components (e.g., a paragraph, a title, and a
subhead), and each component has a
name and a set of component property
sheets that describe it. Frames that contain any mixture of text and graphics have
aframe property sheet.
Hyphenation control and spelling
checker. Interleaf uses the same
Houghton Mifflin hyphenation dictionary (an 80,000-word dictionary that has
up to 4000 user-defined words) that is fa-

miliar to Macintosh users of Aldus PageMaker and Microsoft
Word.
Auto-number streams and
auto-reference marks. Interleaf
lets you automatically generate
tokens, called auto- number
streams, to produce numbers for such
purposes as outline headings, paragraph
numbers, and table or figure captions.
From this, you can produce auto-reference marks that the program automatically updates as needed.
Index and table of contents. At any
time, you can mark words or passages to
be collected in an index, or headings to be
included in atable of contents; both are
created after editing rather than interactively.
Multiple columns. Interleaf handles
multiple columns on a document rather
than apage level. Sophisticated vertical
balancing controls allow the document
property sheet to distribute white space
between letters, words, and components
to balance out columns on apage.
Book directory. Interleaf provides a
special directory, called a book, for
organizing documents within a single
publication. Page numbers, auto-number
streams, auto-references, and even word
searching and page scrolling for all documents placed in a book directory are
linked together.
Graphics frames and micro-documents. You can create one or more
frames in any component. A frame,
which can contain graphics or text, can
be as small as asingle period or as large
as the current page. Frames are anchored
to some point in the component and move
from page to page as needed. Interleaf
provides adiagramming editor for creating graphics in these frames.
Text typed into aframe from the keyboard is organized in " micro- documents." You can cut, copy, paste, or edit
the micro-documents just like any other
text. You can resize the rectangle in
which they appear or break it up into
continued
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INTERLEAF PUBLISHER FOR THE MAC II

Interleaf Publisher 3.00
Type
Document preparation and
management/desktop-publishing
software
Company
Interleaf Inc
Ten Canal Park
Cambridge, MA 02141
(617) 577-9800
Format
16 800K- byte 31/
2inch
floppy disks
Hardware Needed
Mac II with 5megabytes of RAM and 14
megabytes of available hard disk space
Software Needed
System 4.2; Finder 6.0 or higher (does
not work under MultiFinder)
Documentation
120- page Getting Started; 326- page
Tutorials; 424- page Reference Manual;
6megabytes of on-line help, tutorials, and
example documents

tween a Pascal program and SGML*
(Standard Generalized Markup Language, aproposed ISO standard for completely describing a document). Such
files are upwardly compatible ( i.e., later
versions of Interleaf can read files saved
by simpler or older versions on any machine). This means that any group using a
mixture of Suns, Apollos, VAXes, IBM
RT PCs, and Mac Ils can run Interleaf
software and share documents.
These features have proven to suit applications where people produce large
publications (20 to 200 pages, though the
software does not limit the size of the
document) that require some mix of text
and graphics and benefit from writers and
editors sharing documents on anetwork.
The primary application that fits this description is technical publishing: documentation and technical reports that are
long, complex, and include amix of text
and graphics on the page.

Grafting Interleaf onto the Mac II
Although any innovative Macintosh application will bring some new conventions that you must learn, Interleaf brings
to the Mac II implementation some
Price
workstation-based features that run con$2495 (academic discount available)
trary to what you would normally expect
to find.
Inquiry 900.
The Interleaf desktop. Interleaf publishing software first appeared on Apollo
and Sun workstations in 1983, before
either had a sufficiently powerful window environment to support Interleaf's
software. So Interleaf developed its own
graphic interface (operated by a threebutton mouse) as part of the publishing
multiple columns like aregular page.
program itself. The idea of providing a
Diagramming editor. The full-featured
vector graphics editor provides tools for
graphic desktop interface to shield the
user from the command shell made a
creating lines, circles, ovals, rectangles,
great deal of sense in a Unix environpolygons, and splines. You can fill any
ment. However, what was agreat idea in
closed object with apattern; group, lock,
1983 now seems to be abad habit that the
or arrange objects in layers; and move,
company can't do without.
size, or rotate objects by moving the
To start Interleaf Publisher, you must
mouse in relation to the size of the frame
choose aworkspace, called a " desktop,"
or by numeric increments.
where Interleaf keeps all working docuData-driven charts. The system proments. Interleaf can maintain as many of
vides a range of common chart formats
(including abar, pie, or line chart and a these desktops as disk space will allow.
You can use desktops to separate projects
scatter plot) that you can paste into any
frame. Data entered into aproperty sheet
or users, but there is no password protecgenerates the chart. These charts are well
tion (because the Mac is asingle-user system), and you can actually get to anyone
suited for business graphics but do not
else's desktop by simply opening aseries
support the number of data points needed
of folders from the Macintosh Finder.
for scientific work.
Image editing. You can copy and paste
Links. To provide afunctional bridge
raster files created by scanners or paint
between your (Interleaf) desktop and the
programs into graphics frames, which the
documents on the Macintosh desktop,
Interleaf lets you create links between
Interleaf image editor can manipulate.
Portability. All versions of Interleaf s icons on your desktop and icons elsewhere in the Macintosh file system. The
publishing software can save adocument
icon representing alink simply contains
as asimple ASCII text file. Interleaf uses
amarkup scheme for describing both text
the path down which Interleaf expects to
locate the original document or direcand graphics that looks like across be182
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tory. The original document reflects
changes made to this link copy and vice
versa. This provides an interesting way to
distribute the parts of apublication across
various writers' desktops, while an editor
maintains linked copies organized in a
single book directory.
Special icons. Interleaf also maintains
its own set of icons. Just as the Finder
manages icon shape, view, and location
without making you see all the resources
it needs to maintain this graphic information, Interleaf similarly shows you its interpretation of what is actually on adisk.
When viewed from the Finder, Interleaf folders are filled with documents
having names ending in three-character
dot extensions (e.g., .
doc, . boo, and
fdr), along with backup and auto- save
versions with added numerical extensions
( . doc ,1, or . doc , 9). Attribute files are
control files that store icon location and
window- size information. These files
have the same name as the document or
folder but begin with a special prefix
(e.g., .@ report doc). Obviously, if you
move or rename these files from the Macintosh Finder, Interleaf will not find the
files and will not work properly.
Jumbled User Interface
Those who know Interleaf Publisher and
the Macintosh have been gritting their
teeth about the mix of userinterface conventions that this program
contains. The designers of Interleaf Publisher have added some Macintosh features (a close box, elevator scroll bars,
and aresizing box, for example) as optional controls to their " native" windowing system. They have added aminimal
Macintosh pull-down menu bar at the top
of the screen to provide access to desk accessories from the Apple menu, and they
have adapted their software to work with
aone-button mouse. But they also expect
you to adapt to all the other non-Macintosh things that the program does.
Interleaf Publisher relies on pop-up,
rather than pull-down, menus. The Interleaf pop-up menu is context- and statesensitive so that different menus appear
depending on what you select and on the
cursor position. The menus can have
slide-off extensions ( secondary menu
choices that appear to the right of amenu
item), a feature appearing in some new
Macintosh applications. Once you get the
hang of using pop-up menus and slide-off
extensions, you can see all your choices
more easily and avoid many dialog boxes
(for making secondary choices) that
would otherwise be necessary.
Interleaf is very awkward to use with a
one-button mouse. The Sun workstation,
where Interleaf was born, has a threecontinued

Sysgen brings you the
best buys in backup.
$795
60Mb QIC-FiIeTM

•Compatibility with all PCs and PS/2s"
(New QIC-File Plus available for
PSI2 Models 50, 60 and 80 at $995)
•Streaming tape technology with
superior 90 ¡PS speeds
•Dual read/write heads for simultaneous backup and verification
•QIC-File and QIC-File Plus tapes are
fully interchangeable between PCs
and PS/2s

$595
60Mb Smart Image

TM

•Compatibility with all PCs and PS/2s
(New Smart Image Plus for PS/2
Models 50, 60 and 80 at $795)
•Streaming tape technology with
superior 90 ¡PS speeds
•Dual read/write heads for simultaneous backup and verification
•Smart Image and Smart Image Plus
tapes are fully interchangeable
between PCs and PSI2s

Sysgen TM gives you alot
more backup for alot less.
Choose aSysgen 1
/"tape
4
cartridge system or aSysgen
cassette tape system for all
your PC and PS/2 backup
needs.
Or choose other leading
backup products from the
complete Sysgen family,
including the 120Mb NetFileTM for backing up entire
Novell® networks and

Ask your dealerfor aSysgen
backup system or call the
Sysgen hollinefor more
information.

the 40Mb Bridge-Tape'
subsystem that's PC and PS/2
compatible, for total backup
and data transfer flexibility.
Sysgen backup systems
offer you the highest
performance at the lowest
prices in the marketplace.
With the proven reliability
of 100,000 installed backup
systems. And a # 1rating by
industry experts.

1-800-821-2151

SYSGEN
C
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INTERLEAF PUBLISHER FOR THE MAC II

Interleaf has its own clipboard, of incompatible format, that serves the function of
both the Macintosh Clipboard and Trashcan, without the simple elegance of
either. When you cut or copy an icon (a
whole document) in Interleaf, it stays on
the clipboard until you select and paste it
somewhere else, or until you delete it.
The clipboard can also contain amaximum of one text selection and one graphics selection from each document. Pasting actually moves the text or graphics
out of the clipboard into a document.
This means that to copy an item several
times, you must copy, paste, and recopy
it. Any number of pieces of text, graphics, or documents can be on this clipboard. To paste anything but the most recent item, you must open the clipboard,
select the desired item, and then do the
paste operation.
Interleaf handles the replacement of
highlighted text differently from other
Macintosh applications: You must explicitly cut or delete highlighted text, whereas if
you type from the keyboard, you will add
new text to the old text instead of replace it.

button mouse. The left button selects, the
middle button pops up the menu, and the
right button extends the selection. On the
Macintosh version, you click the mouse
to select, command-click to pop the
menu, and shift-click to extend the selection. You use pop-up menus for everything, so the hand not on the mouse more
or less devotes itself to the command key,
which makes the program more awkward
to use on the Mac II than on any other
workstation.
While Interleaf did not choose the onebutton mouse, it did choose to retain
other features of its user interface that
could have been left behind. The company could have chosen to do something
about afew of these differences.
On the Macintosh desktop, you can
select an object by pointing and clicking,
then you can manipulate it by dragging it
with the mouse or by pulling acommand
down from amenu bar. On the Interleaf
desktop, you still must select an icon by
clicking on it, but before you can manipulate it, you must choose an action (e.g.,
move, cut, copy, or open) from apop-up
menu.
The ability to interchange data among
Macintosh applications is based on their
shared use of the Macintosh Clipboard.

#
_MIIPIUS1C

April Specials
BROTHER M1109 DOT PRINTER
100 cps trIction/troctot

April Specials

eimmWORID,

$189 ,
5

$2999 ,

BROTHER M1409 DOT PRINTER
180 cps. frictIon/troctor

Fonts and Formats
With regard to fonts and formats, historical precedents are, again, very influen-

tial. Interleaf continues to use its own
hand-tuned screen fonts, which take up
over 6 megabytes of hard disk storage.
The product supplies 9of the 11 Adobe
PostScript fonts used on Apple's LaserWriter Plus—all but Adobe Symbol and
Zapf Dingbats (it provides its own math
and Greek symbols fonts, which contain
similar characters). It also supplies its
own screen bit maps for 13 major sizes,
from 6to 72 points. Those are the only
sizes available for use—it cannot generate
intermediate point sizes or use any other
PostScript fonts downloaded into the
LaserWriter.
Interleaf's implementation of the nine
Adobe fonts does not include support for
the Macintosh keyboard layout or for the
entire character set, however. All the
European accented vowels and dead-key
support for accents are gone (
a feature
that has been available since the original
128K-byte Macintosh).
All this special font handling maintains
Interleaf's speed and compatibility with
versions on other machines. In general,
the screen fonts are clearer than their
scaled approximations as displayed by
many other Macintosh applications—except when used to display 6-, 8-, and
continued

ASHTON:TATE DBASE
For 1BM...$139.95. For Mac

BROTHER TWINWRITER-6 PRINTEI4 999 ,
Dual head. tractor Included
DATAVUE SPARK LAP TOP
640K,IBM compolible,2-3.5 " drives

5 999"

EPSON LI2500 DOT PRINTER
24pin head, 180 cps. tractor.

$369"

FUJI DOUBLE SIDED DISKS
3.5" 10pack 119.95. 5.25"

10-Pack

'
9"

KRAFT PREMIUM 3 JOYSTICK
For IBM and compatibles
110119"
OKIDATA 180 DOT PRINTER
Commodore/parallel interlaces

$239 95

OKIDATA 183 DOT PRINTER
$289"
136-column, 120 cps, tractor
SEIKOSHA SK3000AI PRINTER
by Selko,300 cps,paraliel/seriol

369"

SHARP PC4501 LAP TOP
720K expanded RAM.» compatible

'749"

TOSHIBA 11000 LAP TOP
IBM compatible, 512K, rechargeable.

'799"

TOSHIBA T1100 + LAP TOP
IBM compatible. builttn drive.
TOSHIBA 11200 LAP TOP
Includes 20MB hard drive

9499"
$
2449"

Amstrad PC- 1512
XT Compatible Computer System
•512K RAM • Mouse • 2-360K floppy drives
•DIsploy card • Serial/parallel ports .GEM
desktop I
fpoint - DOS 3.2 •Boslc 2
ere $49995 List
Monochrome monitor with stand $199.95
Color Monitor with stand $399.95
Monitor Specials
EPSON AP1020A ROB COLOR
For IBM and compatibles.279"

MAGNAVOX 515 DUAL MODE
ROE & compoosite inputs, 12.Inch
MAGNAVOX
' , nch screen, IBM873
compatible
MULTI-SCAN

ACCOLADE HARDBALL
For IBM and Mac.

$

MAGNAVOX 053 EGA MONITOR.
idInch screen. IBM compatible
-$
399"

$29 "

$
279"
$
539"

Blue Chip " 286"
AT Compatible Computer
•640K RAM •1.2 MB floppy drive . Enhanced
AT keyboard • EGA/CGA/color/mono card
•DOS .
0W-BASIC • Monitor not Included

IBM

$99995 e99
IBM Compatibles
BLUE CHIP 2-DRIVE PC
512K. mono card. DOS, no 910999r

699"

544995

80(>221.8180 1,.,.u.isokil'oeanada
rk

SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS
CHESSMASTER 2000 For 1814 and Mac. ..

$29 95

XOR CORP. NFL CHALLENGE
For IBM and Mac.

$699$

To Order
Toll Free

Call: (718) 417-3737

Dealer Inquiries Invited — Prices Effective Through April

53495

BRODERBUND MEMORY MATE
For IBM.

54495

BRODERBUND THE PRINT SHOP
For IBM and Macintosh

$39"

COVOX SPEECH THING
For IBM and compatibles.

$6495

DESIGN SOFTWARE DS BACKUP +
F
OI IBM and Macintosh
ELECT. ARTS PATTON VS.
For IBM and Macintosh

5549,

ROMMEL $27°5

INFOCOM BEYOND ZORK
For IBM and Macintosh

534 95

$2795
$279"
MICRO PROSE PIRATES
$27,5
For IBM

LEISURE GENIUS SCRABBLE
For IBM and Macintosh

VENDEX HEADSTART SYSTEMS
512K, Mares, software, monitor . . Front ' YYY 'SEAGATE 40MB HARD DISK
For IBM At and comptibles.

$6995

BRODERBUND JAM SESSION
For Mac

INTELLISOFT BOOKMARK
For ISM and Macintosh

5
499"

EPSON APEX COMPUTER
512K turbo,10 Choice s/w,no monitor

289"

BORLAND TURBO PASCAL
Version 4.0 tor IBM and Mac.

30,1988

LETRASET READY SET GOI
Version 4.0 tor Macintosh

MICROSOFT WORKS
For Mocintosh...5179.95. For IBM
NORTON EDITOR
For IBM and compatibles.

939"
'49"

PALANTIK IN TALK
Version 3.0 tor Macintosh
SIERRA LEISURE SUIT LARRY
For IBM and Macintosh

SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA or AMEX (Include card number, interbank No,
expiration date and signature.) TO: AIR »SIC WORLD, 59-50 QUEENS-INDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, DEPARTMENT MORS& NASPETN,
NY 11379 DO NOT SEND CASH. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. $25 MINIMUM ORDER. Shipping. Handling & Insurance
Charge is 5% of Total Order with a $3.95 minimum. (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air, please double these charges.
SORRY, NO COD's. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL:

r-71
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NEW:
The Trident VGA
The only single-chip VGA guaranteed compatible with IBM
to the register level in all video modes.
If you're building MS-DOS or OS/2
systems, video displays or VGA boards,
you'll want to see the IVGA in action.

write to the screen four to six times faster!
And it has the only on-board RAM font capabilities in
the VGA world. 16Kbytes of software-loadable
RAM fonts let you speed up word
processing, pack more data on the
screen, or easily generate
//'
foreign alphabets. Great for
Asian languages.
Best of all, the price is right. Check
out the chart to see if we've got what
you need. If you need chips or OEM
proprietary board-level products, give us a
call and get all the glorious details.

It's asingle-chip VGA.
It needs only five other chips
to make your basic VGA
card.
It offers resolution
of 800 x600 with
256 colors from
apalette of 256K.
It even supports
1024 x768 double page mode in
16 colors out of the same 256K palette.
Trident's turbo design gives it at least
50% more bandwidth which means you can

One 1VGA, five outboard chips and
you've got aworking VGA card. Add memory
and your special magic and you've got something
a lot of people will want.

The TVGA and theirs:
Features

Trident VGA

IBM VGA

Paradise PV8A1

Chip áTech CS8245

Cirrus Logic L-08510/520

Compatibility:
VGA
EGA
CGA
MDA
Hercules

Register
Register
Register
Register
Register

Register
BIOS
BIOS
BIOS
None

Register
BIOS
Register
Register
Register

BIOS
BIOS
BIOS
BIOS
BIOS

Partial Register
Partial Register
Register
Register
Register

Bus Interlace:
16-bit
8-bit

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Support Micro Channel protocol

Yes

No

Partially

No

No

No

RAM Fort Size ( 16x16 char. box):

16«

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Speed Enhancement?

4004-600%

100%

Graphics Mode:
1024 x768/16
800 x600/256
640 x480/256

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Tsang Lab ET3000

9

9

No
No
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
1

Chip Set Count:

1

1

1

2

2

Min Chio Counta

6

25

11

14

18

Max. Clock Rate:

50 Wiz

28 MHz

44.5 MHz

38 MHz

33.5 MHz

65 MHz

BIOS Included:

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

1F
a,
ied ra

run

an w,nrinsus/386 y
t
dual mode operabon

2

Peak Drawn Speed.

3

PC/AT 8- be bus graph

board Implementatton excludIng memory crops

Pus mforrrabon was, lo the best of our knenvIedge, current and actor& on February 2. 1988 ThIngs change however. so we urge you to ask any company hoed about the rcurrent products before malung up your nod

MICROSYSTEMS, INCORPORATED
Phone, FAX, or write us for the data sheet and pricing.
WOO

Phone: 408-727-3494, FAX: 408-727-3498, 4701 Patrick Henry Drive, Suite 2201, Santa Clara, CA 95054
sa trademark et Tndent M mosystems Inc IBM VGA EGA CGA MDA PC ,A1 Mro Chd ,,,, P1 Her tdm 0S72 M5 DOS MS Wtmlow7/386 PVGA1 Cop OTeen CS8245 Certri Lob tDG510 ,520 Tsend Lab ET3000 are trademarks nr tectstered trademarks of thed espectwe competes
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INTERLEAF PUBLISHER FOR THE MAC II

9-point fonts, which are innately hard to
read. Unfortunately, in contrast to some
other desktop-publishing packages, the
program has no zoom option to help ease
the precise placement of small text characters (but it does allow zooming in
graphics frames).
Interleaf Publisher can read five file
formats: bit- mapped images saved in
MacPaint or TIFF (Tag Image File Format) files, vector graphics saved as PICT
files, graphics saved in EPSF (encapsulated PostScript format) files, text saved
in Microsoft's RTF (rich text format)

files, and simple ASCII text files.
Interleaf retains some or all of the formatting information created by the source
applications, though certain kinds of
graphics or text do not translate well. You
can import, but you cannot view or edit
EPSF format, which Adobe Illustrator
uses to export drawings to other desktoppublishing applications.
Mixed Results
When you compare Interleaf Publisher to
current Macintosh desktop-publishing
leaders like Aldus PageMaker and Quark

MIRROR IC
The
You
The
You

Closer
Look...
More
Find!

ike this Russian Doll, acareful
inspection of MIRROR II will
reveal layer upon layer of
carefully crafted features designed to
provide you with the best solution to
today's and tomorrow's data communication problems.
MIRROR II ( the Crosstalk® SuperKlone) provides a superior reflection of the best in Crosstalk
XVI®, at afraction of the cost. MIRROR II comes complete with asuperset of the Crosstalk XVI® Script language. This Scripting capability and
MIRROR ll's background communications mode gives you the power to fully automate
your PC communications, and the freedom to use your PC for other tasks while sending
or receiving data.
•Background communications mode ( call or answer)
•File transfer protocols including Xmodem ( Batch, CRC or Checksum), Crosstalk®, Hayes®,
Ymodem and Kermit
Terminal emulations for DEC VT-100/ 52, IBM 3101 ( character or block mode), Televideo
910 / 920 / 925 ( character or block mode), Adds Viewpoint, ADM- 3A, Dato General
D210, ANSI and Honeywell VIP7200
Learn mode for the automatic creation of aJtologon Scripts
•Full screen Wordstar-like text editor
•Site License ( the cost effective way to standardize)

/
reten--_

•60- Day, No Questions Asked Money- Back
Guarantee

$69.95

To order, call Toll- Free:
1-800-634-8670

(In Flondo call 904-878-8564 Visa / MasterCard / COD. $51.)0 for
Shipping and Handling (S8.00 for COD orders) Florida residents
please odd 5% sales tax.
MIRROR Uond SoffKlone ore trodemorks of SoftKlone Drstnbteing Cpp. / IBM Is o
'mad trademark of Internohonal &Artless Machetes Coco / WortIStor n a regremed
trodernork of MrcroPro Internahonal / Crosstalk and ° onto& WI ore registered
nodernaks of Deal Communeohons Amore« no / Hayes Is oregetered trodemork
of Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc
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336 Office Plaza Drive
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Telephone: (904) 878 8564
Telex: 6714280 KLON

to%

MIRROR II IS donned for use on IBM ond
torn.
pantile nyerocompusers lmcluderg Me IBM PSP2lesel on.
Nog MS..DOS/ PC- COS 2.0 oehogher and o not copy
protected
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XPress, you'll find mixed results: In
some cases, Interleaf does bring some
new capabilities to the Macintosh world,
but it also falls short of doing many of the
things these smaller, less expensive programs do well.
Interleaf does provide a unified application for creating, editing, and
paginating a rich mixture of text and
graphics. The Interleaf text editor is fullfunctioned and fast, as good for writing
as it is for complex formatting. This is in
contrast to the modular approach taken
by PageMaker or XPress, where the system assumes that other programs will edit
and revise text and graphics.
But in page layout, Interleaf is more
like aword processor than adesktop-publishing program. It basically understands
one story per document. It does not provide good tools for mixing several stories
across multiple pages, nor does it provide
for complex page layout and the fluid
combination of text and graphics, things
that both PageMaker and XPress do easily. The drawing editor doesn't provide a
ruler, a basic tool in any Macintosh
graphics application. It is not as simple to
use as MacDraw, nor as sophisticated as
Adobe Illustrator.
While Interleaf produces good-looking
documents, it does not provide the kind
of typographic controls found in other
desktop-publishing applications. There is
no kerning or other controls for tightening or loosening intercharacter spacing.
For flexible and full typographic support, PageMaker and XPress win hands
down.
By the previous standard of the Macintosh world, the configuration requirements and cost of Interleaf Publisher for
the Mac II are both expensive. The program needs 5times the memory and 10
times the hard disk space of any of the
competition; it costs several times as
much, and it really needs a full-page
monitor since it cannot scale apage to fit
asmall screen. However, it is by far the
least expensive version of the full Interleaf product ever offered, and that's not
bad. Interleaf has shown a remarkable
ability to improve its product. Ihope that
future Macintosh versions will include
full support for Macintosh fonts and closer adherence to the Macintosh interface.
Meanwhile, for creating long, singlestory documents, Interleaf Publisher for
the Mac II is tough to beat. •
Paul Kahn is the project coordinator for
the Institute for Research in Information
and Scholarship at Brown University,
Providence, Rhode Island. He has used
the Sun and IBM RT PC implementations
of the Interleaf Technical Publishing System for over 2years.

95% of the Top US. Companies
Solve Their Complex
Numeric Problems with APL
... Shouldn't You?
APL is indispensable in developing mathematical models for
pricing financial securities such
as options, futures, and bonds.
Complex mathematical algorithms are programmed quickly
and concisely. And, empirical
research is facilitated kv APL's
unmatched capabilities in
manipulating and analyzing
arrays of data.
Mark Schroder
Option Research Specialist
Prudential Bache

In businesses wher
complex numeric pro lems
are adaily challenge,
professionals from all
walks of life rely on the
APL* PLUS System.
The APL* PLUS
System
Thousands of professionals in a
wide range of fields— investment research, insurance, corporate finance, engineering,
and science— find the
APL* PLUS System the perfect software for complex problem solving. That's because its
natural mathematical orientation and conciseness of code
provide the ideal environment
for model building, array handling, system prototyping, and
matrix manipulation. And for
your connectivity needs, the
APL* PLUS System runs on a

wide range of machines and
operating environments.
Why not give yourself the
analytical edge, for only
$695? Call 800-592-0050 and

.
•.ks.,R Ess

we'll show you how to put
the APL* PLUS System to
work in your specific
application.

STSC
STSC, Inc.

2115 East Jefferson Street
Rockville, Maryland 20852
800-592-0050
301-984-5123 in Maryland or
Canada
Telex 898085

APLUS *WARE® PRODUCT
The APL* PLUS System is available for the mainframe, IBM PC and compatibles.
Macintosh. and machines running UNIX and VAX. VMS. The APL* PLUS System may
he purchased through dealers and distributors worldwide.
APL* PLUS and PLUS* WARE are registered trademarks of STSC. Inc. UNIX.
Macintosh. and IBM are registered trademarks of AT&T Bel! Laboratories. Apple
Computer. and International Business Machines Corporation. respectively.
Top companies according to the April 17. 1987 issue of Business Week.
'U.S. suggested retail for DOS version. International prices slightly higher.
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When you need to consider
three classes of service, numerous fare types, and multiple
connections, fare pricinganalysis without APL is aHerculean
task. APL's ability to manipulate tables of data with a,single
command enables us to explore
awider range of scenarios as
fast as we can think of them.

Each quarter we consolidate
and analyze historical data,
current data, and forecasts
from over 800 entities within
GE and then quick!;' compile it
into acomprehensive series of
reports. With APL we get it
done in athird of the time it
would take us using other
methods.
Eric Baelen
Manager, Business Systems
Development
General Electric Company

Mike Fisher
Manager, Systems
Development
Pan American World Airways

PERISCOPE POWER
...Keeps you going full steam ahead when other
debuggers let you down! With four models to pick
from, you'll find aPeriscope that has just the
power you need.
Start with the model that fits your current needs. If you
need more horsepower, upgrade for the difference in
price plus 810!
When you move to another Periscope model, don't
worry about having alot to learn...Even when you move
to the most powerful model, Periscope III, an extra dozen
commands are all that's involved.
APeriscope Iuser who recently began using
Periscope Ill writes, "Ilike the
fact that within the first half
hour of use Iwas debugging my
program instead of learning to
use the debugger"

Periscope Iuser

"I like the ability to break out of (a) locked
up system!"
Periscope II user

Periscope II-X user
". . . Periscope III is the perfect answer to
the debugging needs of anyone involved in
real-time programming for the PC . . The
real time trace feature has saved me many
hours of heartache already."
Periscope IH user
Periscope software
8, 200+ page
manual

\\ rite ... thoroughly and efficiently.

Periscope's the answer for debugging device-drivers, memory- resident, non-DOS,
and interrupt-driven programs. Periscope works with any language, and provides
source and/or symbol support for programs written in high-level languages and
assembler

• Periscope's hardware adds the power to solve the
really tough debugging problems. The breakout switch lets
UU break into the sy stem any time. You can track down abug
instantly, or just check what's going on, without having to
reboot or power down and back up. That's really useful when
your system hangs! The switch is included with Periscope I,
Periscope II, and Periscope III.
Periscope Ihas aboard with 56K of write-protected RAM.
The Periscope software resides
in this memory, safe from runPeriscope IBoard
away programs. DOS memory,
Periscope Break-Out
where debugger software
Switch
would normally reside, is
thus freed up for your program.
Periscope Ill has aboard with 64K of
write-protected RAM, which performs the
same function as the Periscope Iprotected
memory. AND...
The Periscope Ill board adds another powerful dimension to your
debugging. Its hardware breakpoints and real-time trace buffer let you track down
bugs that asoftwareoriented debugger would
take too long to find, or
can't find at all!

Periscope III Borne
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"I like the clean, solid design and the crash
recovery."

"I am very impressed with Periscope II-X
... it has become my 'heavy duty' debugger
of choice, especially if Ineed to work on a
memory resident utility or adevice driver."

Ill Periscope's software is solid, comprehensive, and
flexible. It helps you debug just about any kind of program you can

188

What Periscope Users
Like Best:

•

Periscope Iincludes ahalf-length
board with 56K of write-protected RAM;
break-out switch; software and manual for
$345.

• Periscope II includes break-out switch;
software and manual for $ 175.
• Periscope II.X includes software and
manual ( no hardware) for $ 145.
• Periscope III includes afull-length
board with 64K of write-protected RAM,
hardware breakpoints and real-time trace
buffer; break-out switch; software and
manual. Periscope III for machines running up to 8MHz is $ 995; for machines
running up to 10 MHz, $ 1095.
REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC, XT, AT, or close
compatible ( Periscope III requires hardware
as well as software compatibility); DOS 2.0 or
later; 64K available memory; one disk drive;
an 80-column monitor.
Call us with your questions. We'll be happy
to send you free information or help you
decide on the model that hest fits your
needs.

Order Your Periscope,
Toll-Free, Today!

800-722-7006
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

The

PERISCOPE

Company, Inc.
1197 PEACHTREE ST.
PLAZA LEVEL
ATLANTA, GA 30361
404 / 875-8080

Circle 206 on Reader Service Card

REVIEW UPDATE

Datavue's Snap Gets aHard Disk
When Alex Lane reviewed the Datavue
Snap 1+1 (February BYTE), he came to
the conclusion that the machine was
based on good ideas that were poorly executed. After spending some time working
with the new hard disk version of the
Snap 1 + 1, I'm amazed at what a hard
disk drive can do for the perceived value
of acomputer.
In addition to the 20-megabyte hard
disk drive, there's a9.54-MHz V20 processor, avery readable fluorescent backlit LCD screen, akeyboard with superb
tactile response, and a 720K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy disk drive. All told, it's a
package that has considerably more potential than its dual-floppy disk drive relative, Spark.
Unfortunately, adding a hard disk
drive does not eliminate all the problems
with the basic Snap 1+1 design. The system has an internal nickel-cadmium battery that promises to allow operation free
from the restraint of an AC power cord. I
like the freedom of computing without
being plugged in, so Ieagerly charged the
battery, unplugged the cord, and flipped
on the power. Nothing happened.
Ilooked in the manual, and, sure
enough, the battery will not power the
unit with the hard disk drive installed. I
disabled the hard disk drive through the
power-on setup program, but the machine still refused to work from the battery. If you get the hard disk drive, the
battery becomes just so much dead
weight. Of course, you can ditch the extra
weight by " snapping" the machine into
two parts and using the front half as a
RAM disk-based laptop, but then you
give up the hard disk drive, too.
If you're looking for avery portable
computer with ahard disk drive, the Snap
1 + 1 ($ 3695) stacks up pretty well
against the competition. It's about the
same size as the NEC MultiSpeed HD
and the Zenith Z-183: 13'h by 124 by
31
/ inches. Running at 9.54 MHz, it's
2
faster than the Z-183 in both processing
and disk access benchmarks, and it's

with Macintosh applications. Also new is
slower than the MultiSpeed in processPLP Share, a $499 network adapter
ing. For example, BYTE's BASIC File
slated to ship this month. The adapter
Write benchmark took 15 seconds on the
connects to AppleTalk and the PLP, letSnap 1 + 1versus 43 seconds on the Zting multiple users access the printer.
183. The Sieve benchmark took 138 secGCC also dropped the price of the Peronds on the Z-183, 90 seconds on the
sonal Laserprinter from $2599 to $ 1999,
Snap 1 + 1, and 68 seconds on the
which means that you can get the printerMultiSpeed.
network combo for less than $2500—a
Istill think that the Snap 1+1 falls
very competitive price.
short of the potential of its design. In
If you really want PostScript support
spite of that, adding a hard disk drive
brings the machine into the middle of a for the printer, you can get that, too. The
company now sells an upgrade board,
pack of computers offering fully funcpriced at $ 1999, that authorized dealers
tional computing on the go.
can install in the PLP. This board gives
—Curt Franklin
the PLP all the features of the company's
new printer, the Business Personal LaserGCC Beefs Up Its
printer Plus. Besides PostScript, the
Mac Laser Printer Line
Business Personal Laserprinter Plus has a
In his review of General Computer
12.5-MHz 68000 processor, 2megabytes
Corp.'s Personal Laserprinter (PLP) for
the Macintosh (January BYTE), Donald
of RAM (expandable to 3megabytes), an
AppleTalk interface, and serial and parEvan Crabb commended the printer for
allel ports for connecting IBM PC comits affordable price but faulted it on severpatibles. The printer's font library inal points: its slow speed, its lack of Apcludes the 35 resident fonts in Apple's
pleTalk support, and its lack of Poststandard LaserWriter Plus. At this writScript support. The company has since
ing, the Business Personal Laserprinter
taken steps to address all these gripes.
Plus was scheduled to ship in March for
A new version (2.0) of the software,
$3999.
GCC says, offers up to 50 percent faster
—Cathryn Baskin
performance and better compatibility

And Miscellany . . .
. . . Claiming that it's the first company to do so, Zenith has started shipping its version of Microsoft OS/2 for
the Zenith Z-386 (March BYTE). The
company has also bumped the standard 1megabyte of 32-bit RAM in the
system to 2 megabytes to provide
plenty of memory for OS/2. The system with the extra RAM will sell for
the same price as the original machine. Zenith's MS OS/2 sells for
$299.
. . . Compaq is second out of the gate
with OS/2. Compaq's MS OS/2 Standard Version 1.0 for the Deskpro 286
and 386 lines sells for $325.
. . . Our February review of WORM

drives by Wayne Rash Jr. included
Optotech's 5984 drive and Maximum
Storage's APX-3200. Maximum Storage tells us that it—not Information
Storage Inc.—designs and manufactures the APX-3200 drives. Also, Optotech informs us that in February it
released asingle-board controller for
the 5984 drive that avoids the problems caused by the bulkiness of the
drive's former dual-board controller.
The company says that the new controller improves performance by 50
percent, and new software accompanying the controller can now make
use of Expanded Memory Specification memory.
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CLUB 286 ( 12MHz Zero Wait State)
(16MHz Throughput) Mono System

CLUB 286 ( 10MHz Zero Wait State)
(12MHz Throughput) Mono System

• 12MHz, Zero Wait State 80286 / 1 16MHz Throughput / 1 Small

• 80286 10MHz Zero Wait State / 1 8/10 Keyboard Switch

Footprint Chassis / 1 Secured Hardware Reset / 6 12" Monochaujne

• 12" Monochrome Monitor ( 800x350) / 1 Hercules Compatible 132
Column Video Card / 1 Wait State Insertable Slots

Monitor ( 800x350)/• Hercules Compatible 132 Colunm Video Card
• Speaker On/Off / 1 Standard

• 12MHz Throughput /* 2Serials, IParallel Port Built In

Memory / 1 Norton SI: 15.3

• Keyboard Selectable Between 8/12 and Zero/1 Wait State

7
-J

• Norton SI:V(3.0) 11.5 / 1 Plus Basic System Features /* Made in U.S.A.

• Plus Basic System Features /• Made in USA.

12MHz EGA System $ 2065

10MHz EGA System

$1895

286 System Options

Basic System Features:
• 80286 16 bit CPU/ 1 512K Motherboard Expandable to IMB

20MB 65ms Half Height

$280

• Clock Calendar with Battery Backup/' 195 Watt Power Supply

30MB 39ins Full Height

$500

80287-8
8028 7 -10

220/110V ( 111., CSA ), • Fully Compatible AMI BIOS ( Written in USA)
• 200 Page Documentation and User's Guide" Limited One Year Warranty

44MB 28ms Full Height

$575

Optical Mouse

72MB 23ms Full Height

$920
$870

Mechanical Mouse

• Optional Add Ons: 360KB Floppy Drives/ Enhanced Keyboard/ 720KB

7

Floppy Drives 312 "
ORDER BY MAIL- Client and Money Order. Callkornia add 7% Saks Tax
ORDER BY PHONE COD. Cadger Check. VISA ((V) Anienon Exigent ( 4Y). or Apprised Company POS=

130MB 18ms Full Height

4111110

Policy and Ten. MI pekes are whets to changes Ind guaranies slim he limited and us- terns the den to suhrotinne equivalent
items I ' name...lied return, are sulnect to a litit restmidng ke RMA numbers must he masted to all returned items and
nret he sent shipping prepaid in customer The limited nnantais. Itear on pans sod meths on labor
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IMB 28ms Full Height

NEC Multisync

$1800

$235
$310
$99
$6 9

14"Flatscreen Evenision
Mono Monitor
CALI.

CALL

All 14 Everviskin monitors shown above are optional
SIF.0 Hercules Fiervistoo OS,2
Xenix Cola ° Rase Ill+ lam. Framework Sidekick Symphony PC
Iladed Compaq and Premium 286 are trademarks cs registered trademarks of their respective computes

An • now, t e most powe
ne up o mac nes
sm
the leading manufacturing, design and engineering
company in America
introducing the 12ND1z Pulse

lerhe CLUB 286 Series of
ters is ready for OS/2' and OS/3n1
The CLUB 286 Series
run Xenix, Unix, DBase 1H + , Lo
ork,
ymphony and ahost of all t
so
hink of

Call for our 386 Machine

XT
TURBO

111111111111i111111111111111111111
-

-

CLUB 286 (8MHz 1Wait State) Mpg
8MHz Monochrome System

CLUB Turbo 4.77/8.0M)Flz
Monochrome System

• Includes Basic System / 0 12" Monochrome
Monitor ( 800x350) I. Hercules Compatible

• 8088-2 Keyboard Selectable I. 256K Standard / 0 12" Monochrome
Monitor ( 800x350) / 0 Hercules Compatible 132 Column Video Card
• 135 Watt Power Supply

$995 \

Zri.

132 Column Video Card I. Made in l.SA

V\i\fN

8MHz EGA System $ 1399
Ho&

%eat

Prxnee
Clock speed

s
ii
ort(on
su)

15.3
FrI

PC tailed

COsPAO

Promising

8028112 80286-10 80286-12 80286-12 80288-10

Well Stales

\Iwl

el

,

1

o

1

O

10.1

13.3

11.5

11.5

30 — 6:30 ( We« Cone)

International sales desk now open

1030 — 9:30 ( East Coast)

Corporate Buyer call for Corporate Desk

•eurtlay

teio — N-00 ( Wool Coast)

linnersity P.O.'s are welcome

sdorday

I30 — 600 ( Fmt Cr)

Dealers and Quantity Discounts are available

(415) 490-2201
54 on Reader Service Card
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American Technologies, Inc.
3401 W. Warren Ave., Fremont, CA 94539
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415) 490-2687 (24 hrs.)
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Features:

Flagstaff Engineering's
optical character recognition
software reads almost any printed or
typewritten text.
SPOT,* our trainable OCR program, allows
you to compile information from books,.magazi
typewritten records, genealogical data, directories,
catalogs, and public documents, including foreignlanguage material. The data captured by SPOT can
used by database, word processing, desktop publishing
and typesetting applications.
SPOT's flexible output options allow you to preserve
the original page format, including columns and margins.
Reformatting options include the choice of DCA or
ASCII output files, with options to generate singlecolumn output from multiple-column text.

High recognition accuracy
Fast, easy training
Up to five fonts per page
Handles ligatures and kerned type
Foreign language character sets
Spelling and context checking
- On-line correçtiñ
- Affordable at $995.00
lagstaff Engineering leads thèrelaustry in desktop conversion systems for 9-track tape and 8-inch
diskette data files. We have already supplied thousands
of customers worldwide with our OCR systems. Call
for the best prices on Panasonic, Hewlett-Packard, and
Canon scanners. Dealer and volume discounts are
available.
Flagstaff Engineering can modify the software code
to meet your custom applications. For details, call us
at (602)779-3341.
*Syntactic Pattern Optical Translator

FLAGSTAFF
---- ENGINEERING

'JOIN" FLAGENG for vendor support on BIX!

1120 Kaibab Lane • Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(602)779-3341 • Telex 705609 • FAX ( 602)779-5998
Circle 304 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 305)

COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR

Memories, Memories
Jerry Pournelle

PC Sweep is ashareware proThis column is late, mostly beNew ways to speed up,
gram available from Sandi and
cause there's so much good
Shane Strump ( P.O. Box
stuff here that Idon't know
clean up, beef up, and back up
13719, College Station, TX
where to begin. Every time Isit
77841) for $30. Commercia.
down to work, something new
all kinds of memory
versions are also available, but
comes that Ijust have to play
the original PC Sweep is at least
with. This has happened beas good as any of those. You can also get
isn't copy-protected, but Fifth Generafore, but Idon't think things have ever
acopy, registration paid, from Workman
tion likes to handle things with their inbeen this bad; only of course I don't
and Associates.
really mean " bad," since I'd be in a stall batch file), Inever opened the manOnce you've erased abunch of files,
ual until the job was done. Ithen took those
much worse pickle if Ihad nothing to
you'll have empty spaces scattered all
files and put them into the Z-386 in considwrite about.
over your hard disk. That fragmentation
erably less time than it took to copy them.
The upshot, though, is that some items
can slow things down, from a little to
Fastback Plus is a genuine improveare going to get fairly short shrift even
quite alot (I've noticed up to a25 percent
ment ( in ease of use and user options)
though they deserve better.
increase in the time it takes to copy a
over the old Fastback. It will also read
large file). The remedy for that is Golden
backup disks made with older versions,
Fastback Plus
Bow's Vopt, which repacks the disk by
using an option that is called Old Restore
Ibecame a Fastback fan one day at an
moving the files into compact and continProgram.
Atlanta COMDEX when Isaw one of its
uous blocks. There's anew version that
If you have ahard disk drive, you need
developers back up ahard disk, put astashows, in animation, just what it's doing;
this program. Highly recommended.
ple through one of the floppies, remove
very pretty, very fast, and quite effective.
the staple, and restore the files. That was
I've been using Vopt for nearly ayear
The Golden Bow
impressive.
If Iever run out of things to write about, I now, and I've never had the slightest
I've been using Fastback ever since,
problem with it. In fact, it was Vopt that
can rate my Christmas presents. ( After
and while I've heard rumors of problems
told me I'd somehow managed to get one
all, one of my colleagues used to rate the
with very long files, I've got some very
of those horrible unmovable Prolock
parties at COMDEX.) Iwon't do that
long files indeed and have never had the
copy-protected programs onto my hard
here, but Ishould mention that Golden
smallest difficulty. Fastback is fast and
disk; Ithink one of the kids put in agame
Bow sent me avery nice gift: two coffee
reliable; and because it's so fast, it gets
when Iwasn't here. Igot rid of it, of
mugs of ashape Ilike alot (straight sides,
used, something Ican't say for a lot of
course. But if it weren't for Vopt, I
large handle, and fairly thin china), both
other backup programs.
wouldn't have known it was there.
marked in gold with the Golden Bow logo
Well, Fifth Generation went and imMost books will tell you that disk
plus my name on one and Roberta's on
proved it with Fastback Plus. I'd comread/write operations are often the limitthe other.
plained about the documents. They not
ing factor in systems operations throughPacked in the box was a pound of
only fixed them, they put in help files that
put, which is afancy way of saying that
Jamaica Blue Mountain coffee beans, and
make the documents nearly superfluous.
most disk systems are too slow. This is
each mug had liqueur- filled chocolates in
They added data compression to save disk
especially true if you have only floppies.
it. Since I'm not about to send those mugs
space. They added autility that estimates
Repacking the disk with Vopt will
back—and I've already consumed the cohow many floppies the job will take— it
help, but the best remedy for slow disk
mestibles—Ifigure Ibetter warn you I've
always overestimates for me— and how
operations is acaching system: away to
been bribed.
long it will take ( generally an underestiput and keep the frequently used disk
When you use Fastback Plus to back up
mate, but I'm slow and careful about not
stuff into memory. Golden Bow's Vcache
your files, the program shows you which
putting in anew disk until Ihave labeled
does that quite nicely. The neat part is
directory it's working on and flashes the
the one Itook out).
that it can make use of either the Lotus/
filenames as it copies them; it goes alI'm about to change over from the KayIntel/Microsoft Expanded Memory
most too fast to read them, but if you're
pro 386 to a new Zenith Z-386, so this
Specification ( LIM/EMS) or the exlike me you'll see all kinds of stuff you
afternoon Icopied 38 megabytes of data
tended memory that works on the IBM
didn't really want to keep. So, one invarifrom the Kaypro; it took 28 minutes. It
PC AT and compatibles. It has been my
able result of abackup is that Iinvoke PC
required 27 high-density floppies to acexperience that extended memory isn't
Sweep and roam about erasing files Ino
complish the job; and beyond reading the
continued
longer want.
section on installation ( Fastback Plus
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very useful except as ameans to heat your
house; but used with Vcache, it can speed
up some operations (ones that have to go
to the disk alot) something wonderful.
There are limits to what cache systems
can do, and if you have ahard disk and
use DESQview, they can be more trouble
than they're worth; but if you use floppies, you need it bad. If you've got an
IBM PC or XT that has an expandedmemory board (like an AST RAMpage),
or an AT with extended memory, and
don't use DESQview, caching is asimple
and effective way to make things go
faster. Note too that some copy-protection schemes require you to use floppy
disks; caching can help there, too.
Golden Bow's final product, Vfeature
Deluxe, competes with SpeedStor, which
I've written about in previous columns.
Vfeature Deluxe lets you partition your
hard disk so that instead of chopping it up
into several " logical drives" of 32 megabytes or less, you get one humongous
drive of 80, 100, or 300 megabytes—or
whatever you have. You can also use
Vfeature Deluxe to partition the hard disk
into smaller chunks and write-protect any
one. You can also password-protect selected volumes.
We got SpeedStor early on, and on the

"it ain't broke" theory, Ihaven't tried
Vfeature Deluxe. Imake no doubt that it
works.
In fact, though, I've little desire to have
an enormous hard disk partition. Partly
that's superstition, Iguess, but there's
this as well: if you have apartition larger
than 32 megabytes, you must boot up the
system either from the hard disk or from
a specially ginned- up working bobt
floppy; if you use the original DOS disk
to boot up, you can lose some of the data
on the hard disk.
I've more than once had some kind of
problem that required me to boot up with
the original DOS disk; and since that usually happens when we're desperately trying to meet deadlines—and Ihave alousy
memory as well—I'm abit afraid to add
that kind of complication. You probably
don't have that kind of problem.
I've just been told that Priam is sending me one of their 330-megabyte internal
hard disks. When it comes, I'll use Vfeature Deluxe to manage it. More on that
another time. Meanwhile, Golden Bow
makes good stuff.
Memories
I'd guess from my mail that more people
are confused about extended and ex-

panded memory than anything else in the
microcomputer world. Iknow Iam:
every time Iwrite on the subject, Iget a
flood of mail telling me Igot it wrong
again.
This time for sure.
Igot interested in this when the Z-386
arrived. It came with a70-megabyte hard
disk drive, aZ-449 card to drive the Zenith Flat Technology Monitor ( FTM),
and 640K bytes of memory on the
motherboard. The Z-386 is, hands down,
the fastest machine Ihave; my benchmarks put it as just faster than the 16MHz Compaq Deskpro 386.
Pure speed isn't everything; in fact,
it's not even the main thing. Neither is
disk size. What Iwant is speed in changing from one program to another. Here's
an example. Just now the phone rang, and
it was Microsoft inviting me to aconference about OS/2. Ineeded to get at my
calendar and my notebook, then send a
message to my assistant, all without
dumping this article, which I'm writing
with Q&A Write. In theory, Ican do that
with SideKick, DeskLink, and a few
other terminate-and- stay-resident (TSR
or memory-resident) programs, but in
fact the TSRs eat up so much memory
continued
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THE PROGRAMMIM'S SIIHW
helps save time, money, and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.

FREE Catalogs and Guarantee
Whether yoU're searching for an obscure product no
one seems go kilim about, or you just want to know
which of 5 competitors maki:s the most well-regarded
product. our cata log smake finding software casier.
•Comprehensive Product Listing, filled with
over I .000 products.
- Popular Programmer' s Tools. containing the
most- requested tille, lover 300 in al I ) rrom
each category.
- Dhase Programmer', Catalog with over
development tools.
Well also help you select products with free advice or
literature. Plus full guarantee on any recommended
product. Mention " FI Y488.
Call tui request acatalog or information today.
Our Sen kits:
•International Sales Disk • Deakrsloquir
•Compare Product' • Newsletter
•lielp t'und aPuhlisher • Rus!' Order
•Esaluation Literature FREE • Oser700produets
•Programmer', Update • National %munis Center

RECENT DISCOVERY
Automated Programmer
K - Math
notation and technical English input
produces FORTRAN code. Link to
libraries, output in IMAGE' format.
structured reports, pictures.
PC S949

List

Embedded code. C. Asm. Whatever you write.
chances are it doesn't run right the tirs' time.

C Sprite by Lattice
DBug III- for dBASE
Periscope I-incl. board
Periscope ll-incl. switch
Periscope III- 10
MHZ version
SoftProbe II/TX-Rom
TORBOsmith-Turbo Pas

For clear windows on your code, consider these
professional tools. Recover from even froien
machines, debug at high level, and keep interactivit in the debugging process Mention
"FlY-lit8 - for the special prices al right
Call one of our Tech Reps for help choosing
TODAY.

PC 5-199
MS $ 359
MS $ 99
PC Call
PC Call
MS $ 259
Special*
Special*
PC 5 67

C- Screens, Windows, Graphics
C- Worthy Interface Library
Curses by Aspen Scientific
dBASE Graphies for C
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS - fast
FontWINDOW/PLUS
GraphiC - new color version
Greenleaf Data Windows
w/source
Terminal Mapping System
TurboW I
NDOW/C - for Turbo C
View Manager by Blaise
Vitamin C - screen
VC Screen
Windows for C - fast
Windom sfor Data - salidation

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

$ 249
$ 109
$ 69
$ 185
$ 229
$ 279
$ 155
$ 259
$ 279
$ 75
$ 199
$ 159
$ 79
Call
Call

DBASE Language
Clipper compiler
PC 5399
dBASE III Plus
PC $ 399
dBASE III LANPack
PC $649
DBXL Interpreter by Word Tech PC $ 99
FoxBASE+ Dev. - V2.0
MS $ 259
Quicksilver Diamond
PC $ 369
Note: 411 prier, subject to change without notice. Mention this ad. Some
onces are specials. 4sk about COD and POs. Formols: 3 laptop 110%
at:niable. plus 2110 taller. IPS surface shipping add SL) ilem.

Call for acatalog, literature, and solid value

800-421-8006
THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ' Y
your complete source for software serwces and answers
5-B Pond Park Road. Hingham, MA 02043
Mass: 800-442-8070 or 617-740-2510

mg
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Normal SPECIAL

175
195
345
175

S119
5179
$275
S139

$ 99
$159
$255
$119

51095
S 750
S 99

S795
$695
S 79

$749
$599
$ 59

S
$
S
S

Other Products

DBASE Support
dAnalyst
dBASE Tools for C
dBRIEF with BRIEF
dBC Ill by Lattice
Documentor - dFlow superset
Genifer by Bytel-code generator
QuickCode Ill Plus
R&R Report Writer
Seek- It - Query- hr - example
Silver Comm I.ibrary
Tom Rettig's Library
Ul Programmer- user interfaces

PC
PC
PC
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
PC
PC

S 219
$ 65
Call
$ 169
$ 229
$ 279
$ 189
$ 139
$ 79
$ 139
$ 79
$ 249

Editors for Programming

C Language-Compilers
AZTEC C86 - Commercial
C86 PLUS - by Cl
Datalight Optimum - C
High C Optimizing Compiler
Instant-C/I6M
Lattice C - from Lattice
Microsoft C 5.0 - Codeview
Microsoft Quick C
Turbo C by Borland

Order before 4/30/88 and mention ••BY488"
for these Special Prices:

Your Source for Debuggers

HR I
EF Programiner's Editor
PC
Cali
PC $ 65
de - EMACS-style
EMACS by UniPress Source: $895 $ 265
PC $ 149
Epsilon - like EMACS
PC $ 79
ME Macro Editor - Source
MS $ 65
MKS VI
PC/EDT - macros
PC $ 229
PC $ 179
SPF/PC - Version 2.0
Vedit PLUS
MS $ 129
*Mention - Special BY488" and get

ASM1 10 - 170 + routines
PC $ 125
MS $ 119
Back- It by Gazelle
PC $459
Baler
Dan Bricklin's Demo Il
PC $ 169
Disk Technician- smart upkeep
PC $ 89
Fast Back Plus
PC $ 149
PC $ 69
Flash- up
Interactive Easy Flow V5.0
PC $ 125
Link & Locate - Intel tools
MS $ 309
MS $ 85
Mace Utilities
MS $ 155
MKS RCS
MS $ 99
MKS Trilogy
PC $ 69
PC/Tools Deluxe- by Custom
MS $ 275
Plink 86 PLUS - overlays
Special *
PVCS - by Polytron
MS $ 135
R-DOC/X
MS $ 75
risC by IMSI - H.A.L.
PC $ 328
Show Partner FIX
PC $ 75
Source Print - V3.0
PC $ 89
TLIB
PC $ 65
Tree Diagrammer
PC $ 65
Visible Computer: 8088
PC $ 79
WKS Library by Tenon
both agood price and FREE Software!

Even More Power & Flexibility
BRIEF 2.0
BRIEF easily conforms to your editing preferences and style,
ensuring you are truly comfortable and productive.
Straight from the box, BRIEF is as much editor as most people
will ever need — thanks to features like the real Undo, flexible
windowing, and unlimited file size.
But BRIEF's hidden power is in its exclusive macro language.
Customize BRIEF to include the commands and features YOU
desire. It's fast and easy.
Users and industry press alike unanimously praise BRIEF.
"Recommended." — Jerry Pournelle, Byte 12/86.
Now BRIEF 2.0 adds:
• Setup Program for easy installation and configuration. ( Requires no macro knowledge).
Basic
Features • Increased speed for sophisticated operations like Undo and Regular Expression Search.
• All new documentation WITH tutorial on the Macro Language.
• Command line editing ( move cursor, add & delete characters, specify parameters).
-Windows
• Expanded Regular Expressions, with matching over line boundaries.
-Multi- level Undo
• More block types, with mark ing by character, line or column.
- Edit many files
• Reconfigurable indenting for Cfiles ( supports most indenting styles).
at once.
• Enhanced large display support, including wider displays.
-File size limited only
• Optional borderless windows.
by disk space.
Automatic language
Try BRIEF ($ 195) for 30 days — if not satisfied get afull refund.
sensitive indentation.
If you already own BRIEF, call for update info
-EGA and Hercules Plus 43- line
support
CALL 800-821-2492
-Compile & find errors within BRIEF.
And much, much more!
Requires an IBM PC, AT or cornpatible
with I92K.

in MA 617-337-6963
Circle 261
on Reader Service Card

Solution
<Systems

541 Main Street. Suite 410B
So. Weymouth. MA 02190
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than it would be to ahard disk. In addition, DESQview has a trick whereby it
can get 64K bytes of itself into extended
memory. Running DESQview with extended memory is aheck of alot better
than running without it; but extended
memory is still less useful than EEMS (or
LIM/EMS 4.0).
To further confuse the issue, programs
like Above Disc try to use software methods to fool your machine into thinking
that extended memory is really expanded
memory. None of these programs can do
more than turn ablock of extended mem-

ory into the early version of LIM/EMS;
making the machine think extended
memory is EEMS is impossible. To get
EEMS capability, you have to use some
hardware.
These programs don't always work; indeed, those that do work don't work all
the time. As an example, Iused Above
Disc for a while before Iconverted to
DESQview.
One program that is supposed to know
how to use the early version of LIM/EMS
(as well as EEMS) is Living Videotext's
Ready!; about half the time, though,

CAN YOU
REACH YOUR
FULL
POTENTIAL
Wall ONLY
THE VIEW
Let CPT give you the total view— today.
Upgrade your PC, XT, or AT- compatible
computer with CPT's full-page displays, at aprice
far lower than you might expect. For more
information on how CPT can expand your
display-horizons, call 1-800-447-4700.

»WM
1

•••1» •
40 ••
1••••••

MM1

\BB .®
More Than Office Automation...Office Productivity
PC. XT and AT are trademarks of International &nines, Machine,. Ine
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Ready! would load itself into the extended memory that Above Disc was trying to turn into LIM/EMS—and about
half the time it wouldn't. Inever could
see any reason for this; maybe Ididn't
hold my mouth right. Eventually Igave
up on Above Disc.
The LIM/EMS 4.0 standard explicitly
states that it cannot be emulated in software. That doesn't mean some hacker out
there won't be able to do it. It does mean
the big boys won't support it. If you want
to expand your system's memory, you
need LIM/EMS 4.0 boards. AST boards
work fine.
Enter the 386
All the above applies only to PC, XT, and
AT machines. It's all different if you have
a386. The 386 machines have memory
management and know how to address a
lot more than the simple 640K bytes that
the PC, XT, and AT can find.
In practice this means that if you have a
386 machine, there doesn't have to be any
practical difference between extended
memory and expanded memory; the 386
is perfectly capable of operating with
either, or both. DESQview on the 386,
for instance, can not only swap programs
into extended memory, but can also run
them from there. (You'll need a 386
memory management program such as
Quarterdeck's Expanded Memory Manager 386 [QEMM], but that's adetail.)
Unfortunately, this isn't quite the
whole story. The 386 is a32-bit machine
that can also do 16-bit operations; and it
has both a16-bit bus and a32-bit bus. So
far as Iknow, everyone who makes 386
computers makes the 16-bit bus conform
to the IBM PC AT bus standard (except,
of course, machines that use the new IBM
Micro Channel bus; but let's confine ourselves only to AT compatibles for the
moment).
On the other hand, no two manufacturers seem to use the same 32bit bus
structure. We have one bus by Compaq,
another by Cheetah, athird by Zenith, yet
another by Intel, still another by AST,
and there are probably more.
The result is that if you want to add 32bit memory to your 386, you will probably have to buy it from the company that
made your computer. There are exceptions; some machines can use two Cheetah 16-bit memory boards chained to
make them 32 bit. Certainly the new
Cheetah 386 motherboard can do that. In
general, though, to get 32-bit memory
you should go to the manufacturer of your
386.
The good news is that you don't really
have to use 32-bit memory. The 386 chip
is smart enough to know what kind of
continued

Compact, Low Power, Cost Effective

Single Board Computers
for Embedded Applications
World's smallest PC — and CMOS too!

from $ 359
Qty 1

A Motherboard and 4 Expansion Cards in the
Space of aHalf- Height 5-1/4" Disk Drive!

Little Board 1PC

3WATTS!
5VOLT ONLY OPERATION
± 12 V GENERATED ON BOARD —

2 RS232C
SERIAL PORTS

SCSI BUS OPTION
(HARD DISK, ETC)

SPEAKER PORT

256 K RAM
(512 K, 768 K
OPTIONS)

KEYBOARD PORT
PARALLEL
PR.NTER PORT

POWERFUL
V40 CPU

PC BUS

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
(3.5/5.25",
360 K/720 K, 1.2 MB)
UP TO 128 K
EPROM/RAM/NOVRAM
BATTERY BACKED RT CLOCK

PC COMPATIBLE
ROM-BIOS

4MODE VIDEO
CONTROLLER
OPTION
FITS ENTIRELY
WITHIN BOARD
DIMENSIONS

MOUNTS ON A
5.2Y DRIVE
(5.75"x8"xr)

The CMOS Little Board/PC represents asignificant breakthrough in microcomputer techno.ogy, providing system designers with a highly compact, self-contained, low power,
"PC-compatible" system module in the space of ahalf height
5- 1/4- inch disk drive. Everything but the keyboard, monitor,
disk drive, and power supply is included!
The CMOS Little Board/PC is ideally suited for embedded
microcomputer applications where IBM PC software and bus
compatibility are required and where low power consumption, small size, and high reliability are critical. Its low power
requirements, compactness, and solid state disk drive support make the Little Board/PC especially useful in rugged or
harsh operating environments.
Typical applications for the Little Board/PC include:
• Data acquisition and control

• Diskless workstations

• Portable instruments

• Remote data logging

• Protocol conversion

• Point-of-sale terminals

• Telecommunications

• Network servers

• Security systems

• Distributed processing

• Intelligent terminals

• SCSI device control

Development Chassis! PC'
The Little Board/PC Development Chassis offers a
low cost, " known good" development environment for
projects and products based on the Little Board ,PC
single board computer.
The Little Board/PC Development Chassis includes a
two slot PC Expansion Bus, a 360K byte ( DSDD)
floppy disk drive, a power supply, and all I/O and
power cables required for immediate operation with
the Little Board/PC.
All I/O connections are conveniently available. Included on
the Development Chassis rear
panel are standard connectors for keyboard, parallel printer, both serial
ports, optional video
monitor interface,
and the AC power
outlet and power
switch.

Distributors • Australia: Current Solutions ( 613) 720 3298 • Canada: Tri -M ( 6141) 438-0028 • Denmark: Danblt ( 03) 66 20 20 • Italy: Microcom ( 6) 811-9406 • Finland: Symnetric OY
358-0-585-322 • France: Egal Plus ( 1) 4502-1600 • Germany, West: IST-EleVeronik Vertribes G-nbH 089-611 6151 • Israel: Alpha Terminals, Ltd ( 03) 49-16-95 • Sweden: AB Akta
(08) 54-20-20 • Switzerland: Thau Computer AG 411 740-41-05 • UK: Ambar Systems Ltd 0296 4355'1 • USA. Contact Ampro Computers Inc

VI=MJ=1

COMPUTERS, INCORPORATED

1130 Mountain View/Alviso Road
Sunnyvale, California 94089
(408) 734-2800
TLX 4940302 FAX (408) 734-2939
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memory it's dealing with, and when it
needs 32 bits of data from a16-bit memory board, it automatically does two
reads. Of course, that takes longer, so it's
much better to have 32-bit memory, especially if you happen to be doing computation-intensive work like CAD.
You can also mix both 32-bit and 16bit memory; Ihave 2megabytes of Kaypro 32-bit memory in my Kaypro 386 and
another 2 megabytes of Cheetah 16-bit
memory addressed above that. Idon't
often fill the machine with enough programs that it needs that extra memory,
but once or twice Ihave; and while the
speed difference was noticeable, there
weren't any glitches.
What Iwas doing at the time was using
Crosstalk (under DESQview) to communicate on BIX; keeping SideKick in its
own DESQview window; reading aQ&A
database in another window; and doing
some writing with Q&A Write in yet one
more window. Then Igot asudden urge
to look in on agame I'd been playing. If I
hadn't had those extra 2 megabytes, I
wouldn't have been able to do that.
Generally, though, the Kaypro 386
with 2 megabytes of 32-bit extended
memory is more than good enough to let
me communicate, write, keep my calen-

calls amenu, the left button does some
kind of action, and the right button generally cancels the action or changes modes.
This seems intuitive to me.
Of course, you can get the effect of
three buttons on the Microsoft two-button
mouse (i.e., by pushing both buttons at
once), and a lot of people prefer the
shape, heft, and feel of the Microsoft
Mouse to Logitech's. There are even
some people who like the Macintosh
scheme of using aone-button mouse with
double clicks, shift clicks, splat-key double clicks, and so forth. Isuppose it's all
amatter of preference. In any event, I've
always been fond of the LogiMouse.
Logitech Does It Again
Lately, though, I've had better reasons
Ilike mice. As is the case with most
than mere preference.
touch-typists, Idon't like them for writFirst, there's Logitech's Point editor,
ing, but when it comes to editing they're
which is aterrific utility. For people who
very handy. I've also got accustomed to just need an editor to manage their sysusing the mouse to control Microsoft
tem—to change AUTOEXEC.BAT and
QuicicBASIC 4.0 and in a number of CONFIG.SYS, make batch files, and
other contexts, including DESQview,
suchlike—it's anear-perfect replacement
which adapts very nicely to amouse.
for EDLIN, because it's full-screen, very
I've always preferred the Logitech
intuitive, and also has an extensive help
three-button LogiMouse. Isuppose that's
menu.
because my first exposure to computer
The only nonintuitive feature of Point
rodentia was on Niklaus Wirth's Lilith (I is that Replace is found under the Edit
miss that machine a lot). In the Lilith
menu, rather than Search. Most U.S. edischeme, the middle button of the mouse
continued
dar, get at my memory-resident unit-conversion programs, and do my writing.
What I've been using to manage this is
the combination of DESQview and
QEMM. Doubtless other combinations
would work, but Idon't guarantee them.
For instance, I've had Microsoft Windows/386 for acouple of weeks now, and
Iunderstand it's pretty good; but DESQview certainly ain't broke, better is the
enemy of good enough, and Idon't have
any real reason to expect Windows/386 is
all that much better than DESQview anyway. I'll get to Windows/386 when Iget a
chance, but I'm in no great hurry.

The UniWare 68000 C Cross Compiler generates fully optimized code for your ROMable
applications. It supports:

The UnlWare Z80 C Cross Compiler generates fully optimized code for your ROMable
applications. It supports:

*Zilog Z80
*Zilog Z180
*Hitachi HD64180
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You won't find amore complete package — the
UniWare 68000 C Compiler comes with a
relocating macro assembler, type-checking
linker, librarian, and all the utilities you need to
put your program into ROM. And it's just $995
under MS-DOS. Also available under UNIX.

You won't find amore complete package — the
UniWare Z80 C Compiler comes with arelocating macro assembler, type-checking linker,
librarian, and all the utilities you need to put
your program into ROM. And it's just $995
under MS-DOS. Also available under UNIX.

CALL TODAY

CALL TODAY

(312) 971-8170

(312) 971-8170

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
3110 Woodcreek Drive
Downers Grove, IL 60515

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
3110 Woodcreek Drive
Downers Grove, IL 60515
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THE
IMPROVED
VGA

•

Extending across barriers of
graphics incompatabilities, ATI
intFoduces aVGA improved
performance card - VIP.
VIP delivers the IBM PS/2 VGA
standard to IBM PC/XT/AT and
Model/30 users, providing an
upgrade path to the
outstanding world of VGA
graphics.
Totally compatible with the All
EGA WONDER, users have the
unique ability to display EGA,
Cobr/Graphics and Hercu:es
software on monochrome RGB
an

EGA monitors.

• Compatible to IBM Video
Graphics Array ( VGA). All 17
modes.
• Runs EGA/CGA/Hercules &
132 column software on IBM
PS/2 Analog', Multisync,
EGA. RGB, TTL monochrome,
PC Portable, Compaq
Portable 2 monitors.
• Softsense automatic mode
switching.

alfflele

• Automatic analog monitor
detection.
• High resolution 800 x 560
graphics for Multisync

s.

monitors with drivers
suipplied for Windows, Gem,
Ventura, Autocad.
----='%"•%
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Call today at ( 416) 756-0711 fo
more information.
132 Column not available on IBM PS / 2 Analog
Monitors
a Compaq via optional Compaq Expansion Module
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tor programs make Search and Replace
part of the same operation, but since Replace changes text, while Search doesn't,
you can also argue for the Point organization. Besides, if you remember that
anomaly, you'll probably never need to
use the Point manual.
Point doesn't have all the features of
VEdit or Brief, but it has most of them;
and since Inever remember how to use all
the features of those other (excellent) editors, it hardly matters. People who do a
lot of programming might want to look
further, but Logitech's Point is darned
near perfect for the rest of us, and Iknow
some very experienced programmers
who prefer it to any of the others. Point is
agreat bargain, since it comes as abonus
in the Logitech Mouse with Plus Softwarepackage.
I'm also fond of Logitech's Publisher
Mouse package; it's still the easiest introduction to desktop publishing I've seen.
Now Logitech has taken the next step:
they make ahalf-slot board that supports
both EGA and their mouse. It's called,
unsurprisingly, the EGA&Mouse board,
and it also has alight-pen connector. The
package comes with the Plus Software
(including Point); EGA support software, including a program that deter-

mines the date of your system's BIOS
ROM (any ROM manufactured before
October 27, 1982, can't support EGA,
and you'll need new ROMs to use theirs
or any other EGA board); and the PaintShow program.
PaintShow is an EGA color paint program with several fonts, including math
and engineering symbols. Ihaven't had a
chance to compare it with, say, EGAPaint 2005 from RIX SoftWorks; but certainly PaintShow is capable of some
really nice graphics. I'm very fond of the
RIX paint programs, but, realistically,
PaintShow is good enough for any color
graphics I'm ever likely to do. The code
isn't provided, but there are ways to glue
PaintShow pictures into Modula2 programs. Printer support is provided.
To top it all off, Logitech offers the
Autosync Monitor, which can switch between UL and analog inputs. In EGA
mode it has sharp resolution and anice
crisp picture. There are full controls—
horizontal and vertical position, and
hold, brightness, and contrast— and
they're set at the right side of the monitor, where it's easy to get at them while
looking at the screen. Alas, many monitors have those controls at the back where
you can't reach them, or on top where

The Word Is Out:
Send Protected Data
Over Any Modem.

they neatly put your arm in the way of
your vision when you try to make
adjustments.
It's abit hard to " rate" monitors; at
least it is for me, since Idon't know much
about them. All Ican say is that this Logitech monitor is as good as any I've seen in
its size. It's abit small for me, given my
eye problems; Istill prefer my 19-inch
Electrohome and Intecolor monitors.
The fact is, though, Icould live with the
Logitech monitor, and I suspect most
people won't ever need anything much
better. The only odd thing about the
monitor is that it looks rectangular.
Now, all EGA monitors are rectangular; at least all of them in this house are.
Iconfess that Ihadn't noticed that before;
but when Iuncrated the Logitech monitor, it was so visibly wider than it was tall
that I measured it: 81
/ inches tall by
2
11 inches wide. Then I measured the
others. The NEC MultiSync and the
Zenith EGA are both 8'A by 10M inches,
while the Zenith FTM monitor is 8 by
10M inches. My Electrohome 19-inch
monitor is actually 11 1
/ inches high by
2
15 inches wide.
Of the smaller monitors, the Zenith
FTM has by far the crispest images, and
continued

Data Sentinel-secured data can be transmitted. You can
even send secured data to electronic bulletin boards and
mail services like CompuServe and GEnie for a 'pickup'
the next morning. And if you're not transmitting,
you can use your Data Sentinel to protect your own
personal files.
All of which ties up alot of very loose ends. Very
quickly.
The word is out in data security. And the word is
Data Sentinel.
Data Sentinel— How It Works.

›r

ENCRYPTECI
TEXT

FILE A

ANY h

MODEM

INFORMATION SERVICE,
BULLETIN BOARD OR
DIRECT LINES

The Word Is Out.

Now you can secure your PC data files and keep

modem transmissions completely private. With the
Data Sentinel hardware key from Rainbow Technologies.
And without passwords or modem-matching.
Simply plug the Data Sentinel into your PC's
parallel port. Then follow the easy step-by-step menu
to encrypt and compress your data files. Which can be
opened only with aduplicate of your own personalized
Data Sentinel key.
Up to now, it hasn't been easy to send secured files.
You see, 'old' modems don't encrypt or compress data.
And while `new' ones can, they can't send the secured
data to an 'old' one.
But to the Data Sentinel, that's apiece of the past.
Because as long as your old-old, old-new, new-old
or new-new modems at each end are compatible,
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ENCRYPTED
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FILE A

Features: • For IBM PCs and Compatibles • Saves Transmission Time & Cost
•Proprietary Encryption & Compression • No Password • Easy Menu Prompts
•Plugs Into Parallel Port • Modem & Printer Transparent • DES System Compatible

•RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • ( 714) 261-0228
TELEX: 386078 • FAX: ( 714) 261-0260
01987 Rainbow Technologies, Inc. Data Sentinel aatrademark of Rainbow Uchnologies.
IBM a

reestered trademark of Inurnauanal Buenas*. Machines

CompuServe Is ampstered trademark of MIR Block

GEme Is atrademark of General Eleeno Inforrneuon Serrvces Company

Circle 239 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 240)

Great Selection + Superior Service I
+Competitive Prices — Top Value
We have the technical
expertise to fulfill your
specialized needs in software development, circuit
design, data analysis, CAD
and much more. Call today!

ADVANTAGE 386 C. Lifeboat
FosBASE/3118+
High C Metaware
NDP FORTRAN, Microway
Pharlap 386 ASN/LINK

• N O Owe offers you more variety.
• 30- day Money- Back Guarantee'

386 SOFTWARE

• Latest versions
• Over SOO name- brand produrts in
stock, if you don't see it — call!

Software Development Tools
COBOL
ADVANTAGE Disassemble,
Microsoft MASH
Pasm86, •

Flash- up, Software Bottling Co
MS CluickBASIC
OuickPak, Crescent Software
TBASIC, TransEra Corp
Turbo Basic, Borland
Turbo Basic Toolbox«, Borland

$

79
65
59
445
69
69

AZTEC C- Commercial, Maux
C- tarp. Girnuel
Lattice C
waeource
Microsoft C
Onion, Microsof t
Turbo C, Borland

CALL
9 229
269
499
285
65
65

LTOOLS PLUS 5.0, Blaise
CUtility Library, Essential
Essential Communications
Greenleaf C Sampler
Greenleaf Comm Library
Greenleaf Functions
PforCe, Phoenix
TimeSlicer, Lifeboat
Twist, C TOOLS, Blaise

S

99
125
125
69
125
125
215
279
99

829
449
835
545
419

M cro Focus Products
MS COBOL. Microsoft
Realia COBOL
RU COBOL, Austec

SCAL L
449
tilt,

MS* Pascal, V crosoft
Pascal- 2, Oron Software
Turbo Panal, Borland
Professional Pascal. Metaware

5 18S
CALL
69
Sah

DESOviese, Quarterdeck
Alicroport — Complete
MS Windows/386, Microsoft
VM/386, LLLP
SCO XENIX- Complete

9 109
679
129
1E15
1195

Periscope II
5 139
OTHER Periscope Products
CALL
Advanced Trace- 86, Morgan Computing
119
Breakout, Essent41
89
TDebug PLUS 1/14.0, Turbo Power Software
39
is/SOURCE
79
Pfix86plus, Phoenix
209

11111CLE111111111111

IZEIMIEMZEIMMI
Turbo Pascal Dec Lib., Borland.... _ 9 289
Matrabyte Data Acq. TOOLS, Guinn- Curtis
89
Turbo Pascal S 6 ETools, Quinn- Curtis
69
Turbo HALO, Media Cybernetics
69
Turbo MAGIC, Sophisticated Software
89
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS, Blaise .
99
Turbo Power Tools Plus, Blaise
99
171.1 111178'
LGGITEO1 Mieula-2
Compiler Xir
$
79
199
Development System
Toollut
.
139
SOLID Be Toolkit, Advanced Sys Consultants 89
StenyBriek Modula2
....
169
299
386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

BRIEF Solution Systems
ir dBRIEF
EDIX, Emerging Techrology
EMACS, Unlpress
Epsilon, Lugano
XEDIT, Mansfield
LSE, Lattice
MULTI- EDIT, American Cybernetics
PC/EDT, Boston Business Computing
%ate, Phoenix
SPF/PC, Command Technology
VEDIT PLUS, CompuView
XTC, Wendin

SCALL
CALL
165
265
149
99
99
89
229
115
185
129
79

la1=22211111111.1MIMI
Sol tcraf t
5 185
Xtrieve
189
Report Option
109
CBTREE, Peacock System
139
c- tree, Factum
315
r•tree
239
dBC Ill, Lattice
169
MIC 111111 Nissans
359
595
ilBC III PLUS
Ka—VISTA OR db_OUERY, Palma
CALL
SOL, Softcraft
599

386- Max.
ADVANTAGE Graphics, Lifeboat

tei e‹,
»Szef
GOTO

Drawbridge, Courseware Applic
Essential Graphics
SrepleC, Software Endeavors
GSS Graphics Des. Teelkit, Software
Endeavors
HALO, Media Cybernetics
HOOPS, Ithaca Software
MetaININDOW, Metagraphics
MetaWINDOW PLUS
Turbo WINDOW C
Turbo HALO ( Turbo CI, Media Cybernetics

109
189
319
375
209
319
159
229
79
79

OBJECT — ORIENTED
ACTOR, White Water Group
ADVANTAGE C+ +, Lifeboat
PforCe + +, Phoenix
Smalltalk/V, Oigitalk
Sinalltalk/V21111

$ 419
479
215
85
169

Microport Sys VAT
$ 469
SCO XENIX System V
995
Wendin-DOS
79
Other Mic 00000 t, SCO, Wench,. Products
CALL

Greenleaf Data Windows
MS Windows, Microsoft
MS Windows Der. Kit, Microsoft
PANEL Plus, Lifeboat
PANEL OC or /TC
Vitamin C, Creative Programming
Windows for Data, Vermont Creative
ScreenStar reseurce, Essential
SoftCods, Software Bottling Co

$

155
65
319
395
99
155
CALL
169
109

$

279
159
159
115

OTHER PRODUCTS
PlinkIMPlus, Phoenix
Pre- L, Phoenix
PC lint, Gimpel
MKS Toolkit
Dan Bridal.% Demo Program,
Software Garden
Source Print, Aldebaran Labs
Tree Diagrammer, Aldebaran Labs
Polytron PVCS CORPORATE
SEIDL Version Manager

59
75
69
329
CALL

Science & Engineering Software
CIRCUIT DESIGN SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
vVintek Corp
MICRO- CAP II, Spectrum Software
PADS Drill, CAO Software
PADS PCB
PADS Route
PSpice. M,croSirn
Device Equations Source
Probe graphics pest-pre rrrrrr
Parts parameter estimator
Monte Corlo Analysis
Digital Files
Schema II, Omation
smARTWORK, Wintek Corp
Tango PCB, ACCEL Tech
Tango Route, ACCEL Tech

849
759
CALL
CALL

CALL EC311111MIMIIIN
AutoCAD, by Autodesk
CALL
309
399
399
309
309
449
849
495
495

DATA ACQUISITION/SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Asyst 2.9
Asyst Modules 1,2,3
Asyst Modules 1,2,4
Asyst Modules 1,2
Asystant Plus • ,
Asystant, • Lir•
DADISP,
í omscems
DADISP-488, :) SP Systems
Fourier PERSPECTIVE II, Alligator Trans
HYPERSIGNAL, Hvoerception
HYPERSIGNAL Plus
LABTECH Acquire, .
LABTECH CHROM
LABTECH Notebook
LABTECH Real Time Access
Lotus
13.E0 D.A. and Control, Hart Scientific
SNAP- CALL, HEM Data Corp
SNAP-FFT, HEM Data Corp
SNAPSHOT STORAGE SCOPE
UnkelScope Junior, Unkel Software
UnkelScope Level 1
UnkelScope Level 2,

S.:: 179
1,989
1.989
1.609
849
469
749
175
329
309
439
CALL
709
759
269
445
799
350
295
495
109
315
499

PLOTTING AND GRAPHING
Chartiluster PC, Interchart Software
9 369
Datat•p Graph, Milhalisin Assoc SPECIAL
259
Omniplot, Scientific Endeavors
269
PLOTZ. Crtis Technical Soft
319
TECH°GRAPH•PACI, binary engineering
259
EQUATION SOLVERS
Eureka The Solver, Borland
MathCAD 2.0. MathSoft

muMATH. Soft Warehouse
SalvelT!, "Structured Scientific Software
Salver- O. SODC
TM!Solve• Plus, Universal Tech Sys

$ 109
279

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card

Autosketch, by Autodesk
Speed Inha,iced Version
Dee*, CAD, American Small Bus Comp
Outer IPin...Foresight
Deafix 3-0 Modeler, Foresight
EASYCAD, Evrilution Computing
ECAD, Felton Engineering
FASTCAD, Evolution Computing
Generic CADII
Generic 3-D Solid Modeling
3.0 Rendermg Module
In 11.*Vision, El.rografx
Windows Om« iff/Clip Art
Windows Geoph
•aserCAD, OIL Link
PRO-3D/PC, Enabling Technologies
TurboCAD, MSA Group

185
79
79
395

SCALL
65
79
219
239
169
139
439
849
69
159
119
459
239
319
89
355
79

T3 Sci. Word Prat., TCI Software Pes

499

STATISTICS
Mum, Anderson Bell
CSS. StatSoft
Microstet, Ecosoft
NWA STATPAK, Northwest
P-STAT
The Scientific INImel, Galio Inc
SPSS PC •
StatPac Gold, Walonick Associates
STATS-2, StatSoft
THE SYSTAT

$ 315
469
319
749
659
99
749
539
135
499

ADDITIONAL SSE PRODUCTS
ATLAS.GRAPHICS, STSC
Atoms, Curtis Technical Soft
Engineer's Aida, Eng Prog Concepts
LASCAUX 1000 Calmilater
PC.Matiab, The Math Works
Control System Toolbox
System ID Toolbox .
POINT FIVE, Pacific Crest

339
25
649
55
659
375
375
279

The Professional Wheel, Dalin Inc
Units, Curtis Technical Soft

199
25

FORTRAN LANGUAGE
DIFF-E-0, fecrocompatibles
$ 449
Extend, Design Decisions
119
Graf matic or Plotanatic, Microcompatib es
119
Lahey FORTRAN
CALL
Lahey P
IFORTRAN
89
445
MathPac, Systolic Systems
Microsoft FORTRAN oi/CodeView
289
Numerical Analyst, Magus
249
479
RM/FORTRAN, Ryan- McFarland
Spindrift Library, Laboratory LTD SPECIAL
129
SSP/PC, Lattice
279

GAUSS Prog. Lang., Aptech Sys
GAUSS Math E Stat System
IXECEEMMIEIMI
Microtec. Reims. Unnyare. Ouelo

$

189
339

CALL

AUTOCAD ADD- OHS
AutoESL, Systems Unlimited of CA
AuteSHAPES
FSIMPLEX
Turbo Wink, Sublogic Corp

S 279
.
189
89
449

MOUSE PRODUCTS
LOGITECH SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE
LOG'« CH OTHERS
LOGITECH SIRIES 2W PLUS
MICROSOFT SER OR BUS MOUSE
W:EAST CAD
W MS WIN3OWS
SUMMAMOUSE,

•

APOPLUS P.C._
APL•PLUS PC TOOLS
Pocket hPL

$

99
CALL
79
99
119
139
99

439
209
79

SCIENTIFIC TEXT PROCESSING
CHEM-TEXT, Molecular Design Ltd
EXACT, echncal Support Software
EXP, Brooks/Cole Publishing
For Math, Shantha Software
fetus Mirouscript
PC TEX, Personal TEX

$1.500
419
129
379
445
229

Ordering
Information

We accept AMERICAN
EXPRESS, MC. VISA and
PERSONAL CHECKS
There is no surcharge on
credit card or C.O.D
orders New York State
residents must add sales
tax Shipping and handling
$3 95 per item Rush
service is available
•Dealers & Corporate
buyers— Call for Special
Discounts and Benefits
•International orders add
$10 for export
preparation
•Prices and policies may
change without notice
•Mail orders must include
phone number
*Ask for details before you
buy, some manufacturers
won't take returns if disk
seals are broken

Call for your FREE catalog today!
In the U.S. call

1-800-333-3141
International Orders: 914-332-0756
•

SCIERCE E
Engineering
e

•

SOFTWARE CO.
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Since 1984

SOFTWARE & PRINTERS
UPS ShipMate - Manifest
8295
Sifice 1984
PRINTERS • LASERS • SCANNERS
AST lui bolas. / PS
Can
P9
$1919
Cllto88 20-0
1139
15 ,0 3550
$7111
180.0
MO
5010 0850
85850
MSP.10
$249
Nindel NP2405
0199
MOP. 5e
9286
NP 2410
$ 1056
tASP 20
mg Puma* 10601.142
$ 162
1ASP-25
1316
WW1»
8179
IASP 40
8208
10821
VW
MSP-45
8310
1524
9524
MSP 50
eel
1592
$388
M5P-55
$433
1595
UM
Premiere 35
5429
3131
0250
Tribute 224
On
3151
$366
SelICIOY
CO
Scanner
1919
0koala 150
8285
Tale 321 51
8406
It PLaur Je' Series it . 01/38
341 SI
MO
aft
Call
351 II
MI
NEC P-6
Pa
351 C.2
11019
MO
CHIPS 64k 256k 80137 80287 811387
CM

MONITORS • TERMINALS • PANELS
AIM 1290 voiced
Glister 075
RG8
RGB 31
attack,
aldniblibl
DurnOnd Scan

Tau 123 G
VA
746
075
635 Ultra lees RGB
11378
650 Ultra Mils 96B
UV
720 14 /Mies
1315
770 14 Stultifies
8589
Thimpeee Ultrascan
sgeg
Wawa 18 10
Call
VIII
Gil
Wyse 30
$112
50
1356
75
$
650
85
DV
700 8 card
X69

Ma

570
5190
1280
Cell

$450
Cal
8619
CPI
Samuel
Cad
Call
$igma Demme LaserView
Sony % Al.,.
Call
Olhets

SEC Mull1SyreC
Mulltsync

Plus 8 AL .

SOFTWARE
A.DoCad
AuloSkelcri
BoeingGrapo 30
Carbon Copy Plus
CPA. tor Lolus 123

Call

Newidiews 1 1
$439
Paradox 20
8385
Pathlaindet 30
040
Peachtree Accountenn 11
1159
PIS Fust ChOtte ..
$
66
MS 0,0 0? % Wee
VA
PIS Prolessmnal file .. $ 110
PfS Prolessional Plan ... 849
PIS Prolessronal Wrde... $87
08
$I
PageMaket
$4311
RBase Sys V
UV
ShioMale RIPS Mandesli
8216
Symphony
8433
TAS-Boolis Actin
$46
turbo Basic
162
helm C
$52
Ventura Publishing 1 1
UM
VersaCadlLibtartes .
Cali
VP Expert 1011
349
VP.Graphix
849
VP Planner
HP
WordPerlect 42 ...
1189
WoidPettect 8 Library
8239

au

$ 111
8111
$ 1111
MCI
SII

Uwe,

Coos Il PC
013ase Ill Plus
afie
DesgVievo
$811
Thalia 1Mus
$111
I.. 10 MM. 1. opine
Cali
OS Back-Up Plus
13i
Enable 20
$348
8/5
1astBark Backup
0,0040 Backup
048
Genetic Cadd 30
MS
Generic 8Col Plot 30
VI
Genetic Options
Call
IIAL dot Lotus 1231
0182
Harvard Graphics
$176
Harvard lot Prat Mgr
1215
Lighting Speedup
ea
Lotus 123 201
nib
MatliCad
$150
MemmyMate
CPI

DIGITIZERS & PLOTTERS
Calera Plotters

50.056
CI
i
1
i
l 'rblet
EM Sweet p600
eu
atoe,,
Ohms
CPI
NIPlotters
blebilea laelnastes
letim
IMP 41142
11990 ..1flt
DMP 51/52
83206
roue
(PAP 517521AP ...
53150 /Imam.
MAP 56A
13E85
Somme/rubes
OMP 61
1.1296 • . ,7Pius
DMP 62
$4550 ' 1.12 Ptotessional

Ogg
Call
CaO
Call
Call
CaO
GO
DU
S588

COMPUTERS
AST 286 Model BO
mode 140
*ode 143•PGA AKA
Cordate
1814
NEC Mulhspeed
Maltleleall EL
Shaun 286 II 306

11339
Turtle 11000
MU
11100.
Vall
111007131W
Call
Modern II PA
Call
13100
SIM
131(10020
$111111 /UM 181 Laptop
Call
183 laptop

Sr.9
0
MI
UM
MU
SI»
UM

BOARDS & NETWORKS
AST Suinak Plus 64k .... $136
Starlan Starlet 2kit .. Ma
Advanced helWare706
w2 Oa
$0311
Advanced henbarer2/8 ... Call
Alt Ef,A Wonder
8510
VIP Wonder
WI
Cobol Sp Artist
CPI
Sur SuperEGA
0238
11...11 Graphes Plus... 811111
Intel Others
CM
ADOrt Board AI s1ss ... gas

A»rt Boanl PS161512. ,
$335
NEC GB i
use
Nava
CPI
Number 9
Call
Penile AuloSwitch
/ GA 480
$189
Sit. Win VGA
WI
Color 400
WI
Venom
Call
Wiles 1Vega
Deluxe & VGA
nil
Vega VGA
WI

DRIVES • MODEMS • FAX
F11100
360k525
Owe
$19
Nam
CPI
Menke
Cab
PAWN* 40mb 21ms
price
IMO
leu
11100713100/2181
8192

INS Mouse
Libra CI Mouse
Eogonouse Bus 8
pcPaint
Others isee Soltware

utte comm.

ur„sc7,2,,5

ST238 30 w/Card.
Simalfflen 12001 .5SW
240013 8SW
Imbibe 35' la hal
7706 Onve
US Maeda

1289
1319
819
81431
81
:1

MOUSE

bag
185

mews
HouSP

wiParnl

Stib

PC Mouse/00..4e

884 ... uari, u
SeltOnl

Summtalged.' 00 11 .

007
1

HELPERS
2566

t2
S
3
1
49

M.H.I. WAREHOUSE
5021 N 2010 Street s10261 • Phoenix Arizona 85064
TOLL FREE credit with order • 602161.1000
Customer Service 602-99748n
Customer Service Hours 9-3 M- F
Hours 8-5 MT M- F 9-2 SAT
nee elef 1410 ancem and Oe weed 1c, ten.
neon, ma. Canneeen
neeees
gel.
P....PO same.. mot co "...mad
O 0.0.5 00 momemne. el reeve Venn
MO
MN.
Ihnerearlune neo
Owes eel Pm UM
ee 001101

text on that monitor looks larger than on
the others, although Ithink that must be
an illusion; but the Logitech monitor certainly more than holds its own against the
others in its class.
Naturally, the monitor works very well
with the EGA&Mouse board; and it had
no trouble with the output from Orchid,
Zenith, or ICaypro EGA boards, or with
the Paradise CGA board.
If you're looking to upgrade your system, you really ought to look into the
EGA&Mouse package. Idoubt you can
get a first-class mouse, monitor, EGA
board, utility editor, and paint program
for anything like the price. This is
recommended.
Modula2vs. QuickBASIC 4.0
The other day Itold some friends Iwas
doing anew programming project. Given
my support for Modula2,' they all assumed I'd use that, and acouple of them
were shocked when Iadmitted that Iwas
using Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0.
There are several reasons. The main
one is that I'm working on Roberta's
reading program, and the original was
written in Microsoft BASIC; it would
take me at least aweek Idon't have to sit
down and translate the whole program
into Modula2.
Now, true: over the long haul I'd still
in theory save time, since Modula2programs are just so much easier to add to
and maintain than ever was any BASIC
program; but the practical bottom line is
that I'm doing Roberta's job in conjunction with a dozen other projects, and
translating from BASIC to Modula2
would require me to sit down and work
steadily rather than adding lines by bits
and snatches the way Ido now.
It did get me to thinking, though.
The real problem with Modula2is not
understanding the language and learning
its syntax. Modula2really is agreat deal
easier to learn than BASIC once you set
your mind to it. No: the problem with
Modula2 is that it doesn't have all the
neat little built-in string-handling functions that BASIC has evolved over the
years.
As an example, the other night Iasked
Dave Moore, the author of Workman's
FTL Modula2, how Iwould position the
cursor on the screen so that Icould print
some words at aparticular location. Dave
took the FTL Modula2manual and began looking things up. Iknew that he
wouldn't find it in either the index or the
table of contents, because I'd already
looked.
After awhile Isaid, " You can do that,
of course?"
"Of course," Dave said. " Iknow how
to do it, I'm just trying to see how anyone

would find out if they didn't already
know it's aroutine in the ScreenI0 module, or that the command is GoToXY."
Idon't think he ever did find an
answer.
A couple of days later Iwas talking to
Pierluigi Zappacosta, president of Logitech. Logitech makes mice, of course,
but they're also known for their Module2compiler, which has the best debugging
tools of any language Iknow. If you're
designing alanguage implementation and
want to see agood debugger in action, get
Logitech Modula2; you'll learn something.
"The problem with Modula2," Isaid,
"is that it's missing all the odd little
string routines that BASIC is so rich in.
Things like LEFT$ and R1GHT$, and
LTR1M$ and RTR1M$. M1D$. None of these
is particularly difficult to write in Modula2 (or in Turbo Pascal for that matter);
but at least in Modula2 it hasn't been
done, and it's not always so simple to figure out agood way to accomplish them."
That got me to thinking. What Modula2 needs is a book oriented toward
BASIC programmers. There are alot of
BASIC programmers out there, and many
have learned the evils of GOTO, undeclared variables, and side effects. Many
are ready to switch, providing that
switching won't be too difficult. Isuspect
I'd have translated Roberta's program
from BASIC to Modula2along time ago
if Modula2had the string-handling tools
BASIC programmers take for granted. I
sure wish someone would write up alibrary of such tools.
Maybe one day I'll do it.
Until then, though, Icontinue to use
QuickBASIC 4.0 for most of the quickand-dirty run-once programs like text filters; and Icontinue to wish I'd done them
in Modula2after Iwrite them. Sigh.
It's Gorgeous
CD-ROM technology is here, and it
works. Microsoft Bookshelf running on
my Amdek Laserdrive has already proved
invaluable; as Ipredicted, Inow tend to
use some of the reference books I've had
all these years. It's very convenient just to
pop things up on the screen.
The reason the CD-ROM hasn't really
taken off is the usual chicken-and-egg
problem: there aren't enough readers because there isn't enough software, and
people aren't developing the software because there aren't enough CD-ROM
drives out there to make the market big
enough to justify the investment. Time
will change all that; Iconfess it's going
slower than Ithought it would.
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) may help speed the process. I
continued

We liked UNlock MasterKey,
from TranSec Systems, because
MI COPY PROTECTION

it doesn't copy software,

RUN YOUR PROGRAM ON ANY HARD DISK

UNLOCK MasterKey Removes
Copy Protection from
140 PC Programs
The new UNlock MasterKey
"copying" disk by TranSec and
best selling UNlock Albums A+
and D+ allow you to quickly and
easily make unprotected DOS
backup copies of more than 140
popular original PC programs.
Your original disk is unchanged and the unprotected
backup copies perform exactly
the same as the original, as do
copies of these copies.
UNlock copies run on any
hard disk, including Bernoulli
Boxes. No original key disk is
required in Drive A. You can also
run on aRAM disk and conveniently copy DOS 51/4" programs
to 3 1/2" diskettes.

e
Take protection off
programs not listed by
using generic routines.
•
New UNlock MasterKey is
TranSec's most comprehensive
copy protection removal program. It unlocks all the programs in TranSec's Albums A+,

UNLOCK." M

B+ and D+...and more than an
additional 100 programs. It is intended for the user who wants
the best and most comprehensive copy- busting program
available.
MasterKey has the ability to
break more than 140 specific
menu listed programs. In addition you can take protection off
programs not listed in the
menus by using generic routines
for the PROlok, SUPERlok and
EVERlock protected programs.
With UNlock MasterKey an
analyser will tell you if the disk
is protected by either PROlok or
SUPERlok, so that you can simply apply the proper UNlock liberating routine. Even many programs using hardware protection schemes can be unlocked.
While other copiers will make
copies of some programs, only
UNlock removes copy protection.
Backups don't require tedious
uninstalls, and reorganizing
your hard disk does't result in
your software calling you athief'.
To order call 1-800-423-0772.

asterKey

TM

$159.95

Add $5.00 ship/handling. Foreign orders $ 10.00

MasterKey unlocks the programs in Albums "A" Plus and " D" Plus and those below:
Aldergraf (
2.2) • Autocad Etn & Wtn (
2.5x)• Bancstar • Basic-2C Runtime Package (
2.00.04
812/12)86) • Balance of Power '85 • Cadkey (
2.11.01, 3.01) • C.advance (
1.10, 1.20. 1.30)
•Computer Aided Planning (CAP) 12/15/86 • Cadvance DXF Translator • CAP (
3.00) •
Chessmaster 2000 ('86) • Courtracting System (
22) • CP2A (
5.8)• DAM Busters ('86) • Data
Highway Diagnostics (
1.3) • Database Manager II (
2.0, 2.02) • Diagram Master (
5.1) •
Diagraph (
3.3, 3.4.1, 3.5) • Discovery Litigation Support (
2.3, 2.3e, 3.0) • Disk Optimizer
(1.4, 1.5) • Erunacad (
1'10B) • Escribien (
2, 2.0A) • Financial Analysis for Farmers (
6.0) •
Financial Profiles ( 1.5, 2.2, 2.3)• Fund Master-TC (
3.5) • GSS Arab World ( 1.36A). Harmony
(2.35, 3.00) • IBM Drawing Assistant (
1.0) • IBM Graphing Assistant (
1.0, 2.0) • IBM
Planning Assistant (
1.0) • ICSI Interactive 10 Program (
1.11) • lnsearch (
1.02) • lnsmark
(4.03E) • Interceptor IV (
1.0A,1.06) • Intercom 102 (
2.30S,4.14) • Kampfgruppe ('85) •
Maintenance Analysis System (
4.00) • Magnatype (
1.4) • Mapmaster (
6.0) • Mean 18 Golf
(*86 ) • Minitab (
5.1.1) • Multilingual Scholar (
2.9) • Multilingual Scribe (
2.9). Paradox (
1.0)
•PBS (
1.0)• PC Emulator (
1.03) • Petrocalc (85) • PCATE (
3.3n-4)• PC FOCUS (
1.5, 2.0, 4.5)
•PC Information System (
9.21) • PCLINK (
1.0) • Pfs:Access ('84, C) • Pfs:File (
Tandy B, C)
•Pfs:Graph (
Tandy, B) • Pfs:Plan (
Tandy, B, C, 2.00) • Pfs:Report (
Tandy, 1.00, 1.00.00, 8,
C) • Pfs:Write (
Tandy, 1.00, 1.01, C, 2.00) • Picture Perfect (
3.3, 3.5) • PLC-2Ladder
Logistics (
2/11/87) • Pluto ('84) • Print Master (
1.1P) • Print Shop (
Early '85, Late '85, '86) •
Pro-Cite (
1.2) • Quicken ('84) • Real CICS (
1.10) • Real Estate Appraisal System ('87) •
Redboard • Residential Appraisal Processor (
R8C) • Screenio for Cobol (
2.0) • Sidekick
(1.56B) • Sketch Processor (
S58) • SrnARTWORK (
1.0 r.8-10, 1.1, 1.2 r.3.,7) • Softbol II
Runtime System (
2.11 ) ( 11) • Softbridge Financial Planner (
2.1) • Spectra Business
Systems (
3.01) • Spotlight (
1.0) • SPSS Statistics for the IBM PC (
1.1) • Star Trek: The
Kobayashi Alternative • Superpage • Ststat (
2) • Tango PCB Layout System (
3.03, 3.04)
•
Tango Route ( 1.10) • Techsonix Digitizer (
2.6M) •Taylor Allen Bradley Programmer (
6.19)
•
T-Bond Trading System ('84)•Tencore Authoring Sustem (
3.00 Beta)• Toatex (
1.5). Type
1 (Broderbund)('87) •Universal Life Pers. Prop. System (
6.4N)• Versatile Report System
(2.31)• Video Store Manager (
86)• What's Best (
1.1)• Westinghouse Noma Logic (
2.1, 3.0)
•GENERIC PROLok Unlocker • GENERIC PROLolk Classic • GENERIC SUPERLok

it removes copy protection
and that's what we want.
We also liked the speed at which
it removed the copy protection and
the informative documentation
that accompanied the package.
UNlock MasterKey is simply the
most elegant of those we tested and
is well worth its $159.95 price.
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UNlock MasterKey
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BEST OF 1987 AWARD
UNlock MasterKey
For 1987 PC Magazine's authors and editors chose the most
significant contributions and most favored products of the
year. They called UNlock MasterKey unlocking tools the
ultimate equalizer for removing copy protection.

I'

Guaranteed to work only with listed programs:

UNLOCK $49.95*
Album "A" Plus
Lotus 1-2-3 (
1A, le, 20, 2.01)
IBM Writing Assistant (
1.0, 2.0)
IBM Filing Assistant (
1 (:), 2.0)
IBM Reporting Assistant (
1.0, 2.0)
Graphwriter (
4.3, 4.3 1)
Relia Cobol (
12, 2.0)
MultiLink Advanced (
3.02. 3.03)
dBASE Ill & dBASE Ill PLUS (
1o)
Framework Iand II ( 10)
Chartmaster (
6.1. 6.2)
Signmaster (
5.03.5.05. 5.1)
Fastback (
5.3)
Harvard Total Project Mgro . 10)
ThinkTank (
2.0, 2.1)
Dollars & Sense (
2.0)

UNLOCK - $79.95*
Album " D" Plus
dBASE ¡
ii & dBASE Ill Plus (
1.o)
Framework I & II (
1.0)
Clipper (
thru winter 85)
Fastback (5.3)
Chartmaster (
6.1, 6.2)
Signmaster (
5.1)
Dollars & Sense (
2.0)
Microsoft Word (
1.15, 2D, 2.01)
Lotus 1-2-3 (
1.A. le, 2.0, 2.01)
Symphony (
1.1, 1.2)
Lotus 1-2-3 Report Writer (
1.0)
DoubleDOS ( All)
Harvard Total Project Mgr (
1.10)
MngYour Money ( AH)
ThinkTank (
2.0, 21)

'Add $4.00 ship/handling. Foreign orders $ 10.00

CHOICE OF THE CRITICS!
Cr3LZ:=1 "UNlock has two particularly
COMPUTING endearing characteristics. It
works, and works simply. Iwas able to quickly
produce unprotected copies ... These copies
performed flawlessly, as did copies of these
copies."
Christopher O'Malley

BYTE "UNlock

... It's menu-driven and
works fine on the program its supposed to work on: Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE Ill, Framework, Symphony, Paradox and several others."

Jerry Poumelle

"Because copy protection can interfere
1_, with the ability to back up ahard disk,
business oriented users may prefer programs like TranSec's UNlock series'

Winn L. Rosch

UNlock is available for IBM PC, IT, AT and compatibles with at least 25616 and DOS 2.1.

Circle 322 on Reader Service Card

More than 40,000
Copies Sold!

UNLOCK ORDER TODAY TOLL FREE:

1-800-423-0772
IN FLORIDA 305-276-1500
=

All software product names and trademarks are the sore property Of Mee respectwe amen
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CHAOS MANOR

haven't been much of a fan of NASA
since Apollo days— how can it take longer
to design an 0- ring than it did to design
and build fleets of bombers in World War
II?—but JPL has always been the exception, the showpiece shop NASA points to
when they want to look superb.
Inever miss achance to get to aJPL
spacecraft encounter, and I've always
wanted away to get at the planetary data
they've gathered. Now Ihave one: they're
putting it on CD-ROMs. So far there are
two CD-ROM disks in the Planetary Data
System Space Science Sampler series.
Both play fine on the Amdek Laserdrive;
and they're gorgeous.
One contains images of Voyager 2's
encounter with Uranus: on an EGA system, they're terrific; on afull PGA system ( Orchid's TurboPGA board and
Electrohome's 19- inch multisync color
monitor), they're nothing short of glorious. They ain't too shabby with plain old
CGA, either.
The other disk is acollection of data
files from all over the solar system:
images of Los Angeles from space; a
weather movie of Jupiter; Callisto and Io;
Mars maps; Saturn's rings; Titan and
Tethys; and just alot more.
The whole thing is incredible. If you
weren't planning on buying aCD-ROM
reader for Microsoft Bookshelf or the
Micro Medex medical library, get one
just to look at these. Check with Tom
Renfrow at JPL on availability; JPL's address is in the Items Discussed box on
page 208.
Short Shrift
This is embarrassing: Ihave all these tons
of things to write about, and Ican't even
get started.
Example: the Atari Mega ST, with
hard disk drive and Antic's Spectrum and
CAD three-dimensional software. This
package is nothing short of amazing, and
half the ad agencies in Hollywood are

using Atari Mega STs as visual workstations to block out their ad campaigns.
The problem is, the package is so good
it deserves awhole column. There's absolutely no way Ican cover all that in the
space Ihave left.
Then there's DeskLink from Traveling
Software. They've taken LapLink to its
logical conclusion and have come up with
a 1-to- 1 computer- linkage system that
uses normal 4-wire telephone cord to
connect the machines, works like a
dream with totally intuitive menus, and
even has a " talk" feature that lets, for instance, a secretary send an unobtrusive
on- screen note to the boss, or vice versa.
Ican use this to link machines that are
themselves linked into the CompuPro
ARCNET PC network, thus completing
the integration of Chaos Manor. I've yet
to see a Traveling Software product I
didn't like, and this is certainly no exception; more next month.
There's the new edition of the Mace
Utilities, which do an amazing job of resurrecting data from dead hard disks. If
one day your hard disk reports Invalid
Drive Specification or General
Failure Reading Drive C:, my advice

is, don't touch it. Leave the machine running, pick up the phone, and call Mace. If
you don't have their utilities, buy them;
your chances are much better if you have
them installed before things crash.
Since crashes are inevitable, you have
to be braver than Iam to be without the
Mace Utilities.
Mace also makes programs that fix
problems with dBASE files; once again,
if you find you've lost valuable dBASE
data, don 'tdo anything until you've
called Mace.
Incidentally, if you're scared to try recovering data yourself, Workman and Associates have made quite areputation by
getting data off supposedly dead hard
disks. My son Alex has become aMace
fan. He also has other tricks he won't tell

me about. They sure can find data everyone thought was lost.
TurboTax
This column will be out just when everyone has to face their taxes.
My bookkeeping system runs under
Concurrent 286 on the Golem, my big
CompuPro machine. Iwrote the software
a long time ago to conform to what I
learned from Accounting 101 textbooks;
it seems to be flexible enough to take care
of my business tax accounting.
Filling out the personal tax forms is
something else again.
In years past I've relied on MacInTax,
partly because that program will print
everything, forms and all. ChipSoft's
TurboTax, on the other hand, required
you to use a normal IRS Form 1040 in
your printer, and Ihave never had much
luck at getting any printer in the world
lined up well enough to put its output into
little boxes and squared; certainly, I
don't think Ican do it with a1040.
This year, TurboTax will print the
1040, provided you have an Epson- or
IBM Graphics-compatible dot-matrix
printer. Idon't have one of those, but
they aren't hard to come by for a few
hours, and that's greatly preferable to
trying to get things properly aligned.
Ihaven't used TurboTax before, but
I've heard good things about it. The manual looks complete and, given the subject
matter, relatively easy to use— although,
face it, even with acomputer things are
going to be complicated this year. It's
also available as I write this, which
MacInTax is not.
Ican't strongly recommend aprogram
I haven't actually used, but TurboTax
looks like the one Iwill use.
Winding Down
I'm completely out of space, and Istill
haven't touched all the good stuff.
continued

Custom Imprinted Keys, Keytop Shells,
Snap-on KeyCapsm, and Keytop Labels

4

Available in arainbow of colors for IBM and most other keyboards. Produced to your exact specifications by our
competent engineering staff and precision imprinted for wear- resistance and compatibility to your present
keys. Hooleon keyboard enhancements also include keytop kits, keyboard protectors, individual key
lockouts, vinyl templates, keytop expanders, plus much, much,
more. Call or write for our free 1988 Catalog today.

(
602) 634-7515

...FROM THE LEADER IN
KEYTOP INNOVATIONS

on

CORPORATION
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P. O. BOX 201, DEPT. BYTE
CORNVILLE, AZ 86325
Circle 125 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 126)

NEW AVOCET C' FOR MICROCONTROLLERSA BREAKTHROUGH IN SPEED AND QUALITY.

Free Catalog

Introducing Avocet CT.» Fast, optiTesting is easier, too. Avocet C is
mizing cross-compilers that can cut ANSI-standard—so you can test generic
microcontroller development time in parts of your program with hosthalf—without sacrificing code quality
resident systems like Microsoft QuickCT' and Codevieve And when you're
From concept to code
ready for hardware-specific testing,
in afraction of the time.
Avocet's
AVSIM Simulator/Debugger
Programming in Clets you concenCall Toll-Free
tests
microcontroller
code right on
trate on end results, not annoying
800-448-8500*
details—so you get more done, faster. your PC.
For your free Avocet catalog— to order— or
An excellent value.
for more information about Avocet Cand
And rapid compilation takes the frustraJust $895 buys Avocet C for your
tion out. But for microcontrollers, you
need more than speed. You need tight, favorite chip: Intel 8051 or 8096,
The best technology—
Hitachi 64180, or Zilog Z80—with more
high-quality code.
responsive, personal service.
That's why we spent two years to follow. And Avocet Cincludes the latAvocet offers apowerful, comprefield-testing and perfecting Avocet Cfor est version of AVMAC—Avocet's superhensive
approach to microcontroller
both speed and quality. We built in fast, professional assembly-language
development.
Iy ou're already a
three separate phases of optimization— development package. (
Avocet development tools put the
registered
AVMAC
owner,
you can upgrade
for object code tight enough for real
most advanced technology at your
applications. And we integrated Avocet to Avocet Cfor only $595.)
fingertips. The Avocet staff stands ready
C with an assembler package that's
to give you complete support—
mature in its own right—not an afterincluding technical assistance— on a
thought. So you can still work magic at
moment's notice. And we'll ship your
the bits-and-bytes level.
order in 48 hours or less.
Avocet C saves you time in all
Call 800-448-8500. Discover how
phases of development. Our run-time
Avocet can speed up your next project.
library is extensive— no need to write
Avocet Systems, Inc., 120 Union Street
the routines yourself. You'll arrive at
PO. Box 490AP, Rockport, Maine 04856
bug-free code faster, thanks to LINT-like
*In Maine, or outside U.S., call (207) 236-9055
type checking. And your program's useTLX: 467210 Avocet CI, FAX: ( 207) 236-6713
0 1988 Asnal Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. Quick-Cand Codeview are
ful life is extended, because you can
trademarks of Mictosoft Corp Logp and name Avocet are -egistered trademarks
of Avocet Syuems, Inc
recompile for other target chips.

AVOCET
SYSTEMS, INC!'

THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY PERSONAL PDEVELOPMENT TOOLS.
Circle 28 on Reader Service Card

CHAOS MANOR

Items Discussed
Amdek Laserdrive
Amdek Corp.
1901 Zanker Rd.
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 436-8570
Inquiry 934.

$995

DeskLink
Traveling Software
19310 North Creek Parkway
Bothell, WA 98011
(206) 483-8088
Inquiry 935.

$169.95

DESQview 2.0
Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392-9851
Inquiry 936.

$129.95

Empire
Interstel
P.O. Box 57825
Webster, TX 77598
(713) 486-4163
Inquiry 937.
Fastback Plus
Fifth Generation Systems Inc.
1322 Bell Ave.
Suite lA
Tustin, CA 92680
(800) 225-2775
Inquiry 938.
Mace Utilities 4.10
Paul Mace Software
400 Williamson Way
Ashland, OR 97520
(503) 488-0224
Inquiry 939.

$49.95

$189

$99

Microsoft Bookshelf
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(203) 882-8080
(800) 426-9400
Inquiry 940.

$295

PaintShow
Plus Software
EGA&Mouse
Autosync Monitor
Logitech Inc.
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(415) 795-8500
Inquiry 941.

$79
$29
$399
$699
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PC Sweep
Workman and Associates
1925 East Mountain
Pasadena, CA 91104
(818) 791-7979
Inquiry 942.

$5

Planetary Data System Space
Science Sampler
NASA JPL
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena, CA 91109
(818) 354-6347
Inquiry 943.
RAMpage/2
RAMpage/286
AST Research Inc.
2121 Alton Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 756-4942
Inquiry 944.

$345
$545

Reach for the Stars
Strategic Studies Group
1747 Orleans Ct.
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
(415) 932-3019
Inquiry 945.

$40

TurboTax
ChipSoft
5045 Shoreham Place, # 100
San Diego, CA 92122
(619) 453-8722
Inquiry 946.

$75

Vopt
Vcache
Vfeature Deluxe
Golden Bow Systems
2870 Fifth Ave.
Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 298-9349
Inquiry 947.
Zenith Z-386
Model 40
Model 80
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 391-7000
Inquiry 948.

$49.95
$49.95
$120

$6499
$7499

There's the Complete PC Answering
Machine, which is so good it might be
worth buying aBlue Chip XT clone just
to dedicate for use as atelephone device.
There's Borland's Quattro, which in my
judgment is the spreadsheet for the rest of
us: not copy-protected, plenty of features, and the simplest installation and tutorial I've ever seen for a spreadsheet.
There's Concurrent DOS 386. Here's
AutoDimensioning for Generic Software's CADD 3.0 ( PC). TK!Solver.
MathCAD. The list goes on, and what am
Isupposed to do?
The book of the month is David's Sling
by Marc Steigler (Baen Books, 1988), a
novel of how information-age technology
might be used to defeat bureaucracy; a
really good read. While you're in the
bookstore, you might pick up Imperial
Stars, Volume Two: Republic and Empire, edited by J. E. Pournelle, also from
Baen Books.
The computer books of the month are
Timothy Budd's A Little Smalltalk (
Addison-Wesley, 1986) and Chris DeVoney's
newest edition of Using PC DOS (
Que
Corp., 1986). One's a great intro, the
other's the best DOS handbook Ihave.
The games of the month are Reach for
the Stars (Macintosh only) and Empire
(Atari ST; PC version upcoming). Both
are revisions of classics. Reach for the
Stars is acomputerized version of the old
board game Stellar Conquest, with new
features added. It's totally strategic level;
combat is automatic and is based on the
Lanchester equations in which the
squares of the forces involved are the key
numbers. You control economics as well
as military production, and the darned
game is fascinating, as well as agood example of using the Mac interface to control something really complex.
Empire is amicrocomputer version of
aclassic originally written for aVAX. It
has some bugs, which the designer promises to take care of in arevision; but bugs
and all, the darned thing turns out to be
fascinating enough that the other night I
sat down at 9:30 and didn't look up until
4:30 the next morning.
Maybe next month things will slow
down, but Idoubt it.
Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns acomfortable living writing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send aself-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee apersonal reply.

This 386 Hauls.
We realize putting an 80386 microprocessor in
keyboard. A multitude of built-in ports. Plus
aPC isn't anew concept. But to put an 80386 microMS-DOS® and Lotus® Metro.'
processor, running at 16 MHz, in aportable
And if your good ideas need extra room
PC that weighs in at only 15 pounds,
to become great ones, the T5100 can be
certainly is.
quite accommodating. With its 2MB of
And you'll find just that in the new
RAM that's expandable to ahefty 4MB.
Toshiba T5100.
Of course, if you'd like to see just how
Thanks to the T5100's 29 msec
fast the T5100 really is, we suggest
40MB hard disk and 1.44MB 31
/"PS/2 2'
2
you call 1-800-457-7777 for your nearest
compatible diskette drive, you can run
Toshiba dealer. And we also suggest
complex graphics and CAD/CAM
you call soon.
programs faster than you can reAt the rate they're going, they'll be
design your latest brainstorm.
hauled off in no time.
We even gave it abuilt-in
The 15100 is backed by the Exceptional Care program.
No cost enrollment required. See your dealer for details.
EGA system with agas plasma
MS-DOS is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
display and an EGA monitor
Lotus and Metfo are trademarks of Lotus Development
TheT5100 has abuilt-in EGA system
Corp. PS/2 is aregistered trademark of International
port. An 82-key full-function
and a40MB hard disk.
Business Machines Corporation.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America. Inc., Information Systems Div,si,,n

Now you can grab, store, and process
16 images in Real Time on the PC AT.

The many faces of Fred Molinari, President.

including CAT scanners, scanning
electron microscopes, linescan
cameras, as well as
ordinary video cameras
and VCRs. It even ships
with IRIStutor- software for free!
For more information
about the Frame Grabber

The DT2861 Arithmetic Frame
Grabber can process 4times as many
images as any other frame grabber
built for the PC AT.
With abuilt-in processor, the D12861
also lets you process 4images in parallel,
or switch display instantaneously from
as many as 16 images. The DT2861 grabs
images off virtually any video source,
Image
Processing
Board

Computer

Resolution

Gray Levels

RS-170, NTSC,
RS-330, CC1R,
PAL Compatible

DT2861
Frame
Grabber

IBM PC AT

512x512

256

Yes

that's 4times better than anything else
made for PCs, give us acall today.

(617) 481-3700.
4DTConnect'

is an open interface
specification which permits the direct
connection of stand-alone data acquisition and frame grabber boards to processor boards for greatly accelerated
signal (DSP) and image processing.

MemoryMapped Zoom, Pan,
Number
Software
Real-Time
On Board
VC R.Price
Frame- Storee
Slow Scan
of Video
Compatible
Scroll
Support
Frame Grab
8bd AW
Memory
Inputs
Yes

0-12 MHz

8*

Yes

Yes

18 buffers
512x512x8 each
(4 Mbytes)

Yes

DT-1RIS

1RIStutor

$4995

With DT2859 V: size multiplexer board ($395).

DATA TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752-1192, (617) 481.3700 Tlx 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 MU, U.K. (0734) 793838 TN 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511 Finland (90)
372-144; France (1) 69077802; Greece 951-4944, 527-039; Hong Kong (3) 771-8585; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 32-4298; Italy (2)82470.1; Japan (3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-1111;
Korea (82) 756-9954. Netherlands (70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504-759; Norway (02) 55 90 50; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112;
Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 709-1394; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
IBM PC AT is aregistered trademark of IBM. Data Translatron is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, inc.
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Two Big Winners
Ezra Shapiro

It's April, time for pranks and
issues that require selecting
Decision Pad helps clarify
all sorts of tomfoolery. Unforfrom among aquantity of very
tunately, I received my April
similar alternatives.
tough choices; QuicKeys enhances
Fools' surprise early, courtesy
Ten years ago, Iran awant ad
of Jasmine Technologies, manin the New York Times for an asaMac keyboard
ufacturer of hard disk drives for
sistant and received over 200
the Macintosh. I've had aJasresumes; almost all of them
mine Direct Drive 160 for about 3weeks
software." I've always hated that label;
were in line with the basic requirements.
now, and it has performed splendidly;
it's an imprecise term, and I'm never sure
It took me weeks to whittle down the list
that's not the problem. Jasmine sells its
what the companies that use it want it to
to amanageable group of applicants. Dedrives loaded with roughly 10 megabytes
mean. Many of the programs I've seen
cision Pad would have been extremely
of shareware and public domain software.
billed as such are mostly hot air.
helpful.
On the surface, it's anice idea; sure beats
But Decision Pad is atop-notch piece
Other examples leap to mind: Which
collecting the stuff on your own.
of software, and it has been growing on
combination of nutrients grows the
However, not all of this assortment has
me in the 5weeks I've been working with
healthiest culture in a petri dish? What
been tested by Jasmine. A number of the
it. The program is auseful tool for exammidsize car, from which rental agency,
programs can bring your Mac to agrindining the strengths and weaknesses of alshould you try to get for freeway driving
ing, ugly halt, and some can even do seriternative solutions to any given problem,
in Los Angeles? Where should you build
ous damage to your system files. Many
from choosing the right restaurant for a a new manufacturing facility, from
programs are experimental versions, and
business lunch to selecting the best candiamong aselection of 200 suburban sites
afew date back as far as 1984. Some are
date for ajob opening. Essentially, Deciin six states? Decision Pad looks better
grossly incompatible with current system
sion Pad uses simple quantitative techand better as the quantity of data grows
software, and some never worked well
niques to provide qualitative analyses of
and the differentiating characteristics get
even when they were new.
your data.
less and less obvious.
It took me about 3days to plow through
The metaphor is much like that of a
The program is easy to learn, and it
the disk. It's not all bad—you get the latspreadsheet or adatabase table. Each row
comes with examples at different levels of
est version of ResEdit, acouple of intershows one alternative; columns are used
complexity. The basic interface is rather
esting utilities, some fonts, and suchlike.
to break that alternative into its compoacross between aspreadsheet and autilOnly asmall percentage of the programs
nent parts. Using the lunch example, the
ity program like SideKick; you can enter
are seriously problematic, but weeding
rows would be individual restaurants, and
commands as Alt-key mnemonics, use a
them out requires painstaking effort.
the columns would be attributes like
mouse or cursor keys to select from a
What's particularly irritating is that
price, speed, quality, and atmosphere.
menu, or enter the traditional slash folJasmine is in aposition to perform areal
Decision Pad lets you develop aranklowed by a letter à la Lotus 1-2-3 or
service to customers and starving shareing scale for each attribute in verbal units
SuperCalc.
ware authors by providing aselection of that seem to be appropriate, like " excelThe documentation is clear, if alittle
tested software. But instead of checking
lent/good/average/fair/poor" for quality
overladen with hyperbole. It's missing a
the programs, Jasmine posted amessage
or "expensive/reasonable/bargain" for
decent spec sheet, but it does give you a
disclaiming any responsibility for misprice. You then assign number values to
thorough tutorial. Ihad no trouble getting
haps arising from use of these programs.
these ranking scales. Finally, you give
going. Once you've grasped the basic
If! read my dictionary right, the opposite
weight to the different attributes; let's say
principles of Decision Pad (in an hour or
of " responsible" is " irresponsible." And
price is twice as important to you as atless), you should be able to start using it
Jasmine's policy is certainly irresponmosphere. Decision Pad then computes
immediately.
sible.
the results and tells you which restaurant
The worksheet holds a maximum of
This is no public service; it's amenwould be your best bet.
150 alternatives (rows) and 60 attributes
ace. Be warned. A loud boo to Jasmine
Unfortunately, examples like this tend
(columns). Decision Pad has no internal
for this one.
to trivialize the utility of the program. I computational ability except what I've
wouldn't recommend using Decision Pad
described; that is, you cannot modify nuAlmost Artificial Intelligence
to choose arestaurant any more than I'd
merical data or make comparisons emDecision Pad (Apian Software, $ 195) is
suggest that you need an expert system to
ploying any method other than the rankan MS-DOS package that falls into the
tell you when your car is out of gas. Deciing system. However, the program can
nebulous category of "decision support
sion Pad is much more appropriate for
continued
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import and export files in Lotus . WKS
format, so if you need heavy-duty number crunching, you can pop your file into
(or out of) your favorite spreadsheet or
analytical database. Reports can be generated as standard text documents, or you
can see them depicted as bar graphs.
Perhaps the nicest feature lets several
users get at the same data and develop
their own ratings. Decision Pad will track
the variations in the standings and report
on how each member of the group has
evaluated the data.
You can play " what if" to your heart's
content, changing the data or reworking
the scales. It's possible, of course, to
alter the weights so that the results turn
out exactly the way you want them; using
this program effectively requires selfdiscipline. Even if you cheat, though, my
hunch is that the process of preparing
your information for Decision Pad will
focus your attention on meaningful details you might otherwise overlook. At
the very least, a session with this program will give you insight into the criteria you're applying to adecision.
At the start of my testing, Iwas prepared to dislike Decision Pad. Ithought it
was going to be away to use acomputer to
perform tasks better handled by scrawling notes on alegal pad. Instead, Iwas
delightfully surprised. Even if you get
nothing from Decision Pad but abetter
understanding of your decision-making
strategy, it's worth the price.
Highly recommended.
The Jury's in on QuicKeys
Last month, Imentioned that Ihadn't had
enough time to decide whether Iliked
QuicKeys (CE Software, $99.95), akeyboard programming utility for the Macintosh. The jury is now in, and the verdict is
favorable. QuicKeys is right up there with
sliced bread, the Great Pyramid of
Cheops, and other wonders.
It's what is known as akeyboard enhancer; you use it to assign commands,
mouse operations, and text strings to keys
of your choosing. Anyone coming in
from another operating system (MS-DOS
or CP/M, say) already understands the
concept; I'm amazed that it has taken this
long for agood product like this to appear
on the Mac. Nevertheless, here it is, and
it's as invaluable as products like SmartKey, ProKey, and SuperKey are in the
IBM PC universe.
Running the program is no big deal.
You can define keyboard substitutes
either by using astand-alone application
or by calling up a device-configuration
screen from the Mac's Control Panel.
QuicKeys can also be brought to life by
hitting ahot key that avoids the Control
Panel step. Once you're looking at the
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step by step. Think of each key as avariable and its related operation as avalue,
and you've got the basic idea.
There are certainly enough key combinations to go around. QuicKeys recognizes the Shift, command, and option
keys as unique modifiers, so every key
Decision Pad
$195
represents eight different characters. On
Apian Software
keyboards for the Mac SE and II, which
P.O. Box 1224
have a separate Control key, the total
Menlo Park, CA 94026
jumps to 16.
(415) 851-8496
On an extended keyboard, you'd theoInquiry 949.
retically have 1488 combinations to work
with. To get some of the more obscure
QuicKeys
$99.95
possibilities on my new DataDesk keyCE Software
board, Ifigure I'd need both hands and
801 73rd St.
my nose to hold down the correct keys at
Des Moines, IA 50312
the same time.
(515) 224-1995
The number of keys on these extended
Inquiry 950.
keyboards does legislate ahealthy amount
of organization. As Iget deeper into the
product, Ifind myself regularly rethinking which keys do what. Icertainly don't
QuicKeys panel, you select the type of
have the mental fortitude to master funcoperation (e.g., choosing amenu item,
tion keys mapped to adepth of 16 levels.
inserting text, defining acommand alias,
My personal maximum is about three per
and clicking and dragging the mouse),
key.
then press the key or key combination
Also, it would be a big help to have
that will ever after invoke your definition.
similar actions located in the same region
Every type of Mac action has aQuicKeys
of the keyboard no matter what program
equivalent.
I'm using.
Sets of QuicKeys can be saved to or
I'm also alittle concerned that as Ibeloaded from disk at any time. This is a
come addicted to QuicKeys, I'm losing
very smart program; it has both aunivertouch with the Mac as alowest-commonsal set of keys available wherever you are
denominator machine. To explain: I've
and the intelligence to let you create sets
known many MS-DOS users who have bespecific to the application you're running
come so dependent on aselection of utilat the moment. To my delight, Idiscovities and keyboard enhancements that they
ered that the application-oriented stuff is
become paralyzed when they're forced to
not sacrificed under MultiFinder. Since
work on other people's computers. Will
QuicKeys intercepts your keystrokes before passing them along to the operating
my customization of the Mac interface
with QuicKeys ruin me for other Macs?
system, your new keyboard shortcuts suBut philosophical mutterings aside,
persede the command-key equivalents on
QuicKeys is first-class software. It's
the Mac menus so you can effectively renever crashed on me, no matter how hard
define anything to suit your taste.
I've pounded on it. The documentation is
This override process caused the only
excellent. QuicKeys is an absolute reproblem Ihad while getting adjusted to
quirement if you have an extended keyQuicKeys. The universal key set that
board ( particularly since no Mac procomes with the program defines Comgrams understand or use the function
ma nd-Q as an automatic, absolute
keys yet); if you're stuck with astandard
"quit." While using MicroPhone, atelekeyboard, it's merely wonderful.
communications program that uses ComThere's an implicit irony in all this.
mand-Q as an alias for Control-Q, I
Back in 1984, Iheard an awful lot of
found myself aborting the program every
sneering from rabid Macaholics who
time Itried to stop screen scrolling. This
couldn't understand why anyone would
was easily fixed by redefining the quit
want to use a keyboard instead of a
maneuver to Option-Command-Q.
Bear in mind that QuicKeys is not a mouse. Function keys and Control-key
macro recording program like Tempo;
sequences? Phooey!
the product is abit of apain if you need to
My, how times have changed! •
build complex macros. You're allowed to
Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for
assign only one action to any particular
key, so you can't simply log aseries of BYTE. Contact him c/o BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
operations and attach it to asingle key03458. Because of the volume of mail he
stroke. To work around this, QuicKeys
receives, Ezra, regretfully, cannot redoes let you chain reassigned keystrokes
spond to each inquiry.
into sequences, so you can build macros
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Call for programs not listed

481,

$195

No Charge for MasterCard or Visa

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
FREE SOFTWARE!
Purchase over $100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases
over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or get all four disks when your
purchase is over $500! 1) MIXED BAG—A great assortment of utilities and
games all packed on one disk. 2) PC-WRITE—Try this famous feature packed
word processor. It's a winner! 3) FONT-SET—Lets you set popular fonts like
bold, underline, etc. on most late model printers from Citizen, Epson, NEC,
Okidata, Panasonic, Star, Toshiba, etc. You can even use your printer like a
typewriter! 4) ABC-LIST—Great mailing list program! Sort on any field, do qualified searches, print reports and mailing labels, and more!

-SOFTWARE
Accounting
Cyma
Dac Easy Acct.
Dac Easy Payroll
Dollars & Sense
In House Acct.
Managing Your Money 30

Call
$54
39

94

112
117

Communication Programs
Carbon Copy Plus
Crosstalk XVI
Crosstalk MK4
Remote
Smancom II

$108
89
110
89
79

$375
325
Call
80
195
189
435
Call
169
189
329
464
Call
81
112

es

$479
59
Call

Graphics
Chartmaster
Design Cad 2
Diagram Master
Easy Cad
Energraphics 2.01
Generic Cad
In-A-Vision
Microsoft Chart 3.0
Newsroom Pro
Printshop

$199
148
Call
109
294
49
270
Call
65
33

Integrated
Ability
Ability Plus
Enable
Framework II
Smart System
Symphony

$56
Call
Call
Call
429
Call

Languages
Lattice CCompiler
Microsoft CCompiler
Microsoft Fortran
Microsoft Macro Assembler

Brooklyn Bridge
Copy It PC Bd.
Curtis Ruby
Mach Ill Joystick
Masterpiece
Masterpiece+
150 Watt Power Supply

$72
75
59
36
88
99
69

Boards

Languages
Call
59
59
342
549
59
59
59
59

Microsoft Pascal
Microsoft Quick Basic
Microsoft Quick C
Ryan McFarlan Fortran
Ryan McFarlan Cobol
Turbo Basic
Turbo C
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Prolog

Multi-User Software
Fox Base
Word Perfect
Word Perfect Modules
Microsoft Word

$299
310
ea 75
Call

Project Manager
Microsoft Project
Super Project Plus
Timeline 2.0
Total Hasard Man. 2

Call
Call
$270
Call

Spreadsheet
Lotus 1-2-3
Microsoft PC Excel
Spreadsheet Auditor
Supercalc 4
Surpass
VP Planner Plus

Call
Call
$82
Call
329

$220
275
Call
92

$455
410
486
Call

Hard Cards
Plus 20 MB
Plus 40 MB

Call
Call

$285
Call
129

Seagate 20 MB
Seagate 30 MB
Seagate 30 MB AT

$269
299
Call

145
302
182
225
319
289

AZ 300/1200
Everex 300/1200
Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B
Hayes 2400
US Robotics 2400

$75
89
Call
Call
Call
335

Genius
Logitech
Microsoft Bus w/Paintbrush
Microsoft Serial
Optimouse w/Dr Halo
Optimouse w/DPE

$59
Call
92
92
89
185

COMPUTERS
80386-16 Micrp Processor tMB ol
Ram. Teac 1.2 MB disk drive, 220 watt
power supply, 6layer mother
board. RT keyboard
$2595

512K. 6 & 10 MHZ. keyboard.
200 watt power supply, one
1.2 teac drive, Phoenix Bios

ee

Monitors

$975

AZ Turbo XT

AMDEK
410 Amber
Magnavox RGB
PRINCETON
Max 12
HX 12E
SAMSUNG
TTL Amber Whit
Color %OM

135 watt power supply. One 360K
drive, 640K. keyboard
3519

Copy II PC
Copywrite
Cubit
Deskview 2.0
Direct Access
Eureka
Fastback Plus
Formtools
Graph in the Box 2
Mace
Microsoft Windows
Norton Advanced
Norton Utilities
PC Tools Deluxe
Prokey 4.0
0 DOS II
Righwriter
Sidekick
Sideways
Sqz
Superkey
Turbo Lightning
XTree

$19
39
39
72
49
95
92
56
55
55
59
75
48
37
70
49
75
55
39
Call
55
55
35

Word Processing
Microsoft Word 4.0
Multimate Advantage II
Volkswriter 3
Webster Spellcheck
Word Perfect
Word Perfect Executive
Word Perfect Library
Wordstar Pro
Wordstar 2000 r

EGA Monitors
AMDEK 722
Casper
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan
NEC
Multisync Plus

Hard Drives

AST
Advantage Premium
Sixpac Premium
exile Plus
HERCULES
Color Card
In Color Card
Graphics Plus
INTEL
Above PC 64K
Above 286
Orchid Tiny Turbo
TALL7REE
JRam 3ATP

AZ Turbo AT

Utilities

Desktop Publishing
Pagemaker
PFS: First Publisher
Ventura Publisher

Accessories

AZ 386

Data Base Managers
Clipper
Condor 3
DBase Ill Plus
DB-XL
Fox Base Plus
Genifer
Paradox 2.0 Premium
PFS: Pro File
Powerbase
Q&A
Quicksilver Diamond
Revelation
RBase System V
Reflex
Relate 8Report
VP into

- HARDWARE

$ 195
Call
139
37
195
106
59
233
194

Printers
AZ lo
150 watt power supply. dual 360K
drive. 10 MHZ mother board. 640K,
keyboard
$670

AST 286
Premium Computer
512K,expandable to 2MB on the system
board. FIT enhanced style keyboard.
parallel, serial and clock, 1.2 MB floppv
disk drive, 7expansion slots, two 32
bit fastram slots. DOS 3.1 8Basic
1year warranty
Call

EGA Boards
ATI Ega Wonders
NEC OBI
Paradise Auto 480
Quad EGA Plus
Vega Deluxe

$195
Call
155
165
229

CITIZEN
MSP 10
MSP 15
MSP 20
120 D
Premiere 35
Tribute 224
EPSON—Call on all models
NEC
P5XLP
P7 Parallel
8850
P6 Parallel
P960XL
P2200
OKIDATA—Call on all models
PANASONIC—Call on all models
STAR MICRONICS
NB24-I 0
NB24-15
NDIO
NX1000
TOSHIBA— Call on all models

64K 15ONS
256K 15ONS

$249
315
285
142
471
639
815
595
1059
419
1005
335

456
610
275
179

$16.50
33

S

TOLL- FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS
2701 West Glendale Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85051
We do not guarantee compatibility
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Servicing our PC buyers with
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experience since 1979.
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ABOVE BOARD 2LEAVES IIIE CO
Above Board 2is the first memory board
for the PS/2 -that comes with the new expanded
memory specification—LIM 4.0.
Because only Above Board 2comes from
Intel.The company that developed LIM 4.0.
So now your users can access more
memory And run the very latest DOS application software well beyond 640K. Which will
give everyone powerful, new capabilities they
never thought possible.
Above Board 2also promises 100% compatibility with OS/2'" application software.
Along with guaranteeing compatibility
with the PS/2's microchannel technology.
Add to that Intel's technical support,
award-winning documentation and five-year
warranty, and Above Board 2is clearly your
one and only choice.
Of course you could always wait for the
competition to catch up. But, •
where would that leave you?

in

ha' more inform:Motu-all 800.538-3r3. Trademarks/.
Atxne,Intel/Intel brporation; PS/2,0S/2 / International
BuNinem Machine. Corporation. C 19M Intel Corporanon.
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MICRO-CAP 1
F:
The CAE tool with fully interactive
analog simulation for your PC.
Spectrum Software's MICRO- CAP II® is
fast, powerful, and feature rich. This fully
interactive, advanced electronic circuit
analysis program helps engineers speed
through analog problems right at their
own PCs.
MICRO-CAP II, which is based on our original MICRO-CAP software, is afield-proven,
second-generation program. But it's dramatically improved.

schematic Editor

MICRO-CAP II has faster analysis mutines.
Better resolution and color. Larger libraries. All add up to apowerful, cost-effective
CAE tool for your PC.
The program has asophisticated integrated schematic editor with apan capability Just sketch and analyze. You can step
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• Itansient, AC, DC, and FFT routines
al Op-amp and switch models
• Spec-sheet-to model converter*
• Printer and plotter* hard copy

Pansient Analysis

component values, and run worst- case
scenarios—all interactively. And a500-type*
library of standard parts is at your fingertips for added fiexiblity.
MICRO-CAP II is available for IBM® PCs
and Macintosh.- The IBM version is CGA,
EGA, and Hercules® compatible and costs
only $895 complete. An evaluation version
is available for $100. Call or write today for
our free brochure and demo disk. Wed like
to tell you more about analog solutions in
the fast lane.
• Integrated schematic editor
• Fast analysis routines
• High-resolution graphic output
• Standard parts library of 500* types
*IBM versions only.

AC Analysis
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IMMIM

MIMS M.
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1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. E
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 738-4387
MICRO- CAP II is aregistered trademark
of Spectrum Software.
Macintosh is atrademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
and is being used with express permission of its owner
Hercules is aregistered trademark
of Hercules Computer Technology
IBM is aregistered trademark
of International Business Machines. Inc
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Introauction
Memory Management

ife with computers has evolved in funny ways. First, we
learned to manage stacks of punch cards, then piles of
floppy disks, then our virtual desktops. Next, they'll be asking us to learn to manage memory.
Maybe not. Some things are still best left to the machines
themselves, and managing memory may be one of them. But
understanding the dynamics of memory management helps
us choose the right technology for agiven task.
The trend in microcomputer technology has always been
toward more powerful hardware. Today, it is not uncommon
to find personal computers with amegabyte or more of memory and the capability to expand to 8or 16 megabytes. Many
microcomputers now come with sophisticated 32-bit processors that either provide hardware support for memory management on-chip (e.g., the CPU in aCompaq Deskpro 386)
or have asocket for adding amemory management unit (the
Mac II, with asocket for Motorola's 68851 MMU).
As usual, hardware technology outpaces software technology, and today's currently available operating systems use
only afraction of the potential of these machines. For MSDOS, interim available solutions to the memory management problem include bank switching and multitasking
shells that sit on top of DOS. Apple introduced MultiFinder
in October 1987 to provide limited concurrent processing
and background printing capability. However, these options
are clearly short-term solutions.
Meanwhile, software engineers are devising new operating-system designs that can take advantage of the large address spaces provided by these sophisticated CPUs. These
operating systems will be complex. They will be capable of
running multiple applications that are protected from each
other, yet allow these same applications to communicate information among one another. The same complexity that
gives these multitasking systems such power also requires
much training and experience to tap their full capabilities.
After the initial time investment, however, they will be safer
and more interesting environments under which to program.
This month, we chose to look at techniques that these operating systems use to manage the computer's main memory.
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In addition to ageneral introduction to the subject, we present three examples of how these techniques are applied in
three operating systems: OS/2, Unix, and the Macintosh operating system.
In his " Overview of Memory Management," Randall L.
Hyde discusses memory management techniques for personal computers—past, present, and future. He covers the
wide array of memory management techniques, from those
implemented only in software to those that require hardware
support for their proper operation. He discusses the relative
merits of segmented and paged virtual memory.
Vic Heller gives us an inside look at how OS/2 uses the
80286 to implement segmented virtual memory. In his article " OS/2 Virtual Memory Management," we see how
OS/2's software data structures work with the 80286's hardware data structures to provide not only virtual memory but
also dynamic linking and sharing of code segments.
Unix is an alternative to OS/2. Unix has been running on
680x0s for many years due to that processor's flat address
space, but as Carl Hensler and Ken Sarno explain in their
article " Marrying Unix and the 80386," porting Unix to the
80386 is quite easy. In addition, the 80386 offers modes that
make it easy to run existing DOS applications.
Finally, Alan Anderson, in " Macintosh Memory Management," gives us alook at the Mac's memory management
system, which was present in the first 128K-byte RAM Macs
and is still with us today in the Mac II. He explains how this
memory management software works, along with its advantages for the end user and its pitfalls for the unwary programmer. He concludes with alook at MultiFinder and how it was
carefully crafted to provide compatibility with existing Mac
software and concurrency among several applications.
These articles show that microcomputer environments are
evolving toward solutions that will allow us to harness the
true potential locked within the new generation of 32-bit
microcomputers, without jeopardizing our huge investment
in existing software.
—Eva White, Technical Editor
Tom Thompson, Senior Technical Editor at Large

MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Overview of Memory
Management
Powerful hardware and plentiful memory make techniques for managing
microcomputer memory more interesting—and necessary

Randall L. Hyde

UNTIL RECENTLY, it has been too expensive to provide hardware support for
memory management on microcomputers. or even enough memory to make
it worthwhile to manage. But with the advent of microprocessors with on-chip
memory management and cheap memory, many of the memory management
techniques for mainframes are migrating
to the world of microcomputers.
More sophisticated memory management means faster and more reliable
multitasking. With the emergence of
multitasking systems on microcomputers, it's time to dust off those college
textbooks and look at some of the classic
issues in memory management. I'll discuss the memory management techniques
that have become prevalent on microcomputers and look at some others migrating
to this realm—techniques such as paging,
segmentation, or acombination of both.
Other articles in this issue will look at
specific examples of these techniques.
A memory manager is aprocess, typically within an operating system, that
provides memory- related services to
other processes. Its job is to allocate and
deallocate memory, swap code and data
between main memory and secondary
memory, protect one process from another, and coordinate access to shared
data between processes.
Although many of the memory manager's tasks are easily done in software,
performance considerations often dictate
the use of special memory management
hardware. Some functions ( like protection) require assistance from ahardware
memory management unit ( MMU).

Because of the high costs of hardware
support and memory, memory management on personal computers has typically
been done in software. When memory
prices fell, bank- switching techniques
were developed to extend the addressing
range of machines while allowing people
to use existing hardware and software.
But bank switching is only an interim
measure. Tomorrow's applications will
run on new, sophisticated hardware that
will let operating system designers make
memory management practically transparent to the application developer and
user alike.
Software Memory Management
Software-based memory managers provide at least two functions: memory allocation and deallocation. To allocate
memory, the requesting process specifies
ablock size. The memory manager returns the address of the block allocated to
the process. When deallocating memory,
the process provides the block address
(and sometimes the length of the block as
well), and the memory manager returns
the memory to the free memory pool.
After several allocation and deallocation requests, free memory can divide
into many small pieces spread throughout
the address space. This memory fragmentation reduces the largest block of
memory available to a requesting process. If there isn't ablock big enough to
handle the request, the memory manager
may attempt to rearrange the blocks in
memory so that the free blocks are joined
together in a single, large free block of
memory. This technique, called garbage

collection, is aconvenient way to maximize memory use. However, there are
three problems with garbage collection:
performance, contents, and pointers.
The performance issue stems from the
fact that to build a large free block of
memory, large blocks of (currently used)
memory might be moved (which takes a
considerable amount of time). The performance problem, however burdensome, pales in comparison to the content
and pointer problems. The content problem arises if the memory manager moves
a block of memory containing machine
instructions that are referenced by other
code (via calls and jumps). Those instructions using this code will fail unless
the garbage collector fixes the references.
Whenever the memory manager allocates ablock of memory to aprocess, it
gives the process a pointer to the allocated block. Then the process uses that
pointer to access the block of memory.
But if the memory manager moves that
block of memory via agarbage collection
operation, that pointer will no longer
point to its original data.
A simple way to solve the pointer problem is to make the memory manager
aware of pointers that point into movable
data blocks. Whenever the memory manager needs to move the block, it simply
adjusts all pointers that point to the block
so that they point into the block at its new
location. The only problem with this approach is that the user process might
make several copies of the pointer, all of
which the memory manager must know
and adjust when it moves the block. The
continued
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overhead for such asituation can quickly
overwhelm the system.
A memory manager can use handles to
overcome the problem of keeping track of
multiple pointers. A handle is adouble
indirect pointer—that is, a pointer to a
pointer to the data. To access a data
block, aprocess loads atemporary pointer variable with the value to which the
handle points. The process then uses this
temporary pointer to access the desired

data. Now when the memory manager
wants to move ablock of data around, it
changes only the master pointer to the
data. The handle that points to the pointer
is still valid, as are any copies of the handle (see figure 1). (For adiscussion of the
Macintosh's handle-based memory manager, see " Macintosh Memory Management" by Alan Anderson on page 249.)
However, handles are not without their
own problems. They aren't particularly

.efficient. After all, it takes much more
time to access ablock of data using ahandle than it does using astraight pointer.
Furthermore, address arithmetic isn't as
convenient when using handles as it is
when using straight pointers. You can't
(safely) copy the pointer into a register
and continually increment that pointer to
access successive items in an array. A
system call may result in agarbage collection operation that may cause the mas-

Figure 1: Handles can ease the memory manager's job of moving blocks to free space for allocation requests. The system can
change the value of the master pointers without having to change the value of the handle embedded in the user programs.
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ter pointer (but not your register) to point
to adifferent location. Continuing to use
the now invalid register value to access the
array may produce unexpected results.
Another disadvantage of handle-based
memory managers is their complexity.
There's alot more work involved in using
handles than making calls to ALLOC and
FREE. On systems like the Atari, Amiga,
and IBM PC (under DOS), the memory
manager routines may not provide sophisticated garbage collection routines
and other amenities, but these systems
are easy to use. In fact, most of the memory management routines provided on
these systems correspond to those routines provided by high-level languages
like C or Pascal.
Finally, it is very difficult to safely implement handles in a true multitasking
environment. One process might dereference a handle, but before accessing the
specified memory location, atimer interrupt could come along and transfer control to another process. That process
might ask for some additional RAM that
could force a garbage collection operation. The garbage collection operation
could move the data pointed to by the dereferenced handle, rendering the dereferenced handle invalid. When control is
returned to the original process, it will
reference the incorrect memory location.
The benefits gained by ahandle-based
system's complexity are easily lost as
more and more memory is added to the
system. Whereas garbage collection can
be quite useful on asystem with 1megabyte or less, as you approach 4, 8, or 16
megabytes of system memory its usefulness declines. With 8megabytes of system RAM, most processes will be able to
allocate all the memory they need. An incredible amount of activity, or a large
number of concurrent processes, would
be necessary before memory fragmentation would cause aproblem.
Bank Switching: A Stopgap Measure
Bank switching is an all-but-obsolete
memory management technique used
mainly to expand the capabilities of amachine with alimited address space. It is
present in systems like the Apple Ile and
the IBM PC (via LIM/EMS systems).
Bank switching extends the memory
space of aprocessor by assigning several
blocks of memory to the same memory
address in the processor's address space.
Whenever an access to the address range
containing these blocks of memory is
performed, only one of the blocks responds. The choice of which block responds to the access request is controlled
by abank selection register. By changing
this register's content, aprogram can access different - banks of RAM, thereby

providing access to more memory than
the processor can directly address.
Bank switching suffers from two major
drawbacks. First, controlling the bank selection register(s) is an exercise left to the
application programmer. This complicates the program's design and introduces several problems related to program maintenance. Second, accessing
the bank registers requires a certain
amount of time—time taken away from
the program. This results in a performance penalty for programs using bank
switching techniques. The penalty can
range from mild, for programs that rarely
switch banks of memory, to extreme, for
those that may have to switch banks between each data access.
Of course, bank switching is preferable
to its alternatives: either living with the
address space limitations of the processor
(impractical for today's high-powered applications) or swapping the data to and
from the disk drive (as cumbersome as
bank switching and far slower).
Virtual Memory
The best solution in a multiprogramming/multitasking environment is avirtual memory manager. With a virtual
memory manager, the process can assume that the entire logical address space
is available; the process need not make
explicit memory manager calls.
Paging and segmentation are the two
main virtual memory techniques in use.
Paging uses a fixed- size allocation
scheme; segmentation uses variable-size
blocks. In paging systems, the entire address space is partitioned into equal-size
blocks, which are given to aprocess upon
request. Internal fragmentation results
when the process does not use the entire
block. With segmentation systems, because the programmer can specify the
size of the block, there is little waste due
to internal fragmentation; but external
fragmentation occurs when blocks of
available memory, scattered throughout
memory, accumulate because they are
too small to fill an allocation request.
Whenever the process accesses amemory location not currently in memory, the
hardware signals that a fault has occurred, and the memory manager maps
in afree page (or segment) for use by the
process and returns control. If there
aren't any free pages or segments of
memory available, the memory manager
attempts to free up some memory by writing used blocks of data to disk and allocating that memory to the process. It then
swaps these blocks back in if the process
that owns them needs to access them.
Generally, the programmer need not
be concerned with the details of memory
continued
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management; there are, however, certain
data structure considerations that will affect performance in paging systems. For
example, languages such as Pascal and C
store elements of an array in row major
order. Other languages, such as FORTRAN and certain dialects of BASIC,
store array elements in column major
order. By knowing the orientation, the
programmer can reduce page faults tremendously by using array indexes that
follow the storage order.
A simple paged memory management
system is easy to implement in hardware.
A set of page registers intercepts certain
address bits from the CPU and translates
these bits to adifferent value via alookup
table. This lets the system remap memory
as desired. Figure 2 illustrates this remapping function. In this example, the

CPU supports 16 address lines. The
lower 13 address lines are passed, unchanged, to the memory modules. The
upper 3bits are used as an index to select
the appropriate page register. The 13 address lines, passed directly to the memory module, determine the page size—in
this case, 8K bytes.
Operating systems can use paging
schemes to extend the addressing range of
aCPU in addition to remapping the address space. A CPU with a16-bit address
bus can be expanded to a24-bit address
bus with 256 16-bit page registers. The
upper 8bits of the logical address are fed
into the page register array. Each page
register is 16 bits long, and the 16-bit output is combined with the 8-bit offset (the
lower 8 bits of the logical address) to
yield a 24-bit physical address. This

Page register
CPU

8 pages of memory

7
5

A15
A14
A13
Al2
Al 1
A10
A9
A8
A7
A6
A5
A4
A3
A2
Al
AO

Page #

3

6
4
2

13

16
Offset within page

Figure 2: Example of apaging system that uses 3bits of the CPU's 16 address lines
as an index into the eight 8K-byte memory pages.

scheme uses apage size of 256 bytes. The
page size is determined by the number of
bits passed directly from the CPU to the
memory module.
Paging systems, however, suffer from
afew drawbacks. Manipulating page registers can be time consuming. The examples presented thus far use a16-bit logical
address. To use a24-bit address bus with
a256-byte page size, the page registers
will consume 128K bytes. Since the operating system must save and reload the
page register values every time it transfers CPU control to adifferent process, a
considerable amount of time will be required just to save and load the page registers. Furthermore, those 128K bytes
have to be fast, and that means expensive.
For larger systems, most paging
schemes use page table pointers, which
point to page register values in main
memory. These pointers usually take the
form of asmall associative cache memory that keeps the most recently used
page register values. Main memory access to the page table adds 5percent to 10
percent overhead, depending on the size
of the page register's on-board cache. For
example, the National Semiconductor
32082 MMU maintains a32-entry associative cache on-board and refers to main
memory when amemory access cannot
be translated with on-chip data. The
32532 CPU with MMU provides a64-entry cache. The Motorola 68851 operates
similarly, providing 64 entries in the associative cache.
To reduce the amount of fast storage
required for page tables, the operating
system can use larger page sizes. For a
64K-byte page size, for example, it would
need only 256 page registers to remap up
to 16 megabytes of memory. Unfortunately, memory must be allocated in integral page sizes. A process requesting 32

Process 1
segment
registers
Segment A

Segment B
Process 2
segment
egisters

Quasi- physical address
Page
registers

Segment C

Segment D

Physical
address

Segment E

Figure 3: A hybrid segmentation/paging system tends to reduce both internal and external fragmentation.
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additional bytes would be allocated a
64K-byte page. Increasing the page size
decreases the number of page registers
required; however, it also increases the
amount of waste due to internal fragmentation.
The National Semiconductor 32082
MMU chip allocates memory in 512-byte
pages. The National 32532 CPU chip,
which includes an on-chip MMU, uses
4K-byte pages. The Motorola 68851 chip
lets the system designer select from various page sizes (e.g., 512, 1024, 2048, on
up to 32K-byte), although you can employ only one page size at any given time.
This lets you decide about compromises
between internal fragmentation problems
and large page table sizes.

tation of certain Intel processors because
they allow only a 16-bit offset as part of
the segmented address. The 80386 corrects this problem by allowing a 32-bit
offset associated with each segment
value. (For an example of an operating
system that uses the memory management facilities of the 80386, see " Marrying Unix and the 80386" by Carl Hensler
and Ken Sarno on page 237.)

Sharing Memory
Besides supplying all the memory aprocess requests, memory management coordinates access to shared data between
two or more processes. This could be
something as simple as two users sharing
the same copy of acompiler or editor in
memory, or as complex as shared data
structures for communication between
Segmentation
Segmentation eliminates the need for an
multiple processes (e.g., cutting and
expensive bank of page registers. Intel's
pasting between two applications). Data
80x86 and Zilog's Z8000 families use
sharing presents many challenges to the
memory manager designer, as well as to
segmentation techniques. Segmentation
the application designers exploiting these
is unique in the sense that its effects are
visible in both the logical and physical adfeatures.
In a paging system, if two processes
dress spaces. Segmented addresses conneed to share apage of memory, apage
sist of asegment component and an offset
component, usually specified by segregister for each process points to the
page they need to share. The major probment: address. "Segment" represents
lem with data sharing in paged-memory
the name of some block of storage, and
systems concerns the use of pointers. A
"address" specifies an offset into that
block. (For adiscussion of asegmented
pointer stored in ashared data structure
memory manager, see " OS/2 Virtual
may not point to the same item in the adMemory Management" by Vic Heller on
dress spaces of both processes sharing
page 227.)
that pointer. The only solution is to ensure that the data which ashared pointer
The advantage of segmentation over
references is also shared and lies at the
paging lies in the way programs are organized. Most programs deal with only two
same logical address in both processes.
distinct items: code and data. Data can be
Segmented systems don't have aprobfurther divided into categories (e.g., statlem with pointers. Since asegmented address consists of two components, asegic data, dynamic data, stack data, shared
ment and an offset within that segment, a
data, and constants). Segmentation
pointer containing these two elements
works on the principle that a program
provides all the information needed to acwill need to access only alimited number
of items at one time. Even in the extreme
cess data anywhere in memory.
Paging schemes have two major drawexample above, only six different items
backs: the large size of the page table re(the code segment and the five data segquired for each process (which must be
ments) need be accessed at once.
In asegmentation system, you need a stored in main memory, further degradsegment register for each concurrently
ing performance) and the problem with
referenced data segment. For the six
shared data structures. Segmentation sysitems listed above, only six segment regtems suffer from external fragmentation.
Using a hybrid segmentation/paging
isters are required to provide complete
scheme can solve these three problems.
access. Compare this to the 65,536 page
registers required in asystem with a24This system appears as a segmented
bit logical address and a256-byte page
system to the software. Once the segmensize. Segmentation, therefore, is not only
tation hardware generates a " quasi-physimore sophisticated than paging mechacal" address, it then passes this address
through aset of page registers to produce
nisms (by adding two component logical
the true physical address (see figure 3).
addresses), but more economical as well.
To the software, this system looks like a
Segmentation is actually a powerful
pure segmentation system, so all the adconcept that has been given abad name
vantages of segmentation apply. The pagby Intel's earlier processors (pre-80386).
Due to Intel's implementations, most
ing hardware eliminates segmentation's
people associate segmentation with a big problem: external fragmentation. The
continued
64K-byte addressing limit. This is alimi-
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paging hardware remaps unused segments to acontiguous memory pool for
use by other processes. Even though paging is used, there aren't any problems
with data sharing since pointer addresses
refer to the segmented addresses rather
than physical addresses.
Placement and Replacement
Regardless of how a process requests
memory, the virtual memory manager's
job is to provide the memory. The memory manager usually keeps track of free
memory with abit map or alinked list.
With the fixed-size allocation blocks of a
paged system, placement and replacement algorithms are very easy. Any
block in memory can be remapped to any
address. However, for segmentation and
software-only schemes, the requested
block of memory can be placed only in an
area of memory currently unoccupied. If
two or more such areas are free, then the
memory manager must choose (using
some algorithm) which free block to allocate for the request.
A placement algorithm selects a free
block in memory for a given request.
Some well-known placement algorithms
are first-fit, best-fit, and next-fit. Firstfit allocates the first available block large
enough to satisfy the request, best-fit allocates the block closest in size to the request, and next- fit allocates the next
available block large enough to satisfy the
request.
The diagram in figure 4shows alist of
free and allocated memory blocks. The
last block allocated was 14K bytes from a
22K-byte block, which left an 8K-byte

(a)

8K

Last allocated block ( 14K)

12K

(b)

8K

fragment. If aprocess needs to allocate a
16K-byte block, then the first-fit algorithm selects the first available block that
satisfies the request, starting at the beginning of the memory pool. The best-fit algorithm also starts its search at the beginning of the list and selects the block
closest in size to 16K bytes. The next-fit,
however, will start its search at the point
where the last block was allocated and
select the next available block of sufficient size.
As it turns out, the first-fit algorithm is
not only the simplest but usually the best
and fastest as well. The next-fit algorithm
produces slightly worse results than the
first-fit. The next-fit algorithm produces
more external fragmentation than the
first-fit because it always starts at the last
block allocated and seeks the first available block (of sufficient size) beyond that
point. The result is that the largest block
of free memory, which usually appears at
the end of the memory space, is quickly
broken up into small fragments.
The best-fit algorithm produces results
inferior to the next-fit. Because the bestfit always searches for the smallest possible block to satisfy the current request,
this algorithm also guarantees that the
amount of memory left over after the allocation occurs is as small as possible.
Each memory request always wastes the
smallest amount of memory; main memory is quickly littered by blocks too small
to satisfy memory allocation requests.
In avirtual memory system, the memory manager often encounters asituation
where one process is requesting ablock
too large to fit into memory. Since there

22K
»
F

12K

18K

First- fit

6K

8K

6K

14K

Best- fit

2K

8K

Ill Allocated block

36K
1— Next- fit

6K

14K

20K

E Free block

Figure 4: (a) A typical memory configuration after several allocation and
deallocation operations. The last allocated block was a14K-byte block from a22Kbyte free block. (
b) The difference between the first-, best-, and next-fit placement
algorithms in satisfying a16K-byte allocation request. First-fit will allocate 16K
bytes from the 22K-byte block, leaving a6K-byte block free. The best-fit will
search the entire list looking for the closest fit; it will leave a2K-byte block free,
which is too small for most processes to use. The next-fit will start looking from the
last allocated block. Often, it will break up the large blocks of memory that tend to
be found at the end of memory.
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is insufficient storage for the request, the
memory manager must make room for
the request by writing certain blocks of
data to disk, thereby freeing those blocks
to satisfy the current request. Replacement algorithms decide which blocks of
memory can be swapped out.
A poor choice for the replacement algorithm may cause thrashing, asituation
where the system may spend more time
swapping blocks in and out of memory
instead of operating on the data therein.
To reduce this possibility, the replacement algorithm should select ablock that
won't be accessed for aconsiderable
amount of time. The optimal-replacement algorithm holds that the best block
to choose is the one that will be accessed
the farthest in the future. Unfortunately,
in most systems the order in which the
blocks will be allocated is not known.
The least recently used (LRU) algorithm is agood approximation of optimal
replacement. It is based on the assumption that the likelihood that aprocess will
access ablock is usually inversely proportional to the amount of time that has
passed since the last access. Temporal locality is where blocks (or groups of
blocks) tend to be accessed in widely
spaced bursts rather than in evenly
spaced intervals. Therefore, if a block
hasn't been accessed in awhile, it is a
good tip-off that it won't be used for quite
some time.
Unfortunately, the LRU is too expensive to implement (in hardware or software) because each memory access requires a " time tag" to be written to a
descriptor for that block. Whenever a
block must be replaced in memory, the
system must locate the oldest time tag and
replace that block. Such operations involve considerable hardware and software overhead, so the LRU replacement
algorithm is rarely used.
A slight modification of LRU is the not
recently used (NRU) replacement algorithm. This algorithm classifies blocks
into four categories based on memory
references (R) and modifications (M). A
memory reference is any access (read or
write) to amemory location. A memory
modification occurs when that location is
written to. Based on these two operations, the following table rates them according to their " replaceability":
0:
1:
2:
3:

not referenced, not modified (_)
not referenced, modified (.._.M)
referenced, not modified (R_)
referenced, modified (RM)

(Class 1occurs when atime-out operation resets the referenced bit).
The NRU algorithm picks ablock of
memory, at random, from the lowest-

Circle 6on Reader Service Card
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numbered class and swaps that block to
disk. The algorithm offers reasonable
performance with very little hardware
overhead. It is best if hardware maintains
the M and R bits; otherwise, the memory
manager would have to execute many instructions for each user instruction that
accessed memory. The National Semiconductor MMU chips, for example,
provide hardware to support the NRU algorithm. The NRU algorithm is relatively easy to implement in hardware ( it
need handle only two additional bits) and
doesn't place as much of ademand on the
software as the LRU algorithm.
Other popular replacement algorithms
include FIFO and first-in/not-used/firstout ( FINUFO). The FIFO algorithm
keeps all the blocks in the system in a
queue. Whenever a block must be replaced, the FIFO algorithm replaces the
block at the front of the queue and then
moves that block to the tail of the queue.
The FINUFO algorithm is similar, except that every time ablock is accessed, it
is moved to the end of the queue. Replacement blocks are still taken from the
front of the list and added to the end once
they are swapped. The FINUFO algorithm tends to congregate often-accessed
blocks at the end of the queue so that they
are rarely swapped out of memory.
In the simplest virtual memory system
that uses paging, a process begins
without any of its pages in memory. As
soon as the CPU attempts to execute the
first instruction, it will access amemory
location not present in real (as opposed to
virtual) memory. This will cause apage
fault, requiring the memory manager to
load the page containing the first page of
the program. With each memory access
outside this first page, or when the program " falls" into the next page, the memory manager loads the appropriate page
of memory. This is called " demand paging" because pages are swapped in and
out on demand.
Demand Paging
Usually, processes do not access many
different pages in memory. Rather, most
programs exhibit alocality of reference.
During any point in the execution of the
program, it will access only asmall number of pages. The set of pages in use by a
program at any given time is called its
working set. In ademand-paged model, it
may take 20 or more page faults before a
process's working set is present in memory. Since the overhead associated with a
page fault is rather high, the performance
of the entire system is degraded. Many
high-performance memory managers attempt to keep track of aprocess's working set. Whenever aprocess is swapped
into memory, the memory manager at-

tempts to load the entire working set.
This working set model (also called prepaging) reduces the system overhead
considerably.
In avirtual memory system employing
segmentation, entire segments (rather
than pages) are usually swapped in and
out of memory. The principle of locality
applies to segments as well. At any time,
aprocess will access only acouple of segments. Since a code segment typically
contains many more instructions than a
page, and adata segment usually contains
much more data than apage, thrashing is
not as much of aproblem with segmentation. In fact, swapping in an entire segment is aform of prepaging.
Nevertheless, the working set model
applies to segmentation systems as well
as to paging systems. At any given time,
the process accesses acertain set of segments. These segments form the working
set for that process at that particular time.
The virtual memory manager, to ensure
the highest performance, should attempt
to load the working set of segments for a
process when it is being swapped into
memory. Segmentation's benefits work
against it as well. Although loading asegment is aform of prepaging, segmentation suffers from the fact that segments
are usually much larger than pages and
hence take more time to swap to and from
the disk.
Trend Toward Virtual Memory
Most microcomputer systems rely on
software solutions to the memory management problem. They coordinate the
use of allocated and deallocated blocks of
memory, but most leave protection constraints to the individual programs.
Within 5years, most (new) computer
systems will routinely incorporate memory management hardware. Operating
system designers will be able to provide
virtual memory easily. The choice will
be between segmentation, paging, or a
hybrid segmentation scheme.
The trend in hardware is toward powerful on-chip hardware MMUs. Currently
the 80386, 32532, Fairchild Clipper, and
68030 CPUs all provide sophisticated
hardware memory management. In afew
years, most personal computers (since
they will be using chips such as these)
will support hardware memory management and virtual memory. Today's complex software memory allocation and
deallocation schemes will give way to
systems in which memory management is
totally transparent to the programmer. •
Randall L. Hyde (Genest Technologies,
Santa Ana, California) received his MS
and BS in computer science from the University of California, Riverside.
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MEMORY MANAGEMENT

OS/2 Virtual Memory
Management
How OS/2's hardware and software data structures work together to provide
virtual memory, dynamic linking, and sharing of code

Vic Heller
MICROSOFT OS/2 MEMORY management takes advantage of the 80286's
fault-handling capability to support segment-based virtual memory. Programs
link dynamically at load time or run time
or both to library modules for system services; independent software packages
can use dynamic-link library (DLL)
modules to share code and data used by
multiple related applications. I'll give an
inside look at the design of OS/2's memory manager version 1.1 as an example of
segmented virtual memory management.
Providing the virtual memory, as well
as the dynamic linking and sharing of
code between tasks, requires some carefully thought out data structures. The
80286 supplies hardware support for protecting tasks from each other, but we also
need to keep track of allocated and unallocated memory and the status of atask's
segments (e.g., present, swapped, discarded, or allocate on demand (AOD)).
We need to be able to find asegment that
is not present. If there isn't enough physical memory for an allocation request, the
memory compactor must be able to determine whether it can move segments
around to make room, or if it will have to
discard or swap some segments out of
memory. Providing the ability to share
data among tasks adds another dimension
to the complexity of the system. I'll look
at the data structures OS/2 uses and explain how they work together.
Figure 1shows OS/2's hardware and
software data structures. Each task has a
per task data area (PTDA) created by
OS/2. Every executable or DLL file has a
module table entry (MIE) as part of its

header. The operating system reads the
MTE into memory when it loads aprogram or library module. The PTDA contains data global to the task (local descriptor table (LDT) information, thread
count, and so on) and some data specific
to each thread of execution within the task
(current register contents and so forth);
the MIE contains each segment's size,
location in the file, and other type information. The system uses the PTDA to locate asingle descriptor that maps asegment so it can be edited when the state
changes. The system uses the MIE to
find the executable or DLL file information so it can find and read the segment
contents into memory.
The 80286 hardware provides each
task with an array of segment " descriptor" structures (LDT) to restrict each
task's access to those segments the operating system allows. A valid descriptor
entry contains auser segment's physical
address, size, and access rights (read/
write/execute). The operation of placing
aselector into asegment register causes
the 80286 hardware to use the selector to
index the LDT, fetch the corresponding
LDT descriptor, and allow access and
limit checking during each subsequent
memory reference. Figure 2 shows an
LDT entry (descriptor), along with the
format for aselector and the segment registers with their hidden descriptor cache.
The LDT descriptors work closely
with two software data structures: the
physical arena and the handle table. In
fact, starting with any one of these structures, the system can find either one of
the others.

The physical arena is alist of headers
that keeps track of all available physical
memory by linking free and allocated
blocks of memory. A header holds asegment's handle, owner, and last detected
access time (time stamp). The handle
table holds more permanent information
that the system must have when asegment
is not present in the physical arena—information such as the segment's selector,
owner, swap ID, and state.
The 80286 provides an accessed bit in
each descriptor that assists the operating
system in choosing which segments can
be swapped out or discarded. The hardware sets this bit whenever it accesses the
corresponding segment. On the order of
once per second, OS/2 examines and
clears these bits, and updates the physical
arena time stamps for each accessed segment. When physical memory becomes
scarce, OS/2 builds asimple ordered list
of the segments, with the oldest time
stamps first. This list is rebuilt when it is
exhausted (all its entries are discarded or
swapped) or when significant physical
arena changes take place.
The compactor uses the handle table
and owner to modify the descriptor and
handle states of segments that it moves,
swaps, or discards. When a segment is
not present, the handle state tells whether
the segment is swapped, discarded,
AOD, or in transition (being swapped or
moved), and part of the handle table's address field is used to identify the owner.
If the segment is swapped out, the address field also contains the swap ID. A
swap ID indexes the swap control table
continued
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(SC), which tells where the segment is
located in the swap file. When the state of
asegment is discarded or AOD, the system uses the owner ID to locate the MTE,
which contains information about where
to find the segment contents.
When the system swaps out or discards
asegment, it moves the segment's owner
into the handle table, and the handle is
stored in the LDT descriptor's address
field. If adescriptor's access is marked
"not present," the hardware does not depend on the contents of the address field,
which lets OS/2 overlay the address field
with the segment's handle.
Dynamic Linking and Sharing
Executable and DLL files have relocation
records that encode internal and external
references that OS/2 must resolve when it
loads the files. Because the system allocates selectors for each segment defined
by an executable or library module when
amodule is loaded, internal segment or
far pointer references are not resolved at
link time; they must be resolved at load
time. Because DLL modules can be individually replaced, all external references
to library modules must also be resolved
at load time.
Segments can share their virtual addresses, their contents, or both. Each
LDT has separate shared and private selector regions. Selectors that map to descriptors in the private region are called
private selectors; those that map to descriptors in the shared region are called
shared selectors. Figure 3graphically depicts the difference between the two.
Private and shared selectors are interleaved to allow for the smallest possible
LUI' size ( see figure 1). The selector type
is independent of whether the segment
contents are shared; table I shows the
four possible combinations of shared and
private selectors and shared and private
memory.
Figure 1: The hardware and software
data structures that OS/2 uses. This
example shows the state of three
segments in the task EXEI. Segment A
is an example of an EXE file code
segment that is currently discarded.
Notice it uses aprivate selector, and
the handle table entry shows that
segment A's owner is EXEI 'sMTE.
Segment B is currently swapped to disk
and has ashared selector. The owner
of segment B is EXEI 'sPTDA. Segment
C is present in memory and has a
private selector. Since it is present in
memory, its physical arena header
points to its owner, EXEI 'sP7DA.
Notice the shared and private segment
descriptors are interleaved in a3-to- 1
ratio.
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An EXE file MTE is
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r
Randomly linked DLL MTE graph

MTE ( DLL1) contents
(DLL3) MTE
DLL3 MTE handle
Module
table
DLLn MTE handle
Segment
table

(DLLn) MTE

Segment 1

Segment n

MTE ( DLL2)

Handle table entry A
For shared
segment

State = discarded
Owner = EXE1 MTE
handle
SivapID = ???
Selector
Handle table
Handle table entry B

For private
segment

State = swapped
Owner = PTDA1
handle
Swap ID= SCT inde)
Selector

SCT

SCT entry
Size when
swapped
Swap file
location

Handle table entry C
State = valid

Base
Selector

Private, dynamically allocated data
segments also use private selectors and
private memory. Shared, dynamically allocated data segments ( both named
shared and unnamed shared) use shared
selectors and shared memory to let an application dynamically attach to shared
segments.
When the system allocates ashared selector, the corresponding descriptor is
reserved in all tasks for the purpose of
mapping asingle segment. Shared selectors are always used for library module
segments, because an application can dynamically attach to any library module. If
the library module is in memory, its selectors have already been allocated, and
they must be available in the caller's context to map the library's segments.
OS/2 uses private selectors for all of an
executable module's segments. If shared
selectors were used, large numbers of
shared selectors would be reserved. Since
a task can attach only to an executable
module while the task is being created,
OS/2 can guarantee allocation of specific
private selectors, because the LDT starts
out empty.
To show why an executable file must
use private selectors, consider an executable file that contains 100 segments and
uses shared selectors: When this executable file is active, 100 shared selectors
would be reserved in every task's context, including tasks that do not (and cannot ever) reference the executable file.
When new segments that require shared
selectors are created ( i.e., another executable file is added to the system), numerically greater selectors must be allocated, which results in the growth of
every LDT that contains areference to the
new segments. LDT memory waste would
increase with each executable file in use.
Executable and library module code
segments always share their contents.
You can declare data segments at link
time as private or shared. If asegment is
shared between tasks, the system duplicates the LDT descriptor contents among
all tasks that reference the segment, and
only one handle and physical memory
segment exist for the segment. If asegment's contents are private, the system
loads anew copy of the segment for each
referencing task. The segment's contents
may vary from one task to another over
time, but each task's copy is referenced
using the same selector value and has the
same initial contents and size.
The owner ID of aprivate segment is
the handle of the task's PTDA, so that
when asegment's state changes, the single appropriate descriptor can be easily
found and updated. The example in figure 1shows that the owner field for the
continued
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Segment address translation registers
48- bit hidden descriptor cache
(Program invisible— loaded by CPU)

16- bit
selector
CS

Code segment register

DS

Data segment register

ES

Extra segment register

SS

Stack segment register
63

48 47

16 15

40 39

Access
rights

Segment base
address

Segment
size

Segment descriptor
I
Intel reserved must be 0
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A
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Base. 5.
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o

Access rights bytes:
DPL
S
Type
A

= Present
= Descriptor privilege level
= Segment descriptor
= Segment type and access information
= Accessed

32- bit pointer

31

16 15

Selector
111111111111
Index
15

SIM
3 2 1 0

TI = Table indicator
RPL = Requested privilege level

Figure 2: The 80286 hardware structures work together to provide memory
protection. The action of loading asegment selector into asegment register causes
the 80286 to use the selector to index into the LDT and use the corresponding
segment descriptor for limit and access checking.
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two private segments points to the task's
PIDA; the owner for the discarded segment can be found in the handle table entry A, while the owner for the present
segment can be found in the physical
arena header.
The owner ID of ashared program or
library module segment is the handle of
the module's MIE segment. The PIDA
cannot be used as the owner because
multiple LEM can reference the same
shared segment. One descriptor in each
LUT must be examined to see if it maps
the same segment prior to performing descriptor updates. For the shared segment
in handle table entry A in figure 1, the
owner field points to the EXE1's MIE.
When ashared segment changes state,
the system must find and update all descriptors that map that segment. To avoid
the overhead of maintaining an additional
data structure to enumerate the tasks that
reference each shared segment, the system examines the appropriate descriptor
in each LDT to see if that segment is
being referenced. It then updates each descriptor that matches the search criteria.
Private segments may be allocated because of an executable or library module
segment definition, or they may be dynamically allocated via a system call.
Since the hardware does not support simultaneous read/write/execute access via
a single LDT selector, OS/2 allows an
LDT code alias selector to be created to
execute code in private data segments
(non-" huge" data segments only). You
can use this feature to support efficient
video display raster operations needed by
graphics software.
Two additional types of dynamic
shared memory are also available: named
and unnamed shared segments. Named
shared segments, allocated via asystem
call, allow communication between tasks
that don't already share program or library references. Unnamed shared segments (also allocated via asystem call) let
the caller specify any combination of
GIVE, GET, and DISCARD attributes.
If a segment has the GIVE attribute,
any task that has access to the segment
can give another task access. If asegment
has the GET attribute, any task can obtain access if it knows the shared selector
reserved for the segment. Finally, if an
unnamed shared segment is allocated as
DISCARDable, the user can change the
segment back and forth between swappable and discardable. When discarded,
any data stored in the segment will be
lost. The application is responsible for
being able to re-create the data ( if
necessary).
One use of discardable segments of this
type is to store video display data that is
continued
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(CMD.EXE)

PTDA2
(CMD.EXE)

EXE1 MTE handle
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PTDA3
(SHELL.EXE)

EXE1 MTE handle

EXE1 MTE
(CMD.EXE)

EXE2 MTE
(SHELL.EXE)
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Shared CMD.EXE
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Physical
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Figure 3: The difference between
private and shared selectors. Private
selector E maps the same shared
(code) segment for all invocations of an
executable file. Other tasks may use
selector Efor other purposes. Shared
selector Smaps the same shared (code)
segment for all tasks attached to the
TEST DLL dynalink library. Shared
selector Sis reserved for the TEST. DU
segment; other tasks cannot use
selector Sfor any other purpose.

Table 1: Four combinations of shared and private selectors and shared
and private memory are possible.
Memory

Origin

Private

Private

EXE file private data segment

Private

Shared

EXE file code or shared data segment

Shared

Private

DLL file private data segment

Shared

Shared

DLL file code or shared data segment

Selector

temporarily overwritten and restored. If
the system discards the display data due
to low-memory conditions, you can always recreate it. If the video data is still
available when needed, you can easily
and quickly update the display.
Since many data structures are much
larger than the 64K-byte segment size
supported by the 80286, OS/2 provides
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for " huge" segment allocation. This is
made up of an array of individual segments; all but the last in the array are
exactly 64K bytes in length. and consecutive segments are addressable by adding a
constant increment multiple to the selector of the first segment.
The constant to be added to the base
selector is available to an application

OS/2 VIRTUAL MEMORY

through aspecial dynamic-link reference.
High-level language support for huge
pointer manipulation is available that
makes use of this constant; the value of
the constant can change, so it should
never be embedded in an application.
This is the only case where an application
can perform arithmetic on selector values.
Consecutive full-size data segments
with consistent attributes that appear in a
program or library module will be treated
as adjacent huge subsegments. You can
also allocate private and unnamed shared
memory as huge segments.
When loaded from nonremovable
media (e.g., ahard disk), the system always makes program and library module
code segments discardable. Since these
segments cannot be modified, you can restore their contents at any time by reading
the program or library module file and
performing any necessary relocation fixups. Program and library module writable segments and most run-time allocated segments are made swappable,
since their contents may have changed
from when they were initially loaded.
Some dynamic allocation requests result in allocating segments not present in
physical memory. When the application
first accesses the segment, the system allocates the memory. This is done when
huge segments are allocated, to avoid unnecessary swapping when allocating
enough memory to completely satisfy the
huge allocation request.
The total of free, discardable, and
swappable memory must always be large
enough to let at least one task at atime
reload enough segments to execute. Fixed
and locked segments can reduce this
total. The system performs overcommit
accounting to ensure that ademand load
request can be satisfied at any time.
(Overcommit accounting is the allocation
of more virtual memory than can be
stored at once in the available physical
memory.) Fixed allocation and long-term
lock requests will fail if the resulting total
of free, discardable, and swappable
memory would be too small to reload one
task's currently referenced segment.
The system swaps segments to adata
file, which cannot always be grown at the
time of aswap-out request; the disk space
may not be available. The system must
keep the swap file large enough to handle
swapping out a predictable amount of
memory, in advance of the need. To accomplish this, the system grows the swap
file whenever it allocates new swappable
segments. If agrowth attempt fails, it refuses the new segment allocation request.
Some Tips on Usage
All system services are referenced via
dynamic links to library modules. OS/2

OS/2 kernel code
supports some

LABELING
SOFTWARE

services directly, while
other services are part
of bona fide library
modules.
kernel code supports some services directly, while others are part of bona fide
library modules. A programmer references asystem service as if it were anormal far procedure call with the Pascal
calling convention (the callee cleans
parameters off the stack). Having aconsistent procedure-call interface makes
system services directly available to assembly language programs and several
high-level languages, including Pascal,
FORTRAN, and C, assuming a small
amount of compiler support for the latter.
The linker recognizes a dynamic link
definition in a provided library, and it
turns the reference into a relocation
record processed at program load time to
resolve the final virtual address.
It is best to minimize the number of individual code and data segments. This is
because segment allocation requests are
rounded up to the granularity of the physical memory manager (32-byte multiples), and because additional memory is
consumed for LDT descriptors, handles,
and physical arena headers. You must
separate program and library module
shared and private data, so one type of
data should be eliminated if it can be done
without compromising the rest of the
module. Reducing or eliminating library
module private data is particularly useful
because the effect is multiplied by the
number of processes attached to the library module.
It is also helpful to put nontrivial initialization code and data into segments
separate from the main code and data.
Explicitly freeing these segments after
initialization will release valuable memory or swapfile space if swapping is disabled or if the module is loaded from removable media. Also, rarely used code
should be put into separate segments.
This will reduce overall memory requirements because only the most frequently
used portions of the program will be in
memory. •
Vic Heller is the lead technical system
software engineer for OS/2's virtual
memory manager at Microsoft Corp.,
Redmond, WA.
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When you want to talk computers..
AMIGA SOFTWARE

ATARI COMPUTERS
65XE 64K Computer
99.99
130XE 132K Computer
139.00
520ST-FM Monochrome System Call
520ST-FM Color System
789.00
SF124 Monochrome Monitor 149.00
SF1224 Color Monitor
329.00

New Tek Inc.
Digi-View 2.0
Digi-Paint
Sub- Logic Corp.
Flight Simulator II
Word Perfect Corp.
Word Perfect

149.00
44.99

MS/DOS SYSTEMS
IBM PS/2 model 30 and 50
IBM PS/2 model 60 and 80
Leading Edge

Call
Call
899.00

39.99
199.00

MACINTOSH PRODUCTS

Atari 1040
Color System

HARD DRIVES
CMS
MacStack 20
Everex
40 MB SCSI
Mountain
20 MB SCSI
$939

Includes: 1040ST, 1MB RAM with 31/
2"
Drive Built ln, 192K ROM with TOS,
Basic, ST Language and Color Monitor.

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
Access
Leaderboard Golf
Antic
Stereo CAD 30 Flash
Avant Garde
PC Ditto ( IBM Emulation)
Batteries Included
Degas Elite
DAC
Easy Accounting
Timeworks
Swiftcalc/Wordwriter
VIP
Professional Gem

24.99

999.00
849.00

189.00
199.00

MONITORS
Sigma Designs
Laser View Display Syst. ... 1,899.00

24.99
69.99
44.99
64.99
49.99
144.00

AMIGA SOFTWARE
Absoft
AC Basic
Aegis Development
Animator/Images
Draw Plus
Sonix
Discovery Software
Marander II
Electronic Arts
Deluxe Video 1.2
Gold Disk Software
Pagesetter wrText ed
Micro Illusions
Dynamic Cad
Micro Systems Software
Scribble

FLOPPY DRIVES
Cutting Edge by Ehman
Book External
Mirror Technologies
Magnum Book

599.00

139.00
89.99
149.00
49.99
31.99
89.99
89.99
349.00
69.99

Network Specialities
Big Top 20" Desk
1499
Top Publishing
MEMORY UPGRADES
Dove Computer
Mac Snap 524S
Mac Memory
Max Plus Mega
Turbo SE 16 MHz
SCANNERS
AST
Turboscan
Datacopy
720 Flatbed Scanner

199.00
329.00
369.00
1,299.00
1,199.00

MS/DOS SYSTEMS
AST Prem. 140 Desktop .... 2,499.00
Compaq Deskpro and Portables.Call

NEC
Multispeed
Floppy Laptop

NEC APC-IV Powermate .. . 2,399.00
PC-T00 80286 1.2MB, 512K .. 999.00
Toshiba T-1000 Laptop
799.00

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
AST
Hot Shot 286 Accelerator . ... 349.00
Hercules
Color Card
139.00
Graphics Card Plus
159.00
5th Generation
Logical Connection 256K ... . 299.00
Quadram
Quad386XT 80386 PC- Upgrade
799.00
Video 7
Vega V.G.A. Adapter
319.00
Zuckerboard
Color Card w/Parallel Port .. . . 89.99

MS/DOS SOFTWARE
Ashton-Tate
d- Base Ill +
Borland
Quattro
5th Generation
Fastback Plus
IMSI
Optimouse w/dr. Halo
Logitech
C7 Mouse w/Software
Lotus
Lotus 1.2.3
Micropro
Professional 4.0 w/GL
Word Perfect Corp.
Word Perfect 4.2

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
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1199

389.00
129.00
89.99
89.99
79.99
309.00
239.00
209.00

you want to talk price.
MONITORS

MODEMS

Amdek
Video 310A 12" Amber
119.00
Video 410 12" A/G/W . . (ea.) 159.00
Magnavox
7BM623 12" TTL Amber
99.00

Magnovox CM8502 $ ,,
13" Composite Color

oe

CM8515 14" RGB/Composite.269.00
CM8762 14" RGB/Composite .. New

PRINTERS

Anchor
6480 C64/128 1200 Baud
99.99
Vu-520 ST520/1040 1200 Baud 129.00
1200E 1200 Baud External .. . 129.00
Atari
SX-212 ST Modem
94.99
Avatex
1200 HC External
99.99
2400 External
209.00
Best Products
1200 Baud 1/
2 Card w/software . 89.99
Everex
Evercom 2400 Baud External . 239.00
Hayes
Smartmodem 300
149.00
Smartmodem 1200
259.00
Packard Bell
1200 External
89.99
2400 External
169.00

Atari
1020 XL/XE Plotter
31.99
XDM-121 Letter Quality XL-XE 159.00
XM-M801 XL-XE Dot Matrix . . 199.00
XM-M804 ST Dot Matrix
189.00
Brother
M-1109 100 cps Dot Matrix . . . 199.00
M-1409 180 cps Dot Matrix . . . 309.00
Citizen
1200 120 cps Dot Matrix
149.00
Premier-35 35 cps Daisywhl 479.00
C.Itoh
315-XP Epson/IBM 132 col... . 549.00

NEC
GS- 1400 14" Monochr. TTL . . . 219.00
JC-1402 Multisync-Il
599.00
Packard Bell
PB-1418F 14" Flat TTL A/G/W
(ea.) 119.00
PB-1420CG 14" Mid- Res CGA 269.00
PB-1422EG 14" Hi- Res EGA. . 369.00
PB-8526-MJ Uniscan Monitor . 399.00
Princeton Graphics
Max- 12 12" TTL Amber
149.00
Thomson
450 15" 132 col. TTL Amber . . 119.00
4120 14" RGB/Composite . . . . 239.00

DRIVES
Atari
AA354 SS/DD ST Disk
129.00
AA314 DS/DD ST Disk
199.00
SHD204 20MB ST Hard Drive 56900
C.LTD (For Amiga)
C.LTD 20MB
899 00
C.LTD 33MB
999.00
C.LTD A500 SCSI Controller 179.00
Indus
GT Disk Drive Atari XUXE . . . 179.00
Racore
Jr. Expansion Chassis
299.00
Seagate Technologies
ST-225 20MB Drive
249.00
Supra
Atari ST 20MB Hard Drive . . . . 559.00
Amiga 2000 20MB Hard Drive.649.00
Xebec
Amiga 20MB Hard Drive
799.00

Epson FX-86E
80 Column 240 CPS
Practical Peripherials
Complete Telecom $ 89 99
Package
2400 Baud Stand-Alone
199.00
Supra
MPP-1064 AD/AA C64
69.99
2400AT 2400 Baud Atari
169.00
U.S. Robotics
Direct 1200 Baud External . 89.99
Direct 2400 Baud External .. . 199.00

DISKETTES
Maxell
MD1-M SS/DD 51/
4"
MD2-DM DS/DD 51/
4"
MF1-DDM SS/DD 31
2 "
/
MF2-DDM DS/DD 31
/"
2
MC-6000 DC-600 Tape
Sony
MD1D SS/DD 51
/"
2
MD2D DS/DD 51
/"
2
MFD-1DD SS/DD 31
/"
2
MFD-200 DS/DD 31
/"
2

849
949
12.49
18.49
23.99
699
799
11.99
16.99

279

Epson
LX-800 150 cps, 80 col.
179.00
FX-286E 240 cps, 132 col
Call
LQ-500 180 cps, 24-wire
Call
LQ-850 330 cps, 80 col
Call
LQ-1050 330 cps, 24-wire
Call
EX-800 300 cps, 80 col.
Call
Hewlett-Packard
HP-2225 Thinkjet
369.00
NEC
P2200 Pinwriter 24-wire
379.00
P660 Pinwriter 24-wire
459.00
P760 Pinwriter 132 col
679.00
Okidata
Okimate 20 color printer
129.00
ML- 182 120 cps 80 col.
229.00
ML- 192 + 200 cps, 80 col
359.00
ML- 193 + 200 cps, 132 col..
469.00
Panasonic
KX-P1080i 144 cps, 80 col. . . . 189.00
KX-P1091i 194 cps, 80 col. . . . 199.00
Star Micronics
NX-1000 140 cps, 80 col
169.00
NX-1000C C64/128 Interface 189.00
NX-15 120 cps, 132 col
319.00
Toshiba
P321-SL 216 cps, 24-wire . . . . 539.00
P351-SX 300 cps, 24-wire
999.00

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217
Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. Al, Williamsport, PA 17701
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
POLICY: Add 3% ( minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks
to clear. For faster delivery, use your credtt card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents
add 6% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the
same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a restocking fee.
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Osborne/McGraw-Hill's
POWER USER'S GUIDE SERIES
The Best Source of Unique Features and Expert Techniques for Sophisticated Users

Learn to wield DOS in
powerful ways. Compares advanced DOS
and OS/2 - features.
$22.95 Paperback,
ISBN: 0-07-881310-7, 921 pp.,
Available Now

dBASE III PLUS:
Power User's
Guide
by Edward Jones
dBASE Ill PLUS
limitations disappear
with sophisticated
analyses of dBASE Ill PLUS techniques
$22.95 Paperback,
ISBN: 0-07-881317-4, 444 pp.,
Available Now

Quattro'' :
Power User's
Guide
by Stephen Cobb
Refine !Duero skills and
unlock the full speed
and power of Borland's
professional spreadsheet program.

Make Cprograms
sizzle! All the slick
tricks used in commercial software are unveiled to serious
programmers
$22.95 Paperback,
ISBN: 0-07-881307-7, 382 pp.,
Available Now
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$22.95 Paperback,
ISBN: 0-07-881298-4, 861 pp.,
Available Now

Reach anew level of
Word Version 4operations, from desktop publishing to specialized legal and medical applications.

These advanced
tools make WordPerfect pros. Jump
into macros, desktop publishing, scientific
equations, ano more.

$22.95 Paperback,
ISBN: 0-07-881357-3, 500 pp.,
Available 5/88

$22.95 Paperback,
ISBN: 0-07-881364-6, 650 pp.,
Available 6/88

Available at Fine Book Stores and Computer Stores Everywhere
Or Call Our TOLL- FREE Number 800-227-0903
We accept Visa, MasterCard, and American Express
Available 1nCanada through McGraw-Hill Ryerson, Ltd. Phone 416-293-1911

01

Borland•Osborne ,McGraw-Hill Business Series

2600 Tenth Street
Berkeley, California 94710
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MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Marrying
Unix and the 80386
How a Unix kernel design takes advantage
of the 80386's memory management hardware

Carl Hensler and Ken Sarno
A CRITICAL ISSUE in designing a
multitasking operating system such as
Unix is how to protect the programs that
are sharing system memory. This is
called memory management. The Unix
executive program, called the kernel,
solves the memory protection problem by
giving each program its own virtual address space. The memory management
hardware and software must map the virtual address space seen by aprogram into
the physical memory that has been allocated to the program, and must prevent
access to memory that has not been allocated to it.
The Intel 80386 processor provides
powerful, flexible, and extremely fast
memory management hardware that
makes implementing Unix relatively
easy. It provides paged virtual memory
with all the segment translation and protection architecture of the 80286 and can
execute in a 16-bit mode to maintain
backward compatibility with 80286 versions of Unix.
In virtual 8086 mode, the 80386 emulates the 8086, making it possible to run
MS-DOS programs under Unix. In the
standard 32-bit mode, segments can be
made so large that only one segment is
needed, simplifying programming and
eliminating cycle-wasting segment register loading.
How can the 80386's memory management hardware be best used in aUnix
kernel? We will discuss aseries of design
issues and the alternatives. The design we
describe is not identical to any existing
implementation of the Unix kernel on the
80386, but it is quite similar to the ones

with which we are familiar.
However, before leaping into kernel
design, let's briefly review the multistep
process through which an 80386 translates aprogram's virtual address into the
corresponding physical memory address.
Address Translation
A virtual address generated by instruction fetching or execution is translated by
segmentation hardware into a32-bit, intermediate linear address, which is in
turn translated by paging hardware into a
32- bit physical memory address, as
shown in figure 1.
In the 80386, avirtual address has two
components: asegment register specification and an offset in the memory segment described by the segment register.
A virtual address is translated into alinear address by adding the offset component to the segment base value in the
specified segment register.
Pages are 4096-byte memory units,
and page frames are pages of physical
memory. The processor's page directory
base register (
PDBR) points to the page
directory, entries in the page directory
point to page tables, and entries in the
page tables point to pages of physical
memory. The page directory and the
page tables are each one page in size, and
each contains 1024 4-byte page table entries (PTE). A PTE contains apage frame
address and some page attribute bits.
The processor translates a linear address by breaking it into directory, page,
and offset fields. The 10-bit directory
field is used as an index into the page directory to select aPTE that points to a

page table. The 10-bit page field is used
as an index into the page table to select a
PTE that points to the page that contains
the linear address. The 12-bit offset field
is combined with the address of the page
to form the physical address.
Thus, each entry in the page directory
maps a4-megabyte ( 1024 x 4096 bytes)
section of the linear address space to a
page table, and each entry in apage table
maps a4096-byte section to a memory
page, as shown in figure 2. Note that the
mapping between virtual and physical addresses can be changed incrementally by
changing a PTE, or it can be changed
completely by loading the address of a
new page directory into the PDBR.
Page Faults
Each PTE has apresent bit that indicates
whether the entry can be used for address
translation. If the present bit is not set in a
PTE when it is used for translation, execution of the instruction that caused the
translation is terminated as if it had not
begun; the address that was being translated is put in aregister where it is accessible to operating system software; and a
page fault exception is generated.
The software that handles the page
fault exception can correct the fault by allocating apage frame, loading the appropriate data into the page frame, putting
the page frame address into the PTE, setting the present bit, and returning from
the exception to the instruction that
caused the fault. This time, the present
bit is set and the translation succeeds.
The ability to correct page faults by
continued
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allocating apage that was not present and
then restarting the instruction is essential
for implementing demand paging.
Memory Protection
The 80386 provides memory protection
during segment and page translation. The
processor runs at acurrent privilege level
that is compared to the privilege levels of
segments and pages during address translation. The processor completes a segment or page address translation only if it
is running at acurrent privilege level as
high as that of the segment or page. Unix

Virtual address

Segment
specification

runs at two privilege levels: alower level
when running user programs, and ahigher
level when running the kernel.
In addition to privilege restrictions, the
80386 checks segment offsets against a
segment limit in the segment register to
verify that the virtual address is within
the segment's boundaries. Segments and
pages can be marked read-only, so that
they are protected from writing. Unfortunately, read-only protection for pages
works only when the processor is running
at user level. Read-only protection for
pages is ignored at kernel level.

Offset

Segment
base
12

22
Dir.

Linear address

Page
directo y

Page

Offset

Page
table

PTE
-4111.

Page
frame
Physical
address

PTE

PDBR

Figure 1: The 80386 uses segmentation and paging to translate avirtual address
into aphysical memory location.
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Figure 2: The 80386's page translation uses page directories, page tables, and
page frames.
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Segmented versus Nonsegmented
Addressing
There are two addressing models, segmented and nonsegmented, that can be
used on the 80286 and 80386. The segmented model allows a program to use
many segments. Before aprogram can access avariable, it must load a segment
register, unless it knows that aregister already specifies the segment that contains
the variable. This means that a C language pointer variable must include both
asegment selector and an offset. Dereferencing asegmented pointer is very slow
on the 80286 and 80386 because the selector must be loaded into asegment register, and loading a segment register
takes 8times longer than loading adata
register.
The alternative is the nonsegmented
model, in which aprogram uses only one
segment, and virtual addresses are simply offsets in that segment. All the segment registers have the same segment
base and limit and are never reloaded
while the program is running. This limits
the program size to the maximum segment size, but the maximum segment size
on the 80386 is 4gigabytes, the full 32bit linear address range.
Thus, we can use the faster nonsegmented addressing model and still have
an address space much larger than the
amount of memory that could be installed
in any contemporary computer. This is
the simplest and most efficient way to use
the 80386, and our design will assume it.
A special case of the nonsegmented
model on the 80386 is the flat model,
which uses segments that have asegment
base value of 0. Since offsets are added to
0to produce linear addresses, virtual and
linear addresses are identical in the flat
model, and segmentation becomes invisible unless we use segment limits for protection. This simplifies some things, and
both 80386 Unix kernels with which we
are familiar use the flat model.
Separate or Combined User and
Kernel Address Spaces
A Unix process is the environment in
which auser program runs under control
of the kernel. A process runs in either
user mode or kernel mode. When user
program instructions are being executed,
the process is in user mode and can access only the memory allocated to the
user program. It cannot access memory
allocated to another process or to the
kernel.
When kernel program instructions are
being executed to provide a service for
the user program, the process is in kernel
mode, and it has access to both the user
program's data and the kernel program's
data. A process switches from user mode
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to kernel mode when it requests an operating system service, and it switches back
to user mode when the service has been
performed.
Our first design issue is whether to
separate the user and kernel mode linear
address spaces. It is possible to run the
user program and the kernel in entirely
different linear address spaces, so that
the user program could not possibly access the kernel's memory. This would require having two different page directories for user and kernel modes, and
making the transition from user to kernel
mode through atask gate, because that is
the only way to get anew page directory
base pointer loaded automatically.
The simpler and more efficient solution is to have a single linear address
space that is shared by both the user process and the kernel. Most of the linear address range is reserved for the user program, and only asmall part is used by the
kernel. Thus, aprocess can use the same
page directory in user mode and kernel
mode, and it can switch from user to kernel mode without reloading the PDBR.
When you have 4gigabytes to play with,
taking asmall fraction of it away from the
user program is asmall price to pay for
simplicity.
Who's on Top?
The next issue is how to divide up the linear address space. The kernel could be at
the lower end or the higher end of the linear address space. This issue is decided
for you if you wish to be able to use the
80386's virtual 8086 mode, which lets
you run 8086 programs in protected
mode, and thus run MS-DOS programs
under Unix. In this mode, the 8086's 1megabyte address range is translated to
the low end of the linear address space,
bypassing the usual protected-mode segment translation. If we want to be able to
use virtual 8086 mode, we must therefore
put the user program at the low end.
If we do not care about virtual 8086
mode, we might choose to put the kernel
at the low end of the linear address space
because then we could run the kernel
without page translation enabled during
start-up. However, the implementations
with which we are familiar both place the
kernel at the high end, and we will assume the same arrangement here.
User and Kernel Segment Layout
Now we must decide how to lay out the
user and kernel segments. Since the user
program is at the lower end of the linear
address space, we base the user segments
at linear address 0, and we set their limits
so that they do not extend into the kernel's part of the linear address space.
continued
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This protects the kernel from user programs without using page protection.
We can base the kernel segments at 0
so that they overlap the user segments, or
we can base them at the linear address at
which the kernel starts so that the segments do not overlap. If the segments
overlap, we run the risk that abug in the
kernel code will accidentally access alocation in the user program without causing aprotection exception.
Thus, from aprotection standpoint, it
is better to keep the segments separate,
but it is simpler and more efficient to base
them all at 0, so that apiece of data in the
user program is at a kernel virtual address that is the same as the user virtual
address. Then, when a user program
passes an address in asystem call to the
kernel, the kernel can access that address
without loading the user data segment selector into asegment register.
Kernel Sections
How is the kernel's part of the linear address space to be mapped to physical
memory? The kernel has three sections
that use fundamentally different page
mappings:
•Statically mapped physical memory.
•Dynamically allocated kernel memory.
•The U area.
The kernel text and static data are loaded
from the kernel executable file during
Unix start-up. They are typically loaded
as contiguously as possible into low physical memory by the boot loader, though
the hole between 640K bytes and 1megabyte on AT clones presents an obstacle.
Thus, the lower end of physical memory
contains the kernel code and static data.
It is convenient if all physical memory
is mapped into the kernel virtual address
space so that the kernel can get to any of it
without changing page tables. One or
more page directory entries and page
tables can map the low end of the kernel's
section of the linear address space to all
physical memory. This maps the virtual
address range of the kernel's code and
static data into the physical memory address range in which they are loaded, and
also gives the kernel easy access to all
physical memory. The virtual address of
abyte of physical memory is its physical
address plus the base linear address of the
kernel.
Usually, most of the memory needed
by the kernel for its own internal use is
statically allocated at the time the kernel
is linked. In addition, the kernel must be
able to dynamically allocate pieces of
memory for its own use. Since the page
frames of physical memory that are free
for allocation at any point are unlikely to
240
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be adjacent in memory, the kernel must
be able to map acontiguous section of its
virtual address space, of the size needed,
into randomly located pages. This means
that the kernel must have one or more
page directory entries and page tables it
can use for mapping dynamically allocated memory.
The U area, which contains the kernel
stack and process information that is
needed only when aprocess is running, is
mapped into the kernel address space at a
fixed location. When the kernel switches
from one process to another, it changes
the mapping of the virtual U area to the
physical memory that contains the U area
of the new process. We can dedicate a
page directory entry and apage table to
the U area, but this wastes most of the
page table, because the U area is probably only one or two pages in size. It is
more efficient to map the U area through
the first few pages of the dynamically allocated kernel memory section. Then the
virtual address of the U area is the base
address of the dynamically allocated
memory section.
So how big apiece of the linear address
space should we reserve for the kernel?
The biggest potential requirement is for
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mapped
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F0000000

Kernel
text and data

Figure 3: The kernel svirtual address
space.
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D0000000
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Shared librarles
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Data
Text

Figure 4: The user program's virtual
address space.

mapping physical memory. Even if we
reserve 256 megabytes for the kernel,
that is still only 1/16 the linear address
space.
Figure 3shows our layout of the kernel
part of the virtual address space. All addresses are in hexadecimal. The kernel
occupies addresses F0000000 through
FFFFFFFF. The statically mapped physical memory section takes up most of
that, from addresses F0000000 through
FEFFFFFF. The dynamically allocated
memory area occupies FF000000
through FFFFFFFF, and the U area is at
FF000000.
The page table overhead for atypical
kernel is minimal. For amachine with 4
megabytes of physical memory, we need
one page table each for the statically
mapped physical memory and dynamically allocated memory sections. This is
less than the page table overhead for a
single process.
User Program Sections
A Unix process must have three distinct
sections of memory:
•A text section that contains the program

instructions and can be shared with other
processes running the same program.
•A data section containing static and dynamically allocated data.
•A stack section containing function call
linkage and automatically allocated local
variables.
In addition, aprocess can also have an arbitrary number of shared memory and
shared library sections. How should
these be laid out in the user virtual address space?
A fundamental consideration is that
both the data and stack sections can grow
in size, and we want to leave room for
them to grow. Most applications will use
only asmall fraction of the 32-bit address
space, and most use alot more data than
stack. Yet we want to avoid layout decisions that will interfere with the efficient
execution of future applications whose
needs we can only guess.
Unix assumes that the data section
grows upward toward higher addresses.
The 80386 stack must grow downward,
because the PUSH instruction decrements
the stack pointer. Only the text section is
fixed in size. Our layout, shown in figure
4, has the text section starting at virtual
address 0, and the data section starting at
the next multiple of 4 megabytes above
the top of the text.
The gap between text and data is necessary because the two sections are mapped
by different page tables, and each page
table must be mapped by adifferent page
continued
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directory entry. The stack is near the
high end of the user address space, so that
there is plenty of room for the data section to grow upward and the stack to grow
downward.
Exactly where we put the stack depends on where we put shared memory
and shared library sections. We can put
them between the data and the stack, or
we can put them above the stack. There
are things to be said for and against both
arrangements, and with such a big address space, it is not clear that it makes
much difference. In figure 4, we show
shared libraries at E0000000, shared
memory at D0000000, and the stack
starting down from CFFFFFFF.
Memory Management Data
Structures
Thus far our design has focused on abstract issues of address space layout. Now
it is time to turn to the more concrete task

of deciding how to organize the part of the
kernel program that manages memory.
We have already discussed the basic
building blocks: processes, sections,
page directories, page tables, and page
frames. Figure 5shows how we put them
together.
Processes and Sections
Shared text, shared memory, and shared
library sections can all be attached to
more than one process. Since a section
can exist independently of any single process, information about sections must be
kept separate from the process information in the process table and the U area.
Thus, we assume that there is asection
table with an entry for each section that
currently exists.
An entry contains information about
the type and state of the section, the number of processes to which it is attached,
its size, and away to find its page tables.

Note that page tables are associated with
sections, not processes, because the page
tables that map a section to physical
memory are the same for every process
that shares that section, and it would be
silly to duplicate them. Since there is only
one page directory per process, it is associated with the process.
How do we associate aprocess with its
sections? We must keep in mind that a
shared memory section can appear at different virtual addresses in the processes
to which it is attached, and it can be attached as either read/write or read-only.
Thus, we need to distinguish between information about asection that is the same
for all processes that share it, and information that differs among those processes. The former information goes in
the section table, and the latter is kept in
the process's process section table.
This table could be located in the procontinued
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is to use arrays of disk page descriptors
that parallel the page tables. Each PTE
has acorresponding descriptor that tells
three sections, and
whether the page is on swap, is in afile,
or is ademand 0page. If the page is on
unless we engage in
swap or in afile, the descriptor specifies
where it is on disk. A demand 0page is
some trickery, each has
cleared to Os when it is allocated, and it
has no image on disk. Demand 0 pages
its own page table.
are used for uninitialized data, the stack,
and dynamically allocated memory.
The trouble with the disk page descriptor solution is that it increases the page
cess's entry in the process table or in the
table overhead. A process has at least
U area, or it could be allocated separately
and linked to the process table entry or U three sections—text, data, and stack—
and unless we engage in some complex
area. Each entry in the process section
trickery, each has its own page table. On
table points to asection table entry.
a processor with 512-byte pages, this
would be only 1.5K bytes of page tables
Page Table and Page Frame
per process. But the 80386 has very large
Management
It must be possible for asection to map a 4096-byte pages, requiring 12K bytes of
page tables per process. If we allocate a
large virtual address area so that we can
page of disk page descriptors for each
run those few applications that use alarge
page table, which is the straightforward
amount of memory. Thus, we must be
thing to do, we double this already large
able to attach an arbitrary number of page
memory overhead.
tables to asection.
The alternative is to put the disk inforHowever, because asingle page table
mation in the PTE when the page is not in
can map 4 megabytes of virtual address
memory, and put it in the page frame
space, most sections have only one page
table entry when the page is in memory.
table, and that is the case we wish to hanUsing the PTE for both memory and disk
dle most efficiently. Each section table
information is abit more complex than
entry contains the first (and usually only)
the disk page descriptors but uses much
element of alist of pointers to page tables.
less memory.
Pages for page tables are dynamically allocated as needed.
Page Caching
The page frames at the low end of
When apage frame contains data that is
physical memory are dedicated to kernel
also on disk, its entry in the page frame
code and static data when the kernel is
data table shows where its image is on
loaded. Page frames above these can be
disk. When apage frame is put on the
allocated as needed.
free list, it retains its disk identity until it
Information about these allocatable
is reallocated for adifferent use. If the
page frames is kept in apage frame table
page with that identity is needed again
established by the kernel at start-up after
before the page is reallocated, it can be
it has determined how much memory it
reused without reading from disk, behas. Page frames available for allocation
cause it already contains the needed data.
have their table entries linked on afree
Being able to locate apage frame with a
list so that it is easy to find the next one to
particular disk identity is called page
be allocated.
caching. It improves system performance
by avoiding unnecessary disk reading.
Pages in Memory and on Disk
Page frames that do not have a disk
A page of auser program's virtual adidentity, such as the modified data and
dress space can be in memory, where it is
stack pages of a defunct process, are
accessible to the program, or it can be on
placed at the head of the free list when
disk, in either an executable file or the
they are freed, and those that do have a
page swapping area. If apage is not in
disk identity are placed at the tail. That
memory when it is referenced by the program, the page fault handler allocates a way, page frames that cannot be reused
are reallocated first, and those that can be
page frame and reads in the page from
reused are reallocated in least-recently
disk. Both the memory and disk forms of
used order.
apage can coexist. For example, atext
page always has an image in the executHow It All Works
able file, even if it is in memory, because
Now that we have presented our memory
text pages are read-only.
management design for Unix on the
Because apage can reside both in mem80386, let's briefly discuss how it works.
ory and on disk at the same time, we must
When the kernel executes aprogram, it
be able to keep track of both of them. The
creates text, data, and stack sections and
straightforward solution to this problem

A process has at least
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allocates page tables for them. The PTEs
in the text section and in the initialized
part of the data section are set up to point
to the corresponding pages in the program executable file. The PTEs in the uninitialized part of the data section and in
the stack section are marked demand O.
When the process first starts to run, it
immediately accesses the text page containing its entry point, causing a page
fault. The page fault handler corrects the
fault by bringing in the page of text from
the executable file. The first instruction
accesses the stack, causing another fault.
Stack pages are demand 0, so the page
fault handler simply allocates a page
frame and clears it to Os. Another instruction accesses an initialized static
variable, causing afault on apage in the
data section, and the page fault handler
brings in the data page from the executable file. This process continues until all
the pages accessed by the program have
been faulted in.
As long as there is enough physical
memory so that the pages needed by all
the processes can be in memory at the
same time, the kernel can run without
paging out. But when the kernel runs out
of free page frames, it must free some for
reallocation. This is sometimes called
page stealing.
The prime candidates for stealing are
pages belonging to processes that are
waiting for events that may not occur for a
while, such as akeystroke at akeyboard.
If aprocess is waiting for a " slow" event.
it is swapped out entirely. Otherwise, the
kernel frees the pages least likely to be
accessed again soon.
Text pages, and initialized data pages
that have not been modified, can be freed
without writing, because their images are
in an executable file. Stack and modified
data pages must be written out to the swap
area on the disk before they can be freed.
The PTEs for the stolen pages are
changed to point to the pages on disk.
If apage frame is stolen away from a
process and reallocated, the page must be
read in from disk when it is accessed
again. But if the process accesses the
page before it is reallocated, the page
frame is found in the page cache, and no
I/O is necessary.
A Happy Marriage
Unix and the 80386 are a happy marriage. The processor is fast, has alarge
address space, and provides on-chip
memory management that supports demand paging. Everything you need to implement Unix efficiently is there. •
Carl Hensler and Ken Sarno are software
engineers at Interactive Systems Corp.,
Santa Monica, California.
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In the beginning , there was
power. When Wyse engineers set out to create

anew PC family, their objective was not merely
to design anew system, but anew design. Criterion
one was power with total compatibility: higher
performance for industry standard software.
Today's and tomorrow's.
The results are four uniquely upgradeable
Modular Systems Architecture Wyse PCs that
make up the most powerful PC family in the
business.
At the top, the new WYSEpc 386 has one of
the highest benchmark ratings yet for apersonal
computer. Our unique design achieves exceptional
memory speed as well as processing speed for
zero wait state performance on multiple operating
systems. Such as MS-DOS; OS/27 and Xenix:
For CAD/CAE, heavy duty spreadsheets, or
multi-user applications, it delivers power to satisfy
the insatiable.
And it only the beginning. Our 8MHz AT
compatible, 12.5 MHz professional desktop 286,
and 12.5 MHz zero wait state 286 provide more
power for every level of user.
Introducing SystemWyse Our PCs form the
core of acomprehensive system for creating solutions. They link effortlessly with our terminals,
monitors, and expansion modules in solutions of
exceptional quality and value. And SystemWyse
is backed by the company that makes more terminals than anyone but IBM.
SystemWyse. It's apower structure you can
build on. Call for
more information.

1-800-GET-WYSE

WYSEpc 386 driving our VGA color monitor. Actual screen image.
VVyse' is aregistered trademark of Wyse Technology. SystemWyse, WYSEpc 386, and Modular Systems
Architecture are trademarks of Wyse Technology. Other trademarks/owners: MS-DOS, Xemx/Microsoft; OS/2,
IBM/International Business Machines.
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EXPERT SYSTEMS
The other key ingredient to real exchange of knowledge via the computer is control by the author.
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MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Macintosh Memory
Management
With the Mac's generalized design, you can use the same software
on aMac 512KE or on aMac II

Alan Anderson
MOST NEW INVENTIONS in the computer industry are evolutions. When a
computer company decides to develop a
new machine, the design is usually done
within the constraints of the company's
existing products, making it harder to
come up with something innovative. Why
is this? Because the company isn't likely
to create aproduct that can't be used by
past customers, who have made atremendous investment in the older computers
with the purchase of software and peripherals. The most recent example of this
phenomenon is OS/2, which includes the
ability to run MS-DOS applications that
were created long before OS/2 was conceived.
Once in awhile, though, engineers are
allowed to invent asystem without having
to worry about compatibility. Obviously
this is apretty risky thing to do, but it can
produce major leaps in the state of the
art. This is what Apple Computer did
with the Macintosh in the years before its
introduction in 1984. The Macintosh
didn't have to run existing software. Of
course there were constraints, but they
involved the computer's physical size and
cost.
Unhampered by software compatibility requirements, the Macintosh designers were free to invent and borrow
whatever they wanted to reach the goal of
apowerful, easy-to-learn computer. Two
parts of the design were improved significantly. The first was the now- familiar
Mac user interface of mouse, windows,
and icons. The second improvement was
internal and involved ageneralized system design. An important part of this

generalized system is the Macintosh
Memory Manager.
Memory Manager Background
Currently, there are seven different Macintosh models (the Mac 128K, the Mac
512K, the Mac XL, the Mac 512KE, the
Mac Plus, the Mac SE, and the Mac II),
using 68000 and 68020 microprocessors
and perhaps having one or more slots.
However, thanks to the generalized system design, the programmer's view of all
of them is very much the same. Each machine contains a large part of the userinterface routines (called the Toolbox)
and operating system in ROM, with additional routines loaded into RAM from a
system disk.
The requirements of the Macintosh
made it clear that it had to have good control of RAM use. The Macintosh was to
be avery busy system: At any time, the
screen contains a menu bar, windows,
controls like push buttons and check
boxes, and other miscellaneous graphic
objects. Each object is controlled by a
part of the Toolbox—the Menu Manager
for menus, the Window Manager for windows, and so on. Each of these managers
has to allocate memory for its objects
without stepping on the application or its
storage. The Memory Manager was
created to act as a clearinghouse for
memory allocation requests and to keep
its clients from overwriting each other.
The Memory Manager also has to handle a large amount of traffic, with new
objects being allocated and old ones
being deallocated constantly as an application executes. Ideally, the Memory

Manager needed a way of ensuring that
the free memory opened up between allocated objects as other objects were released didn't go to waste. This was especially true for the Mac 128K, where
objects had to be shoehorned into a
cramped memory space. To fulfill these
design goals, the Memory Manager was
given the ability to allocate memory
blocks that can be moved around, or relocated, in memory and to deallocate
memory blocks as necessary.
The Memory Manager allocates these
objects from an area in RAM called a
heap. Most operating environments use a
stack for various purposes: variables, return addresses, and stack frames, among
other things. The Macintosh also has a
stack, aseparate structure from the heap,
which it uses for these conventional
things. Register A7, the stack pointer,
contains the address of the top of the
stack. In atypical Macintosh application,
the stack contains the program's declared
variables, while the heap holds its
dynamically allocated objects.
Of course, without any hardware
memory management support, there is
no way to physically prevent a program
from writing anywhere in RAM, but the
Memory Manager at least implements an
honor-system rule: Don '
tuse memory
unless you get it from the Memory
Manager.
If you get memory through the Memory Manager, it at least knows what part
of memory you're using, and this ensures
that future memory requests made to the
Memory Manager won't affect your
continued
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any resource purgeable or nonpurgeable,
this normally isn't a problem. In practice, only memory blocks that contain reMemory Manager is
sources are made purgeable.
Another Memory Manager feature that
that programs take
makes good use of available RAM is the
ability to manage relocatable blocks,
advantage of extra
which are created with the system call
NewHandle and are deallocated using
RAM automatically.
DisposHandle. To get reasonable system
performance, all memory blocks that the
Memory Manager allocates must be
block of memory. This system works as
made up of contiguous bytes.
In asystem that constantly loads new
long as every program obtains its memobjects and deallocates old ones, this can
ory through the Memory Manager.
cause lots of free-space "holes" to develop
One benefit of using the Memory Manin the heap. To alleviate this problem,
ager to allocate memory is that applicamemory blocks marked as relocatable
tions can take advantage of machines with
can be moved, allowing the free blocks to
more RAM without requiring special
code. The result is that many applications
be fused together into asingle, larger free
space. The Memory Manager moves reoriginally written for Macintoshes with
locatable blocks only at well-defined
512K bytes of RAM automatically can
times—specifically, only when arequest
make use of the 8 megabytes of RAM
available in afully loaded Mac II.
requires amemory block that can't be allocated using the current free space.
Since the Macintosh Memory Manager
This technique also adds some complipresents all available RAM as simply a
cations. The Memory Manager must
series of blocks allocated through apromake sure that relocatable blocks aren't
cedural interface, seeing amemory map
moved "out from under" an application.
of the system isn't vital for most programmers, although it's useful for debugThat is, if the Memory Manager moves a
block of memory that an application is
ging. So, before Ipresent amemory map,
using, it must provide some means for the
I'll take acloser look at how the Memory
application to access the block at its new
Manager operates.
location.
When aprogram requests arelocatable
Purgeable and Relocatable Blocks
The Memory Manager employs some
block, the Memory Manager allocates it,
then stores its address ( i.e., apointer to
elaborate software techniques to make the
most of RAM. Memory blocks can be
the block) into a private data structure
made purgeable if desired. The Memory
called amaster pointer, whose address
never changes. Rather than returning that
Manager can return purgeable memory
pointer to the caller, the Memory Manblocks to the free-memory pool when
ager returns the address of the master
space is needed. How is this feature put to
pointer. This value, called ahandle, is a
work in the Macintosh?
double-indirect pointer to the memory
The answer lies in looking at how Macintosh applications are put together. A block. The handle is used with adouble
Macintosh application is avery granular
dereference to refer to the block wherever
collection of diverse items: pieces of apointer and asingle dereference would
normally be used.
code, text strings, templates for windows
What happens when the Memory Manand controls, pictures, menus, icons,
ager has to relocate the block? After
color information, and much more. Most
moving the block to its new location, the
Macintosh applications are split into
many different code segments, each of Memory Manager stores its new address
into the master pointer. Remember that
which can be loaded separately. All these
the application knows about the block by
items are called resources.
its handle, which is the address of the
Each resource can be loaded from disk
master pointer. The address of the master
individually. This characteristic is crupointer never changes, so the handle to
cial, because it makes resources perfect
the block remains valid even if the master
candidates for purgeable memory blocks.
pointer's value changes. Note that, for
Since each resource is available on disk,
this scheme to work, the master pointers
it's still accessible if the in-memory copy
must be nonrelocatable. Nonrelocatable
is purged. The Macintosh operating system also provides afacility for updating a memory blocks are created with the system call NewPtr and deallocated with
resource on disk if it's altered in memDisposPtr.
ory. Of course, there are some complicaAs with purgeable blocks, there are
tions: Some resources are so vital that
objects that must not be moved. The best
they should never be purged (more on this
instance of this is amemory block that
later). Since the programmer can make

One benefit of the
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contains active code. For example, the
68000's RTS (return from subroutine) instruction relies on an absolute return address that's kept on the stack. Now suppose aroutine inside arelocatable block
calls another routine with aJSR (jump to
subroutine). Next, the block containing
the calling routine is relocated while the
other routine is running. The RTS from
the running routine will be disastrous
since the address on the stack no longer
points to the intended block.
To prevent this problem, the Memory
Manager can temporarily prevent relocatable blocks from being moved, or lock
them. The system call HLock locks a
memory block's position in memory, and
HUnlock unlocks it. Code that's not part
of the current chain of return addresses
can be relocated, or even purged, if
necessary.
The Perils of Relocation
This scheme of relocatable objects works
very well in general, but there are afew
problem situations. One scenario to
watch out for is calling aroutine that expects apointer and providing apointer to
arelocatable object. The pointer will be
valid only as long as a request to the
Memory Manager does not trigger memory relocation. For example, let's assume
that myRecord is a handle to a record:
•FarawayProc ( myRecord -) ; .
This call passes apointer to the record.
Since the record is arelocatable object, it
might be moved. If FarawayProc contains astatement that allocates memory,
either directly or indirectly, it may cause
the block containing myRecord to move,
causing the pointer to become invalid. A
reasonable way to avoid this problem
would be to use an assignment statement
to make a copy of myRecord — into a
global variable, then pass apointer to that
variable to FarawayProc. This works because global variables are not kept in relocatable blocks. Another solution would
be to lock the block that myRecord —
points to before calling FarawayProc.
You may be wondering why Ipass a
handle to a global variable rather than
simply apointer (i.e., myRecord" ), since
I'll use apointer to reference the global
variable and thus create a handle to
myRecord. The answer is that some Pascal compilers may create implicit dereferences ( i.e., convert a handle to a
pointer) as they optimize the object code.
The only defense against problems like
this is a thorough understanding of the
Memory Manager and your development
system.
Let's look at amore subtle—but just as
dangerous— situation. In order to optimize an inner loop and prevent unnecescontinued
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Consider the alternatives.
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Of the statistics packages reviewed by InfoWorld, Systat rated
highest, as it has in every published competitive review.
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quality of your work, not just to
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sary double dereferencing, programmers
sometimes perform one dereference before entering the loop. In this example,
I'll assume that matHdl is ahandle to an
array of 500 integers, and Iwant to initialize each of them to its index value:
matPtr : = matHdr ; ( deference
matHdl)
for index : = 1to 500 do
matPtr".theArray [ index] : =
index;
In this example, the handle is dereferenced and the master pointer is copied
into matPtr. If the block is relocated
while the loop is executing, I'm in trouble, since in that case matPtr will no
longer point to the block. However,
blocks are never relocated unless the
Memory Manager is trying to allocate a
new block. By examining the source
code, you can see that no new memory is
being allocated within the loop— it's simply storing values. So, this technique is
safe to use.
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matPtr : = matHdl" ;
for index : = 1to 500 do
begin
matPtr".theArray [ index] := index;
DrawText ( ' Another' ); ( Trouble!
See below)
end;
This time, the Macintosh ROM routine
DrawText is called each time through the
loop. Although it's not obvious, DrawText can trigger memory allocation. If
the Memory Manager does allocate anew
memory object for DrawText, matPtr
can become invalid. To prevent problems
like this, be sure not to rely on pointers to
relocatable objects after using Toolbox
calls that can cause memory allocation.
Inside Macintosh has alist of the ROM
routines of this type. The safest technique
is to always use the handle and double
deference, like this:
for index := 1to 500 do
begin
matPtr^".theArray [ index]
:a index; { Safe technique... }
DrawText ( ' Another' ); { ... since
handle is always valid)
end;

Call ( 800) 624-6107, Dept. B
MASTERSOFT, INC.
4621 N. 16th ST.
PHOENIX, AZ 85016
(602) 277-0900

What if the loop contains astatement
that can cause memory to be allocated, as
in the next example?

System globals

Figure 1: Memory organization in the
Macintosh family. The Macintosh II
memory layout is essentially the same,
except that the video buffer is located in
the NuBus slot space. The application
heap is allocated just above the system
heap and grows upward in memory,
while the stack grows down. The
application heap is destroyed each time
anew application is loaded, while the
system heap and system globals remain
intact throughout the operation of the
computer. This memory model is valid
for any Macintosh running under the
Finder.

Memory Organization
I've already said that there's aheap and a
stack in RAM, so I'll discuss the other
important areas of memory (see figure
1). Notice that there are actually two separate heaps, called the system heap and
the application heap. The system heap is
created as the Macintosh starts up and is
never reinitialized. It holds objects that
are used exclusively by the system, such
as device drivers. By contrast, the application heap is created when an application starts up and is destroyed when the
application quits.
Note that the application heap starts
just above the system heap. This obviously prevents the system heap from
growing further, so it's afixed size. The
application heap, however, has room to
grow upward in memory, and the stack
can grow downward. The operating system uses acouple of schemes to keep the
application heap and the stack from colliding. To avoid collisions from the bottom (the heap growing into the stack), the
Memory Manager prevents the heap from
growing past a predetermined limit,
called ApplLimit.
Restraining the stack is alittle trickier,
since it grows as adirect result of 68000
instructions, without giving the operating

Circle 90 on Reader Service Card
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system achance to intervene. Instead, the
operating system frequently checks the
stack pointer to see if it has gone below
the highest heap address. The routine that
performs this check is called the " stack
sniffer."
There are two ways to exhaust memory
in the Macintosh with this memory
model. The first condition occurs when
the Memory Manager is unable to find
enough memory to satisfy a request by
NewHandle or NewPtr. In this case, the
Memory Manager passes an error code to
the calling routine and allows the application to respond to the problem in areasonable manner.
The other out-of-memory condition
occurs if the stack sniffer finds that the
stack has overflowed into the application
heap. Since the damage has already been
done in this situation, the Macintosh reports a system error 28 (the infamous
"bomb box").
There are two other areas of RAM
shown in figure 1. The lowest part of
memory, called the system globals area,
contains crucial information for the
microprocessor, the operating system,
and the Toolbox. This area includes the
68000 exception vectors—atable of system routine addresses—and global variables used by all parts of the operating
system and Toolbox.
The highest part of RAM on the Mac
Plus and the Mac SE is a memorymapped buffer for video and sound. For
the Mac II, the video buffer is physically
located on the video card that's mapped
to a NuBus slot address range, and the
sound buffer is contained in the Apple
custom ASC chip, which is also mapped
into adifferent address range. [ Editor's
note: For alook at the memory map of the
Mac II, see BYTE'S Inside the IBM PCs,
Fall 1987, page 90.]
The most important rule for using the
Macintosh Memory Manager is to try to
use relocatable blocks for all heap objects, and to avoid locking them. This
allows the Memory Manager to consolidate the free space in the application
heap. If you must lock relocatables, be
sure you don't allocate any new blocks
while another block is locked. If you do,
this can fragment the heap temporarily,
and the Memory Manager might not be
able to find enough free space to fulfill
your next request.
Even if you're careful about your relocatable objects, you may still run into
sortie problems. As discussed earlier,
code segments have to be locked while
they're executing so that the return addresses stay correct. Depending on how
your program is segmented, this can lead
to afragmented heap.
There is atwo-part strategy for avoid-

ing this problem. First, use the operating
system call UnloadSeg to make unused
code segments purgeable; second, try to
allocate all new heap objects from the
program's main loop. The main loop is
always loaded and is firmly entrenched as
one of the first objects in the heap. This
will leave most of the heap free of locked
segments when new objects are created.
Following this strategy will help ensure
that new objects have their pick of aheap
that's as unobstructed as possible.
For serious Macintosh debugging,
you'll get to be pretty friendly with an object code debugger, such as Apple's
MacsBug or icom Simulations's TMON.
These programs let you examine memory, display your program's code, and
show you what your heap looks like.
There are also several books available on
the subject to supplement the excellent
foundation of knowledge provided by
Apple's Inside Macintosh.
MultiFinder
The Macintosh world got alot more interesting last October when Apple released
MultiFinder, the first " multitasking"
version of the Macintosh operating system. This package of routines gives the
Macintosh the ability to open multiple applications at once, with all of them displaying their windows on the screen at the
same time. Switching between applications is accomplished simply by clicking
on an application's window.
Although MultiFinder can manage up
to amaximum of 30 applications, practical use of MultiFinder is limited by the
amount of RAM. A Macintosh with 1
megabyte of memory has barely. enough
memory to manage two typical applications. If you have 4megabytes of RAM—
the maximum RAM available in aMacintosh Plus or SE—you'll probably have
enough memory to last you for some
time.
One of MultiFinder's most impressive
features is that it amounts to no more than
amidcourse correction in the Macintosh
memory model, and most applications
work with MultiFinder without modification. This was no accident, but the result
of alot of work by the MultiFinder team
at Apple.
MultiFinder works by creating aseparate heap for each application, as well as
allocating its own storage space for each
application's system global space, microprocessor registers, and other state information. When an application is started
under MultiFinder, a predetermined
amount of RAM is set aside for the application heap. This amount is read from a
SIZE resource stored within the application. If there is no SIZE resource present,

EcoC88
C Compiler with
Cmore Debugger
Professionals prefer the EcoC88 C
compiler for ease of use and its powerful debugging features. Our "picky
flag" gives you nine levels of lint-like
error checking and makes debugging
easy:
"I'm very impressed with the compiler, editor, and debugger. I've tried
quite afew different compilers for the
PC and have given up on all of the
others in favor of yours .
l'ce gotten
to the point where Idownload Ccode
from aDEC VAX/VMS system lust to
be able to compile it with the picky
flag set at 9. It finds lots of things
VMS totally ignores . . ."
1S, Oak Ridge, TN
The EcoC88 compiler includes:
•A full-featured Ccompiler with 4memory models ( up to 1meg of code and
data) plus most ANSI enhancements.
•Without adoubt, the best error checking you can get. We catch bugs the
others miss, making you much more
productive.
•Cmore is afull-featured source code
debugger, not some stripped-down
version.
•Robust standard library with over 230
useful ( no "fluff") functions, many of
which are System Vand ANSI compatible. Full source is available for only
$25.00 at time of order.
•CE!), afast, full screen, multiplewindow program editor with on-line
function help. You can compile, edit,
and link from within CED.
•cc and mini-make utilities included that
simplifies the most complex compiles.
•Users manual with over 150 program
examples ( not fragments) to illustrate
how to use the library functions.
•Fast compiles producing fast code.
Our Guarantee:
the EcoC88 compiler for
$90.95. Use it for 30 days and it you are not
completely satisfied, simply return it for a.full
refund. We are confident that once you've
tried EcoC88, you'll never use anything else.
Call or write today'

Orders:
Info:

1-800-952-0472
1-317-255-6476
Ecosoft Inc.
6413 N. College Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46220
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MultiFinder allocates, by default, 384K
bytes of memory to the application.
This multiple- application world
changes the memory map, as you can see
in figure 2. The most obvious change is
that there is now an application heap for
each open application. Also, note that the
system heap is not necessarily adjacent to
the application heap, as it is in the old
memory model, since application heaps
are now created from the top of RAM
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•One year warranty
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Toll Free
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DUMP YOUR MENU
DUMP your manual and start using
MENU DRIVEN utility program DOS

for your system's operation. Press a key—Zap! and your
command is executed immediately.
•DOS Tutorial
•Format
•Copy
•Mode settings
•Display file contents
•Transmit files
AND many more. All at aPress of a
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Application heap
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for
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Serving Computer Users Since 1982

MFTempDisposHan-

and MFTempEach of these calls performs
the same function as its Memory Manager counterpart, except that the space
that's managed is in this free memory
pool.
Obviously, the temporary memory
idea works only through cooperation and
good behavior among applications.
There's nothing to stop asingle program
from grabbing the entire temporary space
and not letting go. However, most Macintosh users won't appreciate asingle application gobbling up all the remaining
RAM in their machines, so it's generally
abad idea to do so.
dle ,

Stack

MC/viSA/AMEX Accepted
(805) 524-4189

down. This created aproblem with some
existing applications that assumed the application heap was located immediately
above the system heap, which was always
true under the old memory model. This
usually isn't the case under MultiFinder,
and an application that makes this assumption breaks under the new memory
model.
Another phenomenon of life under
MultiFinder is that there is often apool of
memory that's not allocated to any application—it's just waiting for possible use
by applications that may be started in the
future. To avoid wasting this valuable
RAM real estate, MultiFinder implements the notion of temporary memory
allocation.
With this scheme, an application can
request memory from this free memory
pool. Typically, this is done for amodal
situation like a file- copy operation,
where the extra memory for buffers helps
the job go much faster. MultiFinder provides a procedural interface to manage
this memory. There are calls named

System globals

Figure 2: Memory organization for a
Macintosh running MultiFinder. Notice
that in this memory model each
application is allocated its own stack
and heap. The size of each heap is
determined from information stored in
the application. Application heaps are
allocated starting from the top of
memory. The MultiFinder private
storage area contains the state
information for each application.

What's Next?
In the future, Apple will continue down
the path started by MultiFinder. This first
effort opens the door for more features
and stronger services that will complete
the transition from asingle-task system to
a true multitasking environment. However, Apple, its developers, and its customers have atremendous investment in
software. For MultiFinder, its engineers
had to be concerned with an installed
base of well over amillion computers.
The Macintosh has come full circle:
Now, it must carefully evolve to its new
MultiFinder environment, while still providing compatibility for established
users. •
Alan Anderson has written numerous articles about the Macintosh, Lisa, and
Apple III computers for various publications. He is currently a writer/ engineer
living in Cupertino, California.

Compose Yourself!
Now create superb sounding
music on your IBM PC.
Ad Lib makes it easy.

The Ad Lib Personal Computer Music
System. At last, you have what it takes to
make great-sounding music.

Just Mier you thought you'd
heard it all, along comes
Ad Lib.
And with it comes rich,
room-filling music like
you've never head from a
PC before. With rambling
bass, crystal clear highs, tifront mid --ange. All of it compose.d
and performed on tie first complete PC
music system for people like you — long
on desire, alittle short on experience.
The heart of the system is the
r
Ad Lib Music Synthesizer Card:"
An electronic sound synthesizer based on the same digital
technology founc in professional
keyboards and the finest rr usic computers.
Just plug it into ycur PC and get clean,
powerful ilusic tirough high fidelity headphones, bookshelf speakers, even your
home stereo. It'll handle up to eleven different instrument sounds playing at once, so
it's perfect for anything from asolo to a
symphony.
There's also Ad Lib Visual Composer,'"
about the most instinctive compcsition
software ever devised. Simply draw
lines to indicate notes, using the onscreen piano keyboard as açuide.
Change instruments, tempo and
volume with acouple of keystrokes.
Cut, copy and paste portions of ), our
music in asnap.
included with the program is Composition
Projects'"#1, astep-by-step guide to
creating all kinds of :music, including classical, jazz, Posse nova, ragtime, and more.
Just tie tiling to -an ever-expanding
reperoire.
Visual Composer is worth $8995 if
purchased separately, but it's yoars
free when you buy the system.
Then play back all of your creations, as Nell as several preprogrammed select ons, on
the Juke Box — playback softNare, also , ncluded with your system.
Look for the Ad Lib Persor al Computer
Music System at selected computer and
nusic stores, or oxer direct from Ad Lib
Nith your check. Visa or MasterCard.

The Ad Lib Personal Computer Music
System. Includes the Ad Lib Music Synthesizer Card, Juke BOX playback software, free
Visual Composer software with 50 pre-set
instrument sounds and Composition
Projects # 1
$245.00
Enhance your systam further with this
additional Ad Lib software:
Music Championship —#1 — Basic Concepts. Learn to identify basic musical concepts, including tempo, node, rhythm and
key. Perfect for all ages. The first in aseries
of music training programs combiniig synthesized
music with
exciting
computer
game competiton . .
$29:95
Instrument
Maker
software.
Lets you
create and
save new
instrument
sounds for use with 'Visual Composer. Alter
23 sound characteristics like attack, sustain
and decay. Modeled after professional
music synthesizer software $49.95
Look for more Mi Lib music software
titles coming .
soon
Requires IBM PC, XT, AT or compatie, 256K
RAM, CGA, EGA, orMSA.
For the name of your rearest dealer and afree
¡demonstration recording,
or to dlace an order, cal
us toil free today from
either the US or Carnada.
Ad Lib Inc.
50 Staniford Streer..
Suite 800
Boston, MA 02114
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PERSTOR ADVANCES
HARD DISK STORAGE
Other RLL controllers require drives approved for RLL encoding. The PERSTOR 200
Series Advanced RLL Controllers are compatible with standard M FM drives and RLL
approved drives, whether oxide or plated media.
Our competitors offer only a 50% increase in capacity with their controllers.
PERSTOR 200 Series Controllers allow a90% or 100% increase in capacity.

The

If speed is critical to you, the PERSTOR 200 Series Controllers are the answer. They
deliver up to a 110% increase in data transfer rate, and ageneral decrease in system
average access time.
FEATURES:
•ADVANCED CAPACITY — 90% or 100% increase in capacity.
• ADVANCED PERFORMANCE — As much as a 110% increase in speed in your IBM compatible
microcomputer.
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plated media, including Maxtor, Miniscribe, Seagate, Newbury Data, CDC, and more.
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ADVERTISEMENT

By Steve Gibson
Tech
Talk
FEBRUARY 8, 1948

Finding the Ideal Keyboard: One That Won't Throw Spitwads With Its Recoil
You might think that the best keyboard
would be the last thing I'd worry about as
Iwas assembling my "dream machine,"
but it was almost my first concern.
Have you ever stopped to really think
about the "feel" of your keyboard? I've
long believed that the feel of acomputer's
keyboard might almost be the single
most important aspect of the machine.
After all, except for occasional mouse
and modem usage, the keyboard is the
sole entry point for all of a machine's
data. Icare tremendously about the feel
of the keyboard I'm typing with. Iwant it
to feel just right under my fingers. Iwant
to know from mechanical feedback,
without looking, when I've pressed akey
successfully. Yet Idon't want my biceps
enlarged as aconsequence.
It's been my experience that most
keyboards are utterly horrible, seeming
to come only at the far extremes of the
scale. Either they just lie there like dead
sponges, unresponsive and unreacting, or
they fight back tooth and nail, daring you
to press the next key. To either extreme I
say, "No thanks."
The original IBM keyboard must have
been tough to engineer. Ican't imagine
the mechanical contrivance that was
used to induce such a ridiculous snap
action underneath such small keys. A
keyboard should not be able to launch
spitwads across the room with its recoil.
Bruised fingertips are not my idea of a
typing reward, and it's no fun having to
close the windows on ahot summer night
for fear of keeping the neighbors awake
with the clack-clacking din.
At the other end of the scale we have
the ubiquitous spongepress keyboard.
This keyboard dares you to determine
whether the computer has sensed your
data entry — which is not easy when you
sure couldn't sense it yourself. I'm always
worried that the keys are just lying there
still depressed after I've removed my
fingers.
So imagine my joy about a year ago
when Istumbled upon a keyboard that
knocked me flat (and not from its key
recoil). Feeling abit like Goldilocks, Iran
my fingers over its keys. Here was a
masterpiece that was neither too stiff nor
too mushy — it was just right. It had a
marvelous snap action.
Since the company selling this goody
was one of those " here today, gone
tomorrow" generic Taiwan clone outfits,
Ipurchased seven keyboards on the spot!
I was determined never to be caught
without one of these beauties underneath
roe again.
As I proudly carried my collection
home, I reasoned that I'd be adding
machines over the years, and Ineeded
them all to be outfitted not only with the
best feeling keyboard I'd ever had the joy
of touching but also with identical
keyboards. There's nothing worse than
moving to another machine after really
getting used to one keyboard only to find
that the Esc key has jumped to the other
side of the room. Better to have plenty of
spares in the garage.
Shortly afterward, the Taiwanbased
company from which I'd purchased my
keyboards stopped carrying the one I
Steve Gibson is the developer and
publisher of Flicker Free and president of
Gibson Research Corp. of Irvine, California. The views expressed are his own.
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loved, and then it stopped carrying
anything.
Well about two months ago Ireceived
a call out of the blue from a crazysounding guy identifying himself as the
president of Northgate Computer Systems. Art asked if Iwas aware of his ads
in the back of info World, and he was abit
peeved when Isaid, "No, not really." So
he made me turn to the back of
InjoWorld to take alook.
"Oh yeah, that's the ad with the tactile
snap action diagram," Isaid. Art said this

was the most incredible keyboard on
earth and that he was going to send me
one because he could tell from reading
my column that Iwas a "touchy feely"
kind of guy.
I warned him about me and keyboards. Itold him about my inventory of
spare keyboards in the garage, and Isaid
that nothing would move me away from
these beauties since there was no way to
improve upon what Ialready had. Art
was not swayed. He told me about
celebrities who were using his keyboard

and said he had lots of congratulatory
letters, and it was simply the best
keyboard anywhere. " Boy, this guy is a
pain," Ithought. Ishrugged and told him
to send it out but that Icouldn't promise
anything.
When it arrived, my curiosity took
over. Imagine my surprise and delight
when Ifound myself facing my dream
keyboard, exactly like the four Istill had
in my garage! If you want the best keyboard I've ever had my hands on, check
out Northgate's snap action keyboard.

Critics, Corporations, Individuals Around the World Agree with Steve Gibson,

Northgate's "CPI" is the Best Keyboard
*10-Day
Mon.ey Back
Satisfaction
Guaranteed!
"C/T" 101
NOW COMPATIBLE
WITH ALL
IBM PS MODELS

*3-Year
Unlimited
Warranty!

The lbuch and Feel of An Electric lypewriter
The sensation of the computer world, Northgate's Click/Tactile keyboards are setting the
new standard for the touch of typing.
Not only Steve Gibson, but computer experts
everywhere agree. Northgate has come up with
what's been missing in keyboards—positive
entry.
Some day all keyboards will use the same
keyswitches and quality components Northgate
incorporates in its 84 key and 101-keyboards.

But for now, Northgate leads the way. Order
yours today. If you are not 100% satisfied in
every way, return it within 10 days for full
refund.

"UT" 101 KEYBOARD $ 99.00
"UT" 84 KEYBOARD $ 79.00
FOR IBM PS MODELS ADD $15.00
FOR QUANTITY ORDERS CALL 612-553-0111

TOLL FREE 800 453-1400 ANSWERED 24 HOURS
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MOST CURRENT
XT ANDSOME
AT TYPE
SYSTEMS
WITH
STANDARD
5-PIN DIN MODEL
CONNECTOR.
COM
COMPUTER
PUTERS
ARE
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WITH
STANDARD
IBM
-^f NORTHGATE
2905 NORTHWEST
BLVD..SYSTEMS
PLYMOUTH. MN 55411
CONNECTORS-THESE
MAY
INCLUDE
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MODELS
ZENITH, TANDY, AT&T. EPSON EQUITY. PC LIMITED 286. OF
SHIP

Phone Your Order Toll Free

(QUANTITY) " C/T" 101 @ $99.00

(QUANTITY) "C/T"

84 GI

$79.00

FOR IBM PS MODELS ADD $ 15.00
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COMPANY

NORTHGATE
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
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are registered trademarks of
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ORDER SHIPPING
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SHIP UPS.
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Now, with Northgate Super 25

Turbo Throughput
800,000 Bytes Per Second Dat
•Turbo Speed Hard Drive Controller
TRULY A COMPLETE, READY TO USE SYSTEM
YOU GET ALL THESE QUALITY FEATURES:
65MB Miniscribe Hard Drive, Formatted and
Partitioned 32.5MB in C and D Partitions • 'Bubo
Throughput 16-Bit Hard Drive RLL and 1:1
Interleave Controller • 12MHz Intel Processor
•2 16-Bit, 6 8-Bit Expansion Slots • 1.2MB
(Reads & Writes 360K Disks AND 1.44MB
Drive (Reads & Writes 720K) • 200 Watt
Power Supply • 2 Parallel, 1Serial Port •
Full Size (Not Baby Size) Case with Keylock,
'Dub° On/Off, Indicator Lights • 14 Inch
Tilt/Swivel Flat Screen Amber Graphics
Monitor with 1000 Line Resolution Capability for CAD • Hercules Compatible
Graphics Card • Latest Version MS-DOS
3.3 with GWBasic including hardbound
manuals for both (Northgate is a
Microsoft OEM Licensee).
AND NOW, TO GIVE YOU EVEN
GREATER PERFORMANCE...

DRIVE CACHING AND VOPT'
OPTIMIZER ARE INCLUDED!
Installed on your hard drive is Northgate's
exclusive InstaCacheTM Hard Disk Caching
program. Once afile is read it's in cache. Retrieving it again is 0-walt. No hard drive access is
needed. This is an $80.00 value, yours at no
extra cost. AND...WE ALSO GIVE YOU THE
BEST DISK OPTIMIZER PROGRAM EVER—
VOPTT" BY GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS.
CLEANS UP FRAGMENTED SECTORS AUTOMATICALLY EVERY TIME YOU START YOUR
SYSTEM. A $50.00 VALUE, AGAIN YOURS
FREE WITH THE NORTHGATE 286.

The Bottom Line

400%
Faster Performing
WORLD CLASS QUALITY
Features Unmatched Anywhere

$
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WAS THE FASTEST..
65MB Hard Drive System you get:

Computing Power
Transfer Rate • RLL Encoded Hard Drives • 1:1 Interleaving
•World's Highest Performance AT Class Computer System!
COMMON HARD DRIVE CONTROLLERS

HERE'S THE
SECRET OF
TURBO
THROUGHPUT
THE ADVANCED

Other ve rotors supply onfy MFM type
drives. Even these with 28MS access are
slower than the Northgate System.

DESIGN THAT
MAKES THIS SYSTEM PERFORM
THAN OTHER AT
TYPE COMPUTERS
COMMONLY CONFIGURED AND

ORDINARY
PERFORMANCE
Virtually no con:
rollers can do RLL
ind 1:1 Interleaving
-- thus slow down
lata transfer.

Data Transfer. the true measure ol computer performance, cannot exceed
200.000 bytes per second in getting data
to the tomputer sprocessor.

NORTHG ATE HAS 400% FASTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE!

400 % FASTER

AS THEY ARE

ORDINARY
PARTS

STANDARD
SLOW
CONTROLLER

NORTHGATE
RLL DRIVE
1:1 INTERLEAVE

NORTHGATE
16-BIT
TURBO
CONTROLLER

800.000
BYTES PER SECOND
DATA TRANSFER RATE
400% FASTER

SOLD BY MOST
VENDORS IN THE
PC INDUSTRY!

Most computers look similar. Most vendors advertise
processor speed and 28MS hard drive access. There is
little to distinguish one from another . Thus everyone
tends to assume all computers are alike.
NOT SO. Northgate is truly a different System. And
because it is, the computer buyer gets far greater computer value for his money. That's why Northgate has
soared in popularity. Those who know choose Northgate

Nort hgate% unique Hard Drive is RLL En
coded 1506, more formatted capacity)
AND with It Interleave reads/writes data
faster than 28ms drives.

Northgat,
flmrbo Throughput
Controller enables
our high speed Data
TSansfer rate.

They know they get value through performance that's
demonstrated every time they turn on the system. They
know all parts are World Class, not the ordinary "i.ff the
shelf' items others use to keep costs down.
Northgate pioneered RLL Hard Drive and 1:1 Interleaving in its 286 systems. lb our knowledge, no competitor even offers these vital performance features.
Call them. We did. Only Northgate gives you this

NORTHGATE
SYSTEM IS
400%
FASTER

Northgate Delivers System Performance
Unmatched by Other Vendors. Ask them
and prove it to yourself!

unique throughput-enhancement.

If Northgate pricing seems higher, don't be
deceived by Bare Bones Prices you see in
others' ads. Northgate's System is complete
—IT'S THE 286 SYSTEM YOU WON'T OUTGROW! We encourage you—Shop Around,
Call all the Others and Compare

ALL THIS PLUS...The Computer Industry's Most Meaningful Service and Warranty Policy..,
30- Day Compatibility Warranty,
Northgate guarantees Itssystems will operate any standard.
commercialy available DOS programs written for use on IBM
Compatible Computers. If. on consultation with Northgate.
aprogram cannot be made to operate satisfactorily, owner may
return the system. complete and unaltered for aprompt and
full refund including all freight costs.
One-Year Overnight AT NORTHGATE
EXPENSE Parts Replacement Warranty:
Northgate Computer Systems warrants that all systems sold
by Northgate will be free of defects in workmanship and
materials for one year from date of shipment.

• In the event of failure cm apart that disables the system Northgate will ship. the same day if notified by 12 Noon central
Thur. anew replacement part. Customer must phone Northgate Customer Service for diagnosis of the failure.
•Shipment of the replacement part will be by overnight.
express service—AT NORTHOATE'S EXPENSE—Ibr next
day delivery depending on the carriers ability to provide
such service in owner's geographic area.
•Owner must return any replaced part, complete and
unaltered, and pay return shiping costs, to be received at
Nort hgate within two weeks after receiving the replacement
part.
•Northgate's Customer Service department will provide full

instructions on making the repairor replacement and will
consult with customer on the phone to assure repair is
properly completed and the system is again operating.
• In the case of acomplete system returned for repair under
warranty. customer pays freight to Northgate and Northgate
pays return freight by whatever service the system is sent
to Northgate.
In the event ola part replaced under warranty. the new part
carries aNEW ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE FROM SHIP DATE!
NOTE: Many computer vendors extend only the parts
manufacturer's warranty which may be as little as 30-days.
All products sold by NORTHGATE are fully guaranteed by
Northgate for one year form date of shipment.
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USE OUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

800-548-1993
2905 NORTHWEST BOULEVARD SUITE 250
PLYMOUTH, MINNESOTA 55441

VISA MC COD TERMS: Credit Card, Pre- Payment ( allow 2
weeks for pe:sonal checks to clear) Wire Transfer and Purchase
Orders for Rated Accounts. We also ship to APO and FPO. All ,
shipments aTe FOB Minneapolis. MN

ALL CORPORATION AND BRAND NAMES IN THIS AD ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS. NORTHGATE IS NOT RESPONSLBLE FOR ERRORS OR OMMISSIONS IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT. • PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. • TURBO THROUGHPUT. INSTACACHE AND NORTHGATE ARE TRADENAMES OF NORTHGATE COMPUTER
PYRIGHT 1988. NORTHGATE

Get Your
RS232C
On Speaking
Terms.
In ASnap.
RS232 was developed to simplify communications between computers, peripherals and
other electronic equipment. But what started
out simple has become more complex, with
different manufacturers using different cable
configurations. All of which made isolating and
fixing problems more time-consuming.
Beckman Industrial answers the problem
with acomplete line of breakout boxes that not
only make locating and changing signals quick
and easy, but also keeps the system communicating while you test.

Monitor 15 Lines
For Less Than $100.
The line-powered Model 725 lets you monitor the most common 15 lines including most
modem communications.
Red or green LEDs Make
identifying positive and
negative voltages easy.
Dual-gender connectors
make hook-up asnap.
And any additional line can
be monitored via jumpers
to aspare set of LED monitors. Plus, its tough ABS,
snap-tight case features aremovable cover for
added convenience. There's even an optional
zippered vinyl case available.

Easy B08 - Model 725

Model 785
$
34 5.00
Breakout Box &
Cable Tester
100 battery-powered LEDs.
Full-function RS232C cable
tester scans all lines.
Signal emulation via faceplate
voltage jumpering.
Pin 2to pin 3crossover switching.
2psec signal pulse trap.

Model 725 $99.00
Breakout Box
Monitxs 15 primary data
communications lines
Red and green LEDs identify
+/- voltages.
Includes spare Red/Green LED set.
Jumpers included.
Optional vinyl case available.

And, of course, it's also afull-function cable
tester. With support for parallel interfaces and
automatic or manual scanning of all lines.
Easy-to-use faceplate voltage jacks, pulse trapping, and separate DIP switches to perform
modem loopback settings are only afew of
the features.

PresentinA Whole
New WayroPatch.
To keep your RS232C and RS449
communications on spealdng terms
and make signal emulation easy,
Beckman Industrial has
devised asystem that lets
you custom-build patch boxes
right in the field. Another first from
Beckman Industrial to make your job
easier. Try the Model 701 Quadverter
to solve printer interface problems,
or the Model 702 Quad Il to make
patching RS232C to RS449 simple
and quick.
Better yet, build your own patch system
with the Model 703 Easy PATCH' Paiching

System. lust pick any combination of 15 different co'nn ector modules included in the kit,
install it in the 703 case and snap on the cover.
It's that simple.
With such versatility, you can leave an Easy
PATCH in the line to keep vital data communications going while you repair abad
connector or cable.

,
44 Visit your local distributor today
for Beckman Industrial's data
communications test equipment.
Or write for afree eight-page
brochure.
And keep your lines of
communication open.

ABreakout Box And
Cable Tester In One.
Beckman Industrial makes your job twice
as easy with afeature no one else offers. The
Model 785 is acombination breakout box and
cable tester. Its battery-powered operation
allows you extra mobility and freedom while
100 LEDs allow you to fully monitor 25 lines.

Beckman IndustrialBeckman Industrial Corporation
Instrumentation Products Division
ASubsidiary of Emerson Elearic Company
3883 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123-1898
(619) 495-3200 • FAX (619) 268-0172 • TLX 249031
Circle 317 3n Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 318)
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UNLEASH YOUR 80386!
Your 80386- based PC should run two to
three times as fast as your old AT. This
speed-up is primarily due to the doubling of the clock speed from 8to 16 MHz.
The new MicroWay products discussed
below take advantage of the real power
of your 80386, which is actually 4to 16
times that of the old AT! These new products take advantage of the 32 bit registers and data bus of the 80386 and the
Weitek 1167 numeric coprocessor chip
set. They include afamily of MicroWay

80386 compilers that run in protected
mode and numeric coprocessor cards
that utilize the Weitek technology.
The benefits of our new technologies include:
•An increase in addressable memory
from 640K to 4 gigabytes using MSDOS or Unix.
•A 12 fold increase in the speed of 32 bit
integer arithmetic.
•A4to 16 fold increase in floating point

mW1167 Numeric
Coprocessor Board

MicroWay 80386 Compilers
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617-746-7341
After July 1988 call 508-746-7341

MicroWay®
80386 Support

MicroWay Numerics

80386 Multi- User Solutions

NDP Fortran- 386 and NDP C-386 are globally The mW1167' is a MicroWay designed high
optimizing 80386 native code compilers that speed numeric coprocessor that works with the
support anumber of Numeric Data Processors,
80386. It plugs into a 121 pin "Weitek" socket
including the 80287, 80387 and mW1167. They that is actually asuper set of the 80387. This socgenerate mainframe quality optimized code and
ket is available on a number of motherboards
are syntactically and operationally compatible to and accelerators including the AT&T 6386,
the Berkeley 4.2 Unix f77 and PCC compilers.
Tandy 4000, Compaq 386/20, Hewlett Packard
MS-DOS specific extensions have been added
RS/20 and MicroWay Number Smasher 386. It
where necessary to make it easy to port procombines the 64- bit Weitek 1163/64 floating
grams written with Microsoft C or Fortran and
point multiplier/adder with a WeitekAntel deR/M Fortran.
signed " glue chip". The mW1167'" runs at 3.6
The compilers are presently available in two MegaWhetstones (compiled with NDP Fortranformats: Microport Unix 5.3 or MS-DOS as ex386) which is afactor of 16 faster than an AT and
tended by the Phar Lap Tools. MicroWay will port 2to 4 times faster than an 80387.
them to other 80386 operating systems such as
mW1167 16 MHz
$ 1495
OS/2 as the need arises and as 80386 versions mW1167 20 MHz
$ 1995
become available.
Monoputer' - The INMOS T800-20 TransThe key to addressing more than 640 kbytes puler is a32- bit computer on achip that features
is the use of 32- bit integers to address arrays.
a built-in floating point coprocessor. The T800
NDP Fortran- 386 generates 32- bit code which can be used to build arbitrarily large parallel proexecutes 3 to 8 times faster than the current
cessing machines. The Monoputer comes with
generation of 16- bit compilers. There are three
either the 20 MHz T8C0 or the T414 (a T800
elements each of which contributes afactor of 2 without the NDP) and includes 2 megabytes of
to this speed increase: very efficient use of processor memory. Transputer language sup80386 registers to store 32- bit entities, the use of
port from MicroWay includes Occam, C, Fortran,
inline 32- bit arithmetic instead of library calls,
Pascal and Prolog.
and adoubling in the effective utilization of the
Monoputer T414-20 with 2 meg'
$ 1495
system data bus.
Monoputer T800-20 with 2 meg'
$ 1995
An example of the benefit of excellent code is a
32- bit matrix multiply. In this benchmark an NDP Quadputer" can be purchased with 2, 3 or 4
Fortran- 386 program is run against the same transputers each of which has 1or 4megabytes
program compiled with a 16- bit Fortran. Both of memory. Quadputers can be cabled together
to build arbitrarily fast parallel processing
programs were run on the same 80386 system.
However, the 32- bit code ran 7.5 times faster systems that are as fast or faster than today's
mainframes. A single T800 is as fast as an
than the 16- bit code, and 58.5 times faster than
80386/mW1167 combination!
the 16- bit code executing on an IBM PC.
Biputer T800/T414 with 2meg' . . .$3495
NDP FORTRAN- 386'
$ 595
$6000
NDP C-386"
$ 595 Quadputer 4T414-20 with 4 megl
'Includes Occam

teacym

speed over the 80387/80287 numeric
coprocessors.
Equally important, whichever MicroWay product you choose, you can be
assured of the same excellent pre- and
post-sales support that has made MicroWay the world leader in PC numerics
and high performance PC upgrades.
For more information, please call the
Technical Support Department at

AT8' - This intelligent serial controller series is
designed to handle 4 to 16 users in aXenix or
Unix environment with as little as 3% degradation in speed. It has been tested and approved by
Compaq, Intel, NCR, Zenith, and the Department
of Defense for use in high performance 80286
and 80386 Xenix or Unix based multi-user
systems.
AT4 - 4 users
$ 795
AT8 - 8 users
$ 995
AT16 - 16 users
$ 1295
Phar Lap" created the first tools that make it
possible to develop 80386 applications which
run under MS-DOS yet take advantage of the full
power of the 80386. These include an 80386
monitor/loader that runs the 80386 in protected
linear address mode, an assembler, linker and
debugger. These tools are required for the MSDOS version of the MicroWay NDP Compilers.
Phar Lap Tools
$495

PC/AT ACCELERATORS
287Turbo-10 10 MHz
287Turbo-12 12 MHz
287TurboPlus-12 12 MHz
FASTCACHE-286 9 MHz
FASTCACHE-286 12 MHz
SUPERCACHE-286

$450
$550
$629
$ 299
$ 399
$499

MATH COPROCESSORS
80387-20 20 MHz
80387-16 16 MHz
80287-10 10 MHz
80287-8 8 MHz
80287-6 6 MHz
8087-2 8 MHz
8087 5 MHz

$ 895
$495
$ 349
$ 259
$ 179
$ 154
$ 99

The World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79, Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA (617) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston- Upon- Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466
St. Leonards, NSW, Australia 02-439-8400

CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR
Steve Ciarcia

The SmartSpooler
Part 1: The Spooler Hardware
ory, it finally became obvious that aseparate computer should
handle the printing task, which led to the dedicated printer
buffer.
Ihave received many letters over the years asking when I
would present aprinter buffer as aproject. Generally, Iwould
avoid answering the question or jokingly say " never." Of
course, it really wasn't ajoking matter. It troubled me greatly
that Icouldn't do justice to such an important subject and had to
The discrepancy in speed between fast CPUs and
live with such an embarrassing answer until Icould invest the
slow printers has existed since the early days of
time and effort to present aCircuit Cellar-quality design. Let
computing, and the magnitude of the speed difme explain.
ference is becoming ever larger. When you upMost printer buffer projects are cumbersome and simplistic.
grade and add performance to acomputer system,
The ones Iremember seeing offer only rudimentary functions
you generally add processing power rather than
and use 40 or 50 chips for a64K-byte buffer.
printing power. The net result is that many 20- MHz 80386
Commercial units, on the other hand, have narrowly defined
"million- instructions-per- second-class" machines out there are
capabilities enhanced by software- implemented system funcwaiting for 100-character-per-second printers.
tions and tricky hardware designs intended to reduce manufacAdmittedly, many computer users have light printing requireturing cost and complexity.
ments, and they don't mind waiting 5to 10 minutes for an occaIrecall seeing one rather unique printer buffer design that
sional printout. Some, I'm sure, welcome this downtime as a
used an 8051 single-chip microcomputer connected to dynamic
mandatory coffee break. However, those who rely on their comRAMs (DRAMs) that operated serially. The 8051 would conputers as atool for making aliving know that time is money.
stantly cycle through the DRAM addresses at arate that precluded
any need for DRAM refresh. The system stored text seriSpooling to the Rescue
ally in the individual 64K- by 1-bit DRAMs rather than in a
This problem is not new, and one solution has always been
parallel bank of them, as you'd usually expect. An 8K-byte text
spooling. Spool stands for " simultaneous peripheral operations
buffer therefore consisted of a single 64K-bit DRAM chip,
on-line." Pioneered on mainframes and minicomputers, spoolwhile a32K-byte buffer used four, and so on.
ing solves the CPU/printer speed gap by temporarily buffering
While Iam not totally opposed to off-the-wall hardware deprinter output on intermediate storage (typically adisk drive) at
signs, fancy technique has its price. Most computer-based techhigh speed. Then, you move the stored data from storage to the
nical designs are atrade-off between hardware and software.
printer at the latter's low speed. In the meantime, the CPU also
Anytime acompany expects to be manufacturing something in a
runs foreground applications.
high-volume quantity, it tries to minimize recurring hardware
Traditional spooling has been tried on personal computers
costs by doing as much as possible in the one-time nonrecurring
with limited success. One problem is that spooling requires an
software development phase.
operating system with either multitasking capabilities or special
In amagazine article, howsoftware patches that effect
ever, there aren't any recurthe appearance of simultaring expenses ( beyond a few
neous operation. Even with a
prototypes), therefore all costs
multitasking operating system
associated with the one-time
or apatch, however, spooling
presentation are essentially
often taxes the computer's
nonrecurring. Since most
processing power and affects
magazine authors don't have
system performance.
infinite software resources
Spooling also creates prob(and deep pockets), published
lems in disk priority and data
print spooler designs have
conflicts. If not properly cousually ended up as afar cry
ordinated through the operatfrom commercial units, both
ing system, acomputer's disk
in technique and capability.
can get " trashed" if it has to
Icould hardly criticize mehandle print data and applicadiocre
designs if Ipresented a
tion data at the same time.
piece of hardware that merely
Given the declining cost of
continued
processing power and mem-

Steve clears your printer's

throughput bottleneck and comes up
with more than abuffer

Copyright © 1988 Steven A. Ciarcia. All rights reserved.
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While I've presented SmartSpooler
primarily as aprinter buffer,
it can function as acomplete remote
data-processing computer.
met the objective with little regard for the hardware costs and
complexity. At the same time, it would be insane to custommask an 8051 and present athree-chip printer buffer project that
demonstrates nothing to readers who want to learn something
about the architecture of printer buffers.
Fast Computers, Slow Printers
With the Circuit Cellar SmartSpooler, Ihave achieved my goal.
This is an efficient integration of commercial and educational
objectives. I've complemented its hardware design with interrupt-driven software that does not compromise performance to
maintain cost-effectiveness. Designated as aspooler rather than
as asimple printer buffer, SmartSpooler vastly improves computing throughput with slow peripherals.
SmartSpooler has 256K bytes of memory, serial and parallel
I/O ports, and features that improve versatility and ease of use.
Figure 1: (a) The
SmartSpooler combines the
function of a256K-byte
printer buffer and a
serial/parallel converter
switch. (
b) Its HD64180
CPU— with built-in serial
ports, extensive interrupt
handling, address range
beyond 64K bytes using direct
memory access, and easy
DRAM interface—is ideal for
this application.

These include " switchbox" capability for routing serial or parallel computer input to serial or parallel printer output, the ability to print multiple copies, single- sheet feeding mode, and
buffer capacity indicators. Also, you can daisy-chain multiple
SmartSpoolers to control awhole network of peripherals.
More important, SmartSpooler is intelligent. While I've presented it primarily as aprinter buffer, ahost computer can completely control its operation. You can even download executable
code to SmartSpooler. It can function as a complete remote
data-processing computer that analyzes and interprets the data
flowing through it.
After asummary of SmartSpooler's features, I'll cover some
printer buffer basics and then describe SmartSpooler's hardware and software specifics.
SmartSpooler has the following features:
•256K-byte buffer capacity = 100 pages (typically)
•Switchable serial ( RS-232C) or parallel (Centronics) inputs
and outputs
•Serial port data rates: 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600,
19,200, and 38,400 bits per second (
bps)
•Serial port handshaking: hardware (RTS, C
'TS, and so on) and
software (XON-XOFF)
•Multiple copy capability: 0to 4copies plus original
• Pause mode for single- sheet feeding
continued

(a)
a)
Host
computer

(b)

256K- byte buffer 1
( ...-- 100 pages)

Printer

0-

XBUS

Memory

CPU
HD64180
DMAC

8Kx8 (2764)64Kx8 27512)
EPROM

Timers

256Kx1
DRAM

Bus interface

Two-channel
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input port
11

MC1 45406
5
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TO OL KITS FOR

TURBO C & QUICK C
from ZORTECH INC.

HOTKEY

A complete set of Terminate
Stay Resident ( TSR) functions that
help you to write reliable 'pop-up'
programs.

HOTKEY

Now you can make your
programs 'Sidekickable'. Two
example programs are included,
a 'pop-up Calculator' and apopup 'Critical Error Handler'.
The Hotkey toolkit handles all
floating point functions in resident
mode.

COMMS

The 32 page manual includes
an interesting discussion of the
origin and history of
undocumented MS-DOS function
calls, together with a full
explanation of the theory and
practical use of TSR's.
Only $49.95!

State Turbo Cor QuIck Cversion )

COMMS

Do you need to incorporate
serial communications into your
applications? Yes! Then get this
inexpensive but highly
professional COMMS toolkit from
Zortech Inc.

Turbo C is the trademark of Borland Inc. Quick C is the trademark of MicroSoft Inc.

Look at the list of features:
Xmodem, Kermit and ASCII file
transfer, Hayes modem control,
VT52, VT100 and ANSI terminal
emulation, supports up to 8serial
ports, speeds up to 19.2k baud
rate and higher.
Two demonstration programs
are included, MINICOM and
MAXICOM (like Procomm)
together with the 120 page
manual and full source code FREE!
Only $49.95!

;
Stute lurtu Cor QUIC kCkee,ron )

GAMES

PR° SCIA

Have you ever wondered how
to write achess program? Now we
reveal the secret algorithms and
techniques of the masters with this
dynamic Games toolkit.
The package comes complete
with the full source code to three
ready to play games of strategy Chess, Backgammon and Wani
(an ancient African game).

SUPERTEXT
This is not simply an 'Editor'
toolkit, but a full-blown,
'WordStar' compatible
wordprocessor with the full
source code.
As well as all the normal
editing functions, you will also
find 'dot' commands and full
printer control. The SuperText
toolkit handles files of any size
and allows full on- screen
configuration.

WINDOWS

Add super- fast text screen
handling to your applications
with the WINDOWS library from
Zortech Inc.

Do you need to incorporate a
wordprocessor into your
application? Yes! Then get the
SuperText toolkit complete with
full source code and 150 page
manual now!
Only $49.95! State Turbo Cor Quick Cversion )

PROSCREEN

Generate high quality data
entry screens with the Pro- Screen
- Screen Designer and Code
Generator.
You can draw the data entry
screen, define the input fields,
define the input criteria, set screen
colors and attributes, draw single
or double lines, make boxes press a few buttons and 'hey
presto' Pro- Screen generates
the Csource code for your
application!
Professional applications
programmers will find this
versatile utility and it's associated
functions invaluable.
Comes complete with a
substantial 78 page manual and
demo programs.

/

Automatically handles
memory saving and buffering of
window text. Use any number of
overlapping windows in your
applications. Write to any
window, read from any windo
close any window, pull any
window to the top.
Over 55 functions together
with a big 85 page manual and
remember, you get the full sour tt•
code.
Only 549.95! ( State turbo C ur Quick

eot cVIDEO
• Now learn C the easy way!

Orly $49.95! ( State Turbo Cor Quiclil Cversion.)

• Get the 'Complete C Video
Course' from Zortech Inc.
together with our big 365
page workbook.
•

Name
FREE SHIPPING - VISA/MC/COD/CHECK

\

•

Takes you step-by-seep up to
the intermediate and
advanced levels.

la

Teach yourself at home or the
office— at your own speed.

only

(State Turbo Cor
Quick Cvers.on

Address
Phone

/

VISA or MC-#

Exp. Date

ZORTECH Inc. 361 Massachusetts Ave, Arlington, MA 02174
Orders & Enquiries Tel: ( 617) 646 6703

ORDER HOTLINE

Ten 1hour tapes— 36 lessons!

• Easy to follow course, you get
an excellent introduction to
the C language.

A comprehensive
150 page manual
is provided giving an in
depth look at the history,
structure and program
design of such
'Strategy Games'.
Only $49.95!

Give your applications the
professional look - with instant
zooming and exploding windows
Incorporate drop- down menus
and Lotus style menus with our
easy to use functions.

800-848-8408

$295.00

$19 9.
95

CIRCUIT CELLAR

• Real-time clock ( power required)
• Front-panel buffer capacity gauge
• Host programmed configuration and operation mode
•Built-in interactive diagnostic monitor program
• Low power ( 5volts [ VI at 0.5 ampere [ AL + 12 V at 0.1 A
typical)

When the computer prints, SmartSpooler accepts the data at
high speed, buffers it, and outputs it to the low- speed printer.
From the computer's point of view, printing adocument takes
only seconds. During the printout, SmartSpooler can make
copies, temporarily suspend printing ( pause button), and handle embedded formfeeds for single-sheet printing.

Generic printer buffers come with a variety of functions.
SmartSpooler combines the best features of these other printer
buffers and adds afew of its own. SmartSpooler sits between a
computer printer port and the printer. Since it provides both
parallel and serial I/O ports, it adapts between computers and
printers of each type.

Hardware—Keep It Simple
The hardware requirements for SmartSpooler are simple: a
CPU, buffer memory, and host/printer ports (serial and parallel). We also need some parallel I/O ports to handle switches
and LEDs for SmartSpooler's front-panel operation.
I used the complementary- metal- oxide- semiconductor
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HD64180 CPU because it is ideally suited to the task and significantly reduces the hardware complexity. First, it includes two
RS-232C serial ports on-chip, eliminating an external dualUART (universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter) chip.
Second, the need for alarge, low-cost buffer demands dynamic memory chips. The HD64180, with its built-in refresh,
easily accommodates DRAMs and offers aperformance level
that can meet today's high-speed communications requirements. (Though the task seems simple, many computers choke
when running terminal emulator programs at 19,200 or 38,400
bps.)
The SmartSpooler block diagram in figure 1shows the three
basic components: CPU ( i.e., HD64180), memory ( i.e.,

DRAM and SmartSpooler EPROM), and I/O ( i.e., host,
printer, switches, and LEDs) interface. The SmartSpooler also
provides an SB180 XBUS I/O expansion connector for additional I/O (more on that later). See figure 2for the complete SmartSpooler schematic ( less the section covering the DIP-switch settings and LEDs, which Iwill cover next month).
The EPROM socket ( IC7) accepts 8K-byte (2764) to 64Kbyte (27512) EPROMs, though the SmartSpooler code presently requires only 16K bytes (27128). Because of the on-chip
DRAM refresh controller, connecting 256K bytes of DRAM is
relatively easy. All the HD64180 needs are three 74LS157 row/
column address multiplexers (IC8 through IC10) and aCAS\
continued

Figure 2a: Schematic for
the SmartSpooler 'sCPU and
serial 1/0 section. (Not
shown this month are the
6821 peripheral interface
adapter and other circuitry
associated with the
switches, push buttons, and
LEDs; that portion will
appear next month.)
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SmartSpooler's I/O
SmartSpooler has two serial ports and two parallel printer
ports. Since the HD64180 has two on-chip serial ports, the only
extra hardware needed for the RS-232C ports are a pair of
MC145406 RS-232C level shifters (IC2 and IC3). The rest of
the I/0 hardware consists of the Centronics I/O ports and the
front-panel switch/LED interface.
A 74LS138 (IC4) I/O address decoder generates eight chip
selects. Two outputs are reserved for XBUS addressing: I/O addresses EO to FF hexadecimal. Two chip selects are connected
to the HD64180 direct-memory-access request inputs, and the
remaining four are associated with the Centronics I/O ports.
The Centronics output port consists of a74LS374 (IC22),
which latches the output data, plus both halves of a 74LS74
(IC23) for controlling the handshaking. To send acharacter to
the device connected to the port, the control software first

generator consisting of aflip-flop and acouple of gates ( IC5,
IC6, and IC19). The plastic- leaded-chip-carrier version of the
HD64180 can address 1megabyte, but Ifeel that 256K bytes is
more than adequate for typical printing applications, and it
keeps power consumption low.
If you examine the SmartSpooler's architecture closely, you
will note some similarities with the SB180 single-board computer ( see the September 1985 Circuit Cellar). Considering the
performance and popularity of the SB180, any similarities are
purely intentional. The SmartSpooler's core architecture lets it
be more or less software-compatible with the BCC180 multitasking controller ( presented the last three months) and the
SB180. Remember that you can download executable code to
the SmartSpooler using its host programmed mode. This code
could be acompiled BASIC program generated on aBCC180
just as easily as any HD64180 assembly code produced on an
IBM PC cross assembler or the SB180.
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Parallel input port timing

1 The host sets up the data and asserts STROBE, which
causes BUSY to immediately be asserted.

DO- D7

—0- STROBE

1

INTO to CPU
-4--

BUSY

«4—

ACKN LG

2 The host deasserts STROBE, which latches the data and
generates an interrupt request to the HD64180.

1

3 The SmartSpooler interrupt handler reads the data and
asserts ACKNLG ( IN ciNcS)

21

4 The SmartSpooler deasserts ACKNLG ( IN CINCS+1).
3

5 The SmartSpooler deasserts BUSY (
IN CBSY).

14

Figure 3a: Timing diagram for SmartSpooler's parallel input port.

Parallel output port timing

1. The printer asserts ACKNLG in response to the previous
data byte received. The trailing edge generates an
interrupt request to the HD64180.

—30.- ACKNLG
INT1 to CPU

2 The HD64180 sets up the next data byte (ONT COUTCS).
DO- D7
-ma—

STROBE

2<

3 The HD64180 asserts STROBE (
OUT COUTSTB+1).
31

174

4 The HD64180 deasserts STROBE (OUT COUTSTB).

Figure 3b: Timing diagram for the parallel output port.
writes the byte out to port 90h. This latches the byte into the
74LS374 and also clears INT1 \ high. (INT1 \ is used during the
acknowledge sequence that I'll describe next.)
Next, the program accesses (either reads or writes) port Ath
to assert STROBE\ on J6 low. Finally, the software accesses
port AOh to cause STROBE\ to go high, signaling the target
device that abyte is ready.
Once the target printer device has retrieved the byte and wants
to tell the spooler that it is ready for another byte, the device
asserts the ACKNLG\ line on J6 low, then sets it high again.
The rising edge clocks the 74LS74 and forces INT1 \ low, generating an interrupt. Writing the next byte out to the Centronics
port (usually part of the interrupt service routine) clears the
interrupt.
The Centronics input port is similar to the output port, but it
works in reverse. When the device connected to J5 sends the
spooler acharacter, the device simultaneously generates alowto-high signal on the STROBE \ input. This latches the data into
a74LS374 (IC20) and sets INTO\ low, generating an interrupt
to the HD64180 processor. It also clocks another flip-flop,
sending the BUSY line to the input device into ahigh state.
As part of the interrupt service routine, the processor first
reads port 80h to get the character being sent to it by the input
device. The port access also clears the interrupt and causes the
ACKNLG \ output to go low as the first part of the acknowledge
sequence. Next, an access to port 81h sets ACKNLG\ high
again, signaling the input device that the character has been read
270
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and the spooler is ready for another. Finally, it accesses I/O
port B0h, causing the BUSY output to go low. This signals
those devices that rely on the BUSY signal that SmartSpooler is
ready for another character. Figure 3shows the timing details of
the parallel I/O ports.
Purists may argue that SmartSpooler does not support the full
Centronics interface, which, technically, includes additional
signals like Paper Error, Error, and Init. However, these signals
(and other vendor-unique signals) are inconsistent for different
computers, printers, and software. Just in case, SmartSpooler's
output port does provide an option for handling aPrinter Error
input signal. You can jumper it to NMI \.
Experimenters
While printed circuit board kits for the SmartSpooler are available, Iencourage you to build your own. If you don't mind doing
alittle work, Iwill support your efforts as usual. You can download a hexadecimal file of the executable code for SmartSpooler's system EPROM (27128) from my bulletin board at
(203) 871-1988. Alternatively, you can send me apreformatted
IBM PC disk with return postage, and I'll put all the files on it
for you (add $6 for the SmartSpooler User's Manual). Of
course, this free software is for noncommercial personal use.
Next Month
I'll finish the hardware by explaining the switch and LED configuration and describe SmartSpooler's software. •
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I'd like to personally thank Tom Cantrell for his extensive work
on this project. Without his software expertise, I'd be hopelessly mired in an ocean of bits forever.
Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous Circuit Cellar articles.
Most of these past articles are available in book form from BYTE
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Co., P.O. Box 400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume Icovers articles in BYTE from September 1977 through November 1978. Volume II covers December
1978 through June 1980. Volume III covers July 1980 through December 1981. Volume IV covers January 1982 through June 1983. Volume V
covers July 1983 through December 1984. Volume VI covers January
1985 through June 1986.
It's virtually impossible to provide all the pertinent details of aproject
or cover all the designs I'd like to in the pages of BYTE. For that reason,
Ihave started abimonthly supplemental publication called Circuit Cellar Ink, which presents additional information on projects published in
BYTE, new projects, and supplemental applications-oriented materials. For aone-year subscription (6issues), send $ 14.95 to Circuit Cellar Ink, P.O. Box 3378, Wallingford, CT 06494. Credit card orders can
call ( 203) 875-2199.

The following items are available from
CCI
P.O. Box 428
Tolland, CT 06084
(203) 875-2751
Inquiry 951.
I. SmartSpooler RAMIess full printed circuit board kit for parallel-toparallel operation. Comes complete with printed circuit board and all
printed-circuit-board- mounted components, including HD64180, IC
sockets, SmartSpooler software on EPROM, and User's Manual. Less
DRAM chips. SSOI-KIT
$ 119
2. SmartSpooler experimenter's kit for parallel-to-parallel operation.
Comes with printed circuit board, crystal. HD64180 and plasticleaded-chip-carrier socket, software on EPROM, and User's Manual.
Available only through September 30, 1988. SS02-EXP $ 89
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SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS
All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap- around
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs,
XTs,ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
Power- on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.
NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s!
For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone ( including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non- IBM equipment.
All CPUs & Numeric Co- processors
System Expansion & Extended Memory
Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives
Standard & Non-standard Printers
System Board: DMA, Timers, Interrupt,
Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

All Color Graphics & Monochrome
Monitors
Parallel & Serial Ports
Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA
Adapters
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk
because of our 30 day money back guarantee.

Optional serial port ribbon cables are available. Call for pricing.
The SmartSpooler design is available for licensing to qualified manufacturers. Call for information.
All payments should be made in U.S. dollars by check, money order,
MasterCard, or Visa. Surface delivery ( U.S. and Canada only): add $5
for U.S., $ 8for Canada. For delivery to Europe via U.S. airmail, add
$14. Three-day air freight delivery: add $ 10 for U.S. ( UPS Blue), $25
for Canada ( Purolator overnight), $45 for Europe ( Federal Express), or
$60 for Asia and elsewhere in the world ( Federal Express).
There is amultiline Circuit Cellar bulletin board system ( running TBBS
2.0M) that supports past and present projects in BYTE and Ink. You are
invited to call and exchange ideas and comments with other Circuit Cellar supporters. The 300/1200/2400-bps BBS is on-line 24 hours aday
at (203) 871-1988.
To receive information about the Circuit Cellar Ink publication for
hardware designers and developers, please circle 100 on the Reader
Service inquiry card at the back of the magazine.

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-seeah") is an electronics engineer and computer consultant with experience in process control, digital design, nuclear instrumentation, and product development. The author of several books on electronics, he
can be reached at P.O. Box 582, Glastonbury, CT 06033.
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Books by The
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According to Bill Gates "
Ed lacobucci was akey architect...
and made very important
contributions. Ed is one of
the few individuals who can
explain the foundation that
OS/2 will provide for the
industry...what you will
read here represents the
real ideas behind the operating system and what can be
done with it"
From the Foreword of
OS 2' Programmer's Guide

Using OS/2Tm

OS/2Tm Programmer's Guide

by Kris Jamsa,
Author of the Bestseller
DOS: The Complete Reference

by Ed lacobucci,
Leader of the IBM OS/2 Design Team
Foreword by Bill Gates
Here are he techniques and insights on OS/2 version
1.0 that serious programmers need. Learn how and
why the system works. lacobucci discusses
• Dynamic linking and the system API
• Memory management in aprotected
environment
• OS/2 multi-tasking
•Advanced inter- process communications
facilities
•The system I/O capabilities
• Session management, user interface,
utilities, and more.
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You'll get up to speed on OS/2 with Jamsa's expertise. This quick- paced guide covers fundamental to
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• Acomplete command reference with syntax
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Gordon Letwin,
ChiefArchitect, Systems Software,
Microsoft Corp.

Dynamic Linking in OS/2
Dynlinks make OS/2 programs
smaller, more efficient, and easier to
upgrade—here's how they work
ost operating systems let you create programs
piecemeal. You can compile one piece at atime
and have it refer to the other pieces as externals.
A linker combines these pieces into one final
executable image, fixing up the external references (i.e., references between one piece and another) that
those pieces contain.
The primary advantage of linking to external code is that you
can use it to refer to astandard set of subroutines—asubroutine
library—without compiling or even possessing the source code
for those subroutines. Nearly all high-level language packages
come with one or more standard run-time libraries that contain
various useful subroutines that the compiler can call implicitly
and that the programmer can call explicitly.
In this process, called static linking, the static code (i.e., the
external subroutine) is built into the final executable module.
Naturally, this makes the executable file larger, but more importantly, the target code can't be changed or upgraded without
relinking to the main program's object files. Because the personal computer field is built on commercial software whose authors don't release source or object files, this relinking is out of
the question for the typical end user.
Finally, the target code can't be shared in memory among
several different applications that use the same library routines,
for two reasons. First, the target code was relocated differently
by the linker for each client; so although the code remains logically-the same for each application, the address components of
the binary instructions are different in each executable file. Second, the operating system has no way of knowing that these applications are using the same library, and it has no way of knowing where that library is in each executable file. Therefore, it
can't avoid having duplicate copies of the library in memory.
To do away with these problems, OS/2 uses dynamic linking,
in which aprogram's external references to subroutines are resolved either when the program is loaded, or later at run time,
as the subroutines are needed by the program. Subroutines are
kept in special dynlink libraries, application programs can share
subroutines, and programmers can make changes to frequently
used procedures (such as user- interface routines) without
changing the applications that use them.
Load-Tune Dynlinks
On the surface, the process of load-time dynamic linking looks
the same as that of static linking. The programmer makes an
external reference to asubroutine, and at link time specifies a

library file (or an object file) that defines the reference. The
linker produces an executable file that OS/2 then loads and executes. Behind the scenes, however, things are very different.
In static linking, the linker finds the actual externally referenced subroutine in the library file. In dynamic linking, the
linker finds aspecial record that defines amodule name string
and an entry-point name string. For example, in ahypothetical
routine called Foo, the library file contains only these two name
strings, not the code for Foo itself. (The entry-point name string
doesn't have to be the name by which programs called the routine.) The resultant executable file doesn't contain the code for
Foo; it contains a special dynlink record that specifies these
module and entry-point names for Foo.
When this executable file is run, OS/2 loads the code in the
.EXE file into memory and discovers the dynlink record(s). For
each dynlink module that is named, OS/2 locates the code in the
system's dynlink library directory and loads it into memory
(unless the module is already in use; more about this later). The
system then links the external references in the application to the
addresses of the called entry points (see figure 1).
Although this is just postponing the linkage until load time,
the technique has several important ramifications. First, the target code is not in the executable file but in aseparate dynlink
library (. DLL) file. Thus, the executable file is smaller because
it contains only the name of the target code, not the code itself.
You can change or upgrade the target code at any time simply by
replacing this . DLL file. The next time areferencing application
is loaded (with some restrictions, as I'll discuss later), it is
linked to the new version of the target code. Having the target
code in adynlink file paves the way for automatic code sharing.
OS/2 can easily understand that two applications are using the
same dynlink code because it loaded and linked that code, and it
can use this knowledge to share the pure segments of that dynlink package rather than loading duplicate copies.
Although you need to understand dynamic linking to create a
dynlink module, you can use one without even knowing that it's
not an ordinary static link. Dynamically linked programs sometimes take longer to load into memory than do statically linked
programs. The performance ramifications depend on the kind
of dynlink module that is referenced and whether this executable
file is the first to reference the module.
Although Ihave concentrated on processes that call dynlink
routines, these routines can also be called by other dynlink routines. When OS/2 loads aroutine in response to aprocess's request, it examines it to see if it has any dynlink references of its
own. Any such referenced dynlink routines are also loaded until
no unsatisfied dynlink references remain.
Run-lime Dynamic Linking
Not all dynlink names need to appear in the executable file at
load time; aprocess can link itself to adynlink package at run

From Inside OS/2. Adapteckty permission of Microsoft Press. Copyright 1988 Microsoft Press. All rights reserved.
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time as well. Run-time dynamic linking works exactly like loadtime dynamic linking, except that the process creates the dynlink module and entry-point names at run time and then passes
them to OS/2 so that OS/2 can locate and load the specified dynlink code.
Run-time linking takes place in four steps:
1. The process issues aDosLoadModule call to tell OS/2 to locate and load the dynlink code into memory.
2. The DosGetProcAddr call is used to obtain the addresses of
the routines that the process wants to call.
3. The process calls the dynlink library entry points by an indirect call through the address returned by DosGetProcAddr.
4. When the process has no further use for the dynlink code, it
can call DosFreeModule to release the dynlink code. After this
call, the process will still have the addresses returned by
DosGetProcAddr, but they will be illegal addresses; referencing
them will cause aGP (general protection) fault.
Run-time dynlinks are useful when aprogram knows it will
want to call some dynlink routines but doesn't know which

.EXE

.DLL
dlpack: Foo

Call
dlpack: Foo
Disk side
RAM side

Call

Figure 1: In load-time dynamic linking, the executable file
contains an entry that tells OS/2 where to find the dynlink
module, Foo. When OS/2 loads the executable file into
memory, it also loads Foo and fixes all references to Foo from
the executable file.

I

Code segment(s)

Global
data
segment(s)

I

Instance
data
segment(s)

Figure 2: A dynlink routine can have three kinds of
segments. Each process using the dynlink module will get its
own copy of the instance data segments while sharing the
same copy of the global data segments with the other processes
attached to the dynlink module. OS/2 performs an
optimization so that code segments are shared transparently
among all processes.
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ones. For example, acharting program may support four plotters, and it might want to use dynlink plotter-driver packages. It
doesn't make sense for the application to contain load-time dynlinks to all four plotters, because only one will be used and the
others will take up memory and swap space. Instead, the charting program can wait until it learns which plotter is installed and
then use the run-time dynlink facility to load the appropriate
package. The application can even wait until the user issues a
plot command before it calls DosLoadModule, thereby reducing
memory demands on the system.
The application need not even be able to enumerate all the
modules or entry points that may be called. The application can
learn the names of the dynlink modules from another process or
by looking in aconfiguration file. This allows the user of the
charting program, for example, to install additional plotter
drivers that didn't even exist at the time the application was written. Of course, in this example the calling sequences of the dynlink plotter driver must be standardized, or you must devise a
way for the application to figure out the proper way to call these
newly found routines.
Naturally, aprocess is not limited to one run-time dynlink
module; you can use multiple calls to DosLoadModule to link to
several dynlink modules simultaneously. Regardless of the
number of modules in use, you should use DosFreeModule if
the dynlink module is no longer needed and the process intends
to continue executing. But issuing DosFreeModule is unnecessary if the process is about to terminate; OS/2 releases all dynlink modules at process-termination time.
Dynlinks, Processes, and Threads
Simply put, OS/2 views dynlinks as afancy subroutine package.
Dynlinks aren't processes, and they don't own any resources. A
dynlink executes only because athread belonging to aclient process has called the dynlink code. The dynlink code is executing
as the client thread and process because, in the eyes of the system, the dynlink is merely a subroutine that the process has
called. Before the client process can call adynlink package,
OS/2 ensures that the dynlink's segments are in the client's address space. No ring transition or context-switching overhead
occurs when aclient calls adynlink routine; the far call to a
dynlink entry point is just that—an ordinary far call to asubroutine in the process's address space.
One side effect is that dynlink calls are very fast; little CPU
time is spent getting to the dynlink package. Another side effect
is that there is no separation between aclient's segments and a
dynlink package's segments, because segments belong to processes and only one process is running both the client and the
dynlink code.
Handling Dynlink Data
You might have noticed something missing in this discussion of
dynamic linking: I've said nothing about how to handle adynlink routine's data. OS/2 supports two types of data segments
for dynlink routines—instance and global (see figure 2). Instance data segments hold data specific to each instance of the
dynlink routine. In other words, adynlink routine has aseparate
set of instance data segments for each process using the routine.
The dynlink code has no difficulty addressing its data; the code
can reference the data segment selectors as immediate values.
A global data segment, as the name implies, is not duplicated
for each client process. There is only one copy of each dynlink
module's global data segment; each client process is given
shared access to that segment. The segment is loaded only
once—when the dynlink package is first brought into memory to
be linked with its first client process. Global data segments
allow adynlink routine to be explicitly aware of its multiple clients, because changes to aglobal segment made by calls from
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one client process are visible to the dynlink code when called
ments. OS/2 creates these segments and allocates aselector for
from another client process. Global data segments support subeach from the 8192 possible LIM' selectors. There isn't any consystems, which I'll discuss later.
flict with other processes in the system at this point, because
Because adynlink routine's data requirements are not known
each process has its own LDT and its own private set of 8192
at link time, the technique of fixing up the references that the
LDT selectors. After OS/2 chooses aselector for each segment,
client code makes to the dynlink routine's data is more compliboth code and data, it uses atable of addresses provided in the
cated than that for statically linked routines. In statically linked
executable file to relocate each segment reference in the prosubroutines, when the linker binds the external code with the
gram, changing the place-holder value put there by the linker
main code, it sees how much static data the external code needs
into the proper segment-selector value. OS/2 never combines or
and allocates the necessary space in the proper data segments.
splits segments, so it never has to relocate the offset part of adReferences that the external code makes to its data are then fixed
dresses—only the segment parts. Address offsets are more comup to point to the proper location. Because the linker is combinmon than segment references. Because the segment references
ing all the object files into an executable file, it can easily divide
are relatively few, this relocation process is not very timethe static data segments among the various compilands.
consuming.
This technique doesn't work for dynlink routines, because
If OS/2 discovers that the process it is loading references a
their code (and therefore their data requirements) aren't present
dynlink routine, the situation is more complex. For example,
at link time. It's possible to extend the special . OBJ file to desuppose the process isn't the first caller of Foo; Foo is already in
scribe the amount of static data that the dynlink package will
memory and already relocated to some particular LDT slots in
need, but it won't work. (And even if it did work, it would be a the LDT of the earlier client of Foo. OS/2 has to fill in those
poor design because it would restrict our ability to upgrade the .same slots in the new process's LDT with pointers to Foo; it
dynlink code in the field.) Because the main code in each applican't assign different LDT slots because Foo's code and data
cation uses different amounts of static data, the data area rehave already been relocated to the earlier process's slots. If the
served for the dynlink package would end up at adifferent offset
new process is already using Foo's slot numbers for something
in each executable file that was built. When these . EXE files
else, then you're in trouble. This is aproblem with all Foo's
were executed, one set of shared dynlink code segments would
segments, both data segments and code segments.
need to reference the data that resides at different addresses for
This is where the disjoint Lin' space comes in. OS/2 reserves
each different client. Relocating the static references in all dynmany of each process's LDT slots for the disjoint space. The
link code modules at each occurrence of acontext switch is
same slot numbers are reserved in every process's LDT. When
clearly out of the question.
OS/2 allocates an LDT selector for amemory segment that may
An alternative to letting dynlink routines have their own static
be shared between processes, it allocates an entry from the disdata is to require that their callers allocate the necessary data joint LDT space. After aselector is allocated, that same slot is
areas and pass pointers to them upon every call. We easily rereserved in all other LDTs in the system. The slot either remains
jected this scheme: It's cumbersome; call statements must be
empty (i.e., invalid) or points to this shared segment; it can have
written differently if they're for adynlink routine; and, finally,
no other use. This guarantees that aprocess that has been runthis hack wouldn't support subsystems, which I'll discuss later.
ning for hours and that has created dozens of segments can still
Instead, OS/2 takes advantage of the segmented architecture
call DosLoadModule to get access to adynlink routine; OS/2
of the 80286 to solve the static addressability problem. Each
will find that the proper slots in this process's LIM' are ready
dynlink mutine can use one or more data segments to hold its
and waiting.
static data. Each client process has aseparate set of these segThe disjoint LDT space is used for all shared memory obments. Because these segments hold only the dynlink routine's
jects, not just dynlink routines. Shared memory data segments
data and none of the calling process's data, the offsets of the data
are also allocated from the disjoint LDT space. A process's
items within that segment will be the same no matter which clicode segments are not allocated in the disjoint LDT space, yet
ent process is calling the dynlink code. All you need to do to
they can still be shared. [Editor's note: For more discussion of
solve the static-data addressability problem is ensure that the
the disjoint LDT space, see "OS/2 Virtual Memory Managesegment selectors of the dynlink routine's static data segments
ment" by Vic Heller on page 227.]
are the same for each client process.
OS/2 does this by means of atechnique called the disjoint
Uses of Dynamic Linking
LDT space. Iwon't attempt ageneral introduction to the segDynlink libraries can serve as simple subroutine libraries or as
mented architecture of the 80286, but abrief summary is in
subsystems. They can form the interface to other processes, the
order. Each process in 80286 protected mode can have amaxiinterface to OS/2 itself, and even the interface to a device
mum of 16,383 segments. These segments are described in two
without the device driver's overhead.
tables: the LDT (local descriptor table) and the GDT (global
As Idiscussed earlier, adynlink subroutine is written and exdescriptor table). An application can't read from or write to
ecutes in much the same way as astatically linked subroutine.
these tables. OS/2 manages them, and the 80286 microprocesThe only difference is in the preparation of the dynlink library
sor uses their contents when aprocess loads selectors into its
file, which contains the actual subroutines, and in the preparasegment registers.
tion of the special object file, to which client programs can link.
In practice, the GUT is not used for application segments,
During execution, both the dynlink routines and the client rouwhich leaves the LDT 8192 segments—or, more precisely,
tines can use their own static data freely, and they can pass
8192 segment selectors, which OS/2 can set up to point to mempointers to their data areas back and forth to each other. The
ory segments. The 80286 does not support efficient positiononly difference between static linking and dynamic linking in
independent code, so 80286 programs contain within them, as
this model is that the dynlink routine cannot reference any exterpart of the instruction stream, the particular segment selector
nal symbols that the client code defines, nor can the client externeeded to access aparticular memory location, as well as an
nally reference any dynlink package symbols other than the
offset within that segment. This applies to both code and data
module entry points. The execution environment is nearly idenreferences.
tical to that of atraditional statically linked subroutine; the client
When OS/2 loads aprogram into memory, the executable file
and the subroutine each reference their own static data areas, all
describes the number, type, and size of the program's segcontinued
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of which are contained in the process's address space. Note that
adynlink package can reference the application's data and the
application can reference the dynlink package's data, but only if
they pass pointers to their data to one another.
The term dynlink subsystems is merely adescriptive term that
refers to the design and intended function of aparticular style of
dynlink package. A dynlink subsystem is amodule that provides
aset of services built around aresource. For example, OS/2's
video I/O (VIO) dynlink entry points are considered adynlink
subsystem because they provide aset of services to manage the
display screen. A subsystem usually has to manage alimited resource for an effectively unlimited number of clients. VIO does
this, managing asingle physical display controller and asmall
number of screen groups for an indefinite number of clients.
Because subsystems generally manage a limited resource,
they have one or more global data segments that they use to keep
information about the state of the resource they're controlling;
they also have buffers, flags, semaphores, and so on. Per-client
work areas are generally kept in instance data segments; it's best
to reserve the global data segments for global information. Figure 3illustrates adynlink routine being used as asubsystem. A
dynlink subsystem differs from adynlink being used as asubroutine only by the addition of astatic data segment.
Special Subsystem Support
Two OS/2 features are particularly valuable to subsystems:
global data segments (which I've already discussed) and special
client-initialization and client-termination support. Clearly, if a
subsystem is going to manage aresource, keeping track of its
clients in aglobal data segment, it needs to know when new clients arrive and when old clients terminate. The simple dynlink
subroutine model doesn't provide this information reliably. A
subsystem undoubtedly has initialize and terminate entry
points, but client programs may terminate without having called
asubsystem's terminate entry point. Such afailure may be an
error on the part of the client, but the system architecture decrees that errors should be localized; it's not acceptable for a
bug in aclient process to be able to hang up asubsystem, and
thus all its clients as well.
The two forms of subsystem initialization are global and
instance. If asubsystem specifies global initialization, the initialization entry point is called only once per activation of the
subsystem. When the subsystem dynlink package is first referenced, OS/2 allocates the subsystem's global data segments,
taking their initial values from the . DLL file. OS/2 then calls
the subsystem's global initialization entry point so that the module can do its one-time initialization. The thread that is used to

call the initialization entry point belongs to that first client process, so the first client's instance data segments are also set up
and can be used by the global initialization process. This means
that although the dynlink subsystem is free to open files, read
and write their contents, and close them again, it cannot open a
handle to afile, store the handle number in aglobal data segment, and expect to use that handle in the future.
Remember, subsystems don't own resources; processes own
resources. When adynlink package opens afile, that file is open
only for that one client process. That handle has meaning only
when that particular client is calling the subsystem code. If a
dynlink package were to store process A's handle number in a
global data segment and then attempt to do aread from that handle when running as process B, at best the read would fail with
invalid handle; at worst some unrelated file of B's would be
molested. And, of course, when client process A eventually terminates, the handle becomes invalid for all clients.
The second form of initialization is instance initialization.
The instance initialization entry point is called in the same way
as the global initialization entry point, except that it is called for
every new client when that client first attaches to the dynlink
package. Any instance data segments that exist will already be
allocated and will have been given their initial values from the
.
DLL file. The initialization entry point for aload-time dynlink
is called before the client's code begins executing. The initialization entry point for arun-time dynlink is called when the client calls the DosLoadModule function. A dynlink package cannot specify both global and instance initialization; if it desires
both, it should specify instance initialization and use acounter
in one of its global data segments to detect the first instance
initialization.
Even more important than initialization control is termination
control. In its global data area, asubsystem may have records,
buffers, or semaphores on behalf of aclient process. It may have
queued-up requests from that client that it needs to purge when
the client terminates. The dynlink package need not release instance data segments; because these belong to the client process, they are destroyed when the client terminates. The global
data segments themselves are released if this is the dynlink module's last client, so the module might want to take this last
chance to update alog file, release asystem semaphore, and
so on.
Using the DosExitList service allows aprocess to specify
one or more subroutine addresses that will be called when the
process terminates. Addresses can be added or removed from
the list. There can be many such addresses, which are called
under all termination conditions. Both the client process and the
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Figure 3: A dynlink routine used as asubsystem. The main difference between adynlink subsystem and asubroutine is the
presence of the global data segment(s).
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subsystem dynlinks that it calls can have their own termination
routines.
Interfaces to Other Processes
Earlier, Imentioned that dynlink subsystems have difficulty
dealing with resources—other than global memory—because
resource ownership and access are on aper-process basis. Life
as adynlink subsystem can be schizophrenic. Which files are
open, which semaphores are owned, and so on, depends on
which client is running your code at the moment. Global memory is different; it's the one resource that all clients own jointly.
The global memory remains as long as the client count doesn't
go to zero.
One way to deal with resource issues is for adynlink package
to act as afront end for aserver process. During module initialization, the dynlink module can check asystem semaphore to
see whether the server process is already running and, if not,
start it up. It needs to do this with the detach form of DosExecPgm so that the server process doesn't appear to the system as a
child of the subsystem's first client. Such amistake could mean
that the client's parent thinks that the command subtree it
founded by running the client never terminates because the
server process appears to be part of the command subtree.
When the server process is running, the dynlink subsystem
can forward some or all requests to it by one of the many interprocess communication (IPC) facilities. For example, adatabase subsystem might want to use adedicated server process to
hold open the database file and do reads and writes to it. It might
keep buffers and ISAM ( indexed sequential-access memory) directories in ashared-memory segment to which the dynlink subsystem requests access for each of its clients. Then requests that
can be satisfied by data from these buffers won't require the IPC
to the server process.
The only function of some dynlink packages is to act as aprocedural interface to another process. For example, aspreadsheet
program might provide an interface through which other applications can retrieve data values from aspreadsheet. The best
way to do this is for the spreadsheet package to contain adynlink
library that provides clients with aprocedural interface to the
spreadsheet process. The library routine itself will invoke a
noninteractive copy (perhaps a special subset . EXE) of the
spreadsheet to recover the information, passing it back to the
client via IPC. Alternatively, the retrieval code that understands
the spreadsheet data formats could be in the dynlink package
itself because that package ships with the spreadsheet and will
be upgraded when the spreadsheet is updated. In this case, the
spreadsheet itself could use the package instead of duplicating
the functionality in its own executable file. In any case, the
implementation details are hidden from the client process; the
client process simply makes aprocedure call that returns the
desired data.
Viewed from the highest level, this arrangement is simple: A
client process uses IPC to get service from aserver process via a
subroutine library. From the programmer's point of view,
though, the entire mechanism is encapsulated in the dynlink
subsystem's interface. A future upgrade to the dynlink package
may use an improved server process and different forms of IPC
to talk to it but retain full binary compatibility with the existing
client base.
Interface to OS/2 Itself
All OS/2 interface calls are dynlink calls. We implemented
some OS/2 calls as simple library routines. For example, in
OS/2 version 1.0, DosErrClass takes an error code and locates, in atable, an explanatory text string, an error classification, and arecommended action. Services such as these have
traditionally been part of the kernel of operating systems, not

In OS/2, system calls are
indistinguishable from ordinary dynlink
calls. This gives us the freedom to, in
future releases, move functions
between dynlink and call-gate entries.
because they need to use privileged instructions, but because
their error tables must be changed each time an upgrade to the
operating system is released. If the service is provided as astatically linked subroutine, older applications running on newer releases will receive new error codes that will not be in the library
code's tables.
Although OS/2 implements DosErrClass as alibrary routine, it's adynlink library routine, and the . DLL file is bundled
with the operating system itself. Any later release of the system
will contain an upgraded version of the DosErrClass routine,
one that knows about new error codes. Consequently, the dynlink facility provides OS/2 with a great deal of flexibility in
packaging its functions.
Some functions, such as " open file" or " allocate memory,"
can't be implemented as ordinary subroutines. They need access to key internal data structures, and these structures are, of
course, protected so they can't be changed by unprivileged
code. To get these services, the processor must make asystem
call, entering the kernel code in avery controlled fashion and
there running with sufficient privilege to do its work. This privilege transition is via acall gate—afeature of the 80286/80386
hardware. A program calls acall gate exactly as it performs an
ordinary far call; special flags in the GDT and LDT tell the processor that this is acall gate rather than aregular call.
In OS/2, system calls are indistinguishable from ordinary
dynlink calls. All OS/2 system calls are defined in adynlink
module called DosCalls. When OS/2 fixes up dynlink references to this module, it consults aspecial table, built into OS/2,
of resident functions. If the function is not listed in this table,
then an ordinary dynlink is set up. If the function is in the table,
OS/2 sets up acall-gate call in place of the ordinary dynlink
call. The transparency between library and call-gate functions
explains why passing an invalid address to an OS/2 system call
causes the calling process to trigger a GP fault. Because the
OS/2 kernel code controls and manages the GP fault mechanism, OS/2 calls that are call gates could easily return an error
code if an invalid address causes the fault. If this were done,
however, the behavior of OS/2 calls would differ depending on
their implementation: Invalid addresses for dynlink entry points
would cause aGP fault; call-gate entries would return an error
code. OS/2 prevents this dichotomy and preserves its freedom
to, in future releases, move functions between dynlink and callgate entries. Because non-call-gate dynlink routines must generate GP faults, call-gate routines produce them as well.
Device Drivers
Dynlinks do much more than act as system calls. They provide
an interface that is as device- independent as adevice driver, but
without the overhead. Using dynlinks, applications can make
high-speed calls to asubroutine package that can directly manipulate the device. The call itself is fast, and the package can
specify an arbitrarily wide set of parameters. No privilege or
ring transition is needed, and the dynlink package can directly
access its client's data areas. Finally, the dynlink package can
continued
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With an open system architecture,
you can add system services
simply by plugging in dynlink
modules, just as hardware cards plug
into an open hardware system.
use subsystem support features to virtualize the device or to referee its use among multiple clients. Device independence is
provided because anew version of the dynlink interface can be
installed whenever new hardware is installed. VIO and the Presentation Manager are examples of this kind of dynlink use.
Dynlink packages have an important drawback when they are
being used as device-driver replacements: They cannot receive
hardware interrupts. Some devices, such as video displays, do
not generate interrupts. Interrupt-driven devices, though, require atrue device driver. That driver can contain all the device
interface function, or the work can be split between adevice
driver and adynlink package that acts as afront end for that
device driver.
Dynlink routines can also act as nonkernel service packages—as an open system architecture for software. Most operating systems are like the early versions of the Apple Macintosh
computer: They are closed systems; only their creators can add
features to them. Because of OS/2's open system architecture,
third parties and end users can add system services simply by
plugging in dynlink modules, just as hardware cards plug into an
open hardware system. The analogy extends further: Some
hardware cards like the Hayes modem and the Hercules Graphics Card become so popular that their interface defines astandard. Third-party dynlink packages will, over time, establish
similar standards. Vendors will offer, for example, improved
database dynlink routines that are advertised as plug-compatible with the standard database dynlink interface, but better,
cheaper, and faster.
Dynlinlcs allow third parties to add interfaces to OS/2; they
also allow OS/2's developers to add future interfaces. The dynlink interface model allows additional functionality to be implemented as subroutines or processes, or even to be distributed
across anetwork environment.
Special Considerations
Although dynlink routines often act very much like traditional
static subroutines, aprogrammer must be aware of some special
considerations. Ihave discussed how adynlink package runs as
asubroutine of the client process and that the client process has
access to the dynlink package's instance and global data segments. This use of the dynlink interface is efficient and thus advantageous, but it's also disadvantageous because aberrant client processes can damage the dynlink package's global data
segments. The measures aprogrammer takes to deal with the
security issue depend on the nature and sensitivity of the dynlink package. Dynlink packages that don't have global data segments are at no risk; an aberrant program can damage its instance data segments and thereby fail to run correctly, but that's
the expected outcome of aprogram bug. A dynlink package with
global data segments can minimize the risk by never giving its
callers pointers into the dynlink package's global data segment.
If the amount of global data is small and merely detecting
damage is sufficient, the global data segments could be
checksununed.
If accidental damage to the global data segments would be
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grave, adynlink package can work in conjunction with another
dynlink package acting as aserver. The server process can protect the sensitive data and provide it on aper-client basis to the
dynlink package in response to an IPC request. Because the
server process is aseparate process, its segments are fully protected from the client process as well as from all others.
Dynlink Life, Death, and Sharing
Throughout this discussion, Ihave referred to sharing pure segments, which are segments that are never modified during their
lifetime. The ability to share pure segments is an optimization
that OS/2 makes for all memory segments whether they are dynlink segments or an application's executable file segments. All
code segments (except for those created by DosCreateCSAlias)
are pure; read-only data segments are also pure. When OS/2
notices that it's going to load two copies of the same pure segment, it performs abehind-the-scenes optimization and gives
the second client access to the earlier copy of the segment instead of wasting memory with aduplicate version.
For example, if two copies of aprogram are run, all code segments are pure; at most, only one copy of each code segment
will be in memory. OS/2 flags these segments as internally
shared and doesn't release them until the last user has finished
with the segment. This is not the same as shared memory as it is
generally defined in OS/2. Because pure segments can only be
read, never written, no process can tell that pure segments are
being shared or being affected by that sharing. Although threads
from two or more processes may execute the same shared code
segment at the same time, this is not the same as amultithreaded
process. Each copy of aprogram has its own data areas, its own
stack, its own file handles, and so on. They are totally independent of one another even if OS/2 is quietly sharing their pure
code segments among them.
Because the pure segments of adynlink package are shared,
the second and subsequent clients of adynlink package can load
much more quickly (because these pure segments don't have to
be loaded from the . DLL disk file). This doesn't mean that
OS/2 doesn't have to hit the disk at all: Many dynlink packages
use instance data segments, and OS/2 loads afresh copy of the
initial values for these segments from the . DLL file.
When the last client process of adynlink object dies or otherwise releases the object, OS/2 destroys the object and frees up
the memory. This mechanism has the potential to cause aproblem only in the management of the dynlink package's global
data segment. For example, when the first client (since boot-up)
of adynlink package references it, OS/2 loads the package's
code and data segments. Then OS/2 calls the package's initialization routine—if the package has one. OS/2 records in an internal data structure that this dynlink package has one client. If
additional clients come along while the first is still using the
dynlink package, OS/2 increments the package's user count appropriately. Each time aclient disconnects or dies, the user
count is decremented.
As long as the user count remains nonzero, the package remains in existence, with each client sharing the original global
data segments. When the client count goes to zero, OS/2 discards the dynlink package's code and global data segments and
in effect forgets all about the package. When another client
comes along, OS/2 reloads the package and reloads its global
data segment as if the earlier use had never occurred.
If discarding the global data segment is aproblem for adynlink package, an associated dummy process (which the dynlink
package could start during its load-time initialization) can reference the dynlink package. As long as this process stays alive, the
dynlink package and its global data segments stay alive.
An alternative is for the dynlink package to keep track of the
continued
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— WORLDWIDE SERVICE AND SUPPORT
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• Extended Service Contract Available
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W
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B & W SYSTEMS. INC.
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DYNAMIC LINKING IN OS/2

count of its clients and save the contents of its global data segments to adisk file when the last client terminates, but this is
tricky. Because aprocess may fail to call adynlink package's
"I'm finished" entry point (presumably part of the dynlink
package's interface) before it terminates, the dynlink package
must get control to write its segment via DosExitList. If the
client process is connected to the dynlink package via DosLoadModule (
i.e., via run-time dynamic linking), it cannot disconnect from the package via DosFreeModule as long as aDosExitList address points into the dynlink package. An attempt
to do so returns an error code. Typically, you might expect the
application to ignore this error code, but because the dynlink
package is still attached to the client process, it will receive DosExitList service when the client eventually terminates. It's important that dynlink packages that maintain client-state information and therefore need DosExitList also offer an " I'm
finished" function. When aclient calls this function, the package should close it out and then remove its processing address
from DosExitList so that DosFreeModule can take effect if the
client wishes.
Note that OS/2's habit of sharing in-use dynlink libraries has
implications for the replacement of dynlink packages. Specifically, OS/2 holds the . DLL file open for as long as that library
has any clients. To replace adynlink library with an upgraded
version, you must first ensure that all clients of the old package
have terminated.
Dynlinlc segments, like executable file segments, can be
marked (by the linker) as preload or load on demand. When a
dynlink module or an executable file is loaded, OS/2 immediately loads all segments marked preload but usually does not
load any segments marked load on demand. These segments are
loaded only if and when they are referenced. (Segments that are
loaded from removable media will be fully loaded, regardless of
the load-on-demand bit.) This mechanism speeds process and
library loading and reduces swapping by leaving infrequently
used segments out of memory until they are needed. Once asegment is loaded, its preload or load-on-demand status has no further bearing; the segment will be swapped or discarded without
consideration for these bits.
Finally, special OS/2 code keeps track of dynlink circular
references. Because dynlink packages can call other dynlink
packages, package A can call package B, and package Bcan call
package A. Even if the client process C terminates, packages A
and B might appear to be in use by each other, and they would
both stay in memory. OS/2 keeps agraph of dynlink clients—
both processes and other dynlink packages. When aprocess can
no longer reach adynlink package over this graph, the dynlink
package is released.
Avoiding Side Effects
A well-written dynlink library should have no side effects. It
should export to the client process only its functional interface
and not accidentally export side effects that might interfere with
the consistent execution of the client.
Some possible side effects are obvious: A dynlink routine
shouldn't close any file handles that it didn't open itself. The
sanie applies to other system resources that the client process
may be accessing, and it applies in the inverse as well: A dynlink
routine that obtains resources for itself, in the guise of the client
process, should do so in away that doesn't affect the client code.
For example, consuming many of the available file handles
would be aside effect because the client would then be unexpectedly short of available file handles. A dynlink package with
ahealthy file-handle appetite should be sure to call OS/2 to raise
the maximum number of file handles so that the client process
isn't constrained. Finally, adynlink package must not exhaust
the available stack space. A dynlink routine should minimize its
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stack needs, and an upgrade to an existing dynlink package must
not consume much more stack space than did the earlier version, lest the upgrade cause existing clients to fail in the field.
Dynlink routines can also cause side effects by issuing system
calls that affect the client process. For example, each signal
event can have only one handler address; if adynlink routine
establishes asignal handler, then that signal handler preempts
any handler set up by the client application. Likewise, if adynlink routine changes the priority of the thread with which it was
called, the dynlink routine must be sure to restore that priority
before it returns to its caller. Several other system functions
such as DosError and DosSetVerify also cause side effects
that can affect the client process.
Enumerating all forms of side effects is not possible; it's up to
the programmer to take the care needed to ensure that adynlink
module is properly house-trained.
Naming Dynlinks
Each dynlink entry point has three names associated with it: an
external name, amodule name, and an entry-point name. The
name the client program calls as an external reference is the external name. The programmer works with this name, and its
syntax and form must be compatible with the assembler or compiler being used. The name should be simple and explanatory
yet unlikely to collide with another external name in the client
code or in another library. A name such as READ or RESET is
apoor choice because of the collision possibilities; aname such
as XR23P11 is obviously hard to work with.
The linker replaces the external name with amodule name
and an entry-point name, which are embedded in the resultant
executable file. OS/2 uses the module name to locate the dynlink . DLL file; the code for module modname is in file MODNAME.DLL. The entry-point name specifies the entry point in
the module; the entry-point name need not be the same as the
external name. For modules with alot of entry points, the client
executable file size can be minimized and the loading speed
maximized by using entry ordinals in place of entry-point
names. Run-time dynlinks are established by using the module
name and the entry-point name; the external name is not used.
flexibility, Efficiency, Consistency
Dynamic linking provides not only auniform interface to OS/2
that is consistent across system calls and most device interfaces,
but it also builds in enough flexibility to allow OS/2 to adapt to
developments in technology through the use of nonkernel service packages.
Dynamic linking allows you to keep the target code separate
from the executable code, which lets you change or upgrade the
code simply by replacing the dynlink code. Because the system
links in the dynlink routines itself, it knows it can save more
space by sharing segments where possible, thus avoiding duplicate copies of code in memory. With run-time dynamic linking,
aprocess can use OS/2 system calls to determine which dynlink
modules it wants to run and then load them. Being able to determine the necessary modules at run time can save space by allowing aprocess to load only what it needs.
Finally, dynlink routines can serve as asubsystem, aset of
services built around aresource such as VIO. Dynlinks can also
form the interface between processes, which can add alevel of
control and protection to the processes involved. Devices that do
not need to intercept interrupts can be controlled with dynlinks.
And finally, dynlinks form the interface to the OS/2 kernel
itself, thus providing a truly consistent interface for the
programmer. •
Gordon Letwin is chief architect of systems software at Microsoft Corp., Redmond, Washington.
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When Facts Get Fuzzy
Add fuzzy logic to your Turbo Prolog
programs and they'll be able to cope
with the uncertainties of real-world
situations
ost of us like to reason in absolutes. For example, we might say. " If the sky is blue, then it
isn't raining." This simple approach works
well for reasoning in artificial domains such
as formula-proving. But as soon as the meteorologist says " partly cloudy," we are thrown back into the
real world, where facts are often ambiguous. If artificial intelligence ( AI) is to succeed at modeling human reasoning, it
must be able to deal with information that might be uncertain,
or even inaccurate.
Fuzzy logic lets us do just that. Programs using fuzzy logic
are aseries of fuzzy-logic statements, just as ordinary Prolog
programs are a series of predicate ( i.e., two-valued) logic
statements.
Reasoning with Uncertainty
In traditional set theory, an element either belongs to aset or it
doesn't. Elements in afuzzy set may belong only partially to the
set. The classic example is the set of " young" people. At what
age is someone no longer young? There is no established dividing line, so afuzzy- set definition might show aperson 20 years
old as " 90 percent young," while someone 60 years old would
be only " 30 percent young." The degree of membership in a
fuzzy set ranges from 0to I.
This ability to deal with acontinuous range of values, rather
than just true and false, is exactly what we need to reason in the
real world. However, applications that try to model human reasoning also need additional operations derived from probability
theory, since we often think in terms of probabilities. To date,
the sets of operations that different applications use to deal with
uncertainty have had little in-common.
Fuzzy logic defines the minimum set of operations needed by
most applications that deal with uncertainty, and is therefore a
good candidate to use as astandard. Applications with unusual
requirements can define further fuzzy- logic operations by
building on this basic set. Fuzzy logic is asuperset of predicate
logic, which means that nonfuzzy information is handled normally, using the same operators that you would use to handle
fuzzy information.
Fuzzy-logic operators are defined on fuzzy truth values,
which range from 0 ( false) to 1 (true). There are four binary
operations: fuzzy AND, fuzzy OR, probability AND, and
probability OR (which are written as f-AND, f-OR, p-AND,

and p-OR). One unary operation is defined: NOT. We can describe these operations by ordinary arithmetic functions:
af-AND b
af-OR b
ap- AND b
ap-OR b
NOT a

= min(a, b)
= max(a, b)
=axb
= a + b — (a x b)
=1 — a

The three operations f-AND, f-OR, and NOT correspond directly to the predicate-logic operations AND, OR, and NOT.
They produce the same results on nonfuzzy values ( i.e., 0and
1), and they obey the same mathematical properties.
Operations from Fuzzy-Set Theory
Fuzzy-set theory, like ordinary set theory, has the three basic
set operations: intersection, union, and complement. From
these operations we can derive the f-AND, f-OR, and NOT operations, as I'll explain.
•Fuzzy intersection. If an element has differing degrees of
membership in two fuzzy sets, the lesser degree dictates its degree of membership in an intersection of the two sets. For example, if aman is 80 percent young and 40 percent good-looking,
he is only 40 percent young and good-looking. With the nonfuzzy values 0and 1, this operation produces the same results as
an AND in predicate logic. From this operation we derive the fAND.
•Fuzzy union. Conversely, if an element has differing degrees
of membership in two fuzzy sets, the greater of the two indicates
its degree of membership in aunion of two fuzzy sets. Using the
previous example, our subject would then be 80 percent young
or good-looking.
With nonfuzzy values, this operation is equivalent to the
predicate logic OR. This becomes the f-OR operation. It is the
only significant incompatibility between Prolog and Fuzzy Prolog; the Prolog OR operator is adecision point rather than atrue
predicate logic OR.
•Fuzzy complement. An element's degree of membership in
the complement of afuzzy set is 1minus its degree of membership in the set itself. Someone who is 80 percent young is, therefore, only 20 percent old. With nonfuzzy values, this operation
is equivalent to the NOT in predicate logic and is the basis for
the NOT in fuzzy logic. It is not called the f-NOT, since there is
no difference between the complement operation we derive
from fuzzy-set theory and the one we will derive from probability theory.
Fuzzy-set operations are important, since they essentially extend predicate logic into the realm of fuzzy information without
altering the way we think about logic. Past enhancements to Lisp
continued
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and Prolog that added fuzzy reasoning abilities have used some
or all of these fuzzy-set operations. Unfortunately, fuzzy-set
operators are not, by themselves, sufficient to model human
reasoning. Most applications require additional operations derived from probability theory.
Operations from Probability Theory
The need for reasoning in probabilities comes up in everyday
experience. When you make adecision based on uncertain information, you intuitively weight the data according to their importance and certainty. You then select the course of action
which, based on all the evidence, seems most likely to yield a
desired result.
Consider, for example, the process of diagnosing adisease.
Several symptoms may be characteristic of the disease, and the
more symptoms we observe, the more certain we are that the
disease is present. Symptoms may not have equal importance—
aheadache could indicate any number of ailments, but blurred
vision is more specific and more indicative of a particular
disease.
Fuzzy-set operators provide no good means of combining
weightings of symptoms. The best we can do is use the f-OR. If
symptom A indicates a70 percent chance of the disease and
symptom B indicates a40 percent chance, the likelihood of the
disease would be calculated as
0.4 f-OR 0.7 = max(0.4, 0.7) = 0.7.
This totally disregards the accumulation of evidence; it only
considers the single most significant symptom.
Now, let's consider aprobability function. Given two independent events A and B, the probability of either occurring is

Since this is identical to the complement function derived from
fuzzy-set theory, no distinction need be drawn between the two.
Using Fuzzy Logic
The most common method of adding fuzzy-logic capabilities to
existing AI languages is to write ashell that runs on top of the
existing language. For example, we can add fuzzy- logic operations to Turbo Prolog with the file FUZZY.PRO (
see listing 1).
This file is referenced as an include file by Turbo Prolog programs in which you wish to use fuzzy logic.
Since Turbo Prolog does not allow the definition of new operators, the fuzzy-logic operators are used as predicates, and
fuzzy-logic statements are expressed in Reverse Polish Notation. We use the symbols below to represent the five operators in
fuzzy logic.
NOT
p- AND
p-OR
f- AND
f-OR

f_NOT
p_AND
p_OR
f_AND
f_OR

In addition, we define and use the two predicates fuzzy and
threshold. Listing 1, FUZZY.PRO, uses fuzzy to set and retrieve fuzzy-truth values, and it uses threshold to tell the program the lowest acceptable truth value, below which Prolog
should backtrack and search for another solution.
In Prolog, the statement (or rule)
grandparent(X, z)

parent(X, Y) , parent(Y, z).

means " X is the grandparent of Z if X is the parent of Y and Y is
the parent of Z." Similarly, simple facts are represented as

p(A or B) = p(A) + p(B) — (p(A) X p(B)) .
If we apply this function to the diagnosis above, we find that the
likelihood of the disease is

parent(betty, tammy).
arent(anna, betty).
Given these two facts, and the rule above, if you ask

0.4 p-OR 0.7 = 0.4 + 0.7 — (0.4 x 0.7) = 0.82,
grandparent(anna, tammy).
which does show an accumulation of evidence. This is the probability- OR (
p-OR) in fuzzy logic.
Up to this point, we've assumed that symptoms are either
present or absent. This two-valued logic is exactly what fuzzy
logic is supposed to avoid. Suppose, for example, that one of the
symptoms is an elevated white-blood-cell count. There is no
specific value above which the cell count suddenly becomes
"elevated." The cell count covers acontinuous range; higher
counts yield more certainty that something is wrong. So, the
proper way to handle this is to map the range of cell counts onto
the range of fuzzy values and include this certainty factor in the
calculations.
The way to include the certainty factor is to use another probability function. Given two independent events, A and B, the
probability of both occurring is

Prolog will respond
True.
With fuzzy logic, Prolog will also accept facts like
scary(king_kong)
funny(king_kong)

scary(american_werewolf)
funny(american_werewolf)

In the example above, the probabilities are: The chance that a
symptom is present (the certainty factor) and the relative importance of that symptom to the diagnosis (the weighting factor).
This is the probability-AND (
p-AND) function in fuzzy logic.
Finally, we can derive acomplement operation from probability theory. If we know the probability of event A, then the
probability that the event will not occur is
p(not A) = 1 — p(A) .
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fuzzy(0.5) .
fuzzy(0.5) .

and rules like
good_movie(X)

p(A and B) = p(A) X p(B) .

fuzzy(0.5)
fuzzy(0.1) .

scary(X), funny(X), p_OR,
threshold(0.6).

The values in the facts are fuzzy-truth values. King Kong is moderately scary, but not particularly funny. An American Werewolf in London is both moderately scary and moderately funny.
The rule says, in effect, that amovie is good if it is sufficiently scary or sufficiently funny; the threshold of " good" is
defined as any truth value 0.6 or higher. You use the p-OR operator in cases like this where evidence is to be accumulated.
American Werewolf wouldn't be " good" based on either factor
continued
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Listing 1: This file, FUZZY. PRO, adds fuzzy-logic
operations to Turbo Prolog when referenced as an
include file in Turbo Prolog programs.
database
truth(real)
thresh ( real)
predicates
init_fuzzy
f_OR

fuzzy(real)

f_AND

p_OR

fuzzy_max(real,
fuzzy_min(real,

threshold(real)

p_AND

real,
real,

f_NOT

real)
real)

clauses
/*

Init_fuzzy must
fuzzy
It

sets

which
mit

/*

be

operators
the

called before

or predicates

initial

search

fuzzy truth values

fuzzy

Fuzzy

any

are used.

threshold to

are

compared.*/

asserta(thresh(0.01)).

is used to

specify a particular

fuzzy truth value,
current

or to

retrieve the

truth value.

fuzzy ( Truth)

*/
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bound(Truth),
asserta(truth(Truth)),
retract(thresh(Thresh)),
asserta(thresh(Thresh)), !,
Truth >=

fuzzy(Truth)

Thresh.

retract(truth(Truth)),
asserta(truth(Truth)), !.

/*

Threshold

sets

or

retrieves

the

search

threshold used by the Fuzzy Logic
operations.
result

If

a call

to FUZZY or

of a Fuzzy Logic operator

results

less

the

threshold,

the predicate or

operator will

fail. */
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!,Current >=
threshold ( Truth)
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in a truth value
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Truth.

retract(thresh(Truth)),
asserta(thresh(Truth)),
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Fuzzy
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the program would respond with
Since Turbo Prolog does not support
true
operator definition, the Fuzzy
Logic operators are used syntactically
as predicates, in the order specified
by Reverse Polish Notation ( RPN). For
example, the clause
woof :-

X.american_werewolf
1Solution

indicating that American Werewolf is the only good movie it
knows of, based on the program's criteria.
As another example of how you can use fuzzy logic, look at
listing 2, CITY.PRO. This program evaluates the quality of life in
different cities, based on afew factors that reflect one view of
what is important. It uses adatabase of facts that describe the
characteristics of various cities: how warm and dry the climate
is, the approximate population, and the relative cost of living.
All values but the population are rated on ascale from 0to 1.
The program breaks these criteria into two categories, location and characteristics, and it treats these categories as
evidence to be accumulated using the probability operators. It
assigns aweight, or importance, of 0.5 to location using the
p-AND operator, and similarly assigns aweight of 0.9 to characteristics. The main rule reads

fuzzy(0.6), fuzzy(0.7),
p-AND, fuzzy(0.4), P- OR-

represents the Fuzzy Logic expression
(0.6 p- AND 0.7)

p- OR 0.4

Note that only predicates which use
Fuzzy Logic will generate fuzzy truth
value
operands. Other predicates,
including those built in to Turbo
Prolog, do not generate fuzzy truth
values. Hence, the clause
woof(X,

Y) :-

fuzzy(0.6),
f- AND.

nice_city(X) :init_fuzzy, location(X), fuzzy(0.5), p_AND,
characteristics(X), fuzzy(0.9), p_AND, p_OR,
fuzzy(Rating),
write(X, " has arating of", Rating), nl.

X > Y,

is incorrect since f- AND requires two
operands, but only one ( from the FUZZY
predicate) has been generated. */
f_OR

retract(truth(X)),
retract(truth(Y)),!,
fuzzy max(X, Y, Z), fuzzy(Z),

f_AND

retract(truth(X)),
retract(truth(Y)),!,
fuzzy min(X, Y, Z), fuzzy(Z),
retract(truth(X)),
retract(truth(Y)),!,

p_OR

The first predicate, init_fuzzy, initializes the fuzzy-logic operations. Location generates the fuzzy-truth value for the city's
location. Fuzzy sets afuzzy-truth value of 0.5, which is then
combined with the value from location using the p_AND operator. This sequence is repeated with characteristics, and then
the weighted results of location and characteristics are
combined with the p_OR. Finally, the program calls fuzzy with
the variable Rating (
which has no value yet) to retrieve the current fuzzy-truth value, and prints this as the rating of the city.
Not all predicates generate fuzzy-truth values—only user-defined ones that themselves use fuzzy logic, and the predicate
fuzzy called with an instantiated value, generate fuzzy-truth
values, which can be combined using the fuzzy operators.
In nice_city, the first predicate resolved is location,
which contains two predicates and afuzzy-logic operator

Z = X + Y - ( X * Y), fuzzy(Z),
retract(truth(X)),
retract(truth(Y)),!,
Z = X * Y, fuzzy(Z), !.

p_AND

f_Nur

retract(truth(X)), !,
Z = 1 - X, fuzzy(Z), !.

/*

Local predicates used by the
*/
fuzzy operators

location(X)

fuzzy_max(X,
fuzzy_max(_,

Y,
Y,

Z) :- X >= Y, !,
Z)
Z = Y.

Z

X.

fuzzy_min(X,
fuzzy_min(_,

Y,
Y,

Z) :- X <= Y, !,
Z)
Z = Y.

Z

x.

city(X), climate(X), f_AND.

These provide the name of the city and an evaluation of climate. So long as the database contains acity that hasn't been
looked at, predicate city will set Xto acity name and return a
fuzzy-truth value of 1. This value is combined with the results of
climate by an f-AND (which selects the lowest value); hence,
location will return the truth value from climate.
Climate evaluates the two climatic factors by using the f-AND

alone, but the p-OR will calculate the combined value
0.5 p-OR 0.5 = 0.5 + 0.5 - (0.5 x 0.5) = 0.75,
which is high enough to pass the threshold test and to be accepted. For King Kong, on the other hand, the value calculated
would be
0.5 p-OR 0.1 = 0.5 + 0.1 - (0.5 x 0.1) = 0.55 ,
which would not pass the test. So, if we asked
good_rnovie ( X) .
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climate(X)

warm(X), dry(X) , f_AND.

Since the f-AND selects the lower of the two values, this reflects
the idea that aclimate is only as nice as its worst factor; in order
to be pleasant, acity must be both warm and dry.
The characteristics rule evaluates the population and the
cost of living:
characteristics ( X) :population(X,Pop), Val = Pop/2500.0,
fuzzy(Val), fuzzy(0.9), p_AND,
expensive(X), f_NOT, fuzzy(0.5) p_AND,
p_OR, f_AND.
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The first task of this rule is to map population (given in thousands) onto the range 0to 1. In this case, the population is simply divided by 2500 and the answer stored in Val. The fuzzy
predicate turns this into afuzzy-truth value.
The factor for cost of living is higher for cities where the cost
of living is higher. To determine the desirability of acity, the
program uses f- NOT to invert the truth value of the expensive
predicate so that less expensive cities receive higher ratings.
The population and expense factors are combined using the
same method of accumulating evidence discussed above. The
final f-AND considers this value and the truth value ( 1.0) returned by population and chooses the lesser of the two, and so
does not change the calculated value. The f-AND is required,
however, to remove the population truth value from the evaluation stack.
To see how all this works, let's trace the execution of the program. If you ask
nice_city(Where).
the program will enter the nice_city rule and begin by evaluating location, which, in turn, first evaluates city. The city
predicate searches the database and returns with Xset to albuquerque, the first city appearing in the database; its truth value
is 1.0.
Location continues by evaluating climate. The climate
predicate gets the values for warm( albuquerque) and dry ( albuquerque), which are both 0.9, combines them with the
f-AND operator, and returns the result of 0.9. Location takes
this value, f-ANDs it with the truth value returned by city ( 1.0,
since it found acity), and hence returns with its own truth value
set to 0.9. Predicate nice_city weights this with the value 0.5,
resulting in an intermediate value of 0.45.
The program must then resolve characteristics. In characteristics, the program retrieves the population of albuquerque, divides it by 2500, and stores the result of 0.2 in Val.
The evidence accumulation

Listing 2: The program CITY. PRO uses the fuzzy-logic
operations in listing Ito evaluate the quality of life
in different cities.
it
City -- This is a simple program which
uses fuzzy logic to determine how " nice"
various cities are.
*/

include " fuzzy.pro" /*

albuquerque has arating of 0.62028
Where=albuquerque

fuzzy

logic module */

predicates
nice_city(symbol)
location(symbol)
city(symbol)
climate(symbol)
warm(symbol)
dry(symbol)
characteristics ( symbol)
population ( symbol, integer)
expensive(symbol)

clauses
nice_city(X)

location(X)
climate(X)

mit fuzzy, location(X),
fuzzy(0.5), p AND,
characteristics ( X)
fuzzy(0.9), p_AND, p_OR,
fuzzy ( Rating),
write ( X,
" has a rating of ",
Rating),
nl.
city(X),
warm(X),

characteristics ( X)

fuzzy(Val) , fuzzy(0.9), p_AND,
expensive ( X) , f_NOT, fuzzy(0.5), p_AND,
p_OR
takes the value of Val, 0.2, and p-ANDs it with the weighting
0.9, resulting in avalue of 0.18. The second half of the expression retrieves the expens ive value of 0.6, uses f-NOT to invert
it to 0.4, and weights it with the value 0.5 for aresult of 0.2. The
two halves are combined with the p-OR, which yields avalue of
0.344.
This value is f-ANDed with the truth value 1.0 returned when
the population was retrieved. This results in no change, so the
program returns value 0.344 as the truth value of characteristics.
Finally, the program can evaluate the nice_city clause. The
value from characteristics is p-ANDed with 0.9, producing
avalue of 0.3096, and this is p-ORed with the truth value from
the first half, which was 0.45. This yields afinal rating for Albuquerque of 0.62028. Based on this, the program will respond
to our query about where nice cities are located with

Include the

/*

climate(X),
dry(X),

f_AND.

f_AND.

population(X,Pop),
Val = Pop/2500.0,
fuzzy(Val),
fuzzy(0.9), p AND,
expensive(X), — f NOT,
fuzzy(0.5), p
p_OR, f_AND.

Data on various cities */

city(albuquerque)
fuzzy(1.0).
city(boston)
fuzzy(1.0).
city(ft_worth)
fuzzy(1.0).
warm(albuquerque)
fuzzy(0.9).
warm(boston)
fuzzy(0.5).
warm(ft_worth)
fuzzy(0.9).
dry(albuquerque)
fuzzy(0.9).
dry(boston)
fuzzy(0.6).
dry(ft_worth)
fuzzy(0.7).
population(albuquerque, 500) :- fuzzy(1.0).
population(boston, 2000) :- fuzzy(1.0).
population(ft_worth, 1500) :- fuzzy(1.0).
expensive(albuquerque)
fuzzy(0.6).
expensive(boston)
fuzzy(0.9).

The program also provides the answers:

expensive(ft_worth)

fuzzy(0.8).

boston has arating of 0.74545
Where=boston
continued
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ft_worth has arating of 0.69281
Where=ft_worth
3Solutions
From this, we can see that the program continued searching
the database for more cities. It evaluated the cities in the order it
found them, and printed out the results for each nice city it
found.

A Fuzzy Standard
Problems are rarely black and white, and answers almost never
true or false. Current applications that try to simulate human
reasoning must deal with uncertainty before they can begin to
address their real objectives.
To date, however, the different approaches that have been developed for dealing with uncertainty have shown little consistency with one another. Fuzzy logic provides acommon core of
operations and, thereby, abasis for standardization. Making
fuzzy logic an implicit feature of alanguage such as Fuzzy Prolog relieves applications of much of the burden of dealing with
uncertainty. Consequently, software development will take less
time, and the resulting software will be less complex. Of that,
we can be fairly certain. •

Creating Fuzzy Prolog From the Ground Up
While you can add fuzzy logic to an existing dialect of Prolog,
applications pay a significant penalty in efficiency, since the
shell adds another layer of software between the application and
the machine. Also, the result is often awkward to use. This is
true of my Turbo Prolog implementation in two regards: Using
Editor's note: The Turbo Prolog programs FUZZY. PRO and
Reverse Polish Notation for fuzzy-logic operators, and rememCITY. PRO and the source code for the Fuzzy Prolog interpreter
bering which predicates produce fuzzy-truth values can be conare available on BIX, on BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarfusing. In addition, backtracking will not properly undo the reterly Listings Supplement. See page 3. The Fuzzy Prolog intersults of fuzzy operations, since they are not an implicit part of preter is written in Ada, and the source code is public domain.
The user's manual, source code listings, and complete docuthe language.
mentation for Fuzzy Prolog are also included in the author's
The best solution to these difficulties is to build fuzzy logic
into adialect of Prolog from the ground up. Ihave written a master's thesis, "Programming in Fuzzy Logic: Fuzzy Prolog,"
dialect of Prolog called Fuzzy Prolog, which implements fuzzy
Air Force Institute of Technology, December 1986, available
logic.
for $30.95 from the National Technical Information Service,
(703) 487-4650. Request document #ADA177940.
Since fuzzy-logic operations are an implicit part of the language, the difficulties mentioned above do not exist. Also, since
fuzzy logic is asuperset of predicate logic, Fuzzy Prolog reBradley L. Richards is acaptain in the Air Force assigned to the
mains compatible with Prolog and will run all ordinary Prolog
Defense Logistics Agency in Boston, Massachusetts. He is also
programs. For information on obtaining the source code to
afaculty member in the department of computer science at Merrimack College
Fuzzy Prolog, see the Editor's note at right.
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Faster Than Fast Fourier
The fast Hartley transform is twice

The function cas(2/rft) was introduced by R.V.L Hartley ( see
reference 2), who first proposed the Hartley transform in 1942.
You can see that these equations are very similar to those of
the Fourier transform and its inverse:

as fast as the fast Fourier and uses
only half the computer resources

F(f) = 21—
ir

oseph Fourier left to mathematics arich legacy:
The transform that bears his name processes
many of today's audio and electromagnetic signals. Image processing and digital filtering of
signals use the Fourier transform or its faster
descendant.
However, the fast Fourier transform ( FFT) requires alarge
amount of computer resources. The fast Hartley transform
(FHT) can accomplish the same results faster, using fewer resources. First described by Ronald Bracewell ( see reference 1),
the FHT handles many of the jobs now done by the Fourier
transform.
Both the FHT and the FFT let you map acontinuous signal
over time onto a frequency function. The Fourier transform
maps areal function of time X(t) to acomplex function of frequency, F(f).
The Hartley transform maps areal function of time X(t) onto
areal function of frequency H(f). Since the Hartley frequency
function is real, you need only single arithmetic operations to
compute it.
Compare this to the many arithmetic operations required of
the complex Fourier frequency function ( four operations for a
complex multiply or divide, and two for complex addition or
subtraction).
Furthermore, real data arrays require only half the memory
storage of complex data arrays. This means that the Hartley
transform will require considerably less memory for a given
data set than the Fourier transform. Therefore, the Hartley
transform will be distinctly faster and use less memory than the
conventional Fourier transform in digital filtering and image enhancement applications where you have to process large
amounts of data.

X(t)

e2f

dt,

(3)

CO

X(t) =

F(f) eJ 2'
1'
df,

(
4)

where ei"ft = cos(2/rft)+j sin(27rft), and e-12 *-fr = cos(27rft)
—jsin(27rft). (These are known as Euler's formulas.)
Note that I'm using the electrical engineering convention of
labeling the imaginary unit ias j. The principal difference between the two functions is that the real function cas(27rft) in the
Hartley transform replaces the complex exponential term e*-1"ft
in the Fourier transform pair.
The Hartley and Fourier transform functions in ( 1) through
(4) deal only with continuous variables. As is often the case with
computer data in the real world, signals are sampled at discrete
intervals of time or for aspecific interval. Fortunately, you can
define adiscrete transform that can represent aquantized continuous signal, or a signal of limited duration. The discrete
forms of the Hartley transform pairs are
1
H( f) = N—

EF(t) cas(27rft/N)
N -1

(5)

r =0

and
N-1

X(t) = E

f) cas(27rft/ N).

(6)

f =0

Again, note the similarities to the Fourier transform pairs:
F( f) =

1
N

EX(t) eNN-1

12 '
1" N)

,

( 7)

r=0

EF( f) e
N-1

X(t) =

(8)

tiVnit/N).

f =0

A Definition of the Hartley Transform
Equation ( 1) shows the analytical form of the Hartley transform,
and (2) shows its inverse transform, used to map the frequency
function back into the time domain:
1
H( f) =27
—

x(t) cas(27rft) dt,

(1)

-.0

X(t) =

H(f) cas(2,7rft) df,

where cas(27rft) = cos(2irft) + sin(27rft).

(2)

The Fast Algorithm
As it stands in (5) and (6), computation of the discrete Hartley
transform presents an analogous problem to the computation of
the discrete Fourier transform. That is, you have to perform N'
arithmetic operations to compute the discrete Hartley transform
of an N-element data set.
A classic paper by Cooley and Tukey ( see reference 3) in
1965 led to the development of afast algorithm for the machine
computation of acomplex Fourier series.
Essentially, the FFT uses apermutation process to bisect the
data until data pairs are reached. Calculating the Fourier transcontinued
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form of such data pairs is trivial ( i.e., rapid).
The idea behind the permutation process is that it's faster to
split the data into pairs, compute the transform of the pairs, and
recombine these to make the entire transform rather than to
compute the transform for the complete data set.
Permutation is particularly fast when the amount of data is
large. If you superimpose all such two-element pairs using a
process sometimes referred to as the " butterfly" (due to the appearance of the diagram of the data flow; see figure 1), you can
compute the Fourier transform of the input data set. It takes approximately N log(N) seconds to compute the transform of an Npoint data set.
Bracewell (see reference 4) has shown that you can employ a
similar methodology in the case of the Hartley transform.
Again, you use the permutation process to bisect the data until
you get data pairs.
The Hartley transform of adata pair (
a, b) is 1
/(a + b, a —
2
b), and the computation of such pairs is trivial. You can also
superimpose these two-element sequences to calculate the Hartley transform of the input data set. However, to do so requires a
formula that expresses acomplete discrete Hartley transform
(DHT) in terms of its half-length subsequences.
Bracewell has shown by application of the Shift and the Similarity theorems that (9) expresses the general decomposition
formula for the DHT. This general decomposition formula generates the desired DHT by bisecting the data.
Figure 1: The butterfly
diagram for the fast Hartley
transform for an eightelement data set. In the first
column of cells, the indexes
show the effects of
permutation on the data
elements. The next three
columns represent the data
elements as superimposed
by the decomposition
formula for the butterfly
computation. These cells
show the three indexes of the
elements. You can see the
effects of retrograde indexing
for an eight-element data
set in indexes for the third
and fourth iteration of the
butterfly. Radians at the
bottom of the diagram give
the angular spacing between
trigonometric coefficients.
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Put another way, it's the rule used to generate the elements to
be used in the butterfly computation of the transform. You can
apply similar methodology to the Fourier transform to yield the
decomposition formula given in ( 10):
H( f) = H ,( f ) + 11 2(
f) cos(2/rf/Ns)
+ H2(N,—f) sin(2.7rf/N,),
F( f) = F,( f) + F2(
f)eil'i

(9)
(10)

where N, is the number of elements in the half-length sequence,
and thus N=N/2 for adata set of N elements. Figure 1shows a
complete butterfly diagram for computing the FHT for an eightelement data set.
The decomposition formula for the FHT differs from the FFT
in one important respect: The elements multiplied by the trigonometric terms are not symmetric. In the FFT decomposition
formula of ( 10), terms multiplied by the trigonometric coefficients involve terms only in F(f). In the FHT decomposition
formula of (9), both H( f ) and H(N, —f) have sine coefficients.
This asymmetry becomes apparent when you express the discrete transforms as matrix operations: FFT matrix terms are
symmetric about the matrices' leading diagonal, while corresponding terms for the FHT are asymmetric.
This introduces some computation problems, because asymmetric matrix processing is difficult to implement. You can deal

FASTER THAN FAST FOURIER

with this asymmetry by using an independent variable as an index for the elements multiplied by the sine coefficients. This
index decreases while the other indexes increase; this behavior
is called retrograde indexing. Bracewell gives descriptions of
the FHT and FFT algorithms using matrix formalism (see reference 5).
You can obtain the inverse Hartley transform by applying the
FHT algorithm again to its own output, thus regenerating the
input data. This means that you can use the same program code
to compute the transform and its inverse. However, there is a
slight asymmetry between the FHT and its inverse. In the case
of the time-to-frequency transform, you need to scale the result
of the butterfly computation. That is, for an input data set of N
elements, you must divide the output of the butterfly by N to
obtain the discrete Hartley transform.
You don't need to do this for frequency-to-time transform;
consequently, the butterfly computation itself constitutes the
inverse transform. It is not difficult to add asmall amount of
code to control whether scaling should be applied during a
conversion.
Comparing the FFT and FHT Algorithms
You can use the FHT algorithm for many of the applications for
which you would now use the FFT algorithm. These include
convolution and deconvolution (used to remove artifacts introduced into data by imperfections in the sensors), and the generation of power spectra for filtering. You can also obtain the Fourier transform itself from the Hartley transform. In fact, it is
often faster to generate the Fourier transform and power spectrum with the FHT than with the FFT, because computing the
butterfly using real rather than complex quantities requires
fewer floating-point operations. You assemble the real and
imaginary parts of the FFT at the end of the calculation using
the equations

and

In practical applications, many of the convolution functions
are even. For example, the Gaussian function, used in imageenhancement work, is an even function. We can take advantage
of the nature of these functions to use the computational shortcut
provided by ( 13).
Spectral Leakage
As with the FFT algorithm, the FHT algorithm will produce an
erroneous frequency function if the data set to be transformed
does not smoothly approach 0at both ends of its range. Such
spectral leakage is undesirable in many cases. You can reduce it
continued

Listing 1: The code fragment from hartley.pas that
shows the complete Hartley transform as implemented in
TML Pascal.

Fast Hartley transform routine ...
version 1.00, Dated 22nd November 1986,
transform:= forward; Forward transform from
time frequency domain. transform := reverse;
Reverse transform from frequency to time
domain.
power_index:

syze:
array.

Number of element

where F, is the real portion of the complex Fourier transform,
F1„, is the imaginary portion, and Nis the number of elements in
the data set.
You can calculate the power spectrum directly from the Hartley transform using the equation

input data

const
datasize = 512;
type
direction_type = ( forward, reverse);
data — array_type = array[1..datasize]
real;
var
dir, test_option: char;

where P, is the power spectrum.
The theorem for convolving apair of functions is almost identical, whether you are considering the Hartley transform or the
Fourier transform. Again, the FHT should prove superior to the
FFT in terms of speed for any given implementation. Equation
(11) summarizes the theorem for the convolution for the Hartley
transform, ( 12) for the Fourier transforms.
AMED fe) = Hi(J)H2.(1) + Hi( — f)H20(f)

(11)

Mr) E'D ==

(12)

The ® symbol denotes the convolution operation.
The subscripts eand oin ( 11) denote the even and odd parts of
the Hartley transform. Note that if one of the functions being
convoluted is either even or odd, then the form of the convolution theorem for the Hartley transform reduces to the particularly simple form indicated in ( 13):

of

i,j,syze,iter,demo: integer;
data_array: data_array type;
transform direction: direction_type;

1
25(f) = [H(f) 2 + H(N—f) 2112,

17 1(1)F2(.1).

in the

}

F, = H(f) + H(N—f)
F1„, = H(f) — H(N —f),

and

Index to which 2 must be raised

to generate a transform containing ' syze'
elements:
if syze = 8 then power index = 3;
if syze = 16 then power:index = 4; etc

procedure

fht(var data_array: data_array_type;
power_index,
syze: integer;
transform:direction_type);

var

j,
k,
trg_ind,
trg_inc,
power,
t a,
f:a,
i temp,
section,
s_start,
s_end: integer;
sne,csn: array[1..datasize] of real;
accu: array[1..2,1..datasize] of real;
continued

.fi(0® f2(t) = Hi(f)H2(f).

(13)
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Permutation routine. This routine
reorders the data before the butterly
transform routine is called ...

function permute ( index:

integer):

integer;

var
i,j,s: integer;
begin
j := 0;
index := index - 1;
for i := 1 to power_index do
begin
s := index div 2;
j ;= j + j + index - s - s;

Triangular window:
W(n) = 2(n + 0.5)1n,
W(N — n — 1) = W(n),
where n = 0,1, . . . . . .

index := s;
end;
permute :=

j +

1;

Calculate the trigonometric functions
required by the FHT and store values.
transform,

N/2.

The Hanning and Hamming windows feature better reduction
in spectral leakage, but at the expense of speed. I've used these
window functions to preprocess satellite image data before using
the Hartley transform to correct the images for defects in the
camera optics.

end;

For a N point

by multiplying the data set to be transformed by asuitable window function before computing the transform.
All these window functions cause the data to smoothly approach 0at the limits of its range. Stigall, Ziemer, and Hudec
have reviewed the effects of these window functions on the
power spectrum (see reference 6).
If you're interested in some experimentation, I've provided a
number of these window functions below. The triangular window is alow-quality window function whose primary advantage
is its speed. An example of its use is to filter noise from telemetry signals in real time.

the trigno-

Hanning window: W(n) = 0.5(1 — cos(27r(n + 0.5)/N)),

metric functions will be calculated
at intervals of Nths of a turn ...

where n = 0,1, . . . . , N-1.
procedure trig_table(npts: integer);
const
pi = 3.14159265;
var
i: integer;
angle,omega: real;
begin
angle := 0;
omega := 2 * pi / npts;
for i := 1 to npts do
begin
sne[i] := sin(angle);
csn[i] := cos ( angle);
angle := angle + omega;
end;
end;

Hamming window: W(n) = 0.54 — 0.46(cos(27r(n + 0.5)/N)),

Calculate the address of the retrograde
index for the sine term for the dual
place algorithm, if it is required ...

illielln7prograrn
The demonstrator program hartley.pas described below computes the Hartley transform and inverse Hartley transform of an
N-element data set The program was originally written in
Acornsoft ISO Pascal for the BBC Microcomputer, but few machine-dependent Pascal extensions are used.
The routine has also been successfully portedtoa Prime 9975
minicomputer, running Sheffield Pascal, and a Sun- 3/160
workstation running International Standard Organization level 0
Pascal.
As an example of just how easy itisto portthefast Hartley
routine to other machines, Ihave included the code for hartley.pas as written in TML Pascal for the Macintosh.
The hartley.pas program simply generates asuitable function to be transformed and then calls the fht procedure twice.
Thus, the program calculates both the Hartley transform and its
inverse transform. The procedure fht is the major routine in the
program. Listing lisa code fragment of hartley.pas that contains the fht procedure.
The code within procedure fht complies with the ISO level 1
standard for Pascal, except that the program uses the underscore
character in variable names. Consequently, you can lift the pro-

where n = 0,1, . . . 1, . . . , N-1.
The Blackman window is for data sets where the Hamming/
Hanning windows would not be suitable.
Blackman window: W(n) = 0.42 — 0.5cos(27r(n + 0.5)/
(N-1)),
where n = 0,1, . . . . . , N-1.
You can find additional information about spectral window
functions in the papers by Harris ( see reference 7) and Nutall
(see reference 8).

function modify(power,s_start,s_end,index:
integer): integer;
begin
if ( s start
index) or ( power < 3) then
modify := index
else
modify := s_start + s_end - index + 1;
end;
Butterfly transform an

index pair ...

procedure butterfly(trig_ind,i_l,i_2,i_3:
integer);
begin
accu[t_a,i_l] := accu[f_a,i 1] +
accu[f_a,i_2] * csn[F.rig_ind] +
accu[f_a,i_3] * sne[trig_ind];
continued

continued
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trig_ind := trig_ind + syze div 2;
accu[t a,i 2] := accu[f a,i 1] +
* C
-sn[t-rig_ind] +
accu[f_a,i_3] * sne[trig_ind];
end;

Main program for the
transform.

fast

Hartley

begin
power := 1;
f_a := 1;
ta := 2;
trig_table(syze);
for i := 1 to syze do accu[f_a,permute(i)]
data_array[i];

Start

of the Hartley butterfly

transform ...

for i := 1 to power_index do
begin
j := 1;
section :=
trg_inc :=

1;
syze div ( power + power);

repeat
trg ind := 1;
s_sart := section * power + 1;
s end := ( section + 1) * power;
for k := 1 to power do
begin
butterfly(trg_ind,j,j + power,
modify(power,s_start,s_end,j
+ power));
trg_ind := trg_ind + trg_inc;
j := j + 1;
end;
j := j + power;
section := section + ;
until j > syze;
power := power + power;
i temp := t a;
ta
:= fia;
fia
:= i_temp;
end;

End of Hartley butterfly. The results are
scaled if necessary, and then placed in
back into the array data ...

case transform direction of
forward: for i := 1 to syze do
data_array[i] :=
accu[f_a,i] / syze;
reverse: for i := 1 to syze do
data_array[i] :=
accuff a,i];
end;
end;

cedure from the demonstration program and use it freely in your
own applications.
However, abrief description of fht and its embedded subprocedures may be useful if you'd like to experiment with the
program.
The procedure trig_table precalculates the trigonometric
functions required by fht. For an input data set containing N
elements, adjacent entries in this table are 27/N radians apart.
This precalculation of the trigonometric terms avoids redundant
computations of these values if they are needed frequently during processing.
The procedure permute bisects the input data set progressively until data pairs are reached. The algorithm given is
adapted from one described by Bracewell, who has also described faster permutation routines (see reference 5) that you
can substitute if you want.
The procedure butterfly calculates the butterfly of asingle
index pair. This procedure requires three indexes to use as entry
parameters. This takes into account the possibility of retrograde
indexing for the data element multiplied by the sine factor.
Where retrograde indexing is necessary, the procedure modify
calculates the retrograde indexes used by the procedure
butterfly.

The main program of the fht procedure first precalculates
the trigonometric function tables and permutes the input data.
The program then enters an iterative loop that computes the butterfly for the whole of the N-element input data set. You then
scale the resulting output by afactor of N if you are computing
the time-to-frequency transform.
When you have to deal with the complex form of the frequency transform, you can obtain Fourier transform from the
FHT algorithm by operating on the output data of the procedure
fht using the Pascal procedure get_FFT.pas, shown in listing
2. By the time you exit from this procedure, the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform will be in the arrays. They
are passed via the dummy conformant array variables r_pt and
i_pt, respectively.
A similar procedure in get_pwr.pas called get_power_
spectrum (
shown in listing 3) allows you to obtain the power
spectrum from the Hartley transform. At exit from this procedure, the power spectrum will be in the array passed to the procedure via the dummy conformant array variable p_sp. You can
use both of the above procedures in applications programs
without any modification. These procedures conform to the ISO
level 1standard of the Pascal language, and should be usable
directly on any computer that supports an ISO level 1Pascal
compiler.
The modifications required to compile these procedures with
an ISO level 0compiler are trivial. Basically, it is just acase of
replacing all the conformant array parameters' procedure headers of get_fft and get_power_spectrum, with array parameters of fixed size.
Performance
The BBC Microcomputer implementation of the FHT program
has proved to be fast and is currently running on a6502A-based
BBC Microcomputer with asecond add-on 3-MHz 6502 processor, which executes the program. This hardware can compute a256-point transform in about 32 seconds. This compares
favorably with the 2minutes it took Bracewell's original implementation of the FHT algorithm to accomplish a 256-point
transform on an HP- 85 system. You can expect even better performance from 16-bit microcomputers.
Table 1shows the timings for running the FHT program on
the Macintosh Plus and Mac II using TML Pascal and the Sun3/160 workstation using ISO Pascal.
continued
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Table 1: Timings for the hart ley.pas demonstrator program on several machines. For the Macintosh computers, TML
Pascal version 2.50 was used, and times are to the nearest second. No 68881 coprocessor code was generated for the test,
so the Mac II's 68881 was not used. You can expect better times if you use the 68881. For comparison, the results of the
same code compiled on aSun- 3/160 workstation using ISO Pascal are shown. Times are in seconds.
Number
of points

Mac Plus
FPU not used

Mac II
FPU not used

Sun-3/160
FPU not used

Sun-3/160
68881 FPU used

2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
6.00
12.00
27.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
6.00

0.00
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.18
0.34
0.70
1.48
3.60

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.18
0.40

Listing 2: Pascal code to compute the Fourier
transform from the FHT algorithm.
Procedure get FFT(var data:
array[10..h0:s_int] of real;
var r_pt: array[11..hl:s int]
var i_pt: array[12..h2:s_int)

Listing 3: Pascal code to compute the power spectrum
from the FHT algorithm.
procedure get_power_spectrum
(var data: array[10..h8:s_int]

of real;
of real;

size: s jot);
var i: ;_ int;
begin
i = 1;
while i<size do
begin
r_pt[i] := data[i] + data[size - i + 1];
i_pt[i] := data[i] - data[size - i + 1];
i := i + 2;
end;
end;

of real;

var p_sp: array[11..hl:s_int] of real;
size: s_int);
var i: s_int;
begin
i := 1;
while i<size do
begin
p_sp[i] := ( data[i] * data[i) +
data[size - i + 1] *
data[size - il) / 2;
j z
+ 1;
en

end;

New Limits to Explore
Ihope this article has given you enough information to seriously
consider using the Hartley transform for your signal processing
needs. Since the transform uses only real functions, you don't
need computationally expensive complex math to digitally filter
or enhance asignal.
The elimination of complex numbers also reduces the amount
of memory required to process asignal. Finally, since the Hartley transform uses fewer operations to process asignal, you will
have fewer roundoff errors.
The FFT made alot of what we call image processing possible
by manipulating large amounts of data in areasonable amount of
time. The FHT offers better performance using less computational
resources. With the same code you use to compute the transform, you can compute its inverse when necessary. It will be
interesting to see what new uses will result from the expanded
limits of processing that the Hartley transform provides. •
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Note that you can attain very high speeds with the Sun workstation, with its combination of a 20-MHz 68020 processor,
68881 floating-point coprocessor, and optimizing Pascal
compiler.
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912 Hastings Dr, Concord, CA 94518

nquiry 577.

COMMUNICATIONS
READ 8« PRINT BAR CODES

MULTI-USER BBS ( FOR IBM PC AT)

Fast, reliable data entry into your programs as it

TEAMate - a mainframe quality BBS. A mini Corn.

from your keyboard. Internal unit for PC, XT, AT

puServe. Full screen cursor-controlled interface, topic
outline structure, public and private topics, audit trails,

PS/2- M30.

RS- 232

unit

for

DOS

&

Non- DOS

systems ( incl. all PS/2). Stainless steel wand and
LASER interfaces. Powerful Bar Code and Text
printing software.

Seagull Scientific Systems
601 University Ave

Suite 150, Sacramento, CA 95825
(918) 388-1778

xmodem, integrated mail, content retrieval and more.
MS-DOS. XENIX and UNIX versions.

MMB Development Corporation
Sen5 ,vecla Blvd Sate K. Manhattan Beach CA 90266
1-800-832-6022, In CA (213) 545-1455
nquiry 572.
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680X0 Cross Assemblers
Noe mgr., quality 606X0 Croes Annerciers the uee esur eke PC or
conzelbee Al mom nuke vulva Yen i.doiw,
32.8nr Moe
some ennui net ItedLUDE ink PAR term ORO. DG DE ECU one
cider emcees repo '
mono% tame mauls. Brie .one del. S.
records Unlong *none mete elate Smoot*, or Uccle.. reolulek.rol
Arum innw Wen aver Secant or bony emu nes. 48 cow jo
wed. limo. requeerrene ere 320K 005231,1 1.6Y.• DSDD
Beerc 8032011010-$4895
Linking 68203038310-886116
8eac 6(O2018881-$14295
Ctgcis, VtS4, AC gawped AIN medals .8% Ida M. Ab Pal« can.
plow

RAVEN Computer Systems

Boo 12116. St Paul, MN 55112

nquiry 578.

( 612) 636-0365

THE BUYER'S MART
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
ASSEMBLERS & TRANSLATORS
Over 2C nigh quality tun function, fast relocatable aria
absolute macro assemblers are available immediately
Source language translators help you change microcomputers Call for info about MS/DOS. CPM80. ISIS versons

RELMSP O. Box 6719
San Jose, California 95150

1
DATA/DISK

CONVERSIONS

CONVERSION SERVICES

Convert any 9track magnetic tape to or from over
1000 formats including 3
2 ". 5
/
1
1
/
4:
8" disk formats&
word processors Disk to disk conversions also
available Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scanning Services,

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd.. Dept. fif3
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (
312) 459-6010

(408) 356-1210
TWX 910-379-0014

nquiry 579.

rquiry 585.

DATA CONVERSION
MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION

More than lust astraight dump or ASCII transfer'
Word Processing, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data o-,Disks.
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on
Mainframes, Minis, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors.
Typesetters, and Electronic Publishing systems
IBM PS/2 8 Macintosh supported
41 in the translation industry ,

CompuData Translators, Inc.
3325 Wilshire Blvd

Suite 1202, Los Angeles. CA 90010

(213) 387-4477

DEMOS/TUTORIALS
INSTANT REPLAY III

Build Demos, Tutorials, Prototypes. Presentatons iMusic.
Timed Keyboard Macros. and Mena Systems Includes
Screen Maker, Keystroke/Time Editor. Program
Memorizer, and Animator Flec'd Great Rev ewsi Simp
ly the BEST Not copy protected No royalties 60 day
salsfaction money back guar IBM and Compels
$149 95 US Chk/Cr Crd Demo Diskette $500

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

3191 South Valley Street ( ste 252)
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
nquiry

DATABASE MGMT. SYSTEMS
FREE FORM DATABASE!
Full relational power; natural language 4GL interface, application generator; built-in text editor,
spelling checker; form- doer. Store data without
declarations or fixed structures. Handle simple
commands to advanced programs with full data
recovery security ( Price: MS DOS single- user
$595.)

Logirex Software, Corp.

20863 Stevens Creek Blvd * 330. Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 257-5203

nquiry 580.

(
801) 487 -9662

589.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
New! Award Maker Plus
Macintosh'

IBM' . Tandy' , & MS-DOS Com-

patibles. Print professional quality awards, certificates. coupons, diplomas and more. Hundreds
of predesigned styles for all occasions lust enter
text, select border, color and print Includes special
offer for Pin- teed parchment paper

BAUDVILLE • 616 -698 -0888 • $49.95
5380 52nd Street SE. Grand Rapids, MI 49508
nquiry

590.

DATA/DISK CONVERSIONS

dBASE III COMPILERS

DISK DRIVES

Get the Expertise You Need!

FREE dBASE III +

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC's AT's

Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk •

OCR

Over 1.000 formats! 3f/2 51
4 .
/
or 8inch disks, 9track
mag tape, 10 MB Bernoulli cartridge Data has, ana
wora processor translation Specialists in Government Security Data Call for free consultation

Computer Conversions, Inc.
9580 Black Mt,- Act

Sle j San D,99 CA 92'26

(619) 693-1697

COMPILER DEMO DISK

Don't br,
'
. ,usee our FREE dBASE Corn
piler Evals,esxIsc,oes DEMO DISK with 8 PRG's
and results of compiling with Clipper Quicksilver 8 FoxBASE + Also 15 benchmark tests. complete magazine
reviews, and detailed brochures aboJt all 3 compilers
FREE No obligation Call 24 hours. 7days

dataBASE Specialties (
415) 652-2790
P.O. Box 2975, Oakland, CA 94618

Inquiry 581

CompatiKit/PC
CompatiKit/AT

$ 329
$ 309

Built-in floppy controllers— no problem
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your
computer use IBM PS/2 14M diskettes plus more ,
Call for further information or to place an order.
VISA/MC/COD/CHECK

Micro Solutions Computer Products

132 W Lincoln Hwy

DeKalb. IL 60115

815/756-3411

nquiry 591.

DUPLICATION SERVICES

DISK CONVERSIONS
Media transfer to or from IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI, CT, also WP, WS
MS/WAD, DW3. MM, Samna, DEC DX, MAS 11,
Xerox- Writer, ASCII

FREE TEST CONVERSION

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
531 Main St

Ste

835. El Segundo, CA 90245

(213) 545-6551

( 213) 322-6319

nquiry 582

FREE DEMO DISK

dBASE programmers g.ve your programs aprofessional,
polished look and feel. These modules provide you wan
aproven user interface at asensible price. Modules include
light bar menus. windOves, calendars, n many more Module
prices from $19.95. All code runs with all dBASE vio dialects
without modification
Call today for your free demo disk —no obligation
Orders only. 800-433-1468 in CO 303-578-3220

Steve Schwartz Technical Services
1125 S Oneida, Unit A, Denver, CO 80224
303-759-4843

Inquiry 586.

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION
•One Stop Shopping •
•Custom Packaging •
•Copy Protection •
•Competitive

Technical Support
Drop Shipping
Fas: Turnaround
Pricing

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

800-222-0490

NJ 201-462-7628

MEGASoft

P3 Box 710 Freehold NJ 07728
nquiry

See out ad on page 314

592.

dBASE GRAPHICS
DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY

Over 1000 formats from Mini, Micro Mainframe, Word Pro
cessors. 8 Typesetters
TAPE Conversions as low as $ 23 00 MB
DISK Conversions as low as $25.00 per Disk
Call or write TODAY for acost saving quotat ,o1

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES

EASY dBASE GRAPHICS
Wary of complicated graphing programs?

Announcing dPICT.
dPICT is expressly designed to be easy to use.
Type two words; in three minutes you see
four presentations of your dBASE data.
Pick one. That's all. $ 49.95
Requires IBM PC or compatible.

Paragon Tech

1210 W Latimer Ave Campbell CA 95008
(408) 866-6080

nquiry 583

1581 Garland Ave. Tustin. CA 92680
iquiry

587.

IBM PC « to.

HP

Series 70, 80. 200, 300, 1000, 9000's. We offer custom
work using our file copy utilities and program translators Call for estimate, catalog, data sheet

Oswego Software
507 North Adams St.
Oswego, Illinois 60543
iquiry

584.

312/554-3567
Fax 312/554-3573
Telex 858-757

• Disk duplication •
• All formats •
• EVERLOCK copy •
protection •
• Label/sleeve printing •
• Full packaging

RECOVER DAMAGED dBASE FILES
We could give you all the technical data about
QuickFix-2, but the bottom line is: it recovers all
of the data in the DOS directory. Requires DOS 2.0.
Works with Clipper, dBASE
dBXL, and
FoxBASE+ databases. Special developer's release
available. $ 29.00 plus $ 1.74 tax in California.

HILCO Software

Star- Byte, Inc.

services

713 W Main St . Lansdale, PA 19446

lquiry

588.

800-243. it 5

593.

ELECTRONIC PROJECT
BUILD TALKING ROBOT!
-- Build BE
the Basin Educational Robot Trainer
— Featured in BYTE April 8 May / 87
— Even achild can program this talking Robot, built
from off- the- shelf components
— Minimum Kit
$43 00 L. S
— Complete Kit
5165 00 U S
— For further information send 51 00 for postage 8
handling to:

GoCo Dist.

11266 Barnett Valley Rd . Sebastopol. CA 95472-9555
(707) 829-5011

Warehousing
Drop shipping
Fulfillment
48- hour delivery
Consultation 8
guidance

215-368-1200
nquiry

dBASE UTILITY
FILE COPY
IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PCs. PS/2, corn
patibles to read, write files written by Hewlett Packarc

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

Suite 806. 1146 Ha -wood Sr
Vancouver, BC Canada V6E 3V1

nquiry 594
APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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87C51 PROG. $ 125.00

FRAMEWORK II FRED DICTIONARY
Automatic functions dictionary,
-immediate access to afull screen function reference
Development tools, menus. FVV tips, books info., more
Built-in automatic database filtering/menu.
Programs disk r manual booklet 139.95 inc s/h.
3.5" add $2.00, req. " FRAMEWORK II"
Not FW serial 9copy protected. Send check or money order to:

M. FRANKEL
189 FRANK/ IN St

NY

NY 10013

HARDWARE COPROCESSOR

HARDWARE

FRAMEWORK II USERS

The UPA 87C51 Programming Adapter lets you use
your general purpose programmer to program the
87C51, 8751H, AMD8753H, 870252 and 8752BH
Also lets you program the 87C51/8751H security bits
and the 87C51 encryption array. It's very simple and

VERY

cost effective.

LOGICAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION
6184 Teall Station, Syracuse NY 13217

(315) 478-0722

Telex 6715817 LOGS

SILICON COMPOSERS (415) 322-8763
210 California Ave

Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306

Inquiry 606.

nquiry 600.

Inquiry 595.

AT/FORCE RISC SYSTEM
Replace Bit-Slice Technology
5-MIPS IBM/AT coprocessor and software system with
new Force Core from Harris Semiconductor. Forth Optimized RISC Engine Core Set comprises 5 HCMOS
standard cell chips: Core, Interrupt Controller, 1-cycle
Multiplier, and 2Stack Controllers. Forth development
language included. $4995.

FLOW CHARTS
FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOU!
Precise flowcharting is fast and simple with Flow Charting
II.. Draw, edit and pont perfect charts bold and normal fonts,
24 shapes - 95 sizes, last entry of arrows, bypasses & connectors, Fast Insert Line, shrink screen displays 200-column
chart, 40 column edit screen for detail work, much morel

PATTON 8t PATTON
81 Great Oaks Blvd

San Jose, CA 95119

1-800/672-3470, ext. 897 (
OA residents)
1-800/538-8157, ext. 8111 (
Outside CA)

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER $ 99
A 6802 based SBC for academic use. It includes 8K
ROM, 2K RAM, two parallel ports, serial port, full'
featured monitor, help screen, assembler and
disassembler in ROM, expansion bus. Free PC compatible terminal program and xasm. + 5 volt power.
3.2" x46". Manual included.

MICRO BOARD DESIGNS
29 Salvo, Rd

NY 14221

Up to 40 MIPS In Your PC!

SILICON COMPOSERS (415) 322-8763
210 California Ave, Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306

716-633-8613

408/629-5044 (Outside the U.S.A.)

nquiry 607.

nquiry 601

nquiry 596.

PC MINI- SUPERCOMPUTER
Fill eur PC/ST/AT with 1to 6PC4000 boards for ahigh speed
PC-RISC system. The PC4000 uses the NC4016 RISC Engme
which executes high level Forth in silicon. Each PC4000 is a
general purpose parallel coprocessor that delivers speeds in
trie 5to 7MIPS range
over a100 times faster than aPC.
uses Forth, C or Assembler From $ 1295

HYPERTEXT
STRUCTURED FLOW CHART

NSChart creates Nassi-Shneiderman ( structured)
flowcharts from a simple PDL. Keywords define
structures & text strings appear in the chart. Easy
to create, even easier to revise! Automatic chart sizing, text centering. Translators from many
languages available. For Mac and IBM PC.

SILTRONIX, INC.

P.O. Box 82544. San Diego, CA 92138

1-800-637-4888

NEW/USED APPLES & STUFF
MACINTOSH - Call
Apple Parts - Call
Mac accessories- hard drives Call
We buy, sell P. horsetrade - Apple, IBM

SHREVE SYSTEMS

2421 Malcom St., Shreveport, LA 71108
318-865-6743 4-9 p.m. • FAX- 318-865-2006
Internatonal inquiries welcome

CST-VISA/MC

HARDWARE
DISCOUNT CLONES
•XT Turbo - $435.
•AT EV10 MHz - $995.
•Seagate ST225 20MB hard drive with controller - $ 300.
•386 25MHx - $2,850.
•Hayes compatible 1200 baud modem - $95.
•Suertera EGA - $ 150.
•HP Laser Jet Series II - $1706.

Automated Business Solutions
516-379-3995

30 day money back guarantee • 1yr parts & labor warrantee
Dealer Inquiries Invited Please call for complete price list

HARDWARE/ADD-ONS

NTERGAID

(203) 368-0632

955 Connecticut Ave., Bridgeport, CI 06607

INFORMATION

External 51/4 for the PS/2

The Tables of ERP

5v." External drtve for the PS/2 Models 25, 30, 50, 60 80.
Plugs into an existing slot in the PS,2and runs off the cot.
putter's internal power supply The 525 EXTRA allow the PS/2
to read, write and format standard 360KB disks as the computers " B" drive Includes everything to begin working right
away, no extra controllers to buy. Two year **minty, $325.00.
Dealer inquiries ,
nelcome. Call for our Catalog

The "Economic Report of the President" has
concise tables of the major economic indicators
(GNP, Employment, Inflation, Population and
much more.) The Tables of the 1988 Report are
now available on disk in ( CAL, WKS, CSV, or TXT)
formats tor (
PC or MAC or most CP/M)-529.95

FAIR FACTS

Delkin Devices U.S.A.

4655 Cass St Ste. 306, San Diego. CA 92109
(619) 273-8086

Box 536, San Rafael CA 91"'
Tel. 415-485-1781

nquiry 609.

nquiry 603.

nquiry 598.

Hypertext allows you to link pieces of information
naturally • BLACK MAGIC does this in a
WYSIWYG environment, integrating graphics and
text. • A Link Structure Map allows you to quickly
navigate any document. • Distribute documents
with Public Domain Runtime. • Only $ 150

nquiry 608.

nquiry 602.

nquiry 597.

BLACK MAGIC
Hypertext Word Processor

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
CHIP CHECKER
•74/54 TTL + CMOS • 8000 Nat. + Signetics
•14/4000 CMOS • 9000 TTL
•14-24 Pin Chips • . 3" + 6" IC widths
Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type
of output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM
compatible version $259. C128 + C64 version $ 159.

DUNE SYSTEMS
2603 Willa Dr

Si Joseph. MI 49085

(616) 983-2352

PC RELAY CARD
8 FORM C RELAYS
8 Isolated relay outputs on a short slot configured
IBM PC I/O card. Relays socketed. Contact rating
4VA @ 0.25 A.
Price: $ 150 Delivery: Stock

ULTRALINK
PO Box 1809, Minden
1-800-852-6273

NV 8Q.1.' '
702-782-9758

New XT TOrbo

Z80 - / HD64180/CP/M• CO- PROCESSORS

600K RAM, Mono/Graphics • Multi I/O w/clock-cal Bat
backup • 2 Parallel, 2 Serial & 1Game ports •
•Monochrome Monitor & XT/AT keyboard •

Plug-in co- processors for PC, PC/AT.
Blue Thunder Z80 co- processors
'.'• •.'
$ 249.95
10 MHz
$399.95
125 MHz
$599.95
HD64180 coprocessors
$295 and up
All co processors with CP/M emulator Software only
emulator ZSIIA only 890.05.

1360K Floppy Drive and
120 Meg Seagate Hard Drive
One Year Factory Warranty-$ 1225.00 DOS inc.
Texas residents add 6% sales tax • Plus $3500 s/h
Phone 214 449 3523

Ferris Computers
PO Box 22 Ferns TO 75125

Chk • MO • Cashiers Chk

Z-WORLD
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916-753-3722

1772A Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616
Sea our ads on page 316.

Inquiry 605.

Zenith •

Toshiba •

NEC

PRINTERS • 1200 & 2400 BAUD MODEMS ( for
LAPTOPS) • Fast delivery 8 reliable friendly service
Call for low pricing

COMPUTER OPTIONS UNLIMITED
201-469-7678

(
7 Days SAM-9PM Eastern Ilmel

nquiry 610.

nquiry 604

Inquiry 599.

LAPTOP SPECIALS
• AFFORDABLE 51
4 " or 31
/
2 " DRIVE UNITS
/
FOR LAPTOPS 8 DESKTOPS • DICONIX

LAP- LINK
The ultimate solution for linking laptop computer vnth any IBM
compatible desktop PC ITS, 200 baud transfer rate-faster than
any other product available No installation necessary, easy to
use split screen design includes incredible " universal cable"
that connects any two computers Transfer entire disks faster
than aDOS copy command ,Only $129.95 including universal
cable and both 31
/ "and 51
2
/"disks " Bridge" owners can trade
4
in tor only $89.95 w/o cable

Traveling Software, Inc.
19310 North Creek Parkway, Bothell WA 98011
1-800-343-8080 ( 206) 483-8088

nquiry 611

THE BUYER'S MART
LEGAL

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS

DESIGNED FOR LEGAL WORK
The SoftWars' Substantive System. " This
could save a law office 30 ,/o - 45 ,/o of the
time to process pleadings." Brief, 9/87.
Version 3.3 $ 159.

Free brochure.

- TSC

The Software Company
PO

Box 872687, WasIlla, AK 99687

TLIB' 4.0 Version Control
The best gets better! They loved TLIB 3.0. "
packed with
features ¡does deltas) amazingly fast
excellent"- PC Tech Journal Sept 87. "
has my highest
recommendation"- R. Richardson, Computer Shopper Aug 67, Now TUB 4.0 has: branching, more
keywords, wildcards 8 file lists. revision merge, LAN and
WORM drive support, more. MS/PC-DOS 2.v & 3..
$99.95 + $3 s&h. Visa/MC.

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

(907) 745-6267

PO Box 4156, Cary, NC 27519

nquiry 612.

(
919) 469-3068

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS
Intelligent Front End
3years in development. DataPlex revoiutionIzes da - v
fry and file conversion Captures raw datelaster easier,
re
accurately than any software Al technegves speed tee
ring and validation. No programming. DPk
- an trontend
applications-cuts training 8 prograrnrig Reads, or
converts ASCII/dBASE/Lotus and more ' 49 PC/XT/

1
ur
s.

Tools & Techniques, In
1620 W 12th St.. Austin, TX'78703

(512) 482-0824 MC1V(S4COD

nquiry 618.

MEMORY CHIPS
MEMORY CHIPS
41256.151210
Call
51000 fl Meg)
Call
4184-15
Call
51258 or Compaq 386 6.43
418412
Call
8087-3.2
96/143
41128 Piggy Beck for a
41484-12 (64/(x4)

263
3.27

80287.88-10
80387

414256 (258Kr4)

C.a11

NECAr204

155/233/293
Call
Call

2764.27128,2725627512.
Call
Mouse
Pricer subject ro change

ESSKAY

$49

1-800-327-3237
718-353-3353

XACT-16C PROGRAMMER
Complete RAM- Resident emulation of the HewlettPackard 16C Programmer's Calculator. Binary, hex,
decimal, octal and float modes. AND, OR, XOR,
shift, mask and more. See BYTE "What's New",
Jan. '88 pp. 88 for details. $49.95. PC/XT/AT. 30 day
money back guarantee. VISA/MC.

CALCrECH, INC.

13629 Bellevue- Redmond Rd . 202, Bellevue. WA 98005
(208) 643-1682

$3.00 SOFTWARE FO

BEST BITS & BYTES
PO Box 8245 Dept B Van Nuys Der 91409
am 711-9975

Inquiry 619.

Inquiry 613.

ipm

Hundreds to choose from,
dprocess
databases, spreadsheets, games, ,. x- rated, I
communications, business, mus. bible, u
education, language and useful ut ' ties for m
ng your computer easier to learn. P41st progr
have documentation on the disk. ,
Write for your FREE catalog:lode

MISCELLANEOUS
WHY PAY RETAIL PRICES?
Why spend

brboGeometry Library

your precious time searching the

stores/catalogs for the computer/office equipment/su pplies you want? Through our program you
can save time and obtain name brand items at low
prices. Free
information:

trial

membership!

For

more

ULTIMATE BUYER'S SOURCE

THE
308 Crocker 046941A Mt Clemens. MI 48046

(Source & Manual)
Turbo Pascal, C, Mac, 8 Microsoft C. Over 150 28 3chmen.
sional routines including: Intersections, Transformations.
Equations. Hidden Lines, Perspective, Curves. Areas,
Volumes. Clipping, Planes, Matrices, Vectors. Distance.
PolyDecomp. IBM PC (
Comp), MAC
VISA/MC $9995

Disk Software, Inc.

2116 E Arapaho n487, Richardson, TX 75081

1-800-327-4226

(214) 423-7288

nquiry 614

nquiry 620.

FINEST PUBLIC DOMAIN COLLECT1011
FROM AROUND THE W

FtLD

Only $250klisk with many programs II you can knelt, you ca
Used" This is exactly why we created the desk
sex
program it's much faster than gong through a rd copy of
400 pages So. ORDER the catalogue NOW' It $690
You will never run out of good software again Sed
$6.9C

EXECUTIVE MARKETING SFRVICE

It, Dolly« Duey, The Arcade /12051
&repots 0104. Republic of Singapore
Or Tees RS4.3195EXESIN
Far 65 2249E6
»
By VIS4/MC pm»Bhedara,
deaietrwe rime cold Nirneill

Inquiry 626,

OPTICAL SCANNING
STOP TYPING!
OCR SERVICE BUREAU - We Scan EVERYTHING
Previously Printed Material
• Invoices • BOOks • Documents • Phone Bills
•Output to • 31
/ ," • 5", • 8" • MAC •
2
1600 BPI • WORM • CO ROM
We Convert EVERYTHING.
All Word Processing and Data Bases Supported
Kurzweil 8 Palantir Scanning
PhototypmettIng 8 Printing • Day it Night Service
'World Trade Or

DATASCAN
New York NY 10048 ( 212) 9385727

nquiry 615.

AMADEUS AND MODULA- 2

For belier programming in Module- 2
Arnedeus la a complete and powerful environment for
developing applicatkins in tA2 (Logitech, SOS, Taylor, heu)
on PCs. Arnadeus includes an application editor with
mask/code generator and arun-time support composed of 25
modules which supply windowing. ISAM database. improved
interface for Btnee, menus creation. full VO procedures special
support of the HPArectra ( touch screen ) and much more
Developers: Amadeus will increaaa your efficiency. With
complete manual. Only $ 3951 Free demo disk available
ID NOUVELLES SA
CP 877. 1001 LAUSANNE. SWITZERLAND

nquiry 621.

RENT SOFTWARE

signsic

Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software
for $1 per diskfull or we'll copy. IBM ( r2" also);
Apple, C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac S mpler
-

Sa

VISA/MC. 24 hr into/order line. (619) 9211-3244 be.
send 410 SASE ( specify computer) Mney Bmit
Guarantee!
I

FutureSysterits
Box 3040 ( T), Vista, CA 9483
office: 10-6 PST Mon,Sato ( 619)e41-9761

nquiry 627.

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS
FINITE STATE COMPILERS
Develop complex software programs in minutes
instead

of

hours!

The COMPEDITOR

forms

source Finite State programs in: ADA. BASIC, C,
FORTRAN and PASCAL
IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2

175K RAM Dos 2.0+

Puce. $ 175.00 per compiler ( With Primer)
AYECO

5025 Nassau Circle, Orlando

INCORPORATED

FL 32808

Modula- 2

ErnsStorage is an advanced memory manager for M2.
Detects and uses LIM expanded memory if present, or regular
DOS memory if not: your programs use EMS, but don't depend on it. Only $49. For Logitech. Stony Brook. JPI, FST.
FTI_ ITC compilers From the creators of Repertoire. Mod.
Base, Macro2, Graphie, and the Repertoire/Btrieve Toolkit.
MCNISA/AMEX/PO'COD.
I 4
(5
50
36
3) SE

68
08
t
h,

or 11_1
a
x d
6,
50
02
R6 9
9 72
100
13
6

(305) 295-0930

Affordable CASE

Disassemble MPU OBJECT CODE on your PC
Relocatable, symbolic disassembles are now available

Dispatcher generates fast, efficient C code for

for the Motorola, Intel, RCA. TI. Rockwell & Dog micros!
Automatic label generation, assembly capability and

command

much more. Call and ask for what you need

menu

driven

applications.

RELMS'

Develop, document, and change easily. Many
features. For many compilers.

Amaryllis Inc.
!,(3 1Wattaquadoc Rd

nquiry 617.

PO. Box 6719
San Jose, California 95150

Bolton, MA 01740

(617) 365-5456

800-992-1992 (National)
800-992-1993 ( Ca only)
619-942-9998 ( Foreign)
VISA, MC, AMEX Accepted. ( COD 1.11.90)

The International Software 14brary
nquiry 628.

A new concept in Computer Aided Engineering for developing PC/DOS applications! C
and

Money Manager and 5 arcade games plus our
10,000 program catalog for ONLY 61010 (+ sill)

511.104 Encinitas Blvd, Encinitas. CA 924

Inquiry 622.

Inquiry 616.

QUALITY SOFTWARE IBM/COMP4TIBLES
Get a Word Processor, Spreadsheet. Dotadase,

(408) 356-1210
TWX 910-379-0014

nquiry 623.

( 800) 448-4880

FREE SOFTWAR
The PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS GROUP provides
main software for IBM, CP/M, C84 8C.128 comp
is one of the oldest (est. 1982)8 largest ( ower t500
worldwide) users groups
SPECIAL OFFER- Send $ 10 and receive not only
membership but also our new member disk free
21 great programs). Or for more into send aSAS
computer) to
PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS G
PO Box 1442 BM. Orangepark FL 3208
904-264-3512 (ORDER LINE)

nquiry 629.
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THE BUYER'S MART
SECURITY
BIT-LOCK®

SECURITY

Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effectiveness
of powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. Reliable/small port transparent security
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Countdown
and timeout options also available. KEY-LOK"'
security at about 1/2 BIT- LOCK cost.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
7805 S. Windemere Circle. Littleton, CO 80120
(303) 922-6410 or 798-7683

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
DATA

ENTRY

SYSTEM

Heads-down data entry with two- pass verification for
the PC/XT/AT & compatibles. Loaded with features
like: Auto dup 8. skip, verify bypass, range checks,
8i table lookups Fully menu driven only $395
Call for free 30 day trial period.

COMPUTER KEYES

21929 Makah Rd., Woodway, WA 98020
(206) 776-6443

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS

'Sales Analysis

• Job Estimating

$99 EA. + S&h w/dBASE 2, 3or 3+ SOURCE CODE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS
4876-B Santa Monica Ave
San Diego. CA 92107

Cr. Crd/Chk/COD

(
619) 223-3344

LP88-SPREADSHEET LP
sohes prober, wts
and 5000 variables up
to 30 times faster New version teads,rites Lotus worksheets
Use 1
,
2-3/Symphony as amatrix generator or Poe processor
Many other features including interactive and batch operation
spreadsheetstyle display, equation processor. problem/bass
storage file 110. Simplex restart, report generator senetrey
analysis IENews says "The flexiblity and features of this pro
gram are a bargain at its low puce' $ 149 with 8087 suPPorl
and 100- page manual $ 29 for working demo and manual

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.

PO. Box 15328. Alexandria, VA 22309

Learn Al Fast

Ezra Shapiro.
BYTE, Aug 87. p263

It/then Is only $ 69.95

If/then Solutions

Mallorca Way. #301B SF. CA 94123
4163464886
aus 123 re1 2regaled. $3 for shipping N A. Sit elsewhere

YOUR OWN EXPERT SYSTEM
MicroExpert, an affordable expert system shell, allows
you ( beginner or programmer) to see how a system
works as you build it yourself. Software includes tutorial
for design of knowledge base and creation of rules.
Source code provided.
IBM PC: 852109-2
Apple II: 852110-6
$49.95

McGraw-Hill Book Company
PO Box 400 Hightstown

NJ 08520

dFELLER Inventory

Business inventory programs written in modifiable dBASE

source code.
dFELLER Inventory $150.00
Requires dBASE II or Ill. PC•DOSJCPM
dFELLER Plus $200,00
with History and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus ( For Stockrooms)

Feller Associates

550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming. MI 49849
(906) 4864024

SOFTWARE/ARCHITECTURE
NATURAL 3-D NAVIGATION

Ill 3 Vanishing Points Navigator: Great help for artists 8 architects. Navigator provides rapid moving
natural views and the capability for unusual
slanted rotation. The perspective can also be

suppressed or enhanced. $449.95 * $4.00 S8H
(may change without notice.)
• Require IBM PC or compatible ( 256K up).
Demo- disk $7.00 • $ 1.00 S&H ( Version 2.0)

bp-Coding Systems, Inc.

2445 University Heights Ave Boulder. CO 80302
telephone (303) 449-3640 • facsimile (303) 442-1967

nquiry 634.

Stresses difficult questions. Includes tester/editor.
2 games 8. sample Chemistry. DOS lessons.
$49.951 VISA-MASTERCARD

CORBIN Software
600 Industrial Circle. White Cay, OR 97503
503-828-8737

Affordable Engineering Software
FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG
Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis •
Plotter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Pro
cessing • Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microstrip Design • PC/MSDOS • Macintosh • VISA/MC
Accepted.

BV Engineering • (714) 781-0252
2023 Chicago Ave

Unit 8-13, Riverside. CA 93111

nquiry 644.

BATCH DATA ENTRY ON THE IBM PC
dePC emulates operational features of standard key-

to-disk keypunches, and has many other features. Data
is stored on diskette and uploaded to host using third.
party file transfer software.

clePC Is FAST!
Nymenor
Microsystems

Send cheque or
company PO.
Single Copy $49
Site License $ 190

Or write for free information

69 Summerhill Ave.
Toronto, Canada
H e
1A9

1-800-2-MCGRAW

nquiry 633

base that grows with you. Makes learning any subject fun. Gives time, grade 8. recommendations.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

nquiry 638.

nquiry 632.

PRIVATE LESSONS''
The combined tutor, game- maker 8. knowledge

nquiry 643.

SOFTWARE/AI

If/then' is abook and adisk of Lotus spreadsheets.
'A marvelous little Al training package.
you'll find it an excellent tutorial. . .
this product is a must"

WeedPatch Productions, Inc.
Box 716, Hockessin, DE 19707
(800) 451-0474 ( 302) 239-9266

(703) 360.7600

nquiry 637.

nquiry 631.

"Diskette Labeler"

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING

•General Ledger
Purch Ord/Invntory
•Accounts Recvbl.
' Accounts Payable
'Order Entry
• Job Costing

SOFTWARE/DISK LABELING
Makes professional labels for 5.25" disks on War printer with
combination of 23 character Title, 120 File Names, 10 lines
of 80 character comments, and complete Stets. Includes software, manual, 240 color labels ( 60 ea. of 4colors) with permanent adhesive For IBM 8 compattbles with IBM/Epson
compatible dot matrix printer

nquiry 642.

nquiry 636.

nquiry 630.

SOFTWARE/DISK LABELING

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS
FOR PCs and MS-DOS
DEFLECTION OF BEAMS OF UNIFORM OR VARIABLE
CROSS SECTION ( not an FE- program) Statistically determinate problems 8 continuous beams
SIMPLE OR MULTIPLE SHRINK-FITS Shrinkage pressures.
stresses, torsional holding ability etc
HERTZ Pressure between bodies

MICROMIN® - Software
Dan Steurer, P0 Box 344 M.nn ,, •
Reco(cled Message (800) 336 ,20,')

-

nquiry 645.

nquiry 639.
SOFTWARE/CHURCH
PowerChurch Plus®

Fast, friendly, reliable church administration
system. Full fund accounting, mailing lists,
membership, contributions, attendance, word
processing, accts, payable payroll, multi-user
support, and much more - all for $695 complete. FREE demo version.

FI SOFTWARE

PO. Box 3096, Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(213) 854-0865

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MICROSAFE: Inexpensive, easy to learn and use
Finite Element Analysis for IBM PCs and compatibles. Up to 400 nodes, 600 beams, 500 plates.
Graphics. 2-D: $75, 3-D: $ 120, Both: $ 160.
Overseas add $20. Evaluation copies. NOT COPY PROTECTED. Ask for brochure.

MICROSTRESS Corp. (
Dep. BM1)
10950 Forest Ave. S , Seattle, WA 98178 3205

(206) 772-0508

nquiry 646.

nquiry 640.

SOFTWARE/BASIC
XGRAF DRAWS IN BASIC!

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC'

that work on Hercules. EGA, VGA, CGA and EEGA
screens Only $ 99.00 + $4.00 S8H. Call us at
1-800-423-3400 ( 900 AM to 8:00 PM EST)

Mernbership-61 fields plus alternate addresses label, letters.
reports any field(s) Offering256 funds, optional pledge;
statements, post to 255x/yr. Finance gen ledger w/budget. up
to 500 subtotals& 99 dents month 8 YTD reports anytime for
any month Attendance- 8service times. 250 events per service. 60 consecutive weeks Available for floppy. 31
/ 8 hard
2
disk Ad too short. Wrrte tor free 48page guide

GPSS/PC' is an IBM personal computer implementation of the popular mainframe simulation language
GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive environment allow atotally new view of your simulations. Simulate complex real-world systems with the
most interactive and visual yet economical simulation
software.

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.

Romar Church Systems, Attn: BJB

MINUTEMAN Software

(219) 262-2188

(617) 897-5662 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext. 540

FINALLY! XGRAF replaces OuickBASIC's poor
drawing commands with assembly language calls

851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215

PO. Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 46514

For info., call (412) 782-0384

nquiry 635
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nquiry 641

P0 Box 1710r. Stow. Massachusetts US A

Inquiry 647.

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
Circuit Analysis - SPICE
Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC.
•Version 3B1 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen
graphics, improved speed and convergence.
•PC Version 2G6 available at $ 95.
Call, write, or check inquiry # for more info.

Northern Valley Software
28327 Rothrock Dr. Rancho Palos Verdes. CA 90274
(213) 541-3677

SOFTWARE/GAME

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

PLAY LIVE CHESS via MODEM!
on IBM ^ grph.,
compat.
or cloneHayes
( Requires
• compel.
CGA.modem)
EGA. VGA or Hercule s
•Auto Dial 8 Ans. • analog clocks • Kibitz mode •
•Selectable board view • Muse SWOON •
•Archiving • Disks for you 8 your favorite opponent •
•Free member list ( updates $ 2ea.) • E-mail feature •
Numerous off-line study aids • Send Naine, addr. 8 phone
number $34.95 (Ck. or MO.) To:
TELE CHESS PRODUCTS Dept. C
PO. Box 5356. Louisville. KY 40205
Specify greplecs, modern. 3.5 . or 525" Peke

Inquiry 648.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?
Now you can call 2-D and 3-D graphics routines within your
FORTRAN program.
GRAFMATIC, screen routines $ 135.
PLOTMATIC: plotter driver
135.
PRINTMATIC, printer driver
135.
For the IBM PC, XT, AT & compatibles. We support a
behety of compilers, graphics bds, plotters and printers.

MICROCOMPATIBLES

301 Prelude Dr, Dept. B, Silver Spring, MD 20901 USA
(301) 593-0683
nquiry 659.

SOFTWARE/GENERAL
FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW?

Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent
free of charge ( USA only) to scientists/engineers
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics
each month include Instrumentation • Data
Acq/Control • Design Automation. To receive a
free sample issue and qualification form either cir-

Your IA.?

cle below or send request on letterhead to:

Personal Engineering Communications
Boa 1821 Brookrne MA 02146
nquiry 649.

Memory Level?

Coordination?

MAPIT
Make your own MAPS!!

Response Time?

Visual Perception?

Expand your mind with MENTOR' - software that lets
you explore your hidden talents. 58 psychometric exercises. incl. 25 1.0. tests. IBM PC/Compatibles • 256K
• CGA/EGA/VGA • $49.95 • VISA/MC
No shipping charge to anywhere in the world

Heuristic Research, Inc.
3112-A West Cuthbert Ave., Midland, TX 79701
800-443-7380 (
In TX, collect 915-694-5936)
nquiry 654.

Simple to produce maps with your data.
Includes most country and state outlines.
Any printer or HP plotter.

Only $95

for MS-DOS or PC- DOS

US County Outlines available for $95.
CISC Box 778, East Lansing, MI 48826

(517) 641 -4428
nquiry 660.

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
EC-Ace ANALOG CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
You can afford to get started with EC-Ace, a subset of
the powerful ECA-2 circuit simulator. Includes all the
basics and bait-in graphics.
•AC, DC. Temperature, Transient.
•A full 525 pg. ECA-2 manual.
•Interactive, twice as fast as SPICE.
EC-Ace 231 IBM PC/XT/AT $145.
An upgrade to ECA-2 available.
Call 313-663-8810 for FREE DEMO.
Tatum Labs, Inc.
1478 Mark Twain Ci , Ann Arbor. MI 48103
nquiry 650.

SOFTWARE/FINANCIAL
THE FINANCIAL PLANNER
AS EASY AS "ATM"
Your Bank's Auto Teller Machine 8 THE FINANCIAL
PLANNER have a lot in common. NEW Menu driven
program wr easy to use Manual. • Balance Checkbook,
Prepare Budget, Financial Statement, Loan Amortization Schedule 8 more • $99.95 - OUR PRICE-$59.95
+ $2 S/H. PA 6% TX. Apple Ilc, Ile, Ilgs, IBM PC or
Compatible CK/MCNISA
SOFTECH IND., INC.
717-584-5191
Box 117A. Dept 8456. Hughesville, PA 17737
nquiry 651.

FREE CATALOG!
Geological and scientific software for all applications: log plotting, gridding/contouring, hydrology,
digitizing, 3-D solid modelling, synthetic
seismogram, fracture analysis, image processing,
scout ticket manager, over 50 programs in catalog.
Macintosh too!
RockWare, Inc.
7195 W. 30th Ave, Denver, CO 80215 USA
(303) 238-9113
nquiry 655.

FORECAST PRO

CALL NOW FOR AFREE DEMO DISK!
Business Forecast Systems, Inc.
68 Leonard Street. Belmont, MA 02178

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
PC TECHNICAL GRAPHICS

TEKMAR is agraphics library for the EGA or Tecmar
Graphics Master Similar to PLOT-10, includes WINDOW
VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HE HI plotters. Curve
fitting, complete plotting program. Log, semi-log, multi axis, 3-D, contours. Jerry Pournelle (
Aug 86 Byte): "
As
good as any Ihave ever seen..." Demo disks, literature
available.

.Hercules'

Graphics

Inc.

T.B.S.P.
2265 Westwood Blvd Suite 795 Los Angeles, CA 90064
(2131 312-0154

SOFTWARE/INVESTMENT
MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS
The new Busmess Week Mutual Fund Scoreboard Diskettes
use the enormous power of your IBM or compatible PC to select
rate and compare virtually every equity and fixed income mutual
fund on the market ($49.95 each or $23990 for subscriptions
to both).
Order now or receive more information by calling
1-800-553-3575 (
In Illinois. call 1-312 250 9292)

Advanced Systems Consultants
21115 Devonshire St. # 329. Chatsworth, CA 91311

Business Week Mutual Fund
Scoreboard Diskettes
P.O. Box 621, Elk Grove, IL 60009

(818) 407-1059
nquiry 656.

inquiry 662.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

FPLOT PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
Use your dot matrix or laser printer as an HP pen
plotter. Fast hires output. Vary line width. Includes
VPLOT virtual plotter utility to capture plotting commands. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter, Epson LO/MX/FX, HP Laserjet. Uses Hercules, CGA.
EGA or VGA for screen preview. $64 check or m.o.

HORIZON

SOFTWARE

Suite 605, 24-16 Steinway St, Astoria, NY 11103

212-418-8469

(617) 484-5050 TELEX # 710-3201382
nquiry 652.

-

nquiry 661.

SOFTWARE/FORECAST

An excellent forecasting package that uses artificial intelligence to help both the beginner and the experienced
forecaster achieve top-notch results Time series
analysis techniques include exponential smoothing,
Box-Jenkins, 8 dynamic regression.

CGA

Mode-MGA' allows you to use business graphics, gantes,
BASICA graphicS and other CGA specific software with your
Hercules" Monochrome Graphics adaptor and monochrome
monitor Works with all CGA programs $79.95 I+ $5s&h)
for Me 3k-TSR version 30-day money back guarantee. Call
Or wtite:

nquiry 657.

SERIES 32000 MODULA-2 COMPILER
Sarraconduaor's 32033 lernIN of moroprocamora arm alockle2 ham
common CIMOMMIMOI ere, ris. sen lho be
venadly en
arnacidad rnicropocemor Kin». OM re woo Mead arm my lo koo.
TKO MO6.1.2 osopMr hate gm clarion ard martin war se... halm.
non al the Or. war« «amp mamma. In Nmantal. C. or MA, Nolan«
EIMER COMPILER, UNKER. DECODER ern MME UTILITY The Mon run
One appcn roof" •uppliad nqua lorra image • 114•11np peel mama
ankh amid« rha NS320011090 nacemer.
Lopcon comp'., boarn tor KRA PCOCT/AT nu.
Kph prelorrnance complier board har 1131.1 PCJXTPT Dua
...an Wormer.) COMM« board lor Mona Chrome, bus $IMS
ALOIS SCHONBÂCHLER
Freischutzgasse 14, CI-1.8004 Zurich, Switzerland
41-1-241-0514
Inquiry

663.

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN
FORTRAN 77 Extension
EXTEND subroutines for MS, AM, IBM Pro compilers to control keyboard, monitor, text & graphics,
DOS file & directory operations, parallel & serial
I/0. Plus user graphics for CGA, EGA, VGA,
HP7475A, TEK 4010, AutoCAD DXF & db save files.
Both 8087 & non 8087 libraries pkgd for $ 149.
Royalty free. VISA/MC/PO/CHK.
Design Decisions_, Inc.
PO Box 12884, Pittsburgh, PA 15241
(412) 941-4525
nquiry 653.

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
BM or color reproductions of your display on any
dot matos, inkjet, or laser printer GRAFPLUS supports all versions of PC or MS-DOS with IBM (ind
EGA, VGA), Tecmar, and Hercules graphics boards
$49.95.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

4740 44th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98116

800-628-2828 x527 (206) 937-1081
Inquiry 658

THE PUM CONNECTION

•Your link to the IBM PC from PUM 88
Write programs- Create utilities
Build application systems
•Complete system interlace libraries
•Dos 1, Dos 2, Dos a Bios. Graphics
•Large and compact memory modules
•200 page Technical Reference Manual
•Complete source in PUM 86 and Assembler
•Demonstration utilities with source

CompuFirm Corporation
7841 Balboa Ave., Ste 210, San Diego, CA
(619) 571-0226
Inquiry 664
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SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

DRUMA FORTH- 83

What? You've never seen

Strict '83 STANDARD. Developed for in house usa No
64K limitation. 64K speed 8 compactness to 320K.

a complex function?

ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EON
SOLVER

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

•IBM PC/XT/AT & compatibles, DOS 2.0 +
•ROM: Headerless code, separated variables
•Editor, assembler, file & DOS interfaces
•On-line documentation & many other features
•Full Package $79., S&H $2, VISNMC

DRUMA FORTH- 83, DRUMA INC.
6448 Hwy. 290E. Suite E-103, Austin, TX 78723
Orders: 512-323-0403
BBoard: 512-323-2402

Try

f(z) -

The

Complex

Variables

Graphing

Package for PC's with CG/VEGA

"Let our animated screens show you what
the printed page cannot."

Lascaux Graphics

301 Prelude Dr

Sliver Spring, MD 20901

(301) 593-0683

(212) 654-7429

Inquiry 676.

inquiry 670.

nquiry 665.

FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.

SOFTWARE/MUSIC
Did you know that Prospero Software makes programming
environments using GEM? Well, they do! We hake both Pascal
and Fortran using GEM for the Atan ST and MS-DOS
machine* Both versions are ANSI and Internationally
validated.
Pro Pascal with GEM is $ 149.00 and
Pro Fortran with GEM à $ 199.00
To order, call 1-800-327-6730 ( VISA/MC) or mail your check
$149 or 5199. plus $5.00 shipping to:

MUSIC SOFTWARE CATALOG!
Just published! Our new Musician's Music Software
Catalog and it's better than ever! Over 80 pages of
detailed information on the leading MIDI software programs, interfaces, and accessories-everything for the
modern musician. Send $3 for a 2-year catalog
subscription including SALE! updates.

Digital Arts & Technologies

Prospero Software, Inc.

Dept BT1. P0 Box It. Milford, CT 06460

100 Commercial St., Suite 306. Portland, ME 04101

203-874-9080

666.

nquiry

SCI-GRAF and SCI-DATA

SCI-GRAF produces huge tines graphs thru easy menus
or linkable C libraries. Supports log scales, error bars,
screen and printer output.
SCI- DATA performs least squares and normal curve fits,
scaling and polar coordinate transformations

Prices start at $59.95.
Microcomputer Systems Consultants
Box 747, Santa Barbara, CA 93102

(805) 963-3412
nquiry 677.

nquiry 671

SOFTWARE/PRINTER
MULTI-USER DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM
Gain the 80386 edge for your applications with THEOS C.
an advanced compiler for the new THEOS 386 multi-user.
multitasking operating system. Meets ANSI C standard, plus
offers the power of 250 additional functions for VCR graphics,
real-time processing and file access. Provides UNIX and DOS
source code compatibility Breaks 64K limitation. Two-volume
manual set. BASIC Language package also available.
For complete multi-user solutions, call us today

THEOS Software Corp.

1777 Bothelho Dr. Soie 360, VVelnut Creek. CA 94596
(415) 935-1118

nquiry

PRINTER GENIUS
Powerful memory resident printer management - Control printer features from menus or within documents
- Print spool to disk files - Background print - Directory & file browse - Edit small text - Redirect output
- User friendly pop-up screens - 92 page manual Preset for all printers - Completely flexible - PC MSDOS - $69 + $4 S/H - VISA/MC

Nor Software Inc.

527 3rd Ave

667.

Suite 150, New York, NY 10016

(212) 213-9118

FAX (415) 93$-1177

nquiry

672.

SOFTWARE/RESEARCH

LaserJet Fonts

REFBASE"-VERSION 2.0
REFERENCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Worthington Data Solutions
417 A Ingalls St, Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 345-4220

In CA: (408) 458-9938

See OW lid on page 233.

. Boolean search of all fields including abstracts
* Compatible with most popular word processors
* Up to 18.000 records: DBase^ -compatible files
* Flexible bibliography formatting
* Append text files from on-line searching
* IBM^ PC and Macintosh" versions
* Complete system $ 150/Demo $5-MCNISA/P0

DataChip Corporation (402) 553-4333
5624 Pierce Street, Omaha, NE 68106

Execamort - Amortizer+
Loan Amodio/Mon reports- simple or complex. extra payment*
pants/fees, APR's ( per Regulation Z), balloons, solve for
unknowns, yields/IRR, PV. FM stork/retrieve, PML/Escrox
charges. more IBM-PC/XT/AT/PS2 compatible Simple yet
complete-great for client services. Acclaimed nafionwide by
Banks/CPAMCUMFinance/Legal/R.E./S8Ls. $ 14995 o $4.00
ship. VisaAMCJArnEx. 60 day MEG.

Electrosonlcs

36380 Garfield 91, Fraser. MI 48026
800/858-8448, 313/791-0770.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most languages and Retypes including Btrieve
and dBASE. Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and
much more! MS-DOS $149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737

Opt-Tech Data Processing
PO Box 678

Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

SOFTWARE/TOOLS
DISK CACHE

Data Acquisition & Analysis on PC's
•RDURIER PERSPECTIVE II Advanced Deal Segna1 A
•PRIME FACTOR FfT subroutine library Call horn Turbrerescat. C.
Fortran, B.c. Up to 65.520 data poets 20 interlace evadable Rectangular FfTs now possible in amultitude Si &memo.
•2630 Smanefic Grapho packages with dime support from Golden
Software
•Data Acquoace bContra Boards torm MetraByte. Analog Devaes.
Bun-Brown. Senwterry Tree. National Instruments Comm d
•Data Aoccootarn & Analyse Software-Labeen Notetook. Asysl.
UnketScope, Lotus Measure web 1•2-3/Symphony. 6Ounn-Curte
Call for FREE ApplIcstion Atalatance bTachnkal Literature
LOW PRICES-Satelescson GUARANTEED

Accelerate e or AT PERFORMANCE with FLASHBACK Disk
Cache. FLASHBACK automatically retains recently accessed disk data and neighboring data in memory tor immediate
access. Programs are instantly retrieved and run up to 10
tirnes faster! $ 19.95 • 52 S/H, 60 day $ back.
Check/MONisa/MC.

aep designs, Inc.
14810 N Ninth St

Alligator Technologies - ( 714) 850-9984
PC. Sox 11386 Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Phoenix AZ 85022

(602) 863-2861

nquiry 680.

nquiry 674.

nquiry 668.

Quinn- Curtis
49 Highland Ave, Needham, MA 02194

nquiry 679.

nquiry 673.

SOFTWARE/LOANS

Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scientists and Engineers. Includes: Scientific subroutine
libraries, device independent graphics libraries ( including EGA, HP plotter and Laserjet support), scientific charting libraries, 3-D plotting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process control software. Versions available for a variety of popular languages.

nquiry 678.

SOFTWARE/LASER FONTS

FASTfont downloads 4-10 times faster - EASY! MSDOS program to select (by title) & group fonts. Download
immediately or in groups. Any softfonts work. FASTfont
- $79. Also BIGfont - 8fonts in sizes from 10 pta. to
158 pts. ( 2inches) - print from any word processor easy commands. 30 day $$ back.

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries
Turbo & Lightspeed Pascal, Modula2, C

SOFTWARE/MAPS
PC MAPPING SOFTWARE
MapInfo software can:
•Display color maps from 52 ft to 5,000 miles across the screen.
•Find addresses you type in
•Oyenay data directly from dBASE Ill
•Color or shade boundaries
•Cost only $750 Maps also available

Mapinfo Corp.
200 Broadway, Troy, NY 12180
1-800-FASTMAP

In New York. ( 518) 27443873

Inquiry 669
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NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
Tools for Studying Mathematical and Experimental Systems

•Ordinary and Delay

Differential Equabon Solvers' Bifurcation
Diagrams • 2- and 3-D Plotting. Sequential Magnification,
Poincaré Sections Next Maximum, 14) & Circle Maps
'Phase Portraits kWh Multiple Initial Conditions • Spectra
AnMys, Erecter Dimensions. Lyapunov Exponents
DS:I

$250.00

DS:II

$350.00

ADVERTISE YOUR
COMPUTER PRODUCTS HERE
for as little as $375

For more information call
Mark Stone at BYTE

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.

603-924-3754

PO Box 35241, Tucson, AZ 95740, 602-825-1331

nquiry 675.

in

THE BUYER'S MART

nquiry 681.

THE BUYER'S MART
STATISTICS

UTILITIES

STATA

PERSONAL POP-UP

Statistics and graphics join to make STAYA the
most powerful package for the PC. No comparable

Create and access your own memory-resident reference
and help files with the KeyNotes. Reference System.
Open the KeyNotes "window" and return to the primary
application with single keystrokes. Compatible with all
popular programs. For IBM PC and compatibles. $99.95
+ $ 5.00 shipping.

program is as fast, friendly, and accurate. $20
Demo. Quantity discount available. Call toll-free for
more information. AX/VISA/MC.

1-800-STATAPC

To order, call or write:

Computing Resource Center

Digital Learning Systems

(213) 470-4341

4 Century Dr., Parsippany, NJ 07054
800-992-0264 ( In NJ 201-538-6640)

10801 National Boulevard, Los Angeles. CA 90064

nquiry 682.

nquiry 688.

UTILITIES
HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM®

-Locks Hard Disk. • Restricts Floppy Use.
-Protects Subdirectories.
-Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Software.
-IBM PC, ST, AT and True Compatibles.
-DOS V2.0 and Higher. Hard Disk System.
-Keep Other People's HANDS OFF Your System
-989.95
VISA/MC

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.
314 Canterbury Dr., Pittsburgh, PA '5238

(412) 963-1624
nquiry 692.

WORD PROCESSING
THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy-to- use package designed specifically for
questionnaire data. Produces banner format, cross
tabs & related tables, statistics (inc. regression) & bar
charts Codes and reports answers to open-end
questions All reports are camera-ready for professional presentations CRT interviewing option.

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
15 Lone Oak Ctr, Dept B, Petaluma, CA 94952

Enhanced DOS Commands

FARSI / GREEK / ARABIC / RUSSIAN

Get directory listings of all files that don't match a
template. Search all directories for files matching a
template. New commands and new versions of existing
commands, all with lots of variable options. Plus all commands accept special codes to reduce repetitive entries. Get the most from DOS with these time- saving
routines. For MS-DOS/PCDOS 2.0 and higher. $ 29.95

Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian, plus either Hindi, Punjabi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thai, Korean, Viet, or IPA. Fullfeatured multi-language word processor supports on- screen
foreign characters and NLO printing with no hardware
modifications. Includes Font Editor. 8355 dot matrix; $ 150
adel 'or laser; $ 19 demo. S/H in U.S. incl .& Req. PC, 640K,
graphics. 30 day Guarantee. MCNISA/AMEX

Driscoll Graphics
135 E. Church, P.O. Box 625
Clinton, MI 49236

707-765-1001

Inquiry 683.

nquiry 689.

NUMBER CRUNCHER STAT SYS
Menu- driven
Multiple & stepwise regression.
ANOVA, time series, discriminant cluster and factor
analysis, principal components, scatter plots.
histograms, t
tests, contingency tables, nonparametrics. Import export data. Spreadsheet, sort.
join, merge. $99. MS-DOS Graphics program, $59.

NCSSB
865 East 400 North, Kaysville, UT 84037

801-546-0445

Inquiry 684.

nquiry 693.

CompareRiteTM

MATCH PRINTERS TO PC

MatchA-Pnnter adapts mosr prayers to POPS2 and compatibles With
this resident driver get the lull extended IBM ASCII character set on
most perrero France. Span*, Gonna, Italian, Swedish. Greek. etc .
and logic symbols Works area with Apple Image/niter and DM P.
Epson and most dresynyeeel penters Solve character compatteily
now. great tor academic and engineering application Introductory
Pece 859 95 8 82 S&I-1 California residents add 6.5% sales tax
MO/Checks

MATCH SOFTWARE

8426 Coldwater Canyon, North Hollywood, CA 91606-1113
Toll free # 1 ( 800) FLOPPY°

nquiry 690.

STATISTIX' II

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401
213/394-8622 Tlx: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM

CompareRite saves editing time by comparing two
documents and generating a third that shows the differences in an average of two seconds per page. CornpareRite highlights changes the way you want to see
them. Works with all major word processing programs.
Price - $129.95 + shipping/handlirg

JURISoft, Inc.

763 Massachusetts Ave., Dept 11. Cambridge, MA 02139
1-800-262-5656 ext. 11
in MA - 617-864-6151 ext. 11

nquiry 694.

COPY AT TO PC

Comprehensive, powerful and incredibly easy-tousa Full screen editor, transformations, linear
models ( ANOVA, regression, logit, PCA, etc),
ARIMA, most standard stat procedures. Clear, well
organized documentation. Satisfaction guaranteed.
$169 PC DOS, $99 Apple II.

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE
PO. Box 13204, Roseville, MN 55113
(612) 631-2852

nquiry 685.

DuangJan 1.3

The 1.2mB drive has long been known to READ but NOT
reliably WRITE on 360kB floppies. With -CPYAT2PC"“
1.2mB drives CAN reliably WRITE 360kB floppies saving a
slot tor asecond hard disk or backup tape. "CPYACT2PC" ( No(
Copy Protected) offers ' the preferable SOFTWARE SOLUTION.' ONLY 579,44 S/H VISA/MC/COD UPS WR

Bilingual word processor for English and one of
these: Armenian, Bengali, Euro/Latin, Greek, Hindi,
Khmer, Lao, Russian, Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Viet, . .
,or create your own language with font editor.

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

$69+$4 s/h (+$ 10 for.) LaserJet +$49. Demo $5.
IBM compatibles.

655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1-800-523-8777
415-593-8777 (CA)
212-334-1658 ( NY)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089
Dealer inquiries invited

3524 Coeman Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19149-1606

nquiry 691.

MegaChomp Company
(215) 331-2748/8138

iquiry 695.

TAXES
TAXES- RECEIPTS SUMMARIES
Enter business or personal tax receipts • Get
listings/summaries/archived files • Enter your own
deduction sets ( up to 40) • Enter your own account
names for deduction set ( up to 9) • Create Tax Receipt
files, Update/edit any existing file, Archive files to floppy. List 8. Summarize data by account/data/deduction,
(expdate, amount, datepd). MS/DOS IBM or compatible. $4995. Cell or write: (
805) 985-4615

J. McCollum Inc.

5310 Seabreeze Way, Oxnard. CA 93035

Recover deleted files fast!
Disk Explorer now includes automatic file recovery. You
type in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and
restores it. Disk Explorer also shows what's really on disk.
view, change or create formats, change a file's status
change data in any sector MS-DOS $75 US Chederedri
card welcome.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St, E. 3rd Fl,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

nquiry 686.

PC-Write' Shareware Ver. 2.71

Fast, full featured word processor/text editor for IBM
PC. With spell check, screen clip, mailmerge, split
screen, ASCII files, macros. Easy to use. Supports
400 printers - LaserJet+ and PostScript. Software,
User Guide, and Tutorial on 2 disks for $ 16. Try it,
then register with us for only $89 and get User
Manual, 1 year telesupport, newsletter and 2
upgrades. 90-day guarantee. VISA/MC.

QuIcksoft 1-800-888-8088 CALL TODAY!
219 First N., # 224-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

Inquiry 696.

Advertise your computer products for
as little as $375 in THE BUYER'S MART
For more information call
Mark Stone at BYTE 603-924-3754
nquiry 687.
APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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Jamec

o Mail-Order
Electronics
ORDER HOTLINE
ALL OTHER INQUIRIES

Mail Order Electronks • Worldwide

415-592-8097

ELECTRONICS

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS

MICROPRLDCESSOR COMPONENTS

Replace the 8086 or 8088 In Your mu-PC end
Part No.
1
,...,
0.. It. Speed by up to 40%!
Price

MISCELLANEOUS MIPS
Pert No.
Précis

UPD70108-5
UPD70108-8
UPD70108-10
UPD70116-8
UPD70116 -10

0765AC
WD9216
95H90

$

(814Hz) V20 Chip

$

(10MHz) V20 Chip..
(
8MHz) V30 Chip
(10MHz) V30 Chip.. .

4.
14

Part No.
7400
7402
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408.
7410
7414
7416.
7417
7420
7430.
7432
7438.
7442
7445.
7446.
7447
7448
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476

7.49
8.95
$21.95
$11.95
$24.95

(55IHz) V20 Chip

29
29
.29
35
39
39
35
29
49
39
39
25
35
39
39
55
79
89
89
205
89
39
39
49
45

10
19
. 19
. 19
25
.29
29
25
. 19
.39
.29
29
25
25
.29
29
.45
.69
. 79
79
1.95
. 79
.29
29
39
35

0

Part No.

1-9

10+

7485
7486
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123.
74125.
74126.
74143.
74150.
74154
74158.
74173.
74174.
74175.
74176.
74181
74189
74193.
74198
74221
74273
74365.
74367

65
45
205
49
45
45
55
55
69
395
135
135
159
85
59
59
99
195
195
79
1.85
99
195
65
65

.55
.35
1.95
.39
.35
35
45
.45
.59
3.95
125
125
1.49
. 75
.49
.49
.89
1.85
185
69
175
89
185
. 55
.55

74
74L500
741802
741604
741S05
741506
741507
741508
741510
741S14
741527
741530
741832
741542
741847
741673
741874
741675
741876
741585
741586.
741590
74LS93
7416123
7418125
7416138..
741S139
7416154
7416157
7418158
7416163
74LS164

29
29
35
35
109
109
.29
.29
49
35
29
35
49
99
39
35
39
55
59
35
49
49
59
49
49
49
109
45
45
59
59

7

19
. 19
25
25
.99
99
. 19
. 19
29
25
. 19
.25
.39
.89
.29
25
.29
.45
.49
25
.39
.39
.49
39
39
.39
.99
35
25
49
49

74LS I65
741_5166
7415173
7416174
741S175..
7416189
7415191
741S193
7415221
7418240
74LS243
741S244
7416245...
7415259
7418273
7415279
74LS322
741-S365.
741 8 166
7418367
741S368.
7418373
74LS374
7418393
7416590
741.8624
7415629
7415640
7416645
74L.S670
74L8688.

75
99
59
49
49
459
59
79
69
69
69
69
89
99
89
49
405
49
49
49
49
79
79
.89
6.05
2.05
295
109
109
109
239

65
89
.49
39
39
4.49
.49
.69
. 59
59
. 59
. 59
/9
.
139
.
79
.
39
3.95
39
.
39
.
39
29
.69
.69
. 79
5.95
1.95
2.85
.99
.99
99
2.29

/PR

74S00
74504
74508
74610
74S32
74874
74585
74686
745124
746174
745175

29
29
35
29
35
45
179
49
2 75
.79

74F00
74F04
74F08.
74F10
74F32
74F74
74F86
74F138

29
.
29
.29
.29
29
39
39
69

745199 .
745189
746196
745240
748244
748253
74S287
74.5288 .
745373
748374
746472'

149
169
249
149
149
79
149
149
149
149
295

41IF
74F139
74F157
74F193
74F240
740244
74F253
74F373
74F374

69
69
295
99
99
69
99
99

CD4001
. . 19 CD4076..
59
C04008.
.25
C04011
19 CD4082
25
CD4013
29 C04093
35
CD4016.
29 CD4094
89
C04017
49 C040103
249
CD4018.
59 CO40107
49
CE)4020.
59 CD40109
79
CD4024
49 CD4510
69
C04027
25 C04511
69
C04030
.29 C04520
75
CD4040.
65 CD4522
79
074049
29 074538
79
CD4050
29 C04541
89
C04051
. 59 CD4543
79
074052
59
C04553
495
CD4053
59 CD4555
.79
CD4063
1.49 CD4559
7.95
CD4066.
.29 C04566
249
C04067
1.29
C04583
89
CD4069
25 C045134
29
C04070
25 C04585
.89
CD4071
25 MC14411P
895
074072
25
MC14490P ..... 449

415-592-8121

+96 3.95
6.95
995 5.95

VIIA DOA. UN SEINES
230
195
99
+49
99
Z80-CTC
495
280-DART
1-49 .99
Z80-F10
169
Z80A.
Z80A-CTC
179
Z130A-DART
495
ZBOA-P10
1.69
280A-S10/0
5.75
349
Z8OB

Z80B-CTC
395
Z8013-1.9
429 3.95
110011/11800/118000 SER.
265
665C0
'.°2 2 (CMCS)4895 7.75
6520
195
395
66
65232
2
4349 5.49
6551
+49 2.95
65C802 (CMOS)... 17.95
195
61300
68°2
395
6810
125
,,,,,
21
r

3
195
75

$500/6800/88000 Cont.
Pert No.
Price
995 2 .
95
6850
195
6852
149
MC680001_8
11.95
MC68000110
1395
MC68010110
49.95
MC6802011C12B 169.95
MC68881RC12A 149.95
6845

8031 Me SERIES
803
8°C3
51
8073
8080A
8085A
8086
8086-2

395
995
195
995
2
49
295
249
55
695

8
.ggre.,
)Hz).1 2
23:95

8087-2(8MHz) ... 159.95
8088-24395 .
7.75
8116
495
8155
249
8155-2
3.49
8202
395
else
8203
5.95
995
8212
229
8224
225

8000 SERIES Cont.
Part No.
Price
8228
295
8237-5
+96 4.49
225 1.75
8243
13250A.
6.49
825013 (ForlEIM) ... . 695
8251A
189
8:253-5
1.95
8254
495
189
82
8288
57 8-5.8.
8259-5.
8272
1.95
225
8279-5.
3.95
295
8741
995
8742
2995 2295
g l
i eS25
795
(218 ... 9.95
995

ge

3
1
9
4..95
95

8755
DATA ACQUISITION
ADC0804LCN . 849 279
AOrnarlanCN
595
ADC0809CCN 8963.69
ADC0816CCN.... 11.95
ADC1205CCJ- 1 ... 19.95
129008081CM . . .. 1.95
DAC10041CN
495
AV- 3-10150
AY- 5-1013A
495
295

MICROPROCESSOR SALE!

Pan No

Price

8052AHBASIC
MC68008L8
MC68701
MC68705P3S
MC68705U3L
80286-10
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
80387-20

CPU w/BASIC Interpreter
S 29.95
32- Bit MPU ( 8- Bit Data Bus) 444,5- S 16.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer .
S 14.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer .
S 14.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer . S 10.95
16- Bit Hi Performance MPU
S 99.95
Math Co- processor ( 8MHz)
$ 259.95
Math Co- processor ( 10MHz)
S309.95
Math Co- processor ( 16MHz),a $ 494.95
Math Co- processor ( 20MHz) ,,
,
,n $ 895.95
COMMODORE CHIPS

DYNAMIC WU
Pert No.
'
4116-15
4128-20
M164-100
'
4164-120
M164-150
M164-200
▪
TMS4416-12
M12
M1256-100
M1256-120
M1256-150
50464-15
511000P-10
514256P-10

16,384 x 1 ( 150nS)
131,072 o 1 (200n9(149wback)
65,536 x 1 ( 100ne)
65,536 x 1 ( 12068)
65.536 x 1 ( 1506.)
65.5360 1 (20Ons)
16,384 x4 ( 12008)
262,144 x 1 (80,10)
262.144 x 1 ( 10Ons)
262,144 x 1 ( 120ns)
262.144 x 1 ( 15088)
65,536 x4 ( 150rita (4464)
1.048,576 x 1 ( 1CiOns) 1Meg.
262,144 x4 ( 10Ons) 1Meg.

Price
109
ess 2.75
3.49
275
2.49
1.95
4.95
8.95
8.49
795
775
595
49.95
89.95

STATIC MANS
2016-12
2048 x8 ( 12068)
169
2018-45
2048 x8 (45ns)
895 5.49
2102-21
1024 x 1 (250ns) Low Power
1.95
2114N
1024 x4 (450ris)
99
2114N-21
1024 04 (203ns) Low Power
1.49
21C14
1024 x4 (20Ons) ( CMOS)
49
5101
256 x4 (4509) CMCG
195
6116P-3
2048 x8 ( 15060) CMOS
2.49
6116LP-3
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) LP CMOS
259
6264LP-12
8192 x8 ( 12080) LP CMOS...425 3.95
6264P-15
8192 x8 ( 15Ons) CMOS
349
62641P-15
8192 x8 ( 1509) LP CMOS . 845 3.49
6514
1024 x4 (350ns) CMOS
349
43256-151
32,768 o8 ( 150,10) Low Rower.... 11.95
TMS2516
TMS2532
TMS2532A
TMS2564
TMS2716
1702A
27043
2716
2716-1
27C16
2732
2732A-20
2732A-25
27032
2764-20
2764-25
2764A-25
2764-45
27C64-15
27128-20
27128-25
27128A-25
27C128-25
27256-20
27256-25
27C256-25
27512-20
27512-25
68764

EMUS
2048 x8 (4500s) 25V
695
4096 x8 (450res) 25V
695
4096 o8 (45Ons) 21V
595
8192 x8 (450ns) 25V
995
2048 x8 (450/9) 3Voltage ... ees 6.95
256 x8
(169)
645 4.95
1024 x8 (45Ons)
495
2048 x8 (45Ons) 25V
375
2048 x8 (35Ons) 25V
4.25
2048 x 8 (450ns) 25V (CMOS)
5.49
4096 x8 (45Ons) 25V
395
4096 x8 (20Ons) 21V
425
4096 x8 (25Ons) 21V
395
4096 x 8 (450ns) 25V (CMOS)
595
8192 08 (2COns) 21V
425
8192 x8 (250ris) 21V
375
8192 x8 (250ns) 125V
395
8192 x8 (450ns) 21V
295
8192 x 8 ( 15Ons) 21V (CMOS)
6.49
16.384 x8 (200ns) 21V
6.95
16.384 x8 (250re) 21V
595
16,384 x8 (250ns) 12.5V
525
16,384 x 8 (25Ons) 21V tcenom
6.95
32,768 x8 (200ns) 125V
6.95
32,768 x8 (25Ons) 125V
595
32,768 x 8 (25Ons) 125V (CMOS) 7.95
65,536 x8 (200ns) 125V
1349
65536 x8 (25Ons) 125V
11.95
8192 x8 ( 45Ons) 25V
1395

28165
2817A
2865A
52813 (21V)

2048 x8
2048 x8
819208
204888

ESPIONS
(350ns) 5V ReacIAMite....
(35Ons) 5V Read/W-ite....
(2500s) 5V Read/Write. .
(3501s) 5V Read Only. . .

595
7.95
995
149

Pert No.

Price

LAG570... 49,96 9.95
WD1770

11.95

SI3052P

2.49

6502

2.65

6504A.

1.95

6507

4.39

6510

9.95

6520

1.95

6522

3.95

446

6525.
6526. . . .

3.49

449612.95

6529

2.95

6532

6,49 5.49

6545-1 .

4,96 3.25

6551

449 2.95

6560

10.95

6567

14.95

6569

24.95

6572
6581 ( 12V)

8.95
14.95

6582 (9V) . 44,96 9.95
8360

14.95

8501

10.95

8502

7.95

8563

15.95

8564

9.95

8566

24.95

8701

9.95

8721
8722

14.95
9.95

*251104-04

10.95

310654-05

9.95

318018-03

10.95

318019-03

10.95

318020-04

10.95

325302-01

10.95

325572-01

14.95

*82S100PLA -

SPECIALS!
SMP81FY

Prec. Sample & Hold Amp

MAX232CPE

Dual RS232 Rec.frrans.. . . .

1.81306P

Dual Comparator

11116P-1

11.95

901226-01

11.95

901227-03

11.95

901229-05

11.95

No specs. available
- Note: 82S100PLA
U17 (C-64)

5.19

16K CMOS SRAM ( 10Ons)

3.95

27128-45

128K EPROM ( 45Ons) 21V

4.95

74LS612

Memory Mapper. Tri-State

11.95

74HC HI-SPEED CMOS
Part No.

Price

Pad No.
Price
74HC175
69 49
74HC221 +49 .
89
74HC240. -99 .69
74HC244
99 . 69
791C245
99 79
74HC253 -59 .49
74HC259
99 49
74I4C273
99 59
7414C373 -99 .65
74H0974 -99 .65
74HC595.
+est .09
74H0688.
99 . 79
74HC943
895
74HC4040
99 . 79
74HC4049 -59 .49
741-1C4050
99 49
74HC4060. -99 .89
74HC4511
4-291 09
74HC4514 • 4+791.09
74HC4538
89
74HC4543
4-49 89

74HCOO
95 .
19
741-1CO2
25 . 19
74HCO4
99 . 19
74HC08.
es .19
74HC10
99 .
19
74HC14 -49 29
74HC30.
49 . 19
74HC32
29 25
74HC74
99 29
74HC75.
es 35
74H076.
416 25
74H085. -79 . 55
74HC86.
es .
35
74H0123
es .
69
74HC125
49 29
74H0132
99 39
74H0138. -49 39
74HC139
49 29
74HC154
4-491.19
741-1C163
66 .
39
7460174 -69 49

74HCT
74HCTOO
74H0T02
74HCTO4
74HCTO8
741-ICT10
74HCT32
74HCT74
74HCT86
74HCT138

CMOS TTL

-49 17
49 17
-23 17
49 . 17
-49 . 17
es .21
-49 . 25
49 29
-59 35

74HCTI39
59 35
74HCT157
69 35
7411CT174 -69 25
744427175 -69 39
74FICT240 -99 . 89
74FICT244 -99 . 59
74F1CT245
149 . 79
74HCT373
1-49 55
74HCT374
++9 49

C
74.
74002.
74004
74004
74C10
74014
74C32
74C74
74C85
740E9
74089
74090
74C154
74CI73

.29
29
29
35
35
59
35
59
149
35
549
99
295
105

74C174
740175
740221
740240
740244
74C373
140374
740912
740915
740920
740921
740922
740923
740925

79
79
179
179
179
195
195
8.95
139
695
695
395
395
595

LINE4U1
LM1458N
39
LM 1488N
49
DS14C88N (C)oOS) 1 19
LM1489N.
49
AF100-10N.
LN1307N.
DS14C89N (CMOS) 1 19
1M14969
89
LM30911
MC1648P
349
Lh4311N
LN11871NL
195
LM3
u,A3 1
18N
7T
LM1872N
195
LM319N
99 LM1896N-1.
449 79
129
79
3 95 ULN2003A
1.1,4323K
395
1.M324V
1m338
39 XR2206
295
495 XFt2211
XFt2243
1.95
LM339N
39
179 261529
395
LF347N
im348N
119
69 26LS31
261532
119
LM350T
LF351N.
239
95 261833
149
es 25
LF353N.
.49 LM2901N.
LM2907N.
129
LF355N
79
LF356N
89 (,M2917N (8 oln) 1.95
MC3419CL
695
LF357N
LM3.58N
109
1.69
9 MC3446N.
195
LM360N
219 MC3450P
195
LA4361N
179 MC3470P
195
IM380N-8
99 MC3471P
479
LM386N-3
89 MC3479P
MC3486P
169
LM387N
99
169
LM393N
39 MC3487P
LM3900N
49
LN1.399H
295
LM3905N.
119
LF411CN
79
LM3909N.
99
TL497AChL
149
LN13914N.
195
LIVL3916N.
195
NE5532
69
NN
XR
EEL5
654°H
6655 (
C54Œ1( .... 2229
:9
NE5534
69
LM556N
49
7805K (LM340K-5) . • 129
NE558N.
89 7812K (1h/1340K-12). 129
LIV1565N
9
7815K (1M3402-15). 1.29
LM567V
79
71305T (LM340T-5).. .49
NE592N
89 7812T (LM340T-12). .49
LM741CN
29 7815T (LM340T-15) . .49
L.M747CN.
59
7905K (LM32012-5) .. 135
MC1350P
109 7905T (LM320T-5).. .59
59
MC1372P
195 75472
89
MC1377P
2.29 75477
MC1398P
895 MC145106P... 925 2.49
MC145406P
295
LM1414N129
OLS00
T
074c
26C
N N
TL044CN.

15.95

901225-01

7.95
. 79

195

199
19
8.95
45
125
45
79

IC SOCKETS
EILP
14LP
16LP
24LP
28LP
40LP

Low Profile

11
12
13
25
27
29

Wire sons (Gold) I-4 .
9183
EINNW
59
14WW
.65
16WW
69
24WW
119
28WW
1.39
40WW
189

IsMertall Umbra 8598 0414 Meader Plea Iscbsts Abe

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
*DRAM'S SUBJECT TO FREQUENT PRICE CHANGES
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Circle 133 on Reader Service Card

Mad Order Electronics

Now Available... Jameco's NEW Winter/Spring Flyer # 136
with 48 pages of Computer Peripherals, Components & More!

PROTOTYPING PRODUCTS

Jameco Solder ess
Breadboard Sockets

NEW!Turbo 10MHz PC/XT Compatible Kit!
FREE! Word Processing SoftwareI/New!Compact Case
JE1002

JE24
Don.

JE20
JE21
JE22
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

61,x a

ar.

200

3'. a 28,

400

6,, x 13
4
/

6'v

JE27
Binding
Posts

Contact
Points

JE1014

BIOS ROM,)
mini Turbo PC/XT

JE1015

Compatible Case
$ 69.95
XT/AT Comp.Keyboard $ 59.95

#(

830
830
1.360

2

65 x 4'.

1,860

3

6's a 5,.,

2.390

4

7,. x 7,,

3,220

d

it

Jameco's
IBM PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Motherboards

41256-150
50464-15

Regular List $627.98
SAVE S128.03!
JE1006 IBM PC/XT Comp. 10MHz Turbo Kit . . $499.95
IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MONITORS

AMBER

ST22518 ( PIctured/
S-1225
S1225K
61238

zorAB w/Controller

S1 238K

30M8 iv/Cont. ( PC/XT/AT)

61251

40MB Drive only ( PCOOVAT)

251XT
ST 251AT

40MB ve/Cont. Card ( AT)

$499.95
$ 539.95

60MB Dove only ( PC/XT/AT)
60MB w/Cont. Card (AT)

$ 549.95
$659.95

61 277

84.95
4.77/8MHz ( PC/)(1) $ 99.95
4.77/10MH2 ( PC/XT) . . . $119.95
6‘8/10/12MHz
.... $349.95
4.77MHz ( PCIXT)

$

..._________

Protection
Power Base
6- Outlet Power Strip
300 Watt Back- Up. .

soo Watt

Back- Up. . . .

$29.95
$11.95
$269.95
$349.95

Zuckerboard
TANDY 1000
Expansion Memory
Half Card

1E512

Etpard the memory ol your
Tandy 1000 ( 128K Version) lo
much as 64.« fUso Inc/tides
DMA controller chip
Includes 512K RAM
$ 199.95

TANC

Plug-in Clock °anon chip (only) .... $39.95

30Meg Hard Disk Drive Board for randy 1000,
1000A, 1000SX, 120.3, 3000 and 300OHL
30MB Haut Disk Drive
Board.... .......

$599.95

DATA BOOKS
40004 1 NSC Linear Data B - Vol 1(871.... $ 14.95
400042 NSC Linear Dala B
/37). .
S 9.95
400043
210830

NSC Linear Data B. os Vol III
Intel Mernory Handbook ( 87)

.

$ 9.95
$ 17.95

230843

Intel PArcrosystens Iwndbk. Set ( 87).. $ 24.95

MUFFIN/SPRITE-STYLE FANS
1A4500.

$ 11.95

•Hayes command compatpatible • Auto-dial/autoanswer • FCC approved
1- year warranty • Includes
MaxiMite Communication
Software

Color- EGA/CGACompat., 720x 350 (max.) resolution (PC/XT/AT)

$399.95
CGA/EGA/PGCNGA Compatible. 800 x 560 ( max

Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)

S579.9; $ 549.95

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS

JE1050
Mono Graphics Card w/Printer Fbrt (/ XT/A1)

$

JE1052

Color Graphics Card w/Printer Pod ( PC/XT/AT)

$4
5 9
9 :
9
9 5
5

JE1055

EGA Card with 256K Video RAM
and Printer Port ( PC/XT/AT)
Multi I/O with Drive Controller
and relono Graphics ( PC/XT)

$149.95
$119.95

Multifunction, I/O and Expansion Cards
I/O Card with Serial, Game, Parallel Printer

JE1060

Port and Real Time Clock ( PC/XT)

$59.95

JE1061

RS232 Serial Half Card (
PC/XT/AT)

$29.95

I/O Card with Serial, Game and

JE1065

Parallel Printer Port (AT)

JE1078

Game,Parallel Printer Port 8 Real lime Clock ( PC/XT)

$59.95

Expand to 384K ( incl. zero- K) Multifunction w/Serial,
$ 79.95

Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Cards
JE1040 360KE Floppy Disk Drive Controller Card ( PC/XT). . . $29.95
JE1041

20/40MB Hard Disk Controller Card ( PC/XT)

$79.95

JE1043

360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy Disk Cont. Card ( PC/XT/AT)

$49.95

360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy/Hard Disk
Conta ler Card ( AT)

California Residents:
Add 6%, 61/
2% or 7%
Sales Tax
FAX 415-592-2503
4/88
1355 SHOREWAY RD., BELMONT, CA 94002 •
Circle L33 on Reader Ser/ice Card

$159.95

2400E

2400/1200/300 External Modern .... $ 219.95

Prometheus 1200B Internal Modem
PM 120013-2S ISMtware MCI i.$449:95 $ 119.95

$20 Minimum Order

ameco
J
Order Electronics Worldwide

ELECTRONICS

FOR ORDERS ONLY 415-592-8097 •

TEST EQUIPMENT
Kingdom and Met ex

Digital Multimeters
K0302:
Pocket Size in handy carry
case
•3.7 Digit LO
•Auto or manual ranging
•Audible continuity tester
•Tests AC/DC Voltage. Resistance and Continuo',"
•One Year Warranty
•Size 4'.
x
x ' 71-1

KD302 . . $27.95
M4650,
•Handheld.high accuracy
•4'1 Drgit LCD
•Manual ranging with
Overload Protection
•Audible continuity tester
•Tests AC/DC Voltage
Resistance, Cominuity
Capacitance and Frequen ,
•One Year Warranty
x 1.7"H

M4650 . . $79.95

IBM is a registered trademark ot International Business Machines

Ma

JE864 $39.95
ADD12 iimry o
rve II Ili /
tei
$99.95

•Size 7"L

Additional Add-Ons Available!

(May vary according to weight)

1200/300 Baud Internal Modern . $ 79.95
2400/1200/300 Internal Modem. . $ 174,95
1200/300 Baud External Modem. . $ 119.95

80 GOI / 64K RAM
Doubles
amount of data your Apple Ile
can display as well as its memory capacity • Ideal for word
processing • Complete with
onstruchons

JE1050

U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5e/o plus $ 1.50 Insurance

12.90H
24DOS
1200C

Jameco Extended 80-Column
Card for Apple Ile

Graphic
Display
Cards

JE1045

(
Pc/mar) $ 89.95
360K Belgel3z1 ( PC/XT/AT)
89.95
12MB Beige B:1 ( AT)
$109.95
3601( Black1321.

ible • Bell 103/212A com1111410

4375M

EG&G Ficdron 0.125« square. 34 cfml

$439.95

JE1022 ( Pictured)

JE1 020
JE1021
JE1022

$279.95

14" Ultrascan Color -

JE1071

$329.95

Datatronics

$ 11.85

'orin Inclustrits ( a 68 sq . 50 dal)
SU2A1

14" EGA
TE5154

Card (pcirn

Jameco PC/XT
& AT Compatible
Disk Drives

200 Resolution ( PC/XT/A1)

7X1410

JE1001

aome

2400/1200/300 Modems

S-409:95 $ 99.95

14" RGB Color -

20MB One. only ( PC/XT/AT)
$259.95
( PC/XT)
$ 289.95
30MB Drive only ( PC/XT/AT) $ 299.95

e 277K

-

CGA Compatible
Amber/Green/Color Switchable 640 x

Jameco
Computer
Power

T3OMB

$4.98

TTL Input, High R xsolution IPC/XT/AT)

BIOS ROlvls
included

JE1190
JE1191
JE1192
JE1193

'

12" Amber Monochrome

•Award

JE1 000
JE1 001
JE1 002
JE1007

espie =
um

4164-150

$

I..

o 2'.

6'2 } 3'8

2.29
4.49
$ 5.95
$ 7.49
$14.95
$22.95
$27.95
$37.95

JE1043

$

..;

Seagate 20,30,
40 and 60MB
Half Height
Hard Disk
Drives

$ 119.95

53
/ 'DSDD Disk Drive
4
(Beige Bezel)
$89.95
mini 150W Intro PC/XT
Comp. Power Supply
$69.95
360K/720K/1.2M Floppy
Controller Card
$49.95
16K RAM ( 65,536x1)
(2 Chips, 150ne)
512K RAM ( 262,144:1)
(18 Chips. 150ns) .... $ 139.50
112K RAM ( 65.536.4)
(4 Chips, 15Ons)
$ 23.80

JE1031

IRENE
Proce

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

4.77/10MH: Turbo Motherboard
(Seen')) RAM - Includes Anard

JE1021
«am»

JE23
Part
No

ELECTRONICS

Jameco's 4.77/10MHz Turbo
IBM PC/XT Compatible Kit

JE1059...$499.95
(EGA Monitor and
Card not included)

Worldwide

Data Sheets - 50C each
Prices Subject to Change
Send $ 1.00 Postage for a
FREE 1988 CATALOG
Telex: 176043
1988 Jameco Electronics

ALL OTHER INQUIRIES 415-592-8121
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BUS 386

BUS 286

BUS 88

t7
:

6-10K 8 MHz
10 MHz Optional

7: 2-

One NIEGA byte
10 MHz " 0" Wait
12 MHz/16 MHz Optional

z

One NIEGA byte SONS Static Col. Ram
/6 Mix " 0" Wait
20 MHz "0" Wait Optional

ri
L
2. Phonon, der Me...1011P. Ittnelled
Ilne
Iliab.Hee Muher %I" .. i... r 720
318,
1. Heron... Graphie. Finale... Ient e : Primer Porn
5. loan 11..Krt 8088.2 Rum . rei . Ism 1.7741.0MHe
6. re.111/111131.1/K1101f-linghl Direr. Drimo
7. 111.11. IBM Compnible E•pai .. i.... Siot. /crew 11111111 Pan.
O. Run % II Ms•DI IS Program. lorlurliug 1.2.3. Fligh.
eintulaurr. Maim III Pia, lutonol.11ordster.
ItordPerfenele.
.1. Open, M,1111s. PC-DOS.1:11 Mane. \ men. Xeiti•
10. Keolumed selemable 1.77 mm18.0411.
II. 150 Rau. 110/220 341, Poem
/ Four loble.
12. Km board eil.EDe. Enloe,' Kenna shift
IKr,
13 Moll
ma...I. Tu. IIncopo 1lei, .../ Priotter
a.m....Port/Serial ham ender. 1 ',Monet 2rid serial
19,01 , hl Pen Punlianer, Ilackuped Real:nowt eleoular
11.01107 Man Co-Prtreemor sock. Knell...1.n Hoard
IS. Si, EPROM Sun... SI... 1,0.11,4 on Hoard
16. Pourrd In Self:T..0n. of 1/nnero liornaomno
17 Nieket.Plated. Enseriel 1. .... ing. Hem ollan 11.1•110./.
untrue Drim stn. and epeaker
I/1 si•
Meilablenler stnenntinidammaiton.
19. Kea. for 10/20/30/111/63140 liard lII.k Innallafirro.
20. Read, 6,. einearir/Multiume
21. Read/ for klorrer/Jo,lielo Imerfere
1.1111, 1R9-1.P4ad111•gnonirmll. Tened in Amer,.
23. Ope.nling Manual. I,,, Monilor. Ke. board. Mralherlmarol.
MIX Card. Matti 1/111.eni no, he Ilpernor
21. 311-1/m lbarmilIon Guano.,
23. nor4rar Fullo alarrarned lather molParo
211. 72.14our Burnt» Period
27. Wed. for Immediate Delneo
20.
I/onion/fro I./edema E.per... 11111. Ps...
ermo
29. b.rmoa Iherma. Telephone Order. % Is* Man,/ 41.1.aml
tor It ire. Treader.
22.

BUS 88 u/20 1
11B ai IFloppy
Seagate ST-225, 65MS . . . . $900
OPTIONAL FEATIRES
1.10 KB, SnOrmulnte18088-1 Mieroproremor
2. 961.5
Microprorrome
3.41,4 Sonata. u/AnceSeark VGA Cvd18001.600,
1.E.GA Stater /AtanSuitelo F.GA txrd16401350,
3.C.olor Synenos/Colar Cmc11640•2001
6.Emere Mentort Engamien Board 912 M8 RAM
:Rorer" (EGA EGA Crod
8.10.20.30.40.63 MB Hard Din
9.TEAC
360K•nd 3P; 72010 or 1.4431B /loam
10.4allgra..211.40/60 Tape Bar kup > norm
11.8.......,....I 1200 or 2400 BAUD Intemad
E•lermal Modem
12.Epon Kahn., I' Morn. NEC *ad Star Ninon
II/Inroad, or Geniu. Mourn md / maid.
11. hurl ROB". 2or 00874 Moll 1.o.Proremor
13.2nd srm.1110n pgoe d..

I. 1011,11111 441 toupnible. %anon 411 IBM l'.0.
2. Full. 1ompatible Phoenis Bills ' entailed
3. 18..100286-10 Running 6..1104H, "0" 0.0
I.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.

12.
13.
14.
IS,
16.
17.
IX.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
2'
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
31.
35.
36.

5,e

BUS LCDs

BUS 286 Systems .. . 81700
s/433113 Seagate ST-251,3931S
411, 1109 U. FE 9111 MIES
I. 12 MK, - 0"
Sono«,
NSW
2. 1611Hr - II" II•reSOnenr. .080 \ moon.
IMES, - 17.1
3. SGAS/nrru.../Ano.Seitelo %GA Canic800•6011.
I. EGA Sonron• enuto.S. inn EGA Crud 16111•3510
IMIur Konen...a:aloe Coord1640•2001
6. lineule. Gnu/Mr. Plu. reml and Ind:aloe Card
7. Gael % II Mee. Braun
X. *Kaufman Quml EGA Plu.
9. 4TI % GA C•rd and EG4 gander Card
111. Enna, Memo.. Lepan . i... lined /I4%1 31.111eluer
II. Ewer. ElGA %GA Gerd
12. Genoa Supr EGA
13. lideo-7,E1.4 Delum El:*
Paràdi.,
IRO Elk%
IS * ST Rinunge. Una., Premium. Sinner Premium
Il,. NEI. 13 . Mulinnte 111800,5601
U. 211.30.10.63.72.8 4103-120.1 10MB Herd Din
IN. II . Dual Frequent.. liner Mount.19. TEM. 5./' 360K and 3/.• I. IIMBEloPle
211. Tellgra..20/111/60MBG, Ilmkup S..teron
21. Hate. roe Slum/ 1200 or 2 100 114111Internal
Enrrnal
%Kelm.
22. Epee, Tonne. niren. 'III and Sor Primer21. Mirrenoll or Geniu. Morn. tool londirk
21. lorel 8028 7.6/8/10 Mrob 1ro.Prour-or
23
21.

I. 1110,1BM XT/ 4T.Inonperg 386 Cortionaible
2.6401 400 POO. km He realm Grephir• Mode
3. Nre Sup...twin/Co ...... / El. Ihrlt
I. BOChaneten. 0 23 Line•
3. Dot Site: 0.33mrn1111
0.33 man HI to /0.113rant sparing
6. Cmnal.Blur Don on White Bang/men. Kromer Mode
7. * 1. 01.4 Anilable
8.84 Kre• en:Inking Feel and Enlarged Begun/She Kr.
9. 180 Ran. 110/2204olt• Autonlobing
10. Built-In Line Filter and Cocrling E'en
II. lberNoligroe.lher.Currens and Shorl-Cireua Prmorninn
12. Opence.MS.DOS. MEWS. I/S/2 and Ini•
IS. 13V111 .1 • 10 • (111‘ 7V:Ilhor 398min • 254mm • 190n1n,
14. 7.3kg 116.3 Me., inCIXD Form
IS. Reanirrte Cloak %/ Bauer/ Barkup:Buill.ln Speaker

tho. Megebne of RAM on Board
%lemon Espendable to 16MB endd.On Memo, Caen
On. 12 . Higb-Ree
Mnber Monitor 1720 • 3 111,
Here ule• Grephie. Emulation Card u / Printer Pon
Rum 411 MS.DOS Program. Meta ding 1-2.3. Flight
Simulnor. agar. III Ph.. Around. WordStgenr.
Ope
MS.DOS. PC-DOS. GS Bane.
Xenis.
BEspen ion % min Six 16.11itrieo 11.11it
Il,.. Froern Digital WI:110031VA 2 Combined HardDen/ iloppnItin Controller 1,51
Teo U.S Din. end
Teo Floppies
Enhenern Km board '' IIlk. Enlarged B.,,.,06,0. 101 1,200 Lon 110/22044C
Suppl. ../Frour Cable.
Hardeare Ream /Turbo Batten ! totalled
One Fujinu 1.2MB Half. Height High- Den.. ED IM2353kI
Real-Time Cloak , Banermlierked CMOS Renton for
Sonern1.unflogannlon Dala
One RS.232 Seriel Card .. 12nd Port Optional
P.....•11,..Ifli•ain.a.,0,norompon.•nt.
80287 Man hCo.Proem.or Soil.. Instelled on II.erd
Nickel- Plotted, Enamel Coaling. Hem o•Duro. Inekahlr Ign
Vim. Drim Slog. Meilablr /Speaker Innalled
FM. Slut. Mailable after ',Irma Configuration
Poem/Hard Disk/Turbo Indicator light Imulled
Read, furl/S/2 a/elm...Operation.
11
I, f 20 . 10:10 / 72/114 / 103 / 120/1 10MO Hard- Din
Re.. for 20 10 noMif r.p. Barkup Innallatinn
Menlo for \ mean MalmmenklultitedringlmerKee
Read. fur Moue. Jo. nun Interfere
Full, set.1 P•nd Orminonirall. Teased in imerin
Ope
' Manual. for Monitor. Amborred. Motherlmaril.
MGP Card. Serial ' bed and the Operator
30-11ao Monemliark .... nmr
20.41onth Falb Sarranled labor and P.n.
72- Hour Burn- In Period
Rea. for Immediate IWho,
Ship Ronde . ia Fr.deral Espre.e. OHL. UPS or Air Igno
Rena Om reea. Telephone Order. en1011/MenernECaml
ur gin Tranden

21.1...ri.tro.
Ilaltitner

§15.
e,g
g

Ee
cje>

e EzcS*-
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BUS 386 Systems
%./.131113 Seagate ST-251, 39MS

82.800

OPTIONAL FEATURES
1. 211,1Hr So neon earl/el 80386-20 Mieropmeemor
• MISP . 2.83. SI 25.5
2. 23%1
Sown. Will Re Mailable Soon
3. 1101...51.d 386 ../( gehe Memo,. of 33-Name:enrol II * 11
Esparuion Boerd of 2,111. 4MR. 8MB
3. 'rein BIOSe.Phaeni• 386/Aned 386 on Motherboard
11.4 /Mani. ',Amu ', Orb VI:AC.51800 x 600,
7. EGA mlent. u/Aum Se deb E.:Armin:40 0 3510
8. Color !M.-m.o./Color Card i 10
2001
9. lIrreule. Graphic. Plu. Cmerl and In-Colonord
Ill. 4111,1.1 /no...Boer&
11. ATI%I.A Card mod EGA Fonder Card
12. Emm.• 6.5114 1GA Card
13. Quadrat» Quad EGA Plu.
II. Gem>. Super EGA
IS. 514.0.7 *01.6 [Khan EGA
16. l'bradim Arnoniteh 180 F.Ja
IT 4.st Rampage. irloanta, rename. Sl•par Premium
1/1. SEC
nr II 11100 x 5601
19, NEC 13 . Mullinne PI... 196110 7201
211. NEC 11). Makin.- 91,11021 0 7681
21. Magma.. Mulliman1926
3801
22 ' manna
1433MI EGA 1650 x 35111

2200
1130
3930

Network/Multi-User
Installations

Ilordson lumead. Flight Simulemr. dliam III Plue ' mole,. Mc.
13. son.., 1Oldie. Induchng:
- Relormable 1.1.4 and So...BIOS from 011M,, RAM
-Emulating Mr Itmeo/Iniel/Mieroartfl ', panned %Romeo speed/ration ol.IM/E.Mel
- 1.er no. roluedable 1111/S/Softearr.Selecuble speed.
Full. Crompalible enT Merlmnical Mounfing Imemion.
IS. Real.Tinte Clod. e/Batten.Berked CMOS %mono for
Son,. I . oefiguralion Dam
Ire Then lddrem Mode.:
- 808n-Compatible Reel/Idle
Mode
- Protected 80286/80386 krromInddre.. Mode
17. ', Omen Imerrupn
18. Smen DIreet.Mernormlere.. II/ Milo 1banned.
IS. 61 Teralootem of irtubl Mldre.. spare
20 12 BIll
Add
II
AR
I I f 411111
21. Hardee., Fiord- Point %labial. road Dion.
22. AT-co.,eibk
ChannelTiming
23. Pipelined Innnelion E ..... ion
24. 11742 Kmboard Controller Imerfare. an AT Kr/board
25. 200 140. 110/22014C Power Supplo
Four IMine.
26. On. Fujitau 1.2M1111.11,11.I.K. High-Densit, FI/14235361
27. One Emmet Meer
dO41701,111te Keane, and 1In.
serial Pun. 2nd Serial Port
28. One 1lemern Digital W1110034%42 Combined Hard.10.1,
Elop,Din Controller...omen,. Teo Hard Din. and Ter. Inoppie.
29. Turbo.Speed/Hard-Din/PotorrIndiretor 1
jght. Innalled
30. Hardee, Re...1 and Turbo Button. Inatelled
31 Sirkel.Plered, >Memel Coming. Hemo-Duto lurkable Cam
32. Vim Dom slot. MailaBleu Kgeker Ganger
33. Proeer.1411Nelf-TemingolSootem Component.
31. ine Slot. etill 1,0 11pn eller Sonem.ConlIgureritori
33. liearb for 1102 Systems Opergeion.
36. Read. I,. 20/ 40/63/72/84 / 103/140/230/33 7411 Hard Onk
37. Read. I., 213/40/60MB lkpe-Baritup Ineallafion
38. Read. for Veteran / Multimer/Muloitain ing Some».
39. Openting Mean'. for Mon, .....
bowel. Renberimerd.
MGP 1.arol end %ter 14115.4
W. 30-11m MonemBack I.........
11. 20.Mcrnn Fulls O
d Iglorre end Pen.
12. 72.11our Burn- 1n Period
IS. Full, Se1.1 p•nd Diagnosein11. Tened in Murree
II Read, fur Immediale
IS Slap Render& na Federal Espn...11111 . I
16. Vrepl therm.. Telephone Orden or X IN% Mina., ( 1
or I ire Terra,.

BUSTOP 286

1700
2000

Quantity Prices

R.
2

111. Eight Esommion Sloo: 2 B.Bic 3 16.011. 132.Bit
12.
1. On..
Rum
pe.ON:2.
411 Me.DOS bean,
h,..:306
PC.DOS.
Ira- lading ni•
limn
%. /Innis
1.2.3.a S ,,,

Immlladimo ,

81100

HARD DISKS
2031111, Seag,aie ST-225 w/Controller/Cable
260
30MR. Seagate. ST- 238 w/Controller/Cable
3011
350
10318. Miniarribe 3650 w/Controller/Cable
43M8. Seagate ST-25I
550
65MB. Seagate ST-277
575
72MB, Miniorribe 6085
790
84M11. Seagate ST-4096
8'0
103M8, Priam 10-1001K w/Controller/Cable .. 1,300

n. Bernie. Graphie. Emulalion Card eiPerallel Pon
7. Gael 32.0i, 80386.16 Mirroproremor
-Open...gm 16MHe - 0" Ran
-Solleere.Selertable of Four Speed.: 4.7 716/8/lb
Perfornsaner Ratin, MIPS e 2.03.91 e 111.7.12endmark
20.5
9. 80287/80387 Meth Co-Proremor Sodom Innalled
-00387
32.1111 Operation
-80387 I. 11notable 10 111P.P.1.0 X.eni• n».teni SAII , 2:19. MON 386
-00387 Run. win Turbo Roaralnaturad %enrion 2.6114,11. 4IPC 4M rummer.

parade

16. I:.n Be Connerted oro Color/El:1 Monitor. \ neon. me.
17. Tom 5 '/:' Drim SRO Mailable
BUS KS UM
Conligund Same on B1», 88 /15o 360K
e/20MB Seeable ST.223. 63MS. One 36011X
R4 ti 285 11'D
Configured Sarne as 1111,286 to Mine I.2MB
,20‘111 Seagale ST.223. 63MS. One 1.2MB
BK. 380 120
Configured Same art BUS 386 eX/ne 1.2MB
t.:13MB Seagate S1.251. 39MS. One 1.2MB

11111%Comperi-Companblr
Pltremie 386 or learn 386 RIO°. emu. software
1. 0, MB Panto-Cher- lord Stalk Column Ka % of BI/
N•ronercurd.
Memo, IMrd: 2-8.MB Pigm.Bark Eopm .. ...
0roardllp . ... t. Ohm. Menu, Espion
II1MB I.ing
811,0nmerond RAM Chip.: Full, Compato.Comp•tible Memo,. Br.
I One
Send High.11e.. 1720 x 3HO Flausereen Muller %Ionian
3. inhumed Km homed
101 Ket• and Enlergrd Inturn.hifl

le

• 1011%1551 5T-CempaIliele • 80286.10 10 ,111,
• 610K on Board E•pand to 2MB • Open, 11•.1111e. PI,
DOS • Dotal 3.; 720K Flop,. • Perrone, and ...noel Pon.
• line XT-Cranpatible SI.., • It% / 3 CM 101Pruel Sealed
lead , teld 11•11ery • E•ternal AC or DC *damn
• Su/melon., 11:11u/Conman Adjunmem • Graphie. tO
200. Monographic. 7200 3 18 118.432K HO. IMIor Graphie.
640 x 200113.575MR, Tem 80 123. 81 Knon/1.1311. for
Cape. %morn. Low Bane., Modem Hook IhnlIff. Drim A/B
• 14VD
129E
3. 11 Or 380 x 310 0 7111emo • *nub.
13.3 Omar 3.91og • Option.' 12001000d Internal Modem.
Card. Enerne HOD 20/ 40MB

Minicenter/2nd floppy not included.
Price subject to change without notice.

23
21.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
SI.
32.
IS.
31.
33.
36.
37.
$8.
39.
III.

Magnmos1.418562
ace e:olor Manion.
eannung1:01-1640 1.1• R1:111.olor Monimr
IV Dual.Fmquenr, Amber Monitor
Tear 3' ' 360K boa 3.4. I . 14MR Hop,
I:I Inteeleme Herd-Dbl. Controller
Eel/11E1.1.mm' Small Some rn Interim- MC ..... ndlerl.ard
Tallgeam 20 ,10/60MB Tip...Backup Sorter".
Ham. or • rimr• 1200 or 2400 Imud Inierron or 1- neruel /Ital.to
Eimon.10.hiba.11titen. NEC. end Mar Primer.
Geniu. Moan. end Ken ic
Three serial Portal:0rd err... Panne, Port.
Intelligero Serial Pon. for
1,1,100387 Moab CrePronmor
I'... eMeer Den. > Ion
Minirenter or Tenn...Cam
2nd Serial Porl 1parade
Software. of 411 inn
20-30.40.65-72-8
10.230.337.111 Herd Din 110

11. % him«,

Neleorloing

Circle 204 on Reader Service Card

BUS PORTABLES
4e"

et

88/286/386

SPECIFIC.VVIONS
I. 9" High R.s. 17511,3 18, Itual Vernon..., toolirr I.K1
Monitor Arrepte Both Mono and I:olor Card
2. Three lialf Height 1)rive Slot,
3. Reinforced Aluminum Frame
I. 200 Watts 110/220 VAC Poser Supply
5. 7F:iipansion Slot. Atonable
b. 84 Koss • / 1.EIK for I:AP. Stun and Scroll lark
7. Enlarge
: it Return and Shift Km.
H. Mechaniral Key ssiteh oft :licking Feel • /A Partitive Tactile
Feedback
9. Poser look Key Inrialleil
04. 1:ontramt Adjo.ting Kook In.talled
II. Brightneu Adju.ting Knob [ mourned
12. Turbo Speed light Indicator butanes'
13. Flard•are Reset Button Irutalled
II. Dirneneoloroto 17.31141 x 8.2"(HI n 16.9(D)
Weigh.. 22 II. in CKI) Form
IS. EGA Portable. t,ni,IhIo
- 9" Eli% Monitor o. / It 10s:1301E1i i) or
10,200 ((TG k)
- 230 Monts 110/220 VAC Power Supply
Pitch: 0.28

8 / 10 / 161PHItz
10112/20 MHz Optional

Bus
PORTABLE

OPTIONAL FEATURES
I. TEAC 514" 360K Floppy Dint
2. Tese 31
2 " 720K Floppy Diok
/
3. TEAC 31
2 " 1.11 11B Floppy Disk
/
I.Seagate 31
2 " Hard Drink of 20/30/40 MR
/
5. Herror Ir.
. Graphic. Plum Card or In-Color Card
to. Intel XII 4Inne Boards
7. 1.1tradrain Quoi 032.% Plue
H. 1.trre• EV 657 Auto...itch EGA
'P. Paradise Auk...itch 480 EGA
111. Sil EGA Wonder
11. Genoa Super EGA
12. Video-7Vega Dehne EGA
13. AST Advantage Premium. Sixpac Premium. Rampage
II. Ewers Rani F:xpaneion Boards.
IS. Hoye. or Smart 12(410 Baud Internal or External Modem
16. Ilayem or Solari 211N) Baud Internal or External Modem
17. Mienneoft or tie • Morree
18. Winner Joystick
19. Intel Math Coprovr .....
20. 21.1Sserial Port l.pgrade
21. Ei . Tmihiba. Citizen. NEC. and Star Printer.
22. -1.11gra.. Tape Backup of 20/30/10 MR
23. Portable Carrying Bag

CONFIGURATIONS
MT2011P
SI

ill 1418 Portable
Iconfigured NuoraseRtlitsfTeenek
10411..rimir .
1.223.65 m. Oar 360k

Il ls.

V11 01P\ . 3111111. siege. 1111238. 63 M.S. Oar 360k
\T I
lowtt
S11 6 ;1'1 . K>N1i. Seale sT277. 39

One 360k

1.350
1.100
1.150
1.750

VI I00P% 111S2311 Penal&
Coolloseed boas as ISMS aloe 1.2111
4T21111PS
1.2911 and One 360k
1
1
-12015 . 211 NB. "rap» s7.225. 65 WS. Orie 1.21111
11" I101' . 30411 sager )1.238. 65 1LS Oire 1.2MB
VI I111F'S • 110111. Noneeribe 3650.60 MS, Oae 1.21111
IT I1315 • 131111. ,fflif 1111254.39 MS Olre 1.2101
1T114PV • 1111B ...sots /11234.1.28 MS.Orre 1.24414
$11421.5 • 121111. Ninireribe 6053.28 MO Our 1.21111
11•1631'S • 651111
ST.277. 39 M.S. ()ne 1.21111
11172PC s72118 Minerribr 6085.28 WV. Om 12 SIB
41•1811) 1( 811111. ' n..... .14096.28 MS One 1.2101
(T110315 . 103NR Priam 114100. 23 19.0oe 1.2101
IT1120P3 • 121111R Minurrilie 6128.2819.0.1.2MB

1.151

TT1 Uri 316330 Portable
Configured Same as 'ISM / Ose 1.2113
1120015 1.1)ne 1.2113 and One 360k .
Tf120P7( .'20 1
MIL Seagate 1(4225. 65 11.S. One 1.2t111
TT I3015 • 301(11. Seagate ST238.65 M.S. One 1,2110
TT I1015 . 401111.1briscribe 3630.60 MS One I2118
11 1431% . 43MB. Seto* 4.251. 39 19. One 1.2911
111441% ., 1311B. Snore n251.I. 28 MS One I2410
TTI42191 • ,4211B. %Ware 6033. 28 11›. On. 1298
111631% • 16.31M. Seek ST.277. 39 MS. ( 60 12110
111721% 1,7211/1, Minieribe 6085. 28 MS. Ore 1290
111041% s414)111. Sete. 4-1096. 28 19. One I2911
T1110391 1.1103911. Priam 10100. 16 191. One 1.21111
TTI 120PS • 1201111. Slinieribt 6128.28 MS., Om 12110
Ill I-10P% 1.1110)18 Mimed'. 1355. 23 NS. Om I1911
1112301% o/23011R PS.1110230. 12 .4.s. On. 1.2/111
T11337PC . 337913 Priam 114337.13 MS Ore 1.21111

3.1011

1.700
1.900
1.930
2.000
2.200
2.300
2.100
2.130
2.600
2.650
2.800
2.900

3.130
3.350
3.400
3.130
3.600
3.800
3.850
1.050
1.200
1.300
5.200
5.600
7.000

All NUS Computer S, stems Feature:
l)peroting Manual for Monitor. Key board. Motherboard
MGP. Multi 110, Serial Card.
Fully Set- Up and Diagno.tirally Tested in America
72 liour. Burn- In Period
30-11ot Mon., Back Guaranis
Om. lei. F•rolb Worranted Loi.,, A Parte
Reads for Inuirediate 1)elitem
Ship Morldside via Federol if‘prr.n. 1)111., UPS or Air Cargo
Arcept ( hers.. Telephone Orders • /
1, ISA/Master/Al: Card
ror 1111re •Iikendem

Circle 204 on Reader Service Card

Reinforced Aluminuies Frame

Three Half-Height Drire Slots

7Expansion Slots Araiiable

Price subject to change without notice.
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Circle 75 on Reader Service Card

MAXELL
100% CERTIFIED
51
4 "BULK DISKS
/

59c
51/
4"DS/HD 1.59
31/
2"DS/DD 1.09

SHARE SERIAL PRINTER or MODEM
between TWO COMPUTERS!
Printer Dale Spatter '

,m3.2%sis

modern Data

844.95

sp..,

M7214 1
2
11S $

44.95

51/
4"DS/DD

Price based on quantity of 300
includes sleeves, labels and tabs.

800-222-0490
In NJ 201-462-7628

IBM COMPATIBLE
SOFTWARE

MEGASoft
PO. Box 710, Freehold, NJ 07728

Balance Your Checkbook, keep files,
organize your finances, transfer data, get
DOS assistance, and do easy or advanced
word processing. This set of 13 IBM
compatible Software Programs let you do
all this and more! Our special arrangement
with the manufacturer makes this LOW
price possible. Act now. Order today and
save!

E(E)PROM PROGRAMMER

13 Disks Include: Credit Card Accounting, Document File, Auto Expenser,
Network Builder, Video File, Business/
Personal File, Recall, Budget and Income
Forecaster, Multiple Checkbook Accounting, Personal Banking Reconciler, Connect DOS Assistant and Word Processor.

$ 395

• No personality modules; Menu- driven device selection
• Built-in Eraser/Timer option ( 550); Foam pad.

OR

Apple, CPM or Utsin driver; Autoband

VISA

MC

AMEX

Call toll- free TODAY!

115232.

• Manual with complete echematles.
Coll today for datasheets!!

In Colorado ( 303) 234-0871
Open 8:00 to 5:30 Mountain Time.
Monday— Friday.

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355

WEST

OLIVE

Pli: ( 408) 730-5511

AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086

FAX 1408) 730-5521

TELEX 9541145

Circle 30 on Reader Service Card

Toll- Free: 1-800-328-0609

Preformatted disks
save you time and money!

87(C)51 87(C)52, 8753, 97r I

• Offset/split Hex, Binary, Intel A Motorola 8,16,32 bit.

Credit card customers can order by
II
phone, 24 hours aday, 7days aweek. ;

Phone: 815-434-0846

Memorex • Nashua • 3M

• IBM-PC,

IBM AND IBM/PC/XT/AT are registered trademarks
of International Business Machines Corp.

Ottawa, IL 61350.

51 ," ( from 48c) • 51.1" HD • 31 • 3' 2- HC

• Micros, 8741, - 2, -8, -9

9

sales tar

ORDER
B&B .e.eFeurPriCS.
TODAY!
1502D Boite Memona Doe • PO Ba ioe • Dttawa IL 61350

• Direct technical support; Full Iyear warranty.
• Programs 27. to IMbit; 25m, Nixt ; CMOS; EEPROMS.

Liquidation
Price For Set
Item H-3283-7347-982 S/H: $ 5.00 / set

Request your FREE 8 & BELECTRONICS
Catalog of RS- 232C Interlace and monitoring
equipment.
Terris Sao MC. cash orders postpaid PO 11,0e
Gilded rated tarns accepted IL residents add 61
4 %
/

• User friendly software; Complete help menu.
• Quick pulse algorithm ( 27256 under 60 sec).

$194.35

Mfr. List

Order Direct from Manufacturer TODA Yand
SAVE"

Circle 29 on Reader Service Card

Circle 162 on Reader Service Card

• Programs Use MS or PC- DOS Systems
2.0 or Later.
• For Use with IBM PC/XT / AT Series and
Compatibles.
• Instructions Are in Each Program to
Read On- Screen or Print Out

SAME- DAY SHIPMENT! MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE!

-

• 24 Hour Shipment •

13 High Quality Programs!

Now two computers can share one mooem or one
serial printer, and both can be connected at the same
time Self- powered from RS- 232C port: may be left
permanently installed.

Dealers!
Network-OS LAN Systems - Includes Boards,
Cabling, Terminators and Software. Two-user

Circle 14 on Reader Service Card

LOCAL AND REMOTE I/O
THE EASY WAY. ..

hardware and software for under $ 1,000 list!
SEND TO:

aziro

Authorized Liquidator
1405 Xenium Lane N/Minneapoils, MN 55441-4494

Close-Up Remote Communications - Support
your customer without leaving your office.

Send _ Computer Software Set(s) Item H-3283-7347-982 I
at $69 per set, plus $500 per set for insured shipping
and handling. (Minnesota residents add 6% sales tax. Sorry, I
no c .O.D. orders.)

Authored by Cogitate for Norton- Lambert!

My check or money order is enclosed. (No delays in I
processing orders paid by check.)
PLEASE 0
CHECK

DataFlex Database Management - True Multi°[

]

1=1: 1:e

CI

ZEI

Acct No
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Name
Address

Apt

City
State

ZIP

Phone (

É

Sign Here
ffl 1•11 MR

314

Context Sensitive Help for Datanex, RM/
COBOL, Clipper and dBase Ill - Puts your
application's documentation 'on line.'

IM
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MIMI

J

User database for MS/PC-DOS, Unix and Xenix.
Site licensing available.

•8 analog inputs
•8 contact (status) inputs
•8 relay driver outputs
•6 optional pulse accumulators
•Base Price 59500

The MOJAVE LMX I/O processor communicates with any computer or terminal in ASCII

Dump/Restore-XT - Seven utilities for the MS;
PC- DOS user.

over RS- 232 or over built in Bell 103 or Bell
202 modems. Operates over virtually any
distance over dial up or over multi-drop radio

Call or write today for our catalog and pricing!

or cable. A small battery can power the LMX
for up to 4 years. Larger capacity I/O processors are available.

COGITATE, INCORPORATED
'A Higher Form of Software'
24000 Telegraph Road
Southfield, MI 48034
(313) 352-2345/Telex: 386581
Visa/MasterCard Accepted

Circle 57 on Reader Service Card

=Jaye—
"We're the I/O specialists"
7100 Hayvenhurst Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406
818-902-1611. FAX 818 902 1934

Circle 180 on Reader Service Card

Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

CompuSave

PLOTTERS

Call Toll Free: 1-800-624-8949

Above Board 286 .

4395

Houston 41 42

2095

Cit•zen 1200

139

4 224

465

Cerullo 104361
Calcomp 104261

6395
7595

lolme 3700
loline 4000

3099
4065

Citizen MSP40

282

Epson FX 86E

322

Citizen MSP50

379

NEC P660

422

Houston 56A

3895

Epson EX286E

475

Epson EX 1000

519

295

NEC P760

592

Epson LO 500
NEC P5XL

358
835

Calcomp 1044

COMPUTERS

BOARDS

NEC Multispeed
1299
NEC Mullispeed EL 1549

AST Model 300
AST Model 340

3349
4049

NEC Mullispeed HD 2399

AST Model 390

5449

Sharp 4521

7195

AST Model 3150

6349

Snarp 4501
Sharp PC-7100
Toshiba 3100 20

629
2049
2999

AST 286
ATM.',•
Toshiba 1000

SAVE
SAVE
765

tmhtba 1100

1419

i•ii

3695

Toshiba 1200

2329

Zenith Z-181

1599

ha 5100

4695

Ttt- tl 183

2095

PRINTERS

Calcomp 1041 GT

10695

Houston DMP 52

2795

Houston 61

3295

Diconix 0150

Hewlett- P 55

9395

Houston 62

4495

Roland 980

1199

Enter SP 1000

2665

Citizen 180 D .
Okidata 2410 ..

Hewlett- P7595

7795

Roland 880

319

Artist 1

799

All EGA abider . 172

ATI V.I.P.

269

AST Rampage XT
AST Rampage 286

199
299

VMI IM 1024
BOCA RAM AT

AST 5251-11

559

NEC GB- 1

195

Genoa EGA Plus
Orchids Tiny Turbo

225
259

NEC MVA 1024
Paradise Ato

799
132

Paradise WIA Pro
TalltreeJ-Laser AT
Hercules InColor

359
419
215

Paradise 480
AST 6Pack
2- -

149
109
245

Video? Vega VGA
269 Vega Deluxe
AOC Alloy 13NW Everex Number 9Chcnic

195
CALL

Acer 80386: 16MHz 0Wait 40M Orme

3065

Acer 80386 16MHz 0Wail 80M drive

3595

Computone SIB Tseng Verticom Intel

CALL

NEC Posvermate Portable 286 640K 20M

2675

Multitech 224EH

388

Anchor 1200.!

78

Televideo 386 16 MHz 2M 12M Dove

2495

NEC Powermate Desktop 386 16MHz 12M

2675

Multilech 224EC
Packard Bell 1200

329
98

AST 9600
Ven Tel 2400-1

795
285

Anchor 2400 E
145
Prometheus 2400 F3 2 119

Hayes 1200
Hayes 12008

275
252

Prometheus 2400G

155

Hayes 2400

409

Racal-Vadic2400VP

395

Zoom 2400 PC

149

USA Courier 2400

319

Novation Parrot

89

USA Courier 2400E
VenTel 2400 MNP

362
462

USA HST 9600
Ven Tel 18000

549
949

2375
142

MONITORS
Samsung TTL

85

Amdek 410A

139

Mitsubishi 1371A

479

Amdek 1280

658

Mitsubishi 6905

2095

Thomson 450-A

149

NEC Mullisync II

SAVE

Thomson Ultra

465

NEC Multisync •

889

PGS LM300

539

NEC Multisync XL

1999

NS Ultra

525

Sigma Laser 19

1699

Zenith 1492

619

Verticom 2Page
AST Turbovision

1795
1429

laxan Crystal
Wyse 700

1499
678

POS LS-3110 With OCR Software

1545
1945

Wyse 386: 16 MHz 1M 1.2M Drive
Altos ITT Miisuh. ,,

2575
CALL

TERMINALS
Link MCI

325

Mos V

469

Link 125

369

Woe 30

289

359

Wee 50

359

Televideo 965

SAVE

Wyse 60

395

975

Televideo 905

289

Wyse 85G

429

975

Televideo 955
365
V,itï' Falco CIE Adds IBM

Kimtron KT 70 PC

Adapter

Panasonic EX RS 505
AST Hewiett-Packard laxan Others

1129

ihNse 2112 125 MHz 1M 12M Drive
Mse 2214 12 5MHz 0Wait 12M Drive

1125

SCANNERS
Datacopy Moue 230

Wise 2108: 8MHz 512K 1.2M Drive

SAVE

Wyse 99GT

472
CALL

eteat 2teedite,
PACIFIC 286-12
• 80286-12

• Zero/1 Wait
• ( Zero Wait $ 150 Option)
• 640K RAM
• Speed 6/8/10/12 MHz
• 200 W Power Supply
• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
• WA2 HD & FD Controller
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive
• SI=13.3
• OWAIT 51=15.3
80286-10 PORTABLE
$1,399
•TTL Amber Screen
•200W Power Supply
•1.2MB Floppy Drive
•20MB Hard Disk
•AT Keyboard
•640K RAM

PACIFIC COMPUTER (818) 571-5548
120 E Valley Blvd, # H. S
an Gabriel CA91776

Circle 319 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 320)

Numonics laxan Versatec Other Models

158
1739

939

Panasonic 1080iM2

169

NEC P9XL

1018

CALL

Panason.c 10911M2

189

NEC P2200

335

Panasonic 1524

549

Toshiba 321SL

489

Panasonic 1595

459

Toshiba 341SL

648

Star NX1000

174

HP Oeskiel

DIGITIZERS
Summa 24x36

3095

Calcomp 12 • 12

385

Calcomp 44 • 60

4695

GTCO 24 36

2099

Kula IS 8.5 x11

259

GTCO 36 - 48

2495

Kuria IS 12 x12

322

Hitachi 11 • 11

Kurta IS 12 x17

545

Summa 42 - 60

Calcomp 36 • 48

4295

Summa 12 x12 + 365

AST Turbo PS

3045

Numonics 20 • 20

1245

Summa 12 x18

HP Laser Jet II

SSE

449
4195
598

MODEMS

Avales Case Everex UDS Merit

CALL

Data South CIE Fujitsu OTC Brother TI

739
CALL

C. hob Diablo Data Products Genicom

SAVE

L
OW PRI
CES FOR L
ASER PRINTERS
AST Turbo EL
Canon 8-11

1765
1545

Oki Laserline 6

1365

laxan Crystal Jet

2445

NEC 890
Panasonic 4450

3199
SAVE

Toshiba Page 12

2545

Ouadlaser

2399

DISK DRIVES
miniscribe 6053

585
398

Bernoulli II
Miniscribe 40M

SAVE
325

Miniscribe 6085

799

Plus Card 20M

559

Seagate 20M Kit

268

Plus Card 40M

765

Miniscribe 30M Kil

285

Seagate 40M

389

Toshiba 35 Kit

105

Seagate 4096

scribe 30M Card

829

AST Alloy Everex Genoa Maynard Maxtor

CALL

Mountain Priam Tallgrass CDC Tecmar

CALL

HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM-6PM SAT 9AM-2PM
IN ARIZONA CALL ( 602) 437-4855
CompuSave 4207 S 37th St Phoenix AZ 85040 Prices Reflect Cash Discounts And Are
Subject To Change Without Notice Major Credit Cards And Selected POs Are Accepted We
Cannot Guarantee Compatibility CompuSave Is ADivision Of Adlanko Corporation

low iete Plc'«
LCD- 286 PORTABLE

MONO SYSTEM

$1,595

•W/Mono Monitor
•20MB Hard Disk

$1,199

• 20 MB Hard Disk
• 1.2MB Floppy Disk

CGA SYSTEM
•W/CGA Monitor
•20MB Hard Disk

• 80286-10

$1,380

EGA SYSTEM
•W/EGA Monitor
•EGA Card
•20MB Hard Drive

• 10 MHz

$1,580

• 200W Power Supply
• LCD Screen
• RGB Connector
• Size 16"x9"x7"
•Weight 20 Lbs.
• 640K RAM
• Supertwist & Lighting Back

8088-10 XT
$780
•8088-10
•2 Floppy Drive
•TTL Mono Display
•AT Type Keyboard
•640K RAM

(800) 346-7207 ORDER ONLY

APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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Circle 85 on Reader Service Card

DiskMASTER 0

HD64180 Single Board

The Ultimata.
Diskette Value...

See

Protyping / Control Computer

you can pro-

-.,

Di
skMASTER

Z80

NOW IN

2 FOR 1LIFETIME WARRANTY

l Pkg'd in 6 different colors. bulk or boxed COLOR
l Backed by 2for 1Lifetime Warranty
l 100% tested and certified
í Made to exceed A.N.S.I. specs by 62.5% with a
guaranteed clipping level of 65% or above

Ihe SBC100 is acomplete computer powered by a
all transformer. Assembler, linker and debugger
run on aPC. Has battery-backed RAM, batteryhacked clock, power fail interrupt, SBX bus connectors, serial and parallel I/0„ prototype area for
up to 20 IC's. Only $695 including serial cable.
power supply, 32k of battery backed RAM, soft,are and schematics. $395 less software.

l Includes tyvek envelopes ( not paper), write protect
tabs and user labels
./ Brand- name quality at affordable prices
DS- HD 96 TPI

DS- DD

IBM- AT Compatible

.49
•59

BULK
COLOR
OR GRAY

90
.
99

.

BOXED

COLOR

(916)753-3722

1.39

PLASTICCUCGE BOX

.63

1.15

BULK
COLOR

3-1'2" - 135 TPI

3-1.2" - 135 TPI

DS- DD COLOR

BLACK DS- HD

1.75

3M

Call for
best prices!

r....---

-eitee
,
. ..._._.__ )
I

-

I
L

4.90

PLASTIC
STORAGE BOX

5-1 4-

BASF

.
75

—

5-1 4" - 48 TPI
DS- DD
... e.l.

.50

e1

*

BOXED 1

.
00 *

BULK
320

6c FOR TYVEK

ORDERING INFORMATION
TERMS: P O. orders accepted, government and schools on
net 30. SHIPPING: U.S. orders add $3.00 per 100 diskettes

or fraction

thereof, add $3.00 for COD orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price
on the same products and quantities advertised nationally.

.....e..«

1 1 ,

rn

Toll Free Order Line

1-800-233-2477
SUPPLY

1-801-561-0092
COMPANY

1376 W. 8040 S.l WEST JORDAN, UT eicee
MRS: 8AM TO 5 P14 ( MTN. TIME)
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• Hot Key

$75

TEK 4010/4014
EN14010 • kid,. 401(1 einulauiiiii
$249 • VT220. VT102 emulation
• Picture files
• High resolution hanIcopv
• Supports IBM, IBM Enhanced,
Newules. Tremor and AT&T.

DCS
3775 Iris Are.. Suite IB
Boulder. CO 80301
1303)447-9251
'nark,

I514

0 49 high level commands in plain English.
D Macros. Battery backup for memory.
D Learn mode with optional "Teach Pendant"
CI 4axis simultaneeis control. You select the
ramps units, speeds, drive types....
CI Input for Limit Switches, Panic button, etc.
On board meltItaskleg compiler.
D Works with awy computer with aCentronics
port or with the Alpha Products A- BUS system

XELTEK

CA residents

add 65% tax
Md $ 5 for SiH

Circle 299 on Reader Service Card

A ALPHA
Circle 15 on Reader Service Card

•EPROM MODULE (1, 4, 8 socket)
5145
.16K to 1024K EPROM, CMOS EEPROM.
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
-Very fast ( Ouick pulse), reliable, easy to use
•BIPOLAR ROM MODULE
$ 295
-MM1, NS, TI & Signetics parts
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
•8741/42/48/49/50 Module
$ 195
-1. 4, 8 socket module available
-8748 Disassembler included
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
•8751/52/252/44 Module
$ 245
-Normal, Intelligent programming algorithm
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
•TTL & MEMORY IC TESTER MODULE $ 195
Test almost TTL, CMOS, Dynamic, Static .IC's
-Auto search for unknown IC part No.
-User can make his own test pattern
•INTERFACE CARD & CABLE
$ 50
-This card is common to all above modules
-Fits in any PC/XT/AT or compatibles
-Space saving half size.

=

4 AXIS VERY SMART
STEPPER CONTROLLER

1/0111

PAL MODULE
9295
• Programs 20 E. 24 pin MMI
(A,B), NS 11 PALS
• Read JEDEC file format
• Security, DIR, LOAD, SAVE,
EDIT, READ, WRITE. VERIFY,
• User friendly menu drhen SAN

473 Sapena Ct., #24
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-6995

per
axis

See page 327 for details of the SC-149
V!

EPROMIPAL Programmer
•

5-114" DS,DD 48 TPI
Exceeds ANSI specifications
+

DREAM

Support

Circle 87 on Reader Service Card

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

Specialists"

MOTION CONTROL

1220 • 1, 7220. 17102 emulation
• File Transfer
$169
• 132 Column MildeS
C0101*

"Z80

Circle 303 on Reader Service Card

l'

•

«filleurealle

In Germany: iSystem Tel: 08131/1687

IBM PC/VT220

1
1
I

1.25 I,

Nashua

280 Family Specialists"

Circle 302 on Reader Service Card

—1

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

48 TPI DS- DD

Z- World
Ave.
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 753 -3722

In Germany: iSystem 08131/1687

/ TIMELESS WARRANTY
/ 75%, clipping level guaranteed
/ Performance exceeds A.N.S.I. spec. by 88%
/ Each disk 100% tested and certified
l 15 COLORS for data organization
l Pkgs. include tyvek sleeves. w/p tabs. P. ID labels
5-1/4" - 48 TPI
DS- HD 96 TPI
DS- DD
IBM- AT Compatible

HD64180

1772A Picasso

Davis, CA 95616

America's

or

This professional, IBM-PC based, compiler is acomplete implementation of the "C* language for the Z80
or HD64180 microprocessor. Includes features such
as: function prototyping, 31-character names, single
precision floating point, full library source, M80- L80
and SLR Systems compatibility, etc. Hi-TechTH -Chas been established for years in Australia. Pricing
from $295.00. We also have 280/HD64180 co- processor cards for IBM-PC and PC/AT. Call for afull
catalog of Microprocessor development tools.

Z- World
I772A Picasso Avenue

TCENTECII°Prealium Quail
Color Diskettes

.
84

well

gram for

Discover the
Difference ... .

5-1/4" - 48 TPI

how

Temple

Datatap TM Graph 3.1

for IBM and 11P9000, SUN3

A NEW STANDARD
FOR SCIENTIFIC
GRAPH SOFTWARE
1
e ett
t
o
--1

eUer
.,,,_...

Time

(psec)

Unparalleled power,
interactivity & ease of use
USERS, DEALERS, VARS
& MANUFACTURERS
Developed at Temple University
Mihalisin Assoc. ( 215) 646-3814
600 Honey Run Rd, Ambler,PA 19002

Circle 175 on Reader Service Card

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
Why pay $ 1149 for a C.Itoh

DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MANUFACTURED BY C.ITOH

STAR WRITER" F-10 ............................

When our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel printer from the same mfg. is only ---.-._. ,,,

$29900 ea.
These printers were originally priced to sell at over $ 1100. Through aspecial arrangement MEAD has purchased these units from amajor computer
manufacturer and is offering these printers at afraction of their original cost.

-o .1 • •

,

LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY 665 LEFT!

3MONTH WARRANTY
STANDARD FEATURES

OPTIONS
•6ft. Serial Cable
•AT or XT RS232/Serial Interface
•Bidirectional Tractor
•Cut Sheet Feeder

$ 1900 • 40 CPS • Accepts ? aper to 15 inches
2goo • Form Length and Pitch Set from Conrol Panel
149 00 • Industry compat. ribbon, printwheels and control commands
1ggoo
• RS232 Serial Interface
TECHNICAL DATA

Printing Speed: 40 CPS; 38 CPS Shannon
Printing Method: Full character
Number of char/wheel: 96
Pitches: 10. 12. proportional
Fonts: DIABLO/OUME compatible printwheels
Characters/line: 136/10 pitch
Vertical / Horizontal increment: 1/48 in. / 1/120 in.
Printing Modes: Serial- unidirectional; Line- bidirectional
Input butler: 2K standard

Carriage return time: 900 ms ( 15 IPS)
Noise:
65 dBA
Ribbon Type: Cartridge DIABLO compatible
Ribbon Quality: Multi strike film; fabric
Ribbon Color: Black
Pape Feed: Friction Platen
Optional: Bidirectional Forms Tractor; Cut Sheet Feeder
Number of Copies: 1+ 2
Paper Speed: 42 IPS

HARD DRIVES

ce sere =MODEMS
EVERE)E

eSeagate

e

—«

cUHAYEs
Ars
tE

-,

EV-920 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps

COMPLETE KITS

8400

EV-940 Internal 300/1200/2400

pro

EV-945 External 300/1200/2400 ..
EV Pocket Modem

23900

ST225 20Meg w/cont. 8 Cables

27900

ST238 30Meg w/cont. 8 Cables

299"

ST251 40Meg 1/
2 HT 40 Mil w/software

429"

ST4051 40Meg Full HT w/software .
ST4026 20Meg Full HT 40 Mil

459 00
279 00

1200 Baud w/Bitcom 1yr. Warranty .
1200 Baud External, 1yr Warranty

119 00

ST4096 80Meg Full HT w/software

799 00

240C Baud Internal, 1yr. Warranty

149 0

CAT' 8MHZ
• 256K (Opt. 640K) • 150 Watt Power

e .ll'fr.i'

Supply • AT Style Keyboard
•477 or 8 MHZ Keyboard Selectable _.
• FOC Controls 4 Disk Drives
• 8087 Socket • 350K Floppy Drive

COPROCESSORS
Intel 8087 5Mhz ..
Intel 8087 8Nihz ....
Intel 80287 6Mhz

102 00
149"
179 00

Intel
Intel
Intel
Intel

249 "

13900

US ROBOTICS — COMPLUS — ADDA

„ 04...,".-

BASE SYSTEM

Max. paper width: 406mm ( 16 in.)
Operator cordroisAndlyators
Switches: OM/OFF Line; Form feed/Line feed
TOF/Resete Pitch selector; Format selector
Indicators: Power On; On line; Error
CommunicatIbn
Interlace: RS-232C/CCITTV.24
Protocols: Data terminal Ready/Busy; XON/XOFF; ETX/ACK
Baud Rates: 300--2400

80287
80287
80387
80387

8Mhz
1P1Mhz
10Mhz
2I)Mhz

69"
41128 16ONS
256k 12ONS

289 00
498"
787"

MEMORY UPGRADES
1" ea
256k 10ONS
8" ea
256k 15ONS

CAT' 286-10 ...,'"
«- -BASE SYSTEM

Warra nty
1Year

--erewse . .

11.3 Nortons SI

• 512K ( 120 NS) • 200 Watt Power
"
iiiismairmanwoiseenwingummwompank
Supply • AT Style Keyboard
'
1111111111118
•Western Digital Controller • 1.2 Meg .
Floppy • Legal Bios w/manuals • Systems
Documentation • 1yr war. • Clock/Calc

nimummint lin

wtenutil
olengsese

$36900

9" ea
845 ea

I
—

., , . • •. • lz•
'...4=
c-,

Miele.

'

$

89800

CLOSEOUT SALE 50%400% OFF LIS, PRICE ON ALL ITEMS LISTED BELOW
MITSUBISHI

1.2 meg Disk Drive
• 51
/ "Black Face Drive • Half HT
4
Floppy • New — 90 Day Warranty
List 199"
Mead 79 00
INTEL ABOVE BOARD
• 2010 — 128K Exp. to 2Meg • PC AT
Compatibles • Provides
Conventional- Expanded and Extended
List 545 00

Mead

199 00

800

-654 -7762
SALES: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. PST

702-294-0204

CUSTOMER SERVICE / ORDER STATUS:
9 a.m.-4 p.m. PST

FAX 702-294-1168
Trademarks are Reyestered verth thew respectnre Co s

Circle 159 on Reader Service Card

SEAGATE 10MEG HARD DRIVE
• Half Height/Factory Fresh
•65 Mil. Sec. • 3 Month Warranty

L01500 EPSON TRACTORS
•Epson discontinued these thus Mead has
acquired last 450 units • Only 1100 left

3M EQUIVALENT DATA CARTRIDGES
•DC 300 XLP • 45 Meg (450 ft)
• Individually Wrapped

List 299 00
Mead 129"
5 Meg full HT
79"

List 9900
Mead 49 00
Epson 31/
2"Disk Drive
99"

•5 Year Warranty
List 39"
Mead 14 00 ea

TANDON TM100-2A

PRINTER

NEC COMPOSITE MONITOR

•This was the original drive used by IBM
• Full Height
• 360K

STAND
•Manufactured by Eps.)ri

• 12" Green Screen • JB1201 New 90 Day
Warranty • Works w/IBM ( off color adaptor)
SANYO / APPLE

List 249 00

Mead 89 00

List 25 00

Mead 900

beg D,
i
CORP.

e Jr

1000 Nevada Hwy. • Unit 101 • Boulder City, NV 89005

List 199 00

Mead 59 00

NO SURCHARGE FOR MCNISA

Mc •

TERMS:

VISA • COD • CASH
Purchase Orders from Quail led Firms
Personal Checks • AE add 43
4
/
VIM .

riesinc

=

4. tu'le

S-IPPING: (min. 625 )UPS • Fed Express

APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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Circle 86 on Reader Service Card
Industrial --- PC Cards made in Germany
Mu/ripies card. 32 channel to 1channel
-Bus-extender . card for PC. XT
-Slot expansion card for 4 slots

6167

-Printer-buffer-card
EGA-BAS Adapter. with
set RG8
84 KB
to B/W-Video
on board

8
169

1:14
3
58
8

-IEEE . 488 card$
-RS 422 tenet card
195
-35 MHZ AD/DA • convener with 1channel 8bit
-AD/DA 12 bit 16 AO and 1DM channel 60 us

UNIVERSAL
E(E)PROM
PROGRAMMER KITS FROM $95

100% certified and tested Error free
life time warranty. All disks include
generic white box, Tyvek sleeves,
labels, write protect tabs, shrink
wrapped.
5.25 Black Disks, DS/DD
5.25 Color Disks, 8 Colors
Available, DS/DD
5.25 Black Disks, DS/HD
5.25 Color Disks, 8 Colors
Available, DS/HD
3.5 Blue or Gray Disks,
DS/DD
3.5 Color Disks, 5 Colors

. 36 ea.

• No persoeality modules; Menu- driven device selection
• On boarc powei supply ( 110/220V AC).
• Direct technical support: Full Iyear warranty.
• User friendly software; Complete help menu.
• QuIck pulse algorithm ( 27256 under 60 sec).
• Program 27kt to 1Mbit: 25nn. 689E CMOS; EEPROMS.
• Micros: 8741, 8742, 8748.8748H, 8749, 8749H & more.
• IBM•PC. Apple. CPM or Unix drivel, Autobeud RS232.

.
46 ea.
. 82 ea.

•Offut/split Hex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8,16,32 bit.
• Manual with complete schematics.
VISA MC

AMEX

Coll today for &rasher,

II&C MICROSYSTEMS

. 94 ea.

555 WEST OLIVE AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 9408,
PI I (
408)710-5511 FAX: ( 4(18) 730-5521
TELEX -9541.

448.
$
41
9
3
4
1
3
7.

-AD - converter with 8bit resolution 1channel
$75
-Prototype Card with 24 TTL4/0 18255 P101
-Relais - card with 8255 and 8TTLI/C1's
-Stepmotor • card for 2motors & software $8$1
114
7
14
4
21
•FreguenCyCOunter card 300 HZ .. . 1300 MHZ for PC/AT 8172.
-Video-digitirer with 256 shades and 1024 pia
-i
SSTV-card for sending picture on air or phone
$
1
5
19
14
0
-48 I/0's with 3x16 bit- counter
Opto.couplercard with 16 in / 8out channel
Worm's, 2718...27512 with textool ext.
PAL • programmer for PC /XTAT & Software
84
$$1 48
310
32
31
-3. 5MB ram expansion board for AT without ram's $ 196
SC- NET 1000 networdcard for Novell-Software $ 263
-Modem-card for phone PC/XT 300/1200 bd. & softw. $ 196.
Game I/O card with 2inputs. short card
$ 45
-Joy.Stick for PC
CCD - Industrial camera 500 x500 pixel. 3lux
RS 232 to AS 422 converter for long wire
$4
10
2
$8
32 88
0.
-Multi serai card with 4 ser. RS 232-pons
$135
Bar
code-pen
-ed
w, interface
Fax card. group 3. rnax. 9800 M.
4
15
Please ask For INFO Distributors required
Payment per tit to our Dresdner Bank,
nankna 395 800 41 account na 156 160 900
COMPUTER- RING
Heinrich Kolter Electronic
Steinstr. 22. PO. Box 1127
17 5042 Edrstadt W GERMANY

Phone 02235-76707
Fan 02235.70248
Telex 888 2134

. 98 ea.

Available, DS/DD

1.17 ea.

Circle 32 on Reader Service Card

Circle 315 on Reader Service Card

BULK MEDIA AVAILABLE
5.25 DS/DD
5.25 DS/DD Colors

. 32 ea.
. 42 ea.

5.25 DS/HD

.
78 ea.

5.25 DS/HD Colors
3.5 DS/DD Blue or Gray

. 90 ea.
.. 95 ea.

3.5 DS/DD Colors
5.25 Tyvek Sleeves

1.07 ea.
. 03 ea.

5.25 Paper Sleeves
5.25 Label Sheet
3.5 Label Sheet

.
02 ea.
. 08 ea.
.
20 ea.

5.25 White Box
3.5 white Box

.15 ea.
.14 ea.

CADA K'.
engineers bring
years of practical real-time
experience to this mature

MULTI- TASKING SYSTEM
(version 2.0)
for the IBM• PC, PC/XT and PC/AT
No royalties • Inierlask message
IBM RC DOS support
Passing
C' anyone SuPPOrt • Dynamoc operations
Preemptive dneduter - task createtrielete
Time sirmng eve lab10 - task prennes
Source Code of the
- memory allocation
C interface and device • Event Manager
drivers is included
a Semaphore Manage ,
AMAIN- epee. on ear 10e4/1114 1/01118,88. MN syrdem
125 1.4
In US
821811 Ut

KADAK Products Ltd

ir

206 - 1847 W Broadna
Vancouver BC Canada
V6.11Y5
,•
,•enone 654, 73427k
•„ 04.55673

CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS
Size

Across

Box
Oty

Price
Per/1000

23
/ x7/16
4
23
4 x7/16
/
21/
2 x15/16
21/
2 x15/16
3x15/16
3.3 x15/16
31/
2 x15/16
31
/ x15/16
2
31/
2 x15/16
31/
2 x15/16
4x15/16
4x15/16
4x1-7/16
4x1-7/16

1across
4across
1across
3across
4across
4across
1across
2across
3across
4across
1across
3across
1across
3across

10,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
20,000
20,000
5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
15,000

$1.95
$1.95
$2.18
$1.98
$2.00
$2.05
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90

Circle 141 on Reader Service Card

One memory
plugs into two
computers!
Dual
Port
RAM

$3.25

Prices subject to
change without notice.

Items of Special
interest nTechnical
PC Users

114Mee
„„. Non

RS 2321EEE 488 NeMorks
Stapp.; it S«Inds
tam« controls
Ruggedoed PC s
ROCI, keg 80286 80386
Laboratory AUtOrT1.01,
1MHZ AD
Mortal Scopes to 200 MHZ
Hogn Speed Bus Adapters
Waveform Synthesizers
Sam Cowen
PC Bus Expansion Chess.5
And Munn More
Call or write for nFREE
handbook today.

203-786-51511:

0reerp

Static

RAM

FAX# 609-456-7172

same memory simultaneously

HiTech Equipment Corp
9560 Black Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92126

Toll Free Hotline for application
assistance and convenient one
stop ShOppeng at compettave
pnces 100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

CyberResearchIllt
P0Box 9565. New Haven, CT 06536
Fax 203 ` RR 5023 Telex 910250'0r

a

VT240 Smart Terminal Emulator

and Communications Program
tor the IBM XT AT PS/2 and compatibles
•Comp,
8/1240
VT24I
mend', al 24 times the speed.

VT241
$295*

•Complete 51240 ANSI emulation
including true double.high ,double.
wide characters, true smooth scroll.
mg, nationalmultinanonal support,
and downloadable fonts.
•At least IS columns displayable
in I32-column mode on the CGA.

•plus your PC

EGA, VGA, and Hercules adapters.

or compatible

•Full Tektronix 40I0/4014, sod and
ReGIS graphics support.
*KERMIT and XMODEM transfen.
•Ungermann

sockets allowing

both computers access to the

A How•lo•Handtv,,v ttat.
enables you to configure the
BEST products from the workrs
leading PC hardnare and
software vendors into nek free
turn- key system solutions that
meet your needs

Circle 74 on Reader Service Caryl

Plugs into existing 28 pin

609-456-6996
All orders F.0.8. Westville, NJ.
COD orders add $2.20. Visa & MC accepted.
All orders shipped same day.

osrer 1000 Hard.. hnd
Hardware and Software

rtsune

$3.21
$3.21
$3.25

1040 Broadway
Westville, NJ 08093

A

NEWEror
Save Time and Money

Bass Net One and

VMS Services for MS-DOS supper.
Also

available

emulators and

VT220, VT100, D400, 4014
the PoiterStatine VT200 style

keyboard
KEA

••

SYSTEMS LTD.
22150 West Broactmly.

Telephone (604) 732-7411 Tags:

VaPCOIA6I, B.C. Canada ( 4L9
043528080 Fax: (600 732-0715

Order Toll Free 800-661-87W
10 day money Sack duarantee

(619) 566-1892
318
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Circle 124 on Reader Service Card

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card

AMES/MC/PISA

COMPLETE 12 MHz
ZERO-WAIT
Can you believe it? Yes you can!
32 MB hard drive. 12 MHz ZERO Wait State. Fully AT
compatible. Our complete '
286 system ready to plug in and
fly right out of the bcod At the amazing price of only $1,295!
How is it possible? By buying direct from the manufacturer that's how. ZEUS International offers you the finest,
best-backed fully AT compatible systems available . . . at
factory direct prices.
We think you'll agree, this is the very best value you'll
find anywhere.

And every ZEOS'' system is fully assembled, burned-in
and tested in our own laboratories. We would like to build
one for you. Give us acall today!

OTHER ZEOS OPTIONS:
• Basic System Only: Everything except ahard
drive. $995
• Complete 60-FMB hard drive system! Only $1,595
• EGA Upgrade. 14" EGA color monitor with ZEUS EGA
card. Fully tested. Add $495
• Many other drives and options available. Call ThU Free
for details, 800-423-5891.
NEW! ZEOS' '386 Motherboards!
7E0Se80386 motherboards, 16 or
20 MHz, Zero-Wait state. Up to
16MB of 32-bit memory on board.
Plus on board options include Weitek 167 Math Co-processor, 80387,
80287, FDC and SCSI HDC. Ideal for
upgrades and OEM systems. Only
$1395.00

ZEOSe Customer Assurance. Program
Compare not only our features but
the ZEDS Customer Assurance Program as well: 1. Full refund within
30 days of shipment if you are not
absolutely satisfied. 2. One full year
limited warranty on parts and labor. 3. Federal Express replacement
of any failed parts for your first
year of ownership.

• Heavy Duty 200W Power Supply.

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:
12" High Resolution Amber Screen
TTL Monitor with Tilt •& Swivel
base. Easy on the eyes!

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with
Battery Backup.
512K, 8Ons Memory expandable to 1MB on the Motherboard.

1

180286 CPU Zero-Wait State Motherboard with 8I/O slots and socket
for 80287 Math Co-processor.

II Hard and Floppy Drive Controller.

• 6/12 MHz Dual Speed, Keyboard
Selectable, Zero Wait-State.
Phoenix BIOS!

• Serial and Parallel/Printer Ports.
1.2 MB High
Capacity Floppy
Drive.

Deluxe AT-style Case,
Security Keylock,
Reset Button,
LEDs.
Full 101 key ATstyle Keyboard,
Mechanical Tactile
with Pleasant
"Click"
Feel.
AT is aregistered trademark
of IBM Corporation.

32MB hard drive.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111
MI

Due to currency fluctuations and other factors
beyond our control, prices
are subject to change
without notice.

In Minnesota Call: 612-6334591
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-2310

COD

Circle 300 on Reader Service Card

• FCC approved.
And More!

&
L/

-asigim_makiwdarideaimeiiiii

Call for complete
warranty details.

VISA'
MINIM

fff '
Aulliatirjirrr
. • . .

• High Resolution
Monochrome
Graphic Card.

ORDER NOW IOU. FREE
800-423-5891

EOS

INTERNATIONAL. LTD
530 5th Avenue NW. Suite 1000
Sr Paul, MN 55112
APRIL 1988 • BYTE
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mug Pt-MT
FOR ORDERS AND INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-345-7059
1-800-345-7058

(718)965-8686
FAX NO 2125641497

OPEN

TELEX NO. 422132HMOLLER

EQUITY 1 +
IBM PC/XT

•640K RAM w/Clock
• Keyboard
•Serial/Parallel
Ports • Box of 10 Diskettes
•12" Hie Resolution Monitor

$ 849

PS II Model 60 w/44MB Hard Drive &
1720 kFloppy Drive
$3599
IBM Personal System II Monitors
8503 Mono
$249
8512 Color
$479
8513 Color

HARD
DRIVES

PACKAGE

EPSON

SEAGATE
20MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller $ 279
30MB 1/2 HI. w/Controller
$319
40 MB1/2 Ht. w/Controller $449

FX-288E
FX-800
LO- 800
LO- 850
LO- 500
LO- 1050
EX- 800
EX- 1000

SAYO

86 8 MHz F‘rocessor • 640K
1.2 MB Floppy • 12" Monitor

- 13 Hard Dove .

$1579

'1879

WERMATE II
I
th

L.Q. Daisy
Wheel Printer

monitor

$99. 5°

ommodore
10-1

STAR

$469.95
$429.95
$389.95
$489.95
$329.95
$659.95
$419.95
$459.95

PANASONIC

NX-1000.... $ 169.95
NX-15 $289.95
NB-2410 $399.95
NB-2415 $559.95
IBM Proprinter II $369.95

TOSHIBA
321- SL
341- SL
,

$479.95
$649.95
$799.95

Els1649

•-512K

PC/XT

MODEL D

COMPATIBLE

PACKAGE

Computer
xpandible

*Sena
& Ad

Sk Drive

4.7 MHz. « Dual Floppy Drives • 7Expansion
Slots•512K Expandable to 768K • Parallel&
Serial Ports • Mouse • Available in
Color or
Monochrome System. OverS1000 Worth of
Software- NO CHARGE!

ed Keyboard
Parallel Ports . 12" Monitor
ens * Package of 10 Diskettes
'All Hook-up Cables

e Package with

Mono System

•512X
MHz •
LCD Sc

8

ZENII H181
ZENITH 183
SPARK by DATA VUE
640K w/2720K DRIVES
SPARK EL

CO

.modore

128 P
Comm
Drivr •
orrem

te 128 Computer • Commodore
ornmodore 1902 Color Monitor
e 1515 80 Column Printer

$ 1449
$ 1999
$1099
$1199

Disk

SURCHARGE

'799
Same

Package

with

Drive

COMMODORE 1080 RGB
Color Monitor

$259

THOMPSON 14* CGA
Monitor

Keyboard 640KRAM Power
Turbospeed 4.7/88 MHz
Two 3WK Floopy Drives
MS-DOS • Mono- Graphics
Card High Resolution
Monitor • FREE Word • 11111111%e
Processing Software

$679
BUJE
r

FOR

$729

CREDIT

CHIP

IBM PC/XT COMPAT. PKG.
VV/ MONITOR
I
512K RAM Expandable to
640K • 360K Floppy Disk
..,........--,Drive • 12" Monitor • Box
-1-...,... ,
of 10 Diskettes • Game

i

a

illee5leeisk $ 499
-----"W /20 A4B HARD DRIVE $769

20

MB

Hard

$ 1049

APPLE IIE

'579 '799
Apple IIGS Computer • 3.5"
Drive•Apple RGBC.olor Monitor . 4
Pckg. pf 10 Diskettes • All
Adapters . Apple
Software

Cables &

,79
„
I

MAC PLUS Computer Package $ 1579
IMAGEWRITER II Printer $459
MAC SE Computerw/Dual Drive....$1949
MAC SE Computer w/20MB
APPLE Hard Drive
$2599
APPLE MAC II
CALL

$469

MAGNAVOX EGA
Monitor

$339

With EGA Card

$459

CARD

ORDERS

Monitor

C
:4717
1"Tal

2000

AMIGA 1010 DISK DRIVE
AMIGA 1020 DISK DRIVE
AMIGA 501 • 512K EXPANSION

NOW
IN STOCK!
LOW PRICE!
1084 ROB COLOR MONITOR
BRIDGE CARD • RF MODULATOR
THESE & ALL OTHER
PERIPHERALS IN STOCK

AMIGA
1541

$399

Computer

%lira 00

$289

THOMPSON ULTRA SCAN

64/c PACKAGE
'Commodore 64/C Computer • Commodore
Disk Drive • Computer Printer • 12'

a e...

IN I ADD TIONAL

8088-2 Processor

commodore

CKAGE

1571

Iawe

MONITORS

NEC muLTISPEED HD
$2199
NEC MULTISPEED EL
$ 1399
NEÇMULTISPEED
$ 1099
TOSHIBA 1200
$2299
TOSHIBA 3100/20
$3050
TOSHIBA 1200
$2295

720K

•12" Monitor •

Color System

LAPTOPS
TO

•512K RAM Computer •
Keyboard
•360K Floppy Disk •
4.7-7.16 MHz

$899 $ 1049

$789

Hard Drive

1199

30 w/720

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE
PACKAGE

APPLE IIC

dnele9

529•
o

Model

Floppy Drive & 20MB IBM
Hard Drive

.Apple IIC or IIE
Keyboard . 5.25" Disk
Drive . 12" Monitor All
Hook-up • Cables and
Adsptors • Package of
10 Diskettes

to
•360K
•Enhs

PS/2

PACKAGES

EA DSTART

PC10•1

PERSONAL
SYSTEM 2

MODEL 30 PACKAGE
• IBM Computer • Two 720K Drives
• 640K RAM • Built-in Graphics
• Serial/Parallel Ports • Optional 12"
Monitor

Laserjet
Series II

GE
•PC1

1-1-" el

VENDEX

PC/XT
PÁneti

ere

OKIDATA
OKI-120 $ 189.95
CKIMATE20.$139.95
CKDATA180.$219.95

10801-11 $ 159.95
1092 $279.95
10911-11 $ 199.96

PR- 3000

1349

$529

PRINTERS

HARD DRIVES & CARDS

MINISCRIBE
40MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller $ 369
CMS 20108 Card
$ 339
CMS 30MB Card
$ 379
•

$1049

PS II Model 25 w/Color Monitor $ 1299

$899

POWERMATE I

Circle 181 on Reader Service Card

2599

IBM PC Computer • IBM
Keyboard • 256K RAM
Expandable to 840K•
One floppy 360K Drive12" Monitor • Serial/Parallei Ports

Snot Pkg. w/One:Floppy $ 1049
8, 20 MB Ham Drive

--1

Personal System II Model 25

IBM PC PACKAGE

PC/XT/AT,COMPATIBLE

MONDAY-

MODEL 50

$ 1499
191.1 X .PKG W/2 380A FLOPPY ORNES $ 1279

s769

ORDERS

00
00

w/ 720K
720K Floppy
Dove & 20MB
IBHard Dove
7
.uoiiimiketmiutt

r

''.alendar • 360K Drive

Pkg. w/Two 360K
y Drives

FOR

==.-= • =
PERSONAL
SYSTEM 2

HARD DRIVE
PACKAGE
IBM xT ComputerIBM Keyboard• 256K
RAM Expandable to
640K • 380K Disk
Drive • 20MB Hard
Drive- Package of 10;¡.....1111111.
Diskettes ( Monitor
Optional)

PACKAGE

WE INVITE CORPORATF arrni IKITC

A WEEK

A"T.L

COMPATIBLE

EC

7 DAYS

FRIDAY -9AM-7PM / SATURDAY & SUNDAY 9:30AM-6PM EDT

co

500 w/ 1 080

AMIGA
500 w/1080 / 1010

$

769

'
979

Ceetifiod cliocha,lionk elhelos,hlerreetard,Vin,ANEX,Diner's Club, Carte Blonche,Dnrever Cord and COD, orceplod
addrhonol
..oh.., for credit gird ordoro. Noo-cortiliod checks moot eon a-6 hooks choronco Monty erdoro are non tertrfiod checks Phase
add 5% for ohigeing and handbag. Mini...1M shipping charge n III. APO,FP0 ond PO Boo add - photo call ter flupp.,
charm. N.Y. mends agd oppikabh mho W. Price, and ovidoliNty odor. lo change nnbeur I,CIIK• Nor 00000 nalble fer
typos . 11101b. Rehm of Made« merchandise mut ham prier rehlun ”lbervatogen number,er returns .11 bet be "( Wed
18,4 PC/XT are metered trodomarlo of I
000000 honal Business %lathes« Corp All elder, can be itnpaod Ann ( woes - f3Ii IO/ dead,
For your 0000000 Woo» check for crodit card M.N.

311ANI 3M

f-UH L.U5 IUNItH StHVIL:t
CALL MON-FRI/9 AM- 4 PM

MONTGOMERY GRANT
MAIL ORDER DEPT.
P.O. BOX 58
BROOKLYN, N.Y., 11230

cu

ivNolivonaa

(212) 594-7140

ON

OR WRITE:

SINn000v

IN N.Y.S ( 8 outside Continental U S )

OkIdata NIL 82A and NIL 83A PrInters

IBM EMULATION "PWS"
Soso

,

Co

parer ,, Lette

,

,

U'r

1

-

Circle 84 on Reader Service Card

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT/AT

PC-VVRITElt

'WITH
TYVEK
SLEEVES

2

C

ONLY
411114
IV

$99. 00

BULK 5 DISKS

Pius snipping & see,
tan ICaid addresses
Money back guarantee

Double Side -Double Den.

•FULL EMULATION OF THE 18M PC
GRAPHICS PRINTER
•LETTER DUALITY PRINTING
•ELITE CHARACTER PITCH
•SU BSC RIPTS/SUPE RSCRIPTS
•DOT ADDRESSABLE GRAPHICS
•FRONT PANEL FEATURE
SELECTION
To Order: ( 714) 261-0228
IRICorosiTIOn Awe •ble

O RAINBOW

100% Tested & Certified Error Free,

Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 BPI
9-Track tape. Unit can also be used for disk
backup. Transfer rate is up to 4megabytes per
minute on PCs and compatibles. Subsystems
include 7 or 10 W streaming tape drive,
tape coupler card and DOS or XENIX
compatible software.
Prices start at $2,995.

PURL S
TR

TECHNOLOGIES INC

18011-A Mitchell So., Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-0228
Telex: 386078

Circle 241 on Reader Service Card

JKL AT 30-10: 80286 (10 Mhz),
30 Meg HD, Clr. Monitor, EGA, CGA,
200 P.S., Keybd., Floppy

•sox on • TA rno. soon
•195

$1500.00

JKL XT 30-10: 8088 ( 10 MHz), Case,
150W PS., Keybd, Parallel, Serial, Clock,
Floppy, 30 Meg HD, EGA,
Mono Monitor

$1050.00

Price & availability subject to change without notice
Jack Krochmal, Ltd.
Computers,
Peripherals & Supplies
717 Ellsworth Drive

E..

•se S... oest.,
Roerne sumo
•17MED Na Pr sue
•••••cs a Se..
••••••• M 0•00
•7COONCUROOcurneolldeo
•••rtyrt
USA,

4-

•Mee
OSA
ro•
o,. Syslem Ma. Sn • MonopraprAcs c.d mm H.Res moo. Meancos woo
Dcoms DM a Aeons not Au.
••

20.1.0.721Aws H.,dffiss

52601434.0

•

1100 Irr
S595
1719
an091
•
1EIM HT Compete.
.'s8A 7218
We Dr
,n1.401..041 ,0
• S.co 8eyooaro
....s Mon wrStentl
Compel Grapn•cs Card wOpp

seuz

Silver Spring, MD 20910
29! ,,
3232

6 WOO.:

e

I.. AT 1091112.
S1191 complete system
•80286,0 10,8
•ASO 8105 512H t2 meo Tea
•200
Me....ton 08
•H. Res Mon Dreproos cjgr0 rep,
•8 s1ols ob.( calendar
•Free
Tot., sopoon 144 AA,
•USA nuAle

Schwab Computer Center

"The Es.. Mere - - 0.1/1110•4011 Ere. Dealer
Eo Can.'s R. ... CO. CA ISSOST
406.2411210
to, SAA
SON
ONIA4r/Comoulta. MANAMA ILINeenee

Toll Free: 1-800-JK3-0386

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card

AORT

•C....Da.
mOnD cant

MIMI

û7

1930 0499 SORES, AVENUE
PO 809 KO
V.( COLLEGE PENNSY IVAN,. me ,,

(814) 234-8087

Circle 243 on Reader Service Card

1-800451-1849

fte_t_CH"h°rpo 1800 - 6544058
,onnee ion - N:r..,1.8?tve..?e,1
PO 0.11a.ua••

imAll• .0«

F10411,

3M
51;

5Box

10 Box

Ber- 95
1
)89 7
9
5
Hi*rY 179 16 50 16 00
"Worldwide
Orders Accepted

3.5
DATA CARTRIDGES 8S- Side
S- Side
pc 1000 _ 12 .95 S-Den.154.9
3.5
mide 1
650 DC 2000. 1750 81
)
:
sidne
De
.1895

33

DC 3°°XLP 1975

1/Side

Ii-Den. 4715 DC 600A _ _
21.95 8
.D•Den.205
allUAAzrzezet,,,
3FA 1.1
c'eltret1 8.9.22V;1 8,12

Telex#4933362 eFax '
405495.459i

Circle 247 on Reader Service Card

kviVerbatim

For PC/XT/ATs

Real Time Devices. Inc.

each

Di eo
eitlic
teelion
°11»h°Te1171
.1;.89.2
51 °
.
1
58
;,V,Z1
N

REAL WORLD I/O
40200 • 4channel.
12- bit AA) board.
10 kHz sampling
rate.
nstrumentatton
amp front
AD500
,nd
5239
404300 . 8channel. 8- bit AD single DA. 21
,,rogrammable digital 1,0 lines
5239
AD500 • 8channel. 12-bit AD board. Software
:irogrammable gains of 1.10. and 100. Highly
accurate integrating converter.
7digital I/O lines. High-Zinputs
$
239
AD100 • Siigle channel version of AD500. 10 digital
I0lines. Same accuracy and programmable
5149
iainS
$169
DA600 • Fast settling 12- bit dual DiA convert›
0024 • Digital 10 board with 24 TTL lines
S95
,
onfigurable in software
01340 • Easy connect extender prototype
S49
Doard with terminal strips
OEM discounts available

each

I COO add 3
0
_
0 UPS delivery US Mail lo, APC).FOO
CO
•(
rPR add 5% ackfitIonal tOr PAL

• (..(Amm....e..
•
MN, seenels • 10t•

NI

each

DEALERS WELCOME

1 Minimum Order 2oçO - visa.Masiereard ar cepted.

Ever. AT 1800

Keybd, 80 Meg HD, 1.2 Meg Floppy,
VGA, EGA, ULTRASYNC Monitor,
2.5 Meg Byte Ram
$5369.00

600

Telex 4933362. Fax '405.4954598

Beam System S899
(MADE MUSA
.11 quallty1

JKL AT 80: 80386 (16 MHz) case, 200W PS.,

200

Shipping Charges Vary With Quantity Call

Circle 231 on Reader Service Card

$9100.00

100

.
38« .35« .32«

9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: ( 8181882-5822

JKL's APRIL BARGAINS
JKL AT 40-25: 25 MHz 80386,
40 Meg HD

at " Minimum 55% Clipping Level or
Higher:' "Lifetime Warranty': With
Tyvek Sleeves & Write on Labels

54DISKS

Master Switch is sophisticated yet flexible. Several
computers can access one another or share printers
and modems. Use serial or parallel interfaces, up
to nine ports. The buffer is expandable up to one
megabyte. Access ajob control menu from each
computer to view the queue or cancel, hold, and
release jobs. Many other features.
MasterNet software allows computer networking
and electronic mail capabilities for PCs.
Other solutions from ROSE
•Printer Sharing • Multiplexers
•Protocol Conversion • Modems
•Buffering • Manual Switches
•Micro to mainframe • Cables

IIIINDar

ELECTRONICS

10 BOX

▪
175
9165
1
)15 9
J
31,j' Diskettes

S-Side

1P D-Side 1P
8" Diskettes

S-Side C4O S•Side 17g D-Side 209_5
S- Den." D-Den. A' D- Den.

Deirarate0
, • 4à,
11849

DiMcett
niece
HOUSTON

CALL co. CATALOG

Circle 313 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 314)

9
5

International Orders
Accepted

1,1er and OEM inquiries are welcome.

P 0 DOM 742571

BOX

et. 95
9

... at your commend

t
el ROSE

K5
"

IA 71275

713 933 7673

Oklahona

1-290-e.c1058

Nierrao ,,t1300. Ê21..621

MOO If lbstecTent «reed CILolenlal;
;
4:cee'
c. TS« 5iS 1.1111ger Na fald $ IN ref IN0950 MPS iiieuri
1l5uu/
hi APO tee 011.111•P11 Ma. eikkOmilSsIre Pit Pros teed
dugruithet MOn

Telex#4933362•Fax#405.495.4598
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RS- 422

MODULAR
DATA ACQUISITION

Communications Board

FOR PS/2

• Dual Channel

MODE...S 50, 60, 80

• Address Selectable

• Two Channel
• Transfers to 256 K baud
• Address Selectable
• Interrupt Selectable

1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH
INCORPORATED
478 E. Exchange St., Akron, 01-1 44304
TEL: (216) 434 3154

FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX 5101012726

Circle 222 on Reader Service Card

RS-422/232
CURRENT LOOP

DS- 225
• Single channel async communication board for IBM PC/XT/AT
• Software selectable to be RS/
422/485, 232 or Current Loop
• Selectable Address & Interrupt

1-800-553-1170

IL?

QUA
TECH
r ,UPPORA TED

478 E Exchange St
(216) 434-3154

CURRENT LOOP

Akron, OH 44304
T_X 5101012726

Circle 225 on Reader Service Card

SERIAL/PARALLEL
Communications Board

• FOR IBM & Compatibles
• Flexible and Inexpensive
• Money Back Guarantee
• Free Technical Support
Fast Delivery
1-800-553-1170
ri QUA TECH
INCORPORATED
Leaders In Communication Technology
478 E Exchange St. Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX: 5101012726

Circle 223 on Reader Service Card

72 DIGITAL I/O
FOR PS/2

• Supports 20, 30, 60mA
• Configureable as Active & Passive
• Selectable & Shareable Interrupts

1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange St.. Akron. OH 44304
TEL, ( 216) 434-3154

FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX: 5101012726

Circle 224 on Reader Service Card

WAVEFORM
SYNTHESIZER

MODELS 50, 60, 80
• Parallel Expansion
• 72 I/O Lines
• Address Selectable

1-800-553-1170

IZI

• For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles
• Generates user-definable signal
• Up to 200C points per envelope

$795.00

GIUA
TECH
INC( F-IF- ,
[1flA TED

478 E Exchange St., AKron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154

FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX 5101012726

Circle 226 on Reader Service Card

IEEE- 488
CONTROLLER

1-800-553-1170

çl

QUA TECH
INCORPORATED

478 E Exchange- St., Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX: 5101012726

Circle 227 on Reader Service Card

24 DIGITAL I/O

FOR

a

PS/2

I I
itUemri

MODELS 50, 60, 80
• Two Parallel Printer Ports
• Two 8-Bit Digital I/O Ports
• Two Serial Ports, RS-232, RS-422
or RS-485
• Address Selectable
• Selectable & Shareable Interrupts

1-800-553-1170
ri QUA TECH
INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange S:., Akron, OH 44304
TEL ( 216) 434-3154

FAX: (216) 434-1409

LX 5101012726

Circle

228 on Reader Service Card

1111.1.

• GPIB Compatibility
• Control Up to 14 Devices

• 24 Bit Digital I/O

• Selectable Addressing

• Buffered Output

• Software Included

• Selectable Address

1-800-553-1170
ri QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

478 E Exchange St
TEL ( 216) 434-3154

Akron OH 44304
FAX ( 216) 434-1409

TLX 5101012726

Circle 229 on Reader Service Card

1-800-553-1170

QUA
TECH
INCOPPLIRA TED
478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434.3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409
TLX 5101012726

Circle 230 on Reader Service Card

EPROM
e PROGRAMMER
I

APROTEK 1000
.3NLY
MP

«I»

▪

$ 225.

00

COMPLETE WITH
PERSONALITY
MODULE

IBM
PC/XT
Compatible
System.

117 AC POWER- RS- 232 CONNECT
-6 BAUD RATES - HANDSHAKE TO HOST
ALLOWS READ, WRITE, VERIFY & COPY
Comes complete with IBM-PC, Apple Ile, or CPM
(Specify Computer) Driver Program on Disc.
Program: the following 5 Volt 24 or 28 pin
devices: 2716 series through 27512. 25xx senes.
68764 plus others. Please Specify Personality
Module oeNred with order. Additional Persona/tv
Modules only 515.00 ea Full 1 rear warranty.
TO ORDER CALL

1-800/962 -5800 OR WRITE

APROTEK
1071 A tAVENIDA ACASO

Add

CAMARILLO, CA 93010 $ 4.00 Shipping USA
Info 18051987-2454

VISA or MC Add 3",,

We Accept Govt.. School & Large Corp

P0 s

Circle 22 on Reader Service Card

IC IR

PR

OM
PT
DAY S
HIPINedYLYY_Y
P

CUM,'

Frst-Qta4ity,
actory New!
Y"!

PRICES STP NY , for FEB 9 Me

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
1Mbit
1048Kxl 100 ns
51258 * 256Kx1 100 ns
4464
64Kx4 120 ns
41256
256Kx1
80 ns
41256
256Kx1 100 ns
41256
256Kx1 120 ns
41256
256Kx1 150 ns
41264
64Kx4 120 ns
EPROM
27C1024 64Kx16 150 ns
27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns
27C512
64Kx8 200 ns
27256
32Kx8 250 ns
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
STATIC RAM
43256L-12 32Kx8 120 ns
5864LP-12
8Kra3
120 ns

$36.00
7.25
6.75
7.10
6.95
6.85
6.60
9.25

For Home, School,
Or Office!

$37.95
37.50
15.50
6.75
6.50
$10.95
4.50

8

OPEN 61
4 DAYS, 73o aex.10 vie SHIP VIA' FED- EX ON SAT.
/
SUNDAYS

HCLIDATS

Sp, on,,,Ens
urCrUrrED 0.9

,E
,,,, .°Ke'n

SHIPMENT OR DELIVERY. VIn U S EXPRESS BAIL

McETPP.P

VISA

T UPS CASH COD

Factory New, Prime Parts .
uPc.:,
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC

TS Seer
SI
,
Fr F. I 510 50 2
No
>

•

",

(
918)267-4961

Includes MS-DOS Operating System, Two Program Disks,
User's Cuide, Quick- Reference Guide, and Owner's Manual.

• 512K Random Access
Memory.
• Two Si." 360K Drives.
• 12" Monochrome
Monitor.
• IBM Style 84- Key
Keyboard.
• MS-DOS 3.2 Operating System
with User's Guide and 2 Disks.
• Parallel Interface.
• 4 Expansion Slots.
• Hercules Graphics Compatible.
• Color Card Included.

almost 50% less than what you could pay
for a comparable system. Why ouy a noname clone when you can own a Zenith?
This kind of quality, at such a LOW price,
makes tnis acomputer deal you can .tafford
to pass Jp!

Zenith— The Quality Goes In Before
the Name Goes On. For decades, Zenith
has been making fine electronics for home

Circle 168 on Reader Service Cad

and business. Products built to perform and
to last. They have put their experience to
work to develop the 157-2 Persona'

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM'
FOR THE IBM PC/XT M AND...

Computer. Now you can order this IBM
compatible computer at a price that's

90- Day Limited
Manufacturer's Warranty.
IBM and IBM
trademarks of
Machines Corp

PC/XT are registered
International Business

List:

Zenith Data Systems are made by skilled
engineers to exacting specificatiors. The
Zenith Model 157-2 Computer is expand abre to 640K RAM. A hard disk drive can
be added with addition of controde- card.
The MS-DOS Disk operating System is the
most widely used system availaole. Order
one or more Zenith Computers for your
home or business today!

$
1499.00 $ 799

Value
Priced At
Item H-3440-7344 054
S/H: Sa9 Sc:ea.

To Order Toll- Free: 1-800-328-0609
M

Authorized Liquidator
1405 Xenium Lane N/Minneapolis, MN 55441-4494
Send_Zenith Computer(R) Item H-3440-7344-04
at $ 799 each, plus $
49.50 each for insured shipping,

Credit Carc customers can order
by phone, 24 hours a day, 7days
IM

3

week

.....

[3=
For enformaten inlerchange to , son and ardsval storage
AK SystenS Offers a 9- track IBM torrnat con panne
magnsettc Moe Subsystem lor the IBM PC teatunng
• IBM loonut 1600 3200 and 800 cpi.
• Software for PC- DOS, MS-DOS, XENIX
• Alecto. AT&T, DEC, VAX.
VME, 5-100, FIS•232,
IEEE NOS

AKSystems

liMPMPE REX Idenvegmerm
INTEE eon.« YWRiR,on/ormabon

ChM,. ,HP , • P
It
18/81 Mere.
ewr PIC EN • 71171

handling. ( Minnesota residents add 6% sales tax. So(vy,
no C.O.D. orders)

PLEASE
CHECK:

ri

wIs4 Ch•-.- 17
Bum • •

Dill

My check or money order is enclosed (,o delays in
processing orders paid by check.)

Circle 12 on Reader Service Card

Apt A

City
7IP

State
Phone
Sign Here

Ar ct NO
1111.1M

Narre
Address

MI 1111111 ffl

Circle 76 on Reader Service Card

IND MI

IM

.......
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DATAFLEX-

ATTENTION pecad USERS
Now you can increase the productivity of your software by using the
new...
RAPICAD buffer/decoder.
Two buffers in one unit with parallel
and serial in/out. Up to 1Meg total
memory.
NO EXTERNAL DECODER
needed any more... because
RAPICAD is fully pcad box compatible and software transparent, allowing the use of p•cad and any other
software with any printer, plotter,
laser, etc.
Prices as low as $995.00
INTECTRA Inc.
2629 Terminal Blvd.
Mtn. View, CA 94043
(415) 964-5018

4111

UNIVERSAL
E(E)PROM
PROGRAMMER $495 ( Kits from 51651
•No personality modules; Menu driven device select Ion
•Built-in Eraseraimer option (
150); Conductive roam pad
•Direct technical support; Full Imar worraaty.
•Stand alone duplication dr verify (27XX parts).
•Quick pulse algorithm ( 27256 under 60 sec).
•27ex to 1Mint; 2.5im 68m; CMOS; EEPROMS.
•8741,-2,-4,-8,-8H,-9,-9H,S1,-051,42,-55, 9761 & more
•IBM-PC, Apple, CPM or Utah driver; Autoimud RS232
•Offset/split Hex, Binary, mm) It Motorola 8,16,32 bit.
•Manual MO respite echematica.
VISA MC AMEX
Call today for &masher',
B&C MICROSYSTEMS
155 WEST OLIVE AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
I'll (
41at) 710-5S1I FAX: (408) T30-5521 TELEX: 98418)

Circle 33 on Reader Service Card

ewe'

•Multi-user Database!
•Powerful!
•Multiple Operating
System Compatibility!
•Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
•Full Dealer Support!
Dataflex is a trademark of Data Access

Dealer Inquiries Invited

24000 Teleg aph Road
Southfield. Michigan 48034 USA
(3131
2«1S

Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

SPEECH THING"'
For all PCs, compatibles. laptops

CLEAR, CLEAN,
DIGITIZED SPEECH 6
MUSIC, UNLIMITED
TEXT•TO.SPEECH
Attaches outside
th• computer.
Now get popular speech technologies M ONE product' Speech Thing eo lull-teatured 8bit DIA sound
converter. Easily attaches outside the computer-no
slots required. Software includes prerecorded
speech vocabularies, synthetic text to speech
(speaks any ASCII text), demo programs, and complete editing features. Price only 569.95. Also
available Voice Master PC plug In board for digital
recording, editing, and VOICE RECOGNITION. ( Requires Speech Thing for sound output.) Only $ 79.95
Patented price/ performance breakthroughs!
TO ORDER BY MAII. include $4 shipping lk handling
(56 Canada. $ 12 overseas) per order. Visa, MasterCard phone orders accepted. 30 day money bock
guarantee, one year warranty. Other voice I/O systems available for Apple. COrrirredOre, and Atari
computers.
Coin or wrete

(503) 342-1271

Eugene Oregon 97402

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS
ADAPTEC
PC-XT Controller ST506/412
$45
2972 PC/XT ALL
$98
3$30 SCSI tO Tape OIC 36
$78
4000 SCSI to ST506I415
$89
$98
4070 SCSI to ST506/412 ALL
4520 SCSI to ESDI
$98
5500 SCSI to ST506/412
$125
5580 SCSI to SMD
$175
XEBEC
S1410 Se Controller
$109
S1420 SAS) to 51
4 "Floppy & Hard Disk Controller $99
/
Apple II, II+, IIE Host Adapter
$29
Toshiba PC to SASI/SCSI Host Adapter
$29
9205 MultibuS Hard Disk Controller
$199
93050 IEEE 488 (HPI13) to ST5081412 Controller $89
1490 585110 SMD Controller
$149
OTHERS
OMTI 20C, LSAS) Controller
$99
DTC 510A SASI Controller
$99
Shugart 18101,3 or 4sAsecsi Controller
$79
WD 1002-SHD Xebec Compatible SASI Controller $109
•Call tor cable prices
• Controller manuals $8each

„
„

Computer Surplus Store
Phone 408-434-1060
FAX 408-434-0931
Telex 1561447

"WE
BUY
AND
SELL"

MCNISA/Discover/COD s

Circle 67 on Reader Service Card

»

Presto!

A Link to
Mainframe
9 81111111Laa Graphics

11111•1111111111/

For information or immediate coverage call

Find out how our whole family of
EMUTEK graphics terminal emulation
software makes good sense for the work you do.
Call today for more information.

In Ohio call 1-614-262-0559

FTC DATA
SYSTEMS

1-800-848-3469
(SMŒ)
SAFEWARE. The Insurance Agenn. Inc

Circle 245 on Reader Service Card

Circle 72 on Reader Service Card

•

SAFEWAW' Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. covers
•Fire • Theft • Power Surge
•Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident

or FREE Product Catecu;

ODVOX INC.
675 Conger St

Sure
in insured?
Zciuua

PDK51

tp.4
The $595 Solution to 8051
Product Development
The PDK51 is a powerful and economical
choice for the development of 8051-based
systems. The PDK51 is used with an IBM-PC or
equivalent and includes:
•SIBEC-Il 8052 Basic Microcontroller
•SXA51 Cross Assembler
•ROM-Based Monitor/Debugger
•PROM Programmer
•Power Supplies
•Documentation, Tutorial and More

Call Now! (603) 469-3232
Binary Technology, Inc.

0

.. Main St . P0 Boo 67, Meriden, NH 03770

(714)995-3900
(800) 962-3900 (800) 972-3900 (Calif.)
10801 Dale Sr.. Suite M-2
Stanton. CA 90680

Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

Dynamic
Electronics
CO.

Where the
CUSTOMER
Cornes First!

8087 - 5, 8, 10 MEG
80287 - 6, 8, io MEG
80387 - 16, 20 MEG
64K • 256K • 128K
V20 • V30
No refund, only exchange
Exchange good for 30 days unless
manufacturer warrantees merchandise longer

Phone: ( 714) 582-1224
FAX: ( 714) 582-3780
27402 Camino Capistrano, Suite 112
Laguna Niguel California 92677

Circle 89 on Reader Service Card

nDISKCOTECH

Circle 83 on Reader Service Card

©OlviPU

WORLDWIDE SALE!!

mac

WHY RISK THE UNKNOWN...when you can get
premium quality disks from the Leader and
Inventor of magnetic media... for less!!
*100% tested & caddied at 65% or Nyber clopping level *

PhOW

OEM 68C0/6809 MICROCOMPUTER
MODULES for dedicated control and
monitoring 'Interfaces for sersors,
transducers, analog signals
solenoids, relays, lamps, pumps,
motors, keyboards, displays, EEE-488,
serial 1/0, floppy disks

* Sturdy, ticker PVC ticket * Weenie USA * LIFETIME WARRANTY *

for the
IBM PC/XT/AT
and Compatibles

VOYETRA

TECHNOLOGIES
333 FIFTH AVE, Dept. B.

DISK- KING®

-__
e

DS- HD- 961P1 (
BASF No Logo) ....
DS- HD-WTI -14 Color Disks" ....
3.50" DS-011 135 TPI:
DS- DD- 1351P1
DS- DD- 1351P1 ~Color Dies" ...

a.

/../

frc-5

.... . 52
.
49 ..... 59
.
89 ..... 99
.
94 ..... 99

DS- DD- 481P1 - 14 Color Disks" ....

1.05...1.19
1.19 ... 1.29
3 95 . 3.99

All 525 - diskettes Include Tyveltm sleeves color- coded ID labels. wip tabs
COLOR DISKS IN 0611180W ASSORTMENT OR SOLID COLOR lyour Cho«)

(914) 738-4500

Card

Plastic
Lib Box

DS-DD-48TPI ( BASF No logo) .... . 42

DS HD 2MB

PELHAM, NY 10803

Circle 297 on Reader Service

White
Box

5.25" 11S- DD Diskettes:

ma,

Circle 287 on Reader Service Card

ar
/

f

abbe! ...

BLACK DISKS

.29
.79
.99

CROSS- 16 META

ASSEMBLER

ULK
COLOR DISKS

.
39
.
82
1.09

525" DS/111) 48TPI
525" DS/HD 96TPI
350" DS/DD 135TPI

'5 25' Bulk OvAs with Tyoek, color- coded ID Idseis

res. add 64

• Table bas- c1 8'16 bd cross- assembler• Uses manufacturer's assembly mnemonics.
• Tables & Examp e Source files are included for AL.
of the following processor families:
1802
65816
6811
8051
CCIP800

3870
6801
68000
8085
SUPERS

64180
6805
7000
8086
Z8

6502
6809
8048
8096
280

a Users may modify on create new tabees for
additional processozs.
• Produces Wong, symbol table. and 8116 bot binary.
Intel and Motorola nescode.
• 5" DSDO for PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or greeter.
S99.95- US

41 39.95 COPS

• Portable C sour. wcode is available.
Worldwide stopperb : AIIIMAILI & handl ng mcluded Lr,do
Card orders IA 13M 915 CIDNI please speedy. Card number,
name rn cari and exp., dale

Mammal Cross-Assemblers

fflis

PO, Bow 384, Bar:Hoed, NS.
Canada B4A 2X3

DS- OD

$145

PC488

LOW COST
PC/XT/AT
INTERFACE
FOR IEEE-488 (GPIB/HPIB)
• INCLUDES INSTALLABLE DOS DEVICE DRIVERS
• IOF 6INTERRUPT LEVELS
• 1OF 2DMA CHANNELS
• UP TO 4BOARDS PER COMPUTER
•CONTROLLER / TALKER / USTENER
•CUSTOM SOFTWARE SUPPORT AVAILABLE
•COMPATIBLE WITH MOST IEEE4S8 SOFTWARE
PACKAGES FOR THE IBM PC
•QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
VISA MC AMEX

Call today for dotash.r!

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355 West Olive Ave, Sunnyvale,
PH (
408)730-5511

FAX ( 408173&5521

CA 94086

TELEX 1e.4114 ,

Quantity Discounts
Available
5.25"

OS- HD

.77
1.59
3.50"
1.52
8.00"
.49 3M's Highland Boxed Diskettes

DC- 1000
12.75 DC-300XLP ...
DC- 200
17.25 DC- 600A
3M Mag Tapes 1200' w/seal
3M Mag Tapes 2400' w/seal
3M Headclean Kit for 5.25" 6.99 for 3.50"

PAL/EPROM

PROGRAMMER CARD

For PC/XT/AT Syretems
NEW -• VERSION 2 OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
-Programs 20 and 2.
Pon Me NS, 11. AMO.
ALTERA, CYPRESS
RICOH, and PANATEC
PALS. Supports EPLD,
polarity, RA. and shored
product term wpes
-Funchons Incide Riad,
Write. Venty. Protect.
Edit. Pr nt, and File id
and save of ptogrart.
-JEDEC supporte.
Software Included

100MHZ LOGIC ANALYZER CARD
For PC/XT/AT Systems

$1199

-24 Channeis aI 25Khz 25Mhz
-6 Channel-. at 100 Mhz
-Interral Clock up to 100 Alta
-External Crock up to 21114k
-Threshold Volage TTL.
or varoatz1. horn - 101a . IC.,
-Can Stack Multiple Boards
All Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS AND
TECHNICAL INFO (201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics Inc. 4Sparrow Dr..
Livingston, NJ 07039 TLX: 9102409305 LINK COMPUTER

Circle 147 on Reader Service Card
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LOWEST PRICE
TURBO XT BASIC SYSTEM
$334.00
'477/8 MHZ W/PHOENIX BIOS
'256K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 640K
'AT STYLE KEYBOARD
'XT CASE W/160 WATT PS
'360K FLOPPY W/CONTROLLER
'10 MHZ OPTIONAL
ADD $15.00
'1YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
AS ABOVE W/MONO, MONITOR
& MONOGRAPHICS CARD
$449.00
URBO AT BASIC SYSTEM
$864.00
•8/10 MHZ W/PHOENIX BIOS
'512K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 1MB
'AT CASE W/200 WATT PS
'84 KEY AT KEYBOARD
'1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE
•FD/HD CONTROLLER
1YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
120013 INTERNAL MODEM
179.00
VORTEX EGA CARD (640'350)
$99.00
XI VGA CARD (800'600)
$199.00
SEAGATE 20MB HD W/CONTROLLER$265.00
QUANTITY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
CALL FOR OTHER PRODUCTS

19.45
21.65
825
11.25
10.99

BASF

...2.-

ar

5.25" DS/DO

.

:

.
69
.
79
.
99
1.45
1.49

5.25" DS/DD in Library Case
5.25" DS/DO in Minidex/60
5.25" DS/HD "AT'

Circle 285 on Reader Service Card

1.49
4.75
2.05
1.19

3.50" DS/OD 1351131

3.50" DS/DD in Microdex/25
°CALL FOR COMPETITIVE PRICING ON ALL
BASF MAO TAPES.
le
el,

Nashua

•.-- . •
5.25" DS /i è

3.50" DS/DD

.49

525" DS/HD

1.39

RIBBONS

. 95

STORAGE

-Please call for in formation-

ORDERING INFORMATION

TERMS: VISA. Mastercard or AMEX COD add S3 00, Prepaid
orders deduct 2% cash discount. POs accepted from recognized
institutions and corporations on Net 30. Shipping: 841100 or fewer
disks Reduced shipping on larger quantities. Foreign orders,
APO/FPO, please call Reduced shipping on larger quantities
HRS. 8a.m. to 6p.m. (mountain time).
Toll Free Order Line:

Information Line:

1-800-523-9681

1-801-255-0080

TLX-9102404712

FAX-801-572-3327

II DISKCOTECH

TYSTAR MANUFACTURING. INC.

DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

214-630-6025

213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84091

Circle 282 on Reader Service Card
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Circle 134 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 135)

i

FCC APPROVED!

n

•

Sub•Mini AT!
The Space Saver
I
IDA. Capability
- ,... ‘ 8•Expansion Slots!

-e
I

Indushal PC/AT
Computer
• Intel 80286
PrOC•450 ,
• 10 MHZ
Clock Speed
• 640 K RAM
• Two Disk Doves
• ROB Monitor
• Parallel and
Serial Port

Basic System:
• 8/10MHz Speed,

• Operating
Temperature
0 to 55 C
• Double
Air Filler

0Wait

• 3- LEDs, Reset & Turbo Switch
• 0-1MB on Board With OK
• 200-Watt Power Supply
• AT Style Keyboard
• lea 1.2M Floppy Disk Drive
• lea Floppy/H.D. Controller
• lea Mono Graphics Card W/Printer
• lea 12" TTL Amber Monitor W/Swiyel Base
• Assembled & Tested

• Weight 50 lbs
• Dimension

whigh

79 wide
20"deeP

MM.

• Detachable
Keyboard

44

$963.00

10MHz XT Turbo Basic
•Baby AT Case W/Keylock
•4.77/10MHz Hardware
Selectable
•8 Expansion Slots
•0-640K on Board With OK
•150-Watt Power Supply
•XT Style Keyboard
•lea 360K Floppy Disk Dove

Protection

•
. :81
,

System:
• lea Floppy DiSK
Controller
• lea Mono Graphics
Card W/Printer
• lea 12" TTL Amber
Monitor W/Swivel
Base
• Assembled & Tested

OPTIONS
• RS 422
• Factory Data Coltecticn

• Bar Code Input
• Process Control Monitoring
• Real Time Control Software

Quintet Technology Corp.
2446 Cawthra Rd. B4 U5 M ssissauga, OM
(4161897-8455 FAX ( 4161897-8457

Circle 235 on Reader Service Card

$493.00

8

FOR IBM PC XT AT

4.S1

411111e

•Mainframe to PC Data Transfer
•High Speed Backup
•All Software, Complete System
•Service and Support, easy
Installation
call (
818)343 -6505 or write to:
Umbel Computer Corp.
P0 Box 153 Tarzana, Calif. 91356

CONTECH
Circle 70 on Reader Service Card

Motion Control &
Data Acquisition

10MHz or 12MHz AT- 286 Basic System:
' • 6/10 or 6/12 MHz Speed.

0

141-e)

• Surge

kitseamiligT
84444eisted*

9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

• lea 1.2MB Floppy

0Wait
Disk Drive
• 8 Expansion Slots
• lea Floppy & H.D
• 0-1MB on Board With OK
Controller
• Regular AT Slide Case • lea Mono Graphcis
or Digital Display Case
Card W/Printer
• 200-Watt Power Supply • lea 12" TTL Amber
• AT Style Keyboard
Monitor W/Swiyel Base

on yourIBM PC or Apple II
and all compatibles

a

•Assembled 8 Tested
10MH. ,
Regular Case
Digital Case

938.00
959.00

12MHz
1001.00
1022.00à

LOGIC
LAB is

PERIPHERALS AT/XT
For XT
Floppy Disk Controller With Cable
S22.50
Hard Disk Controller With Cable
$72.20
0-3841< Multifunction Card, OK
586.30
Monochrome Graphics Printer Card $43.80
Color Graphics Card
$46.30
550.00
Color Graphics Printer Card
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor ( EGA) $ 131.10
Color/Monochrome Display Card
$61.30
Parallel Printer Card
$18.80
Dual Game I/O Card
$18.80
Serial I/O Card
$25.00
$43.80
Dual Serial 1/0 Card
Mouse For AT/XT W/Driver Software $ 61.30
Multi I/O W/Controller
$68.80
Multi I/O
$56.30
No- Slot-Clock
$28.80
576K RAM Card. OK
$35.00
4.77/8MHz XT Turbo Motherboard $ 93.80
4.77/10MHz XT Turbo Motherboard $ 100.00
XT Slide Case
$35.30
XT Flip Top Case
532.90
S47.10
Baby AT Case, XT
150Watt Power Supply
548.80
150 Watt Power Supply (UL)
568.80

1
2.

a

4
S

e

7.
8.
B
10
11.
12.
13.
14.
15
16.
17.
18.
19
20
21.
22.
23.
24.

For AT

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Floppy/H.D. Controller W/Cables
128K RAM Card, OK
2MB EMS RAM Card. 01<
Serial/Parallel Card
6/10MHz AT Motherboard, 0 Wait
6/12MHz AT Motherboard, 0 Wait
8/10MHz Mini AT Motherboard, 0Wait
AT Slide Case
AT SLide Case W/Digital Display
Mini AT Slide Case
2043-Watt Power Supply
200-Watt Power Supply (UL)
200-Watt Power Supply For Mini AT

aa

34.

aa
36.
37.

the

5156.30
568.80
5123.80
$46.30
$ 331.30
$ 393.80
$ 362.50
564.70
85.90
61.20
81.30
95.00
78.80

ocomplete logic development system

•Complete System Inc uding Programmer, Sample
GAL Devices, Software and all Cabling.
•Programs GAL Devices Including 16V8, 16Z8,
20V8, & 39V18.
•Allows Prototyping of 42 different standard PLD's
•Includes Updated Equation Assembler Software.
•Accepts All Standard JEDEC Download Files
•Software Updatable.
•30 Day Money Bock Guarantee.
•Viso and moster Card Accepted '
CALL FOR FREE DEMO DISK
Programmable Logic Technologies, Inc.
PO. Box 1567
Longmont, CO 8050r
Ph 13031 772-9059

GAL o , egmersel tradernah o0
lamca S«rn.conductor Corporafion

Please write for our complete price list

JAWIN COMPUTER PRODUCTS
.,›-.-.
565 W. Lambert Rd.. # C
MIPIV.1
Brea, CA 92621
Terms:

VISA

Please add 5, ,lor 52 00 whichever ,shigher) plus 25I

loi each $ 10000 CA residents please add 6% sales tax We accept
VISA/MC/Cash Personal checks please allow 2 weeks to clear AH
merchandise , s warranted or 1year unless otherwise stated
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How do you do it? Use Our Local Applications
Bus, LAB 40. One host adapter ($ 150) supports
up to 8 boards, like those above, on a 50
ribbon cable.
Please call (415)755-1978 for free literature.

(omputer

ontinuum

75 Southgate Ave., Suits 6
Daly City, CA 94015

Circle 215 on Reader Service Card

Get the whole
story on graphics
terminal emulation.

ORDER HOT LINE 1-800-543-5107
Technical Information (714) 990-2097
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:00 am - 6:00 pm PST

Smart 2Axis Motion Controller: For many types of
motors & encoders. New I.C. (from HP) allows
changes & monitoring on the fly. Optically isolated
W/SOFTWARE $450 in US.
Four Axis Stepper Driver: With SOFTWARE & motor
for instant automation. $ 95.
Fast A/D Board: With programmed gain, 650 KHz.
4 inputs, $220. Complete Scope hardware & SOFTWARE $525. Also: 12 Bit ND, Relay Driver, Real Time
Clock. Circuit developers Project Book $ 25.

To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX" 4105/6/7/9 and
DEC VT100' terminals,
call or write:

0

GRAFP0111T

4340 Stevens Creeks Blvd.,

Suite 280,
San trine, CA 95129 0081 249

Circle 115 on Reader Service Card

Advertise your
computer products
through
BYTE BITS
(2" x 3" ads)
For more information
call Dan Harper at
603-924-6830
BYTE
70 Main St.
Peterborough, NH 03458
Circle 324 on Reader Service Card

The Amazing A-BUS
Plug into the future

An A- BUS system with two Motherboards
A- BUS adapter pate) in foreground

With the A- BUS you can plug your PC ( IBM, Apple,
TRS-80) into afuture of exciting new applications in the fields
of control, monitoring, automation, sensing, robotics, etc.
Alpha's modular A- BUS offers aproven method to build your
"custom" system today. Tomorrow, when you are ready to take
another step, you will be able to add more functions. This is ideal for
first time experimenting and teaching.
A- BUS control can be entirely done in simple BASIC or Pascal,
and no knowledge of electronics is required!
An A- BUS system consists of the A- BUS adapter plugged into
your computer and acable to connect the Adapter to 1or 2A- BUS
cards. The same cable will also fit an A- BUS Motherboard for
expansion up to 25 cards in any combination.
The A- BUS is backed by Alpha's continuing support (our 11th
year, 50000 customers in over 60 countries).
The complete set of A- BUS User's Manuals is available for $ 10.

About the A- BUS:
• All the A- BUS cards are very easy to use with any language that can
read or write to aPort or Memory. In BASIC, use IN Pand OUT (or PE Wand
POKE with Apples and Tandy Color Computers)
• They are all compatible with each othes. You can mix and match up to 25
cards to fit your application. Card addresses are easily set with jumpers.
• A- BUS cards are shipped with power supplies (except PD..123) and
detailed manuals (including schematics ano programming examplesi

ST- 143

Relay Card
RE- 140: $ 129
Includes eight industrial relays. ( 3 amp contacts. SPST)
controlled and latched. 8LED's show status. Easy to use (OUT or POKE in
BASIC) Card address is ¡umper selectable
Reed Relay Card
RE- 156: $99
Same features as above, but uses 8Reed Relays to switch low leve. signals
(20mA max). Use as achannel selector solid state relay driver etc.

CL- 144

Analog Input Card
AD- 142: $ 129
Eight analog inputs 0to +5V range can be expanded to • 00V by adding a
resistor. 8 bit resolution (20mV). Conversos time 120us. Perfect to
measure voltage, temperature. light levels, pressure, etc. Very easy to use.
RE- 140

A- BUS Adapters for:

IN- 141

Clock with Alarm
CL- 144: $89
Powerful clock/calendar with: battery backup for Time, Date and Alarm
setting (time and dale): built in alarm relay, led and buzzer. timing to 1/' 00
second. Easy to use decimal format. Lithium battery included.

A- BUS Prototyping Card

PR- 152:4115
up to 13 I.C.s
AD- 142

Add $ 3.00 per order for shipping.
Visa, MC, checks. M.O. welcome.
CT 8, NY residents add sales tax.
C.O.D. add $ 3.00 extra.
Canada: shipping Is 115
Overseas add 10%

Circle 16 on Reader Service Card

IBM PC. XT. AT and compatibles Uses one short slot
Tandy 1000,1000 EX& SX, 1200, 3000. Uses one short slot
Apple II, II+, Ile. Uses any slot
TRS-80 Model 102. 200 Plugs into 40 pin "system bus"
Model 100. Uses 40 pin socket ( Socket is dupl icat ed on adapter)
TAS80 Mod 3,4.40. Fits 50 sin bus (With hard disk use Ycable)
TAS80 Model 4P. Inciucesextra cable (
00 Pm bus is recessed)
TRS -80 Model I. Plugs into 40 pin I/O bus on KB or E/I
Color Computers (Tandy) Fits ROM slot Multioak or Ycable

A- BUS Motherboard
MB- 120: $ 99
Each Motherboard holds five A- BUS cards. Asixth connector allows a
second Motherboard to be added to the first (with connecting cable CA161: $ 12). Up to five Motherboards can be joined this way to asingle ABUS adapter. Sturdy aluminum frame and card guides included.

ALPHA L2)Jgclwee
242-8

AR- 133 .$69
AR- 133...569
AR- 134..$49
AR- 136 $69
AR- 135 $69
AR- 132 . $49
AR- 137...$62
AR- 131...$39
AR- 138 $49

A- BUS Cable (3 ft, 50 cond.) CA- 163: $ 24
Connects the A- BUS adapter to one A- BUS card or to first Motherboard
Special cable for two A- BUS cards:
CA- 162: $ 34

Touch Tone® Decoder
PH- 145: $79
Each tone is converted into anumber which is stored on the boaid. Simply
read the number with INP or POKE Use for remote control projects, etc.
by 41
2 in with power and ground bus
/

Current Developments
Intelligent Voice Synthesizer. 14 Bit Analog to Digital converter, 4Channel
Digital to Analog converter. Counter Timer, Voice Recogn tion.

Digital Input Card
1N-141:$59
The eight inputs are optically isolated, so t's safe and easy to connect any
"on/off" devices, such as switches, thermostats, alarm loops, etc. to your
computer. To read the eight inputs, simply use BASIC INP (or PEEK).
24 Line TTL I/O
DG- 148: $ 65
Connect 24 input cr output signals ( switches or any TTL device to your
computer The card can be set for input, latched output strobed output,
strobed input, and/or bidirectional strobed I/O. Uses the 8255A chip.

Stepper Motor Driver
ST- 143: $ 79
Stepper motors are the ultimate in motion control. The special package
(below) includes everything you need to get familiar with them. Each card
drives two stepper motors ( 12V, bidirectional, 4phase. 350mA per phase)
Special Package: 2motors ( MO- 103) + ST- 143: PA- 181: $ 99
Stepper Motors MO- 103: $ 15 or4 for$39
Pancake type. 21
4 "dia 1
/
/
4"shaft. 75 /step. 4 phase bidirectional. 300
step/sec. 12V. 36 ohm, bipolar, 5oz- in torque, same as Airpax K82701- P2.

12 Bit AID Converter

AN- 146: $ 139
This analog to digital converter is accurate to 025%. Input rangeis —4V to
+4V. Resolution: 1millivolt. The on board amplifier boosts signals up to 50
times to read microvolts. Conversion time is 130ms. Ideal for thermocouple.
strain gauge. etc. 1channel. ( Expand to 8ehannels using the RE- 156 card)

Smart Stepper Controller SC- 149: $ 299
World's finest stepper controller On board microprocessor controls 4
motors simultaneously. Incredibly, it accepts plain English commands like
"Move arm 10.2 inches left". Many complex sequences can be defined as
"macros" and stored in the on board memory. For each axis, you can control:
coordinate (relative or absolute). ramping, speed, step type (
half, full, wave).
scale factor, units, holding power, etc. Many inputs: 8limit 8. "wait until"
switches, panic button. etc. On the fly reporting of position, speed. etc. On
board drivers (350 mA) for small steppers ( M0-103). Send for SC- 149 flyer.
Remote Control Keypad Option
RC- 121: $49
To control the 4motors directly. and "
teach" sequences of motions.
Power Driver Board Option
PD- 123: $ 89
Boost controller drive to 5amps per phase. For two motors (eight drivers).
Breakout Board Option
BB- 122: $ 19
For easy connection of 2motors. 3ft. cable ends with screw terminal board.

West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820

Technical info:
Ordersin only
Except
CT

(
203) 656-1806

800 221-0916

Connecticut orders: ( 203) 348-9436
All lines open weekdays 9to 5Eastern time
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IEEE-Z

Easiest IEEE 488(GPIB/HPIB)
Interfaces for your PC, PS/2,
Macintosh, HP and more!

•Controllers
•Converters
•Extenders
•Buffers
•Boards

"D" SIZE PLOTTER
BIGM4UTIt

$2295 0°
RElAIE.

REAL VOICE Digital Recording
for your PC. XT. AT or Compatible

•WDICE MAIL SYSTEM
•TELEMARKETING

81699"

-Inbound <4 Outbound

Call or send
for your FREE
Technical Guide

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

•SMARTEST ANSWERING
MACHINE
•AUTODIALER—DATABASE
•VOICEPAD —

• Model PC 3600

•PROGRAMMER'STOOLKIT

•Speed at 7" Per Second

Voice for your Programs

Please see our ad
on page 139.

Orlez-"'

-(optional 79'

•Vacuum Paper Hold Down

.card, software, cables, and speaker

=

• High Resolution Circles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork

41111

$23900 • 5s/h

(415) 652-9600

(216) 439-4091

• Repeatability .001"

Talking Technology, Inc.
4383 Piedmont Ave Suite B
Oakland. CA 94611

(415) 490-8380 zEFricont
STEVENSON BUSINESS PARK
BOX 1669, FREMONT, CA 94538

25971 Cannon Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44146
Telex 6502820864 • Fax (216) 439-4093

Circle 131 on Reader Service Card

RS-422

Serial

111111111

e

die

Convert What You Have
•RS232 Serial
• Centronrcs Parallel
•8 Eleud Rates
• Handshake Signals
•Latched Outputs
• Compact 3% A 4 % 0

I%

No longer will your peripheral Choices be limited by the type
of port you have available! Our new High Performance 700
Series Converters provide the missing link. Based on the
latest in CMOS technology, these units feature lull baud
refs selection to 19.20, with handshake signals to maximize
transfer efticiency.
Detailed documentation allow,
simplified enstallation Order the Model 770 ( SeuPari
Model ITT iPar'Sor , Toga,'
OTi

e_e4te.

4 4.4

-

SEALEVEL SYSTEMS INC
PO BOX 1808
EASLEY. SC 29641
(1103)1155-1551

Circle 249 on Reader Service Card

—

—

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

To What You Want!

5EFILEVEL

.usaMM.

Parallel

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

• RS- 422/485
•Selectable Address/IRO
•Two/Four Wire Operation
•One/Two/Four Port Versions
• Delivery From Stock
TTÇ

Circle 301 on Reader Service Card

Circle 273 on Reader Service Card

AiErTrcrucs
400
Lane
PO Daily
Box 5210

589,0

A Numerical Analysis &
Equation Handling Program
. . This is a wonderful program."
Mathematics Instructor.
. . it was a life saver. . ."
Statistics Professor.
• Enter equations easily, edit, and solve.
It's that simple.
• Equations readable from any ASCII Text file.
•Symbolic manipulation.
•Up to 1000 non-linear equations.
•Requires

.en*
Zrls''

Si St

University of Wisconsin- Madison
1025 West Johnson Street
Madison, WI 53706
800 262 6243. WI 800 362 30; 0

Grants Pass. OR 97527

Call ( 503) 474-6700 or 474-6701
.1114

For FAST Delivery

Circle 278 on Reader Service Card

256k or more.

See Nov. ' 87 EIVIE
"WHAT'S NEW" page 94

e
Ct

IBM PC,

•$ 40 academic. $ 90 commercial.

Circle 257 on Reader Service Card

/
Inot only a
printer buffer !
DCB :

THIS IS THE MOST SOPHISTICATED

PRINTER BUFFER - MULTIPLEXOR - SWITCR
WITH TWO SEPARATE INPUTS ' SERIAL AND PARALLEL' AND
TWO SEPARATE OUTPUTS ' SERIAL AND PARALLEL'
CAN B8
USED LIKE STANDARD SUPPER
WITH ANY INPUT TO ANY
OUTPUT
BUT ALSO YOU CAN CONNECT 7 COMPUTERS TO I
PRINTER OR I COMPUTER TO 1 PRINTERS. OR e COMPUTERS
AND 1 PRINTERS
AND MORS • I COMPUTER TO 3 PRINTERS
OR 3COMPUTERS TO IPRINTER
RICH CAPACITY - 64 KB TO S. KB AND - 116 KB TO I MB
(MOMS A AND Bi
PAUSE.
COPY AND RESIT PONCTIONS
SERIAL PORTS WITH 7 OR S PITS WORD MOTH, IOR I STOP
BIT. PARITY. XON/X0FP. OTO. RTS
DOB- A- 64K

195

DCB-B-266K 1

255 1.1

1
7I Perm supply . 4 pstallel sables me treluded
ALSO. WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE DATA CONVERTER
UNIT
CONVERTS RS232 SERIAL TO
CENTRONICS PARALLEL
OR VICE VERSA, JUST BY MOVING JUMPERS BAUD RATE AND
PROTOCOL FULLY PROGRAMABLE
PROM ISO TO 10-160 BAUDS
INCLUDES
DTR, RTS. XON/ICOPP. PARITY Me
DCU

P.I Pse...ly

DCU

sed esbles NOT . ncluded

F

";1

seriallOparallel
bi-ditectional converter
I
NTECTRA Ine.-Deptirt
NM TERMINAL BLVD
MOUNTAIN VIEW- CA- 9.43

(415) 967-8818 TX 345545

ANT
IN ivuNAL

TE

"EXACT TERMINAL EMULATION
AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE'
• PRECISE EMULATION OF THE
DEC VT52, VT100, VT102, VT220
• EXPANSION MODULES FOR
OVER 40 EXACT EMULATIONS
• 9 FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOLS
• EASY TO USE, QUICK TO
INSTALL, AND MUCH MORE
• IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2
FOR INFORMATION
800/548-9777
SOFT1tONICS
303/593.9540
TELEX 450236

ONLY

PAL /EPLD
PROGRAMMER
From
$689.00

fkinUlte-tit).

IBM

Stand Alone/RS-232 Programs and Verifies
20/24 pin PLDs from MM1, TI, National
Cypress, Lattice, AMD, Altera
PAI. ts

a registered trademark

of MML

From A Name You Can Trust
LOGICAL DEVICES INC.
1201 N.W. 65th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
1-800-331-7766 ( 305) 974-0967
Telex 383142
Fax ( 305) 974-8531

41111

MI A

"THE PC
PEOPLE"

Tm

SINCE1977
Circle 271 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS:. 272)

P C COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS

CONNECTIVITY

FastData Mini-AT - 8028610/0 runs 11.5 Norton SI,
512K-1Mb
RAM,
Award
Bios, only 16" wide, 8 slots,
room for 3 half- ht drives
Speed, drive & power LED's,
key, reset & turbo switch on
front panel. AT-Style Key
bd, 200W 110/220V PIS,
FCC, 1year warranty. $725

RIC

ARC 3861 Desktop - 6/16 MHz 1Wait, 512K RAM.
1.2 Mb, 5.25 Floppy Drive, MS-DOS 3.21
CALL
ARC Turbo 12 - 1.5 MHz 80286-1 Wait, 1Mb RAM,
1.2 Mb Flpy . MS-DOS 3.21
CALL
ARC Model 10 XT - 8088-10 MHz, 640K RAM,
360K Floppy, MS-DOS 3.21
CALL
ARC Options
AT-Style Maxiswitch Keyboard $ 59
AT-Style 101 Maxiswitch Keyboard $ 79
Add- In Boards
See Modems & Boards
Mon Itors
See Monitors
Drives
See Drives
Ask about 1 & 2year on-site service.

AST Premium Workstation
AST Premium/386 - 20 MHz, 0Wait

CALL
CALL

•1to 5 risar leases available to qualified businesses
FORT RON

80386-16/1 MHz Tower Server 2Mb RAM, 1para, 2
ser, ports on Mb, 8 AT, 4 XT slots, 230W, maxiswitch enhanced keyboard, up to 6HH drive, 80287/
80387 socket, WD-WA2 controller, 1.2Mb floppy
drive. On-site warranty service included $ 2,595

EVEREXEverex 40 Mb Tape Internal
Everex 601 60 Mb Internal Tape

$ 525
$ 739

CDC 300 Mb SCSI - runs with NetWare 2.1.$ 2,699
Fujitsu 360K flpy dr .... $ 79 / 1.2 Mb
$ 125

MICROPOLIS

Micropolis 53 Mb 28mSEC

Micropolis 85Mb 28mSEC

$ 709

$ 848

Micropolis I333A 53 Mb
S699
Mitsubishi MF501 $ 95 / MF504 1.2Mb$125
Mitsubishi 3.5" 1.4 Mb Floppy $ 139
Mitsubishi 3.5" 720K
$ 115

Seagate 20 Mb PC Subsystem

$ 275

Seagate 30 Mb PC Subsystem, ST-238&Ctri..$ 329
Teac FD-55 BV 48tpi $ 95 / FD55GV 1.2.. $ 125

POWER ACCESSORIES
dirwericam

450AT
$ 450
Pewee
520 ES
$ 525
ecveverdioit ear" 1200VX $ 1,049
Some Novell UPS. Monitor Board Compatibiel

800-528-3138

Brother HL .8 1Mb, 20fonts, full pg graphics CALL
H.P. LaserJet Serles II
CALL
NEC Model 890 PS
CALL
QUME Script 10 3Mb. PostScript
$ 3,999

" A COMPLETE NETWORK CC

M-1709 with tractor $ 439 / M-1724
HR-40 wisheet & tract .. $ 569 / FAX 100
500 CPS Dual Voltage

Retail $ 14,237 NOW ONLY. $ 7,469
Lease this system for ONLY $ 191. per month!

599
CALL.
CALL

eCITIZEN
120D
180D
Premiere 35

MONITORS & TERMINALS

Tribute 224

SARASUNG
Samsung EGA Tilt 'n' Swivel, 14" Monitor $359
Samsung 14" Tilt 'n' Swivel Color Hi- Res $249
Samsung 12" TTL Tilt 'n' Swivel Amber
$ 79

0 TATUNG'
CM- 1495 Omn ' Scan 14"PGA,EGA,HGC,CGA
with OmniCard 900 controller $679
NIM-1422 Dual Freq, T 'n' S 14" Gm/Amb $ 119

$ 145 MSP 40...._..... $ 285
$ 160 MSP 45...._.. ... $ 415
$ 465 MSP 50...._ ...... $ 355
$ 655 MSP 55

IIRSITU men/

$ 450

CALL

Ask about Nationwide Service!

Panasonic

1080 Model 2
10921
1524

CALL 1091 Model 2 . CALL
CALL 1592 ........... CALL
$ 545 1595
$ 455

monrrERm

3131
$ 288 3151 ............. CALL
XEROX 635 - 4045 Laser & 7010 FAX
CALL

NioniTerm Viking dual page 19" or 24" paper white
or color monitors up to 1280 x960 resolution . CALL
NIDS Genius full page for PC, PS/2 & MAC CALL

PC COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE*

WYSE 50

$ 379

$419
WYSE WY700 1280 x800 $755
WYSE

it7PRIAM.
ID 130 133Mb, 20mSEC w/ Installation Hardware/
Software (Maxtor XT- 1140 Compatible $ 2,169
10100 103Mb 20mSEC w/AT RLL Ctrl $ 1,179
10230 233Mb 20mSEC w/software, ALL Ctrl $ 2,549
V150 43Mb 30mSEC
$ 699

Fast Graphics!..$3,249

Server/Work Station:
INDTECH 6/10 MHz AT-Fileserver - 12 slots,
238W Power Supply, Serial & 2Parallel Ports,
Monitor, 1.2 Mb Floppy, 2Mb RAM, 71Mb Hard
Drive, 60Mb Tape & (5) 60 Mb Tapes.
AMERICAN POWER CONV. 450 Watt U.P.S.
NOVELL ELS NetWare 286 Level I
(4- users) Network set-up is Menu Driven!
4 ArcNet Cards, Cables & 1 Passive Hub
3 ARC"' Model M10 - Each incl: 640K, 4.77/
10MHz, 8088-1 CPU, AT-Style Keyboard, &
Amber Tilt 'n' Swivel Monitor. MS-DOS 3.21.

WYSE

DRIVES

AST TurboLaser/PS ricoh,
postscript, AppleMac/PC
I/F, 3Mb, 35 fonts, 300dpi.

NNOVELL

AS7'Premium /286 - $5a/m0.•
Model 140 with 44Mb Dr. 1Mb RAM, S&P Ports,
Clk/Cal, AT- Style Keyboard, 3-G Plus Card with
EGA, CGA, HGC, MS-DOS 3.3, GW-Basic

LASER PRINTERS

4- User Network Special

60

MODEMS & BOARDS

A NCHOR
t200 External
2400 External

$ 119 / 1200 Internal $ 79
$ 149 / 2400 Internal $ 129

VEREXEverex EverCom II Internal 1200
$ 85
Everex EverCom 2400 Internal 2400 $ 175
Everex EverCom 2400E External 2400 $ 219
MultiTech
CALL
U.S. Robotics Personal Modems
CALL

,
enema OK.

RAMPAGE XT-256K
$ 256
Hot Shot 286-10XT Accel. Bd $ 359
ADVANTAGE-AT- 512K $ 278
ADVANTAGE PS/2 - 512K $ 278
1/0 PAK/2 for PS/2 - S & P $ 98

VEREXDeluxe HI- Res EGA .... $ 119 / VGA
$ 275
Magic I/0 1-3 S,P,G $ 58 / Deluxe PGA.. $ 88
Floppy I/O Serial , Parallel, Game, Clock $ 79
UltraGraphics 1664x1200 resolution for
Everex 19' landscape
CALL
Intel Above Board/286-512K 4020

Orders Only

S-100 Div./696 Corp. • 14151 N. 76th St. • Scottsdale, AZ

$ 339

Data Base Management
Ashton-late dBase ill Plus
Knowledgeman 2.01
PFS: Professional File
R:Base 5000 System V
WordTech DBXL (dBASE 3)
Communications
Carbon Copy Plus (Meridian)
Crosstalk XVI ( Microstuf)
Microsoft Access
Word Processors
NewWord (Wordstar 4.0 done)
WordStar 4.0
MultiMate Advantage II
PFS: Professional Write
Word Perfect
Integrated / Spreadsheets
Enable 2.0 (software group)
MicroSoft Excel
Framework 11 (Ashton-Tate)
Lotus 1-2-3
Multiplan 1.11
PFS: First Choice
PFS: ProPlan
Borland Quattro
Symphony ( Lotus)
Desktop Publishing

$378
1285
139
415
CALL
1118
99
137
1178
334
268
109
212
375
339
375
298
138
81

PFS: First Publisher
1 54
Xerox Ventura 1.1
519
Graphics & Mice
Harvard Graphics
269
IMSI OptiMouse Serial
88
IMSI Genius Mouse Serial
4 59
Microsoft Bus Mouse
98
SummaMouse-Optical
78
Project Management
Harvard Total Project Manager $ 325
•CompabbiNty with PC/XT/AT Clones net guaranteed.

602-991-7870 Customer Service
85260 • TELEX

54

129
438

9103806778

SNSCORP

FAX

602-483-0920

Advertised prices are cash, prepaid. VISA or MC Only ,Customers qualrfying for terms calculate addl charges In the following way. AMEX,C 0.D. 5. POs
95. Credit card charged on day of shmment
Special order. items require prepayment with other than credit card and they are not cancellablef returnable. Shipping first 6lbs. min. $ 600 ' Free FodX only applies to orders horn 1-9 lbs & over $ 50
Sales tax AZ res. only All returns subject to arestocking fee or full credit towards afuture purchase All prices subject to change without notice

ACP's Break thru Prices!!
Since 1976...The Na ion's TOP Computer Supplier
1:12=it

ACP IBM COMPATIBLE
VIDEO 8. I/O CARDS
Dramond Card w/2s.p.g.c $140
Monograplucs/printer/HGA/hall 49
Monographics/printer/132 col
59
SuperEGA. Genoa LSI/hall
149
XT Mull, I/O waloppy
69
XT Dual gloppy controller
29
XT/AT game port adapter
29
XT/AT parallel port adapter
29
XT/AT serrai port adapter
29
Smoak compatible/01(
89
AT floppy/hard controller
179
NEWI PS/2 8 AT CARDS
tub Laseriet 11 ram card $239
P5/2 Mult11/0
96
PS/2 floppy controller 14Mb
59
XT/AT EPROM Programmer
129
Al 35M0 ram w/Aserral
179
AT Muth I/O 0/4 senal
109
Accellerator 286/hall
249
MOTHERBOARDS
XT Turbo vr/4 77-8MHz $99
XT Turbo by/4 77-10MHz
129
AT Motherboard 6/10MHz
369
AST
Rampage 2961512% $315
Rampage/2 PS/2
208
Advantage Premium/512K
297
Advantage/2 PS/2
CALL
Surpakplus/P4K
121
)(former XT to AT motherboard 699
ATO
EGA Wonder
9169
GENOA
Super EGA (80046001
5289
Genoa VGA
319
OULFSTA Ea M
$2- FAX Board w/software $ 11erl
HERCULES
Color card/CGA $ 149
Graphics card plus
174
Interior card New ,
298
INTEL
Inboard 386/PC New ,
9049
Inboard 386/AT reduced
939
Aboveboard PS/216.512K
345
Aboveboard 296.51210
315
INTEL coprocmore
8037 (5MHz)
$ 102
8087-1 ( PS/2)
229
8087-2 18511111
168
80287-6
185
80287-8
285
80287-10
449
80387.16
499
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
Tiny Turbo 286 reduced
$219
RAMOUEST 50/2Mb PS/2
699
Designer VGA board
SPECIAL
PARADISE
Aulosvatch 480 EGA sale ,
5167
Paradne VGA plus
288
GUADRAM
OuadVGA
$299
OuadEGA Prosync wimouse
249
Microtazer 11 print butler/64K 269
VIDEO 7
Vega Deluxe EGA 1640x4801 $ 192
Vega VGA 1110116001
299
INPUT DEVICES
ACP KEYBOARDS
5160 PAkey 01/AT swrIchable $59
5161 101key XT/AT swrIchable
7$
KETTRONICS
KB101. 101 key AT keyboard
$
ae
KB5151 deluxe 84 keys
119
KI35153 101 w/pad
155
KRAFT
IBM roystIck
132
MICROSOFT
Bus mouse wiparntbrush $ 106
Senal / PS/2 w/Windows
129
Serial/PS/2 w/parnt
109
MSC Tech
PC Mouse ear
2418
118
PC Mouse ( boil
ps12 Mouse
118
NUMERICS
Mouse manager witelepaint $89
Infrared mouse remote
169
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
SONY
3-1/2 - FlOPPY DIsk
TEAC
558V 360K for XT
TOSHIBA
FT.104403 31/2" w/kit
90040 360K XT
14004E.G 360K AT gray
90580E G 12M0 AT gray
Toshrba 31/2 - 141106 New'

$119

MINISCRIBE
3650 40140 6.3rlls,
5399
6053 40M0 28M5)
CALL
6085 70Mb 28rnsl
819
PLUS DEVELOPMENT
HardCard 20w/20Mb $ 549
Hardcard 40 6/40 Mb
839
SEAGATE
$329
51225 20Mb w/WD con'
ST238 30Mb wIVID cool NIL
419
478
51251 40Mb w/cont 140ms)
499
51251.1 401Ab ( 200S)
549
5141138 (40ms)
ST4096 80Mb ( 28ms) sale'
799
WESTERN DIGITAL
Fdecard 20 (20160 add- in udf 9369
Fdecard 30 (»Mb add- in crdICALL
P530 Edward for PS/2
CALL
1003HAN ILL cont for Al
199
1003-WA2 AT floppy/hard
169
1002-W01 ST506 for XT
75
1002-270 ALL coot tor XT
95

0386!!

CALL FOR

NETWORKS

Shown with
Option./
Monitor
and Second
Disk Drove

BARE BONES - B MHz
XT TURBO
•
Swat:14101e
•OK. expandable lo 640K
• VU/AT Deluxe Keyboard
• Runs all Maio, software
• / ad. lured FCC Case
• 150W Power Simply
• l'Imerux 1110S v. ,
Price
Break Terut

288.

S

Amber
ono ystem
w/360I( POD. Mono.
FOC 2561(

$599.

COMPUTERS
AST COMPUTERS
Premium 296 up to 14014b
CALL
Premium Workstation
CALL
Premium 386 up to 150Mb
CALL
COMPAG
Portable Ill Mod 20
CALL
Deskpro 286 Mod 20
CALL
Portable 386 Mod 40
CALL
Deskpro 386 Mod 40
CALL
Deskpro 386/20 w/VGA
CALL
HYUNDAI
Drskless Workstaten Novell CALL
Hyundai XT w/20Mb
CALL
Hyundar 286 New ,
CALL
NEC
Mulhspeed EL back/il LCD
CALL
Powerrnate Portable 20 New ,CALL
Powermate 1Model 20
CALL
Powermate 386 Model 40
CALL
SHARP LAPTOPS
4501 laptop sale ,
4502 laptop I/I
4521 w/20Mb
TOSHIBA LAPTOPS
T1000/11100.
11200/13100
12302/15100

5699
1229
CALL
$799:1395
2395-2995
CALL

BULK
DISKETTES

590
5129
89
98
119
149

39C
DSOD

Qty . 100

OICONICS/KODAK
150P portable Printer
$299
300P rode carriage
CALL
EPSON.
LX-800 Newt
180 col 180 cps) ..
9166.00
EX-800 00 col 300 cps) .. CALL
LX.100 1136 col X0 cpsl . . CALL
FX-286e ( 136 col 200 cps) . CALL
FX-86e (24 pin. 200 cpS) . . CALL
10-800 124 pin. 180 cps) .. . 429.00
LO- 1000 ( 24 pin. 180 cps)
515.00
L0-2500(24 pin. 400 cpsl .
CALL
HEWL177 PACKARD
Laser/el II
. CALL
Scan/nt/Desk/el
CALL
IBM PRINTERS
Propunter II 240cps
$43$
Propnnter 024 240eps 24 pm
635
Proprinter 0124 24 pin. 112 col. 83.9
NEC
Prix 24 pin. 80 col New ,. . $377
3650 15cps Letter Duality
749
P5P6.P7.P9 Pmwrders .
CALL
OKIDATA
ML39324pm.450cps.132col. $1699
MI.192. 203 cps. 80 col
325
193/292/293/294 ilwrohne CALL
PANASONIC
101.P1M3 1/M2 144 cps
9169
KX-P1092 1293 cps . . 302
KX.P10911/M2 te cps . . 195
1592 1595 3131. 3151 ...
CALL
TOSHIBA
P321SL 24 pin. 80 col
$499
P341SL 24 prn. le col .
OU
P351SX New ,Super
995
Pagelaser 12. Hi- volume laser CALL

MODEMS
ACP MODEMS
1200 ( Intl wrsoftware sale ,
NW
1200 0411 by/software
99
2400 ( Intl by/software
149
2400 ( WI or/software
169
HAYES
Smartmodem 24008 (. 1) $439
Smartmodem 24008 ( ext)
447
MIGENT
Pocket Modem 1200 $159
PROMETHEUS
2400G ProModem 1ext) sale , $ 116

BACK-UP DEVICES
ALPHA MICRO
VCR tape backup card
8333
IOMEGA
Bernoulli 10Mb
$004
Bernoulli 20Mb
1288
Bernoulli 401.11)
1648
Bela (era)
1639
Bela ( iot)
925
IR WIN
110D XT/AT 1014b tape Om, $ 199
120XT 20Mb Ong for XT
345
125AT 201.1b lint) or AT
555
TALLGRASS TECHNOLOGIES
1030- AT 2014b tape duce $349
102C4- XT 20Mb tape dnve Ong 349
T040-AT/OT 40146 tape ( Intl CALL

PRINTERS

WON
Ethernet card
$399
Ethernet II card
399
WESTERN DIGITAL
Network for less than $400 each
Starlan/Novell Starter Ifit
1077
StarHub
329
StarCard
175
EtherCardPlus
SPECIAL

US ROBOTICS
Courier 2403e lest) w/MNP
Courrer 9603 HST ( WI
Sportster 1200 lest)

Advanced $8
286
1 80286 CPU
2 6/10 MHz Keyboard Selectable
3 640K RAM Expandable to 1024K
4 Norton'« SI 10 I
5 One 12MB Disk Once
6 Western Nile" HD/FD CntrIlr
7 Clock/Calendar with Backup
8 « wall Power Supply/110/220V
9 Hardware Reset Switch
10 Eight Expansron Slots
11 Enhanced Keyboard 11011(eyS)
12 DOCuMenIaliOn

ERA Best Buy
14" EGA Monitor 0,1111 nmoiel
plux Genoa
Comestible
Super EGA Cord
•

,
499

13 FCC, Ut Approved
14 One Year Londed Warranty

Add- On Specials!
Amber Mono System $ 1049.
Mono w/20Mb 165rns)
1349.
Mono w/40Mb (»ms)
1549.
Mono w/60140 1213rns)
1949.
EGA Color System
1399.
EGA w/20Mb 165ms)
1691.
EGA w/40Mb139m51
1899.
EGA 6, 60Mb 12fIrrisr
2299.

MICROSOFT
i
$

MONITORS
AMDEK
Video 3100 amber mono 12
5129
4100 amber, gm white IV
149
1280 mono graphics 112804800/ 71»
LaserOnve.1 CD ROM drive CALL
IBM MONITORS
8503 17 mono (6408480) . $228
8512 14 -color analog
527
8513 IT EGA (6400480)
595
8514 ie Hues ( 10244768)
1395
MAGNAVOX
Multunode ( Multnync comp) 2499
EGA monitor. non- glare
399
CGA monitor. non-glare
2811
IT TTL amber. non-glare
89
NEC
Multnync II
CALL
Multrsync Plus 15 (983x720)
899
Multrsync XL 20 ( 117248788) CALL
Graphics Board GB- 1 .
315
SAMSUNG/LTI MONITOR
12 - Flat III amber T/S
1119
12" non- glare amber T/S
OB
14 - non- glare color CGA T/S
275
le non- glare color EGA T/S
389
SONY
1311 CGA color w/TV .
6419
1302 Mulhscan ( 102407681
679
1333 Mulincan (NEC comp )
519
WISE
WT7011128008001 graphics $ 799
Wyse30 Terrnmal
319
Wyse50. 60, 75 85
CALL

199.

2-3 times speed-up lor your XT Increase your CPU lo 10 MHz
Plus ,bundled with • Microsoft Mouse • Microsoft Windows
v104 Note upgrade to WIndows v2 0available from factory
Tot $25 SAVE n% now only $ 196 You get the Mach 10 board
PC mouse and Windows all for $ 102

NEW PRODUCT OF THE MONTH!
ORCNIO TECNNOLORY DESIGNER VGA 110980 Yes the dust has
settled and Ilus rard truly does work with OS/2 and Windows
386 So lake advantage of the
16 color bur es world of 10240768
resnlotron
SPECIAL PINCE

$319.

BEST MIT LAPTOPS
Compaq Portable Ill/20Mb 3995.
Compaq Portable 111/40Mb 4795.
Toshiba 13140/15196 2990./4510.
Toshiba T1C00/1030.
769./1450.
Toshiba T120(1/1100. 1499./2090.
NEC Mull, speed EL
1599.
NEC Multi speed r20Mb
2550.
Sharp 7103 Portable
CALL

Sharp 4501 Portable
699
Sharp ies2 Fa .
1208
Sharp 4521 4./20Mb
CALL
Lew ens
IN &Healed
1200/2« Baud Modems
CALL
Slot .2 Memory Expansion CALL
12VDC Battery Adapto ,,
CALL

Ulm Printer $ t.iiiil
5.4 Disk Storage Box
ENE Min, 01 ( holds 50 5' il
5'..." Die Boa ( set 5colors)
Flip Sort ( holds 50 3lii -1

PLOTTERS
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
DMP 41 or 42
12299 00
DMP 51 or 52
3099 00
SCANCAD
2499 00
DMP 56A
4399 00
ROLAND
wry gap 8pm A/13 sue
51088
SOY 9130
1488
ACCESSORIES
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
P15 power drrector
989
P25 4outlet stand alone
62
0200 PC Data propechon module 899
KENSINGTON
Masterpiece power ctr
596
MasterprecePlus
10/
Printer Muffler MO COI I
39
MICRO ACCESSORIES
5-1/4' Rolltop Orsktrie $29
3-1/T Ho//lop Diskide
22
PC Vacuum Cleaner
39
CRT Valet ( 12" 4121
119
Underdesk KB drawer
49
Fhp-Solt ( to 75 drsks)
514 00
ACP 5.1/4" Disk Holder
900
ACP 3-1/7 0 kHO/O 1280
Head Cleaner 5-1/4" or 8"
900
PERFECT COMPUTERCARE kit ts.ss

NC 100 ? BEd< ,car

AT ND
Slot
Clock with
Battery

Aboveboard PC/D4K $215 7351 Mode/2 300 cPsArdPIIICs
515084 key 01 standard
48 Trace Printer Sound Enclosure
Panasonic 31.14562 36011 01 dry 79 °mute' 1200 Baud
10Mb Hard disk Wore
149
Modem/Mullicard

Price Breekthrti SAVE 80%1
ENE Min. 01 ( 100 5' , 1 $ 14.95
ENE 6imo 11100 6..1
18.88
Pace Sound Cover
48.88
FNi II Molds 403 -,
1405

CALL
799
129

2995

91107 Par to Sr' Con,' $66 00
140102 Se; to Par Cony
MOO
14205 Switch Box 3636- AB 3405
140201 Swrtch Box 2525- AB
29.95
Buffalo SO Multi- Connect
499.95

11.95

199

29

149

Ray-O-Vac 5 Yr.
AT Repl. Battery

988
1.83
8.88
7.95
11.88

MEMORY
CALL FOR MARKET PRICE
6416,150ns
CALL
64K / 12Ons
CALL
256K / 15Ons
CALL
256K i12Ons
CALL
256K/100os
CALL
1Mb Ginn ICIOn5
la CALL

Plastic Box
Box of 10 os/o0 895
15 colors]
BOX

DISKETTE PRICE BREAK THRU!

•GenwIc boxed

5-1/4 -SSOO

Mayen

Furl

995

995

Herbage

Sony

ACP

995

-

7.95'

-

III

5-1/4" 0000

10.88

nee

10.88

5-I/4" MAI

24 95

-

24 95

21 15

21 95

21 95

61/4" 110

13 75

12 88

13.00

3-1/711S00

18 88

11150

17.50 -

59 00

53 50

21 00
58 00

18.88

3.1/2" HO

5600

4915'

3.1/2" SSOD

1218

5149 95

SWITCH BOXES

POWER PROTECTION

31VI DATA
CARTRIDGES
$14 95

TRIPPLITE ISOBAR 4
4outlet Surge Suppressor
TRIPPLITE ISOBIll I
8outlet Surge Suppressor

49.

Une Condrhoner
BackupPower
Supply
outlg
1 ol 350.
133.

24 95
22 95
16 95

10.115•

141.

Backup Power Supply (67516 529.
Backup Power Supply 11000W) 945.
Backup P.,'Supply 12000W) 1275.
LIEBERT
Lrebert PC ET/UPS
768.00

ACP's Computer Software Department...You Save!!!
ALD1J5
Page Maker
CALL
ALPHA SOFTWARE
Keyworks 30
$ 59.
Alpha Keyworks I0
175.
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS
cOmotwens•
ProDesrgn ii 25
5166.
ANSAMORLAND
Paradox II
$398.
Paradox 20
CALL
ASHTON TATE
dBase III Pus 11
CALL
Framework 1111
CALL
Multornate Advantage II
CALL
BORLAND
Turbo Tutor 20
525.
lorbo Dalabase loolbos 12
41

fume 1elm, IO
58
lambo BASIC 10
58
Sidekick 15
50
Eureka to
59
Turbo G 10
59
.
Reflex II
51
Superkey 1I
BRODER8UND
Graphics Lrbrary 1
033
23
Graphics labrary 2
31
Pon, Shop
COMPUSERVE
Starter Ild
$ 22
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
SA,p,r.1, 4
5279
CROSSTALK COMM
Crnssral3 00 ,,e361 $ 95
froAAIA, MA, 0 , 0
126

NWELdr Javelin It $69.95
LIFETREE*
Volkswirter Deluxe Rus I0 569
Volss,ander 310
145

MECA
Managrng roar Money 30
MICROPRO
Wordstar Prolessronal lei 4
Wordstar 2000 Plus Rel 2
Easy Extra Value Pack (
Easy
Sideluck VP Planneri
MICRORIM
Abase Graph," 10
Rbase Sysiem v tr
MICROSOFT
PC * or "
Windows 386
Wurdows 20
pc Ey ge r
Mrcrosoll Mad lE Heinle)
Purred 40
CCmonap, S0

5115.
$257.
227,
Extra
in
SM.
415.
5139.
139,
69.
38$.
249.
335.
299

Uu.c5 BASIC .11 ,
Word
NORTON
Commander
U1,/dies 40
Utildres Advanced
PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Expert 10
OPIrlo I0
VP Graphics 10
VP- Planner 13
PERSONICS
SmarlNoles II
SeeMORE I0
OUARTERDECK
Desqwew 20
Expanded Memory
Manage, 10

* Advanced Computer Products. Inc.

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813

Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
Retail: 1310-B E. Edinger. Santa Ana, CA 92705

330

%mole 13
95
DAC
DAG Easy Payroll
844
OAC Easy Accounting
57.
DIGITAL RESEARCH*
Gem thaw Plus 20
gygg
Gem Desktop Publisher 10
255.
EXECUTIVE SYSTEM*
XTFIEE 20
031
5TH GENERATION NCH*
Fastback 514
00,
GENERIC Genenc CODO 30 9U.
$
IMSI Di Halo •..••. .

BYTE • APRIL 1988

800-FONE ACP

71
SOFTWARE PueLlsHING
roo. Harvard Graphles 20
8235.
Errs? Choice 10
U.

Eia•08420
9 ..... EC

$205.

". T.MAKER
555 . riPran
s
a
el
rie'
rt
)
,911ho
e
n
r

55. TRAVELING SOFTWARE.
..• LAP- LINK 20
55.
TURNER HALL*
5X2' 1h

-••

NoIe
4
Wo-rd
II t o

$63. , an:liybr,,,dyecaSoreadstieet
1r•E
0 0 Publisher
n
n
tu,3

578.
49.
In
Il
514
59.
8499

WORDPERFECT
Wordperlect 42
library 11

$198
65

SOFTWARE CLOSEOUTS
Mdmsolt Access
559 95
Javelm
66 95
sholloght 1l
DeskloP PAW
19 95
Above 01SC 1E051
69 95
Mrcronm Abase 5000
149 55
99 95
TA Solver
Mullrmate
Advamage 33
1.95

SPECIAL!!!
1r1;1:17/10

°

29.95

1

•No Surcharge for vi SA or srusiercerd.
•Volume purchasing egreemenis Available. OUR POLICY
•Ordere subject to Avenel:4111y. • Supply limited on certain Items
•PrkIng subject to change without notice.
•ACP Retell Store pricing may vary , Not responalble tor typos
•Limited warranties and other conditions apply

ASK FOR GILLES. SARA. TODD. MIKE OR STEVE
Circle 9on Reader Service Card

IC

IC's, Parts, Components...Shipped Fast!
West Coast's Largest Selection...Call for More
7400 SERIES

RAM Upgrades!
...priced in sets of 9
•64K/120ns
•64K/15Ons
•256K/100ns
•256K/12Ons
•256K/150ns

$18.95
16.95
48.95
39.95
34.95

DYNAMIC RAMS
4116/20Ons $1.29
MK4332 200ns
5.95
41641299es .95
4164 / 15Ons
1.95
4164/12Ons
2.15
4164/PIN ONE
275
44161200es
3.75
44161150es
4.19
44641120es
6.49

44641150es ..
85.49
41256 / 10Ons
5.4
412561120es
4.49
412561150es
3.95
412641150es
11.95
41281150es
4.19
8118/4517 - 15Ons. 1.19
1MEG / 10Ons . 32.95
TMS 4161 / 15Ons .. 6.95

STATIC RAMS
21021P/450ns $.99 61161120es
2101 /45Ons
1.79 6116LP/150ns
21121450es
2.69 6264LP/120ns
2114/ 45Ons
.89 6264LP/150ns
21142
1.19 62641150es .
21141/2
199 622561120es .
61161150es
2.45 622561199es .

$2.95
245
4.95
1.45
1.25
1185
19.95

74 HCT SERIES
7411CTOO
74HCTW
74140104
7411CTO8
74HCTIO
74HC727
74HCT74
74HC7138
74HC7157
74HC1160

$25
25
25
25
.25
.30
49
.50
.65
65

74HCT161
74HCT 163
74HC7164
74HC7175
74FICT240
741401241
74HC7244
74HC7245
74HC7257
741401259

$95
.65
.65
.65
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
.65
1.10

74HCT54061 99
74HC7541 t99
74HC7563 2.99
74HCT564 299
74HC7573 199
74HC7574 99
74HC7640 199
74HC7646 299
7411C1563 2.99
74HCT564 299

LINEAR
S 19
CA3089
19
CA3403
19
LF347N
49
LF34861
49
LF 356H
99
LF441
69
111301
30
1113091
00
111317K
295
1M3171
175
L11318
115
111319
95
146320110 60
1143201XX I35
111323K
425
111324
35
11433502 119
11433602 119
11433711
249
1113371
495
11133814
695
11134011% 60
114340KXX 135
114358
45
111376
169
114380
95
114369
95
114393
65
114497
250
111565
30
114556
45
111558
85
111564
275
150
LM565

LM566
111567
111723
114733
1.19741
114747
114748
1141414
1111886
1141330
1.141350
1111358
111372
111140818
1.141458
1141488
1141489
1.111889
1142003
1142206
1182111
1142211
1142240
1142900
LM2901
1M2917
1.113345
LM3054
1683079
L143130
1143140
1113160
1163161
1113162
1%43852

51 10
75
30
30
30
60
65
149
329
195
125
195
225
250
40
60
60
250
75
375
119
275
75
19
19
29
19
99
49
95
95
195
195
195
149

1M3900
LM3909
1M3911
1143014
1113915
1M3916
LA44024
L194044
1114136
1144558
1147555
11447556
LA47660
L197663
11478905
114781112
1148038
MC3423
MC3459
MC3470
MC3480
MC3486
MC3487
1113524
TDA1120
1061100
11024
11081
11082
11084
LILN2003
ULN2064
1162074
ULN2081
111 52981

45
125
195
275
275
275
395
395
150
15
250
2.50
215
215
600
695
3.
5
1 . 19

2,e
2e

699

1e9
1181
199

549

se

15
75
95
125
e
179
19
149
199

74FIC SERIES
74HCOO $.25 74HC125 6.50
74HCO2
25 749C132 .50
74HCO4
25 7411C133 .50
749008
25 74HCI38 .55
7411009
25 749C139 .55
7411C10
25 74HCI48 . 75
74HC11
25 74HC151 .65
74HC14
25 7411C153 .65
7411C20
25 7411C154 3.75
74HC32
25 7411C157 .65
74HC74
35 74HC161
65
74HC85
65 74HC166 1.15
74HC112
65 74HC173
65

*

7490174
74HC175
74HC240
74HC244
749C245
74HC368
74HC373
74HC374
74H04020
74HC4060
74HC4066
74904075
74HC4078

965
.66
129
1.29
1.29
.611
1.29
1.29
.99
.99
.99
.89
141.

CMOS

7400 . $ 18 7474 .... 6.35
7402
18 7475 .35
7404 . 18 7478 .... 35
7405 . .
18 7486
35
7406 .....35
.35
7407 .....35 7499 .....35
7408 ....25 749/1 .....35
7410 .....25 74*. .... .35
7414 .....35 74121 ....35
7420 .....25 741 1
.1 ....45
7426 .... .25 74125 ... 45
7427 .... .25 741e ... 45
7430 .....25 7414665
7432 .....25 74150 ... 1.20
7438 .....25 74151 ... 65
7442 .....30 74153 ... .65
7446 .... 95 74154 ... 1.20
7447 .....95

74157 ... $.65
74158 ... .65
74173 ... .65
74174 ... .65
74175 ... .65
74176 ... .65
74181 ... 1.75
74189 ... 2.95
74193 ... .65
74195 ... .65
74198 ... 1.65
74221 ... .75
74273 ... 1.75
74365 ... .50
74366 ... .50
74367 ... .50
74368 ... .50

74C CHIPS
74C00 $ .25
74CO2 ... .25
.
74C08 ....35
74C10... 35
74CI4... 49
74C32
74C90
119

1

74C154 $2.85
74C173
99
99
74C1:5
99
74C2,11
125
74C2I0 . 199
74C244 .. 199
74C3. 3 1.69

740374 $199
740903 .. 1.19
74C906 .. 1.19
74C912 .. 6.95
74C922 .. 3.95
74C923
3.95
74C929.. 4.89
74C932 14.89

Partial Listing Only!!!
I
Call us for components...

74LS SERIES

741500 .
741502 ..
741503..
741564 ..
741505..
741508..
741509..
741510 ..
741514 ..
741527 ..
741530..
741532..
74LS47 ..
74LS73
74LS74
741575..
741576..
741685 ..
741586 ..
74LS% ..
741593..
7415107
7415109
7415123

19
19
19
19
. 19
. 19
. 19
. 19
.35
.28
.25
.28
.99
35
35
35
.35
.49
.28
.45
.45
45
45
49

7415125
7415126
7415138
7415139
7415153
7415154
7415157
741558
7415E1
7415163
7415164
741516.5
7415166
7415173
7415174
7415175
74151119
74151140
7415191
741.5192
7415193
7415195
74L5221
741_5240

45
.49
.45
45
.59
129
.40
.40
49
.49
49
49
99
49
.49
49
395
49
49
49
49
49

7415241
74LS242
74LS243
7415244
7415245
7415257
7415258
7415259
7415273
7415322
7415323
7415365
7415366
7415367
7415368
74LS373
7415374
7415393
7415624
7415629
7415640
7415641
7415670
7415688

69
99

74F SERIES
74100 .. $ .35
74102 ... .35
74104 ... .35
74108 ... .35
74110 ... .35
74111 ... .35
74120 ... .35
74132 ... .35
74164 ..49
74F74 .49
74186... 49
741103 .. .49
741139 .. .49
741151 .. .59

741153 .. $. 59 741243 $ 1.29
741157 .. .59 741244 .. 1.29
741156.. .59 741245 .. 129
741160.. .59 741251 .. . 79
741161 .. .59 741258 .. . 79
741163 .. .59 741280 .. 2.89
741174 .. .69 74F373
149
741175 .. .69 74F374
149
741181 .. 1.99 741379 .. 199
741189 .. 2.99 741399 .. 299
741219 .. 4.99 741521 .. 299
741240 .. 1.29 741533 .. 299
741241 . 1.29 741534 .. 2.99

SOLDERTAIL
8P1NL/P..
14P1NL/P . 12
16PINL/P . 12
18PINL/P . 16
20PINL/P ...20
22PINL/P ...22
24PINL/P ...25
281191/P .27
40PINL/P ...29
48PINL/P ...99
64PINL/P 2.49
HI RES
HR85. $ 39
HR145/7 .. 49

$. 10

HR165/T .59
H0185/7 .69
HR205/' .79
HR22S/T....89
HR24S/r ....99
HAM/ I" 1.19
HR405/7 1.49
HR646/7 4.99
WIREWICIP
8FINW/9/ 9.99
14PINW.W 59
16PININLW 99
18PINW,W 99
20PINW(4/ 1.19

22PINW/W 1.29
24PINW/W 1.29
28PINW/W 1.59
40PINW/W 1.99
HIRES W/W
HR8W/W 6.79
HR14W/W 1.19
HR16W/W 1.29
HR18W/W 1.39
HR2OW/W 1.69
HR22W/W 1.79
HR24W/W 1.99
HR28W/W 2.29
HR4OW/W 149

SPECIAL FUNCTION
VOICE RECOGNITION
CHIP SET ... $49.95
YAMAHA DIY
CHIP SET
29.95
INS 6100
SPEECH CHIP 9.95
TMS 5200 SPEECH CHIP

Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. CA 92713
Retail: 1310-B E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705

6.18
. 18
.59
59
.59
.29
.
29
CD4012 .29
CD4013 .29
CD4016 .59

cum

CD4017
CD4018
CD4020
004024
004029
004027
004030
004040
CD4042
CD4046

9.99
.59
.59
49
.59
35
.29
.65

.
69

.65

CD4047
CD4048
CD4049
CD4050
CD4051
CD4052
CD4053
CD4060
CD4063
CD4066

6.65
75
.29
.39
.39
.59
59
1.49
1A9
29

CO- PROCESSORS V20/30
8087 (5MHz) ..
8087-2 (8MHz).
80287 (5MHz)
80287-8 (8MHz)

6105
160
185
265

80287 18(10MHz) 365
V20-5 (5MHz) $9.95
V20-8 (8MHz)
12.95
Vel-8 (8MHz)
17.95

MOS EPROMS
1702A - 1ms
2532 - 450es
2564 - 45049
2706 - 450ns
2716
2716-1
27C16
TMS2716-45Ons
(3v)
2732 - 450ns
2732 - 250es
27032
2764 - 450ns
2764 - 250es
27C64 - 450es
27128 - 250es .

$5.95
4.50
9.95
4.25
4.95
5.95
5.95
8.49
3.95
4.95
6.99
195
4.95
6.95
5.95

27128 - 450es $4.95
27256 - 20Ons
795
27C256 - 250ns
7.95
27512 - 250es
1175
8741
24.95
8742
24.95
8748
16.95
8749
19.95
8751
49.95
8755
19.95
68764
19.95
68766
1995
66701
24.95
68705P
19.95
2816-EE
7.95
2864-EE.
19.95

Z80 SERIES
ZWICPU
280CTC
280DART
280P10
280ACPU
280ACTC
280APIO

$
1.49

1.49
4.49
1.49
1.99
1.99
1.99

280ASIOID
280AS10/1
280A510/2
280ADARS
28013CPU
280BCTC
280E1F10

$4.95
4.95
4.95
4.99
2.99
3.99
3.99

BIPOLAR PROMS/PALS
825123
825126
825129
825137
825181
825191
745188

$ 1.29
1.29
1.99
2.99
7.99
11.99
1.29

745189
745287
745288
745471
745472
PAL 1618
PAL 2018

$1.69
1.99
1.99
4.99
6.99
4.99
9.95

8000 SERIES
8031
$ 2.95
8035/39
2.95
80808
3.95
8085A
2.95
8086
7.50
8088
7.95
8088-2
9.95
80186-6 ( 5MHz)
14.95
80186-3 (8MHz)
24.95
80286-6 ( 5MHz)
19.95
80286-8 (8MHz)
34.95
80386 ( 16MHz) .. 525.00
8202
11.95
8203
14.95

8212
8216
8224 ....
8237A/S
8250
8251A/5
8253-5
8255-5
8257-5
8259-5
9272/765
6275
8279
8284

$1.95
1.95
1.95
5.95
6.95
1.95
1.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
4.25
24.95
4.95
4.95

16450 - 16 BIT
USART
9250 - 8BIT
USART
5832 - CLOCK
58167 - CLOCK
7.95

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

$16.95
6.95
3.95
8.95

68030/8MHz. $12.95 68020/16M11z $249.95
68010/8MHz ..
19.95 68450 .
4995
68010/10MHz
39.95 68881/12Mhz
17995
68020/12MHz
149.95 68881/16Mhz
219.95

6502 SERIES
6502
65002
6502A
65028
6510

62.95
11.95
495
6.95
995

6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

S2 95
495
4.95
995
4.95

$2 95 6821
495 6845
295 6850

$2.95
4.95
4.95

6800 SERIES
6900
6802
6810

C64069
CM070
CD4071
CD4072
CD4073
CD4076
CD4081
CD4082
C04093
CD40103

9.29
.29
.29
.29
.79
.65
.29
.29
.35
1.90

CD4510 $.69
CD4511 .69
CD4512
69
CD4518 . 79
634519 . . 79
CD4520
79
CD4522 . 79
CD4538
79

CD4543
CD4555
CD4556
CD4584
CD14409
CD14410
CDI4411
CD14412

5.89
.99
.99
.69
6.95
7.95
8.95
8.95

Call Us For More!!

SIMM RAM MODULES
64K x9(150ns)
$49.95
256K x9(120ns)
69.95
iisAb x9(120ns) . . 349.00
for 256K x8(12Ons).... 69.97
MACS 1Mb x8(120ns) 329.00

for
PC'S

CRYSTALS
AOMHz S3 25
1:432MHz 325
24001.01:
225
2,37152MHz 225
21.576MHz 225
3.COMHz
225
3.768MHz 225
3,79MHz
225
4(
00MHz . 225
41.321.1Hz
225
5CDOMH:
225

50688MHz 52 25 15000MHz
6C4)3MHz
225 16 030MHz
6144MHz
225 18 000MHz
655369111 225 18 432MHz
8000MHz
225 20 000MHz
9000MHz
225 22 1184MHz
10 000MHz 225 24 000MHz
11 000MHz 225 36 000MHz
12 00311111 225 46 000MHz
13 0001.1Hz 225 32 768KH:

S2 25
225
225
225
225
225
225
2.25
225
150

OSCILLATORS
1CCOMH:
16132MHz
2 =MHz
24576MHz
2590MHz
36964MHz
400MHz
i5201.1H1
5OPOMHz
5C9.88MH:
6CI:OMH:
6144MHz

$550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
550

6500MHz S5 50 16000MHz 550
7168MHz
550 10 257MHz 550
8000MHz
650 18 000MH: 550
9COMM/
5S'.1 18 432M Hz 550
10 000MHz 550 19 6608MH: 550
11 000MHz 550 20 000MHz . 550
12 000MHz 550 22 000MHz 550
12 500MHz 550 24 000MHz 550
14 318MHz 550 24 576MHz . 550
15 000MHz 550 37 250MHz 550
15 360MHz 550 43 203MHz .. 550
15 758MHz 550

CONNECTORS
62116 ST (PC/XT) $1.95 50PIN W/W (Apple) 450
50496 ST (Apple) 250 62PIN ST (AT)
495

EXTENDER CARDS
APPLE
S1110

$14.95 IBM PC
24.95 IBM AT

S114 95
14 95

PBOTO CARDS
APPLE
S180

$12.95 IBM PC
19.95 IBM AT

524 95
C..4 95

DIP SWITCH
1POSITION
2INISTION
3P0STION
4POSTION
5PoSTION
6POSTION

6.49
.59
.69
.69
.79
79

7POSTION
8POSTION
9POSTION
10 POSTION
12 POSTION

5.89
89
129
129
47

ECONO ZIFS

68000 SERIES

IC SOCKETS

Advanced Computer Products. Inc.

Circle 9on Reader Service Card

$99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.69
.69
.99
.99
1.79
1.79
.59
.59
.59
.99
.99
.99
.99
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
.99
1.89

CD4W1
CD4OCQ
CD4007
CD4008
CD4009
CD4010

16 FINZIF
24 FINZIF

113.50 40 PINZIF
3.95 64 PINZIF

$39

TEXTOOL ZIFS
16 PINZIF
24 PINZIF
28196211

$4.50 40 PINZIF $995
5.95 64 PINZIF
1795
8.95

IC TEST CLIPS
14 PIN
16 PIN
24 PIN

$3.95 40 PIN
3.95 64 PIN
12.95 68 PLCC

$19 95
39.95
6995

LCC SOCKETS
68 PIN ....$14.95
84 PIN
1995

100 PIN $2295
Call tor Mon-

Since 1976... The Nation's
TOP Computer Supplier

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

800-FONE ACP
800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813

•No Surcharge tor VISA or Mastercard
•Volume purchaing agreements avalisible OUR POLICY
•Orders sublecl to avellebility • Supply limited on certain items
•Pricing subjec to change without notice
•ACP Retail Skye pricing may vary. Not responsible tor typos
•Limited warranties and other conditions amply.

ASK FOR GUES. SARA. TODD. MIKE OR STEVE
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JDR MicrodevIces

Complete customer satisfaction.. .superior service...friendly, knowledgeable personnel
quality merchandise...providing the best values in leading edge technology.
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SAMSUNG
MONOCHROME
MONITOR

-.0.00aavanewavvovnimalliln--•

DIABLO
PRINTER

• IBM COMPATIBLE

$27995
• LETTER QUALITY AT 20 CPS. 132 COLS
•
•
•
•

e

CASPER EGA

FULL OR HALF DUPLEX
PC TALK 111 INCLUDED WITH INTERNAL MODEMS
$69 95

EXTERNAL MODEMS
1200 BAUD
2400 BAUD

$ 119.95
$219.95

CENTRONICS
LASER s
l
ags
PRINTER
NEAR TYPESET OLIA1JTY
AFFORDABLE AT LAST

COMPUTER
CASES

• 8 PAGES

PER MINUTE • 300 DPI RESOLUTION ,
• 1YEAR WARRANTY • CHOICE OF EMULATION BOARDS

MULTI-PRINTER EMULATION BOARD:
EPSON FX-80 EMULATION - NOTHING ELSE REQUIRED

ATTRACTIVE. STURDY STEEL CASES FIT THE POPULAR
SIZED MOTHERBOARDS AND INCLUDE SPEAKERS.
FACEPLATES. EXPANSION SLOTS. FRONT PANEL
KEYLOCKS, LEO INDICATORS AND ALL NECESSARY
HARDWARE.

IBM PC GRAPHICS. PROPRINTER & DIABLO 630
EMULATION REQUIRES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD
HP LASERJET EMULATION - 3 RESIDENT FONTS
2 PITCHES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD AVAILABLE

J1
..„.„......„..._
1111111111111111•14»1111«
..111111•••111111•13111•«.
cam
moms

$34.95
$39.95
$89.95
$149.95

• INCLUDES 150 WATT POWER SUPPLY

POWER
SUPPLIES
FOR IBM XT COMPATIBLE
• uL APP 135 WATTS
• • 5V 15A, • 12V 4 2A

$ 59.95

$89.95

• 200 WATTS
• * 5V 22A. * 12V 8A
5V 5A,
12V 5A

PS-200

334
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$79 95

$59.95

• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT FEATURE

BYTE • APRIL 1988

MAXI-SWITEH KEYBOARDS
ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT

$84.95

• STANDARD ENHANCED KEYBOARD LAYOUT
• TACTILE FEEDBACK
• LIGHTED NUM. CAPS. AND SCROLL LOCK
• NUMERIC & CURSOR KEYPADS. 12 " F• KEYS

MAX- 5339
MAX- 5060 MAXI- SWITCH, AT STYLE

CASPER RED

0279.95

• COLOR GREEN AMBER SWITCH • 39MM DOT PITCH
• 640 X 240 RESOLUTION • 14' NON.GLARE SCREEN
• ROB IBM COMPATIBLE • CABLE INCLUDED

SAKATA
MONOCHROME

• IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT

059.95

• 12 NON GLARE SCREEN
• CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED

MONITOR STANDS
$12.95

• TILTS AND SWIVELS
• STURDY PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION

MODEL MS-200

$39.95

• TILTS AND SWIVELS • BUILT-IN SURGE SUPRESSOR
• INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLS UP TO 5 AC OUTLETS

LOGITECH
MOUSE

*79'

SERIAL MOUSE WPC PAINTBRUSH $99.95
BUS MOUSE W/PC PAINTBRUSH $99.95
BUS MOUSE WPC PAINTBRUSH/CAD
6149.95

. AuTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
• SEPARATE CURSOR PAD

MCT-5339
IBM AT STYLE LAYOUT

0399.95

• 15.75,21.85 KHz SCANNING FREQUENCIES
• 640 X 200/350 RESOLUTION • .
31 MM DOT PITCH
• IC BLACK MATRIX SCREEN • 16 COLORS

PC MAGAZINE'S EDITORS CHOICE
ALL MODELS HAVE SERIAL SUPPORT ( COMI ,COM21. 200
DPI RESOLUTION. LOTUS I-2.3 SHELL: SELF- INSTALLING
SOFTWARE AND POINT EDITOR'

IBM
COMPATIBLE
KEYBOARDS

MCT-5060

5V SA. - I2V 5A

PS- 135
PS- 150 150W MODEL $69.95
FOR IBM AT COMPATIBLE

Dill
[CV

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT

essess

MODEL MS- 100

HP LJ+ EMULATION BOARD:

1.5MB RAM CARD
$ 139.95
EXTRA FONT CARDS
$ 199.95
TONER CARTRIDGES
$ 59.95
PFS FIRST PUBLISHER
$99.95

XT STYLE FLIP-TOP
XT STYLE SLIDE-TOP
AT STYLE SLIDE-TOP
JR. AT STYLE FLIP-TOP

RESOLUTION
• SWIVEL BASE

• ORIGINAL CGA EGA PGA COMPATIBLE MONITOR
le AUTO FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT
• RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS 800 X 560

TOUCF1TONE OR PULSE DIALING
HAYES & BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIBLE

120
240

LOW DISTORTION
AMBER SCREEN
• 720 X 350

NEC MLILTISYNC

*ce

AUTO/DIAL/ANSWER
SELF TEST ON POWER- UP

1200 BAUD 1/2 CARD

TTL INPUT
• 12" NON- GLARE,

10. 12, 15 PITCH & PROPORTIONAL SPACING
SERIAL d PARALLEL INTERFACE
AUTO PAPER LOAD FRICTION FEED
FULL XEROX WARRANTY

S TIME TO TRADE UP NOW THAT JDR BREAKS THE
RICE BARRIER ON 2400 BAUD MODEMS

12H

*12995

$64.95

3.5" FLOPPY
DISK DRIVE

*129"

• IBM COMPATIBLE DRIVE • AT AND XT VERSIONS
AVAILABLE u FORMATS TO 720K, DS/00 UNDER DOS 3 2
• MEDIA COMPATIBLE WITH PS/2 & LAPTOP MACHINES
• INCLUDES HARDWARE FOR MOUNTING IN 51/
4- SLOT
• QUIET OPERATION

FDD-3.5X (FOR XI)
FDD-3.5A ( FOR AT)

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

eSeagate
Ile HEIGHT HARD
DISK SYSTEMS

20 MB

L1

40 MB
(40 MB)

CABLES

HALF HEIGHTS

ARE PRE- TESTED

& WARRANTED FOR

s 549

& ST- 277 (60 MO RLL) 5 /
4 i
1

FAST 40415 ACCESS TIME!

I YEAR.

INTERFACE CARDS FROM
MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
DISPLAY ADAPTORS
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARO *59.93
TRUE HERCULES COMPATIBILITY. SUPPORTS LOTUS 123
• DRIVER ALLOWS COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE TO
RUN ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR • PARALLEL
PRINTER PORT
IACT-IAGP
EIVILANCELI GRAPHICS AIMPTOR *149.95
100% IBM COMPATIBLE. PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
• 2561( OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64
COLORS • COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND
MONOCHROME ADAPTORS
MCT-EGA
COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR »49.95
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPHICS STANDARDS
• SUPPORTS RGB. COLOR & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
• 640 320 X 200 RESOLUTION LIGHT PEN INTERFACE
MCT-CG

AT MULTI 110 CARO
*59.95
USE WITH mci ATFH FOR MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPS
1ACT-ATIO
ATIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT
$ 24.95

MEMORY CARDS
57516 RAM CARD
*59.95
A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT SLOT
• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP TO 576K
• USES 64K 8 256K RAM CHIPS ( ZERO K INSTALLED)
MCT-RAM
EXPANDED MEMORY CARO
*129.95
2MB OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MEMORY
FOR AN XT • CONFORMS TO LOTUS'INTEL EMS • USER
EXPANDABLE TO 2MB • CAN BE USED AS EXPANDED OR
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY. RAMDISK AND SPOOLER
MCT-ATEMS
MCT-ATEMS-AT VERSION
5139 95

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

DRIVE CONTROLLERS

MONOGRAPHICS MULTI 110

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER »09.95
QUALITY DESIGN FOR SINGLE SLOT CONTROL OF 4
FLOPPY'S • INTERFACES UP TO 4 FOUS TO AN IBM PC
OR COMPATIBLE • SUPPORTS BOTH DSiDD AND DS,OD
WITH DOS 32
MCI-FLIC

» 119.75

TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT.
u CTRL 2 FLOPPY'S. SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT
CLOCK CAL • RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A
MONOCHROME MONITOR
MCT-MG1A10
MULTI I/O FLOPPY CONTROLLER *79.95
A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2360K FLOPPIES. 720K WITH DOS 3 2
• SERIAL, PARALLEL GAME PORT, C-OCK CALENDAR
MCI- M10
MIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT
$ 15.95
MULTI I/O CARO
*59.95
USE WITH pACT FH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
• SERIAL PORT. CLOCK CALENDAR WITH BATTERY BACK
UP • PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPT I
OR LPT2
MCI- 10

1.2 MO FLOPPY CONTROLLER »69.95
ADD VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT
• SUPPORTS 2 DRIVES. BOTH MAY BE 360K OR 128113
• ALLOWS DATA TO FLOW FREELY FROM xrs TO AT S
MCT-FDC-1.2
FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER *139.95
XT SYSTEM STARVED FOR SLOTS , THIS CARD FREES ONE
UP a INTERFACES UP TO 2FDD'S & 2HOD'S. CABLING
FOR 2 FDD ,IHOD • SUPPORTS BOTH DS/DD IS DS/OD
WITH DOS 3.2
MCT-FH
AT/FR CONTROLLER

AT AILILTIFLINCTION CARO
$139.95
ADDS UP TO 3MEGABYTES OF RAM TO THE AT
• USER ExPANDABLE TO 15MB ( ZERO K INSTALLED)
• INCLUDES SERIAL PORT AND PARALLEL PORT
MCT-ATMF
ATMF SERIAL- 2ND SERIAL PORT
$24.95
MCT-ATMF-MC-PIGGYBACK BOARD
(NO MEMORY)
$29.95

» 149.95

FLOPPY HARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DESIGN
• SUPPORTS UP TO 23601(120K ,12MB FDD'S AS WELL
AS 2 HDD S USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES
MCT-ATFH
RLL DISK CONTROLLER
eiI99.95
IMPROVE SPEED AND STORAGE OF YOUR AT
COMPATIBLE • SUPPORTS UP TO 2FILL HARD DISCS AND
2FLOPPY DRIVES • SUPPORTS 360 720 12MB
FLOPPIES IN 525 - d 3 5PACT-ATFH-RLL

INBOARD 385/PC
$895.00
UPGRADE YOUR XT TO A 386 FOR LESS THAN $ 1000
• 16 MHZ PROCESSOR REPLACES 8088 • IMB
INSTALLED • EXPAND TO 3MB WITH PIGGYBACK CARD
• sN•R wARRANTY
Ire

ST- 225

HALF HEIGHT 20MB 65MS

$ 255.00

ST- 238
HALF HEIGHT 30MB 65MS ( RLL) $ 249.00
ST- 4038 FULL HEIGHT 30MB 40 MS
$ 559.00
ST- 4096 FULL HEIGHT 80MB 28MS

$895.00

'Ap HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

DRIVES ARE SEAGATE MODELS ST- 251

HARD DRIVE, DRIVE CONTROLLER,
& INSTRUCTIONS. ALL DRIVES

S'Ye" SEAGATE HARD DISK DRIVES

g/e HEIGHT HARD
DISK DRIVES

30me * 299 60me
SYSTEMS INCLUDE SEAGATE /
4 .HEIGHT
1

DISK DRIVES

INBOARD 386/AT
ABOVE BOARD PS 286
ABOVE BOARD 286

$1199.95
$399.95
$369.95

51/
4 "TEAC FI/55B DS.DD 360K
$ 99.95
51/
4 "TEAC FD.55G DS/HD 12M
$ 129.95
51
4 "FUJITSU M2551A DS/DD 360K
/
$89.95
51
/ "FUJITSU M2553K DS/HD 1.2M
4
$ 119.95
51/
4"DS DD 360K
569.95
51
/ "DS HD•1.2M
4
$ 109.95
31
/ "MITSUBISHI DS/DD ( AT OR XT)
4
$ 129.95

ARCHIVE XL
TAPE BACK-

_A

P

*369"
BACK UP 40 MB IN 40 MINUTES.
• EASY-TO.USE MENU DRIVEN
SOFTWARE
• USES STANDARD
OIC DATA FORMAT
• FULL A INCREMENTAL
BACK-UP
• PARTIAL & FULL RESTORE
AR 5240 XT - FOR XT'S & AT 'S
AR 5540 AT - AT'S ONLY. 2X FASTER
TAPE NOT INCLUDED
TAPE CARTRIDGE-40 MB $24.95

20111EI HARD DISK
ON A CARD

$.349
• SAVES SPACE AND REDUCES POWER CONSUMPTION
• IDEAL FOR PC'S WITH FULL HEIGHT FLOPPIES
• LEAVES ROOM FOR A HALF LENGTH CARD IN
ADJACENT SLOT

if
I'M WRITING TO EXPRESS MY PLEASURE WITH THE
PC- XT TYPE COMPUTERS BUILT FROM MCT COMPONENTS
THAT WE HAVE OBTAINED FROM YOUR COMPANY. AFTER
3YEARS OF DAILY USAGE IAM EXTREMELY PLEASED
WITH THE LEVEL OF COMPATIBILITY AND PERFORMANCE.
WITH A RECENT PURCHASE. IWAS ELATED WITH
THE PROMPT MANNER IN WHICH OUR ORDER WAS
HANDLED. AFTER DEALING WITH OTHER MAIL ORDER
FIRMS. IHAVE FOUND ONLY ./ I3R AND 2OTHER SOFTWARE
VENDORS HELPFUL AND RELIABLE. KEEP UP THE
EXCELLENT WORK, F .
J.R.D.
OMAHA, NE.

WSCORNER
BARGAIN HOER'

MACINTOSH
FLOPPY 011IVE
teelee,..ezdee;t,Ive°,.,
0.1'

cove let SO HUF0W IO GEI II41S

ye.0
yet 309'1
48
41
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JDR MICRODEVICES, 110 KNOWLES DRIVE, LOS GATOS, CA 95030
LOCAL (408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927

TELEX 171-110

ri1:111#:i TOLL FREE 800-538-5131313
COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES
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BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM
OVER 20,000 JIM SYSTEMS
HAVE ALREADY BEEN BUILT.
EASY TO ASSEMBLE IN JUST 2
HOURS WITH A SCREWDRIVER.
SA VE MONEY AND LEARN

10 MHZ XT
COMPATIBLE

iisagoo

woke
miseeecnev
$49s

ABOUT YOUR COMPUTER AT
INCLUDES SERIAL PORT. 2PARALLEL
PORTS, CLOCK CALENDAR AND GAME
ADAPTOR RUNS COLOR GRAPHICS ON
A MONOCHROME MONITOR
MOTHERBOARD
256K RAM MEMORY
135 WATT POWER SUPPLY
FLIP- TOP CASE
AT STYLE KEYBOARD
360K FLOPPY DRIVE
MONOGRAPHICS lO CARD
MONOCHROME MONITOR

THE SAME TIME.

12 MHZ AT
COMPATIBLE

1034'

'
sc". lob. lb

4 rel
\

b •
11:1:e
1: liete:tti I,Si. L
e Itl. i
t
1 l t, I,

.

I, •

eo

I.

..

t

12 MHZ BABY AT MOTHERBOARD
256K RAM MEMORY
MINI- AT CASE W'POWER SUPPLY
AT STYLE KEYBOARD
12MB FLOPPY DRIVE
FLOPPY ,HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER
MONOCHROME MONITOR
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

WITH KIT PI.JRCHAI
IT'S A JOR
EXCLIISIVEI
EASY TO FOLLOW
411/1/1/TE VHS
TAPE
S HOWS
STEP-BY-STEP
HOW TO lillet0

16 MHZ
1MB 386

.22913"

COMPATI8

MYLEX 386 MOTHERBOARD
IMB RAM ON BOARD
200 WATT POWER SUPPLY
AT STYLE CASE
ENHANCED AT STYLE KEYBOARD
12MB FLOPPY DRIVE
AT FLOPPY HARD CONTROLLER
MONOCHROME MONITOR
MONOGRAPHICS CARD

,

•

IN/THOUT
sesrest•
Kit
$19.95

•

•

82^,1

Al
TURBO 4.77/8 MHZ

*99.95

• 4 7OR 8MHZ OPERATION WITH 8088 2 & OPTIONAL
8087-2 CO- PROCESSOR
• FRONT PANEL LED SPEED INDICATOR AND RESET
SWITCH SET SUPPORTED
• CHOICE OF NORMAL ,TURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE
SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED
MCT-TURBO
MCT-XTM13 STANDARD MOTHERBOARD

80285 5/8 MHZ

S87.95

0379.95

•
•
•
•

8 SLOT I2 EIGHT BIT. 6SIXTEEN BIT) AT MOTHERBOARD
HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6OR 8MHZ
1WAIT STATE
KEYLOCK SUPPORTED. RESET SWITCH, FRONT PANEL
LED INDICATOR
• SOCKETS FOR 1MB OF RAM AND 80287
• BATTERY BACKED CLOCK

IACT-ATMB

12 MHZ MINI 80286

$1399.95

• 6 MHz 10 MHz ( 0 1WAIT STATE). 12 MHz ( 1WAIT STATE)
• USES ZYMOS ASIC'S FOR LESS CHIPS, GREATER
RELIABILITY
• SUPPORTS 256K- 1024K MEMORY
• RE- CHARGEABLE HIGH CAPACITY NI- CAD BATTERY
• 6 I6- BIT SLOTS, 28- BIT SLOTS
• MOUNTS IN STANDARD XT CASE
IACT-BATMB-12
MCT-BATMB 610 MHZ MINI 80286 BOARD $ 389.95

15 MHz MYLEX 386

. 1649.00

1MB RAM ON BOARD
8 SLOTS. 28- BIT. 6 16- BIT
SUPPORTS 80287 MATH CO- PROCESSOR
SUPPORTS 80387 WiADAPTOR
64 KB CACHE FOR NEAR 0WAIT STATE
USES AMI BIOS
MCI- 386 MB
MCT-386 MB- 4 4 MB MEMORY INSTALLED $ 254900
MCT-386 MB-MCB MATH CO- PROCESSOR
ADAPTOR BOARD
$ 149.00

10 MHz SINGLE CHIP X

$129"

• SINGLE CHIP USES LESS POWER IMPROVES RELIABILITY
• KEY SELECTABLE SPEED. 4 77 MHz OR 10 MHz
• 23TIMES FASTER THAN A STANDARD
• RESET SWITCH. KEYLOCK AND SPEED ,POWER
INDICATORS SUPPORTED
MCT-TURBO-10

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
EPROM
PROGRAMMER

111101414

*12995

PROGRAMS 27XX & 27XXX EPROMS UP TO 27512
• SUPPORTS VARIOUS PROGRAMMING FORMATS AND
VOLTAGES
• SPLIT OR COMBINE CONTENTS CF SEVERAL EPROMS
OF DIFFERENT SIZES
• READ. WRITE. COPY. ERASE CHECK AND VERIFY
• SOFTWARE FOR HEX AND INTEL HEX FORMATS
MCT-E PROM
MCT-EPROM-4

4 GANG PROGRAMMER

MCT-EPROM-10

10 GANG PROGRAMMER

MCT-PAL

PAL PROGRAMMER

$ 269.95

IACT-MP

PROCESSOR PROG.

$ 199.95

5185.00
$299.55

JDR Microdevices®
14P
I
JDR MICRODEVICES, 110 KNOWLES DRIVE. LOS GATOS, CA 95030
LOCAL ( 488) 866-6200 FAX ( 408) 378-8927

• 1YEA
WARRANTY ON
MET PRODUCTS
• 30 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
• TOLL-FREE
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
• NEXT DAY AIR
SHIP AVAILAB

MasterCard

TELEX 171-110

ORDER TOLL FREE 8130-538-50130
COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES
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IT'S NOT 29« PLUS THIS AND THAT, IT'S

29e

EPROM PROGRAMMER

$349

1•Ull ISM».

presents the_

2 'al replacement guarantee on tuk
if land initially defective within sot months
WIth Warne, tabs, labels
tocs
osoo (kb, 100)
29e
51
4 '
/
DUO Oien. 50)
Color 5,/. 10800 (
Iin. 50)
49e
5W IBIA-AT
81in 50)
79‹
Bos of 10 5W DS00 W. 10) $4.29
Bat of 10 Cdor 51
/*
4
D900
Free %se Case OM 5)
le.%

3
1
/
2•*SSOD (
Me 25)
Ohn. 25)

$1.09

buts mis•401131.6rearaidge
3rivDE1 Carped» (k. 5) *1
590
600' 120 1113 DeiaCweidge
(14in.
$11.20
Immedeeshippee—Guerarteed stalactite
Cal bpeter decants cn larger orders ' Sled ss magetwis
100%Ulelbee Wentely
Shop% $3.50 per me. owlet SO mph addll UI MOVISA acceded

1.800.5374600
Openly Ne 227

AFP

Dept No 1523 P0 Bo: MOO San Fie

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card

DATA ACQUISITION TO GO
INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER

FREE IBM SOFTWARE

ALDE
$99.00

BP'àZs51Q

THE EP- 1's A GREAT VALUE & HERE'S WHY:
•READS, PROGRAMS COPIES RAER 300 EPROMS AND EEPROMS FROM
29 MANUFACTURERS WWI« 2716 2755 2804 28256 27011
•READS 8WRITES INTEL. MOTOROLA. STRAIGHT HEX AND OMEN
•OFIIONAL HEADS PROGRAM NHL 8740, 8751. 87C.51. 8705
•MENU DRIVEN CHIP SELECTION Eh' MFG &PIN. NO MODULES
•FAST SLOW. QUICK PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
•SPLITS FILES BY BASE ADDRESS MID 0019E VEN 166 12 BIT)
•ALL INTELLIGENCE IN UNIT. ZOO MICROPROCESSOR BASED
•6 125. 21, 25 SOLI PROGRAMMING FOR CMOS AND -ASUFFIX PARIS
•FREE PC DOS SOFTWARE • RS232 ID ANY COMPUTER
•GOLD TEXTOOL ZIP SOCKET • BBAUD RATES ID 38,1co
•SAME DAY SHIPMENT • GENERATES DEC* CMOSUMS
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY • TM) FREE FIRMWARE UPDATES
•MONEYBACK GUARANTEE • LN ERASERS FTTOM 534 s5
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

CDROM
A CORON containing over
2000

for the
pc.

* Public Domain
Shareware
* High Sierra
Compatible
call or write:
ALOE Publishing

BP MICROSYSTEMS
800/225-2102 713/461-9430 TELEX 1561477
10681 HADDINGTON 0190 HOUSTON, TX 77043

Circle 45 on Reader Service Card

programs

8088/286/386 based

P.O.

Box 36326

Mph,

MN

(612)

66436

836-6240

Circle 13 on Reader Service Card

Why waste time?
ACCELER ATE
With VGACHEIe

HARD DISK ACCELERATED
•Caching eliminates repetitive
disk accesses
•Use up to 15 Mb of extended/
expanded or 500 Kb of standard memcry

-50001

Connects via RS-232. Fully IBM compatible. Built-in BASIC. Stand alone
capability. Expandable. Battery
Option. Basic system: 16 ch. 12 bit
AID, 2 ch. D/A, 32 bit Digital I/O.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.
(201) 299-1615
P.O. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

ELEXOR
Circle 92 on Reader Service Cam,

16- BIT RESOLUTION
ANALOG-TO- DIGITAL
CONVERTER
12,000 SAMPLES/SEC
for IBM PC, XT & AT
SINGLE PIECE PRICE
$475
We manufacture a broad line
of data acquisition and control
hardware and software for Apple
and IBM computers.
Call for quotes on custom
hardware or complete systems.

LAWSON LABS, INC.

DISKETTE ACCELERATOR
SCREEN ACCELERATOR
FAST — FRIENDLY — SAFE

VCACHE
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
$49.95

ereY-

Add $3for
shailpifpoirnngia/handling
residen
Cts
add 6% sales tas

2870 Filth Avenue
Suite 201

San Dlego CA02103

619/298-9349

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card

Affordable araelerat,or
for I3'- PC and
compatibles
• PC- BANDIT speed us
user selectable at 74.
6.7 or 6.2 MHz.
• Software selectable at
4700 BANDIT speed
• No expansion slot
required
• Includes 3software
programs, including
TSR Speed Select
Software
• Maintains correct
system clock speed

• Fully compatible voth
virtually all PC-based
software
• Quick and easy to
install
• Increases speed as
much as 280%
(Norton",
• 8 MHz NEC V20 CPU
option only 816.95"
•)Plus shipping)

5700 RAIBE ROAD

Two systems allow the IBM PC/XT/AT to be used as
acomplete development system for the MOTOROLA
6805 series single chip microcomputers Model
MCPM-1 supports the MC6870 5P3, P5, ua US, Ra
2. RS chips. Model MCPM-2 supports the
MC1486706F2 & G2 cmos versions. Both systems are
priced at $495 and include a cross assembler program, aSimulator/Debugger program and aprogramming circuit board with driver software. A system is
also avail for the HITACHI 63705 ZTAT micro.

THE ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE
P.O. Box 53, West Glover, VT 05875
(802) 525-3458
Circle 94 on Reader Service Card

The MIDI Starter System
for vnor IBM PC or compatible

MIDI Co- Processor Card
Easy-8Sequencer
Editor/Librarian Software

$199
.0.14 about

0111"

OgrantMer

Too/Hit

ci:4\
Music Quest, Inc.
1700 Alma Dr.. Suite 260
Plan, Te,n. 75075 ( 21418)41 7.11,

COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 59912
406-387-5355

Circle 146 on Reader Service Cart(

6805/6305 SINGLE CHIP
MICROCOMPUTER
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Circle 214 on Reader Service Card

Circle 182 on Reader Service Card

EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue
Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears

INQUIRY #

907
934

768
949
755
773
944
908
887

780

858
909
910
951
950

946
911
795
884

782
912
886
913

COMPANY

ADOBE SYSTEMS
11, 181
ALDUS
181
ALPS AMERICA
118
AMDEK
193
AMERICAN HOME BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION
11
ANZA RESEARCH
11
AOX
67
APIAN SOFTWARE
211
APPLE COMPUTER
11, 67, 181,
219,249
ASHTON-TATE
113
AST RESEARCH
193
AT&T
118
ATRON SYSTEMS
144
BANTAM BOOKS
256
BELLCORE
11
BERKELEY SOFTWORKS
67
BITSTREAM
144
BLUE CHIP TECHNOLOGIES
11
BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES 11
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
89
BRADY BOOKS
51
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
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COMING UP IN BYTE
PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE:

We want

Short Takes for May include Sysgen's BridgeFile; high- and double-density
31
/-and 5'A- inch add-on floppy disk drives for IBM's PS/2; Fujitsu's finite2
element-analysis package, Elm; WordPerfect for the Macintosh; afast
assembler from SLR, Optasm; aMacintosh desk-accessory scheduler from
Mainstay called Think ' N Time; and more.
Ten word processors for the IBM PC family are reviewed in the Product
Focus for May: new releases of DisplayWrite, MASS- 11, Microsoft Word,
MultiMate, OfficeWriter, Samna Word IV, Smart Word, WordPerfect,
WordStar, and XyWrite.
System reviews consider Amdek's offering in the 80386 competition and the
laptop Macintosh from Dynamac.
In the hardware reviews section, we look at the Apple LaserWriter II. This
printer with interchangeable memory modules is at least two printers right
now, with the potential to be more as time goes by.
There are many uncomfortable ways to get Macintosh data to an IBM
PC—and vice versa; we'll look at three that are painless.
Software reviews: Windows/386 and Windows 2.0 are programs to enhance
your interface. Command Plus replaces your DOS command processor and
enhances the basic commands.
Products up for discussion in application reviews are Silverado and @Base,
two spreadsheet add-ins; Q-Calc, aspreadsheet that runs under Unix; and
Nexview, arelational spreadsheet.
Jerry Pournelle's Computing at Chaos Manor and Ezra Shapiro's
Applications Only look at products from unique perspectives.

IN DEPTH:

FEATURES:

May is devoted to the subject of
CPU architectures—everything
from the growth and development of
CPUs, to parallelism, to RISC, to
what's wrong with the ones we've
seen so far.

In the Circuit Cellar, Steve Ciarcia
concludes his SmartSpooler
construction project; Dick Pountain
talks about Pop- 11, apowerful
artificial intelligence programming
language for the Macintosh.

to help!
If you have aproblem
with your BYTE
subscription, write us
with the details. We'll
do our best to set it
right. But we must
have the name,
address, and zip of the
subscription (new and
old address, if it's a
change of address). If
the problem involves a
payment, be sure to
include copies of the
credit card statement,
or front and back of
cancelled checks.
Include a "business
hours" phone number if
possible.
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Important TIPS* for BYTE Subscribers:
Receive Product Information 10 Days Earlier"
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1111

John Sample
785432189

All you need is a touch-tone telephone and your subscriber I.D. number.
See instructions facing the Reader Service Index in the back
of this issue for outrageous time- saving opportunities!
*BYTE's Iblephone Inquiry Processing Service
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SERVICE

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index
is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes
no liability for errors or omissions.
Correspond directly with company
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469 B&B ELECTRONICS
• BYTE TIPS
470 COMPUTERLANE
471 COMPUTOWN
• DATA COMMUNICATIONS
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS

UPC-8
UPC- 1
88PC-1
UPC- 12
UPC-4
UPC- 12
UPC- 11
UPC-9
UPC- 16
UPC-10

Inquiry No.
472
473
•
474
475
•
476
477
478
479
480
481

Page No.

MECA
88PC-8
MECA
UPC-8
MICROMINT
UPC- 13
RIX SOFTWORKS
UPC-5
RIX SOFTWORKS
UPC-5
ROOT. TINNEY GRAPHICSUPC-14
SF MICRO
88PC-3
SURAH, INC
UPC-6
SURAH, INC
UPC-6
SWFTE INTL.
88PC-15
TATUNG SCIENCE & TECH.88PC-7
TECH MARKETING
UPC-2

Midwest

88 MW 1-8

486 AMERICAN SKYNET
487 CAD EXPRESS
• COMP. BUYING SERVICE
488 CORTEX
• DATA COMMUNICATIONS
489 DIGITAL FRONTIERS
490 GATEWAY 2000
491 PEACHES COMPUTERS
492 Y.E.S. MULTINATIONAL, INC.

88MW-4
88MW-6
88MW-7
11816W-1
88MW-8
UMW-3
81161W-5
UMW-8
8814W-2

USE 1-8

Southeast
495 CONNECTIONS ULTD
496 CONNECTIONS ULTD
497 CORTEX CORP.
• DATA COMMUNICATIONS
498 GATEWAY 2000

88SE-4
USE-4
USE-5
88SE-8
USE-1

Inquiry No.
499
500
501
•
502
503

Page No.

INTELLIGENCEWARE . 88SE-7
INTELLIGENCEWARE . .
88SE-7
MICRO EQUIPMENT CORP.88SE-2
MICROMINT
88SE-6
SURAH, INC
USE-3
SURAH, INC
885E-3

Southwest

88 SW 1-8

506 ALTEX ELECTRONICS . 885W-1
• BYTE TIPS
88SW-2
• COMP. BUYING SERVICE USW-3
• COMPS. FOR THE BLIND 811SW-4
• DATA COMMUNICATIONS 88SW-8
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
88SW-7
• MICROMINT
885W-5
• ROER. TINNEY GRAPHICS 88SW-6
Mid-Atlantic
•
508
509
510
•
511
512
513

U M/AT 1-8

DATA COMMUNICATIONS .
EXECUTEK PRODUCTS
MEDIA SPEAK
MICRO EQUIP. CORP.
MICROMINT
OWL COMP. SERVICES
RG SOFTWARE
SF MICRO

88M/AT-8
88M/AT-1
88M/AT-2
UM/AT-4
88M/AT-7
88M/AT-6
8814/AT-3
88M/AT-5

'Correspond directly with company.

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*
Use BYTE'S Telephone Inquiry Processing System

rrife

Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

If you are anew subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle Ill on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

GET PREPARED

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on aTouch-11:one telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: " Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols 1* or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad
ignoring blank boxes)
EnterEOLDDDLIDIIIIII

6)

When TIPS says " Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter Eli II 11 El El II

7a)

When TIPS says " Enter ( next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)

ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

b)

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. D E] CI IF 11 6.DDUCEEE
2. 111 0 D EE ri 7.ODDIIIII
3. D D D FE II 8. E ID D II II
4. D D D MUD 9.DDEJUIHE
5.DEIDCE r
I

END SESSION

10.DDDEEri
11.0Di:rill
12. D D 0 IF [E
13.1:annul

14.DDDHCE
15.111111011 11
16. 11= 11
17.0D CI CID ri

0 14e A

8)

End session by entering E CAI 11 11 11

9)

Hang up after hearing final message
If you are a subscriber and need assistance,

If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-423-8912.

'Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only!
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a>

0e

Ps4 /9
call ( 603) 924-9281.

READER
SERVICE

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index
is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes
no liability for errors or omissions.
•Correspond directly with company

Index to Advertisers by Product Category

Inquiry No.

Page No.

518

HARDWARE

Page No.
HARDWARE PROGRAMMERS

Inquiry No.

Page No.

238 RAINBOW TECH

243

275 TELEBYTE TECHNOLOGY

ADD INS

516

Inquiry No.

8 AD LIB, INC.

255

15 ALPHA PRODUCTS

22 APROTEK

323

30 B&C MICRO

314

32 B&C MICRO

318

33 B&C MICRO

324

45 BP MICROSYSTEMS

337

47 BYTEK CORP

34

239

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS
• AT&T INFO SYSTEMS

116,117

52 CENTRAL COMP PRODS

316

116 GTEK INC

114

117 GTEK INC

114

95 EVEREX

27

21

147 LINK COMP. GRAPHICS

325

96 EVEREX

27

201

148 LOGICAL DEVICES

328

66

149 LOGICAL DEVICES

328

62.63

24 ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC.
25 ATRON
31

B&C MICRO

325

215 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC

326

• BINARY TECH

324

299 XELTEK

316

37 BOCA RESEARCH

35

38 BOCA RESEARCH

35

315 COMPUTER-RING

318

71

CONTROL VISION

318 DATA TRANSLATION

519

INSTRUMENTATION

283 UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS

59

MONITORS

73 CPT CORP

198

87 DCS

316

177 MITSUBISHI

156,157
156,157

317 BECKMAN INDUSTRIES

280

178 MITSUBISHI

318 BECKMAN INDUSTRIES

260

212 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. 40,41

51

98 EVEREX

29

92 ELEXOR, INC

79

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

46
337

137 J.D.R. INSTRUMENTS

523

NETWORK HARDWARE

85
• AT&T INFO SYSTEMS

48,49

116 GTEK INC.

114

146 LAWSON LABS

337

117 GTEK INC.

114

180 MOJAVE SCADA

314

57 COGITATE

314

318

197 ORION

64

222 QUA TECH

322

322

224 QUA TECH

322

322

225 QUA TECH

322

124 HITECH EQUIPMENT
129 INTEL CORP.

214,215

223 QUA TECH

130 10 TECH

134

227 OUA TECH

131

328

229 OUA TECH

322

228 QUA TECH

322

297

243 REAL TIME DEVICES

321

313 ROSE ELECTRONICS

321

130

314 ROSE ELECTRONICS

321

' MICROWAY

262

292 WESTERN TELEMATIC

290

182 MUSIC QUEST

337

293 WESTERN TELEMATIC

290

185 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

110

12 AK SYSTEMS

323

200 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL

287

34 BASF

115

208 PERISCOPE CO.

188

60 COMPACT DISC PRODS INC

208 PERSTOR

256

70 CONTECH

209 PERSTOR

256

102 EVEREX

214 PRISM ELECTRONICS

337

103 EVEREX

10 TECH

' MICROMINT
174 MICROWAY

222 QUA TECH

322

.

520

MASS STORAGE

' MAXELL DATA PRODUCTS

224 QUA TECH

322

231

225 QUA TECH

322

267 SYSGEN

QUALSTAR

226 QUA TECH

322

524

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

17 ALPS AMERICA

100,101

31

18 ALPS AMERICA

100,101

31

53 CITIZEN AMERICA

7

15

80 DICONIX

8,9

321

108 FUJITSU AMERICA

167

183

109 FUJITSU AMERICA

167

119 HEWLETT-PACKARD

127

120 HEWLETT-PACKARD

129

121

HEWLETT-PACKARD

169

MISCELLANEOUS

227 QUA TECH

322

228 QUA TECH

322

229 QUA TECH

322

29 B&B ELECTRONICS

314

122 HEWLETT-PACKARD

171

230 OUA TECH

322

35 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC.

155

123 HEWLETT-PACKARD

173

249 SEALEVEL

328

273 TALKING TECH

328

• COMPUTER CONTINUUM
88 DRESSELHAUS

326
46

• INTECTRA

324

186 NEC INFO SYSTEMS ,,,

CIII

279 TRIDENT

185

125 HOOLEON

206

192 OLYMPIA U.S.A. INC

280 TRUEVISION

159

126 HOOLEON

206

201

PANASONIC OA

140,141

• INTECTRA

328

241

RAINBOW TECH

321

42

313 ROSE ELECTRONICS

321

202 PARA SYSTEMS

111

314 ROSE ELECTRONICS

321

62,63

239 RAINBOW TECH

202

307 TOSHIBA

162

92

240 RAINBOW TECH

202

308 TOSHIBA

162

60

237 RAINBOW TECH

243

284 UNITED INNOVATIONS

158

DRIVES

517
21

APPLIED ENGINEERING

80 COMPACT DISC PRODS INC
277 TIGERTRONICS

128 INTEGRAND

PRINTER RIBBONS

184 NATIONAL COMP. RIBBONS
525

97

SCANNERS/DIGITIZERS

316 DATA TRANSLATION

210

304 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING

192

305 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING

192

112 GLORIOUS UNION

98

SPECTRON SYSTEMS

252

312 SPECTRON SYSTEMS

252

526

KEYBOARDS/MICE

72 COVOX
91

324

ELECTRONE

94

142 KEA SYSTEMS

44

150 LOGITECH

81

LOGITECH

81

152 LOGITECH

82,83

153 LOGITECH

82,83

151

187 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS.257
223 QUA TECH

322

527

SYSTEMS

10 ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 180
11

ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 180

• AMPRO

199

• AT&T INFO SYSTEMS . .
54 CLUB AMERICAN TECH

116,117
. 190,191

• COMPAQ

92
326

328

548

311

210
29

GENOA

136

252

97 EVEREX
111

• CLEO SOFTWARE

522

ZERICON

254

16 ALPHA PRODUCTS COMPANY 327
APPLIED ENGINEERING

301

Page No.

54

286 VICTORY ENTERPRISE
521

Inquiry No.

47

56,57

• DELL COMPUTER CORP.
79 DELL COMPUTER CORP.

180A-H
160,161

94 ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE 337
104 EVEREX
105 EVEREX

33
.

,,,

33

188 NORTHGATE COMP. SYS. 258,259
319 PACIFIC COMPUTER

315

320 PACIFIC COMPUTER
221

315

PROTEUS TECHNOLOGY

74,75

235 OUINTEL TECH

326

236 RADIO SHACK

CIV

264 STANFORD SYSTEMS ....

43

• TOSHIBA

209

282 TYSTAR MANUFACTURING .
290 WELLS AMERICAN

91

297 WINTEK CORP.
298 WYSE TECH

325
325

246,247

300 ZEOS INT'L

319

302 Z-WORLD

316

528

TERMINALS

276 TELEVIDEO
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Inquiry No.
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SOFTWARE
529

APPLEVMAC LANGUAGES

256 SOFTWARE DEV. SYS.
530

200

IBM/PASDOS APPLICATIONS—
Business/Of lice

Inquiry No,

Advertising Supplement included with this issue:
Jade Computer ( U.S. Subscribers)

Pegs No.

254 SOFTRONICS

54

255 SOFTRONICS

328

295 WHITE CRANE SYSTEMS

196

225

23 ASHTON-TATE

147

58 COGITATE

324

78 DB FAST

52

106 FOX SOFTWARE

23

107 FIG DATA SYSTEMS

324

MICROSOFT

142,143

172 MICROSOFT

142,143

• ORACLE

77

203 PATTON&PATTON

194

205 PEACHTREE SOFTWARE

135

• RANA

107

278 T1GERTRONICS
531

OTHER APPLICATIONS—
Miscellaneous

535

325

539
313 ROSE ELECTRONICS

321

314 ROSE ELECTRONICS

321

258 SOFTWARE LINK

25

259 SOFTWARE LINK

25

536

IBM/MSDOS—LANGUAGES

328

IBM/PASDOS APPLICATIONS—
Miscellaneous

90 ECOSOFT

253

155 MAP INFO

16

3 2500 AD SOFTWARE
4 ML MEIER VOGT
28 AVOCET SYSTEMS INC.

45
221

OTHER—LANGUAGES

256 SOFTWARE DEV SYS

CII

40 BORLAND INT'L

CII

41

BORLAND INT'L

1

42 BORLAND INT'L

1

540

200

OTHER— UTILITIES

285 UNIVERSAL CROSS ASSEMB

541

9 ADVANCED COMP PRODS
323 B&W SYSTEMS INC.

71

204 BUS COMPUTER SYS.

93 ELLIS COMPUTING
321

LANEY COMPUTER SYSTEM

145 LATTICE, INC

24

330,331

14 ALF

71

113 GOLD HILL COMPUTERS

• BUYER'S MART

279
312,313

• CALIFORNIA DIGITAL
62 COMPUSAVE

315

239

59 COMP. DISC. WAREHOUSE

197

176

65 COMPUTER EXPO

61
96

39

66 COMPUTER FRIENDS

30

64 COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 234,235

186 MICROPORT.

175

67 COMPUTER SURPLUS STORE 324

187 MICROPORT.

175

68 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE „ 102

252

301 MICROSOFT

73

69 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE

102

322 TRANSEC SYSTEMS

205

310

MICROSOFT

73

75 COMB

314

532

IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS—
Scientific/Technical

144 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN, INC

248

289 WATCOM C
303 Z-WORLD
537

55
187
10
316

IBM/PASDOS—UTILITIES

158 MATHSOFT

89

169 MICROSIM

112

170 MICROSIM

112

25 ATRON

175 MIHALISIN ASSOC.

316

257 SOFTWARE DEV. DISTRIB. CTR

5 ML MEIER VOGT

223

251

53

SILICON SPECIALTIES

226

252 SILICON SPECIALTIES

226

270 S'NW ELECTRONICS

44

S-100

329

272 S-100

329

288 WAREHOUSE DATA PRODS

213

543

OPERATING
SYSTEMS

KADAK PRODUCTS

318

248 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION

151

544

ON-LINE
SERVICES

37

231

156 MARK WILLIAMS

179 MIX SOFTWARE

203

301-309

154 MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

265 STSC, INC.

321

248 SCIENCE & ENG. S/W

314

157 MASTERSOFT

• WORTHINGTON DATA SOLNS 233

177

247 SCHWAB COMP. CENTER

141

44 BORLAND INT'L

253

218 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE

325

MAIL ORDER/
RETAIL

43 BORLAND INT'L
90 ECOSOFT . . .

Pogo No.

219 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE 178,179

271

207

39 BORLAND INT'L

Inquiry No,

250 SHAMROCK COMPUTER

IBM/MSDOS—LAN

109

46 BRODERBUND

171

538

Pogo No,

287 VOYETRA TECH

220 1ST CLASS EXPERT SYSTEMS 28
6 ML MEIER VOGT

Inquiry No.

76 C.O.M.B. .

323

85 DISC INT'L

316

83 DISKCOTECH ..

325

84 DISKETTE CONNECTION

321

86 DISKS TO GO

318

89 DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS

324

• HARMONY COMPUTERS

18

450 BIX

282,283

63 COMPUSERVE

149

• MCGRAW-HILL NEWS

245

294 WEST UNION TELEGRAPH CO

545

17

EDUCATIONAL/
INSTRUCTIONAL

7 ACM SIGGRAPH ' 88

93

13 ALOE PUBLISHING

337

324 BYTE BITS

326

• BYTE CIRCULATION

284

• BYTE MARKETING

291

• BYTE SUB. MESSAGE

287

• BYTE SUB. SERVICE

339

127 IC EXPRESS .

254

66

132 J&R MUSIC WORLD

184

38 BLAISE

32

133 JAMECO

328

55 CNS INC

60

134 JAWIN

326

283 SPECTRUM

216

56 CNS INC

60

135 JAWIN

326

268 SYSTAT, INC.

251

81

DIGITALK

165

136 JKL

321

198 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL

238

269 SYSTAT, INC.

251

82 DIGITALK

165

138 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES

332,333

199 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL

272

114 GOLDEN BOW SYS

337

139 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES

334,335

115 GRAFPOINT

326

533

IBM/PASDOS—CAD

310,311

140 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES

336

160 MEDIA CYBERNETICS

50

159 MEAD COMPUTER

317

50

162 MEGASOFT

314

184 MICRO ELEC. PROD. ( MEP)

337

19 AMER. SMALL BUS. COMP.

99

161

48 CADAM

95

206 PERISCOPE CO.

188

49 CADAM

95

210 PETER NORTON

20,21

165 MICROCOM SYSTEMS

211

20,21

168 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 323

296 WINTEK
534

5

IBM/MSDOS COMMUNICATIONS

MEDIA CYBERNETICS

PETER NORTON

50 PERSOFT
253 SOFTKLONE

344
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318
87
186

318

77 DATA TRANSLATION

58

• MCGRAW-HILL CEC

288A-B

• MCGRAW-HILL NRI

272A-B

•

MISCELLANEOUS

20 ANTHRO CORP
• BEST WESTERN

260 SOFTWORLD

254

181

320

163 MERRITT COMPUTER PRODS

261

195

183 M.H 1

204

242 RAM-BENDERS

271

194 ON-LINE STORE

299

245 SAFEWARE

SOLUTION SYSTEMS

266 SUPERSOFT
143 KEA SYSTEMS

26

74 CYBER RESEARCH

281

TXM, INC.

• VERMONT CREATIVE S/W
306 ZORTECH

MONTGOMERY GRANT .

108

213 PRINTERS PLUS INC.

241

216 PROGRAMMERS SHOP

285

217 PROGRAMMER'S CONNECTION

38
195
19

• TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS
118 HARRIS/3M COPIERS
•Correspond directly with company

13
24
96
92
324
292
281

IFTHE REASONYOU
HAVEN'T BOUGHTA
24-PIN PRINTER IS
PRICEYOU'VE LOST
YOUR REASON.
You've also lost your last
reason for buying a9-pin
printer. Our new Pinwriter®
P2200 dot matrix printer is
the first 24.-pin printer that
is priced lower than many of
today's 9-pin printers.
However, we didn't
strip the price by doing the
same thing to features.
In fact, we gave the P2200
afew features you won't find on any other printers at any price.
Like more software support than any other 24-wire printer and unrivaled paper-handling capabilities. It feeds from both the rear and the front. And you can print asingle sheet without removing
your continuous paper. You can also produce up to 128 type variations within asingle document.
We also didn't get the price down at the expense of speed. The P2200
prints 55 cps in LQ mode — that's faster than any other printer in its price
range. And in draft mode, it speeds
iiiiiodbl
along at 170 cps.
NEC PRINTERS.THEY ONLY STOP
f .,t...
So see your NEC dealer WHEN YOU WANT THEM TQ
today. Anything else would
be thoroughly unreasonable.

EC

NEC Information Systems, Inc.

C

8C Computers and CommunkatiOne

For more information, and the name of the NECIS dealer nearest you, call 1-800-343-4418 ( in MA 617-264-8635).
Or write: NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave. , Boxborough, MA 01719.
Circle 186 on Reader Service Card

Tandy Computers:
Because there is
no better vaiue.
1

TM

The Tandy® 4000
Aprice breakthrough
in high-performance
80386 technology.
Put aTandy 4000 personal computer on your
desk and unleash the remarkable power of the
80386 microprocessor.

UOILUILUILUIEU 11111 11111211111111111 nIMMM1
\T
\

••

See Tandy's Complete Line of
IBM® PC Compatible Computers

Tandy 4000

ftnammene

Tandy 3000

Tandy 3000 HL

,

Tandy 1000 TX

Tandy 1000 SX

Tandy 1000 HX

Tandy 1400 LT

With the Tandy 4000's 16-megahertz clock
speed, IBM PC and AT® compatible software
comes alive with incredible speed. And new
operating systems such as Microsoft® OS/2 will
deliver the full potential of the 80386.
The 4000 is just one of acomplete line of
Tandy computers— the best-selling IBM PC
compatibles in America. We have the system
solutions your business can depend on . . . for
years to come.
Workgroup Solutions. Our 3Com® workgroup
lets people and PCs work together, so your entire office can share information and route
messages—electronically. And with IRMALAN', up to 20 people in your workgroup can
access your company's IBM mainframe.
Multiuser Solutions. With the XENIX® multiuser operating system you can share the power
of the Tandy 4000 with others in your office.
The fact is, we have more experience with
XENIX® multiuser systems than anyone. And
we offer SCOTM business productivity software
that's designed expressly for maximum multiuser efficiency.
Total Support. Radio Shack Computer Centers
offer the most comprehensive range of support
services in the industry. The bottom line? We
work hard for your business! Come in and find
out for yourself— ask for ademonstration of the
Tandy 4000 today.

Radio Ihaelt
XENIX Reg. TM Microsoft Corp. 3Com/Reg. TM 3Com Corp. IBM and AT/Reg. TM IBM
Corp. IRMALAN/TM Digital Communications Associates, Inc. SCO/Reg. TM The Santa
Cruz Operation.

COMPUTER CENTERS

Circle 236 on Reader Service Card

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

